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PREFACE.
The rim of The Occult and Biological Journal u two fold: first, it eudeavors to un
veil to the student the mysteries of the higher truths for which the Western mind
is now seeking in the mysticism of the past and in Oriental religions; shows the cor
relation of the doctrines of the Orient and those of the Christian religion, and uses
the wisdom of the past to throw new light on Biblical text; and, secondly, to those
whose desire is individual unfoldment, it gives a special course of instructions; pre
sents methods for increasing the amount of life in the organism, for its conservation
and control, thus insuring the magnetic power so necessary to success in all direc
tions. It studies the biology of the universe. Investigates the laws of life, tracing
the coarse of its nnfoldment from its origin until it reaches the perfection of the
human organism. Calls attention to its uses and abuses. Its presentation of the
esoteric sciences is concise and clear, always emphasizing their practical value.
Although it would seem that the number of new-thought publications now before
the people must certainly be greater than the demand, yet we feel tliat no apology is
necessary in offering the public a journal which we believe possesses exceptional
facilities for presenting lines of thought heretofore neglected, and which the people
now demand for practical use.

Thb Eatyrr.Kic Puklwhino CoMi-ANY it an incorporated Iwdy. Tt issues stock nt $10 per shore,
the money received therefrom, as well as from subscription, being uteri wholly in the advnneerueut
of the canee it represent«; that is. it it used in publishing and advertising books, the Journal, etc.
The Esoteric Pcbi-ishino C-OMCANV and The Ebotebic Fuatkhnitv are entirely separate iu ao
far at financial interests and objects are concerned. The interest of The EsOTKtUC Pt nttsHUto
CourA nt is in public teaching through the medium of its various publications, wh'de Thk Esotkbic Fkatkknitv is altogether interested in preparing a place for the working out to ultimate* of all
the laws and methods taught in the Compnuy's publications.
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SALUTATORYIn beginning work on such a periodical as The Biological

Journal, there should be a general plan and purpose in view,
and in the present instance, the purpose is really the continu
ation of The Esoteric, but with a wider range of thought. We
hope, however, that the line of thought presented in these pages
may be of greater practical value to the masses than our efforts

have heretofore been.
In the study of biology, we must necessarily touch all phases
and qualities of life, and as life and mind are in themselves
synonymous, the study of biology is the study of mind, both in
its basic principles, or underlying causation, and in the ramifi
cations of its expression of thought throughout tlie-universe.

Thus it is apparent that, by virtue of its title, this magazine
allows itself an unlimited scope of thought.
It is our purpose to begin a course of careful instruction
for all those who desire growth and educational unfoldment.
in any and all departments of human life; and we intend to
simplify these instiuctions to such a degree that we shall cease
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to hear the expression, which has so continually come to us from
the people, “We do not comprehend the ideas given in your
publications." And yet much contained in this Journal will

undoubtedly be incomprehensible to some, for we expect that
its pages will bring out all phases of thought, and all grades of
intellectual and spiritual knowledge.
Those who have been thinking along the lines of the present
popular study of the occult and magical, and who have consid
ered its probable results, cannot but see a repetition of the con

ditions that existed in Egypt and throughout the oriental
world in ancient times, when magic gradually became a domi
nant factor among the masses—an influence upon that world,
which was both good and evil. Unless there arise in the world
of to-day, a leader or leaders, embodying in himself or them
selves, the highest and holiest cult, and possessing dominant

power over the lower and selfish magician, the evils that result,
ed from the magic of antiquity will, by the growth and de
velopment of the centuries, be increased many fold in our own
day. India aud China now, as in the centuries past, are domi
nated by a low, selfish, magic-working power, which has crushed
out the civilization that it once possessed, degraded its people,
and is now holding them on the verge of annihilation. These

tenets and practices are being rapidly introduced into the
Christian world, and unless it receives greater light than it now
possesses, this oriental cult is destined to bring the result that
it has brought to its originators. Therefore one of the leading
purposes of this Journal is to select from the products of the
best and noblest minds, as well as to gather the knowledges

from the higher spheres, in order that it may give the world a
teaching so high and ennobling, so potent in its influence, that
it may take the place of, supplant, the cult born of an infantile

nation, six, eight, or ten thousand years ago.
The occidental mind and soul powers of the present day are
preeminently above anything that has existed upon this planet
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before; they are, therefore, capable of, and entitled to knowledge
concerning these matters fresh from the fountain head of all
knowledge, in order that they may be able to lay the founda
tion of a structure so broad and excellent that it will require
ages of thonght-culture and inspiration to complete the build

ing, which, when compared with the monument« left us by an
cient Egypt, will be as much more magnificent and lasting as
the growth and development of the nations since that period,
are capable of making it.

In order to lay such a foundation

as this, we realize that, for the time being, we must turn our
attention from the magnificence of the future structure and fix

it upon the details requisite to clearing away the debris, dig
ging down to bed-rock, quarrying and fitting the stone for its
place in the foundation.
We include Solar Biology among the things to which this
magazine is devoted, l>ecause we wish to make our periodical

an instrumentality for the education of the students of that

science to a more complete comprehension of its important
truths, —an instrumentality by which the world may know that
all life comes from and is manifested by the worlds of the uni

verse, that these worlds are but the mind organs of the Infinite.

We bring this science to the front because it is one of the
most useful means now in the hands of the people for obtain
ing the most important knowledge. The ability to delineate
character, to know ourselves and others, is good in itself, lmt
it becomes of secondary importance when we consider the
transcendent depth and breadth of the usefulness of the science
in higher spheres.

The word metaphysics upon the title page we use in the
sense in which it was originally understood,—that which comes

after a knowledge of the physical laws of the universe, also
that which, by virtue of growth and development comes after
a physical existence; for this journal will deal with the laws of
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mind and their influences and effects. In the order of unfoldment, that which comes after the reasoning, sensory, physical
mentality is a spiritual soul, a sensating, reasoning, intelligent

organism a step beyond the physical structure, an organism
capable of dealing with, handling and knowing Bupernal spirit.
From the above brief outline of our contemplated work, it

is evident that the whole range of knowledge possible to the
human mind belongs legitimately to The Biological Journal.

Editor.]

USEFUL INSTRUCTIONS.
In 1887 we began a course of instructions called “Practical
Instructions for Reaching the Highest Goal of Human Attain
ment,” which was given under circumstances not altogether
favorable, as we had then just begun our public work; and,
moreover, we think that experience since that time has enabled
us to make important additions to such a line of instruction.
These facts may be an excuse, if one be necessary, for once
more claiming the attention of the public in reference to these
subjects. Again, the people have been thinking on the subject
for the thirteen years since our former instructions were given,
and are, consequently, better prepared to make useful wbat we
may say in the course we are now beginning; we hope, therefore,
to accomplish a broader purpose than that which has already
been served. Much that we have taught in the past lias become
a foundation for the thought and public work of many of the
popular teachers; and yet we see much divergence from the
lines of true success, and hope to correct many errors that are
now religiously believed in and practiced by the advanced
thinkers.
The demand for such instructions has been so great that the
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ancient books on these subjects have been brought out, trans
lated, and reprinted, in addition to which mystics of the various
orders have presented their own lines of instructions, But
we do not see how any one can accomplish in this direction
who does Dot believe in the law of evolutionary progress, and
no one can believe in the evolution of the human race, who
does not accept the fact that at least six thousand years have
developed men and women altogether superior in capacity, re
finement of laxly and mind, and in ail the abilities requisite
for obtaining and making practical, knowledges similar to those
found in the literature of the Orient; in other words, it seems
unwise to follow the dead past rather than to live in the living
present.
If the mind of the race has unfolded and refined, it follows
that the highest and best that men could do three thousand
years ago would be retrogressive in its effect were we to adopt
and follow it. Many things that we did as children were right
for a child, but for mature men ami women they would he evil:
and so it seems to us that, to follow the practices of an infan
tile race, is like a man laying aside his manhood to follow the
practices of a child. In saying this I do not wish to imply
that, because one has grown to mature manhood or woman
hood, the experiences of childhood are no longer of use, and,
consequently, should ho forgotten. Neither do I mean to say
that the experiences of an infantile race are of no use to us:
for their habit of thought and lines of investigation have
necessarily laid the foundation upon which to linild a greater
and grander structure of knowledge and experience.
We
would therefore emphasize the fact that all knowledge is good
and useful, providing the student knows how to make it useful.
But the habit, which so many have acquired, of accepting what
they read or study verbatim, without properly digesting it, is
all that makes these things evil.
The student should use the same sound judgment in his
studies that the miner and assayer use in gathering the little
gold from the great storehouse of earth. The miner digs for
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the gold, shovels away the rubbish, disposes of it in any way he
can, sifts and washes out the precious metal; he knows for what
he is seeking, and accepts nothing else. The assayer takes that
metal, separates the gold from all the other metals, puts the
gold in the place for the gold, the silver and lead in their re
spective places; be could not be induced to accept the lead for
the gold, because it is found with the gold. A similar mental
attitude should insure a like discrimination in all our reading.
We should first know for what we are searching, and theu, in
all our investigations, we must look for the useful in view of
the object set before us. When this attitude of mind is maintained, the student will find that reading many books is very
much like the gold miner handling much dirt and obtaining
very little gold.
In reading the books of ancient magic, it is very important
that their moral and immoral tendencies be distinctly kept
in mind; for unless one be well established in the piinoiples of morality, righteousness, right living and right doing,
he will find in these works so much that appeals to his lower
nature that, before he is aware, be is helplessly involved in the
most destructive forces,—destructive not only to his mental
and physical abilities, but to all his enjoyment of life and to life
itself. Consequently, we would advise no one to take up these
lines of study who is not prepared to connect with them the
principles of the most unsullied honor. In past years 1 have
been surprised at the number of men and women studying
these thoughts and practicing some of the methods, who were
tricky, dishonest in business, deceptive in practice, who thought
no more of telling a lie than of bidding a friend good morning.
Such people will never accomplish anything but the most dis
astrous results in attempting to develop the powers of the
soul, or to obtain knowledge and power in the realm of magic.
In the present state of the world, when trading interests are
governed so largely by deceptive methods, it seems to many an
impossibility—and we have often heard them so express them
selves—to maintain principles of honor and hold their place in
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the business world. We believe, however, that this is not ab
solutely true: and yet, if necessary, a person should sacrifice
either one or the other,—if to uphold one's honor means a sac
rifice of one’s business, then let the business go. If circum
stances and conditions will not permit this course, we then
advise him by all means not to undertake a line of methods
for attainment in the spiritual and occult; for as surely as the
weeds in the garden will spring up and choke out the plants,
so surely will the evils within the individual outgrow the good,
cover it, and choke it out.
Our experience has brought ns into association with those
who have lived the regenerate life until they have reached com]*aratively high attainments in it, but who, along with the other
principles and faculties, have allowed certain weeds of evil to
spring up within them, which, in every instance, have outgrown
the good and taken possession of the individual, ruining his
hopes. Unless the life is thoroughly purified and the mind
cleansed from all selfish and egotistic feelings, there is nothing
more certain than that, although the aspirant may climb high
in lines of attainment and be able to teach and talk like a sage,
it is only a matter of time when there will be a terrible fall, and
all the good that he has acquired will be overpowered and
taken possession of by the evil.
Before one makes use of methods of development in the way
of soul culture or in magic—in fact, in any department of
mental development, except the mere inemoriziug connected with
the ordinary scholastic pursuits—he should and must have, if
he would accomplish good results, a well-defined object to be
attained. Such an object having been set before the individual,
he must use his judgment and the closest discrimination in se
lecting from even the present course of instructions that which
will lead toward, or assist in the accomplishment of his object.
The habit, so general among students, of seising and appro
priating every method that seems to be good and praotioal,'
should be most strenuously avoided. The world is full of good
thought and practical ideas: no one mind is able to incorporate
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them all. Each individual should remember that he has a
special sphere of action in life, which is comprehended in the
object set before him: consequently, all his reading should be
limited by that object.
We often bear the remark, “There is so much teaching and
so many theories in the world, that I do not know what to
follow.” We pity a mind capable of such a dilemma. The
person should cease the study of these higher lines of thought,
keep away from the lecture room and the public teacher, re
tire within himself, and first find out what be believes, what
liis purpose is, and what he wishes to accomplish, "lint,” he
says, “how shall I know what to believe unless I hear the varied
opinions.” There are foundation principles that cannot be
eradicated, laid deep in the soul of every man and woman.
They may be buried even beyond one’s own consciousness by
hearing and reading many things and trying to believe this,
that, and "the other teaching, but sooner or later they will
come to the front and assert themselves; and when they do, all
that the individual has been learning will be blit a confused
mass of the ideas of many; no matter how practical and useful
the ideas may be in themselves, they are now of no use to him.
The aspirant should remember that the most he can do is to
develop the real self to the highest possible point of nnfoldment. Therefore, before he can attain results, it is absolutely
essential that he make a careful study of himself, of what he
really believes and what he wishes to accomplish. No mat
ter what his deficiencies may be, he has one dominant princi
ple, idea, belief, and one leading hoj)e. He alone can )ind these,

and it is these that he wishes to understand and to cultivate.
The following course of instructions will be so broad and
full of real life, that, if the student religiously follow them,
they will strengthen his weaknesses, adjust the inharmonies, and
prepare the mind for a life of usefulness, if success in life in a
material way be the central object. If soul powers and spiritual
attainment are the main object of his life, balancing and har
monizing the mental faculties are equally essential, that he
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may 0« able to weigh in the balance all that belongs to the
heretofore unknown realm of soul and spirit.
We hope, however, that no one will make the mistake made
by so many who have studied our past instructions,—that of
thiuking that the promises contained in the preliminary part
of the booklet, “Practical Methods to Insure Suoceaa" (sncceas
in all departments of business life), belong also to the line
of instructions for reaching the highest goal of spiritual at
tainment If the object is to gain the wealth and honor of
the world, then the student may follow the present methods
up to a certain point, which will lie carefully designated; but
beyond that limit he mugt not go, or all his efforts will result
in failure.
The great master and teacher, Jesus, the Christ, said, “No
man can serve two masters. ... Ye cannot serve God
and mammon" (the world,—its wealth and honors). When
Jesus was fitting himself for the high ultimate* of his work,
he reached a point in his experience where he was shown that,
if he would turn his attention toward the wealth and honor of
the world, he could accomplish what he desired in that direction.
In the symbolic language of the Scriptures, “The devil taketh
him up into an exceeding high mountain, and sheweth him all
the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them; and saitli
unto him. All these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall
down and worship me." But his purpose was fixed; knowing
his object and his mission, he chose the highest goal of human
possibilities, and with it he must also choose poverty,—to l>e
despised and rejected of men, that he might have the riches of
the Spirit. The same truth was indicated by the master and
teacher Moses, when, instructed by the Spirit, he directed that
the priests, the tribe of Levi, whose business it was continually
to serve God in the tabernacle, should have no portion of the
material inheritance of their brethren.
Now, let no one make the serious mistake of thinking that
he may go beyond certain limits in the higher attainments—
limits which we hoj>e to point out herein—and yet obtain
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wealth, honor, and position. No donbt many will choose, as the
central object, some desirable ultimate in the material world.
Probably the greater number into whose hands these instruc
tions may fall, should centralize their efforts in this direction.
But when they have reached a point in their development suf
ficiently advanced to enable them to think more intelligently,
and,consequently, to decide more wisely, some even among the
latter class, may choose the wealth of the Spirit and the conse
quent poverty and dishonor of the world; for nearly all the pri
mary instructions for reaching the high ultimate* of an abun
dant success in a human sense, are absolutely essential to those
who wish to reach perfect unity with the mind and will of God.

SIX DAYS SHALT THOU LABOR.
The moon had just entered Pisces, aud as I lay upon
my bed I mused upon the past. The sun with its Bystem
is now in the sign Aquarius of the grand 7x>diac. In Aqaurius
we see the manifestation of two contradictory qualities,—n dis
position on the part of the individual to stand alone, at the same
time realizing, with peculiar dearness, that “all are memliers
of one body”, that we are “but parts of one stupendous whole".
Two thousand years ago our solar system entered the sign
Pisces, and the distinctive function of the Pisces nature, that
of laying a solid foundation, ultima ted its work for our planet.
Of that foundation it is said, “Other foundation eim no man
lay than is laid"; for, indeed, when we go deeply into cause and
effect, every superstructure must rest upon its own legitimate
foundation, and iu this Pisces age of the world's history, was
laid the foundation for the superstructure of the ages, the
“house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens”.
But ere the foundation was laid, it was necessary that the
former building be destroyed in order to make room for it.
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And truly that building was destroyed; for the Aries qualities
of the preceding two thousand years had budded, according to
their nature, that false structure of the intellect and animal
will, figured by the great and terrible image seen by Nebu
chadnezzar in his dream. Each part of this metallic image rep
resented a distinct political power of domination,—man over
man,—aud by means of which the people had sunk lower and
deeper into materiality, until its final destruction.
Before the Aries age came the Taurus, the enjoyment of the
senses, the golden time of childhood; for before men had been
led so far from the path of rectitude, by following the unin
formed intellect, they felt the mind currents of the groat All
Father and heard his voice in the stillness, as they rested.
Thus hearing and feeling, they lived the happy »lays of child
hood.
Two thousand years before this time the earth had entered
Gemini—Gemini the expresser, the voice. Throughout the
vital currents <»f the earth was the voice heard—not in the cre
ation of man, for man had long since been created and in his
crudity had wandered over the earth; through ages of struggle
the animal had developed into the human form, with a brain
capable of thinking orderly, though crude thought, of pereeiving cause and sequence, aDd the time was ripe for immature
souls in the Father’s family to enter these bodies, experiment
and learn the lessons which a long series of physical lives held
for them.
Hear the parable of the prodigal son: "A certain man had
two sons: and the younger of them said to his father, Father,
give me the portion of goods that falletb to me. And be divided
unto them his living. And not many days after, the younger
son gathered all together, and took his journey into a far coun
try.” Aud so it was when the word concerning man was, “Let
us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them
have dominion . . . over all the earth”.
The restless
desire of the Gemini nature became manifest, and the son’s
voice wrb heard, saying, “Let me go.” So he left the Father’s
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house, and journeyed into this far country, and began his life
of experiment and suffering.
But as the earth passed iuto and through Taurus, man, the
animal being, was now possessed by au occupant who retained
much of his Father’s substance (life and mind).
While
this lasted, being still in touch with the Father’s mind and
still hearing, though faintly, bis voioe, man rejoiced in the
possession and enjoyment of his body with its appetites
and emotions. But as the Father's substance was wasted, he
became leas and less conscious of the guiding voice, and, pass
ing into Aries, he began to think for himself and to feel sure
that logic and reason were his safest guides; and he followed
these. Indeed, they would have been safe guides had they
been based upon a jierfect knowledge, but knowledge had not
yet been gained. So reasoning and theorizing from appearances
and from his feelings, man made mistake after mistake, falling
lower and yet lower into materiality.
While passing through the sign Aries, men built a wonder
ful structure, which the king of Babylon saw typified in his
dream. He beheld the form of a man, “whose brightness was
excellent," whose form was great and terrible, and whose head
was of gold. Daniel said to the king, “Thou art this head of
gold,"—the Babylonian Empire. The breast and arms of the
image were of silver: "and after thee shall arise another king
dom inferior to thee,"—the Empire of the Medes and Persians.
“And auother third kingdom of brass, which shall bear rule
over all the earth,"—the Macedonian Empire. “And the fourth
kingdom shall be strong as iron: forasmuch as iron breaketh
in pieces and subdueth all things: and as iron that breaketh
all these, shall it break in pieces and bruise,"—the Roman Em
pire. “And as the toes of the feet were part of iron and part
of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong, and partly bro
ken (divided) . . . And in the days of these kings shall
the God of heaven set up a kingdom whioh shall never be de
stroyed: and the kingdom shall not be left to other people, but
it shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it
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«hall stand forever." “Thou sawest till that a stone was cut
out without hands, which smote the image upon his feet that
that were of iron and clay, and brake them to pieces. Then
was the iron, the clay, the brasB, the silver, and the gold, brok
en to pieces together, and became like the chaff of the summer
thresbingfloors; and the wind carried them away. . . . and
the stone that smote the image became a great mountain, and
filled the whole earth."
This was the history of the man builded by the qualities of
the Aries age; and justly so, for force, animal force and ani
mal intellect, was its ruling factor,—cold, hard, cruel, selfish,.
dominating man, the ideal of the Aries age. When the earth
passed into Pisces man began to look deeper into the founda
tion of things, for the ruling factor of that age was the desire
to find a sure foundation—they wanted to be Biire they were
right; and in the search after a deeper knowledge, a more cor
rect understanding, there came a light.
Throughout the ages, while the prodigal son was in this far
country learning his lesson, the Father had been devising means
for his return; for ere the son can wholly return, he must have
■ developed into perfect manhood—that is, into the Father's like
ness— and have taken the dominion. In accordance with this
object, Adam was selected as the most nearly perfect man of
his age; and as a farmer gives special care to his “seed-corn",
so was Adam cared for. After Adam Noah was chosen, then
Shew, then Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Judah, David, and finally
Joseph and Mary. From these, the end of a long line of God’s
eboosing, came he who, standing in the knowledge of his God
likeness, cried. “Follow me;” “I am the way." And thus the
Pisces age produced the one who laid the foundation—other
than which “can no man lay”—for the building of the new
man, the new kingdom, which fell upon the feet of the struct
ure, of the Aries age, so beginning the destruotion of the old
age'and order of man’s brutish dominion. Looking deeply
and reasoning from the logical basis of facts presented by the
perfection of the Father's pattern, and avoiding, so far as pos
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sible, the mistakes of the past, the Pisces began, by slow and
painful effort, to teardown the Aries ideal of forceful, warlike
man, and to prepare to build upon the sure foundation, the new
man, who would dominate the earth—not by brute force, but
by love.
But now the Aquarius age dawned, and the desire for the
recognition of individual rights began to take form, the power
of monarchs was curtailed by constitutions, senates and parlia
ments represented the people, and finally came the republic—
the time arrived when “government of the people,for the people,
and by the people, might not perish from the earth"; for in the
republic “every man is king:” thns is his individuality recog
nized. Again, as the nerves of sensation bind all the members
of the body into a conscious oneness, so the Aquarius nature
recognizes that we “are but parts of one stupendous whole”,
that we are all members of one body. And now the prodigal sou
says, “I will arise and go to my Father”; the people of the
Aquarius age begin to build; the stone cut without hands, which
destroyed the Aries image, begins to grow, and men call to
mind the ancient prediction of the coming of “Shiloh;” for the
time is ripe for the uew man of the Aquarius age to be bn tided.
The gathering, building spirit is manifest throughout all the
world; nations are growing, business concerns of the day are
colossal, colonization schemes are rife, and cooperation is the
universal thought. Surely, now is the time for “Shiloh” to ap
pear and gather the people to form the new kingdom, the new
man. And Daniel said, “And in the days of these kings (the
fragments of the Aries man) shall the God of heaven set
up a kingdom . . . and it shall stand for ever."
For two thousand years has the image of man's building
beeu falling; for two thousand years, throughout the Aquarius
age, will the stone continue to grow, until the seventh trumpet
bos sounded, and “the great voioes in heaven" shall say, “The
kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord,
aud of his Christ.” Then, indeed, shall the new man have
been builded: the race shall have returned to its divine estate;
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the prodigal ehall have «ought the Father's house. But ere
this time “Shiloh” must gather a body who shall live and reign
a thousand years, and after this the general gathering. Then
the Aries man shall disappear aa chaff before the wind, and
the divine man of the heavens, the atone cut without bands,
shall have grown to fill the earth.
For two days (two thousand yearn) man labored to build a
false ideal, for just so long he labored to tear it down, ami for
the same length of time he must build the new and the true,
when, upon the seventh day, be shall enter the house of tl>e
gods, Capricorn, and shall rest, for his work shall bare' been
finished.
Then 1 arose and read, “My reins shall instruct me in the
night season.” And 1 said, can these things be? Is thia the
plan of the ages?
Enoch Penn.

THE NERVES NEVER GROW OLD.
Commenting on the common causes of nervous disorders,
Professor W. H.Thomson says: “ The message of modem sci
ence about the nervous system is more hopeful than ever. It
tells us that the nervous system has a greater store of reserve
vitality than all the other bodily systems put together. It is
the only texture that is found not to have lost weight after
death by starvation, as well as after death by any cause. It is
the last to grow old; and as to the mind, it need not grow old
at all. provided it be steadily applied with that mighty spiritual
element in us which we call interest. Even the muscular sys
tem can be wonderfully sustained by interest; for should a man
attempt the same muscular work on a treadmill which he lightly
endures along the mountain brook nfter a trout, he would faint
dead away. But the mind will by interest grow steadily, even
while bone and sinew are wasting through age.”—Practical
lieview.

A GREETING EROM BOSTON.
Boston rejoices over the advent of a journal devoted to
Solar Biology. The modern Athens appreciates thought that
seems new, and is quickly the schoolmaster to teach others its
real value. It is not that she knows it all: there is so mnch of
the true student in this modern teacher that she is willing to
appropriate what she cannot originate.
Along the line of Solar Biological thought there are com
paratively few who have given sufficient consecutive study to
feel at home regarding its practical teachings. Nearly all of ns
are busy in the prosecution of some special calling that becomes
our special world in which we “live, and move and have our
being.”

But an observation extending over nearly ten years has con
vinced the writer of the intense value, from many different
standpoints, of this science that has come down to us from the
distant past, in unfolding the actual proclivities of the human
ity all about us: and is there any maxim more important than
this: “Know thyself?”

Surely the language of the heavens needs but true interpre

tation to become of the most intense value to those studeuts
who are now just entering upon the duties and privileges of
their earthly lives.
While neither Harvard nor Yale has as yet any professor
ship covering this science, it is inevitable that, if the great
truths made bo clearly manifest through a knowledge of Solar
Biology become known to a sufficient number of influential
minds, there surely will be ere the twentieth century is far
advanced.
Sometimes a teacher makes an object lesson of more value
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than much logic. Asa part of thin little contribution the writer
would draw a few dedactionb from the zodiacal circle of Jenny
Lind. This has recently come to hia notice and has mnoh

interested him.

He appends herewith the cirole:—

Mrs. Jenny Lind-Goldschmidt Nat Oct. 6th, 1820.

Earth
Moon
Uranus

(®) 'Q Zodiacal Sign of Libra
>»
>»
” Libra
(5) ”
»»
»♦
" Gemini
(•) ”

(=*)•
(Ä).

(n).
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Saturn
Jupiter

(h) "
(V) ”

11

(t) ”

M

Venus
(?) '*
Mercury («) ”

’1
»•

Mars

•r

•»

n
»»

Elements.
Fire,
Earth,
Air,

One.
Two.

Four.
Water, One.

” Libra

(Ä)-

*’ Virgo
” Taurus

(trç>

” Scorpio

(Up(T>

” Aries

(ö)-

Trinities.
Intellectual,
Domestic,

Creative.
Serving,

Three.
One.
Four.

None.

The Swedish maiden looked out upon the world at birth
when the earth and moon were each in the sign Libra, and
Saturn also was in tbe same Bign. What a trinity of psychic

and intuitive sight did she thus have!

Nature gifted her with

a balancing harmony at the very threshold of her human life.
Her own selfhood was thereby established. The nobility of
conjugality was made clear. Her interior nature was made to
voice the practical and genuine. She sat at the feet of M isdom.

When we next note that tbe planet Uranus was in the sign
Gemini, we easily comprehend how her intuitive nature was
thereby induced to reach out and up toward the occult and
finer forces, and that metaphysically she was thus privileged

to express herself indefinably.
Great Jupiter in the sign Virgo not only gave her an excel

lent stomach, but large intuitional discrimination whereby all
the finer educational ami progressive pursuits would find great
favor with her.
With Mars in Taurus and Venns in Scorpio, there is a fine

balance lietween the occult and psychic, and hence a quick co
operating with her basic nature in Libra. I bis combination
unitizes her physical structure into a fuller ability to do what
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ahe undertook, without depletion, as well as to express vocally

iu song so remarkably.
Mercury in Aries furnished “the Messenger of the Gods" in
the upper brain, and so intellectually she was strong, subtle, and
wonderful. Herein her power of expression balances her great
intuitional comprehension. Moved upon by the inspirational
currents which Uranus in Genini induced, strong in discrimi

native ability because of Jupiter in Virgo, balanced physically,
psychically, and occultly with Mara in Taurus and Venus in
Scorpio, she was nature’s mystic songster with that wondrous

trinity iu Libra keeping time and tune with “the Messenger of
the Gods” in Aries.
Again, it will be noted that under the elements she had four

in air, and therefore was aspirational to an unusual extent,
while in the trinities she had four also in the creative trinity,
and so was equally original.
We may thus easily understand how she was able to conquer

the old servitor at the Antwerp bank, when after the absence

of many years she came to him to claim some jewels that were
stored there. The servitor had grown old and had quite for
gotten the beautiful singer. Her maid's words of explanation
were of no account in identifying her. Finally, stepping back
a little, and looking the old man earnestly in the face, she burst
forth into singing, “Nearer, my God, to Thee.” The old serv

itor did not let her finish the hymn, but with tears streaming
down his furrowed cheeks advanced and put his trembling

hand upon her shoulder and said: “Now, Madame, I know
that yon are Jenny Lind, and you shall have your jewels."
Is there any student of Solar Biology who would not have
discovered the natural proclivities and great possibilities of
this Swedish girl if he had applied to her this science of an

cient symlvolisru? Is it not exceedingly practical and important
in the future to inspire the young Jenny Linds of America
through this science as to their future possibilities?
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Ab this last half of the year nineteen hundred lingers with
us, is it not a good prelude period in which to prepare many
minds for the great opportunities which the twentieth century
is to furnish? It seems to tire writer exceedingly fitting that

the finer rhythmic vibrations of the Pacific Slope are being ex
ercised in this direction, and surely the East will unite with
the West in making them of the largest possible use to hu

Libra.

manity.

REIN 0 ABN ATION.
Among the doctrines brought to ub from the East, there is
none more difficult to prove than that of reincarnation; yet,

with the Orientalists, we believe in this doctrine, for we can see
no other method by which the object of creation can be accom

plished. Should we premise for a moment that the real mau,
the soul, is a separate creation at the time of birth, that all
that is to be obtained by an individual can be obtained in a
single life, and that one life is all-sufficient to make man im
mortal, then what shall we conclude concerning those who were
born many centuries ago, or those who were born under the
moat unfortunate ci ream stances at any period of the world’s his
tory, and have passed out of the body without obtaining any de
gree of intelligence or development worthy the estate of man.

They were not to blame for this, and we cannot believe that they

are assigned eternally to that low state of mental development and
consciousness. Neither can we, with any degree of consistency,
believe that such souls are taken as babes, mentally and spirit
ually, into the spirit world, and there developed to the state
attained by their brethren under more favorable circumstances.
We cannot believe this, because it is not in harmony with the
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The old maxim, ‘‘As below, so above,”

indicates a law undeviuting in its manifestation; and we are,
therefore, forced to the conclusion that, after the dissolution of

the laxly there is no real progress until the sou! has mastered,
by growth ami development, all that jvertains to an earthly
existence.
While studying the law of racial development, we gather
evidences of reincarnation by unmistakable inferences, rather
than by positive proof. What may be known by some from
actual knowledge of the spirit world concerning reincarnation,
we will not presume to say, but will let it suffice to call atten
tion to the fact that, as we study the laws of nature, of mind,
and. the growth and development of mind through experience,
we are brought face to face with the inevitable conclusion that
all growth and development belong to a material existence, arid
that that which appears as growth on the spirit side is nothing
more or less than the gathering together of memories oon-

cerning the experiences of previous lives. Many who have writ
ten on the subject of reinearnation look for evidences in the
recollections which they seem to possess of persons and places.
For instance, upon meetiug a person, we often experience the
feeling that we have met that individual before, yet we know

that we have not done so in this lifetime. We have the same
experience upon entering uew places. While these are un
doubted evidences of reincarnation, they are vague and in
conclusive. If, however, the stories told us by travelers in the
Orient are true, they furnish good proof of this doctrine. We
quote the billowing from “Travelers in Tnrtary, Thibet and
China," by M. Hue.

“The election and enthronization of the living Buddhas are
conducted in so singular a manner as to be well worth relating.
When a Grand Lanta has gone, that is to say, is dead, the cir
cumstance is no occasion of mourning in the Lamasery. There
are no tears, no lamentations, for everybodv knows the ('babe-
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ron will very soon reappear. This apparent death is but the
beginning of a new existence, as it were, one ring more added
to the unlimited, uninterrupted chain of successive lives—a
regular palingenesis. While the saint is in a state of chrysalis,
his disciples ate in the greatest anxiety; for it is their most
important affair to discover the place where their master will
resume life. A rainbow appearing in the air is considered a
signal sent to them by their old Great Lama to aid them in
their research.
Every one thereujxm says his praters, and
while the Lamasery which has lost its Buddha redoubles its
fastings and prayers, a troop of elect proceeds to consult the
Tchurtchun or augur, famous for the knowledge of things
hidden from the common herd. He is informed that in Buch a
day of such a moon the rainbow of the Chabemu has mani
fested itself on the sky; it made its appearance in such a place;
it was more or less lumiuous, and it was visible so long: then it
disappeared amid stich and such circumstances. When the
Tchurtchun has received all the necessary indications, he re
cites some prayers, opens his books of divination, and pronounCes at last his oracle, while the Tartars who have come to con
sult him, listen, kneeling, and full of unction. ‘Your Great
Lama,’ says he, 'has reappeared in Thibet, at such a distance
from your Lamasery. You will find him in such a family,*
When these poor Mongols have heard this oracle, they return
full of joy to announce the glad tidings to their Lamasery.
It often happens that the disciples of the defunct have*no
occasion to trouble themselves at all in order to disco ver, the
new birth-place of their Great Lama. He himself ’takes the
trouble to initiate them into the secret of his transformation.
As soon as he has effected his metamorphosis in Thibet, he reveals himself at an age when common children cannot yet
articulate a single word. ‘It is I,’ he says with the accent of
authority; ‘it is I who am the Great Lama, the living Bud
dha of such a temple; conduct me to my ancient Lama
Bery.
I am its immortal superior.’
The wonderful baby
having thus spoken, it is speedily communicated to the Lamas
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of the Soume indicated, that their Chalieron is horn in such a
place, and they are summoned to attend and invite him home.
. . . . The young Chaberon, however, is not sainted ami
proclaimed the Great Lama without a previous examination.
There is held a solemn sitting, at which the new living Buddha
is examined publicly, with a scrupulous attention. He is asked
the name of the Lamasery of which he assumes to l>e the Great
Lama; at what distance it is; what is the number of the Lamas
residing in it. He is interrogated respecting the habits and
customs of the defunct Great Lama, and the principal circum
stances attending his death. After all these questions, there
are placed before him different prayer-books, articles of furni
ture, teapots, cups, etc., and amongst all these things he has to
point out those which belonged to his former life.
Generally this child, at most but five or six years old, comes
forth victorious out of all these trials. He answers accurately
all the questions that are put to him, and makes without any
embarrassment the inventory of his goods. ‘Here’ he says, ‘are
the prayer-books T used; there is the japanned porringer out of
which I drank my tea.’ And so on.”
This most interesting account, coming as it does from a devout
Roman Catholic missionary who disdains the doctrine of rein
carnation and accounts for it by attributing what he relates to
the sagacity of the devil, lays the foundation for at least a be
lief in this doctrine. No one oau read the book without admit
ting that the author was extremely inquisitive and skeptical,
and very careful to convince himself beyond question of what
ever virtue he allows to the Oriental religion. Now, if it is

true that, in his reincarnation, a Lama can, as a child, answer

all the questions put to him concerning his previous life, even
before he has reached the age at which ordinary children can
articulate a word, we could have no better proof of his pre
vious identity. "But,” says one, “why do these Lamas, who,
we know, are below us a race round in mental and epi ritual

'i
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unfold men t,—why do they have such clear and unmistakable
recollections as babes, when such a thing is unknown in the
Christian world?” To inv mind, this question can be answered
from the law of miud. An old adage, found in the Scriptures,

is. “As a man thinketh, so is he,” as a niau believes without a
doubt so it is to him. Experiments in psychology have shown
that a person may be put under the influence of another mind,

and that if, when under that influence, certain thoughts and
ideas are impressed upon him with the command that they re
appear. take form, in his physical consciousness, these thoughts
will take form in, and become the consciousness of the indi

vidual, This, to my mind, proves that the auto-suggestions of
a religious belief continually impressed upon the mind of a
Lama during his lifetime, will be remembered by bim in the
early part of bis reincarnation.
Another evidence of the influence of the mind upon the fu

ture existence of an individual, is the reappearance of the soul

after the dissolution of the body, often causing what is known
as haunted houses. To make this thought dear, we will relate
an experience of some years ago. While in Philadelphia I
visited the home of a friend, whose husband was wholly op
posed to the idea of spiritual manifestation. They had lived
in the house but a short time. During my visit I was io formed

that there had been strange occurrences at night: after re
tiring they often heard some one coming down the third-story
stairs, and wander about from one room to another, apparently

in search of someone. They had been keeping a light burning
at. night, for they frequently heard a lond knock upon the
beadboard of their bed. The night before my visit, upon hear
ing thia knook, the husband sprang out of bed, and as he did
so, a cane, that had been standing near the bed, fell before his

face upon a marble-top wash stand.

As these manifestations

were becoming very annoying, I suggested that we sit quietly
fur a few moments, and place our minds upon whatever con-
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Bcious intelligence that there might be in the house. As we did
so, there came into the room the form of a woman dressed in
a long black robe, with the fabled black hood over her bead.
She stood in a sullen attitude. I spoke to her mentally, but she
did not believe that she could hear thoughts, and therefore did
not respond.

I then spoke to her audibly, as to an ordinary

person, and she answered me in a nervous, impetuous way, al

though by thought, the only way in which souls can communicate.
She said, “They won’t let me see him, but I will see him any
way.” I replied, “We are strangers here, tell us all about it.”
So she told me that she had been sick for a long time in one of the
third-story rooms, and that there was a man in the house whom
she loved and wanted to see, but was not permitted to do so.
She said, however, she was determined that she would see him. I
tried to convince her that she had passed out of the body, but
this idea she spurned. 1 also tried to convince her that the
people who where in the house at the time of which she spoke
had gone, and that those then occupying it were strangers,
which seemed to puzzle her. I then tried to get her to be pas
sive and to place her mind on the one whom she wanted to find,

telling her that she would in that way find out where he
was. Finally, while trying several methmls by which to bring
her to a consciousness of her position, I saw a bright light

standing over her. I told her to look up, that there was some
one over her head. I repeated it most emphatically, and sud
denly she looked up. As she threw back her hood and saw the
light above her head, she ascended into it as quick as thought,
and we saw her no more. As she ascended a great joy filled
the room; so much so that ail who were present felt it.

There were no manifestations in the house after this.
This experience will undoubtedly arouse skepticism and ridi
cule, but for its authenticity I and others can vouch. This
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was the ease of a woman lying on her death-bed, possessed by
one idea,—that of wanting to see a certain person. This
thought, all-absorbing before death, occupied and bound the
soul after the dissolution of the body. We have bad mauy
evidenoes of the influence of an unquestioned belief upon the
soul. While this may not be the expression of an inevitable
law of reincarnation,—in other words, while it may argue that

reincarnation may be brought about by belief and not by a

general law,—yet we think there is nothing in the human soul
superior to law, and that it cannot act independently of it. If the
mind can be so impressed with an error as to oause the soul to
follow out that error after the dissolution of the body, then
there must be a law which enables it to do so; and as error
cannot be immortal, but rnnBt of necessity be of short dura
tion, light always dispelling darkness, therefore in the dispel
ling of the error, the law remains and the truth is revealed.
So then the Buddhist Lama who believes that he will re
incarnate immediately after the death of the body, only accel
erates the operation of a law which must continue to be a law
in all life. Thus one who believes in reincarnation, may ob
tain immediate incarnation, while he who disbelieves may long
delay the effectual working of the law, and does dissipate the
memories of a former life. But the law will accomplish its

work, and reincarnation will take place.

INVISIBLE STARS.
Gazing one night into the spangled vault above, having
been attracted by the unusual brilliancy of the stars, 1 fell to
musing.

Astronomers tell us that they have discovered here and
there in the heavens a dark star, one that gi res no light; and
as oue after another of these stars is discovered, the thought
is impressing itself upon the minds of some of us, that possibly
there are more stars that do not shine than stars that do; that
of the myriads of orbs above us, we probably do not see the
half. And as I pondered an Intelligence seemed to speak to me

thus:—

“You wonder if yon heavens are filled with stars which you
cannot see; rather wonder at your ignorance in supposing the
whole universe palpable to your senses. You know that the
presence of

light is communicated to

your consciousness

by means of its vibrations, and that degree of intensity
and color are determined by the frequency and amplitude
of those vibrations, which reach your consciousness through
the medium of the optic nerve; now, imagine a person by
your side of much lower development than yourself, one
whose optic nerve can transmit to his brain only vibrations
of much less frequency than are those transmitted by your own,
bo that the highest vibration that he is able to cognize, is lower
than the lowest which you perceive. Can you not see that all
those shining orbs upon which you gaze would be invisible to
him, and that those bodies dark to you, but whose rate of

vibration comes within range of the capacity of his optic
nerve, would to him shine out with the same splendor as do
these to you?
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And, indeed, who can limit the wonders of the universe? May
there not be, in yonder vastness, worlds of such refinement—
attained, perhaps, through countless ages of growth—that the
vibrations emanating from them are of such frequency that
your organ of vision fails to respond? If so, then one by your
side, whose degree of development corresponded to that of
those glowing orbs, would perceive them, although they are
utterly invisible to you—and, moreover, you would be invis

ible to him, and he to you.
Who shall say that what you call the material universe, has
not its counterpartai orbs and intelligences of such refinement
as to be imperceptible to the denizens of your earth,—save,
perhaps but faintly, to the most highly refined? and that
there is not another universe still more refined, not cognizable

even to the few, and another and yet another, on, on, until “all
space is filled and interfilled,” universe within universe, with

their myriads of myriads of intelligences of every degree of
refinement, development, and power,—souls of men, cherubs,
seraphs, angels and archangels, realm beyond realm, all utterly

beyond our ken?
And what are those beings who, appearing and disappear

ing, flit before the mind’s eye? You call them figures of the
imagination; may they not be inhabitants of invisible spheres?
And these thoughts that come from, you know not where,
may they not be the voices of these strange visitors?”
Then the communicating Intelligence became silent, and I
was left alone with my musings.

Phebe Hart.
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BLACK ANO RED-----B MINOR.

What is life? Electric potency, energy. As we turn
from the world of manifestation, and, passing beyond, enter
that of causation, we see the eternal energies by which
we find ourselves surrounded moving in a moot exact
and wonderful rhythm. It is the song of life, which, in its
etas plans flow, rings out the harmonies of twelve great states
of vibration, the twelve zodiacal changes. But our earth
as yet responds to just seven of these mighty notes,—
the seven vital harmonies (signs); the remaining five exist
for us only sa they find expression through combinations of
the seven. The eye reoognizes these great pulsations, vibra
tions, as color, but, like the ear, it can adjust itself to but
seven; the five must express themselves, as beet they can,
through the medium of the seven. And thia, because the
mother-heart of our Earth has not yet beat in unison to
five of the great pulsations of life. Seven times has her
mighty form throbbed beneath the rhythm of a new and un
tried vibration, and when she has fiuished the cycles of yet
five other creative potencies, her children will have a scale
of twelve distinct tones, and twelve, instead of seven, glow
ing oolors will adorn their Earth.
We are told that God, the Creator, “dwells in the midst
of the darkness”—‘‘darkness, clouds, and thick darkness. ”
It is even so, and from the midst of the darkness in which
he resides roll into manifestation the great currents of cre
ative life. Into that Holy of holies we may not enter, for
our grosser senses fail to attune themselves to the subtle
rhythm of its ethers. And yet we have sometimes been
overshadowed by ths cloud issuing from that Eternal Canter.
Then, like the priests at the dedication, we ‘ 'could not stand
because of the cloud”—we were prostrate beneath its over
shadowing, and the great secrets of life rolled into our souls
frywt its mystic depths. In this strange Presence, amid the
weird and wonderful, we meet the zodiacal sign of Libra.
Half in darkness, half in manifestation, she commands the
sacred portals through which sweep into materialiration the
infinite energies. Beyond tliat threshold, and in the dark
ness, she holds the secrets of the Creator; without, in the
realm of manifestation, she pours her electric potencies into
the red tide of life, and throughout all animate organiza
tion, and to its remotest part, the blood carries ths life.
And so in the black and in the red—the darkness and the
red life-blood—wo recognize the harmonies of the ksy of H
minor, to which are attuned the vibrations of the sign Libra.

SOLAS BIOLOGY.
CORRECTION OF THE LINES OF THE ZODIAC.

In the appendix to the late editions of Solar Biology we give
the new lines of division between the zodiacal signs. Unlike

other things that we see in nature, the two zodiacs, though
entirely distinct each from the other, are, so far as we can dis
cover, exactly alike—as if one was the impress of the other.
This is true in regard to the peculiarities of the degrees of
the signs and of the dividing lines between the signs. While

we have been able to discern many things relative to the zodi
acal changes, yet we find so many causes for these changes,
such as the passing of planets from one sign to another, that
as yet we are prepared to give but very little of what has been
observed. It has been accurately decided, however, that the
new lines given are not the exact lines between the signs, as at
first thought, but lines marking the entrance of the incoming
sign; at the same time, the preceding sign not having depart
ed, there is an overlapping or interblending of the qualities of
the two signs, which continues until the old litres as originally
given have been crossed. Therefore, instead of placing the
moon in Libra three or four degrees before the old line, we

say that the moon is iu Libra and Virgo, the qualities inter
blending; and so with the changes assigned to the other signs.
Some have undertaken to set forth the qualities of each de
gree of the signs, but we are satisfied that they are not thus
distinguished; on the contrary, they seem to be marked, as near
as the sensitives can observe, by every two or two and one-half
degrees; but as there is so much to be defined in connection
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with this discovery, we shall, before presenting it, wait until
some degree of certainty is reached.

Of one point, however,

we are comparatively certain, which is, that the two or two
and one-half last degrees of Cancer are the most malignant, dis
turbing and perversive of all the degrees of the zodiac.
It must be understood that a science so broad and so farreaching will probably never be perfect; although the devel
opment of the human mind may continue for thousands of
years, yet there will always be much to learn and investigate
concerning this science. We, therefore, bring these suggestions
before our readers for examination, and we solicit their aid in
adding to the general store of knowledge.

THE RISING SIGNS.
FORM OF BODY AND QUALITIES PRODUCED BY THE RISING SIGN.

In attempting this subject we mainly desire to call forth the
observations of the many students of Solar Biology and As
trology in reference to the influence of the rising sigus.

As to

our own observations, although we have investigated the mat
ter for several years, yet we find many exceptions to the rules

that we are about to give; and, moreover, as we have not had
as good an opportunity of observing the effect of the rising
sign as have many of our friends, we give the result of our
investigation as merely a suggestion, at the same time asking
those who are interested in and have been studying along these
lines to give us their experiences. We will in this way be
greatly assisted in bringing an important science to some de
gree of perfection.
We have reason to believe that the rising sign influences the
body as to size and form, strength or weakness, and the men
tality arising through the physical Benses. The mentality,
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however, seems only in a certain degree to be strengthened or

weakened by the effect of the rising sign.
Before proceeding further with our subject, we will state
that our experience has been that, the influence of a sign is
very weak when it first rises and gains in strength until the
rising of the succeeding sign. The student will do well to note
here what has been said in the appendix to Solar Biology con
cerning the new lines,—lines marking the overlapping of the
signs in question. The facts referred to, however, do not do
away with the rule that a sign gradually gains in strength
until the succeeding sign really rises. When the new line

occurs, the strength of the prevailing sign is still further in
creased by the qualities of the approaching sign.
We have also noticed that the innate nature has a marked
influence on the form and appearance of the body. For ex
ample, if Leo is the innate nature, it will to a certain ex
tent express itself through the form and appearance of the
body. The moon has a similar influence; so mnch so that if a
person is born and polarized in a certain sign, that sign will
nearly overcome the influence of the rising sign on the form of
the physical body. I have reason to believe that the influence
of the planets in connection with the rising sign is rather in
the direction of chemical combination than by virtue of their

presence in any special signs.
Aries Rising produces a person of medium height; slender,
but the body well rounded and of fine texture, with well-formed
wrists, hands and fiugers; gives good physical endurance and
plenty of vitality, a keen eye and quickness of thought and
action. Persons who Lave Aries rising get a clearer compre
hension of a writer’s thought by reading it than by hearing it
read. They are inclined to thoughtfulness and a love of nature;
usually have a sandy or neutral complexion.
Taurcs Rising. Taurus, famous for its vitality and endur
ance, gives these qualities to the body, but I have not yet been
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able to decide whether the body is inclined to be tall or short;
it is always rather stout, however, with a thick neck, full,
round face, usually of a light complexion. This sign also
gi ves mental endurance; a love of mental gymnastics, but not
of hard, physical labor. It will be found that, among the lead-

iug men of the world, Taurus predominates as a body sign.
11 gives a good appetite, love of rich food and plenty of it, aud
also an inclination to bibativeneBB. Because if its great endur
ance, it adds power to all the innate qualities.
Gemini Rising produces a body of medium size, frequently
a little below the average; rather square shoulders, and a pecu
liar form that gives an impression of corpulence, which, how
ever, is not common to the sign. It causes a nervous restless
ness in the organism, and, in a special manner, brings into
play the bands and arms. We know less about this sign than
any other, as we are acquainted with but few persons having a
Gemini body.

Cancer Rising gives a body of medium height, slender,
lithe and willowy, but usually rather weak. It imparts a cat
like motion in walking. Persons having a Cancer body usually
have sandy or light complexions; are inclined to wear a full

beard; disinclined to physical labor; the mental abilities more
of an inspirational and intuitive than of an educational nature,
for Cancer militates against educational tendencies, but
adds to the capacity to inspire knowledge from the spheres.
The quality of mind arising from a Cancer body is rather
Oriental in its character than Occidental, and often very
subtle. It tends to weakness in the control of the sex function.

Leo Rising usually produces a body above the average
height, strong and well built. Persons with a Leo body often
have a leonine cast of countenance. This is sometimes very

marked in men of advanced age, many of whom cut their
beards so as to give that expression. They are strong and bold
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mentally; not inclined to combativenesa, Imt when it is roused

they are persistent.
Virgo Rising gives a rather short, plump body, when in
health, but militates against digestion. Persons with a Virgo
body are inclined to be nervous and critical, especially when
the digestive system is out of order, in which case the body is

thin and weak. Their mentality is rather jerky in action, and
lacks steady, logical coherence. Unless their morality is strong,

they are inclined to trickiness and falsehood.

They are very

sensitive to conditions and very much influenced by external

appearances.

DELINEATION OF CHARACTER.
The delineations of character given in thia column are intended to serve a two
fold purpose: first, as an object leeaon in the principles of Solar Biology; and,
second, to help our subscribers to a more perfect knowledge of themselves by
turning the light of that science upon their faults and weakness«. as well as up
on the nobler side of their natures. We regret that limited space permits us to
give, during the course of the year, but one delineation to each subscriber. The
necessary data are, the year, day of the month, hour and place of birth. Withont
the hour we may approximate a delineation, but it will always be unsatisfactory;
therefore, if obtainable, we should have the hour, and if it cannot be ascertained,
the applicant must understand that the character-eketcb is more or less incomplete.
In all cases, however, the date and place of birth must be given, or it will be use
less to attempt a delineation. We wish distinctly to state that our time is too
thoroughly occupied to write to applicants for additional data. Those who wish
special help in the regenerate life—such as wu given in The Esoteric—shoidd so
request in their application.

S. A. Sept. 1, 1859, 12. 30 p. nt. Columbus, Ga.
© in "X; J in ”1; 8, t ; i in t; h in Sf; 1Z in kJ: £ in 5T:
2 in SS-; 5 in
You were born when the earth was in the feminine, earthy sign,
Virgo, hut, as a woman, you express the positive side of that sign.
Sagittarius rising aryl Uranus in Sagittarius greatly increase yoar
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poeitiveneas, and make you impulsive The moon, leading you out
through Scorpio, the most hidden of the interior signa, produces in
you a very subtle and interiorly positive nature: exteriorly yon no
doubt appear very feminine and negative, but this is in appearance
only. Yon are a woman who will always have her own way and rule
in her own sphere of action. You are strongly inclined toward
the mystic, and the tendency of your Virgo base is to lead you
into magic. We would advise you never to turn your attention to
the study of magic, because your nature would lead you to make such
use of it as would cause unhappiness and death. Adhere closely to
the Biblical doctrines of the Christian religion. You are a sensi
tive, and accurately read the mental conditions of those around yon;
you should remember, however, that invisible intelligences can im
press upon your mentality conditions that do not exist in your sur
roundings. Take care of the digestive system, and conserve the life
generated by the body.

W. J. W. Oct. 9, 1846, 2 a.
Yorkshire England.
© in =a»; J in U ; 0, Slor ■”)!; ? in
h in SI; H in ft J
in V; $ in X; 5 in YThe earth and Uranus in Libra give you peculiar psychic pereej»tions; but Mars and Mercury in Aries oppose your spiritual tenden
cies, and take you strongly into materialistic reasoning. If your body
or rising sign is Leo, which is probable, you hare great peiseverance,
and a tendency to be practical in your ideas; the combination of the
Libra base and the Leo body gives great tenacity of purpose. Order
is imparted to the entire organism by the position of Saturn in Leo,
which unites with the moon in Gemini to produce love of the
sciences,—the occult and the so-called exact sciences. Jupiter, the plan
et of ideality, posited in Sagittarius, leads your ideals in the direc
tion of doing and accomplishing, and strengthens the ideality in all
that pertains to the spiritual and religious. The love planet, Venns,
in restless struggling Pisces, creates disturbance in the domestic and
love life. Strength is given to the brain by the jioeitiou of Mercury
in Aries, which, at the same time, lowers the standard of the ideal,
and is liable to produce impure imaginings, especially so if the tend
ency of the mind is downward. However, the influence of Mercury
will be largely controlled by Mars in Aries, which also tends to combativeness and love of argument Yoor qualifications fit you to be
come a public speaker, but combativeness wonld interfere with your
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popularity as such. If Leo is the rising sign, you here five eigne in the
fiery .triplicity, three in the airy, one in the watery, and one in the
earthy triplicity; therefore, unless you are interested in some educa
tional pursuit, you will fail to accomplish what your abilities promise.
M. R. Jan. 5, 1876, 11 a. m. Denmark.
© io kJ; J in ¥; fl, X: I io St; >? in SI; li in 8; J in "L;
2 in "i; 5 in SI.
A woman expresses tbe positive side of the sign of your nativity,
and of Pisces, your polarity; your nature is, therefore, very positive.
A restless, longing desire for an indefinable something leads you into
tbe ideal, and your woman’s nature causes you to idealize love, but
the family planet Mars, in Scorpio, and Jopiter, the planet of ideals,
in Taurus, color,the ideal largely with the quality of sex. Saturn
in Leo imparts a love of the sciences, sn inclination to study, and
gives mechanical abilities. The fact that the basic principles of your
nature are advene to each other and irritated by Mara in Scorpio,
makes you “high-tempered,”—easily aroused; end opposed to these un
fortunate conditions is tbe position of Venus in Virgo, its home, dom
inating your life and producing a high ideal of beauty, elegance, re
finement and all that belongs to the aesthetic. The combined effect
of these opposing elements of your character throws yonr whole
nature into a struggle. By all means keep your mind fixed upon
the practical, or there is danger of eccentric extremes; your uature is
a strong one and should be governed by a firm and determined will
in order to keep it in the channels of usefulness. Your business
ideals are good, and you are better adapted to die business side of
life than the domestic. Should you give your attention to study, take
up some science that you can make practical—the practical should
occupy your mind. You possess a degree of positiveness that may strain
the physical structure of your feminine organism, and, consequently,
it would be well to take a course of Delsarte or some similar system,
in order to produce in yourself a quiet easy movement ami harmony
of action.
L. W, H. June 26, 1842, 10 a. m. Belmont Co., Ohio.
® in 2B; J in ST; fl,
W in "X; h in So;
in
S in kJ;
2 in X; 5 in U.

Woman's nature expresses the positive side of that most feminine
sign, Cancer. You love literature, art and science. Have always
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entertained an ideal of being known to the world as a person of dis
tinguished abilities, and, indeed, you have many peculiar gifts. An
endowment from the planets Saturn and Jupiter in your life sign
makes yon a good talker—would succeed as a teacher or lecturer.
Although you have an innate love of children and family, yet the
positions of Mars and Venue would effectually prevent you from be
ing contented, were you bound down to a strictly domestic life. The
leading interests of the day are your interests, and you have the
qualifications to make you an exceedingly useful woman. You will
find great harmony existing between yourself and those born in the
sign Gemini, especially if they have Cancer rising. Your rising sign,
Virgo, makes you very critical, exacting and positive, and Mars, also
in an earthy sign, gives you a peculiar kind of combativenees, which
makes you dislike to see anyone excel you in anything in which you
maybe interested. You are disposed to rule in your own sphere.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Los AnrsELEs Calif., Nov. 19, 1899.
H. E. Butler,
Dear Sir:—My husband subscribed for The Esoteric from its first num
ber, and since his death, a year ago, I have received the Magazine until
September number, having missed October number by moving. lit
1893 we got your Solar Biology, and it is about this book I wish to say
a few words—you ask for items. I use Solar Biology altogether in my
intercourse with other people. As I am not very far advanced spiritu
ally, and not, therefore, an all-round individual, I have nothing to do
a second time with anyone not in harmony with me. Was born Jan.
22, 1860. You did not lay much stress upon triplicities; I find triplicities rule, and in this way: Aquarius serves Gemini; Gemini serves
Libra; Libra serveB Aquarius: and the same with all other triplicities.
My busband’« birthday was Jan. 21,1837. You can imagine our har
mony—speech was superfluous, with no jealousy, as he “followed,"
largely, “in the regeneration," our union being one of comradeship.
Now, here is the point: nil my life long I have been under Gemini's
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foot I played the bird to Gemini’s cat, natural prey; and Gemini
didn’t intend to hurt—just drifted. Therefore, Aquarius is not a
good companion for Gemini, for the sake of both. But Libra does
not get hurt by Aquarius. No: the number of Libra people who at*
tach themselves to me is great, and I seem to be able to do very
much for the women, in helping them by my ideas; but the men I
despise, and cannot tolerate. I always tell the Libra woman that she
will serve me, and she is always willing. One great exception
among Libra men is one of my stepsons, who provides half my present
maintenance. He has not escaped the curse (?) of Reuben, but a
good position of Jupiter lifts him above the common run of Libras.
The number of Gemini men who are first-class workmen is aston
ishing, thus carrying out your theory. And poor Sagittarius!—how
hard they always seem to work to the end of their lives, and just get
a bare living. Their fidelity crops out as conservatism—consistent,
but hanging on to old conditions. Capricorn people are effervescent,
frothy, big ideas, ready for the poorhouse, as you say, when they lose
grip. My son is Capricorn—I have taught him the “habit of industry*'-,
even now—14 years of age—attending school, performing home duties
as well, and earning 25 cts. a day, which is paid to me. Your book
is worth thousands of dollars to anyone. I have given many parents
hints as to the upbringing of individual children, which I know will
be invaluable. Personally, I am an epitome of England. Am of
English parentage. What affects England as a whole, affects me as
an individual. Queer—isn't it? Found that out through studying Solar
Biology. David Lund said I have extraordinary power. Hope I con
develop it under your beautiful southern sunshine. Hope these few
corroborative items will not take up too much of your time.
Yours truly,
E. S. M.
Another item:—I was born when the ethers overlapped, half Capri
corn, half Aquarius. My two children (by my first marriage) are
Aquarius, then Capricorn, and they don't get along, the older, a
girl, being a sign under the younger, a boy. My husband was also
born when the ethers overlapped. His children (by his first marriage)
were a Capricorn, an Aquarius, a Gemini, and two Libras. I married
a Libra. Don’t know what his first wife’s birthday was. My daughter
is Aquarius. Two of her playmates are Pisces,—March 5th; they
feel the utmost affection for her, and are willing to be “bossed” by
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her, and they love me. We also love them. But my mother’s birth
day wag March Sth, and—I leave yon to supply the rest Oh, the
heartburnings' and I suppose they were on my mother’s side, too.
When two signs adjoin, it’s all right if the older person is in the topmoBt sign; it is unfortunate if the reverse.
E. S. M.

BOOK EEVIEWS.
Thb SpBimx. A magazine devoted to the ancient science of astrology. We
quote the following from the editor's announcement: “The Sphinx in a publication
that cannot fail to interest cultured and thoughtful people. It is supported by the
best writers on astrology io England and America, and is the only magazine in
the United States that is entirely devoted to teaching, demonstrating and vindi
cating the truth of the science as taught by the Egyptians.”
Wo believe that thia magazine is all that is claimed for it, and we are glad that
America is not behind any nation in presenting to her people a first-class astrolog
ical journal. We heartily reoommend The Sphinx to the attention of those interest
ed in the study of astrology. In presenting that system, the editor exponges from
it the old myths of magic, so long the curse of astrology, and gives a clear, logic
al exposition, which appeals to the highest intelligence of the student. The
Sphinx is issued in handsome and very artistic form. Subscription, $3.00 a year;
single copy, 30 cents. Catherine B. Thompson, editor. Published by The Sphinx
Publishing Company, Boston, Mass.
A Visit to a Gnanl A book of 134 pages; elegant paper and nicely bound in
cloth. It is an account of a visit to a man of Oriental knowledge and learning,
and is altogether quite a remarkable work, containing much that is of value to
the esoterist. Like all books relating to ancient lore, it must be read with dis
crimination, in order that the student may select the good and reject the evil.
Probably, however, the evil is in this instance passive, being of no particular use.
A case tn point is the instruction given to the student to ouite himself to. or to
recognize his unity with all persons and everything in nature. In ancient times,
thia was the true teaching, but it is not so for the student of to-day. He should
remember that the our work is typified iu Revelation by the birth of a man child
that is to rule the earth; consequently, instead of recognizing our unity with the
race, we are to pull ourselves out of that great body and stand separate, in order
that we may he one with the Spirit of God.—that Spirit which is above creation,
generation, and death. On the whole, however, this work contains many sug
gestions valuable to the student, who should remember that in gathering knowl
edge, it is our doty to select the useful from tiie past, to inspire from the present
and for the future. The book is sold by Alice B. Stockham and Co., 50 Fifth
Ave., Chicago. Price, $1.00.
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Ideal ScaasanON. By Henry Wood. 103 pages, paper, 50 cento. Thia wellknown author needs no introduction from us. He is clear, explicit, and logical in
his reasoning, and his exposition of the laws of mental healing is far superior to
those ordinarily presented to the reading publio. We are informed that this book
has been translated into the Chinese language, and has been widely circulated in
the Orient Sold by Lee and Shepard, Boston, Mass.
Political Eoonomv of Natubal Law. By Henry Wood. Paper, 305
pages, 50 oento. Thia book deals largely with the political status of the monetary
interests. The following subjects, together with others of a similar nature, are
carefully treated in this volume: The Law of Competition; Employers and
Profit Sharing; Dependence and Poverty; Can Capital and Labor be Harmo
nized? Action and Reaction, or "Booms" and Panics; Money and Coinage; In
dustrial Education. Published by Lee and Shepard, Boston, Mass.
A Lovb-Lit Path to God is the title of a beautiful little book by Mrs. Hattie
C. Flower. The title is happily selected, as the book oontains 378 well-choeeu
quotations from the Bible, and closes with a practical appeal to the philanthropic
and higher religious side of human nature. Though the subject of the work is
wholly religious, it is so attractively presented as to be interesting to all. Sold by
B. O. Flower, Copely square, Boston, Mass.
Sxvkx Easy Lessons in Astbology. By J. B. Sullivan. A pamphlet of 64
pages. Paper, 24 cents; cloth, 60 cents. Junto Book Co., Yonkers, N. Y. This
little book is clearly and carefully written, and illustrated with diagrams, making
it very useful to those beginning the study of astrology.
Evxby Lrvnro Creatcm. By Ralph Waldo Trine. A little book oV forty pages,
neatly bound in cloth. The book is not Urge, and, consequently, it would nor be
a very expensive undertaking if some of the good philanthropists would purchase
a number of these little books and place them in the hands of young mothers. The
inculcation of kindness upon the child's mind, not only to the animal world, but
to each other, lays the foundation for all that is desirable in mankind; and it
seems to me to be the duty of those who have hope in the future of the race to
use all means in their power to distribute such books as this one. Its methods for
impressing upon the child the necessity of kindness are given forcibly and simply,
and one cannot read the work without being convinced of the importance of the
lessons therein contained. Sold by T. Y. Crowell and Co., 40 East Fourteenth
St., New York; 100 Purchase St., Boston, Mass.
Lira Forces. By Margaret Virginia McCabe, D. S. T. Paper, 87 pages, 30
cents. Contents: God-Consciousness; Material Forces; Spirit Forces; BuildingStones; Mortal Mhid; Alpha and Omega.
The author is a graduate of New York and Ohio Schools of Hypnotism and
gives Magnetic and Suggestive Treatments. Address the author, Mt. Vernon
Flats, Washington, D. C.

EDITORIAL
In launching a magazine of so unique a character upon the
world, the first number must necessarily be imperfect, from
the fact that, until they see what the nature of the Journal is
to be, but a limited number of our friends and students will
send us contributions. However, we think that we can promise

our readers that the coming issues will contain articles from
students of all branches of thought. We take this occasion to
say that we hope the friends of the work will contribute their

thought and the result of their investigations for the benefit of
their fellow students. The “Crank Department" does not ap
pear in this number. It is so called because what is presented
therein may seem very peculiar to the ordinary mind; but no

matter how Btrange or peculiar some of the ideas may seem,
they all have their place of use in the world of thought; and

the building of our knowledge can never be complete without
peculiar ideas. We are told that, when Solomon built his
temple, there was one stone for which no one could find a use;
it was ill-Bhaped and there seemed to be no place for it, and it
was, consequently, thrown aside; but when the temple was
nearly finished, it was found that no other stone would com
plete it, and so, after diligent search, it was brought forth
amid great rejoicing and put in the place of highest honor,—
the keystone of the arch. Thus it may be with some of the

thoughts that occupy this department.

Although The Occult and Biological Journal is entirely dis
tinct from The Esoteric, now discontinued, yet there has been
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an understanding with those who have applied for delineations
in The Esoteric that their applications would be filled in the
columns of this Journal. It will give us pleasure to publish
these delineations, bnt we must request that all such applica
tions be sent in anew, as, for several reasons, it would be very
inconvenient to use those submitted to the editor of The Eso
teric. In some instances, the applications in question were made
more than a year ago, and the applicants are no longer among our
subscribers. We wish to emphasize the fact that the necessary
data for a complete delineation are, the year, day of the month,
hour, place of birth, and sex. Without the hour, we may ap
proximate a delineation, but it must necessarily be imperfect;

for we must know the hour in order to ascertain the rising sign,
and, frequently, the exact position of the moon, which is often
near the line of division between two signs. Therefore those
who wish delineations should carefully state sex, year, day of
the month, and, if possible, the hour and minute. We will not
attempt to give a delineation unless we have at least the date

and place of birth.

If any special points are desired in the

delineation, the applicant should so state.

We have received a number of character studies from stu
dents of Solar Biology, and we ask all of onr friends to send us
whatever data, not incorporated in Solar Biology, they have
found or may find in their study of human nature.

We would

also ask them to select for their studies, as far as possible,
persons who are known to the world, or who have some extreme
characteristic. Further, as we wish to make this a journal of
general interest and value, we solicit from our friends what
ever manuscript they have or can obtain, containing useful
thought for any department of our magazine. We do not want
the pages of our magazine to contain simply one man’s thought
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or that of two or three persons, but it should express the thoughts

of the best thinkers throughout the field of its circulation. We
repeat, therefore, that we want the help of our friends. We
wish our readers to feel that this is their Journal as well as
ours, and that in a great measure it devolves upon their efforts
to make it a leading magazine of the age. Therefore, those who

are interested in the work, should ask themselves what they can
do to insure its success. If they are not able to write them
selves, perhaps they know of some one who can, or, perhaps, in

their reading, they have found some interesting and rare extract
that will be useful to the people. While we solicit the aid of
our friends, they must bear in mind that this work is largely
philanthropic, and aid must be given for love of the work.

Our department for delineations is intended for the advance
ment of knowledge concerning the science of Solar Biology; it
is our desire to eliminate all errors from this science and to in
corporate into it as many additional facts as can be obtained.
In this our friendB can aid us not only by sending us discoveries
they have made in the study of human nature, but those who
receive delineations through these columns can favor us with a
criticism, pointing out the truths and errors therein contained,
and, at the same time, stating their certainty or uncertainty as

to the date and hour of their birth. It must be borne in mind
that Solar Biology delineates the innate character and does not

take into consideration what may have been accomplished by
culture or environment—a fact which muBt be considered in
making the criticisms referred to. Experience has led us to be
lieve that few people have a correct idea of their real natures,
because the conditions of life and surroundings have so modi
fied the innate qualities. When criticism is to be made in re

gard to a character sketch, we wish the student to state in what
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particular the error has occurred, thus enabling us to locate it,
if it really exists. But remember that Burns has said:—
“O wad some Pow’r the giftie gie ns
To see oursels as others see us!”

To the former subscribers of The Esoteric we wish to an
nounce that we will fill the unexpired term of their subscrip

tions with The Occult and Biological Journal, as it has been de

cided permanently to suspend the publication of The Esoteric.
If this proposition is not satisfactory to soy subscriber we will
make up the deficiency from our list of publications, or we will
refund the money. We are endeavoring to make this a jour
nal of more general value than was The Esoteric; although
there are many magazines carrying similar lines of thought,
yet we believe that The Occult and Biological Journal will fill
a plsice not occupied by any other. We have studied the Orien

tal, I lebraic, and Christian religions—and, we believe, without

bias—for the sole purpose of obtaining such knowledge as
would be useful to the people, and we think we can make this
Journal of exceptional value to all classes of thinkers. Its col
umns are open to every variety of thought that is moral and
useful.

We have spared no pains to make the external appearance
of the Journal attractive as well as instructive. For the color

of the cover, we have selected the color of the sign under which
the particular number is issued; there will, consequently, be a
different color for each number. An article appears in this
number, as there will be in each issue, on the color, tone, and
qualities of the different signs of the zodiac. We have selected

the temple as the Bymbol on the cover, for we trust that we
shall be able to make our Journal indeed a temple of truth,
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and, consequently, moat sacred and divine, for all truth is of
God. The symbol of the sign of the month is seen upon the

altar in the temple. God in his work of creation uses the qual
ities of these signs in the formation of all life, thought, and
material substance; we, therefore, deem it fitting that the image
or symbol should appear in the inner sanctuary. We have
endeavored to secure the best material in the market for the
Journal, and have tried, in so far as our facilities permit, to
make it a work of genuine art, and one worthy of the attention
of the best minds of the day.

We desire to express our deep appreciation of the consider
ation shown by our many subscribers who so patiently waited
upon us during the time that our publication was suspended.
Also to our many exchanges, we extend our sincere thanks for
their regular visits, notwithstanding the fact that we could not
return the courtesy. Such kindness does much to bring into
harmony of sympathy and purpose those who are growing re-

sponsive to the truths of a coming century. We trust that all
those who are striving to introduce into the world a higher
order of life and thought may be prospered in their particular
lines of service, whether they may be called upon to work
in the comparative retirement of social or business life, or
whether they be among those who are guiding the public mind
through the medium of the various new-thought publications.

Many of the friends of the Esoteric work are desiring to

know something of the Esoteric Fraternity. We would say that

the Fraternity has not changed its course, but is moving on
quietly, and that we are now prepared to accept ns members

such as are ready to dedicate their lives to God and the work.
Address all communications to Secretary, Esoteric Fraternity.

PREMIUM LIST.
This list will hold good until August, 1901.
To our many friends and patrons who may desire to assist in extending the circulation of this
Journal, we offer the following books as premiums.

Rudyard Kipling’s Works.
Vol. 1. "The Light that Failed."
Vol. 2. "In Black and White," "Under the Deodars," and
Bight Short Stories.
Vol. 3.—“Story of the Gadsbys," and Nine Other Stories.
Vol, 4.—"Departmental Ditties" and "Barrack Room
Ballads," including The Vampire, Recessional and Sup
pressed Poems.
Vol. o,—"Soldiers Three."
Vol. 6.—"American Notes,"
Vol. 7.—"Mine Own People."
Vol.8.—“Wee Willie Winkie," and four other stories of
children.
Vol. 9.—"The Phantom Rickshaw." “The City of Dread
ful Night,” and Three Other Stories.
Vol. 10.—"Plain Tales from the Hills." Thirty-nine
Stories.

Thia complete set of Kipling's works, bound in linen,
will be mailed prepaid to any one sending us 6 new sub
scriptions, with names and addresses. It will be sent
in cloth for 7 new subscribers; in lambskin. 9 new sub
scriptions.

DESCRIPTION OF THIS TEN-VOLUME SET OF WORKS.
In size it is unique, a tall 16mo the 12mo size is too large for the pocket and this "just fits."
The type is large and made especially for this edition. The paper is the finest used in book work, the
ink is the beet, and the presswork is so carefully and daintily done that each page is a typographical
delight to the eye. The set contains nearly 3,000 pages.
The bindings of this edition are something new in bookmaking, a patent thread sewing whereby
the same effect is obtained as in the cross-stitching of the Oxford Teacher’s Bible, so that it can be
opened the full width and bent back until the covers meet, without straining it.
The cloth edition is daintily bound in delicately tinted linen, half flexible, which will wear like
iron. The limp lambskin is a veritable Edition de Luxe.

SOLAR BIOLOGY-—For ten new subscriptions with names and addresses, we will send,
prepaid, “Solar Biology," by H, E. Butler.

See “ad” in this issue.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid, "Other Worlds than Ours," by Prof. Richard A. Proctor, the great astronomer.
This work is especially valuable to students of "Solar Biology," and those who are studying the
mysteries of the heavens.

SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES. —For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid. "Seven Creative Principles,” by H. E. Butler.

LIVING BY THE SPIRIT.

See "ad." in thia issue,

For two new subscritions we will send, postpaid, "Living by

the Spirit," by H. W. Dresser.

THE “NARROW WAY” OF ATTAINMENT, For two new subscritions we will
send, prepaid. "The Narrow Way of Attainment" by H. E. Butler.

Bee "ad” in this issue.

SOLAR BIOLOGY:
A New Scientific, Exact and Easy Method of Delineating Character;

Diagnosing Disease; Determining Mental. Physical and Busi

ness Qualifications, Conjugal Adaptability, etc.,
from Date of Birth,
BY H. E. BUTLER.
illustrated with Seven Plate Diagrams and Tables of the Moon and Planets,
from 1820 to 1900.

This science proves that "all are members of One Body (1 Cor. Ill
12-27); and that, as such, each one has his peculiar function in life. It
throws a flood of new light upon the problems of life, furnishing the ground
work, or scientific law, which goes down into the miuutim of the life of every
man and woman, as a mirror reflecting bis or her innate nature. This work tells
what is in man and how derived. Tells how to cultivate self and make the
most and best of life. Tells one, when a child is born, what kind of training
it should have, to what diseases it is liable, how to avoid or how to cure
when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand Issly to which each
individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies, physical fitness,
natural sphere, and highest and fittest use in the world.
It enables parents to know just what business their children are best
adapted for, and bow to educate them, and is also a guide to all persons in
the preservation of health and strength, and an important aid to success and
to the attainment of the great object in life, viz., usefulness and happiness.
It also aids in prolonging the life of old and young. It is of especial im
portance to physicians, enabling them to attain great success through having
in their possession a certain key to knowledge concerning the nature and
peculiarities of their patients such as heretofore has been available only to
those few that were of rare intuitive discernment.
It is claimed that character is expressed in the countenance, that it shapes
the cranium, and is even written in the hand; but Solar Biology introduces
the student into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining
character and function, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and har
tnonius human relatedness; and further, it opens up a knowledge and un
derstanding of the principles and laws by which human evolution is being
carried forward, and the infinite variety of forms and natures brought into
being on the planet earth.
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy
paper, clear type, with author's portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound
in superior cloth, embellished with symbolical designs iu gold. No elaborate
study or preparation is required to enable one to read character and other
wise apply the science. The key to the use of the scieuee will be found on
page 274, and can be fully mastered in a few minutes.
PRICE, $5.00.

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
APPLEGATE, CALIF.

ABBREVIATED CONTENTS OF

THE SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.
BY HIRAM E. BUTLER.
First Lecture.—The Idea ofGod. The people or all agre rharacterieod

by their ide* of God—The word of God a*MX*latcd wbh the idee of power—Men cat» only
uoderaland or think of thing* of widt h he hen a correspondence within hlmaelf, p. 3.
The aensre perceive effects only—Cannes »re deductively determined by rreaon. p. 4. Tho
wonders of will, p. 5. >abvcb. “ 1 will be what I will io be,'* n, 6- Space filled and In
tertilled with worlds imerlur to each other-Ordei and intelligence everywhere msnlfeat, p. 11. The First Gaii'C. the «'»wnt'al Man, humaniiy the objective parts. p. 14. Mat*
ter a condition of apiri*, p. 15. Love the fuUiHment of the taw. p. 18. Medication good
for the soul- Finding God» p. J9.
Aeeond Lecture.—Force. "All things work together for good*’—The male
and female principles everywhere present In Nature. The cun densa clou of force Into matter
aecoinpltahcd by the l-o«uá or '• Word of God," y. f6. How thought la formed ami sent
forth on Its minion. p. «7. Tho evolution of matter through generativa proceden, y. SO.
The feuialo will the en pherlng or binding principle. p. 91. (’onjprwilon, hr«l. ex
pansion. polar xatiun, p. Jh. Electric and magnede currents uf earth and suu, p. *6 Be*
coming Sons and Manten» hiatcad oí serrátil*, p. 38.
Tliird lecture.—Discrimination. The relation of the Seven Principle« to
each other, p. 4.. the first manifestation of Discrind nation -All thing* come from and
retan to miud, p. 43. Reason for calling some things good and others evil. p. 44.
Motives of ancient I'rupbeta aud Serra f >r seeking Lan] allot» from the world, p. 46. Di«crlmluatio » manifested lu desire and prayer—Imp ration—Revelation, p. 4a Manifest«tiouaofd scrim I uu Ion in plant life» p. 31. The pleasures of the aenses contrasted with
higher d ^crimination audjoy, p. 58.
Fourtti Lvctur*-.—Oralcr. Ileat and cold as formative forces In Nature, p. 58.
The evldcne* of Order In crystal formation», p. 59. Interpreting Nature and deter
mining quality and character from form—Form within form revealed by the mlcroscono—
Wor’da beyond worlds brought down by the telescope, p. fin The Order and Chemistry
of Digestion, p. GI 1 be explanation of v talon -Manifestation of the sixth sense. p. II.
The lullueuce of psychic aurroundlng-«. p 72. Being Joint ('region, with the Infinite,
p. 73 roaaresing the true Wisdom, p. 75.
Elftli Lectare.-Cohesion.
Drawing the lluo between principles and
phenomena, p. 71). Evolution—Cohesion essentially a fem in i uu principle, ensphering,
nourish! g, preserving, p.«2. The •• adversary1* that la set off against Cohesion, p. 83.
'I be eou^ervutlve tendencies of Cohesion, p. 84. The abuses of the cubed ve principia,
f». 85. Cohesion—The molln r nature considered as a dblind principle, p. *7. The mother
ove to take higher f »run, p. yi. Live up to your highest Ideal of rignl, y. 13. Placing the
name of God lu the forehead, p. M.
Ulwtia Lectun
K rmentatlon. The Destroyer who stands In tho way oí
physical Immert .lity—Di dtit grutlon—Ail vegetation the niuteriailxatlou of Infinite
thought—Mau's thought as real creation* as the offspring of his loius, p. 100. A vital
chemistry that will throw li 'bt on me tai heillng and thought formation, p. 101. A
secret of the Magi and Alcbembts. p. 10L Fermenta! Ion an agent of progress, p. loi.
The baleful avpcctaof man when the prluciplc of fcrmeutaliou has the ascendent'). p. 106.
Dependence or man lor executive energy upon hta helpmeet—Woman, p. JOT. 11 ow to
become a ’• Prevailing Prince," p. 103. Conquering and controlling the force» of genera
tion, p. 110, The fallen state, p. 114. Becoming "kings and priests unto God," p. 118.
Mcvenlli l-CClure.—Transmutation. A lighted match as an IlluMretion
of treusmutaliou, y. 117. The fire energy of the Infinite Being ensphered in matter, y. 120.
Man's Inner ociug a birolnons llame transmuting the has- r substance, p. 121. Importance
of the kind of thoughts we entertain whlio rating, p. 1-j3. The process by which to ubtain magic power, p. 128 Becoming superior to ear in. p. 129. Making all vbdblc things
one’s servant. p. 130.
Eight!» Lecture.—Sensation. Sensation, a mod? of cormciou^ne*» or cogni
sance uf life, p. Ekk sensation made manifest iu tbe crystal waler of the nerve tinid, p. lfls.
Trenscxnliug the lower into higher sen nation. p. 1.9. Kduc.it Im, uplifting and relief <»f
Gou's crea*urea—Fotarizatiou ui inner coDficinu«ncas. p. 110. Thought in!possible without
form, y. 141. No sensation without moifoii uf llfee cmeut, n. 143. No pleasure without
a reaction—Removal of the exhausted and broken down molccnlre, p. 145. Self |mm>wssion—Soul calm—Subdual of senses, p. 146. The inner sense the one we most need, y. i M.
Turning the nature Into line with the Divine current, n. 149.
Mint!» Lecture.—Color. Significance of color»-OpenIng the sixth sense, p. 13L
Red,—magnetic, conenitraiive, heatlug;—blue represents order ¡—yellow, perfeedhm, p,
156. Vibrations of color—Relations <o sound, n. 158. 8»gnificante of blue, grey, indigo,
ti. Jjí» Fourth principle,symbolizes life, fertility; represents the mother nature, p. 160.
«anguageof God in Nature; Clairvoyance, a manifestation of the »ixih sense, p. 162.
Green a symbol of strength; significance of black, p. HP*. Sixth principio expressed by
violet: representa good, p. 164. Seventh principle, identified with yellow; implies Divine
sensation, p. llki. Summwrv of the principles of the seven-pointed star, p. It®. The key to
a wonderful system of chemistry, p. 170.

Illustrated with 9 Colored Plates and Portrait of Author—$1.50.
ESOTERIC PUBLIliHIXC COM E-A. AT V,

Applegate. Calltorala.

REVISED ESOTERIC

VOLUME I.
SHOULD BE READ
-BT-

EVERY ESOTERIC STUDENT.

This book contains all the essential matter
found in Vol. I. II. of Tub Erotkkic.
THE ARTICLE.

WOHAN’5 QIRQGLAR.
A booklet of 42 pages, containing special in
structions in the regenerate life. It has been
carefully compiled for women who are striving
to gain true soul powers. The rules laid down
are of such a character as to be readily under
stood. clothed in simple language, free from all
technical terms and occult phrases. A few month’s
trial will convince the most skeptical that the
methods recommended are not experiments,
but are the result of much thought and actual
knowledge obtained through personal observation
and experience. Price, paper. 25 cents.
I

Revised Esoteric Vol, II.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS
FOR REACHINCTHE HIGHEST
COAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT.

Jr in itself a complete occult library.
The laws explained therein will, if con
scientiously followed, lead the student t<>
the highest goal of his desires.

COMPANION TO VOL I,
Contalnsall the essential mat
ter In Volumes 111 and IV ofTHE
ESOTERIC. It contaln8th© be
ginning of a series of Bible re
views and helps, by Mr. Butler
which run through THE ESO
TERIC to and Including vol. IX.

Price. $2,110.

Neatly bound in cloth, price, $2.00. each.

Practical Methods

THE NARROW WAV
OF ATTAINMENT.

Nicely bound in Cloth.

—TO—

Insure Success.
A lx>oklet bound in white and gold.
Its instructions have been followed by
thousands in Europe and America, who
offer the highest testimonials to their
value. The ablest medical practitioners
everywhere indorse them as being safe
and reliable. Those who wish to reach
the highest success in life cannot afford
to do without these methods, which give
vigor of body, strength of mind ami will,
power to control self and surrounding cir
cumstances. and produce a jærsonal mag
netism that enables the possessor not only
Io make friends, but to become a leader
among men. Price, 1 <> cts.; doth. 25 cis.
These pitbllcations sent post
paid on receipt of price.

Esoteric Publishing Company.

A COURSE OF LECTURES DELIVERED
BEFORE THE SOCIETY ESOTERIC

BY II. E. BUTLER.

This work teaches us the most vital
principles of Christian life and doctrine,
and is specially designed for those who
are ready to consecrate their lives to
the highest spiritual attainments.
It is called the “Narrow Way,” be
cause to live in this world and not be
of the world, but of the Spirit of God,
is a narrow way indeed; as Jesus said.
"Ye cannot serve two masters.”
For those who will follow the in
structions in this book there is a realm
of spiritual consciousness and power
that has only been known to the proph
ets and to the Christ.
Bun nd in rlnth. Price.

SWEETS ♦ ♦ *
Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.
♦

♦

•

•

♦

We have revised anti reprinted thia booklet of poems. A number of hemtifoi poems have been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make thia
last edition particularly attractive, both as to appearance and contents.

Price, 10 cents each; St.00 per dozen.

THE ESOTIFK EfilEME^S------

1900.

------

The Esoteric Ephemeris has been so enlarged for the year 1900 as to contain nearly 50 pages,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric positions, and carefully calculated tables giving the heliocentric longitude of all the
planets, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; the hour, minute and second of the transit
of the planets and Morn; also the rising signs and how to find them, with a table of the Sidereal
time, and the time of nearly all the large cities.
It contains new and important pacts relative to Solar Ufology. The article on "Chemism" is
alone worth many times the price of the book. Price, 25 cts.

THE EVERLASTING COVENANT.
This pamphlet of 46 pages brings to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in them
selves, we think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible student should put himself in possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments. Priee, 15 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

Fob Use

of Students and

Lecturers in Delineating Character

^SOLAR

from

BIOLOGY^

This in an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilta folder. Each out
line represents one sign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
signs desired. Price, 10 cents a copy; special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
Forsaleby THE ESOTERIC PU BLISH ING COM PAN Y.

Lessons by Correspondence in
Occult Science and Solar Biology.
These lessons will enable one to understand the Laws of Like. Health and
IIaitinhss. They give an exact method of delineating character. showing the
Mental, Physical and Business qualifications, and Con.iugai. Auai-i ahii.ity ;
also, the Cause and Cuke of Disease.
Full written Delineation of Character with advice. S2.IHI.
-For particulars, address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt. Pleasant Place, Boston, Mass.

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.

'

'

l«t. QuphLiodm on one subject, Hiich ua Buninuss, Money, Property, Removal«. Traveling, Court
ship, Marriage, DiBcawe, Stocks and Share«. AnuuitiuH, Life Insurance, etc........................... 4L rents.
Time of birth not absolutely neeesaarv for questions under No. 1.
For calculating question« on •' subject«. (date and time of birth-—if known—required). <m cents.
2d. Birthday Figure, showing the important events in the current year of life. .
Cm cents.
3d. Rectifying or finding the exact time of Birth front given data, such as date of marriage, or
death of a parent, or *umc other event in life............................................................................ .75 ««»»<**•
4th. Nativity of Birth written out, giving a delineation of c'hanu'ter. also a genend forecast of
the principal atfnit-a of life, such as the l*est busine»» to follow, who and when to marry; diseases.
predisjHtsed to. Im*ni direction to live and to travel for health; and prosperity, riches, ami which will
ba the best part of life: children, friends, enemies, etc......................................
$1.25
5th. Events for five years of iife. ...........................................................................
$1.25
llth. A description »»ff the most prominent events and dates and when those events will occur
through twelve year«. < . ...................................... ...................................................................... $2.50
7 th. No. 4 and No. 0 together, . ...........................................
........
$3.50

For Nativities of Birth, etc., please state A^e, Time of Birth,
Sex and Birthplace, Married or Single.
ALL QUESTIONS MAY BE ANSWERED BY LETTER,OR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS GIVEN.
Crystal Glasses for Clairvoyant persons sold. Also agent for The
Occult and Biological Magazine and other Occult Works.
—A1IIHIESS—

D. Lund, Fern Cottage, Keighley. England.
THE NEW

PHILOSOPHY of health.
RY HARRIET 8. BRADBURY.

One of the clearest anil most logical expositions of the New Thought philoso
phy that, have yet appeared. It is thoroughly Christian in tone, and full of helpful
suggestions for lhe aspiring soul, us well as for those seeking bodily health. Con
tents:—Introductory: The Recuperative Force; The Healing of Disease: Mental
Causation: Prayer; Psychic Power; A Vniversal Law: The Duty of the Church:
Occult Phenomena; Practical Suggestions for Self-Help.

Cloth, 75 cents.

THE ALLIANCE PC BUSH ING COMPANY.
19 West 31st SI reel, New York, N. V,

0pi^lTUAL COflgClOU^NE^

ATHEISM and ARITHMETIC.
-OR

BY

Frank H. Sprague.

*
A work meriting the consideration and peru
sal of the lovers of truth everywhere. We es
pecially recommend it to the esoteric student.
Its content« page, which we give, conveys a good
idea of the character of the work. A chapter
from this book was published in the March (1899)
issue of The Esoteric.
Contents; Signs of the Times; What i»Truth?
Realization of Ideals through Right-Thinking; The
Outer W'orld; The Inner World; Consciousness:
Christianity; The Growth of Society; The Prob
lem of Evil; The Spiritual Basis of Heal th: Man
ifestations of the Spiritual Principle; Music; Art
. and Nature.

-V/1

THEMA TICA L LA

IF

IN NA TUHE.
Arithmetic in Plants and Plaueta, Mathemat
ic* in Musical Science. Number in Viral Action.

By II. L. HASTINGS,
Editor of Thr Christian. Boston. Maw.
A book we most heartily recommend. Cloth.
3S cents; paper, 15 cents. Sold by Esoteric Pub
lishing Company.

Anglo-lsraeljwm^

Cloth, »1.50,

The Jewish Problem arid Supplement.
The Ten Lost Tribes of Israel Found
and Identified In the Anglo-Saxon
Race. By K.v.Thos. Hosting Howlctr.t M

ar^THBO-SOPHIA^wk

A work devoted to a subject with which we
wish our reader* to be familiar.

From the Wisdom of the Wise
Reduced to tOcte.

"No man can become wise in the divine science
by seeking to become an adept. He must fix his
mind, first of all. wholly on the people's good,
and master the law of the uplift of the people.
As he becomes identified with the spirit and sym
pathy of our common humanity, he rises to the
threshold of the secret way.1’— From Then-Sophin.

CLOTH, $1.00.

THE EPHEMERIS, giving the posi
tions of the Moon for 1892-3-4-5-6-7-S-9,
and designed for insertion in the “Solar
Biology" tables, can be had by sending
25 cts. to thia Office. Single year. 5 ct*.

Enteric
'
For I MW and I8W.
Complete, giving th? exact position of Solar Sys
tem nt noon. Washington time; hImo the hour, min
ute rind aeeontl of the change from one sign Io
another.
Invaluable to Student« of Tnr Erotkrk’ an well
rs

(¿ealinq and ^elf-CuIture.
Cloth, »1.50. post-paid.

of Solnr Biology, enabling them, without th?

trouble of coniputMtiou, to know time of changes.
Pric", 10 cents.

ESOTEItlC EDUCATION.
For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.
Applegate. California.

Thia is a work of Pnu tioal Suggestion; from
the freriuaa. Cloth. Price 50 cent*.

ESOTERIC PUB. CO.,

This instrument is prob
ably the most perfect me
chanical device yet con
structed for finding the
rising sign, as it gives the
degree and minute of that
sign’s elevation above the
horizon for any Latitude
between 22' and 55'.which
embraces nearly the whole
civilized world. It will be
a great convenience to as
trologers: an<l those who
doubt the influence of the
zodiacal signs, or those who
wish to exj>eriment upon
such influence, will find—
by having this Jntliaitw at
hand and watching the
change of their mental and
physical states with the
changing signs—that not
only will their own experi
ence convince them of the
reality of zodiacal influ
ence. but that a new field
of experimentation, most interesting and profitable, will open up to them. (Every
one is not sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but, in most instances, the ob
server will be quite conscious of them.) The TniJimtor is neatly and durably con
structed, and: with proper care, will last for years, Price S1.00.

THE ZODIACAL INDICATOR.

Emhekic Pub. Co., Applegate Cal.

What a Graphophone Does.
(iraphophone will make your home
a happy one. for it is always ready to

y.o.| t~.’ltxilTir u.i»*
r-.iiot'l. n:>
alii ma
l-n-l;
cuciiaui
il
iWMir^luotlU hi. i..
nir it iiji.i n pi. 'Hu’i il<>
Irilltlp Ilf ■
Ilf» III-*
In»., .1
111 II.......
flit <i
4 • »* I * a.’

uotblng like It for an cvi’idnis’ji cnt«*rininnH*iii.
(Idler

mi-<’.11101

talking

Ii|4<"ithv

only reeiinls of vui-nnd-drlvd Mihjt Hb. >1« »ally
prepared ilia hilmnKory. hut the Gnipbuplione
j- mH limited to .-ucii ]«orfonnaii(‘v-’. (ill the
<a-.i pin »phone you can vasih make mid iiiMnnilv
reprodm’o rv<*»»rd> of the voice. nr any bound
Tim?. it e<iii-i:iiit|y uvvakeiis new inkroi and
it- eh.irin i- » ver iiv.di. The ivpmduetioiij» an?
eh ur nn<l hriHlani,

GrapknHics arc s«li hr $10 *unpd
\l.oittfn<'inn’il Hixler ih«* r*ntr>i.u» r»f HNt Ta infer.
I .|t*»<ii and MautleimM (lar < »tnbh»hniehi ia lirmlMiittrli-r** «»rth«* nt»r1<l for I ilklne MitHili»» a huiI
l.tlKin- Vl.i'iiiiii'Sapp 1« s, \Viiu< i><r r.iiab'pie.

entertain. It will reproduce the music
of bands, orchestras and soloists. You
can have music of any kind at any time,
and need no skilled performers to ren
der it. The music is there, the record
that will set the waves of melody in
motion again whenever you touch the
button, f >n a < iraphophone too you
can record your own voice or music or
any sound and reproduce them immedi
ately. These varied and wonderful pow
ers make the Graphophone a marvellous
entertainer for the home.
f ¡raphophones can be bjught for $10 and up.
W rite for ( atalogue 00 to the

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO.,
I »♦•pl. IUi. 722 Market Si.t Nih Fnim•»«•»*. Cftl.

fleue
dieta pt?y si setye
^upd$Gl;aij

Monataachrift
foer
Philosophische
PBychologische
und Okkulte
Forechungeu

Archiv fuer Bi (»magne tiftmus, Phrenologie, As
trologie, Theosophisches Forum, Metaphysische
Bisecherei.
Herauegegeben und verlegt von

FAUL ZILLliAIT,
Gross-Lichterfelde 3, Cariati*. 3
bei Berlin. Germany.

Jjihrlirh, $3.50.

EinzebHeft. 25 cent«.

The ‘\Veue Mctaphyairthp Rundtchau' is the
nioet important rnetaphysicHl and occult magnxiiMs n( Germany. Th»- author is known as ho
exact scientist, and an able occultist in his own
country. and gives in his journal an interesting
delineation of the Laws of ‘ Being, of the opera
tions of the human mind, etc
The “«Vear
Metaphyxischr Runfinch<iu ' in the brother of
**/nie//igeflcr/’ in German.

“THE NEW MAN.”

A Magazine de
voted to a bettor understanding of the I «aw of
Sex, the Cure of Diseases by Magnetic. Mental,
Psychic and Spiritual Forces. and the devtlupment of all higher occult powers Intent in nil men.
Samples for 2c. stamp. Address The Neu Man
Publishing Conipanv, Omaha, Neb., LT. S. A.

practical pstrolo^y.
BY ALAN LEO. P. A. S.

A Simple Method of Instruction

in the Science of Astrology.
Tlii« work contains the reason of the stare,
which is the true meaning of the word Astrology.
Through its pages the first attempt is mutie in
modern times to blend the cause with the effect
PRICE, fil.00.

For Sale by Esoteric Publishing Co.

Mind Cure . . .
The Greatest Healing Power'on earth.

Lay your prejudice aside long enough
to read thia «worn testimonial of a cure
that seeniH miraculous:
This it to certify that ray upper lip and a Urge
portion of my nose were eaten away with cancer
of mo pronounced a character that physician* de
clared the case incurable and me a doomed man.
My situation and feelings were bevond descrip
tion, when I heard of Mrs. Helen Wil hi am* and
her power ov*»r every form of dmcaae. After I
put myself under her mental treatment the eating
of the cancer ceased ami new flesh began to grow
from the edge* of it, which gradually spread o*er
the cheek until the unsightly opening was closed.
The none ar thia time is about completed, and the
lip U nearly tilled in. I am able to pronounce
her efforts a sciccera. My general health is fully
restored, and I have gone to work again with my
unetomary strength. Thia testimonial is given
from a thankful heart; and I am glad to add ths*
my faith *n ller *H
gi^At that 1 believe she can
cure any disease under the aim. All thia was
done without the use of medicine«—bv mental
treatment alone. Respectfully, J. M. English.
babecribed and sworn to before me (his first
day of Mareli, 1897, at Daytona. Fla.
C. M. Bingham, Jh., Notary Public.
I urn acquainted with Mr. English and can
trulv hnv that this ease ¡s not. only true in every
particular. as net forth by Mr. Bingham. our no
tary, but that the cure spoken of, I must confer«,
surpaww*« human comprehension. During more
than 40 years of olmervation mid experience I
have met nothing like the above case. This coiit ribution is voluntary.
Sea Breeze, Fla., March 2. 189?.
Da E. E. Dayton.
f’. A. Ballocgh, Sea Breeze. Fla.

I have thousands of testimoidaU of
other cures embracing every form of diaeaae. «nine of which are published in a
pamphlet called “T he Mind Cure Treat
ment." Write to me for my term a: they
are moderate; and ask for “The Mind
Curt Pamphlet." This is free to all who
want it. Addreaa
HELEN WILMANS. Sea Breeze. Fla.

Dgman’g palmistry Instructor,
BYI.EO S. OSMAN.
PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED

Price 25. Cents.
for fair by Erol eric Publuhing Co.

EXPRESSION.
A Journal of Mind and Thought.

THE SPHINX-^
A Monthly Magazine,
Edited by

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.
Terms fist. Od. per annum, net. Single copies I'si.

Teaches practically the power of thought and
its application as a means of securing health, hap
piness. and prosperity, through the recognition of
the Divine Nature of man.
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THE SOUL.
There is nothing of greater importance to any class of real
thinkers than a knowledge of self, and that knowledge is far
from being a knowledge of one’s own body, its appetites, pas
sions, and all its external manifestations.
The important
knowledge is that which pertains to the real self, or that which
lies at the very base or root of an individualized, conscious
entity. For by a oorrect understanding, knowledge, of this
subject, the mind is enabled to dwell in vital thought, which is

eternal; in it is immortality and without it we only voice the
thought of all the great teachers of the world.
In The Gospel of Buddha (Chap. Lin.), arranged by Dr. Paul
Caras, a most interesting interview is reoorded between a lead
ing Brahman of his day and Buddha, extracts from which we
here quote:—
“Thy heart, O Brahman, is cleaving still to self; thou art anx
ious about heaven but thou seekest the pleasures of self in
heaven, and thus thou canst not see the bliss of truth and the
immortality of truth.
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“Verily 1 say unto you: The Blessed One has not come to
teach death, but to teach life, and thou dost not discern the
nature of living and dying.
“This body will be dissolved and no amount of sacrifice will
save it. Therefore, seek thou the life that is of mind. Where
self is, truth cannot be; yet when truth comes, self will disap
pear. Therefore, let thy mind rest in the truth; propagate the
truth, put thy whole soul in it, and let it spread. In the truth
thou shalt live forever.
“Self is death and truth is life. The cleaving to self is a
perpetual dying, while moving in the truth is partaking of
Nirvana which is life everlasting."

Said Kutadanta: “I fee), O Lord, that thou proclaiinest a
great doctrine, but I cannot grasp it. Forbear with me that 1
ask again: Tell me, O Lord, if there be no atm an, how can
there be immortality? The activity of the mind passeth, and
our thoughts are gone when we have done thinking."
Buddha replied: “Our thinking is gone, but our thoughts
continue. Reasoning ceases, but knowledge remains."
Said Kutadanta: “How is that? Is not reasoning and knowl
edge the same?”
The Blessed One explained the distinction by an illustration:
“It is as when a man wants, during the night, to send a letter,
and, after having his clerk called, has a lamp lit, and gets the
letter written. Then, when that has been done, he extinguishes
the lamp. But though the lamp has been put out the writing
is still there. Thus does reasoning cense and knowledge re
main; and in the same way mental activity ceases, but expe
rience, wisdom, and all the fruits of our acts endure.”
Kutadanta continued: “Tell me. O Lord, pray tell me, where,
if the snmskaras are dissolved, is the identity of my self. If
my thoughts are propagated, and if] my soul migrates, my
thoughts cease to be my thoughts and my soul ceases to be my
soul. Give me an illustration, but pray, O Lord, tell me, where
is the identity of my self?”
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Said the Blessed One: “Suppose a man were to light a lamp;
would it burn the night through?”
“Yes, it might do so,” was the reply.
“Now, is it the same flame that burns in the first watch of
the night as in the second?”
Kutadanta hesitated. He thought “yes, it is the same flame,”
but fearing the complications of a hidden meaning, and trying
to be exact, he said: “No, it is not.”
“Then,” continued the Blessed One, “there are two flames,
one in the first watch and the other in the second watch.”
“No, sir,” said Kutadanta. “In one sense it ¡8 not the same
flame, but in another sense it is the same flame. It burns of
the same kind of material, it emits the same kind of light, and
it serves the same purpose.”
“Very well,” said Buddha, “and would you call those flames
the same that have burned yesterday and are burning now in
the same lamp, filled with the same kind of oil, illuminating
the same room?”
“They may have been extinguished during the day,” sug
gested Kutadanta.
Said the Blessed One: “Suppose the flame of the first watch
had been extinguished during the second watch, would you call
it the same if it burnR again in the third watch?”
Replied Kutadanta: “In one sense it is a different flame, in
another it is not.”
The Tathagata asked again: “ Has the time that has elapsed
during the extinction of the flame anything to do with its iden
tity or non-identity?”
“No, sir," Baid the Brahman, “it has not. There is a differ
ence and an identity, whether many years elapsed or only one
second, and also whether the lamp has been extinguished in the
meantime or not.”
“Well, then, we agree that the flame of to-day is in a certain
sense the same as the flame of yesterday, and in another sense
it is different at every moment. Moreover, the flames of the
same kind, illuminating with equal power the same kind of
rooms, are in a certain sense the same.”
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‘Yea, air,” replied Kutadanta.
The Blessed One oontinued: “Now, suppose there is a man
who feels like you, thinks like you, and acta like you, is he not
the same man as you?'*
“No, sir," interrupted Kutadanta.
Said Buddha: “Dost thou deny that the same logic holds
good for thyself that holds good for the things of the world?"
Kutadanta bethought himself and rejoined slowly: “No. I do
not The same logic holds good universally; but there is a pe
culiarity about my self which renders it altogether different
from everything else and also from other selves. There may
be another man who feels exactly like me, thinks like me, and
acts like me; suppose even he had the same name and the same
kind of possessions, he would not be myself."
“True, K utadanta,” answered Buddha, “he would not be thy
self. Now, tell me, is the person who goes to school one, and
that same persou when he has fiuished his schooling another ?
Is it one who oommita a crime, another who is punished by
having his hands and feet cut off?"
“They are the same,” was the reply.
“Then sameness is constituted by continuity only ?’’asked
the Tathagata.
“Not only by continuity," said Kutadanta, “but also and
mainly by identity of character."
“Very well,” concluded Buddha, “then yon agree that per
sons can be the same, in the same sense as two flames of the
same kind are called the same; and thou must recognize that
in this sense another man of the same character and product
of the Baine karma is the same as thou."
“Well, 1 do," said the Brahman.
Buddha continued: “And in this same sense alone art thou
the same to-day as yesterday. Thy nature is not constituted
by the matter of which thy body consists, but by the forms of
the body, of the sensations, of the thoughts. Thy soul is the
combination of the samskaras. W herever they are, thou art.
Whithersoever they go, thy soul goes. Thus thou wilt reoog-

I
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nixe in a certain sense an identity of thy »elf, and in another
»euse thou wilt not. But he who does not recognise the iden
tity should deny all identity, and should say that the queationer
is no longer the same person as he who a minute after receives
the answer. Now consider the continuation of thy personality,
which is preserved in thy karma. Dost thou call it death and
annihilation, or life and oontinued life."
“I call it life and continued life,” rejoined Kutadanta, “for
it is the continuation of my existence, but I do not care for
that kind of continuation. AU I care for is the continuation
of self in the other sense, which makes of every man, whether
identical with me or not, an altogether different person."
“Very well,” said Buddha. “This is what thou desirest and
this is the cleaving to self. This is thy error, and it implicates
thee into unnecessary anxieties and wrong-doing, into grief
and cares of all kind. He who cleaves to self must pass through
the endless migrations of death, be is constantly dying. For
the nature of self is a perpetual death."
“How is that?" asked Kutadanta.
“Where is tby self?" asked Buddha. And when Kutadanta
made no reply, be continued: “Thy self to whiob thou aleavest
is a constant change. Years ago thou wast a small babe; then,
thou wast a boy; then a youth, and now thou art a man. Is
there any identity of the babe and the man? There is an
identity in a oertain sense only. Indeed there is more identity
between the flames of the first and the third watob, even though
the lamp might have been extinguished during the seoond
watch. Now which is the true self, that of yesterday, that of
to-day, or that of to-morrow, for the preservation of which thou
dost clamor ?’’
In verses ten and eleven Buddha answers the Brahman thus:
“Only through ignorance and delusion do men indulge in the

dream that their souls are separate and self-existent enti

ties. Thy heart, O Brahman, is cleaving still to self; thou art
anxious about heaven but tbou seekest the pleasures of self in
heaven, and thus thou canst not see the bliss of truth and the
I
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immortality of truth.” I presume that nine-tenths of those
who read these words and fully comprehend the position of the
Brahman, will be in sympathy with his thought, but it will be

seen that Buddha, and we think wisely, maintains that the
Brahman’s position is wholly characterized by self, and that by
holding to self he will lose self, or immortality. It is the func
tion of the natural man, as of the animal world, to preserve
self, and while he may vaguely think and indefinitely believe

that he is loving and cleaving to the soul, that is, the real self,

yet in reality, not having defined and separated in bis own
mind all the characteristics of a real existence, he ib living in
the shadow of the present existence, which must perish and
pass away. With Buch there can be no perpetuation of exist
ence or continuous chain of consciousness. This, Buddha clear

ly sets forth in verse twelve, in which he says: “The Blessed
One has not oome to teach death, but to teach life, and thou
dost not discern the nature of living and dying.” Verse thirteen shows that Buddha’s position was the same as the one that
we have just indicated. In verse fourteen we read: “Self is

death and truth is life, etc.” We think these suggestions make
the argument clear up to this point, and prepare the way for
that which is to follow.
It will be observed here that Buddha is setting forth a doc
trine identical with that taught by the Christ of Nazareth, for

when Jesus was asked when the kingdom of God should come,
he replied: “The kingdom of God eometh not with observation:
neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, irehold, the
kingdom of God is within you.” Buddha gives a little more
careful definition when he says: “Nirvana is wherever the pre
cepts are obeyed.” It must be understood that the word “Nir
vana” covers the Christian idea of heaven, the final rest and
abode of the perfect soul.
( To be continued. )

U8EFUL IN8TRU0TI0N8.
A line of instructions such as these will fall into the hands
of many—and, no doubt, honest, earnest persons—to whose minds
they will appear to oontain bat little that is useful, because of the
habit of the masses of hearing many things and reading many
words and giving but little attention to them. The mind of the
reading public has become like a hard, beaten path in which noth
ing can grow. If you wish your mind to grow, your thought ca
pacity to become enlarged, you must overcome the habit of read
ing—reading too much, and of lightly reading anything. You
must also overcome the habit of entering into, and becoming a
party to light and frivolous conversation. But right here, in
order that these instructions may be of general use, it is neces
sary to exercise discrimination. There is a class of persons who
are inclined to take everything very seriously, upon whose minds
a word makes a very deep impression—they think about it, and
view it from every standpoint. To these people the above sug
gestions are not applicable; to such 1 would say: Have your
times for study and deep thought, but when your mind begins
to tire and thought comes only by great effort, then you should
go into society and engage in light conversation, or go out into
the field and play like a child—enter into nature and stop your
thinking; let go and let the mind rest.
On the other hand, to the great majority of people, who have
• l>een in the habit of lightly reading on all subjects, I would
say: Before you can accomplish anything of importance, you
must learn to give special attention to every word that is ut
tered around you and to everything that you read; but that
attention should be of such a nature that you are able to with
draw your thought from a person who is talking frivolously,
or to refuse to read a book that contains nothing that is practi
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cal. If a person has good practical ideas and is inclined to
to express deep and important thoughts, then listen to and
think about every word that he utters; get yourself into the
habit of remembering all that is said that is useful and that
seems to you wise. When reading, bear in mind the fact
that yon are looking for truth; and in order to search for
truth, you should look closely and intently at that which seems
to be error, and in that which seems to be mere words, try to find
vital truths hidden away in the multitude of words; and iu all
your reading and thinking and in listening to the thought of
others, you should keep ever before your mind this motto:
“Use" determines all qualities, whether good or evil." Then
what you are really searching for in the realm of thought is
useful knowledge,—useful in view of the object that you have
set before you.
Now here, again, comes a point of discrimination, which oau
best be indicated by an illustration: you may be studying chem
istry, and into that study may be thrown some ideas pertaining
to botany, geology, or even astronomy. Although your object is
to learn something about chemistry, yet see if you cannot, at the
same time, take an idea belonging to botany, geology, or astron
omy, that you have reason to believe would be useful under
future circumstances, and fix it in your mind just as you
would put away an instrument that you had no present use for,
and which you thought might be useful at some future time.
In other words, you must lay the fact away and do not burdeu
your mind by keeping it in thought. So, in the study of any
subject that you have set before you, keep your mind especial
ly fixed on the things that will aid you in the accomplishment
of your object, but do not lightly throw aside anythiug that is
useful. Ignore that which is merely amusing, that which per
tains merely to "pastime," and hold strictly to the practical.
Now, in some instances, these minute instructions will uot
be useful to die individual, unless they be generalised and put
in the form of a principle. To such I would say: Hold your
mind in the attitude of one who has left his home and gone

Useful Imstbuctiohs.
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in pursuit of a oertain important thing. The mind, under such cir
cumstances, would give no thought to the pleasures and thoughtlees rest and quiet of the home life, bnt it would be intent on
the ultimation of its object The senses would be wide awake;
as we oommonly say, the eyes would be always open to see any
thing and everything that would facilitate the object in view.
In establishing in the mind our object in life, we should
not forget that “life is real, life is earnest, life is not an empty
dream,” and should remember that no high attainment can be
reached unless all the powers of mind and body are bent in
one direction. Another thought must have its place in this
connection; namely, that great results are accomplished step
by step, a little at a time,—just as, in climbing a high mountain,
you take but one step at a time, and if you were to stop and
count the number of steps, take into consideration the toil and
labor, and counsel your feelings in the matter, you would not
feel like advancing further. The only question that you should
oonsider is. Am I able to reach the objective point? is it reason
able to suppose that a man is able to get there? While it is
right to question whether any one else has reached that height,
yet this should not be an overpowering consideration, for you
may be able to rise higher than all others before you. We are
now in a time of “record breaking" in every department of '
of science, mechanics, and physical and mental abilities.
We read in Revelation that the “fearful and unbelieving”
are they that fail. This is true in every effort toward attain
ment in life; a man or woman cannot be “fearful and unbe
lieving” and accomplish very much in the line of his or her
efforts. Reasonable faith is all-powerful. I say “reasonable
faitb,” because there is a class of minds who have unbounded
faith altogether out of proportion to their reason and ability;
and if that faith is allowed to dominate their life, their objects
will be a total failure. It should be made a subject of thought
and careful study to find a harmonious balance between reason
and faitb, self-confidence, and also between hope and faith.
The organ of hope, if lacking, should be cultivated; if too
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strong, it should be restrained. The manifestation of hope is
to wait, like Micawber, “for something to turn up,” but if any
thing turns up for us in this higher life, we should remember
that it is for us to turn it up, and bring it to the surface and
utilize it; for, in order to accomplish his purpose a man must
have knowledge, whioh oan only be obtained through experi
ence, experimentation.
It is not always necessary, however, that we ourselves ex
perience a thing; the experience of another may be so complete
that it becomes knowledge to ns. But bear in miud the
fact, that great knowledge is not necessarily useful; great
wisdom is better than great knowledge. Wisdom is discretion,
the discrete use of knowledge; the correct and quick perception
of the right relatiou of one thing to another, and the useful
ness of all things within reach of the mind. In the cultiva
tion of wisdom, the power of attention must be kept active.
Mental vivacity has led the human family, in their association
one with another, to develop localization of the mind by what
is called “keenness of repartee.” Now, thia is the character of
mental localization that is necessary to the cultivation of wis
dom; every faculty of the brain must be kept keenly on the
alert, and the eye of the mind wide open to take in and utilize
every opportunity and advantage.
This keenness of the mind cannot be kept always acti ve, but by
proper practice a person can, in the ordinary walks of life, keep
up the tensity of the mind eight hours out of the tweDty-four;
and by following the instructions to be hereafter given in this
course of lessons, that keen tension may become a normal
condition, so that, under all circumstances, the individual will
be able to observe and utilize all opportunities without special
effort. Those who have had no drill in this direction should
give the matter particular attention, and seek surroundings in
which they can hold the tensity as long as possible, and when
it begins to fail, they should have recourse to quiet and rest
until the miud has recuperated, then enter the drill again, and
repeat it as often as the opportunity presents itself. They should
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take up some line of thought very obscure and difficult to com
prehend, work on it and master it at all hazards; but when the
the mind becomes exhausted, it should be allowed to rest
Another point worthy of consideration is, that different per
sons are differently constituted in regard to such matters.
There are many who would rest as soon as they feel the least
fatigued, while others would carry the drill too far and thereby
injure the power of the mind. Those who train athletes do
not allow their men to stop a particular exercise when the
muscles begin to ache, but they see that they discontinue it be
fore their powers begin to fail. And so, in training the mind,
we should continue the exercise for some time after we feel
tired, but it is always well to stop before the mind commences
to fail.
Persons born while the earth was in the sign Cancer, Leo,
and sometimes Scorpio or Aquarius, or who have planetary
endowments largely in interior signs, are apt to lack power of
mental focalization, and yet they are the ones who are most apt
to say, “I do not need such a line of instruction as we are now
pursuing," when the fact of the matter is, they are the ones who
most need it. It should be remembered that the mental faculties
are subject to the same law as that which governs the muscles
of the body: if a man uses the muscles in hard continuous la
bor, be can so develop the body that it can endure an incredible
amount of hard work; but this is accomplished only by long
and persistent effort. And just so with the cultivation and de
velopment of mind; it is only by long and persistent effort that
the mind is developed so that it is capable of understanding
obscure and difficult problems, or of carrying on keen and dis
criminative thought for a long period of time.
( To be continued )

THE PLANT’S 8T0BY,
By the wayside, one day, 1 saw a little flower, and, attracted
by its modest beauty, I plucked it. As I looked into it» up
turned face, I questioned it thus:

“Little flower, tell me, of what use are you? what ia your
place in the Divine economy?”
And my eyes opened wide with surprise, and my heart grew
big with wonder as I listened, for it seemed to reply; and these

were the words that came into my heart;
“You know that form is indicative of quality, also that many
plants have very pronounced qualities; in some instances, so
beneficent as to render them fit for food, while others are poi
sonous, the remainder ranging in their effects between these

extremes. I have builded this form, of moisture and the elements

obtained from the earth and air. What you bold in your hand
is simply a form, a signature, indicative of the qualities with

in. This organism is composed chiefly of carbon obtained from

the air, where it exists in the form of a poison cast off by men
aud animals in the artificial and natural processes necessary to
life and civilization. Consequently, you see that a part of onr
use in the economy of nature is to purify the air. But this is
only the most apparent part of our work; in the effect of our

essences upon the human organism you will find evidences of our
further use; for example, the poison oak contaius that which
irritates the skin, the poppy that which which induces sleep.
“I said that I had builded this form of the elements of earth,

air, aud water, but, you ask, whence do I get the peculiar qual
ities wherewith to affect your organism? You know that quality
ia not material in its nature; and wheu you are told that the
sap of a certain plant will poison you because it contains cer
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tain chemical constituent«, you know that it is but half a truth,
for itjs the peculiar quality of the life of the plant oommunioated to your own life forces that affects you; the material sub
stance is merely the embodiment of the quality of life, the
house in which it abides.
“If you open the eyes of the bouI, you will see that you are
surrounded by a Bubetance of which thoughts are formed; it is

the mind, the life, of Earth. By some it is called the astral
light; and it is the underlying substanoe of all material form.
It is crowded with forms, some of whioh are the emanations of
human life. Should you become angry, you would radiate a

noisome mind or life quality, by which the mental atmosphere
would be poisoned. A measure of this poison would be absorbed
by some plant, which would build it into itself, thus cleansing
the mental surroundings. The juice of the plant, applied to
the skin, might cause a rash or an angry flush; taken internal

ly the result might be fever or convulsions, for the anger of
the plant, having been freed, would become a part of yourself.
The plant you despise, because, you say, it is poisonous, but

the poison is yours,—yonr anger, your selfishness, hate, immo
rality, or whatever the evil in whioh you may have indulged.
You are, for the time being, the fountain which gives it its

power for ill. The plant is not evil but good, for it cleanses
the mind of Earth, in which you dwell.
“And so it is with all of us; we gather from the emanations
of men the qualities peculiar to our natures. Some of us gather

hate and some love, the energies or the stupor,—some one com
bination of qualities and some another. Thus you see we are
keeping pure the air and the life ourrenta of Earth, doing
what we can that you may have a clean home in which to dwell.”

I kissed the little flower, and, laying it down, pondered long

upon its words and the wonders of uature’s economy.

Phebe Haht.

AN OOTAVE OF WORLDS.
The planets, including the earth, must be regarded as so
many steps in evolutionary unfoldment. Conld we visit them
in their order, beginning with Mercury, we would find that each
succeeding world, with all organized life upon it, was one plan
etary cycle in advance of the world that we had just left be
hind.* It is in this great octave of the solar system that we
must study the order of creation, organization,—the organiza
tion, first, of the individual, then of the family, community, or
nation,—that is, the organization of a limited number of indi
viduals into one body, or structure—and, finally, the organiza
tion of the entire planetary intelligence into a perfect whole,
the perfected planetary man.
in other words, the ultimate solidarity of the race is to be
such that its individual members will maintain the same interre
lation as that which binds together the cells of our own physi
cal body. We know that the physical structure is composed
of minute cells, eaoh in itself a complete organism; that among
these tiny individuals a wonderful specialization has arisen
from the fact that they have arranged themselves into distinct
assemblages, or groups, for the purpose of uniting their efforts
in the accomplishment of some particular work for the common
good, Borne devoting themselves to the task of nutrition, others
*Eaohof the«« cyoles ia subdivided into two minor cycle«, a fact indicated by
the dual character ut the primal colon». What would be the sub-red, however, it
to na inviaible; it is loot in the darknem that envelope all vibration below that
point at which our aensea are able to respond. And, again, the earth ia juat now
about to emerge from the aub-grean, but the lighter green, auoceeding it, ia to
moat people ao overshadowed by the denaer «hade io which they an irameraed,
that they fail to recognize it in the primal oolora, Some, however, even among
our material acientiata, are able to see thia lighter color lying between the green
and the bluo. Supplying, then, tiioae colon which are inviaible to the ordinary
observer, we have, the snb-red, red: orange, yellow: sub-greon, (invisible) green;
indigo, blue.
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to that of reproduction, to locomotion, and bo forth, yet each
group establishing a most intimate relation with every other
group, and regulating its duties accordingly. The result of
this grouping of individuals (cells), and linking of groups, is
the complex, many-celled, physical structure, with its various
organs.
Now, the history of the development of the ultimate planet
ary man will be identical with that of our own physical organ
ism. The parallel between the processes of growth will be an
exact one if, for the cells, we but substitute the units of the
race, who are to be grouped to form the several organs of that
grand man as are the cells in the performance of the various
functions of the human body; some will go to make up the feet,
others the knees, the head, the heart, the reius, but between
the whole the unity of intellection, of interest, of impulse, of
consciousness, will be that which binds together the cells of our
physical structure. Whatever may effect one will thrill through
the consciousness of all as literally as the cells of the human
body respond each to the other.
This, then, in the language of the planets, is the plau of cre
ation,—each world is to produce but one man, an organism com
posed of the entire planetary race. Now the application of this
truth is such a significant factor in the study of planetary influ
ence on human character, that the writer proposes to examine,
in a series of papers written for the Journal, the several steps
of the creative or planetary scale in their relation to this im
portant subject.
Upon Mercury we find an order of life that has not passed
beyond the psychic states of unfoldment; that is, organization
is not sufficiently advanced to have developed an independent
individual consciousness. The individual knows, feels, thinks,
as does the Creative Mind, is one with it, is incapable of intel
lection or of an impulse other than what it finds in the great
creative currents of which it is as yet scarcely more than a
part. These beings belong to the reins of the Solar Organism,
and, truly, the umbilical cord, linking them to the Eternal
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Mother, has not yet been severed, end their ooDBciousuesa is
hern. We will have a dearer conception of the people of
Mercury if we understand that, in their organisation, the men
tal operations are oondacted in the reins instead of in the head.
In the reins is located the organ of mentality, by means of
which all that is seen in the realms of psychic life—upon
which .they look out as we look out upon a material and more
substantial world— is examined, compared, and adjusted to its
proper relations, by the same process as that by which we gain
concepts of a material existence.*
A strange people thesel—psychic creatures, who have not
the grosser physical structure that belongs to the children of
Earth. They have sprung into being aa the literal word, a
form conceived and sent forth from the head, which draws from
the reins essences, qualities, ideals, which ultimate in these
psychic beings of Mercury, standing thus on the lowest round
of the evolutionary ladder. Nor do we find the busy life among
them which marks our world; industry, as we understand the
term, is unknown there, upon little Mercury. The delight of
its inhabitants is in continuous contemplation of the creative
processes. As we see, hear, and touch the external things of
our material world, so they know the vibrating currents of as
tral or creative life and the inmost secrets of the Creative Mind.
Their joy is to know—and they know as the Creator knows.
And how fleet are these children of thought I it needs scarce
ly more than an act of volition to transport them where they
would be,—from place to place, from planet to planet, where ver
the quest of knowledge may direct them.f We have a classic
allusion to this fact in the winged cap and the winged sandals
of Mercury, the messenger of the gods, winging his way from
•Remain« of the earliest organized life upon oor planet have been found with
the brain» in the pelvic instead of in the bead, the head containing relatively rash
• »mail amount u to be of no practical importanoe.
t After having «pent aome time in inspiration and contemplation of the solar
enrrenta, the writer, upon one occasion, found hereolf io the presence of an Inhab
itant of the planet Mercury, from whom »he gathered come important facta rela
tive to those primal elate« of being.
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world to world; and in Hermes, who is identical with Mercury,
we meet a personification of the knowledge of the ancients.
But we must not linger too long upon Mercury, interesting
as it is, with its mystic shadows penetrated by the strange red
light, with the absenoe of all water, and of vegetation such as
we know it, its weird and wonderful people, speeding from
place to place with the fleetness of thought.
Passing further away from the Solar Center we find our
selves in the virgin presence of the beautiful Venus. Here
oxygen exists in sufficient quantities to have carried the work
of Nature's transmutation past its red states, seen when carbon
first catches the fire—oxidation has reached its yellow stage,
and yet there is a delicate trace of the primal red around ub.
What shall we call the exquisite oolor? a roseate yellow?—a
little denser, possibly, than that, yet the term describes it as
well as another.
But the purpose of our visit is to study the people, and we
turn at onoe to them. In order, however, to gain an intelligent
conception of the people of Venus, we must bear in mind the
fact that, viewed from its broadest standpoint, the processes of
evolution present two grand cycles of unfoldment, the culmi
nation of each involving several inferior cycles or steps. During
the first of these great periods, Nature turns all her forces to
ward the development of the individual, the ego, there appear
ing no trace of design on her part to link him to another or
other individuals of his kind. He lives his own life, follows
his own devices, altogether independent of every other indi
vidual of his race. He stands in the relation of the “simple
cell” to the ultimate organism. The methods of the second
great evolutionary cycle all tend toward the unification of the
race, the blending of individuals, its units, into one structure,
that of the planetary man. As before stated, the parallel be
tween the physical development of the individual man and the
evolution of the planetary man, is an exact one: first the com
plètement of the one-celled being, and then the aggregation of
such cells to form a complex organism; first the individual of the
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race, and then the unification of these individuals into the
grand man of the planet.
A consideration of this law probably explains a feeling of
singular contentment that has been creeping over us sinoe we
touched the planet Venus. The very atmosphere is permeated
with a sort of self-satisfaction, of self-sufficiency. Our mental
horizon seems bounded on all sides by self, and from within
there arises a consciousness of strength, of individual will
power, that, for the first time in our experience, gives us a
sense of absolute independence; we need no companionship, no
external sympathy or support. The power of a self-centered
individuality stands supreme in exultant realisation that it has
within its command all that it can desire. A little reflection con
vinces us that a mental atmosphere suoh as this can belong only
to a people who have reached the culmination of the .first great
cycle of development, that of the completement of an individ
ualized entity, maintaining an existence distinct from, and in
dependent of other members of the race; an existence answering
in our own physical development, to that of the “simple cell”.
In order, however, to understand the character of the indi
vidualization achieved upon the planet Venus, we must remem
ber that organization, from its initial steps to its ultimation.
is dependent upon the presence aud interaction of the positive
and negative principles, that when these two are disassociated
unrest and struggle are the result. Consequently, the cal in
content of a perfectly satisfied and self-centered individuality,
so evident among these people, could not exist unless each one
possessed within himself a jterfeot adjustment of the masculine
and feminine elements. And this is true, but the two minor
periods into which the planetary cycle is divided,* present dif
ferent phases of his dual nature. During the first half of the
cycle these people are an androgynous race of beings, male
aud female within themselves. During the second half of the
planetary experience, the woman has emerged from the iute•Evidenced ill the double color belonging to Venus, as ids» to the other planets,
to which reference is made in previous footnote.
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rior of the man and has taken her place by his side. But in
either ease they stand as a unit, a single entity; the oneness
of the two is complete, because each individual is joined to his
counterpartai self. There has been, as yet, no real separation,
and he knows the complete satisfaction and sense of self-suffi
cient power which the oneness alone can give.
A delightful world is Venus; it is the abode of love—conju
gal love. Its inhabitants are a virgin race, who have not yet
experienced “the fall” and all that it involved; they have not
tasted of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, nor do
they know the sorrowful meaning of the separate existence of
man and his interior half. Beauty surrounds them and an at
mosphere of supreme content envelops their world. But we,
who have advanced somewhat further in the scale of being, rec
ognize the fact that the absolute selfishness of these beings
(which, as we have seen, is the legitimate fruit of perfect con
jugal love), the absence of all unrest, the perfect satisfaction
in the existing order of things, bar all further progress in
evolutionary unfoldment, unless the interposition of some ex
terior law disturbs these elysian states.
Leaving Venus, we begin the most interesting part of our
astral journey. We have traced the processes of evolution
until organization has acheived its first task, that of construct
ing a completely individualized being, independent of those
around him, self-oentered and self-sufficient. In approaching
the seoond part of the work of organization, by which these in
dividuals, these “single cells,” are to be built into one grand
structure, we are confronted by the operation of laws so po
tent—in the present transitional state of our world, as potent
for evil as for good—that the writer feels constrained to fol
low the precept and example of the ancients, and veil much
that she may say in symbolic language. By so doing she feels
that she will commune with those who ¿now, and yet will not
endanger the weak.
( To be continued.)

Judith Macpherson.

ORANE DEPARTMENT.
Tbc dacign, In conducting this department, is to open Um wuy for the pn blloetxw of thought that probably would not find a means of expression under other
circninstances. It frequently ooonn that the mind of an Individ cuti beoomoe sud
denly awakened, and in that awakening he clearly sees thoughts that to his own
mind seem jewels, and they are no to those in the same state of nnfoldment, al
though for the ordinary reader they aw without interest. In the past we have
found that some of the most peculiar thought formations are most effectual in
awakening thought in others. Sometimes statements that appear to be made
without fonndation had to the deepest research and ultimate in the profonndest
thought If nothing is accomplished by this department but to teach ns to read
between the lines, or to think carefully upon statements that in themselves have
no evidence of being facta, a good work will have been done.

“They are dead, they shall not live; they are deceased, they
shall not rise: therefore hast thou visited and destroyed them,
and made all their memory to perish.” Isa, xxvi. 14.
Many professed followers of Jesus, the Son of God, are un

der the impression that all men are subject to the resurrection;
such is not the case, however,—man and men are two separate
classes of people. God is the God of the living, not the God
of the dead, the first human creation. The bodily forms of
men are not the image of God, but forms given to the higher
brute creation, created dead, with only the life of the animal
nature,—created subject to change, in life and condition. This
higher oreation of men—over other cattle—was to dominate
the world that was without God; as, for instanoe, the serpent.
(See Gen. in. 14, 15.)
From this beast oreation God raised up m«n, by giving him

a living spirit, the Image of God; life and understanding'above
the beast life, the mind of the oarnal man, the so-oalled human
raoe. Therefore from this serpent or dust race, God created a
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new man and called him Adam, for he was now to know good
from evil—had a mind to worship the living God, the Creator

of all things in heaven above, and in earth below.

Ont from

this new creation God designed Adam to walk and live among

his creatures, to rule in righteousness and purity.
God first put Adam under the law of oommandments,—thou

«halt this, and thou shalt that. The law is not God, but a
schoolteacher sent from God. All sons of any house are first
governed by the rule of the house, until they possess wisdom
to act for, and become responsible for themselves. This free
dom from the parent teaches walking before God in obedience
to the Spirit of truth.
All but one have come short of the new creation in Adam.
He came to set the true example in this new creation, the eons

of Adam, those begotten by the will of God, and not by the

lust of the flesh—that ib, the beast life. All who came through
Eve, the angel creation, were not sons of God, but were of the
serpent race. Eve was seduced by the serpent desire for her
husband, and suffered for the act. The first child was a mur
derer. Abel, the beginning of God through the desire of Eve,

was the first son of God born into the serpent, and the Adam
world. God oreated Adam to begin a new creation; and from
Adam God brought forth this new creation, through whom Je
sus, the Holy One, was brought bodily into the world, among
the seed of Abraham, to redeem the sons of Eve, who were un

der the judgment of the law, and to bring about the design
anticipated in Adam and Eve in Eden.
Death sentenoe was not passed upon Eve but upon Adam
alone; and it came to pass that the very day be transgressed, he
died,—the first day, the first thousand-year period; he died
when he was 980 yean of age, leaving to the seed of David,
Jesus, the Anointed One, seventy yean in whioh to finish the
day. Celibacy was not practiced by Adam; the animal desire

overcame the law of God in him, which was the weakness of
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the flesh. Women were not created for the evil desires of men,
but were created to bring forth a new raoe, or a raoe of spirit*

nal beings to be recorded among men as the angels of the new
heavens; to bring forth only as God should desire, just as Je
sus was not born by the lust of the husband. God produces
the immortal man: the mortal, the dead body, is fashioned after

the serpent.
Because of Adam's disregard for the word of God, the dead
serpent body was to rule for six thousand years. The shadow
of this serpent body Moses was ordered to lift up in the wilder
ness—ltthe brazen serpent" (Num. XXI. 8,9). This was a fiery
serpent, or in it was the mind and law of God; for the time
would come when the house of Israel would no longer look to

Moses, but to the image of the carnal body lifted up before
Israel during the fiery hour of the great indignation of God.
In this serpent image is to be written the law of God for the
healing of the serpent-bitten, dead sins of Adam. This ohosen
body is hie feet that are to stand on the Mount of Olives in

that day, the day of his fiery judgment, the seventh day from
Adam, and the third day from the birth of Jesus, the Christ.
All who will look to this body for instruction, shall live by
hearing aud doing all that they are admonished to perform, and
thus live under the schoolmaster as did all orderly sons of God.
Jesus came into or among his own to redeem the sons of
God, born through Adam and Eve; but the sons through those
of the flesh are not subject to the blood of the Lamb, but are
oleansed by the spoken word of God, which is clean and pure
water, and are to beoome the burden-bearers during the hour
and day of judgment, which will last for a thousand years, ax
recorded in Bev. XX. The body of the serpent to be lifted up

is the man child of Rev. xi. 1-5 and xiv. 1-5, and XV., after
they have gained the victory over the beast rule, during the
seven years, the hour of judgmeut, beginning 1901-8, in the
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morning of the day of judgment, the seventh day or age.

Thin Jfan-Child body is, every member of it, chosen from

the twelve tribes of Jaoob, except Dan, who is the Lion of the
tribe of Judah. This serpent body is cleansed by the law of
God, spoken of in Eze. xxxvi. 25-88. The cleansing takes place

during the first three and one-half years of the last week of the
seventy years recorded in Daniel XL 24-27. It is at the end
of the end of the Jewish transgression, and the end of sin, the
end of the six thousand years when Satan, through the serpent
of this earth, was to rule over and direct the affairs of the dead
financial and commercial world, to end as recorded in Rev.
xvni. and in xx. 1-3; the promise to Eve accomplished, the ser

pent’s head bruised and all the affairs of men in the hand of
God and his Christ, which iB the fulfillment of the voice of
the seventh trumpet of Rev. xi. 15-19. This trumpet was
sounded and ended in 1844.
The tribulation of the Bride Body, chosen from the church

age, 1869-1898, has passed, which began in 1892, lasting seven
years. Now, the great tribulation of the tribes of Jacob begin,
1901-8, lasting seven years tinder the shadow of the two wives
of Jacob; the week of the first must be fulfilled before the
week of the last (Gen. xxrx. 15-20). The last wife represents
the Jewish nation which dies giving birth to this man child,
born during the tribulation—Benoni, the brother of Christ, or
Joseph.
Many confound the bride, the New-Jerusalem body, selected
from the church of Philadelphia, with the man child; one is
born at or in the death of the Jewish woman under the law,
the other is born of the Holy Ghost—at the end of bis oburoh
administration— as a bride for Christ, to be spared the hour
that is to try the world during the next eight years (Rev. III.

10-12).

Christ is the life and mind of this Bride Body now.

The law of Moses and the prophets is to be the life of the man
child (Luke xvi. 29). Christ is now here in hie new body, the
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Bride. The kingdom is here, and the sons are opening their
eyes now to the new revelation of the work of God to the set

ting up of his foot-stool, the feet, X, the first sign and the
twelfth constellation,—the last, first in the kingdom.
The Bride is not the kingdom of God and his Son on earth,
bat is the Tabernacle of God among men; the head over the
feet The belly, the serpent, is the body from the head to the
feet; with the belly and its meat destroyed, these are the ene
mies of the cross of Christ (Cor.vi. 18; Phil. in. 18-21). The
conversation of the Bride is with Jesus, the Bridegroom, while
the Feet converse only with the Bride, the Tree of Life in the

kingdom, who is to be the spiritual mother of all who will par
take of the fruit, counsel of the Bride. The body between the
head and the feet is the serpent or carnal man underfoot, Satan
ohained, the devil of Rev. xx. 5. Thus the feet, are the “we”
of 1 Cor. xv. 52, and those left in Matt xxv. 11, and those in

1 These, iv. 17. Those in 1 These, rv. 16, the dead in Christ,
and those in Matt. xxv. 8-10 and in Rev. nt. 7-12, are the
Bride Body, the Tabernacle of God among men, as recorded in
Rev. xxi. 1-8. Christ is now in this Tabernaole, in this Bride
Body, the cloud in which Jesus or God appears.
Jesus in the new body of flesh, powerful by the Holy Ghost

is speaking and giving direction and convicting ungodly men,
the foolish virgins, who now must seek oil in the kingdom of
Christ The church dispensation is ended and the door closed,
therefore no oil can come from the church, which was to last
only two thousand years, or two days, as reoorded by the pro
phet Hosea (vi. 12), when after two days the Jews would live
in his sight Again, Jesus speaks of three days,—two days in
which to do certain works, and on the third day he would be
perfected (Luke xm. 82); they are set forth again in John II.
in the marriage on the third day. This third here spoken of
is the third day of his birth, the seventh day from Adam. He
was born at the end of the fourth day from Adam, leaving
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two days to transpire before he could receive his own and
reign over mankind on the third day, that and the last day
spoken of by him (John vr. 89-40 and XI. 24). These truths

are due to the Head Body, the Bride, henoe are revealed since
the church age has closed, and Jesus now stands as recorded

in Rev. III. 20-21. Jesus is now the life and voice of this new
body, and no one of the other members can criticise the work
of another member, without withstanding God to his face. All
must now turn from the old wine well drunken, and turn to
the new wine, the Light of Life of our King; Jesus, the Son of
God, must drink from his order.

The resurrection of the sleeping ones is taking place in the
kingdom as recorded in Rev. iv., and soon through them the
seals will be opened by the King of kings. Those whose bodies
have passed into dust do not come forth from their graves;
they now have their new bodies and are in the upper kingdom
(n. Cor. V. 1-4). No believer could ever see the corruption or de
cay of his body; when his spirit leaves the body it enters a new
and spiritual body like the body the Matter is in. The life of

the flesh of the Bride Body will not be changed as long as they
are on the earth; but at the end of man in the flesh, at the end
of the day of judgment, and of the time that Satan is loosed
to gather his own to be destroyed, will Christ appear in the
body, and all those in the Head and in the Feet, and all those
who will not forsake him, will be changed to the incorruptible
body, in which is the life eternal, the Spirit of the living God

with the new creation, as among the angels of the abodes above,
in the place of those who, with that old Satan, rebelled from

above (Rev, xx. 6-10).
The serpent, or the body of flesh, is the body the old Satan
occupies as his bride on earth, as Christ occupies his Bride of

the earthy, the celestial body. The feet and the belly are the
the terrestrial body. No man can rid himself of the old carnal,
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animal nature: his life and nature will be changed throughout,
a uew life, with desires only of the new life. To this end ce

libacy will be practiced in the kingdom. Women will bring
forth only according to the will of God. Women will seek God
for children, for in the kingdom all those born will not have
the animal nature and will be sons of God, as he intended in

the case of Adam and Eve. This will only be with the foot
body and the sonB of Abraham. In the Bride Body there will
be no births. If in this belly there are men with wives, in the
new order they will be separated as though death had taken
one of the two. Those wives who will believe only the doc
trines of the sects, churches, will die and release the husbands,
for this Bride Body are, as the angels, not given in marriage—
hence celibacy with them.

The resurrection life brings about

this result. There will be no desire for woman, nor of the wife
for her husband, for both have passed through the second
death, have been crucified to the flesh and the devil. Let
it be understood, therefore, that celibacy is only for the foot
body, as we read in Isaiah LV. 17-25. The curse, the child-birth

pain, is removed. In the creation of Eve she was to have given
birth without pain, but this was laid upon her for her part in
the disobedience, in order to call to her mind and to the minds
of all her daughters the oath of God to crush the head of the
serpent. What should have had a beginning six thousand
years since, now booh begins—from 1908 on down through the
seventh day, the sabbath day, for the pure seed of the woman.

George Herman.

üiflüil.’ul hy

jco^pio.
RED AND YELLOW-A MINOR.

As wo look out upon the infinitude of life's mighty ocean,
turn as wo may, always wo behold its ceaseless energies rol
ling on, wave pursuing wave in tireless snimiwsinn, and al
ways is its rhythm measured by ths wondrous seven—every
where we see ths undulating series of the seven, when, Io,
each swelling orest, reared by the cumulative energies of
seven climbing waves, breaks into whiteness. Stand upon
the chore of Earth's hoary ocean, mark its restless flow, and
lean, dear one, something of the law of life’s energies.
Watch, there, the on-ooming waves until they number sev
en, and then see the culmination of their gathered foroe,
towering, break into the white light, whan from the gleam
ing erect yet another begins its work, to end, as did the
first, in the whiteness of its pure summit. So do life’s eter
nal potencies ever pulsate to a rhythmic movement of seven;
and when the seven have piled their strength, the purity
of the crowning light flashes forth, only to give birth to the
cycle following, which yet again, to the stately measure of
seven, ooatinueo the march of life's endless processions.
When we remember that life is energy, we know that the
corona Inci», which sheds its pure light from the crest of the
perfected seven, is a crown of fire, that in its burnings are
transmuted all that has been lifted to it by the seven. Wo
know that the refined and sublimated eeeonooa, the result of
that transmutation, aaoend through ths seven steps of the
following cycle, at the summit of which they again break
forth into yet fiercer burnings, and so upon the crest of each
succeeding cycle, the fires of life burn ever with increas
ing fervor, and each time the potencies of those altar fires
rise into the oycle above.
Mysticism knows the sacred fires aa the energies of Soorpio, and yet Scorpio does not stand the culmination of a
cycle, but as the glowing depths into which each cycle
reaches for what it must lift through its own asoending po
tencies The crown of a cycle beoomes the Soorpio of the
cycle above it. It is the altar fires amid whose burnings the
lower (animal) life is transmuted into the higher. And
when a seven have done their work, and, in its ultimate,
look to see the seven beyond gather up the glowing poten
cies, behold, aa the White Eagle, they have taken their
flight, and are no more.
Yet when the white ultimate of a cycle's aspirations has
passed upward and is lost to the plane upon which its ener
gies were gathered, it finds that, amid the subtler ethers of
the cycle toward which it mounts, it no longer possesses
its dazzling purity—only to the lower vibrations of the new
series is it able to respond, and, as Scorpio, it shows forth
but the yellow and the red, which vibrate to the key of A
minor, just one octave below the A minor with whioh'aocord the ultimate vibrations of that cycle.

SOLAR BIOLOGY.

the rising signs.—Concluded.

Libra Rising produces a tall, well-formed, willowy body;
regular and orderly features, and a complexion inclined to be
fair. Persons with Libra bodies are very sensitive; disposed
to irregularity iu their habit of life; apt to have times re

sembling despondency, when they wish to get away from
everyone and everything in life. When other conditions are
favorable, this sign opens the individual to a degree of eccen
tricity. It is a very inspirational sign, and facilitates the action
of the mind; it also leads to self-esteem.

Scorpio Rising. The form of a Scorpio body is very plastic
to the influence of the innate sign and planetary positions. Per
sons with Scorpio bodies are usually large-boned and of large
stature; sometimes, however, are short and stout, with a rather
thick neck and inclined to dark complexion. Their self-appre
ciation is very strong, and they are apt to be silent and subtle;
have a tendency to be domineering and self-assertive, with a

desire to be looked up to and respected as a superior.

These

people are very sociable and genial with chosen friends, and

are inclined to heart difficulty.
Sagittarius Rising usually produces a rather tall person
with square shoulders, well boned and muscled; active and mil
itary bearing, head erect and eyes wide open. It gives a love
of athletic exercises and of an active life; inclines to restless
ness, but imparts vigor and energy. This body sign is less plas
tic to the influence of the earth sign and planetary positions
than, perhaps, any of the rising signs. Other things be-
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ing favorable, its inclination is to a military life.

The com

plexion of persons having a Sagittarius body is governed wholly
by other conditions.

Capricorn Rising produces a body of medium height and
rather straight, the most marked feature of which is its sloping
shoulders.

It usually gives large bones, and large hands and

feet. Persons with Capricorn bodies are not endowed with
great physical endurance, but are quite equal to any special
effort; they are apt to have weak chest and lungs. They are
quite independent in character, and it is difficult for them to
be subordinates. Are kind, thoughtful, active and energetic;
have good business minds, but are not aggressive. They are

inclined to paralysis.

Aquarius Rising. This body sign is subject to the influ
ence of the innate qualities, both as to size and form. It usu
ally produces a short, plump body, round features and a strong
inclination toward femininity. Persons having an Aquarius
body are not strong physically, but frequently have great vital
endurance. They are sensitive and nervous, rather silent and
independent. Are inclined to dark complexion. Liable to
rheumatic difficulties, and, if not well protected by other plan
etary positions, they are open to diseased conditions of various

kinds. The mind affects the body more directly under this
sign than, perhaps, any other.

Pisces Rising usually produces a rather small body; often
slender, lacking in vitality and physical stamina. It leads to
peculiarities and almost eccentricities.

Gives independence of

thought and action—in fact, I have known those with Pisces

rising who took extra pains to avoid being and acting like
other people. The are very restless, and have a feeling of want
ing an undefined something. Are inclined to a professional life.
Note.—The feminine expression of a sign ( see page 24
of the Esoteric Ephemeris for 1900) influences the form of
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woman’* body more strongly than the masculine. It will also
be noticed that, under all circumstances, woman is influenced
more by the body sign than is man.

DELINEATION OF CHABACTEB,
The delineations of ohaiacter given in this column art intended to aarra a two
fold pupoos: first, a* an object laaaon in tha principles of Soinr Biology; and,
ttoond, to help oar sabteribats to a morn parfact knowledge of thamaaiToa by
turning tha light of that acianoa upon their faults and wasknaanaa. as wall as up
on tha nobler side of their natures. We regret that limited apace permits os to
give, during the courts of tha year, bat one delineation to each subscriber. The
Meeaaary data are, the year, day of tha month, hoar and place at birth. Without
the hoar we may approrimate a delineation, but it will always be uuealirfaiSiiij,
therefore, if obtainable, we should have the hoar, and if it oaooot bo ascertained,
the applicant must understand that the obaracter-oketeh ia men or leas incomplete.
In all came, however, the date end piner ot birth most be given, or it will be use
less to attempt a delineation We wish distinctly to state that our time is too
thoroughly occupied to write to applicants for additional data. Those who wish
special help in tha regenerate life—each aa was given in The Esoteric—should so
request in their application.

J. M. August 21,1875, 5 a. tn. Place not given.
® in SI; 3) in V; 6, SI; ¥ in St; h in SI; 11 in b: t in SI;
1 in Sffi 5 in «S'.
Unless fortune has failed you, you have a strong body, and a pos
itive, executive nature, as both the natal and rising signs are Leo.
You have also a most determined and persistent will. You think you
are amenable to reason—in a way you are, but you insist upon rea
soning a matter out for yourself, all that force of Leo goes bead first
on account of your Aries polarity. Added to the power innate in
your body and earth sign, you have the qualities of Saturn and Mars
in Leo, which enter into and form a component part of the basic prin
ciples of your nature. Saturn imparts love of knowledge and ability
to acquire it; Mars gives yon a very combative nature, also a love of
home, family and children; yet there are indications that the domes
tic sphere will be broken, as Venus, the planet governing the love
life. Mercury controlling the sex life, and Uranus the occult, are in
Aquarius, the sign opposed to Leo, and therefore in opposition to
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your innate nature. Jupiter, the planet of ideals, does not help yon
out, as it is in Taurus, governing the sense«, and leads you into ideal*
ism and makes of you a dreamer—so much so that, while you are a
lover of science and of general knowledge, yet I doubt your ability
to hold yourself to the close application requisite to acquiring sub
stantial knowledge, although you "pick up’* information readily. My
advice is that, by careful study, you make yourself thoroughly pro
ficient in whatever branch of knowledge you may turn your attention
to. You do not see and think about matters as others do, and, there
fore, by some you would be called eccentric, but you have good ideas,
although peculiar to yourself. The diseases that inheritance ren
ders you liable to are palsy and rheumatism; these tendencies can, ofcourse, be overcome by proper methods of life.

W. W. F. Sept. 9, 1872, 6 p. m. Scioto Co., Ohio.
© in
J in f; 0, X; » in ar; h in 22; JI in ar; J in VJ;
?in '¥*; 5 in «=».
Your rising sign is Pisces, and, as the masculine side of the Pieces
nature is negative, your body is weak and rather negative, lacking
the positive energy and strength which are essential to success in any
direction. Although the Virgo base, polarized into Sagittarius, makes
you very executive and practical, yet Uranus and Jupiter in Aquarius
turn your practical tendencies into the mystic. Saturn, Mars, Venus
and Mercury are all in heads of trinities, thus while your body sign is
practical and orderly and the position of the earth and moon adapt
you for service, yet the position of the other planets militates very
much against success in business, for you would find minutue very
distasteful, and would, therefore, be apt to fail, if in business for your
self. You are impulsive end inclined to overdo, which would help
to bring on failure; consequently, you would be most successful in the
employ of another. Yotf would make a good accountant, and you
have also a good idea of art. You have ideals leading you toward
the occult and mystic sciences, but attainment in this direction will
require great diligence on your part. Should you study these sciences
from an Oriental standpoint, you would soon become entangled in
magic, which would be disastrous to you; but should you study them
from the higher esoteric or Christian point of view, whatever you ob
tained would be actual gain, for what is gained in a life of devotion
and consecration to God for the good of humanity is of lasting benefit.
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One great barrier in the way of your higher attainment is a disposi
tion to use upon others whatever psychic or magic power you obtain,
which will lead you into confusion and difficulty. The times of great
est danger from loess«, are, first, when the moon is in Pisces; second,
when it is in Virgo; third, when in Sagittarius, and the hoars when
these signs are rising. After yon hare succeeded in conserving the
vital fluids for some time, you must be especially watchful when the
moon is in Sagittarius.
W. L. P. April 10, 1867, 4 am. Grand Rapids, Mich.
® in Y; D in 23; fl, X;
in VJ; h in 8; li in SI; 3 in X;
9 in 23; 5 in «.
The earth in Aries and the moon in Cancer produce a harmonious
combination for a clear, bright intellect, but your Pisces body ie
somewhat unfortunate, as it inclines to physical weakness; however,
it gives great carefulness and accuracy in whatever you do. Saturn
and Mercury in Taaros tend to opposite conditions, the first of which
ie strength of body and mind, by virtue of power to conserve the vital
fluids, but with yonr Pisces body and possible inclination to sexual
indulgence, they produce a corresponding weakness. Venus in Cancer
gives strong love of home, family, and companionship. Venus in
this position becomes the polarity of your ideals, which Jupiter
places in the heart; that ie, Jupiter gives you a love of excellence,
elegance, beauty, and culture, and Venus expresses it in the family,
home, and surronndings, and in music and art. Yon are altogether
a man of the head rather than of the hand: you should never occupy
a sphere in which much physical labor is required, yet you need plen
ty of exercise and should give much attention to the development of
the muscles of the body. You ask for special directions relative to
sex control: yon have foundation principles which give you natural
success in that direction, but the times of ■ your greatest danger will
be when the moon passes through Pisces, Aries or Cancer, and the
hours when any one of these signs is rising.
W. R. P. May 23,1855. Fayette Co., Ills.
® in □; 5 in Sb (?); 9 in "I; h in /; It in Sb; J in ”1;
9 in X; 5 in V?.
You were born when the earth was in the sign Gemini, but, not
having the hour of your birth, we cannot state positively whether the
moon was in Leo or Virgo, which will make the delineation through

V
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out very uncertain; more io then in other cases where the hour of
birth is unknown- Jupiter in Leo gives you large ideals, and makes
you liberal with your money—almost to prodigality, although Man
in Scorpio and Mercury in Capricorn would easily counteract that in
fluence, if instructions in economy were received early in life. You
have fine mechanical abilities, and your sphere of use should be in
the line of science or mechanics. Are a man with a good degree of
versatility and can take hold of almost anything, providing the body
sign does not militate against that characteristic. You have naturally
a good degree of vitality, providing you take control of the life cur
rents; but as they are active and strong, you are in danger of being
weakened by sexual excesses. Have very little to adapt you to mar
ried life, in which yoa would be apt to feel very restless and con
scious of ioharmony. In view of the uncertainty in regard to your
delineation, owing to lack of data concerning the time of birth, we
will not venture to give more.
E. S. Nov. 3,1875, about 8 a. m. Providence, R. I.
® in ”1.; J> in VJ; 0, "I; • in
h in St; 11 in 8; 3 in T?:
? in n; 5 in "t.
The earth and Mercury, both in the sign Scorpio, and that sign
rising, impart great vitality and physical endurance, with sufficient
strength of character to carry out any purpose that you may have in
view. Venus in Gemini gives elegance of words, refinement of speech,
and an inclination to art and music. You are best adapted for sur
gery, or for the medical profession,—Mars in Virgo gives you reliable
intuitions in regard to the cause and cure of disease, as Man rules
Scorpio, from the geocentric standpoint, and Jupiter in Taurus would
give instinctive ideas concerning the patients’ feelings, by which you
could determine the nature of their diseases. Saturn in Leo produces
a strong love of the science to which you are adapted, and also im
parts order, and facility in the accomplishment of whatever you un
dertake. Although Uranus in Aquarius makes your ideas peculiar
in regard to your association with the public, yet with your interior
thought inclination, it will not militate against your success. These
positions are led out through your polarity, the moon being posited
in Capricorn, the general business sign, which will guarantee to you
a successful business career.
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Chicago, Illa. Feb. 18, 1900.
Prof. H. E. Butler,
Dear Sir:—I fear that, after so long a time, you will hardly be able
to recall my writing to you last November, inclosing some studies in
Solar Biology, which you were kind enough to notice, intimating that
I could do work which might in some way be useful toward the future
edition of S. B. I should be very glad to contribute anything ¡d my
power, if I understood how to do so. I was much pleased and en
couraged by your letter, and sent at once for the Ephemeris. Having
seen only the first edition of S. B., and knowing nothing about rising
signs, I felt that my study was at a stand. After a delay of some weeks
(which was explained) the Ephemeris came; but, as I understand it,
the tables for the sidereal time are only “for the coming year,” and
in order to use the rising Bign in reading character, it is necessary to
have tables for the year of the perron's birth. If so, what am I to do
now? I am very anxious to go on, yet I do not possess a copy of even
the old edition of 8. B.—it was kindly loaned me by a friend. I hope
to have the books, but cannot at present or for some time to comeI have just been studying, as an “object lesson," the Swami Vivekananda, of India, whom I have had opportunities of meeting very
informally. It is interesting to recognize the Capricorn nature in a
race-type so different from our own. I have noticed in most of the
Capricorns that I have met, a combination of the skeptic and the
mystic—in some of them the attraction of the unseen world seems to
be present in a very rudimentary form, merely disturbing their ma
terialistic views enough to cause mental inconsistencies. One was a
natural psychic—would not admit the existence of spirit, and would
contradict anyone else who denied it. Another bad a very fine spirit
ual and religious sense, totally at odds with all forms of expression,
and professing to doubt everything. There is Kipling—mocking,
serious even to gloom and severity. In Vivekananda. the mystic spirit
is intense and far-reaching, beyond anything we see in the West, but
kept perfectly sane by his “common sense,” humor, and a skepticism
that challenges everything. At times the latter trait seems even
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whimsical; if asked a serious question, he may answer it from the
negative side entirely, with a sort of mockery. At another time, the
other spirit asserts itself in a way to stagger the ordinary mind. And
I feel that it is always present, behind there. He has the Capricorn
head for generalizing, and is keeping a lot of people at work in India,
—leaving the details to others. He is direct and simple in his talk,
and always interesting. Upon one occasion he said, “I have never
gone much into these allegories—just a few plain facts;” and at an
other time he spent the evening telling allegories and fairy tales from
the Sanscrit, and bringing the deepest meaning out of them. He is
full of force, is very restless, and belongs to a strongly emotional type;
but I don’t know how this comee, as I have not been able to see my
friend’s copy of S. B. lately, and know nothing of Vivekananda’s
birth except the earthsign. His date, I believe, is January 6. 1864.
Whenever a person’s native planetary conditions recur, he must
feel the influence—is it so? I have thought of thia in regard to
some of my friends. This is one: Oct 3—Libra; 2 in
J
in n,S in nR, S in =n>, 2/ in 8, h in 71, 9 in /. She has
all the highest and finest qualities of Libra, of the idealistic type, to
the most intense degree. Pure, unselfish, wafting her strength on
others. From kindness she allows coarse-grained people to take up
her time and torture her sensibilities. Much as she is liked, she
does not attract advantages—gifts from friends, etc.—as some do; she
radiates too much, Matters. Is exceedingly sensitive to other people’s
troubles and states of mind. But in herself—absolute harmony and
happiness belong to her, humor, laughter, enthusiasm, a deep religious
nature. A Catholic with never a shadow of doubt, but dislikes form
alism, “ehurchiness”, or the least approach to morbidness. Doesn't
believe in convents, and cannot bear to be shut in, hedged about, or
“bossed” by anyone. (Is this from Aries?) I suppose it is h in T
that gives her great originality, inventive power, and ability to pro
duce a fine quality of work of any kind, but never anything mechan
ical, arbitrary, or slavish, or built of details. Perhaps it also accounts
for her uncommon progressiveness and power to learn from experi
ence. In writing, her language is original, clear and to the point,
but in speaking, her enthusiasm seems to outrun her faculty for find
ing words, so that she appears very slow and it takes her a great
while to get anything Baid. Would the signs indicate this? She is
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apt to admire new acquaintances too much, bat very toon her exqui
site intuition gives to everyone a correct estimate and place. Now, in
the cummer of 1898, thia Libra became very much excited: she planned
a great deal of pleasure and profit for other people, and undertook to
see that they got it, and at the same time her desire to work in her art
was intensified. The result was extreme tension on her part, and the
failure of all her desires. If she had known what she was likely to
do, I think she might have been wise enough to avoid it. (Was it be
cause Venus was in Libra?)
J. B.
Ana. No: it was evidently due to the fact that Saturn was trans
iting the moon’s place at the time of birth, and the high ideals that
actuated bar at that time arose largely from Jupiter's transiting Sat
urn’s position at the time of birth.

Chicago, Illa., September 18, 1900. Mr. H. E. Butler,
Dour Sir:—Your offer to devote a portion of “Tax Occult and
Biological Journal” to the productions of “Cranks” is, I believe, a
very good one. As I have for several years had opinions of my own,
and have held tenaciously to them, in spite of considerable opposi
tion, I have been considered a crank, and rejoice in the appellation,
if, being one, I am instrumental, in connection with many others, in
turning the minds of the people out of the rnts in whioh they are
now running.
As all great movements for the good of the people have been re
jected by those in power, and even by those whom they are intend
ed to benefit, and have had to wait for a later generation to take
them up and utilize them, it would seem to me to be a good idea to in
terest the children of the present day in Solar Biology. So far as I
know, nothing has been done in this direction. As the children of
to-day will be the men and women of a few years hence, a little in
struction in Solar Biology, which might be made very interesting,
would give them a much better idea of themselves and of their school
mates, and would in the end result (in some cases, at least) in bring
ing a higher grade of human beings on the stage of life, for ignorance
of the laws that govern our lives is the cause of nearly all the misery
in the world.
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Among the subscribers to The Journal there ere, doubtless, many
schoolteachers, day and Sunday, and many of those who are not
have relatives or friends who are: now, if these schoolteachers
would arrange the scholars under their care in the form and or
der of the zodiac, each sign separated from the one on either
side, an object lesson would be presented to the children, which,
I believe, they would never forget The soul of an individual is ex
pressed in the face to a greater extent than in any other portion of
the body; therefore, having the children in the order of the zodiac,
let the teacher point out a few of the leading characteristics of each
sign, showing that they are expressed in the face and other parts of
the body, some of the peculiarities being very marked, in contrast with
the adjoining or some other sign; for example, take the happy, con
tented expression of Taurus in contrast with the dissatisfaction ex
pressed by Gemini; the happy but wide-awake look of Aquarius as
compared with the discontented look of Pisces; the suave, social dis
position of Libra contrasted with the reserved, and sometimes repel
lent attitude of Scorpio; the frail body of Cancer in contrast with the
well-fed physique of Scorpio. These illustrations are merely intended
to suggest many others, which will afford the teacher an opportunity
to point out, in a loving spirit, those traits in each nature which
should be controlled.
After the teacher has once arranged the children in zodiacal order,
there will be no trouble in calling them together for further instruc
tion, as each child will find its own place, and will manifest great in
terest in the study of its own peculiarities, as well as those of its
school-mates. If the teacher of a single class, room, or grade, in a
large school, will organize the scholars in the above order, it will be an
easy matter to interest other teachers in the same idea; and a large
number of children, say a thousand, each ohild knowing its own place,
could be called into zodiacal order in two or three minutes.
The above ideas can be worked out in churches, factories, etc.,
wherever a body of )>eople can be gathered together for combined
amusement and instruction. Yours truly,
A. L. Nathan.

Esoteric Pub. Co., Applegate. Cal.
Gentlemen:—Enclosed find date of birth of a young man who is a
“lightning calculator.” He is unable to explain how he is able to cal
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culate ao rapidly and with large figures. He is below medium height,
dark hair, which inclines to be early, dark eyes, round, plump body,
and well-cut features. Mentally well-balanced (that is, apparently ao);
a tendency to brag of his capabilities and to live fast Origin is from
Jewish stock. Wishing you success and God’s blessing, I am
Yours fraternally,
F. B. West.

Ans. July 31,1875. ® in SI; J in 55: # in S'; h in S,; 21
in 8 : J in eg; 9 in VJ; 5 in a.
We think that the following brief sketch shows that this man's
mathematical abilities are indicated by the position of the planets at
the time of his birth. It is unfoi-tunate that we have not the hour of
birth, as we are, therefore, unable to give the rising sign, nor can we
be absolutely sure of the position of the moon; his unusual endowment,
however, indicates that he is polarized in Cancer. The innate nature,
Leo, is peculiarly allied to the number two, and, as will be seen by
the planetary )K>sitions, the four triplicities are each represented by
two, which balances him very nicely for whatever may lead out his
qualities. The three home positions, Earth in Leo, Mars in Cancer and
Mercury in Libra, give harmony and strength to hia nature. Mars,
in hiB polarity, lends out hia nature, which is strongly characterized
by Saturn, as that planet ia in the life sign, Leo, imparting order and
all her mathematical qualities. Venus in Capricorn gives inclination
to the business uses. Mercury unites her power to strengthen the
reins and psychic abilities, which are led out and utilized by the basic
principle. Jupiter, in Taurus, intensifies the leading characteristic,
which in this nature is order, and we reason that the prime factor of
order ia the science of numbers. According to Astrology, which deals
mainly with the physical expression, Uranus ¡b in the sign which it roles,
and according to Solar Biology it is in the sign producing and govern
ing the nervous system. Thus Uranus blends most harmoniously with
Mercury, the nervous system being the means of cognizance in the
physical body.' The psychic powers of Mercury in Libra aTe directly
tinder the dominance of Leo and Saturn, as Leo is the base and Satnrn the endowment of that base. Thus it will be seen that the planets
are ro posited ns to become harmonious factors under the dominion of
the basic principle.
This date of birth is an interesting study, and would be more so
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if we had the hour of birth. The tendency of this person to live fast and
to brag of hie abilities is undoubtedly due to the fact that he is wholly
controlled by one idea. The Jewish nature is an intense one, there
fore the apjwtites and passions are strong. He probably makeB mon
ey easily, and, is therefore, inclined to live fast. If he were awakened
to a more elevated sphere of thought, his attainment in the science of
numbers, if not in the sciences in general, would be of a high order.

BOOK REVIEWS.
The Light That Is In Tree. By Harriet B, Bradbury. A most practical
and helpful treatise on the true use of the higher spiritual faculties, in developing
literary and artistic powers, as well as executive ability in all directions Contents:
The Divine Presence; The Losing of Seif; Concentration; Meditation; Realization.
Cloth. 75 cants. The Alliance Publishing Company, 19 and 21 West 31st St., N. Y.
Voices or Fbkeoom. By Horatio W. Dresser. 204 pages well bound in cloth.
Price $1.25. Sold by Q. P. Putuam's Sons, New York and Loudon.
Totliow acquainted with this author's works, words of commendation from its are
uniiecreaury. We regard him as oue of the beet writers of tbetime, for bis works
contain food for the soul so well as for the mind. We quote the following from the
publisher's notice of the book: "This is the author’s strongest, most philosophi
cal book. It is stronger, more fundamental than the previona volumes. It replies to
crilicisnui, and oontains advanced views and doctrines whioh are in some sense a
departure from the teaching of the earlier volumes." In a future Mane of our
.lunrnul we will quote portions of Chapter V., "An Interpretation of the Vedanta,”
and give onr views concerning the philosophy.
Living by the Spirit. A little book, containing 102 pages, by the same an
ti. »•. Bound in linen, price 75 cents. We think the title of this work w ell chos
en. Those who rend the book and enter into tlie spirit of it will find themselves
in the way of obtaining spiritual conacionsnesa. We reeoraroend it to our friends
and patrons.
Mr. Dresser also publishes a email monthly magazine of 32 pages, entitled The
Higher Law. Sold by G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York. Yearly subscription, $1.00.

EDITORIAL.
We wish to thunk our friends for the many congratulations
that we liuvo received on the appearance mid contents of the
new magazine. Judging from the numerous guhmiriptions com
ing in, we have reason to lielieve that it will be a success. We
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hope, dear friends, that you will consider this your magazine,
and, consequently, feel perfectly free to criticise anything that
you deem out of order, or that militates against its success, and
also to suggest any additions or improvements that will add

to its value. You can do much for the work by interest
ing your friends. Do not make the mistake, which I have
found so common, of thinking that it will be useless to men
tion this magazine to A, B, or C; that they will not be in
terested, and will only scoff and think you “cranky.” I think

that, in the majority of cases, if the subject be properly pre
sented, you will find true interest, even among those with whom
you think there would be the least chance of success; for the
time has come for the awakening of the world, and the people
feel its influence, and, as individuals, it is our duty to our
neighbor to place in his hands opportunities for receiving the

knowledge requisite for the incoming age and order of things.

If you will lay aside all timidity in the matter and take bold
of the work in earnest, the added subscriptions will enable us
to enlarge the magazine and to increase its usefulness. You can
make this one of the first magazines of the land in the esteem

of the people; and from the way in which the first number has
been received, we have reason to believe that you will do so. We

have received many flattering congratulations upon our new ef
fort from the editors of some of the best magazines now before
the world, and we take this occasion to thank them for their
kind words of encouragement We believe that we shall be able
to make this Journal merit all the eulogy that it has reoeived.

We have been surprised at the number of efforts to imitate
Solar Biology, that come to us in the form of books and period
icals. It is getting to be quite fashionable, in nearly all of the
advance-thought magazines and papers, to have a department
for character delineations, similar to the one that The Esoteric
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had for year«. The editors of these periodicals hide the source
but use the principles of Solar Biology—with different word
formation, for the sake of avoiding the copyright Poor old
Astrology is under no man’s patent, and, therefore, they can
attach to it anything they please, but in some instances other
names have been chosen. In most cases these persons have
failed to master the scienoe of Solar Biology, and, consequently,
their books and periodicals are comparatively worthless, and

are misleading the people. We speak of this because it is very
injurious to the reputation of Solar Biology, and in injuring its
reputation, a most useful and important system of knowledge
is prevented from falling into the hands of those who need it.
We wish to say here that, while they use different language in
their delineations and give a different name to tbe system, yet
in every instance where they essay to delineate character from

the twelve divisions of the zodiac, or year—as, for example,
from July 22 to August 22, August 22 to September 28, and so
on—they are working directly from Solar Biology; in other
words, it is a legal plagiarism, for, at the time of its publication,
Sohr Biology was tbe only work in existence that delineated
character according to this method, or recognized the yearly

zodiac in delineating character. The editors of the periodicals
thus covertly using Solar Biology, staud before the world as
teachers of righteousness, and although they may think it hon
orable and right to use Solar Biology in this way, we will let
the world judge of the matter for itself.

We have thought we

would hold our peace and let them use Solar Biology as they
pleased, but as such worthless thought has been forced upon
the people, we deem it our duty to protect a most honorable
science from the disgrace that is being brought upon it. We
give this, not only as a warning in the interest of the people,
but as a warning notice to those who are using Solar Biology
under other cognomens.

PREMIUM LIST.
Thin lint will hold good until August. 1901.
To our many friends and patrons who may desire to assist in extending the circulation of this
Journal, we offer the following books as premiums.

Rudyard Kipling's Works.
Vol. 1. "The Light that Failed."
Vo). 2.- “In Black and White." “Under the Deodar»," and
Eight Short Stories.
Vol. 3, "Story of the Gadabys." and Nine Other Stories.
Vol. 4.—“Departmental Ditties” and “Barrack Room
Rallads." including The Vampire. Recessional and Sup
pressed Poems.
Vo). 5. "Soldiers Three."
Vo). 6.- "American Notes."
Vol. 7. "Mine Own People."
Vol.8.- “Wee Willie Winkie," »nd four other stories of
children.
Vol. 9. “The Phantom Rickshaw.” “The City of Dread
ful Night," and Three Other Stories.
Vol. 10. “Plain Tales from the Hills." Thirty-nine
Stories.

This complete set of Kipling's works, bound in linen,
will be mailed prepaid to any one sending us'6 new sub
scriptions, with names and addresses.' It will be sent
in cloth for 7 new subscribers: in lambskin. 9 new sub
script inns.

DESCRIPTION OF THIS TEN-VOLUME SET OF WORKS.
In size it is unique, a tall 16mo the 12mo sine is too large for the pocket and this “just tits."
The type is large and made especially for this edition. The paper ia the finest used in book work, the
ink ia the best, and the presswork is so carefully and daintily done that each page is a typographical
delight to the eye. The set contains nearly 3.000 pages.
The bindings of this edition are something new in bookmaking, a patent thread sewing whereby
the same effect ia obtained as in the cross-stitching of the Oxford Teacher’s Bible, so that it can be
opened the full width and bent back until the covers meet, without straining it.
The cloth edition is daintilyrbound in delicately tinted linen, half flexible, which will wear like
iron. The limp lambskin is a veritable Edition de Luxe.

SOLAR BIOLOGY.

Fur ten new subscriptions with names and addresses, we will send,
prepaid. “Solar Biology." by H. E. Butler. See “ad" in this issue.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid, "Other Worlds than Ours,” by Prof. Richard A. Proctor, the great astronomer.
Thia work is especially valuable to students of "Solar Biology," and those who are studying the
mysteries of the heavens.

SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.
paid. "Seven t'reative Principles.” by H. E. Butler.

LIVING BY THE SPI RIT.

For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
See “ad." in this issue.

For two new subscriptions we will send, postpaid, "Living by

the Spirit." by H. W. Dresser.

THE “NARROW WAY” OF ATTAINMENT,
send, prepaid. “The Narrow Way of Attainment" by H. E. Butler.

For two new subscriptions we will
See "ad" in this issue.

SOLAR BIOLOGY:
A New Scientific, Exact and Easy Method of Delineating Character;
Diagnosing Disease; Determining Mental. Physical and Busi

ness Qualifications, Conjugal Adaptability, etc.,
from Date of Birth.
BY H. E. BUTLER.
Illustrated with Seven Plate Diagrams and Tables of the Moon and Planets,
from 1820 to 1900.

This science proves that “nil are members of One Body (1 Cor. XII
12-27); and that, as swell, each one has his peculiar function in life. It
throws a flood of new light upon the problems of life, furnishing the ground
work, or scientific law, which goes down into the minutiie of the life of every
man and woman, as n mirror reflecting his or her innate nature. This work tells
what is in man and how derived. Tells how to cultivate self and make the
most and best of life. Tells one, when a child is born, what kind of training
it should have, to what diseases it is liable, how to avoid or how to cure
when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand body to which each
individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies, physical fitness,
natural sphere, ami highest and fittest use in the world.
It enables parents to know just what business their children are best,
adapted for, and how to educate them, and is also a guide to all persons in
the preservation of health and strength, and an important aid to success and
to the attainment of the great object in life, viz., usefulness and happiness.
It also aids in prolonging the life of old and young. It is of especial im
portance to physicians, enabling them to attain great success through having
in their possession a certain key to knowledge concerning the nature and
peculiarities of their patients such as heretofore has been available only to
those few that were of rare intuitive discernment.
It is claimed that character is expressed in the countenance, that it shapes
the cranium, and is even written in the hand; but Solar Biology introduces
the student into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining
character and function, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and har
monics human relatedness; and further, it opens up a knowledge and un
derstanding of the principles and laws by which human evolution is being
carried forward, and the infinite variety of forms and natures brought into
being on the planet earth.
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy
paper, clear type, with author’s portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound
in superior cloth, embellished with symbolical designs in gold. Nn elaborate
study or preparation is required to enable one to read character and other
wise apply the science. The key to the use of the science will be found on
page 274. and can be fully mastered in a few minutes.
PRICE, $5.00.

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
APPLEGATE. CALIF.

AB BR E V I A T E D CONTENTS OF

THE SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.
BY HIRAM E. Bl-TLER.
First Lecture.—The Idea of God. The people of all «gen characterized

by their ldo of God—The word of God associated with the Idea of power—Man can only
understand or tbiuk of things of which be ba» a correspondence within himself, p. 3.
The senses perceive effects only—Caunja are deductively determined by reason, p. 4. The
wonders of will. p. 5. Yahvch. " I will be what I will to be.” p. 5. Spare filled and In
tertilled with worlds interior to each other—Ordei and Intelligence everywhere msnlfest, p. 11 The i lr>t V4Umj. the casenllal Man, humanity the objective parts, p. it. Mat
ter a condition of splri». p. 15. Love the fulfillment of the law*, p. 18. Meditation good
for the soul-Find lug God, p. 19.
Second l.cctnre.-Force. “All things work together for good”—The mala
and female principle* everywhere present in Nature. The condensation of force into matter
accomplished by the Logos or ” Word of God,” p. 26. How thought la formed and aeut
forth on Its mlssiou, p. *7. The evolution uf matter through generative processes, p. 89.
The female will the ciphering or binding principle, p. 81. CompreMiou, heat, ex
pansion. polarization, p. 35. Electric aod magnetic currents of earth and bub, p. F6. Be
coming Sunaoud Masters f us lead of servants, p. 38,
Third Lecture.-Otacrlmflnatlon. The relation of the Seven Principles to
each other, p. I . 'I he first maulfeatatinn of Dhcrlminntloo -All thing* come from and
relit > to luiml, p. 43. Ile s n for ceding some things good *rd others evil, p. 44.
Motives of ancient Prophet* and 8e< ra for seeking Isolation from the world, p. 48. Dis
crimination manifested iu desire and prayer—Inspiration—Revelation, p. 49. Manifeata*
tions of discrlrnlnailou iu plant life, p. 61. The pleasures of the senses contrasted with
higher discrimination and Joy, p. 68.
Fourth Lecture.-Order, Ueut and cold as formative forces in Nature, p. 56.
The evidences of Order in crystal formations, p. 59. Interpreting Nature an 1 deter
mining quality and character from form—Form within form revealed by the microscope—
Worlds beyond worlds brought down by the telescope, p. 65. The order and Chemistry
of Digestion, p. G7. The explanation of vision—Manifestation of the sixth sense, p. 71.
The Influence of psychic surroundings, p 72. Being Joint Creators with the Infinite,
p. 73. roseesaing the true Wisdom, p. 75.
Fifth Lecture.—Cohesion. Drawing the line between principles and
phenomena, p, 79. Evolution—Cohesion essentially a feminine principle, ensphering,
nourish! i g, preserving, p. 88. The •• adversary ” that is set off arainBt Cbhesiou. p. 88.
The conservative tendencies of Cohesion, d. 84. The abuses of the cohesive principle,
J». 85. Cohesion—The mother nature considered as a distinct principle, p. OT. The mother
ove to take higher form. p. 91. Live op to your highest Ideal of right, p. 98. Placing Che
name of God in the forehead, p. 94.
Sixth Lecture.—Fermentation. The Destroyer who stands in the way of
physical immortality— DI «integration— All vegetation the mate rial Uatl on of Infinite
thought—Man’s thought as real creation* as the offspring of bls lolus, p. 100. A vital
chemistry that will throw lktht ou mental heeling and thought formation, p. 101. A
secret of the Magi and Alchemists, p. 102. Fermentation an agent of progress, p. 108.
The baleful aspects of man when the principle or fermentation has the ascendency .p. 106.
Dependence of man for executive energy upon bls helpmeet—Woman, p. 10L How to
become a ” Prevailing Prince.” p. 103. Conquering aud controlling the force» of genera
tion, p. 110. The fallen state, d. 11«. Becoming “tings and priests unto God,” p. 118.
Seventh Lecture.—Transmutation. A lighted match as an illustration
of tmusmutaiiou, p. 117. The fire energy of lhe Infinite Being eusphered in matter, p. 120.
Man's Inner being a luminous flame transmuting lhe baser substance, p. ill. Importance
of the kind of t bought* we entertain while eating, p. 128. The process by which to ob
tain magic power, p. 188 Becoming superior to earth, p. 129. Making all visible th lop
One's servant, p. 130.
Eighth Lecture.—fiensatIon. Sensation, a mode of consciousness or cogni
zance of life, p. 136. Sensation made manifest lu tho crystal waler of lhe uerve fluid, p.188.
Transmuting the lower into higher aeusation. p. 1.9. Education, uplifting and relief of
God’s crea’ures—Polarization of inner comsciouBLi sb, p. 110. Thought hniroasible without
form, p. 14!. No sensation wliboui motion of Ilfc-e emeut, p. 143. No pleasure without
a reaction— Removal of the < xlbuiated and broken down molecule«, p. 145. Self posses
sion—Soul calm—Subdual of sense.*, p 146. The liun r seoae lhe cue we moat need, p. 148.
Turning the nature Into lluu with th«- Divine current, p. 149.
INlnth Lecture.—Color. Significance of color«—Opening the sixth scuse, p. 154.
Red,—magnetic, rune utrative. heating-.—blue reurereuta order *,—yellow, perfection, p.
156. VIbraIona of color—Relations to sound, n. 158. Significance of blue, gray, Indigo,
p. 17). Fourth principle,symbolize* life, fertility; represents tbe mother-nature, p. 160.
l.inguageof God in Nature*. Clairvoyance, a manifestation of the sixth sense, p. 1W.
Grwn a symbol <»f strength; significance of black, p. 163. Sixth principle expressed by
violet: represents good. p. 164. Seventh principle, Identified wllb yellow; implies Divine
»cnsalion, p. DM. Summarv of the principles of the seveu-polnted star. p. 169. The key ts
a wonderful system of chemistry, p. 170.

Illustrated with 9 Colored Plates and Portrait of Author—$1.50.
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COMPANY,
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REVISED ESOTERIC

VOLUME I.
SHOULD BE READ
—BT—

EVERY ESOTERIC STUDENT

This book contains all the essential matter
found in Vol. I. II. of Tub Exotkkic.
THE ARTICLE.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS
FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT,

1« in itself a complete occult library.
The laws explained therein will, if con
scientiously followed, lead the student to
the highest goal of his desires.
Nicely bound in Cloth.

Brice, #2.00

Practical Methods
—TO—

insure Success.

W0riAN’5 CIRCULAR.
A booklet of 42 pages, containing special in
structions in the regenerate life. Il lias been
carefully compiled for women who are striving
to gain true soul powers. The rules laid down
are of such a character as to be readily under
stood. clothed in simple language, free from all
technical terms and occult phraser A few months
trial will convince the most skeptical that the
methods recommended are not experiments,
but are the result of much thought and actual
knowledge obtained through personal observation
and experience. Price, paper. 25 CENTS.

Revised Esoteric Vol. II,
COMPANION TO VOL I.
Contalnsall theessential mat
ter in Volumes 111 and IV ofTHE
ESOTERIC. It containsthe be
ginning of a series of Bible re
views and helps, by Mr. Butter
which run through THE ESO
TERIC to and including vol. IX.
Neatly bound in cloth, price, $2.00, each.

THE NARROW WAY
OF ATTAINMENT.
A COURSE OF LECTURES DELIVEREU

BEFORE THE SOCIETY ESOTERIC
BY II. E. BUTLER.

A booklet hound in white and gold.
Its instructions have been followed by
thousands in Eurojie and America, who
offer the highest testimonials to their
value. The ablest medical practitioners
everywhere indorse them ns being safe
and reliable. Those who wish to reach
the highest xuecess in life cannot afford
to do without these methods, which give
vigor of body. strength of mind and will,
power to control self and surrounding eircmnstam-es. am) produce a personal mag
netism that enables llie possessor not only
to make friends, but to become a leader
among men. Price, 10 eta.: cloth. 25 cts.
These publications sent post
paid on receipt of price.

Esoteric Publishing Company.

This work teaches us the most vital
principles of Christian life and doctrine,
and is specially designed for those who
are ready to consecrate their lives to
the highest spiritual attainments.
It is called the "Narrow Way," be
cause to live in this world and not be
of the world, but of the Spirit of (!od.
is a narrow way indeed; as Jesus said,
"Ye cannot serve two masters."
For those who will follow the in
structions in this book there is a realm
of spiritual consciousness and power
that has only been known to the proph
ets and to the Christ.
Bound in cloth. Price. $1.00.

SWEETS ♦ * 4
Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.
♦

♦

♦

•

•

We have revised and reprinted this booklet of poems. A number of beauti
ful poems have been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make thia
last edition pai ticnlarly attractive, both as to appearance and contents.
/
Price, 10 cents each: $1.00 ]ier dozen.

THE ESOWK EFHEflEElS.
— 1900.----The Eeoteric Ephemeris has been ao enlarged for the year 1900 as to contain nearly fit) pages,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric positions, and carefully calculated tables giving the heliocentric longitude of all the
planets, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; the hour, minute and second of the transit
of the planets and Moon; also the rising signs and how to find them. with a table of the Sidereal
time, and the time of nearly all the large cities.
It contains new and important pacts relative to Solar Biology, The article on “Chetnism" is
alone worth m any times the price of the book. Price, 25 cts.

THE EVERLA5TINQ COVENANT.
This pamphlet of 46 pages bring» to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in themselves, we think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible student should put himself in possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments. Price, 15 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

Foil U.HK OF¿STUDENTS AND LECTUKEKS IN DeMNEATINC CHARACTER FROM

^SOLAR

BIOLOGY-^

This is an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilia folder. Each out
line represents one sign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
signs desired. Price. 10 cents a copy; special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
For sale by THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Lessons by Correspondence in
Occult Science and Solar Biology.
These lessons will enable one to understand the Laws of Lifk. Hkalth and
Happiness. They give an exact metliud of delineating character. showing the
Mental. Physical and Busixw qualifications, and Conjl'ual Amaptabilitv ;
also, the Cause and Cuke of Disease.
Full written Delineation of Character with advice. S2.IMI.
For particulars. address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt. Pleasant Place, Boston, Mass.

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.
Ini QuvttiiuiM uti one stibjecl, such um Buaiitewi, Mohvy. Property, RhjljuvkIk. Traveling, Court
«hip, Marring*. Disease, Ktocki* mid Shares. Annuities, Life lnMiimnrt», et<-........................... 4< cenu.
Time of birth nor Absolutely necetnary fur questions under No. I.
For calculating mieetioni« on 3 subjects, (date and time of birth- -if known—required). <Vi oeiite.
2d. Birthday Figure. showing the important events in the current year of lite. . . (15 ueuu.
3d. Rectifying or finding the exact time of Birth from given data. hiicIi as date of marriage, or
death of a parent, or some other event in life............................................................. ... 75 cents.
4th. Nativity of Birth written out. giving a delineation of «dmracter. also a general forecast of
the principal affaire of lite, such aa the best business to follow, who and when to marry; diseases,
predispoaed to, beat direction to live and to travel for health; and prosperity, riches, and which will
be the beat part of life ; children, friends, enemies, etc......................................................
$1.25
5th. Events for five years of iite.................................................................................
$1.25
♦¡th. A description of the most prominent events and dstrs and when those events will occur
through twelve years. ..................................................................*■..................................................... $2.50
7th. No. 4 and No. together.................................................
........
$3.50

For Nativities of Birth, etc., please state Agt, Time of Birth,
Sex and Birthplace, Married or Single.
ALL QUESTIONS MAY BE ANSWERED BY LETTER,OR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS GIVEN.
Crystal Classes for Clairvoyant persons sold. Also agent for The
Occult and Biological Magazine and other Occult Wjrks.
— ADDRESS—

D. Lund. Fern Cottage. Keighley, England.
THE

new PHILOSOPHY of health.
RY HARRIET 8. BRADBURY.

One oF the clearest and most logical expositions of the New Thought philoso
phy that have yet appeared. It Im thoroughly Christian in tone. and full of helpful
suggestions for the Aspiring soul, as well as for those seeking bodily health. Con
tents:—Introductory; The Recuperative Force; The Healing of Disease; Mental
Causation; Prayer; Psychic Power; A Universal Law; The Duty of the Church;
Occult Phenomena; Practical Suggestions for Self-Help.
Cloth, 75 cents.

THE ALLIANCE PUBLISHING COMPANY.
IS West filst Street. New York. N. Y'.

^pii^ITUAL COjl^ClOU^NE^
BY

Frank H. Sprague.

AHI and ARIffllBHC.
—OR —

J/. I THEM A TICA L LA IK

¡X .V.l TURE.
*

Arithmetic in Plants and Plauata. Matheiu«<<•» in Metrical Science, Number ia Vital Action.

A work meriting the eunaideratlon and peru
sal of the lover» of truth everywhere. We es
pecially recommend it to the esoteric student.
Its contenta page, which we give, convey» a good
idea of the character of the work. A chapter
from thia book was published in the March (1894))
¡anise of The Esotekic.
Contents: Signa of the Time«; What ¡«Truth?
Kaaiitation of Idéala through Right-Thinking; The
Outer World; The Inner World; Consciousness;
Christianity; The Growth of Society; The Prob
lem of Evil; The Spiritual Basie of Heal th; Man
ifestations of the Spiritual Principle; Music; Art
and Nature.

A book we most heartily recommend. Cloth,
36 centa; paper, 16 cents. Sold by Esoteric Pub
lishing Company.

Cloth, 91.50.

The-Jewlsh Problem and Supplement.
The Ten Lost Tribes of Israel Found
and Identified In the Anglo-Saxon
Race. #r Mer.Tkea. Rosita < H>wl,U,AM

W^THBO-SOFHIA^wh

By H. L. HASTINGS,
Editor of Thr Clmitia». Boston. Maae.

Anglo-Israel
A work devoted to a «object with whioh »«
wish unr traders lobe familiar.

From the Wisdom of the Wise
Reduced to IO cts.

"No man can become wise in the divine science
by seeking to become an adept. Be must fii his
mind, first of all, wholly on the people’s good,
and master the law of the uplift of the people.
As he becomes identified with the spirit and sym
pathy of our common humanity, he rises to the
threshold of the secret way."—From Theo-Sbpkio.

CLOTH *1,00.

THE EPHEMERIS, giving the posi
tions of the Moon for 1892-3-4-5-6-7-8-9,
and designed for insertion in the "Solar
Biology" tables, can be had by sending
25 eta. to tins Office. Single year, 5 eta.

isolate iphemerte
Fob 11*98 and 189H.
Complete, giving tbe exact ptiaition of Solar Sys
tem at noon, Washington time; aIbo the hour, min
ute and aecond of the chaDge from one sign tn
another.
Invaluable to Student« of Thk Eaotkkic m well
ax of Solar Biology, enabling there, without the

practical h]etapt]y^ic$ . . . .
—FOB”

■ • • • flealing and ¡Self-Culture.
Cloth, 91.80, post-paid.

trouble of computation, to know time of change«.
Price, 10 cent«.

ESOTERIC EDUCATION.
For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.
Applejste. California.

This is a work of Practical Suggestion; from
the G.-niiun. Cloth. Price 60 centa.

ESOTERIC PUB. CO.,

This instrument is prob
ably the most perfect me
chanical device yet con
structed for finding the
rising sign, as it gives the
degree and minute of that
sign's elevation above the
horizon for any Latitude
between 22“ and 55“, which
embraces nearly the whole
civilized world. It will be
a great convenience to as
trologers and those who
doubt the influence of the
zodiacal signs, or those who
wish to experiment upon
such influence, will find—
bv having this Indicator al
hand and watching the
change of their mental and
physical states with the
changing signs—that not
only will their own experi
ence convince them of the
reality of zodiacal influ
ence, but that a new field
of experimentation, most interesting ami profitable, will open up to them. (Every
one is not sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but, in moat instances, the ob
server will be quite conscious of them.) The hulimtnr is neatly and durably conslrueled. and; with proper care, will last for years, Price si (HI.
Esmnai l’i n
A iti.ega I r: Cai..
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Graphophone will make your home
a happy one. for it is always ready to
entertain. It will reproduce the mpsic
of bands, orchestras and soloists. Yon
can have music of any kind at any time,
and need no skilled performers to ren
der it. The music is there, the record
that will set the waves of melody in
motion again whenever you touch the
button. On a Graphophone too you
can record your own voice or music or
any sound and reproduce them immedi
ately. These varied and wonderful pow
ers make the Graphophone a marvellous
entertainer for the home.
Graphophones can be bought for $10 and up.
Write for Catalogue 30 to the

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO,
Dfpt. ob. 724 Markit Si., San Franrisrit. (’al.

HUMAN NATURE.
A munthlv magarine of world-wide repute, now

in its seventh year of publication.

Iievoted to

Phrenology. Physiognomy, Health, Medical and

Earnest in ita advocacy of hu

Social Reform.

man liberty and abreast of the age in progressive

thought.

Allen Haddock,
Editor and Proprietor.

G. P. Holt,
Associate Editor.

Subscription price only 50 eenta a year. Sam
ple copies will be sent Free to readers of The
Occult ano Biological Journal who request
such favor and enclose Btamp for postage.
Address. Human Nature, 1020 Market Street,
San Francisco, Galifornia.

“THE NEW MAN."

A Matfuan« de
voted to a better undersUuidiiig of the Law of

Sex. the Cure of Diseases by Magnetic, Mental,
Psychic and Spiritual Forces, and the develop
ment of all higher occult powers Intent in all men.
Samples for 2c. stamp. Address The Nee Man
Publishing Companv, Omaha, Neb.. I’- S. A.

practical p^trolo^y.
BY ALAN LEO, P. A S.

A Simple Method of Instruction

in the Science of Astrology.
Thin work c< hi tai da the reason of th« stand,
which is th* true meaning of the word Astrology.
Through it'd pages the first Attempt is mads in
modern liiiiea to blend the cause with the effect.
PRICE. ♦!.<».

Mind Cure . . .
The Greatest Healing Power on earth.

Lay your prejudice aside long enough
♦o read this sworn testimonial of a cure
that seems miraculous:
Thia is to certify that my upper lip and a large
|Mirtioii of my uoae were eaten away with cancer
of so pronounced a character that physicians de
clared the case incurable and me a doomed man.
My situation and feelings were beyond descrip
tion, when I heard of Sira. Helen Wihnans and
her power over every form of disease. After I
put myself under her mental treatment the eatiug
of the cancer ceased and new Hesh began to grow
from the edges of it, which gradually spread over
the cheek until the unsightly opening was closed.
The noee at this time is about completed, and the
lip is nearly tilled in. I am able to pronounce
her efforts a success. My general health is fullyrestored, and I have gone to work again with my
cum tomary strength. This testimonial is given
from a thankful heart; and I am glad to add that
my faith in her is so great that I believe she can
cure any disease under the sun. All this wax
done without the use of medicines—by mental
treatment alone. Respectfully, J. M. Eno LIS H.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this first
«lay of March, 1^97, at Daytona. Fla.
(?. M. Bjngham, Jr.. Notary Public.
I am acquainted with Mr. English and can
truly any that this case is not only true in every
particular, as set forth by Mr. Bingham, our no
tary, but that the cure spoken of. I mnst confess,
surpasses human comprehension. During more
than 40 years of observation and «x)>erience I
have met nothing like the above case. This con
tribution is voluntary.
Sea Breeze, Fla.. March 2. IR97.
Dr. E. E. Datto*.
<’. A. Rallo'*«h, Sea Breeze, Fin.

I have thnusandK of testimonials of
other cures embracing every form of diseiiae, some of which are published in a
pamphlet called “The Mind Cure Treat
ment." Write to me for my terms; they
are moderate; and aak for “The Mind
Cure Pamphlet ” This is free to all who
want it. Address
HELEN WILMANS. Sea Breeze, Fla.

OjSman’g palmistry In^i’actor,

BY
LEO S. OSMAN.
PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED

Prioe 25. Cents.
For Sub* by Eautcrie Publishing Co.

For Salr bit ffynftrir Piihlidiinfj H»,

"Morlen* Astrology” predirted in the .January issue that, ‘"the Climax of 1899
would be a GREAT WAR."

MODERN ASTROLOGY
THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED.
bus THE LARGEST (TRCrLAT1O.X.
and is THE BEST SUPPORTED

ASTROLOGICAL MAGAZINE.
ESTABLISHED |StMI.

itv ALAN LEO P.A.S,
Afbtplril muttf:—’’Tin* wiw riiiiu rnLtn his stars. Thn stars incline. they
Edited

<Iq

tint puinpe!.“

The <ibj«pt of this Magazine is thoroughly t<» piirifv and le-iKtaldinh the nnr.i**nt srieni’f of As
ti'» ilugy. Througli planetary synihology it seeks to ex plain the ONE nnivursnl Spirit in its varied
nianifestatioHR.
KiHTottML

Office:

U. LYNt’HOET DARDENS. WEST IIAMPsTEA D. LONDON. XAV

post free.

Annual «nh^riptiims,

Single copy. 25 penta. post free

A Sample Copy sent post free to any address by toviitioiiin^
THE BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

TH L SUGGESTED and THINKER.
EIHTRI* ItV IHJBltMT NIIKKHI.V. M. 1»

A popular monthly magazine devoted tnuin investigation of suggestion and thought force, their
uses and abuses, and possibilities us curative, moral mid educational agents. Its corps of contrib
utors is its guarantee of success and of satisfaction to the reading public. It gives thorough study
and elucidation of the facts of hypnotism, telepathy, dreams, visions, and all other psychic phenomena.
In time it will teach all the methods of hypnotism, using svygirl i n in the cure of diseases,
habits, and so forth, and in all other possible ways.
Clippings from current articles of American and European journals and portraits of the world's
eminent psychologists and schools of suggestion are a feature of such iiuniber.
Subscription, $1 ,lltl a year. Write for sample copy, mentioning The liiologieal -lutirttal,

Suggester and Thinker Publishing Co.many.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

THE PHILOSOPICAL JOURNAL.
l.STA Itl.lNll l-.l» INO5.

LOR THIRTY YEARS ISSUED AS

iThe Chicago ReligioPhilosophical Journal.
i

THOS. J. NEWMAN - Editor and Publisher,

Is now Published Weekly at $1.00 per year at
142‘J Mahkkt Stkkkt. San Fk.\x< ts< <», Cal.
HAMPLE rim FKKE

•I

THE FREE MAN.

'

A Monthly Magazine devoted to the study of the New Thought, the Philosophy of
Health and the Science of Life. Subscription; SI.00 per year, single copies, 10 cents.
SPECIAL OFFER We will send o copy each of Sexual I .aw and the Philosophy of Perfect Health,
and Business Success Through Mental Attraction with the Free Man three months to new subscrib
ers only, for 25 cents silver or postal money order, or 30 1-cent stamps.

Address Chas. W. CIc.sa, Publisher, 124 Birch St.,O. B. J, Bangor, Maine,

00 Worth ot
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MflGflZIN&S
FREES

BY J. Howard Moore, A. B.

A IX-page book, now in its third edi
tion. Printed on best book paper, has a
fancy green cover and is fastened with
silk cord. Suitable for gifts. Price, 25
cents, (1. Id., English); 5 for £1.00
( 4 .2d., English ).

The book is fascinatingly written, and
is worth double the price. Hermefist,
Chicago. Ills.

Secular Science and
Common Sense” points

the way to the goal of
your ambition. A maga
zine of Advanced Free
Thought, Liberal
and
Modern Ideas of ______
Reform____
and___________
Natural Law.
Devoted to practical demonstrated truths.
Humanity is undergoing important physical,
intellectual, and social changes Progress de
mands the rending of slavery's chains. Thia
magazine is a Mtepping-stone to success in all
of life’s undertakings, as it develops power of
intellectual perception so that latent and active
energy will be properly directed, insuring a
clear head in a sound body. Nothing like it or
half so good and practical. Thi6 rare treat sent
a whole year, together with samples of over 50
other valuable papers and magazines of S5.00
value, for only >1.00.
Send al once as this offer is limited. Sample
copy with an interesting book of over 100 pages
tree for 12 cents in stamps. Address
•

Esoteric Publishing Company,

Seoular Science Co , F. E 482
Atlas Block, Chicago, Ill.

NO MORE DRUGS.

HYGIENIC TREATMENT
Cmu-llcbferfeldi
i. Berlin, Carlitr. 3.

Melaphyiiicbc*
Hauplguariier

Neue Metaphysische Rundschau
MONATSSCHRIFT
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in Wiitentcball, Kuntl md Rillginn
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FOR THE

Preservation tif Health and
(’lire of Disease without
Medicine.
By the late

.UUTIIBALI* iirXTF.lt.

HeratiKgegehrii von Paul Zillni.inn

Halbjährlich: i Mark. Aniland: 7 »h; I Onll. 75 Cf»„
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PRICE. 25 CENTS.

For Fule by the

Esoteric Pub. <’o.
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EXPRESSION.
A Journal of Mind and Thought.

THE SPHINX^
A Monthly Magazine,
Edited by

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

Tèrni» *i». lèi. per annum, net. Single rupie» (k|.

Teaches practically the power of thought and
it» application as a means of securing health, hap
piness. and prosperity, through the recognition of
the Divine Nature of man.
For Subscriptions and Correspondence, address
the Editor, care of W. Isaeke. 211 Edgware Rd.,
W. Lindon. Eng., where copies of the Journal
can lie purchased.

Catharine H. Thompson.

Is a first-class publication that cannot fail to in
terest cultured and thoughtful people. It in sup
ported by the best writers un Astrology in Eng
land and America, and is the only Magarino in
the United States devoted entirely to teaching,
demonstrating, and vindicating the truth of the
ancient science of Astrology as taught by the
Egyptians.
Annual subscription (commencing July 1st.,
189ii), $3.00. Single copies, 30 cents.
English subscription, 12s. Single copies, Is.
MAILED BY THE PUBLISHERS.

Issued by

THE altbuist
Is a monthly paper, partly in phonetic spell
ing, and devoted to common property, united la
bor, mutual assistance and equal rights. It is
issued by the Altruist Community, of St. Louis,
whose members hold all their property in com
mon, live and work together in a permanent
home for their mutual enjoyment, assistance and
support, and both men and women have equal
rights and decide on all its business affiairs by
their majority voe. 25 cents a year; specimen
copy free, Address A. Longley. Editor, 8'210
Olive St,, St. I xmls, Mo.

THE SPHINX 1’I BLISHING CO.

4SI) Massachusetts Ave., Boston, Mass,
ft" All money orders should be made payahle
tu thé Editor, Catharine H. Timimpson.

bAJ WORT.
A GERMAN MONTHLY MAGAZINE devoted
tu the Science of Divine Healing and Practical
Christianity, $1.00 per year. Samples free.

H. H. JÇHRbEÙER,

THE PROPHET.Issued forthe
Brotherhood of the Eternal Covenant.
Monthly: per year. 75 ets

Oaklyn. N.J.

KOSMOS
A Qiiurterly Magazine devoted lot’ult a ml Ideala, the Psychology of Education mid rile
Educational Values uf Citizenship. Ottu ial Or
gan of the Civics Book Chib.

Adolpli Roeder, Editar.
J. C. Parkison, Publisher.
Price. $1.00 per year. Single num
ber, 10 centB. Send for sample. Ad
dress
KOSMOS,
Vineland N J.

IMilor and Publisher.

2B22 South 12th St.,

St. l/ouis, Mo.

UNIVERSAL TRUTH is a monthly magazine
leaching that knowledge, health, love and abun
dance are omnipresent now. anil are for every one
who c houses to appropriate them. Annie Rix
Militz is now writing the International Bible Les
sons, and Fanny M. Hurley ia continuing her
"Simplified Lessons in the Science of Being.”
the first of which was published in the October
number, 181*7. All hack numbers ran be ob
tained.
UNIVERSAL TRUTH teaches people how by
building their lives on a Metaphysical basis they
may attain the divine idea) which the Uhri-t held
out in his teachings when he said. "Greater
things than these ye may do."
Price. $1.00 a year, Address UNIVERSAL
TRUTH, R7 Washington St.. Chicago. Bl,

HARMONY, » m.mthl y inagnmiie'devutpii
hi Truth. «*1.0» |>er year, Nnmpleropy, H’eeiits.
M. E. mid (’. L. Craiiiei1. Edifui*. éwîiitl I7ih Nt.
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THE OCCULT
AND

BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
DEVOTED TO BIOLOGY, METAPHYSICS AND

THE ESOTERIC SCIENCES.
HIRAM E. BUTLER, Eorroa

Business Announcement.

THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL is issued about the 20th of
each month. If not delivered in due time the subscriber should notify ub without delay.
SUBSCRIPTION in the United States, Canada and Mexico, $ 1.60 a year; six months,
75c.; three months, 40c. Single copy, 15 cte. Foreign countries in the Postal Union, one year, 7e.
2d.; six months, 8s. 8d.; three months, la. lid. Single copy, 9d.
REM III ANCES should be made by draft, by postal or express money order, or by reg
istered letter; if by other methods, at owner’s risk. Personal checks require 25 cents additional
for collection. All remittances must be made payable to the Esoteric Publishing Company.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS will be made aa often as required, but the request must reach
this office on or before the 25th of the month. In order to insure accuracy, the old and new ad
dresses must be given.
ADVERTISEMENTS.—Copy for advertisements must be delivered not later than the
25th of the month preceding the issue for which the insertion is intended.
MANUSCRIPT should be written on one aide of paper only, with appropriate margins.
Name and address of writer must accompany article, together with nom de plume, if the writer's
name is not to be appended to the contribution. Thia magazine is conducted altogether upon phi
lanthropic principles, and is able to give no financial return for contributions, further than that
the Journal will be sent gratuitously to the contributor, for one year.
In order to avoid any possible misunderstanding, we wish to state most distinctly that, unless
requested not to do so, we shall consider ourselves at liberty to publish all letters that we deem of
use to our readers, giving name of writer in full.
AGENTS.—Active agents are desired in every part of the world. Liberal inducements will
be offered.
COMMUNICATIONS intended for the Editorial Department should be addressed "Ed
itor The Occult and Biological Journal, Applegate, Cal.” Those intended for the Business Depart
ment should be addressed to “Tbe Esoteric Publishing Company, Applegate, Cal."

THE ESOTERIC MAGAZINE
As The Esoteric has been permanently suspended, many of our friends and patrons will, no doubt,
want to obtain it in complete file and in neat library form. For this purpose it has been nicely bound
in cloth and embossed in gold, making an attractive set of 10 volumes of the most advanced thought
ever put in print. As an occult library, it is unsurpassed. We append a brief description of the
contents of each volume.
REVISED ESOTERIC.

Volume I.—This book contains al) the essential matter originally published in volumes I. and
II. of The Esoteric. It contains the serial of nineteen numbers, Practical Instructions for Reaching
the Highest Goal of Human Attainment—the serial, Twelve Manner of People—Twelve Manner of
Genii—The Power of Creative Thought—The Mystery of Sin—God Rules—A View of CreationPhilosophy of Astral Specters—The Mind of Wisdom—Precious Stones—Development of the Race
—Unity of Desire—Immortality—Life and Death—and much other valuable matter. Price, 407
pages, $2.00.

Volume. 1L—This book contains all the essential matter originally published in volumes TH.
and IV. of The Esoteric. Among ita valuable content* are a aeries of Bible Reviews covering the vita]
pointe in the first fourteen Chapters of Genesis—Voyage of the Argonauts—The Signs of the Times
—Hypnotism and Individualisation—Symbolism of the Zodiacal Signs—The Coming Messiah—What
the People Say—An Important Letter, etc. Price, 314 pages, $2.00.

BOUND ESOTERIC.
Volume V.—A few of the important subjects treated in this volume are Bible Reviews which
bring out many new and valuable facte regarding the Abrahamic Covenant, ending with twenty-first
chapter of Genesis—(The Original) Practical Methods to Insure Success—To Hiram (a letter)—The
Coming Woman—The Great Experiment—Capital and Labor—Example—Contributions, Questions
and Answers—The Hunter—Love, Human and Divine—Devotion—Force and Transmutation, etc.
Price, pages 468, $2.00.

Volume VI.—Creation, from the Standpoint of a Scientist—Washington's Vision—Bible Re
views (beginning with chapter I. of Revelation and ending in chapter IV.)—What is Truth—Devo
tion—Significance of Color—Health by Power of Mind—Elixir of Life—The One Mind—Karma, or
the Law of Retributive Justice—Man’s Relation to Existence—Criticism—Solar and Planetary Vi
brations—How to Maintain Health in all the Organs—Contributions, Questions and Answers—The
Soul's Regeneration into Eternal Life—Esoteric Culture,—are a few of the subjects treated in this
splendid volume. Price, 578 pages, $2.00.
Vo I u m n VII.—Bible Reviews (beginning in chapter vi. of Revelation and ending in chapter XL)

Contributions and Answers to Questions—Symbolism of Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capri
corn, Aquarius, Pisces, Aries, Taurus, Gemini—Talks on Physical Culture and Voice Production—
—Suggestions and Thoughts for Musing—Humanity’s Secret—Close Conditions of Discipleship—
What is Man—The Law of Use—Faith in God—The Coming Kingdom—The Sympathetic System—
Labor and Capital, etc. Price, pages 574, $2.00.
Volume VI11.—Bible Reviews beginning in chapter xi. of Revelation and ending in chapter
xvtl.)—Symbolism of Cancer, Leo—Contibutions and Answers to Questions—Getting and Guiding
Force—Man the Microcosm—A Warning and Advice—The Easy Way—The Elixir of Life—Con
sciousness in this World and in the Next—The Mind that hath Wisdom -Overcoming by Illumination

—Wisdom of Adepts—International Sunday Schoo! Lessons—Mental Healing, Mundane and Celes
tial—incidental Thoughts, etc. Price, 576 pages, $2.00.
Vol U me !X>—Bible Reviews (beginning in chapter XVIf. of Revelation and ending with chapter
IX.)—International Sunday School Lessons—A Review of the Way of Attainment—Stoicism in Eso

teric Culture—A Call to Awake—Dreams—Symbolism of the Sabbath—The Lord’s Vineyard—Con
tributions and Answers to Question«—True Progress—The Use of the Material World to the Neo
phyte—The Esoteric Thought and Movement—The Philosophy of Power—God the Fountain of Joy
ous Life—Habit—Life and Energy—Discrimination—The Awakened—The Temple of God, etc.
Price, 576 pages, $2.00.
Volume X.—The Seven Creative Principles, (a serial of nine papers in addition to the work by
that name.)—Thought Polarisation and Regeneration—The Correlation of Spiritual Forces—Con
tributions and Answers to Questions—The Nature and Function of Aquarius—The Airy and Watery
Triplicitiee—Some Practical Suggestions to the Student—The Triplicities—Scientific Principles of
Vibration—God’s Revealed Will—Cosmic Evolution—What is Karma—Rewards and Punishments
—Music—The Doctrine of Christ—Vital Love—There is Remission of Sin; There is no Remission of
Sin—Communings with Nature, etc. Price, 576 pages, $2.00,

PRACTICAL METHODS TO INSURE SUCCESS.
A booklet bound tn white and gold.

ITS INSTRUCTIONS HAVE BEEN FOLLOWED BY THOUSANDS
In

EUROPE AND AMERICA,

who offer the highest testimonials to their value. The ablest medical practitioners everywhere in
dorse them as being safe and reliable.
NO ONE CAN AFFORD TO DO WITHOUT THESE METHODS.

Those who wish the highest success in life, can find in them that which will give vigor of body,
strength of mind and will, power to control self and surrounding circumstances, and produce a per
sonal magnetism that will enable the possessor not only to make friends, but to become a leader
among men. Paper, 10 cento; cloth, 25 cento.

WOMAN’S CIRCULAR.
COMPANION TO “PRACTICAL METHODS.”
A booklet of 42 pages,

Containing special Instructions in the Regenerate Life.

It has been carefully compiled for women who are striving to gain true soul powers. The rules
laid down are of Buch a character as to be readily understood; are clothed in simple language, free
from all technical terms and occult phrases. A few months* trial will convince the most skeptical
that the methods recommended are not experiments, but the result of much thought and actual know
ledge obtained through persona! observation and experience. Price, paper, 25 cento.
Published and forSale by

The Esoteric Pub. Co., Applegate, Cal.

PB2TAC1,
The aim of The Occult and Biological Journal is two fold: first, it endeavors to onveil to the student the mysteries of the higher truths for which the Western mind
is now seeking in the mysticism of the past and in Oriental religions; shows the cor
relation of the doctrines of the Orient and those of the Christian religion, and uses
the wisdom of the past to throw new light on Biblical text; and, secondly, to those
whose desire is individual unfoldment, it gives a special coarse of instructions; pre
sents methods for increasing the amount of life in the organism, for its conservation
and control, thus insuring the magnetic power so necessary to success in all direc
tions. It studies the biology of the universe. Investigates the laws of life, tracing
the course of its unfoldment from its origin until it reaches the perfection of the
human organism. Calls attention to its uses and abuses. Its presentation of the
esoteric sciences is concise and clear, always emphasizing their practical value.
Although it would seem that the number of new-thought publications now before
the people must certainly be greater than the demand, yet we feel that no apology is
necessary in offering the public a journal which we believe possesses exceptional
facilities for presenting lines of thought heretofore neglected, and which the people
now demand for practical use.

Tax EsOtkbic Pcblmhino Company is un incorporated body. It issues stock at $10 per share,
the money received therefrom, as well as from subscription, being used wholly in the advancement
of the cause it represents; that is, it is used in publishing and advertising hooks, the Journal, etc.
Tax Esotbbic Publishing Company nod Tax Esotbbic Fhatbbnity are entirely separate in so
far as financial interests and objec ta are concerned The intereet of Ths Esoteric Publishing
Company is in publie teaching through the medium of its various publications, while Tax EsOtkhic Fbatsknttv is altogether interested in preparing a place for the working out to ultimates of all
the laws and methods taught in the Company's publications.
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MENTAL 80IEN0E,
OR

Healing by the Power of Mind.
A belief in the power of the mind to overcome diseased con
ditions of the body, has spread with great rapidity throughout
the civilized world, and unless there was some vitality in it, some
foundation in truth, it would not have been so generally accept
ed. To define the nature of that vitality is a difficult matter,
because so little is known and understood relative to the law
of mind and its relation to the physical body. The announce
ment that seems to go before this new system as a crier, that
“all is mind,” or that “all is spirit,” appears to be vital thought
that prepares the mind for reception. But in order to receive
it intelligently, we should inquire into the character of this
spirit or mind that heals.
In view of the declaration that all there is of us is mind, or
spirit, we muBt accept the fact that our body is spirit, or mind,
and that whatever diseased condition may appear to be exist
ing in us is of the mind. “But,” says the skeptic sufferer, “it
is very real to me. I feel it in my body.” The declaration,
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however, meets the objection, for, if all is mind, your body is
mind. Yet how bard it is for a man suffering with toothache
to believe that all his pain is purely of the thought, and that if
he oould believe that it did not ache, it would not do so. “But,"
he says, “I know it does ache. Don’t I feel it? Doesn't my
face swell?"—and yet the statement remains unmoved, “All ie
mind." You feel it; yes, your mind feels it. Your face swells;
yes, the mind swells, for if the flesh is mind, then it is the mind
that swells.
This is really hard logic, and in order to find something vi
tal in the matter, we must look at the subject philosophically.
The mind of the masses, however, is not prepared for its philo
sophic presentation. It is enough for the great majority that
the declaration, “All is mind," does really cure disease, accom
panied, of course, by the thought and declaration that spirit
cannot be sick, cannot suffer, cannot bo diseased, for God is
spirit, and God is immortal. But there are those who think, and
who want something besides a declaration, and if they will
think logically, they will be brought face to face with the dec
laration made in the first chapter of Genesis, that “in the be
ginning God created the heaven and the earth,” and that this
creation was produced by a spoken word—God said, “Let there
be ... . and it was so.” And thus with the whole cat
alogue of the manifestation of creation; God spoke the word,
and it was. Now, if a spoken word is the result or expression
of a thought, then, if we accept the Bible statements as true,
we are brought to accept the fact that all ¡b mind.
Again we read: “And every plant of the field before it was
in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew: for the
Lord God had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there
was not a man to till the ground.” Gen. n. 5. From this
verse it is clear that the Lord God created the herbs and plants
before they grew in the ground; and, as the verse follows the
entire history of the order of creation, the inference is that
man also was but a thought formed by Deity (a fact implied
in the words, “And there was not a man to till the ground"),
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and that he had not obtained material substanoe, called a
physical body. Now, if it was for, and in the power of the
thought to create for itself a material organism, which was
accomplished in the fullness of time and in the order of the
evolutionary unfoldment of the world, then the mind-cure
system has authority, at least, in the declaration of crea
tion. For, if the thought that God sent forth was the man
proper, and if that man organized and brought into existenoe
the material structure for physical uses, then it follows that he,
the mind organism, the thinking intelligence that constituted
the man proper, really made the body, formed it for himself.
Everyone knows that if the thinking intelligence completely
leaves the body, the body is dead and begins to disintegrate.
If this be true, it must necessarily follow that integration, or
the building process by which the body is kept and held in
form and renewed in substance, is being continually carried on
by the thought, or thinking part of the individual. We all, know
that if we stop taking on material, that is, if we stop feeding
the body, taking into the digestive canal the substance requi
site for its rebuildiog, it immediately begins to waste away,
and will continue to lessen until disintegration has nnfitted it
for occupancy, and the tenant must move out or begin to recon
struct it by feeding it. If we had a good watch that was out
of repair, and if we knew the man who made it, we would not
hesitate to say that he was the one to repair it; for, if he made
it, surely he would be able to renew any of its parts and to put
it again in good working order. Such, everyone will admit,
would be the moat reasonable conclusion. It would hardly be
reasonable to ask a man to repair it who admits that he could
not build one like it, and does not even know how it was built.
And yet this is the exact condition in which we find ourselves
to-day. AU the facts go to prove that we ourselves built the
body and must continue the process of rebuilding in order to
maintain it; nevertheless, if it is out of repair, we go at onoe to
another person who had nothing to do with the building of it,
and expect him to repair it for us.
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But it is not enough to tell an individual that he is the constructer of his physical body, and that he has the power requi
site to repair or renew any of its parts; be must know how to re
new it. You tell him that it is a mental process—yes, but what
is that mental process ? It is oertainly by no action of the
reasoning mind. It is not a process that can be brought about
solely by thinking over the matter, but a process of what should
be called vital thought. Those living on the ordinary plane'of
life recognize that vital thought only in relation to the feelings.
We frequently hear the remark, “I feel that such and such is

the case.”

This that is called feeling arises in the senses, or,

perhaps, in the interior consciousness: it is the involuntary

thought of the ordinary man. The involuntary thought in the
case of disease is, “1 am diseased; I am sick; there is some
derangement.” Now, this same mental process that causes us
to feel, to realize, and thuB to believe, without a doubt, that we
are sick, is the identical process that is capable of making us
well. In order to get, perhaps, nearer your comprehension of
the thought, you know that there is an involuntary action of
all the interior organs of the body; you have no control over

the beating of the heart, no conscious control over the digestion
of the food, or the circulation of the blood, but these are known
to be affected by the mind. How often it has occurred that sud
den news of disaster has stopped digestion, and sometimes has
almost caused the heart to stop beating and the circulation to
cease, almost and sometimes entirely, in an individual. This,
then, is an evidence that such operations are a mental process,
subject to the thought of the thinker.
Now, in order to be able to control the health condition of
the body and to rebuild waste tissue, it is necessary that one
give a great deal of thought as to how he may produce feeling
and a definite consciousness in the interior self, for it is impos
sible to explain just bow it is done: as it has never been soien-
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tifically understood, no language is adequate to convey to the
mind what the process is, therefore it is necessary to feel after
it.

may, however, by reference to other experiences aid

you in your search for it.

For instance, if a person feels de

pressed and sad, friends say to him, “Why don’t you throw it
off; it will do no good to brood over your feelings, cheer up;"
and be throws off the sadness and takes on cheerful, light, and
buoyant conditions. Of sourse, many cannot do this, but you
who have applied methods of self-control and have thought on
these lines, can easily discover how to accomplish it. It is done

by taking the opposite attitude; just as, when a person feels
dull and stupid, he produces the opposite condition by ener

getic and vivacious action.
Some of the mental healers say that the silent treatment is
most effectual. We have frequently heard them Bpeak of having healed patients by going to the house, sitting down, and not
thinking at all. Yes, but these persons do not know what
they are doing. In order that we may produoe a certain result,
we must have a like condition in ourselves. If we can establish
in ourselves conditions opposite to those that produced the de
rangement in our patient, we will impart that condition to the

patient to whatever degree we are positive and unmoved in our
own feelings, for all diseased states are negative. To negative
diseases io others many have resorted to verbal denials, deny
ing its existence. This is good in so far as it serves auto-sug

gestion. but auto-Buggestions are of very little avail unless
the person who is making them, feels and believes what he
says; for in so far as a person can make himself conscious
of perfect health aud of his superiority over diseased states, to
that extent can he impart health to others and to himself. It
must be remembered, however, that if disease is a negative
state, which it undoubtedly is, then it is neoessary for the healer
to take an attitude of mind exaotly opposite to that held by the
patient; and it is not enough to take that attitude passively, it
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must be entered into actively. If those practising mental heal

ing for the benefit of others, would make a study of the patient’s
feelings and mental conditions, or, in other words, would find

out what mental condition produoed the disease, they would
only have to put themselves in the opposite attitude of thought
and feeling and to actively realize it, centralizing the mind up
on the inner consciousness of the patient and realizing it there
in for him, and they would be able to heal any and all diseases.

A word as to applying to another to heal us. This we regard
as an expression of weakness, and it should never be done when
we can possibly do it for ourselves. There are instances, how
ever, and many of them, in which persons are placed in very
inharmonious surroundings, where the vital condition of the
organism is constantly being depressed and suppressed; and

usually, in addition to that, planetary conditions are unfavor
able, so that they have no consciousness left within them that
enables them to rise above the thoughts and feelings that pos
sess them; consequently, they would grow weaker, and finally
die. But aided by one who is favorably circumstanced, or
who by positive self-control has risen above circumstances,
and is able to command conditions, they may be lifted out of,

and held above the depressing condition long enough to estab
lish a positive attitude within themselves.

THE SOUL.
Buddha’s argument concerning the soul and his use of the
flame of the lamp in illustration are very good,—he clearly con
veys the thought that the real selfhood is mind. Surely there is
no conscious existence except through and by the thinking part
of man, for when one stope thinking, consciousness ceases. It
should be remembered, however, that there are many ways of
thinking: one form of thought arises from the physical mind,
which reasons and argues concerning a subject; another is of the

consciousness which comes from the five senses, as we take oog.
nizance of and think about the things around us, and yet an
other way of thinking is that occasioned by the sensations that
continually arise in the physical organism, whioh keep us think
ing about, and therefore conscious of the physical structural
existence. The last method is instinctive thought, which is
identical with that of the animal world.
The illustration given by Buddha contains a fine point of

discrimination: he cites the case of a man who writes a letter
at night, puts out his lamp and forgets in sleep what he has
written, the thoughts, however, remaining. What is it that re
mains with the individual who has been thinking? The think
ing ceases, yet something remains, because on awakening he
has a desire,—something prompts the desire, to recall and re
think the thoughts that he has written, and he does so readily.
Now, what is it that does this? There is something greater than
thought, or it would not have command of thought. This that

has command of thought is evidently not touched upon in the
philosophy of either Buddha or the Brahman: we are left to
the Hebrew Scriptures to find this something that is higher
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than thought. When Moses was charged with a message to the
children of Israel, it became necessary that he have some knowl
edge that would make him superior to the great and magic
working Egypt—a nation which had as high, if not a higher
cult than that of either the Brahmans or Buddhists—in order
that he might deliver his people from their bondage, and that
knowledge was hidden away in that great name, that was given
to him as the sign of power and the memorial of Divinitv
In Exodus ill. 11-15 will be found the revelation of the great
name, which closes with the words, “This is my name forever,
and this is my memorial nnto all generations.” But the real
meaning of this name was secret and sacred to those who un
derstood and used it; and as none but Moses, a few of the pro
phets, and the Christ of Nazareth were able to comprehend and
utilize the name, therefore no others could know it; yet it was
repeated thousands of times in the Hebrew Scriptures. For our
present purpose it is enough to say here that the import of this

great name is the God will.
If we attempt to analyze the nature of man, we are brought
face to face with the thought that has been herein given by
Buddha to the Brahman; namely, that all that there is of man's
consciousness is his thought Buddha’s use of the flame of the
lamp to illustrate the thought processes of an individual is very
beautiful. It must be remembered that, like the flame of the
lamp, the thoughts that one has to-day will, as the waters <>f

the flowing stream, have passed to-morrow, and while the
stream is still flowing, the waters are other waters—not the
same: so the consciousness of man is not the same conscious
ness; the individual, the ego, has been changed from one day
to the next.
The thought in the mind of Buddha when he asked the
Brahman whether another man who thought and felt just as

he did, would not be the same man, was, evidently, that be
would be virtually the same. As we have often repeated in
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former writings,and,as Swedenborg has stated, all are members
of one body, and each has an especial funotion in that body.
Now, if our two eyes were exactly the same, they would always

bring to our mind the same consciousness. Again, in the spirit

world, where the consciousness is of mind and not of body, if
two souls are conscious in the same realm or sphere of mind,
and in the same degree of that sphere, then their consciousness
is identical. There may be many persons thinking the same
thoughts and haring the same feelings at the same moment, in
which case there would be, for the time, no separate conscious
ness.

This would in no way militate against the individuality

of any.
Buddha does not answer the question, neither does be at
tempt to force the subject, but it is quite apparent that Ke be
lieves that the two men would in reality be one, although not so
in physical form. (See verses 51 to 53, inclusive.) This would
be true if all there is of man were his consciousness, his think
ing, but there is something that thinks. The whole universe
of space is full of unformed mind substance, which, in the
Yoga philosophy, is called “mind stuff”. Now, disassociated
from every other quality or function in nature, mind element

is powerless: there must be something that is able to lay hold
of ibis mind stuff, form it, organize it, and thus utilize it.
This is that wondrous, unknown, yet knowable, but incompre
hensible something that we call the will, the God-will expressed
in the name Yahveh.* It is that which, in Buddha's illustra
tion of the written letter, holds the thought like the paper upon
•By examining the definition of the words knmelfdge »nd comprehend, w well
M underrlanding, it will be eeen that there » a lack of discrimination in «taxing
the meaning of the words, and we are, therefore, left almost without meant of expreeaing ounwlree upon thia most sobtie «abject of thought. The word comprehend
properly meant a full and complete grasp of the (abject, to know all that it in
it Wiule we may kuow a thing in part or to an extent, yet we may not grasp the
fullueae of it. So it u with thia great name; we may know it, but in it line the
eaaenee of all-knowiog, and, therefore, none bat a god-man can grasp its fulineaa. It ia a fountain of perpetual rerelation.
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which it is written. More than this, it ia that something in
man that commands past thought to return and it obeys him.
Not, however, like the modern occidental idea that, when the

thought is commanded to return, the brain takes it and form
ulates it, but, vioe versa, it enters the brain and vitalizes it and
causes it to reform the thought in the manner in which it was
originally formed. We hope that the reader will carefully ex
amine this distinction, because it is necessary to correct thought.
The Brahman’s idea of the Samskaras,* or of the existence
of something that created the form, is undoubtedly the true one;
but this something that created the form is not the soul—it is
that spark of Divinity which was explained to Moses as the
name Yahveh, the will. Now, there is a will which is purely

of the animal existence, and which ¡8 the reflection or shadow

of the real will; but the real will lies behind. It is the cause
and is never the phenomenon. When even an animal ia con
ceived, that creative will lays hold of the astral life (the foun
tain of life in which we live, as the fish live in the ocean), and
draws it into the organism of both male and female, and as
this living fire fills the organism, it enters the life element, the
seed, vitalizes it, carries it to its place, and there begins to con
struct an organism. In that life is the germinal element of
this God principle or spirit, the will. In this will resides not
all power of itself, but the capacity to grow and beoome allpowerful, like unto the source from whence it came, which
source is the God of the universe. (See Sept, number of The
Esoteric, Vol. 13.—“Knowing God.”)

Now, Buddha was right in saying that, in holding to self,
one holds to death; as Jesus said: “ He thatlovetb his life shall
lose it; and he that hateth his life in this world, shall keep it
unto life eternal." The individuality or that which constitutes
the individual consciousness, is a thing of perpetual change.
*Samakan,—confection, conformation, disposition. It ii the formative ele
ment in the karma as it haa taken shape in bodily «xutenoe.
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As in Budda’s illustration of the flame of the lamp, not only
does the flame of the lamp disappear in space, returning to its
former elements, but the oil which causes the lamp to burn, is
also disappearing and returning to its prime elements. So it
is with the thought of man and with that which causes the
thought
Just here is a point of most difficult discrimination.

We

have said that the will, the God part of man, is that which
holds, commands, and enables the individual to recall and re
think his thoughts. It is that whioh appears permanent, but

it is not permanent, because, as the will of the Almighty, it had
a beginning in the individual, and because it is susceptible
of growth and increase, therefore it is susceptible of change.
The will active in the brute creation is the will of God to
ward creation. Even so is the will of man who is still in gen
eration, and who does not live in truth or in true knowledge.
When a mau begins to live in pure knowledge, a higher will
takes the place of the lower or animal will. Thus it becomes
possible for the soul to progress, grow, inorease and unfold, so
that the soul that was once an animal, that was once the sam-

skara, when it built only an animal orgauiBm, gradually passes

away through the processes by which the real man grows
and develops. Now, this real man, or soul, like everything
else in the universe, is oom|>oBed of thought element, and
as the habit of thought changes, the soul changes: as the
physical body is constantly taking
and throwing off the old, so is the
on new thought element and will
off the old. It is taking on just

on new flesh material
soul constantly taking
element and throwing

that kind of thought

element that it habitually thinks about. Consequently, if
a person thinks about things that are trausient and fleeting,
about earthly things in whioh there is no absolute reality,
there can be no perpetuity of the soul, or mind, or individual
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eonciousness composed of these elements. On the other hand,
if the mind is engaged in the consideration of, and in knowing
eternal truths, for truth is eternal, then the mind will become

like a flame emanating from a permanent or eternal fountain
of oil; the dame will never be extinguished, but will continue
to burn forever. The man who thinks and knows from the
transient things of earth, is like a flame arising from a limited
fountain of oil, which will burn until the fountain is exhausted,

when the flame will go out.
We should, therefore, bear in mind the fact that the real
self is made up of the soul or spiritual attractions, that like at

tracts like, that the ooncious ego is the thought eonciousness,
which is the phenomenon arising from that condition, and that

all that there is of self, both of soul, oomposition of soul—which
is first that marvelous something that we call the will—and
all the attributes of soul, are constantly changing.* But when
the sympathies, loves and attractions manifest a desire for eter
nal truth, there is a fountain of perfect knowledge that belongs
to the same realm as that to which the spiritual substance, the
will, belongs, and in so far as the soul is linked to that endless
fountain, so far it is immortal. This immortality is that which
puzzled the Brahman and which has puzzled all thinkers from
the beginning to the present time. It is that immortality wbioh
permits all that constitutes the individual, both soul and body,
to be constantly renewed.

Those who hold to life with a love

of this selfhood, are holding to the effete matter that should
pass away and be replaced by higher elements. For illnstra•This change is not an utter passing away of all that has been, bnt is rather a
refining, bringing together and putting in order of all the real knowledge that be
long» to that sphere of existenoe that the soul and individual have passed through.
It will be retdily seen that the real knowledge gained in animal existence is ver;
small, that, in fact, the real knowledge gained in an ordinary human existence is
exceedingly small; therefore, that organism which wo call the wool, having been
made up of knowledge, roust be oontinnally building and adding to itself until,
through experience (knowledge), it assumes a likeness to its Source, the Creator.
Herein is the theory of repeated inoarnations.
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tion of this thought, let us take a mau in the home in which
he was born and reared.

He knows the things of that home

and its material surroundings, and that comprises his consciousness;,but let him leave his home and enter into a higher and
better sphere of thought and action, and he boou loses the con.
sciousness of his former associations, his old sympathies and de
sires, and lives in the new oonditions which then oomprise the

new consciousness.

Thus friends of our childhood, when met

in old age, are forgotten and not recognized. Then let us re
member that immortality consists in a continued consciousness,
and that a continued consciousness consists of a soul builded
from the result of knowing. Here, underlying soul, existence,
immortality, and everything that constitutes man, comes the
thought that use determines all qualities, whether good or evil.
Use becomes the incentive, the love, the desire; and the rela
tion of that use, if it be to God, the First Cause, will place the
wick of.the burning lamp of existence iu the eternal fountain of
life, and man will not only submissively, but willingly and desiringly, let go the past and take hold of the present and incom
ing future, and there rejoice in the fountain of the eternal new.
In order more fully to bring out the true nature of soul, we
again call attention to the fact that all space, throughout the

universe, is an ocean of unformed life. Every world in that
space is a mind organ for handling, so to Bpeak, forming, that
mind element.

The worlds are brain ganglia for thinking

and forming the thought of the universe. Each individual life
upon those worlds is an individualized nerve ganglion for spe

cializing thought in the uses relative to its world, and also in
the uses relative to the universe. Its consciousness is by virtue
of the formation of thought. The growth of its own individual
ity, soul consciousness, is by virtue of that spiritual will which
holds to and commands all its creation; for thought, vital
thought, is a creative process, and that creation not only com
prises the individual, but it also comprises the individual’s
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This is what was understood, in so far as it waa

understood, by the Buddha and Brahman, as Karma.
A soul that has lived a life in the body, has spent a time in

the work of creating, forming, and thus bringing into existence
powers and things; and when that soul returns, it must return
to that world that it has formed, where, because of added knowl
edge through a life’s experience, it sees the errors, and calls in
the creative work and reforms according to its new and higher
knowledge. This it must continue to do until it has reached a
height of knowledge and understanding enabling it to build,

create, from the Spirit and by the Spirit of the All-Mind.
Thus, when the individual builds from and through the Spirit
of the All-Mind, he ceases to build for himself. Self is lost

sight of; he enters Nirvana, the Spirit of God, and builds by
that Spirit, and is no longer condemned to return and reform
that which he has built, for, having built from the Eternal
Spirit, his building is eternal. Not but wbat that which he has
built will go on growing and unfolding; yea, not but what he
will, in the process of time, continue to add to and perfect

that which he has built; yet personal responsibility has passed
away, and all that he builds is from supreme wisdom, and is,
therefore, very good. This is the condition of him that has
reached Nirvana, the realm of immortality.

TRUSTING JESUS.
BV MABTHA SHBPABD LiPPINCOTT.

“Come unto me, ye weary onee,
And I will give you rest”—
How many souls the Saviour's word*
Have oomforted and blest!
Then let oa ever trust in Him,
And comfort He will gave,
And teach our ever-seeking souls
The truest way to live.

USEFUL INSTBUOTIONS,
(New Practical Methods.)
hi.

This condition keeps all the faculties alive and energetic,

while relaxation, inactivity, rest, ease, and an effort to enjoy
life, are productive of weakness, disease, and death. Following
the senses in the pursuit of enjoyment, is like pursuing a phan
tom, whioh recedes as it is approached. Pleasures arising in the

senses, such as love and personal appreciation, always lead
the pursuer through the miry swamps of difficulty, through the
miasmal districts of delirium. But the one who abandons the
pursuit of love and appreciation, and takes, as his standard,
usefulness, right-living and right-doing, and applies all known
methods for increasing one’s ability for right living, doing and
knowing, will find that all the pleasures sought for by many
and fonnd by none, will come knockiog at his door. Wealth,

honor and position are the things that many seek, but the few
who find or obtain them, do not seek for them primarily; they
seek usefulness, knowledge, and integrity, and the others come
without effort In illustration, take a man who becomes Presi
dent of the United States: primarily, as a child, he must aim
to acquire knowledge; he must have an underlying integrity
and honor, in order that, later in life, men may have confi
dence in him, or men of wealth and position would be repelled

by him. Then we repeat that the man who abandons all pur
suit of pleasure and takes as his standard right and “ hi»
motto, diligence, will find all that is sought for by the many.

The objection may here be raised that a very dishonest man
may obtain even the office of President of the United
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States. But there is honor among thieves, and the thief who
is most honorable with his own people, lives nearest to their
standard of right, is most sympathetic and kind, and has the
broadest intellect, would be made king of thieves. He could
not, however, possess these qualifications unless he had estab

lished a law for himself, a law which be believed to be right.
This brings us to another important point in the formation
of character,—that of establishing for one’s self a law of right.
In doing this each individual finds himself in his own peculiar

sphere of thought, life, and sooiety. Every class of people has
its own peculiar standard of right and wrong. That standard

becomes the law of that society or class, and if its members
live up to their own law, they are justified and respected by
their own law; but if they fail to live up to it, they are con
demned and looked down upon. Not only every class of people,
but every individual has a law of right peculiar to himself, and it
is not safe for one person to adopt the standard of another, for,
from the cause side of life, every man is judged by his own law.
Therefore each one should form for himself a law by which he
wishes to be judged, both by men and by the God of creation,
—if you prefer, by the laws of nature. The matter of estab

lishing a law of right in one’s own mind, is a subject that re
quires long and careful consideration. It is the result of knowl
edge and of gathered experience. In the case of a young per
son just starting in life, the code must be far from complete;
he can, however, with his present knowledge and experience,

search out certain foundation principles upon which he can
rest with certainty, and let them become the foundation of his
character.
Iu forming this code for one’s self, there are many things, not
commonly thought of, that should be taken into consideration.
Every man's law is according to his own peculiar nature: no
m after bow honest and true his purposes, it is inevitable that
he should lu.ke a liw of right to suit his peculiar qualities.
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The great difficulty among men is, that the moat of them have
no standard, and the few who have, are apt to set it so high, or
to make it of anoh a peculiar character, that they are nnable to
live up to it. Thia mistake ia most disastrous to one'a success
in life, for two reasons: first, the successful man in the busi
ness world is governed, to a greater extent than he ia aware, by
intuition, a peculiar interior psychic perception, and if a man

ia condemning himself because he falls short of coming up to
his law of right, others will feel that there is something wrong

about the man and fail to put the confidence in him that, per
haps, ia really due him. Again, if a person oondemna himself,
he ia condemned by the laws of God, the laws of nature, and

by the laws of hie own nature, which prevents him from hav
ing faith in his own suoeesa.
Therefore, it should be remembered that every creature has
a law of right which is peculiar to itself, and whioh is right
for it. For example, the law of a dog’s nature is to bark and
bite, the law of a cat's nature ia to catch and kill the creatures
below it; that law to them is right If we take the nobler order

of animals, the laws that govern the nature of a horse would
not be your law, although the same God created all. On the

other hand, you are a man or woman living here on the earth
and your uses are here on earth, you are not yet an angel, nor

a god; if you were judged by the law of the nature of angels,
or by the law of the nature of God, you would be condemned.
Then let your law of right be adapted to your sphere of useful

ness here among men. It ia not necessary here to enter into
the principles of right and wrong, for the land is filled with

writings on morality, the equities of human life, eta., so that
none need be in the dark on these subjects.

If righteousness,

justice, and truth be the standard of your life, and if you make
it the law of your life that these shall govern your oonduct
under all circumstances, you will undoubtedly make a law that
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will be most righteous for you, and that law may oomprise all

the requisites for self-preservation, self-elevation, even to the
highest spheres of usefulness in the world; and men, angels,
and God will call you a righteous soul.
The more closely the law established for one’s self, conforms
to the law of God, and to the law of creation, of nature in gen

eral, the healthier, happier and more successful one is; and the
key to the whole situation may be found in one word,—USE
FULNESS. The thought embodied in this word is that which
governs God, angels, and all the works of God in nature. So
thoroughly does this principle rule, that nothing can exist very
long after it oeases to serve some use. We all know that if
we cease to use a muscle, it will leave us; if we cease to use
our brain, we lose the capacity for using it. It is well known

to those on the cause side, and we are satisfied that it will be
generally understood, that as soon as anything in the universe
ceases to serve the use for which it was made, it quickly passes

into dissolution. All the laws of nature are so constructed that
everything that lives is required to make special effort in order
to perpetuate life. The laws of evolution are such that all the
relations of man demand a useful life, a life of service; there
fore the greater the service that you can render your fellow man,
the more highly will you be appreciated, the greater confidence
will he place in you, and your willingness and ability to serve
will open to you the highest spheres of service. The President
of the United States, the king or czar of a dominion, is so be
cause he is servant of all the people in his dominion; and if he
ceases to serve the needs of the people, he is dethroned by re
bellion or secession from his authority. Therefore, if you wish
to be honored by your fellow men with a place of trust and
authority, study—cultivate and prepare yourself for servioe,

and let your whole life and charaoter be centered upon the one
thought,—to be of the greatest use to the greatest number,

wherever you may find yourself.
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Perhaps you are a poor mechanic, or even a laborer: you
are discontented in your sphere of uBe; you feel that you
have greater abilities. Why do not those whom you are serv
ing recognize those abilities? Simply, and for no other reason
than because your mind is centered upon a Bphere of use be
yond the one which you occupy, and you fail in doing all that
you can in the present one. If you are working for another man,
study his interests with even greater care and intensity than
you would your own. Do all in your power to benefit your
employer, and his own selfish needs will force him to recognize
your superior ability to serve him, which will cause him to pro
mote you to a higher position. If you always fill the sphere
that you occupy so well as to demonstrate to your fellow men
your ability to fill a higher one, you will ascend the ladder of
usefulness and attainment bo rapidly that you will soon stand
at the head of your people or nation. All that is necessary
to qualify yourself for such service is study, thought, care
ful effort, and an honorable, self-sacrificing interest in an
other's welfare as in your own. When we say self-sacrificing
interest, it is not necessary that you should sacrifice money and
all the essentials for the maintenance of self, for all men recognize the law expressed by the Psalmist, who Baid, ‘’Men will
praise thee, when thou doest well to thyself.” Again, we are
told that Jesus, the great Teacher, said, “And if ye have not
been faithful in that which is another man's, who shall give
yon that which is your own?” Is it not as much an evil to
wrong yourself as to wrong another?
A mistake that is often made at this point by an employee
is, that he is apt to demand more compensation for his services
than he is able to command. The selfish interests of all men
are their weakness. You can command all that you are worth
to your employer; for if your services are superior to another
man's, it will force your employer to fully compensate you. If
you make yourself so useful in whatever sphere you find your
self, that another can not be more bo, your services will be al
ways in demand, and you will always command the highest com-
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peusation. But let usefulness be the first consideration and
compensation the second; that is, let your capacity for useful
ness be fully manifest before yon make your demand for com
pensation, and even then be wise in your demand. If you con
sider another’s interest as you would your own, you will realize
the great truth underlying the law expressed by the Nazarene
in his sermon on the Mount, when he said, “Blessed are the
merciful, for they shall obtain mercy.”
One more thought; namely, remember that every one is but
a man like yourself. No matter how much pomp, display, or
apparent superiority there may be manifest, yon should recog
nize no one as your superior. If a man has superior ability,
in that he is superior, and in that only; but still he is only a
man, and so are yon. Conquer all inclination to crouch before
dignity. While we should be respectful, yet under all circum
stances we should remember that we are men among men. If
you depreciate yourself, others will accept your depreciation
and place you in the sphere to which your own appreciation
assigns you.

THE SUICIDE.
BY FAJQOB FULLBBTOM.

There came to the gates of Paradise,
A spirit bold, but tired and faint;
Had ootae alone from his earthly home,
To join the throng, and become a saint

He came with quick demand and claim,
‘"Pray let me in.” The saint replied,
“No, there's no seat for you here, my friend,
For you, I see, are a suicide.
“So here in the olcuds outside,’' said he,
“The Lord’s good time you must await;
The plan of God does not vary here,
Tour turn will come when you pass the gate.”

So there he stood by the golden gate
Till years had passed, aa first the plan,
The time he should on earth have spent,
And there remained till an old, old man.
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"And darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the
Spirit of God brooded over the face of the waters." It ia
the Eternal Mother who broods over the waters of that
primordial ocean; in the ulenoe and in the da Ann— ahe
awaits the coming of her Beloved. There ia no power in
all the range of being so terribly resistless as the quiet persistenoe of the great Mother Heart. So gently ahe reaches
toward her Love; but the drawing grow» stronger and yet
stronger, and ever further penetrates the inc res ant force
of her great desire, until, in the very presence of the All
Father, she compels the word, "Let there be light." Then
throughout all the dark expanse of that primeval void rolls
the glad cry, "Now will my Huaband be joined unto me;"
and at the joining of those two, that meeting for which the
expectant ages have awaited, a great light bursts forth.
"Now will my huaband be joined unto me"—it was the
joyous acclaim of the mother of Levi, and in human as well
as ju cosmic life, when a soul, in her upward trend, attains
the supreme moment in which she is joined to her love, there
la kindled within, the wonderful light of a new day, and a
radiant center of life and fire springs into being. Those
shafts of pure effulgence that, with life-giving force, dart
and penetrate on every hand, are typified by the arrows of
Sagittarius; for Sagittarius (Levi, meaning Joined) is the
divinely appointed priest by whom the holy pair is joined.
It is the soul that broods over the waters of life; the soul
of a planet, s human soul—it is always the same, and, in
symbology, the horse is sacred to the waters; hence mysti
cism gives ua the Centaur, in which the soul, swaying the
vital forces, those vital waters, is represented by the horse
“joined" to the divine eon, the god-man, who sends forth
the radiant shaft, the arrow of holy light and fire.
Sagittarius has no place among the vital ones, its note in
creation is yet unsounded; and so it must borrow its harrnouiea from the Seven. Its color, the Royal Purple,—the rich
vital hues "joined" to the intensity of the blue, which mir
rors forth the mental, or masculine, half of Being.

PHILLIPS BROOKS.
As the first issue of “The Oooult and Biological Journal"

has pervaded “The Modern Athens,” there has been a tacit
acknowledgment of its worth on the part of the students of

Solar Biology, coupled with large expectations of its even-in.

creasing value as the months shall. unveil jts inspirational and
practical contents.

As the great thought grows, that “the heavens declare the
glory of God, and the firmament showeth his handiwork,” it
is well to have it voiced in such orderliness and dearness that

the true student can realize the grandeur of the import which
the varied relationships of the starry host teach humanity.
There are stars that appear in our human firmament that
brighten and enlighten our pathway, and it may be well, at
times, as they pass into the realm of spirit, to pause and see
how fully Solar Biology unfolds to us their proclivities and
achieved characteristics.
With that thought in mind, the
writer will delineate Phillips Brooks, whose circle accompanies

this:—

Phillips Brooks. Nat Dec. 13, 1835.
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Elements.
Fire,
Earth,
Air,

Four.

Trinities.
Intellectual,

Three.

Domestic,
Three.
Three.
Creative,'
One.
One.
Serving,
One.
Water, None.
Born in the prophetic sign Sagittarius (the Centaur) and
polarized in the sign Virgo, he stood physically a giant among

men, with intuitional discriminations most remarkable and of
a virgin order. Interwoven innately into his being was the
spirit of fidelity to duty and an ever-present sense, as a prophet,
of the need of lifting humanity into a larger comprehension of
earthly, as well as spiritual, privileges.
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Upon this pervading basic principle of his being, Uranus and
Venus in Leo moved with mighty power. His heart’s emotions
were doubly stirred. Uranus took them up to the very top
of “the metaphysical mountain and enabled him to view the
promised land," in its true worth to his fellows. Venus made
pure and ennobling bis inherent love nature, and he never dwelt
upon anything lower than the purest conjugality. Unitedly

they illuminated his whole soul with the fire of a holy zeal.
Therein was the propbet-element sanctified and made ready for
proclaiming to the world. When we add thereto Jupiter in
Capricorn, we can readily see how quickly his knees became
“the feet of prayer” and the power of a holy aspiration asserted
itself. With this remarkable foundation for action, we Dext
note how admirably he was equipped to express to the world in
fitting phrase the prophetic teaching laid upon him.
Saturn in Aries, Mercury in Taurus, and Mars in Gemini,

are indeed a wonderful trinity for our prophet, as they are each
in the intellectual trinity. Saturn spiritualizes and makes

orderly his mentality, and thus the fitting words readily flow
forth as a part of himself. Mercury was to him a “messenger
of the gods” along the line of the occult comprehensions, be
sides vitalizing him physically; and so his illuminations became
tinged with the deeper thought of inspirational power, and his

utterances were so spontaneous as to be like the outgushings
of a spring on the mountain side,—pure, abundant, and life
giving. Mars made virile and versatile his every expression,
and his arms, physically, conformed to the interior earuestness
of his being.
Thus it is shown that the fire of his intellectuality, united

with the glow of his heart and the fiery power of the Centaur
(four in fire), in producing one of the noblest of men in pro
claiming truth to the world in such a way that “though dead,
he yet speaketh.”
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With this comprehension of the Prophet-Bishop, we can urn

derstand how, when contemplating what should be Baid in his
next sermon, during the last week of his earthly life, he should

have written (as found by his brother after bis death) this
apostrophe to life!—“ 0 brave and beautiful life which never
anticipates, but it so fond of living that it just lives.”
As students of this science of the heavens, we can most assur
edly indorse this tribute to life, whioh he wrote as his final
utterance; and also that of his brother Arthur concerning this
noble soul: “From God he came; with God he walked;—God’s
word he loved; God’s children he helped; God’s cbnroh he led;
God’s blessed Son he followed; God’s nearness he enjoyed;
with God he dwells.”

Libra.

AN OCTAVE OF WOBLDS.
(n.)

During the course of these studies, we must not lose sight of
the fact that racial and planetary development are identical,
that the relation existing between a world and its inabitants
is that of our own physical body to the mind or intelligence
residing within, the man representing the intellect or external
mentality of that great living organism which we term a plan
et, and woman being its interior or subconscious mind. Con
sequently, in tracing the consecutive steps of unfoldinent as ex
hibited by the planets in their present states of development,
we are following, step by step, the processes of evolution
through whioh each world, with its people, is destined to pass.
For example, as the ages roll on, Mercury will attain

the present development of Venus, when Venns will have
reached the point at whioh Earth now stands, Earth, in the

mean time, having asoended a step higher in the scale, and so
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it will be in the aeons to oome. And although each world is
continually striving for the next higher step in the planetary
scale, yet, in the perfect adjustment of the system, no two worlds
ever present a similar degree of uufoldment, such a contin
gency would oocasion a preponderance of a particular function
or quality in the organism of the Solar System.
Another great truth presents itself for closer consideration be

fore we can intelligently proceed with our subject, which ia, that
the marvelous harmonies of creation progress in octaves, and
that each succeeding octave appears to be a repetition in the
higher of what has occurred in the octave below. Jupiter marks
the termination of the great Solar Octave of which Earth is
now a part, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, belonging to the octave

above our own.

Doubtless every one opening to the higher

thought, is willing to admit that the principle of life, of formu
lation, is force, energy, electric potency. Now, when that which

has been formulated by the life currents, or lines of force, ac
tive in the octave terminated by Jupiter, reaches the degree of
nnfoldment at present exhibited by Saturn, there will oconr a
reversal of its lines of construction, or the lines of force or en

ergy which are the principle of its life and form, the result
being a subversion of the established order of life; in other
words, transmutation does its perfect work. Hence the ancient
myth of Saturn, the destroyer, devouring his progeny (the
younger members of the Solar family).*
This process of tearing down, in a certain sense, all that
has been done below, makes Saturn the initial planet, or the
•These paper, are necesserily brief, and the thought under consideration, that of
evolution in its broadest sense, is so absolutely comprehensive, that it ia impossible
to do more than present the merest outline of the planetary scheme. It is, there
fore. sufficient to say, that the worlds of the octave now claiming our attention, have
arisen to their present evolutionary status by passing through a snooeasion of con
stantly ascending octaves; and when, in the fullness of time, they mount beyond
the harmonies to which their vibrations ore now attuned, they will be keyed to
the octave next beyond; from that they will pass to the next, and so up, up, until
the last faint echo is lost in infinity.
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Mercury, of the octave of existence next beyond our own, where
the story of the preceding one is repeated. In that upper realm,

Uranus holds the place of Venus in the lower. The legend is
that Venus “sprang from the foam of the sea (the psychic
whirl of the great ocean of astral life), into which the mutila
ted part of Uranus had been thrown by his son Saturn,” a syrabolic statement of the identity of the two worlds in their re
spective octaves, at the same time reference being made to the
activities of Saturn, who is preparing the way for Uraniau
conditions.
In the consideration of color, we find our own octave com
pleted when we reach the Indigo, the upper half of the Jovian
color (or colors), the violet being but a repetition of the
Mercurial red in the higher octave, an octave of color built
upon the blue base furnished by the culminating blues belong

ing to Jupiter, of the octave below.
As the highest note of their own octave, Jupiter is the goal,
the objective point, of the planets below him. Of what lies
beyond they know nothing, exoept that it means the begin
ning of the new and higher, built upon the ruins of the old.
While it is true that Jupiter is the objective point of all
the worlds below him, yet only those are capable of an in
telligent recognition of their goal, who have passed beyond the
first half of the present cyole of development—the achievement

of individuation as found upon Venus—and have well entered
the second, working toward the solidarity of the race. An ex
planation of this fact appears in the totally opposite character
of the results to be accomplished during these two periods. In
the first instance, Evolution bends every effort toward the task
of separation. She first separates, from the ocean of universal
life, the elements necessary to the organism which she is about
to build; and when built, she disassociates, separates it, more and
more, from the great vibrating currents out of which it has
arisen, and, at the same time, establishes for it an existence
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oontinually more independent of, or separate from, that of
other members of its race. The second half of the octave, or
cycle, finds her working just as diligently to unite the conscious

ness of thia being, make him one with, the higher mind or life
element toward whioh he is ascending, and to link him to

his fellows, drawing the ties ever closer.
Consequently, the very nature of the activities of the first
half of the octave, preclude any conception on the part of its
people of what lies beyond them in the second stage of their

experience.
It is not until a race has passed beyond the de
gree of development characterizing the present status of Venus,
and has made very sensible progress in its Earth life (institut
ing the processes of the second grand division of the planetary
octave) that it is prepared to receive any intimation of the
mysteries involved in the goal of unification now set before it.
When, however, the time has arrived, it receives a formulation
of this mighty truth in the Ineffable Name. It is the name of

The Four Letters, Yhvh (Yahveh, or Jahveh)*,—I will be
what I WILL be. Among the Israelites, whom the long-contin

ued care and discipline of the Higher Power had prepared to
be the first guardians of The Name upon our planet, It was
the “Unspeakable Name,” because with It there came to them a

blind consciousness of Its terrible potencies.
The full fruition of the ideal embodied in The Name, will
be attained only in the aeons to come, but the mere word-form
sent forth into the psychic atmosphere of our planet, gradually
made conditions by which the Christ could obtain a standing
among the race. He was accused of having stolen The Name

from the temple, and of using It in the performance of his
miracles. And, truly, it was by virtue of It that he was the
Christ of our world; by The Name he overcame the world, and
by The Name he impregnated the world with potencies so
•Corrupted by th» Creaks into Jova, tha Rorauu Jupiter.
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transcendent that, after the lapse of nearly two thousand years,
the few are beginning dimly to perceive something of their
meaning—something of what is held by the number four,
which appears traced in such bold characters, from the begin
ning of organization upon our Earth to the flaming presence
of Jupiter, that gigantic world toward which we are but just
turning with a dim perception of its true relation to aspiring
worlds below.

As do all great truths when they receive embodiment in
word-form, The Name, this corona of light, this culmination

of all the light that has ever come to the world, contains within
Itself Its own geometrical statement. Not only so, but It is a
word belonging to one of that ancient family of languages that
swing with the Solar, the vital, currents, from right to left, from
circumference to center, thus following the mighty sweep of the
thought that moves directly toward the Great Center of all truth;

in contradistinction to modem languages, vehicles of thought
whose course is from left to right, toward a circumference of
over-widening dimensions, until—given over to detail, spe
cialization—pages, chapters, 1 had almost said, volumes, are in
sufficient to convey the mighty force of truth with which a sin
gle letter of those earlier languages is sometimes freighted. And
so only those are able to know anything of the real significance
of The Name, who have received the illumination which en
ables them to read the interior meaning of each of the four
mystic letters. The translator renders the whole, “Z will be
what I will be" but to know what we will be, the import of
each of The Four Letters, must enter the soul as living fire.
For, as The Name, formulated and sent forth into the life cur
rents of the planet, brought into manifestation the Savior of
the cycle, so, in proportion as there comes to the soul an under
standing of its sacred mysteries, there will roll into the con

sciousness the potencies of the unspeakable possibilities belong-
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ing to the culmination of the octave of worlds—potencies which
will make of that individual one of the saviors of his race:
through him will pass out into the world the transforming fires
for which the planet is now being rapidly prepared—“And
saviors shall come up on mount Zion to judge the mount of

Ebsu; and the kingdom shall be Yahveh’s” (Ob. 21).
All this may seem far in advance of the present stage of
our subject, but it has been well to gain a general idea of the
Solar Octave which we are examining, and to know where to

look for its highest note.

In the realm that we are about to enter, we find the harmo
nies, from the beginning to the end of its great symphony, set
to the key of aggregation; solidarity, the idea of unity, runs
through the whole, and its rhythm is marked by the ever-pres
ent four. Nor does nature content herself, in this her effort
toward unification, with the grand ultimate set before her in
which individuality finds each its own place in the planetary

man, that wonderful orgauism, which, in a sense, allows the
units of which it is composed an individualized existence.
Her work of unification begins with the very opening of the
second half of the octave, and runs through its entire course,

so that each individual incorporated into the ultimate structure,
represents in his own organization a great number of lives of
the lower orders, which have been blended into his own to
make up its completeness.

And what is true of the units of

the race, is true of a planet itself, in its ultimate place at the
culmination of the solar octave—we cannot disassociate the
history of a planet from that of its people, individually or col
lectively.
When we oonsider the gigantic dimensions of the blazing
suns everywhere around us in the universe, those centers of
systems of worlds, beyond which they have advanced so far in
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the scale of evolution;* when we remember the size of our own
sun, “outweighing seven hundred and forty times the com
bined mass of all the planets that circle around him,”| and of
Jupiter, so far exceeding the size of the worlds below him, how
can we fail to perceive that the law of aggregation is at work
in planetary life and experience as surely as it is found in the
world of life at our feet, where such numbers of lesser lives go
to make the completeness of the larger?
“As below, so above;” if the myriads of tiny entities, even

in the insect kingdom, should each maintain a separate exis
tence as they rise in the scale of being, how oould such a vast
number of individuals ever obtain a standing upon a single

planet? And when we add to these the far greater number of
little lives found in the waters of our world, not including in
our estimate the bird and animal kingdoms, we see that the
economy of nature demands that the individuality of the higher
be built upon an aggregation of individuals lower in the scale

of life. Now, there is but one code of law throughout the uni

verse; there does not exist one for the higher planes of exist
ence and another for the lower, we miy safely base all prem
ises upon the Hermetio axiom just quoted, “As below, so above;”
therefore planetary existence, as do other forms of life, ad
vances by a continuous aggregation of the lower organism s
(planets) to make up the superiority of the higher.
•Scienoe is beginning to recognize the fact that our sun and ita system of cir
cling worlds are huge magnets. Viewing them u such, we must admit that the
evolutionary unfoldment of the sun is immeasurably in advanoe of that of ita sat
ellites, when wo consider that it» magnetio energies an the vitalizing principle of
the entire system. and that it Is a magnet of each superior order as to be the cen
tra/ power of all these leaser worlds. If we take the theory of evolution aa one
premise, and, as the other, the supposition that the principle of life is energy, mag
netic potency—our oouolueion must be that, in the scale of life, the sun has evolved
to a point very far beyond the worlds of its system; and, inferentially, we may draw
a similar conclusion in regard to other suns and their systems, for there is no truth
to which modern 'discovery more directly points than that we find ouraalvee in a
VHTVxaea,—one law, one subetanoe.
t The volume of Sirius is 2088 times aa large as the sun's.

Of cam*-.
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And, further, could we eliminate the principle in question
froip the activities of being, the processes of evolution would
become so interminable, that time would have to be changed
into eternity to produce even that around us which is palpable
to the senses, leaving out of consideration life upon the higher
planes, where growth is proportionately slower. Forced, there

fore, to the conclusion that aggregation, in its various forms
is a necessary law of existence, and having entered that partic
ular division of the evolutionary octave, where life is sufficiently
advanced for this law to assert itself, our task must be to trace

its ever, widening course, beginning with the blending of the,
organisms at our feet, until its mighty current engulfs planets
and planetary races.

Judith Macpherson.
( To be continued. )

‘"Thought has a character and value in and through itself, as
an agent for destructive or constructive force, manifested in
the vital operations of nature." By constructive thought is
meant the self-conscious employment of the mind in the attain
ment of progressive ends. Such thinking assists the develop

ment of the object of thought. If things were affected only by
constructive thought, perfection would soon be reached. But
constructive thought has its opposite, destructive thought. This
keeps in check the good effects of constructive thought. There
is, however, a point of contact of these two opposites. The
state of mind forming the connecting link is known as the pas

sive state. But though this state is neutral, it gives destructive
thought a chance for a foot-hold, the passive mind often be

coming the destructive mind.
Axel E. Gibson in J/ind.

JAMES G. GLARE.
The following tribute to James G. Clark was written at the time that he changed
worlds. As he was a resident of the Golden 8tate, Mrs. Gould sends the poem to
The Journal. [Ed.
BY ABB1B W. GOULD.

A star went out in the blue above,
A child was born on earth,
And its mission of truth
Of the “ Fount of Youth”
.
Was fed by the springs of love;
For the angel-world had lessons grand
It marked, and plaoed in the young child's hand.
The lad went on, as the days flew by,
And the "voices" of the earth and air,
Sometimes loud and shrill,
Sometimes soft and still,
Were caught by his brain so fair,
And with beating heart and flashing eye
He gave them out to the passerby.

He sang of the land that yet shall be,
When earth folds up, and there’s no mors sea,
Of the grand and true,
Of the deeds to do
lu the hour when man is free;
And many a weary heart has cheered
And hope came where the heart had feared.
He sang the songs of the poor, oppressed,
And the power of God burned in his breast,
As on vioo end wealth,
Injnstioe and self.
He showed its demon unrest;
And little feared ho of priest or power,
As his words moved men in each passing hour.
Bnt as the Master who bade him come,
Had walked with bleeding feet,
So in the thorn path.
And fearing no wrath,
Ho sang in palace and home;
But the harp strings now all broken lie,
And the star has sped to its place on high.

O ringer grand, in the coming years
You will see what you've wrought for earth;
And pearls for the tears,
And loves for the fears,
Are thine with thy spirit birth;
For us who stay, grant the victor's crown
For a life so true whioh la now laid down!

DELINEATION OF OHABAOTEB.
Tb* dulitMationa of character riven in this oolomn an intended to asm a two
fold purpose: first, a* an object lesson in the principle* of Solar Biology; and,
second. tn help oar nibscribers to a more perfect knowledge of themselves by
turning the light of that wrienoe upon their fault* and wewh iiinana. as well aa up
on the nobler aide of their natures. We regret that limited spec* permit! n* to
give, daring the ooune of the rear, bat one delineation to each subscriber. The
nereamrv dab» are. th* rear, dav of the month, hour and place of birth. Without
th* hour w* mar aonmaimat* a delineation, bnt. it will alwava be unautiafantorv;
therefor*, if obtainable, we ahonld her* th* honr. and if it cannot be ascertained,
the aoplionnt tn nW nndentand that th* ebaractrr-sketch is more or lea« incomplete.
Tn all eaao*. bnw«v*r the dale end rJa'r of birth most be given, or it will be naeleee'to attempt a delineation. W« wi«h distinctlv to etat* that mt time la too
thomnarhlv occupied tn writ* to applicants for additional data. Tbnee who wish
special help in the regenerate life—each aa was given in Tbe Esoteric—should so
request in their application.

H. R. March St. 1869. Germany.
© in V; T> in ft W in YJ: h in H: 11 in =ta; J in X; 9 In
? in S3.
The earth, in the sign Aries at the time of your birth, makes won
a man of the head; brain active and thoughtful. Jupiter in Libra
freely expresses itself through Sagittarins. vour polarity, which gives
yoa high ideals and fine psychic perception. Saturn adds order to
your thought, but Jupiter inclines you t<> look too high for things
that are at hand; in other words, you over-estimate persons, condi
tions, and things—it leads you to a very great extent into an ideal
and dream world, and I judge it would produce, in the form of the
head, a predominance of the reflective organs over the perceptive,
which unfits you for this physical world in which you live, unless, by
speoial effort, you fix your mind npon the cause and practical use of
things around you. Refuse to take anything for granted, from what
ever source it may come; demand tbe reason for it and its use to you
and to the world. M irs in Pisces prodaces a restless desire to know
and understand, to get and to hold; it also enhances a certain degree of
selfishness that belongs to the Aries nature, which in the higher life
should be sought out and overcome, although for this world it may
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be good. Venae is your ruling planet, being in Virgo, its home posh
tion; you, therefore, have an ideal of love, elegance, beauty, and har
mony beyond the probability of realization. Your business sphere
ehould be that of a writer, and scientific and occult subjects would
be most congenial to your disposition and characteristics. Take good
care of the life (the seed), and the life will take care of you.

C. H. P. Dec. 18, 1899,11 a. m. Berkeley, Cal.
® in /; 5 in 23; d, X; U in II; b in H; 11 in 8; d in 23;
9 in St; 5 in ST.
The chemical combination of this child's nature is unfortunate for
health and strength, his base being fire, led out through the watery
sign Cancer, and this in combination with a Pisces (watery) body;
but Mars, in its home position, is his ruling planet, which greatly
modifies the influence of the unfortunate polarity. If health condi
tions are maintained, he will have a very clear, orderly mind, and will
be a lover of science, especially of the occnlt sciences. If the restless
ness of his nature can be sufficiently overcome to enable him to study
and gain a thorough education, he will be able to reach high attainments
in the sciences, both occult and natural. His body will undoubtedly
be small and delicate, and there is danger of his lungs failing. Much
care should be taken to cultivate lung power, by educating him in
deep, regular breathing, early morning exercise and sufficient gym
nastics to develop harmoniously all parts of the body. The sex pro
clivities will be a great weakness in his nature: careful education
should be given him in regard to the uses and abuses of that function.
Venus in Leo and Mercury In Aquarius produce an ideal of love and
sensation; therefore the necessity of proper education in the uses of
the finer elements of life. He should have plenty of out-door exer
cise, for it is essential to hie life to be physically active. The mental
dominates hie nature, and care should be taken that he does not
study too much, for if the restlessness of his disposition be overcome,
the activity will take form in persistent and constant study, to the
injury of the mind.

T. J. V. Feb. 7, 1862, 10 p. m. Near Lexington, Mo.
© in ®; J in II; 0, A; « in t; h in X; Jt in X; $ in 8;
9 in ST; 5 in tq,.
You are a man of peculiarly sensitive nature; interiorly you are very
positive, and, in fact, hard. Can be unfeeling if wrought up to a high
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tension, yet you are very faithful, and kind, even to tenderness: this
arises in the combination of Aquarius with your Libra body. Are
very intuitive in business matters, which is due to your Libra nature,
and which takes the form of psychic perception. Saturn and Jupiter
in Pisces produce great restlessness in your nature, and militate
very much against following your interior discernments. You are
dominated by the airy triplicity, which makes you a man of the men
tal rather than the physical or ideal. A great lover of knowledge, and
want a thorough understanding of whatever you take hold. Have
plenty of self-preservation—altogether too ready to take offense,
which greatly militates against your success in life. You have an
almost unlimited vitality. Lack conjugality, which opens you to
the influence of the creative mind,—generation. You have a good
degree of selfishness, which is necessary to success in the business
world. Jupiter in Pisces is apt to produce in you imaginations of
evil intention on the part of others, where it does not exist. Yon
would be most successful in a literary pursuit In the regeneration
you will have quite a struggle; yet by closing and bolting the door
of sympathy for everything that belongs to the sex relations, you
will be able to succeed. A danger to which you will be open, as soon
as yon begin to succeed in your efforts toward the regenerate life, is
that you will realize perceptions, intuitions and visions, which will
lead you to think that you have more than yon really have. Be care
ful about claiming anything for yourself. Remember the words of
Jesus: “The works that I do, they testify of me.” With proper care
of the life forces, your health should be perfect
W. R. C. Dec. 1, 1864, 11 p. m. Ogdensburg, N. Y.

® in /;
in VJ; d, "J; I in f; h in V; 11 in H; 3 in I;
2 in wj; 5 in <S.
Your base, Uranus, Saturn, and Mars in the fiery triplicity, with
your earthy body qualitated by Venus, makes you a man of ideals,
and your Capricorn polarity causes you to idealize plans and methods
of accomplishment, and to build many caBtles in the air. Venns in
Virgo and your Virgo body make you very fastidious in your habits
of life. Mars in your base produces irritability and combativeness.
This combination keeps you in a struggle and turmoil, and gives rise
to unrest and dissatisfaction. You should guard carefully against this,
and should remember that your ideals cannot be realized, but may
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be approached by careful, quiet, straightforward persistence. You are
governed by Jupiter and Venn«, which are in their home position a,
giving you excellent language, fine ideal«, and would make you a
very successful speaker. A difficulty in your nature is, that you are too
restless to keep your mind properly informed by study and thorough
investigation. In order to make your life a success, you should put
the brake on your restless tendency and settle down to Study and
thought Are inclined to say things that will offend, or that are not
baaed upon experience. Would make a successful mechanic. You
should have but little difficulty in living the regenerate life, through
which you may open the consciousness into great fountains of knowledge and experience.
The times of your greatest danger are when
Mercury is in Cancer and the moon is in Capricorn or Virgo, and
when either Virgo, Sagittarius or Capricorn is rising.

J. R. June 5, 1866, between 1 and 2 a. m. Near Cleveland. 0.
® in □; ) in X; i, Yi f in VJ; h in 8; 2i in gB; J in "g;
9 in
5 in =*■.
You were born while the earth was in the sign Gemini and the
moon in Pisces, which creates in yon a restless, disturbed condition of
mind. Are a woman with a touting desire ever active within for
an unknown something, which is apt tn cause a great deal of discon
tent in your nature. The four triplicities are represented by the po
sition of a planet in each one of the heads; this gives you a feeling
that yon ought to lead and a strong desire to know, and makes it
somewhat difficult for you to serve, or to handle minutue. You are
strongly allied to earth and earthy conditions, as Mercury is really the
ruling planet of your life; and pouted in the head of your triplicity,
which is its home position, it has more thin ordinary infl ience over
your nature. It should give you a strong body and excellent health,
unless yon were born near one o’clock, in which case it would tend to
weaken the body, for at that time Pisces was rising. You have a strong
utilitarian nature, and are what may be called a thoroughly praotioal woman. Would be successful in any occupation in which an or
derly mind and skillful hand are necessary. Have a strong tend
ency toward a domestic life, and in that sphere, or anything that
pertains to it, you would be careful, thoughtful, and thorough. Uranus
would give you a strong endowment of the mystio, providing you
oaald give year wh>le timi to occult thought and study, but it would
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ba difficult for you to divide your attention between the mystical
and practical.
F. S. H. Jan. 5,1839, 11 a. m. Syracuse, N. Y.
© in >J; J in ’’X; 0, Xi » in
h in U; V in T; J in »;
9 in So; ? in >5.
Your nature is that of Capricorn; that is, you are an idealist and
generalizes All thia is well expressed by the moon, in the expression
of your triplicity, and by your body sign, Pisces, the expression of
yonr trinity, thus producing a good degree of harmony in your na
ture. You are largely dominated by Uranus, the mystical planet, but
the position of Mercury keeps you strongly in the practical and use
ful. Jupiter in Aries unites very harmoniously with yonr base, and
adds to your ideality. You have always been called peculiar, and you
are so, as you have ideas all your own concerning everything with
which you have to do. Are a natural mystic, and have dreams and
visions which forewarn you of almost everything that ooaurs in your
life; therefore the mystic tendency is useful to you, instead of being
simply an ideal. Your strong love of home and family, due to Venus
in Cancer, has undoubtedly made you very economical and indus
trious. Are well able to guide others, and inclined to cause them to
serve you. While you have a very orderly mind and your hands have
been sufficient unto you, yet you have never been satisfied with your
own handiwork. The influence of Uranus has kept you dissatisfied
and restless, and perhaps sometimes fretful, because of inability to
accomplish that which you have in mind: you should cultivate the
habit of being anxious for nothing. While it is probable your body has
never been strong, yet, governed largely by the mind, yon have un
doubtedly resisted diseased conditions through life and will be able
to do so to a good old age, unless placed in very trying circumstances.
In your study of the mystic, you should always maintain a spirit of
deep devotion.

COBEESPONDENOE.

Cleveland, Ohio, Out. 16,1900.
H. E. Butler,
Dear Sir.—;The Ootober number of The Ooonlt and Biological
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Journal came to my desk to-day. I am much interested in your
work, and your literature is something that I have longed for
in the past.
Not until a little over a year ago did one of your pamphlets
oome to my notion, and then by chanoe. When I took hold of
of your writings, I felt that I had found a long lost friend.
I was particularly pleased with the delineation of the Sag
ittarius body in this number, having this sign rising at the
time of my birth.
I could hardly suppress a smile when I
read, “Its inclination is to a military life.” This is a character
istic of my nature that I have never confided to my closest
friend. Not with me, however, to be a soldier and carry a mus
ket—but to command; that is it!
“Forward the Light Brigade;
Charge for the guns,” he said.
How those lines thrill me, through and through. I abhor war
and oombat, and would not injure a fellow man; yet my home
is in the midst of a heated trial,—to carry forward, by force,
the right.
Whatever I accomplish is by force—force of logic, force of
action. With me there is no such thing as rest—I am always
doing something. Jupiter in Aries gives me high ideals, and
with the activity of my Sagittarius nature, I can accomplish
what I undertake. There is one drawback in my nature,—I
frequently underestimate my ability to do a thing. Then the
thought comes to me, “I can do that; why, certainly!”
I love to read the lives of the great commanders of the past,
in the physical and intellectual arena. In my earlier school
days 1 lived with Napoleon, Washington and Grant, Nelson,
Decatur and Farragut. My mind runs back to stirring acenes.
I can see Napoleon in Egypt, fighting battles beneath the shad
ows of the pyramids: I saw him conquer the Alps and mingle
the eagles of France with the eagles of Italy; I Baw him escape
from Elba and retake an empire by the force of his genius; I
saw him at Waterloo, where fate and chance combined to wreck
the fortunes of the former king. A nd I see that great conflict
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at Trafalgar, where Nelson destroyed Napoleon’s power on the
sea—I see that patriotic emblem flaunting from the masthead
of the flagship, "England expects every man to do his duty.”
And yet, with all this, I have a desire for the stillness of
God: to be away from men and the conflict—to muse upon the
destiny of men, and explore the universe in which we live.
I think I have “given away” more of my real self than ever
before, and I trust that it will help you in studying the Sagit
tarius man. He is, perhaps, a peculiar fellow, full of “ginger,”
though quiet until the time of action arrives. At any rate you
cannot keep him down, for he is a man
“Who makes by foroe his merits known,
And lives to clutch the golden keys
And shape the whisper of the throne.”
The Sagittarius man, however, is not a money-maker, and in
business should associate with one who has that faculty. He
can do the things to get the money, but the other man should
be there to hold it fast.
Very sincerely yours,
R. C. Linder.

Long Beach, Cal., Sept. 17, 1900.
Mr. H. E. Butler,
Dear Sir:—I wish to record what seems to me to be an unusu
al occurrence, but which may have happened to someone be
fore; although if that be the case 1 am not aware of it, never
having heard or read of a similar instance.
I was sitting on the eastern end of my little front porch, en
joying the evening air and evening sounds, at about six o’clock,
Saturday, Sept, 16th, 1899. I was facing the South, the Pa
los Verdes Hills extending along the horizon at my right.
Without looking directly at the sinking sun, I noticed that it
had changed its position considerably since I had last watched
it Bet; and remarking to myself its color, and that about onehalf of it still peeped over the brow of the hill, I began in
breathing, wishing at the same time that 1 knew what made
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the sun red, and the cause of its light. During my inbreath
ing I had turned my face directly to the West, dosing my eyes
that I might not be dazzled.
My whole mind and heart were
concentrated in that desire to know, and after inbreathing
three or four times, I was startled by a vision of the sun, a
dark sphere of a dull brown oolor, mountains and valleys being
dimly disoernible, and apparently deeper in oolor than the
plains, which were of greater extent than the mountains. The
mountains seemed very high, and the valleys were, apparently,
only on the West of them. The orb or globe itself was much
smaller than I would have judged the sun to be, appearing to
me to be the size of a large china waah-bowl, as it looks when
one is leaning over it.
Around the globe was a oirole of about five inohes in width,
of what appeared to be spaoe, but which I suppose must be at
mosphere.
At any rate that space was perfectly clear and
transparent. Outside of this ring of nothing was the halo of
oolor, red—not cardinal, but flame oolor. There was no dis«
tinctlineof mergement into the vast expanse of spaoe that sur
rounded, but the sun-red, or fiame-color, melted irregularly in
to the surrounding spaoe, which did not appear olear and trans
parent, like the oirole immediatly around the orb or globe,
but slightly milky.
Please remember that it was not a prolonged vision, but an
almost lightning glanoe, and not with my physical eyes, but
with my soul’s eyes. And while I saw, a voioe said, “The light
and oolor of the sun are its aura, produced by the emanations
from the planet, just as the aura of individuals is caused by
their thoughts, emotions, and acts. At this point the ego, the
me, with unpardonable levity, exclaimed, “Why, the people up
there must all be red-headed I"
The vision was gone; I opened my eyes, looking up at the
pale moon as I did so. The voice Baid, “Yes, the moon’s light
and color are caused in the same way, and your earth has its
aura too; but those living on it cannot perceive it. They can
see it from other planets,”
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By looking at the dates at the beginning of this letter, it will
be noticed that the vision occurred on the 16th of September,
1899, and that the account of it, from which loopy verbatim,
was written Sunday, September 18,1899, I having hastened
to set it down in black and white, lest some part of it might
grow dim in ray mind. AU daring the week that followed,—
that is, from the 17 th to the 24 th,—I thought very often of my
vision, and spoke of it to those around me.
After the surprise and awe of it had lost their first force,
and curiosity became active, 1 desired to know the color of
earth’s aura. Curiosity became duUed, and a solemn, intense
wondering took its plaoe. Sittting on the same porch at about
8 p. m., on Saturday, September 24, 1899, watching the elec
tric lights, and listening to the ocean’s roar, I earnestly wished
that I knew the color of the earth’s aura. The voice said,.“It
is violet” I turned to my companion and repeated—“It is

violet"’
“What is violet?"
“Why, the earth’s aura.”
“How do you know?”
“A voice just told me so.”
Several days later I chanced upon an aooount of a balloon
ascension in France, by three scientists. Their object,was to
cross the Alps; the point they wished to establish, I do not re
member, but this point in their minute record is branded on
my memory: “At a height of 19.000 feet, the earth appeared
to be seen through a violet mitt." l’he account then proceeded
to give scientific reasons for this. I cared not at all for their
theories, but just hugged myself with joy. The voice had said
that “the sun’s aura is produced by the emamations from the
planet.” Thus the emanations from the earth, are violet. Can
you tell why this is so?
Most sincerely and respectfully, I am
Mary II. of the J’s.

BOOK REVIEWS.
W“ have before us a number of booklets from the pen of Alice B. Stockham,
M. D,, who is doing a great deal of good in the new thought; we can heartily rec
ommend these little books to our readers, as being well worth attention.
Wbddikq Bills is a pamphlet of 30 pages, containing “an elegant description
of the soone that she witnessed in Bombay on her arrival therein December, 1891.
PahkntuOOd, a pamphlet of about the same else, oontains many useful sug
gestions to parents, which the wide experience and deep thought of the author
qualifies her to give. “Parenthood,” she says, “teaches one how to train creative
energy into power, to make it a source of bodily health, intellectual development
and spiritual growtlq through knowledge one is able to divert this greet natural
force into harmony, use and beauty."
Tolstoi. A Mak of Pbacb Thin is an excellent little work. A wellwritten account of a visit which the author made to the home the great writer.
Count Tolstoi. It gives many of the peculiarities of the man, his family and
surroundings, and of the habits of the Russians, of which so little in known.
As the author is an earnest admirer of the Count, the work is naturally one of
eulogy, and. no doubt, worthily so. The last part of the book io a generalised
review of Tolstoi’s works by H. Havelock El!is. Altogether this work is one
that will attract and interest many. These books are sold by Alice B. Stockham
A Co., 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, Ills.
Occult Storiks, by Chas. W. Close, Ph. D., is a booklet of 33 pages of reading
matter, containing three short occult stories which are very interesting and well
written. The remainder of the book oonsuta of poems. Altogether it la a little
work thnt will do much good in the way of causing people to think along lines
occult and metaphysical. The book is very bandsomelv bound in white and gold,
in imitation leather, and wonld make a vary neat holiday gift. Price, 50 cents.
Sold by the author. 124 Birch St, Bangor. Maine.
Ei.TK*. A monthly mngarine in the form of a booklet of 44 pages. It is a
handsome little work, and, to quote the editor’s own words, “is published in the
interest of those who are seeking the truth for its own sake. There being some
truth in all things, no brooch of philosophy, science, or religion will be accepted
to the exoluaion of any other.” Subscription prioe, 50 cents a year, In advance;
single copies, fire cents. H. C. Wright, editor, 115 Marion St, Corry, Pa.
The Mookiln Mystic. A 1ft-page monthly, published by L. D. Lunt. The fol
lowing is the editor's own review: “The Modern Mystic is the only journal of the
kind published. Tt exposes fakery, gives instructions in Mind Reading. Hypnotism,
Magnetic Healing, etc., io ter prats Dreams scientifically, given yonr Horoscope,
an.l Astrological Predictions for every day. Send 10 cents for sample copy, and
and wo will send you as a curiosity an Oriental Luck Coin, direct from the Orient.”
CO cents a year. Address, The Mystic, 629 S. Oliver St., Loe Angeles, Cal.
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EDITORIAL.
Owing to changes in the management of our office, and,
perhaps, to unoertain ohirography, there are some instances in
which one name occurs in two places on our aubeoription list,
with a alight ohange in an initial or a atreet number, and, con
sequently, two magazines are sent to one party. We will es
teem it a favor if our subscriber* will let ns know of auoh
errors, as we wish to make a new subscription list, oorreot iu
every particular.
We hope that those sending in orders or
subscriptions will use extra care in writing the name and ad
dress. It should be remembered that every letter of the name
must be distinct, or there is an uncertainty. We frequently
receive letters from parties of large correspondence, who sign
■ their name regularly, and then, if it is not printed upon the
letter paper, they print it with pen and ink, so that there can
be no mistake.
This is a good idea, and we suggest that our
correspondent* adopt this custome.
It is because of the un
certainty of written addresses that editors of periodioals insist
upon having addressed envelopes sent with orders.
That is
good, but it would be better to write the name and address so
that there conld be no mistake.

Tf any of our former subscribers have complete, Vol, xn. of
The Esoteric, and will send it to us, we will either give them a
year’s subscription to The Occult and Biological Journal, or
one dollar for the volume, and pay the cost of mailing it to ns,
providing none of the numbers are torn or sailed. We also want
the following numbers of Vol. H; .Tnly, No. 2,1897; August, No.
8, 1897: and March, No. 9,1898. We will pay 15 ots apieoe for
these numbers, if some of our friends will be so kind as to send

them to us.
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We are nearing the time when friends expect from friends
some recognition of appreciation and sympathy, in the way of
Christmas presents or New-Year remembrances. Some of ns
may not feel able to give costly presents, but how can we bet
ter remember onr friends then by sending them some of the
Esoteric books,—something that will be not merely a present,
bnt a lasting benefit to tbe recipient; something that will oanse
him or her to begin a new year with added strength, a new
source of inspiration and happiness, a new opening of power.
We think that nothing could better prepare a friend for such
conditions than to make him a present of the bound volumes of
The Esoteric—say, Vol. i„ Revised Esoteric, which contains a
line of Practical Instructions for Reaching the Highest Goal
of Human Attainment, practical and useful because in harmony
with the divine and higher law; or a copy of Solar Biology, by
which he may know more of human life, better understand
himself and others, and thus be able to remove the cause of
discord and trouble, thereby conducting his life more in har
mony with the laws of nature, which produce health and hap
piness; or a copy of Seven Creative Principles, which causes
the mind to think,—to think of God and nature, of how God
is forming and reforming, building and preparing, worlds for
our happiness and enjoyment; or a oopy of The Narrow Way
of Attainment in which are drawn the straight lines that must
be followed in order to reach the high goal; or a copy of Prac
tical Methods to Insure Success, which should be plaoed in the
hands of the young in order to give an inspiration of knowledge,
and to pave the way to a greater and nobler life and a success
ful career; or a oopy of “Sweets,” songs of soul inspiration,
that quicken the love currents of a high and useful life. By
using these as gifts, you not only confer a benefit upon your
friends, but you enable us to oonfer similar favors upon others,
and to continue to hold tbe light to the world. By sending us
tbe purchase price of the work and the address of tbe party to
whom it is to be sent, any of these books may be mailed direct
ly from our office to any address in either America or Europe.
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PREMIUM LIST.
Thia liât will hold good until August, 1901.
To our many friends and patrons who may desire to assist in extending the circulation of this
Journal, we offer the following books as premiums.

Rudyard Kipling’s Works.
Vol. 1—"The Light that Failed.'’
Vol. 2.—‘‘In Black and White," “Under the Deodars," and
Eight Short Stories.
Vol. 3.—“Story of the Gadsbyn,” and Nine Other Stories.
Vol. 4.—“Departmental Ditties" and “Barrack Room
Ballads." including The Vampire, Recessional and Sup
pressed PoemB.
Vol. 5.—“Soldiers Three."
Vol. 6.—“American Notes."
Vol. 7.—“Mine Own People.”
Vol.8.—"Wee Willie Winkie," and four other Btorlesof
children.
Vol. 9.—“The Phantom Rickshaw." “The City of Dread
ful Night," and Three Other Stories.
‘ •
Vol. 10.—“Plain Tales from the Hills." Thirty-nine
stories.
This complete set of Kipling’s works, bound in linen,
will be mailed prepaid to any one sending us 6 new sub
scriptions, with name« and addresses. It will be sent
in cloth for 7 new subscribers; in lambskin, 9 new sub
scriptions.

DESCRIPTION OF TH IS TEN-VOLUME SET OF WORKS.

In size it is unique, a tall 16mo—the 12mo size is too large for the pocket and this “just fits.”
The type is large and made especially for this edition. The paper is the finest used in book workjthe
ink is the best, and the presswork is so carefully and daintily done that each page is a typographical
delight to the eye. The set contains nearly 3,000 pages.
The bindings of thia edition are something new in bookmaking, a patent thread sewing whereby
the same effect is obtained as in the cross-stitching of the Oxford Teacher's Bible, so that it can.be
opened the fnll width and bent back until the covers meet, without straining it.
The cloth edition is daintily bound in delicately tinted linen, half flexible, which will wear like
iron. The limp lambskin is a veritable Edition de Luxe.
SOLAR BIOLOGY.—For ten new subscriptions with names and addresses, we will send,
prepaid, “Solar Biology," by H. E. Butler. See “ad" in this issue.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid, “Other Worlds than Ours," by Prof. Richard A. Proctor, the great astronomer.
This work is especially valuable to students of "Solar Biology,” and those who are studying the
mysteries of the heavens.

SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre

paid, "Seven Creative Principles,” by H. E. Butler. See “ad." In this issue.
LIVING BY THE SPIRIT-—For two new subscriptions we will send, postpaid, "Living by
the Spirit," by H. W. Dresser.
THE “NARROW WAY” OF AT^AINM ENT,—For two new subscriptions we will
send, prepaid, “The Narrow Way of Attainment" by H. E. Butler. See “ad" in this issue.

SOLAR BIOLOGY:
A New Scientific, Eiact and Easy Method of Delineating Character;

Diagnosing Disease; Determining Mental, Physical and Busi
ness Qualifications, Conjugal Adaptability, etc.,

from Date of Birth.
BY H. E. BUTLER.
illustrated with Seven Plate Diagrams and Tables of the Moon and Planets,
from 1820 to 1900.

This science proves that “all are members of One Body (1 Cor. xtt
12-27); and that, as such, each one has his peculiar function in life. It
throws a flood of new light upon the problems of life, furnishing the ground
work, or scientific law, which goes down into the minutiie of the life of every
man and woman, as a mirror reflecting his or her innate nature. This work tells
what is in man and how derived. Tells how to cultivate self and make the
most and best of life. Tells one, when a child is born, what kind of training
it should have, to what diseases it is liable, how to avoid or how to cure
when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand body to which each
individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies, physical fitness,
natural sphere, and highest and fittest use in the world.

It enables parents to know just what business their children are best,
adapted for, and how to educate them, and is also a guide to all persons in
the preservation of health and strength, and an im|mrtant ahi to success and
tn the attainment of .the great object in life, viz., usefulness ami happiness.
It also aids in prolonging the life of old anil young. It is of especial im
portance to physicians, enabling them to attain great success through having
in their possession a certain key to knowledge concerning the nature ami
peculiarities of their patients such as heretofore lias been available only to
those few that wore of rare intuitive discernment.
it is claimed that c.haracter is expressed in the countenance. that it. shapes
the cranium, and is even written in the hand; but Solar Biology introduces
the student into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining
character and function, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and har
monies human relatedness; and further, it opens up a knowledge and un
derstanding of the principles and laws by which human evolution is being
carried forward, and the. infinite variety of forms and natures brought into
being on the planet earth.
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes all elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy
pa|H>r. clear type, with author's portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound
in superior cloth, embellished with symbolical designs in gold. No elaborate
study or preparation is required to enable one to read character and other
wise apply the science. I he key to the use of the science will be found on
page 274. ami can be fully mastered in a few minutes.
PRICE, $5.00.

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
APPLEGATE, CALIF.

ABBREVIATED CONTENTS OF

THE SEVEN ICREATIVE PRINCIPLES.
BY HIRAM E. BUTLER.
First Lecture.—T tie Idea of God. The people of ail ages characterized
by their Idea of God—The word of God associated with the idea of power—Man can only
understand or think of things of which be has a correspondence within himself, p. 3.
The senses perceive effects only—Causes are deductively determined by reason, p. 4. The
wonders of will, p. 5. Yah veto. *' I will be what 1 will to be,” p. 6. Space filled and In
tertilled wlLh worlds Interior to each other—Order and Intelligence everywhere manlfest, p. 11. The Ural Cause, the essential Man. humanity the objective parts, p. 12. Mat
ter a tondtlioti of aplrlr, p. 15. Love the fulfillment of the law, p. 18. Meditation good
for the soul— Finding God, p. 19.
Second l.<cture.—Force. "All things work together for good*'—The male
and female principles everywhere present in Nature. The condensation of force into matter
accomplished by the Logos or "Word of God," p. 26. How thought la formed and sent
forth on Its mission, p. 27. The evolution of matter through generative processes, p. 29.
The female will the ensphering or binding principle, p. 81. Compression, heat, ex
pansion. ;xdar.zalb»n, p. 35. Electric and magnetic currents of earth and sun, p. ?6. Be
coming Sous and Masters lustead of servants, p. 88.
Tftiircl Lecture.-DtMcritninatlon. The relation of the Seven Principle« to
each oilier, p. 4.. The fir^t manifestation of Discrimination -Ail things come from and
relate to mind, p. 43. Reason for calling some things good and others evil. p. 44.
Motives of ancient Pronheta and Serra for seeking Isolation from the world, p. 46. DiscrlminatloT manifested in desire and prayer—Insp ration—Revelation, p. 49. Manifesta
tions of d »crimination in plant life, p. 51. The pleasures of the senses contrasted with
higher d ¿crimination aud Joy.p. 63.
Fourth Leclur*'.—Order. Heat and cold as formative forces in Nature, p. 56.
The evldcn vs of Order in crystal formatlous, p. 59. Interpreting Nature and deter
mining quality and character from form—Form within form rev« aled by the microscope—
Worlds beyond worlds brought down by the telescope, p. 65. The Order aud Chemistry
of Digestion, p. 67. The explanation of vision—Manifestation of the sixth scuae, p. 71.
The influence of psychic surrounding*. p 72. Being Joint Creator* with the Infinite,
p. 73. Possessing the true Wisdom, p. 75.
Fifth Lecture.—Colieniou. Drawing the line between principles and
phenomena, p. 79. EvoluiIon—Cohesion essentially a feminine principle, ensphering,
nourish! g, pr» serving, p. 82. The " adversary’’ that is set off against Cohesion, p. 85.
The comervative tendencies of Cohesion, p. 84. The abuses of the cohesive principle,
f>. 85. Cohesion—The mother nature considered as a distinct principle, p. 87. The mother
ove to take higher f »rm, p. 91. Live up to your highest ideal of right, p. 9-1. Placing the
name of trod in the forehead, p. ‘.»4.
Sixth Lecture .—Fa rmeutatlon. The Destroyer who stands in the way of
physical immort lity—Dldnt* grallon—All vegetaliou the materialization of Infinite
thought—Man's thought as real creations as the offspring of his loins, p. 100. A vital
chemistry that will throw li:bt on metal healing and thought formation, p. 101. A
secret of ‘the Mugl and AlchemDts, p. 102. Fermentation an agent of progress, p. 103.
The baleful aspects of man when the [»rindpie of fermentation has the ascendency ,p. 106.
Dependence or man for executive energy upon bls helpmeet—Woman, p. 107. How to
become a " Prevailing Prince,’' p. !0<. Conquering and controlling the forces of genera
tion, p. 110. The f dim state, p. 112. Becoming " kings and priests uulo God," d. 118.
seventh i.ectnre.'l raiisniulatlon, A lighted match as au Illustration
of transmiiUllou, p. 117. The fire energy of the Infinite Being ensphered In matter, p. 120.
Man’s inner being a luminous flame transmuting the baser substance, p. 121. Importance
of tbc kind of thought* we entertain while rating, p. 123. The process by which to ob
tain magic power, p. 128 Becoming superior to earth, p. 129. Making all visible things
one’s serviint, p. 13*).
Kite DI h Lecture.—Hensatlon. Sensation, a mode of consciousness or cognlzanceof life, p. 136. Sensation made manifest in the crystal waler of tbe nerve fluid, p, 138.
Transu tiling the lower into higher sensation, p. 129. Education, uplifting and relief of
(»01’81 reu lire*—Piihrizution of inner consciousness, p. HO. Thought I in possible without
form, p Mi. No sensation wiihout motion of life-e ement, p. M3. No pleasure without
a react ion—Removal uf t tie exhausted and boken down molecoles, p. 145. Bel^possession—Soul calm—mu labial of sc uses, p MG. Tho inn*, r sense the one we most need, p. 148.
Turning the nature into line wuh tbc Divine current, p. 149.
Minttv Lecture.-Color. Significance of colors—opening tbesixth sense, p. 164.
Rc<l,—magnetic,cone^ntmtlve, beating;—blue represents orderyellow, perfection, p.
156. VilTHlioitsof color—Relations to Hound, p. 158. Sjgultlcauce of blue, gray, Indigo,
T». 179. Fourth principle, symbolizes life, fertility; reprtieuia the mother-nature, p. 160.
jinguageof God in Nature: Clairvoyance, a manifestation of the sixth sense, p. 162.
Green a symbol of strength ; slgnlflcnncv of black, p. 163. Sixth principle expressed by
violet: represents good. p. 164. Seventh principle, identified with yellow; Implies Divine
Hvn.satlon, p. UM. Sunnnsrv of th« principles of the seven-pointed star, p. 169. The key to
a wonderful system of chemistry, p. 170.

Illustrated with 9 Colored Plates and Portrait of Author^-$1.50.
ESOTERIC PCBEIWHINO COM F’-A.K'r,
Apj>ieg«.te, Cailioriilii.

THE NARROW

OF ATTAINMENT.

W
,1 COURSE OF INSTRUCTIONS DELIVERED BEFORE THE
SOCIETY ESOTERIC,
BY H. E. BUTLER.

THIS WORK TEACHES

the most vital principles of Christian Life and Doctrine, and ia especially designed for thoBe
who are ready to consecrate their lives to to the highest spiritual attainments.
IT IS CALLED “THE NARROW WAY,”

because to live in the world nnd not be of the world, but of the Spirit of God, ia a narrow way in
deed; as Jesus said,
“YE CANNOT SERVE TWO MASTERS.”

For those who will follow the instructions in thia book, there is a realm of spiritual consciousness and power that has only been known to the prophets and to the Christ. Price, cloth, $1.00.

•►ESOTERIC EDUCATION*
Or the Unfoldment and Life of a Hero.

Translated from the German of J. Kernning'a “Key to the Realm of Spirit."
The narrative of knight Geoffrey, subsequent to his esoteric training,
contains a report of the young hero's feats, sufficiently detailed to give a
clear idea of the way in which spiritual insight ami powers work together to
make the prepared and purified man an invincible conqueror. Thus this
book may encourage mothers of deep thought and faith, like Lady Mathilda,
to give their sons also the education of heroes, making them instruments to
solve the problems of modern society, as there is no age without its oppor
tunity and need for heroism. Cloth, postpaid, 50 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

For 1'se

of

Students

and

Lecturers in Delineating Character from

^•SOLAR

BIOLOGY^

This is an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilla folder. Each out
line represents one sign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
signs desired. Price, 10 cents a copy ¡special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
For sale by THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COM PANY.

Ritual üojI$ioi$ne$ ATHEISM ami ARITHMETIC.
BY

Frank H. Sprague.

—OB—

MA THEMA TICA L LA IF
IN NA TUHE.

*
A work meriting the consideration and pomsal of the lovers of truth everywhere. We es
pecially recommend it to the esoteric student.
It» contents page, which we give, conveys a good
idea of the character of the work. A chapter
from thia book was published in the March (1899)
issue of The Esoteric.
Contents; Signs of the Times; What is Truth?
Realization of Ideals through Right-Thinking; The
Outer World; The Inner World; Consciousness;
Christianity; The Growth of Society; The Prob
lem of Evil; The Spiritual Basis of Health;Man
ifestations of the Spiritual Principle; Music; Art
and Nature.
Cloth, SI .50.

Arithmetic iu Plants and Planets, Mathemat
ics in Musical Science, Number in Vital Action.
By H. L. HASTINGS,
Editor of TAe Cltrittian, Boaton, Mau.

A book we moat heartily recommend. Cloth,
35 cents; paper, 15 cents. Sold by Esoteric Pub
lishing Company.

Anglo,tempi-----The Jewish Problem and Supplement.
The Ten Lost Tribes of Israel Found
and Identified In the Anglo-Saxon
Race. *•>’ Hev.Thes. Rosllwz Rowlett,A.M.

W^THEO-SOPHIA^wte
From the Wisdom of the Wise.

A work devoted to a subject with which we
wish our reader« to be familiar.

CLOTH. *1.00.

Reduced to lOcts.

"No man can become wise in the divine science
by seeking to become an adept. He must fix his
mind, first of all, wholly on the people's good,
and master the law of the uplift of the people.
Ae he becomes identified with the spirit and sym
pathy of our common humanity, he rises to the
threshold of the secret way."—From Theo-Sophia.

THE EPHEMERIS, giving die posi
tions of the Moon for 1892-3-4-5-6-7-8-9,
and designed for insertion in the "Solar
Biology” table«, can be had by sending
25 cts. to this Office. Single year, 5 cts.

Enteric Ephemeris
Fob 1898 ano 1899.

Completo, giving the exact position of Solar Sys
tem at noon, Washington time; also the hour, min
ute and second of the change from one sign to
another.
Invainoble to Students of Tna Esoteric as well
on of Solar Biology, enabling them, without the
trouble of computation, to know time of changes.
Price, 10 cents.

—ron—

. Jlealing and j&lfßuItuM
Cloth, $1.50, post-paid.

For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.
Applegate. California.

This instrument is prob
ably the most perfect me
chanical device yet con
structed for finding the
rising sign, as it gives the
degree and minute of that
sign's elevation above the
horizon for any Latitude
between 22’ and 55”, which
embraces nearly the whole
civilized world. It will be
a great convenience to as
trologers; and those who
doubt the influence of the
zodiacal signs, or those who
wish to experiment upon
such influence, will find—
by liavingthis Indicator at
hand and watching the
change of their mental and
physical states with the
changing signs—that not
only will their own experi
ence convince them of the
reality of zodiacal influ
ence, but i hut a new field
of experimentation, most interesting and profitable, will open up to them. (Every
one is not sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but. in most instances, the ob
server will beiquite conscious of them.) The Indicator is neatly and durably con
structed. and; with proper care, will last for years. Price SI 00,

TSE ZODIACAL INDICATOR

Esotekic Pub. Co.. Apple« ate Cai..

A SPECIAL OFFER.
The delights of an evening spent around a well-lighted reading table arc not half understood.

An
illustrated magazine with its wealth of illustrations, its stories of adventure and love, its descrip
tions of travel which carry you to the remotest ends of the earth, and its instructive articles for
y >ung and old—these are the first requisites for your own enjoyment and the entertainment and
proper education of your children.
To secure for you the best and most interesting of the great illustrated magazines at the lowest
possible price has been the aim of the editor of this journal. That we have succeeded we leave our
readers to judge, A special contract recently entered into with The Coemopolilan, which seeks to
become better known to the readers of The Occclt and Biological Journal, has enabled us to
offer you a year's subscription to the greatest of the illustrated magazines together with a year’s
subscription to this journal,
Both Together One Year for Only $2.30,

One other opportunity we offer you. You wish to keep in touch with metropolitan life, through
the medium of a great daily. The Thrice-a-Week World of New York is the equivalent of a daily
and Is a marvellous fund of knowledge concerning the happenings of the day. Each issue contains
six to eight pages of eight columns each or over eight thousand columns of reading matter a year.
In former days thia would have cost you probably as much as $fi,00 a year, by itself. Now you can
have it, if you wish, In connection with The Occult and Biological Journal and The Cormopolitan.
Three Together One Year for Only $2.83,

Address THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, Applegate, Cal.

SWEETS • • '
Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.
«

*

.

*

*

We have revised and reprinted this booklet of poems. A number of beauti
ful poems have been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make this
last edition particularly attractive, both as to appearance and contents.
Price, 10 cents each; $1.00 per dozen.

THE ESOTERIC ERgEMERlS-----

1900. -----

The Esoteric Ephemeris has been so enlarged for the year 1900 aa to contain nearly 50 pages,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric positions, and carefully calculated tables giving the heliocentric longitude of all the
planets, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; the hour, minute and second of the transit
of the planets and Moon; also the rising signs and how to find them, with a table of the Sidereal
time, and the time of nearly all the large cities.
It contains new an» important facts relative to Solar Biology, The article on "Chemism" is
alone worth many times the price of the book. Price, 25 eta.

THE EVERLASTING COVENANT.
This pamphlet of 46 pages brings to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in themselves, we think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible student should put himself in possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments. Price, 15 cents.

Published and For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.,
Applegate, California.

Lessons by Correspondence in
Occult Science and Solar Biology.
These lessons will enable one to understand the Laws of Life, Health and
Hapuixess. They give an exact method of delineating character, showing the
Mental, Physical and Business qualifications, and Conjugal Ai>ai*tahilitv ;
also, the Cause and Cuke of Disease.
Full written Delineation of Character with advice. S2.0U.
For particu.ars, address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt. Pleasant Place, Boston, Mass.

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.
1st. Qiii'NliuiM on one subject, such an Busiimas, Money, Property, Removal«, Traveling, I'uurtaliip, Mnrrmg*. 1 h.^ase, Stocks and Share». Annuition, Life Insurance, eU-. . . . . 4< cents.
Time of birth not absolutoly neeetM&ry (or question« under No. 1.
Fur calcii luting queHtiona on 3 »ubjecto, (date and time of birth- -if known—required). <15 cents.
2d Birthday Figure, showing the important events in the current year of life. , . <15 cents.
3d. Rectifying nr finding the exact time of Birth from given data. Buck as date of marriage, or
death of a parent, or some other event in life.............................................................................75 cento.
4th. Nativity of Birth written out, giving a delinen lion of character, ab«i a general forecast of
the principal n flairs of life, such as the best business to follow', who and when to marry; disenaee.
predisposed to. best direction to live and to travel for health: and prtmperity, rich ex, mid which will
be the bent part of life; children, friends, enemies, etc...................................................................... $1.25
5th. Event» fur live years of life................................................................................ « , . .
$1.25
dth. A description of the moat prominent event» and datee and when tho»c event» will occur
through twelve yearn. , ............................................................ ..................................... ..... . s $2.50
7th. N<>. 4 and No. <1 together.................................................
...................... , , ,
$3.50

For Nativities of Birth, etc., please state Age, Time of Birth,
Sex and Birthplace, Harried or Single.
ALL QUESTIONS MAY BE ANSWERED 8Y LETTER,OR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS GIVEN.
Crystal Glasses for Clairvoyant persons sold. Also agent for The
Occult and Bio:o jlcal Magazine and other Occu It Works.
—ADDRESS—

D. Lund, Fern Cottage, Keighley, England.
THE NEW

PHILOSOPHY of health.
RY HARRIET B. BRADBURY.

Ono of tin- cleat est and most logical expo.¡lions of the New Thought philoso
phy that have yel appeared. It is thoroughly Christian in tone, and foil of helpful
suggestions for the aspiring soul, as well as for those seeking bodily health. Con
tents:—Introductory: The Recuperative Force: The Healing of Disease; Mental
Causation: Prayer: Psyclnc Power: A Universal Law; The Duty of the Church;
Occult Plteuumeiia: Practical Suggestions for Self-Help.

Cloth, 75 cents,
THE ALLIANCE PUBLISHING COMPANY,
19 West 31st Street, Nt) tv York, N. Y.

^.Couqk

THE FREE MAN.
X Monthly Magazine devoted to the study of the New Thought, the Philosophy of
Health ami the Scieiive of Life. Subscription; $1.00 per year, single copies. 10 cents.
SPECIAL OFFER We will send a copy each of Sexual laiw and the Philosophy of Perfect Health,
and Business Success Through Mental Attraction with the Free Man three months to new subscrib
ers only, for 25 cents silver or postal money order, or 30 1-cent stamps.

Address Chas. W. Close, Publisher, 124 Birch St.,O. B. J, Bangor, Maine.

U/tyy I am a l/e^etariar?.

00 Worth of

MftGflZINLS
BY J. Howard Moore, A. B.

X 4X-page book, now in its third edi
tion. Printed on best book paper, han a
fancy green cover ami is fastened with
silk cord. Suitable for gifts. Price, 25
cents. (1, Id., English): 5 for S100.
( I .2d., English I.

The book is fascinatingly written, and
is wm th double the price.
Utnnellst,

Esoteric Puldishing Company.

FREE I
SBCULA.1 SCIKNCB AND
Common Sumbe" points
the way to the goal of
your ambition. A maia
line of Advanced Free
Thought, Liberal and
Modern Ideas of________
Reform____
and Natural
_______
Law,
Devoted to practical demonstrated truths.
Humanity is undergoing important physical,
intellectual, and social changes. Progress de
mands the reading of slavery's chains. This
magazine ia a stepping-stone to success in all
of life's undertakings, as it develops power of
intellectual perception bo that latent and active
energy will be properly directed, insuring a
clear bead in a sound body. Nothing like it or
half so good and practical. Thia rare treat sent
a whole year, together with samples of over SO
other valuable papers and tna<aiineH of 15.00
value, for only fl.00.
Send at once as thia offer ia limited. Sample
copy with an interesting book of over 100 pages
free for U cent % in stamps. Address

Secular Science Co,, P. E. 482
Atlas Block, Chicago, II).

NO MORE DRUCS.

HYGIENIC TREATMENT
Mtliiinltcbtt
Ii»Bl»»riitr

Erau-blckltritlda
k. Serbi, uriatr.J.

Neue Metaphysische pundschau
MONATSSCHRIFT

tar
niliMHiKhe. ptjckilqiickt i. «eilte Firuliifti
it Witttuck it, Haiti Mid Ktligioi
■Il zahlreiche» Ferirmi, Titili aid lllitlrillM«.

FOR THE

Preservation of Health and
(’»re of Disease without
Medicine.
By the late

ARCHIBALD HUNTER.

I ferausgegeben von Paul Zillmann.

blMtMH: S Mirk. Aailaid: 7 tk; 1 Dall. 75 (it.,
t Fr». 50 Cti.
Pro»»■■■«„■, kiiaioar.
Praw*« (ratio au fn«*o
Orck ■>!< Bafkkia»i>a«i.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

For Sale by the

Esoteric Pub, Co.

REVISED ESOTERIC.
Volume 1.
Should be Read by Every Esoteric Student.

This book contains ail the essential matter originally published in volume l,
and tl, of The Esoteric Magazine.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR REACHING THE HIGH-

EST GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT,

¡b in itself a complete occult library. The laws explained therein will, if con
scientiously followed, lead the Btudent to the highest goal of his desires. Price,
cloth, $2.00.

Volume II.
Companion to volume I.

It contains all the essential matter found in volume m, and iv, of The Eso
teric Magazine.
BIBLE REVIEWS AND HELPS,

by Mr. Butler,
which run through The Esoteric to and including volume IX, begin in this volume.
The reviews in this book cover the'essential points in the first fourteen chapters
of Genesis, and bring out many new and interesting as well as instructive points
hitherto unnoticed. Price, cloth, $2.00.

HARMONY.
A Monthly Magazine devoted to DIVINE SCIENCE

—the Christ Method of Healing.
C. L. and M. E. Ckamrr, Editor» and Publishers.

$1.00 A YEAR,

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION, $1.25.

Send all remittances to

HARMONY PUB. CO.
3360 Seventeenth Street* San Francisco, Cal.
Sfnti itHWM for tampk copy.

ASTROLOGYI

HUMAN NATURE.
A monthly magazine of world-wide repute, now
in its seventh year of publication. Devoted to
Phrenology, Physiognomy, Health, Medical and
Social Reform. Earnest in its advocacy of hu
man liberty and abreast of the age in progressive
thought.

"Astronomy Is excellent but It must
come down in th life to have Its full
value, and not remain there In globes
and spaces."-EMERSON.

raw' w tìrér

Allen Haddock,

Editor and Proprietor.
G. P. Holt,

i

Associate Editor.

Subscription price only 50 cents a year. Sam
ple copies will be sent Free to readers of Toe
Occult and Biological Journal who request
such favor and enclose stamp for postage.

Address, Human Nature, 1020 Market Street,
San Francisco, California.

iUtroWakal
illrtjiaxine«

••THE NEW MAN.”

A Magazine de
voted to a better understanding of the Law of

Sex, the Core of Diseases by Magnetio, Mental,
Psychic and Su^'ritual Forces, and the develop
ment of all hifpier occult powers latent in all men.

Samples for 2c. stamp. Address The New Man

Publishing Company, Qtuaha, Neb., U. S. A.

practical pstrolo^y.
BY ALAN LEO, P. A. S.

A Simple Method of Instruction

in the Science of Astrology.
This work contains the reason of the stars,
which is the true meaning of the word Astrology.
Through its pages the first attempt is made in
modern times to blend the cause with the effect

ANNOUNCEMENT.

The Sphinx is a publication that cannot fail to

interest cultured and refined people. Its object
is to teach the influence that the Sun, Moon and
Planets have upon the earth, and particularly up
on man and his affairs. The Sphinx is the lead
ing Astrological journal of the world, and is sup
ported by the bee t writers on Astrology in Eng
land, America and India, and is the only maga
zine in the United Slates that is entirely devoted
to teaching, demonstrating and vindicating the
truth of the science as taught by the Egyptians.
Price, $3.<)0 a year. Back Numbers. 51) Cents.
30 Cents a Copy. Sample Copies, 30 Cents
Money orders should be made payable to
Catharine H. Thompson, Editor,
721 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Ogman’g palmistry Instructor,
- BY

LEO S. OSMAN.
PRICE, «1.00.
For Sale by Esoteric Publishing Co.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED

Price. 25 Cents.
for Salt by Esoltric Publishing Co.

••Miwlern Astrology’’ pinlicte.l in the Janmtry ¡wie that, "the Climax of 1899
won hl he n < IK EAT W A R.”

MODERN ASTROLOGY
THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED,
lias THE LARGEST CIRCULATION,
ami is THE BEST SUPPORTED

;

ASTROLOGICAL MAGAZINE.
KST A 01.ISH KO |S«<>.

Eoitki* kv ALAN LEO, r.A.S.
.\‘l<>l>trd »«■««.■— ’T)it' wise mug rule» his stars- The stars incline. they do not compel."
The object nf this Magazine is thoroughly 1» pnrifv anti re-eatnhlisli the ancient. M*ien<-e of Ae
tiology. Through plant lory symbology it seeks to explain the ONE imiversnl Spirit in its varied
lililnifeatntioiut
Eihtoiiui. Orncit: I', LYNCROFT GARDENS. WEST JIAMPSTEAD, LONDON. NAV.
Annual subscriptions, ^.‘I.IMI, poet free. Single copy. 25 rente, post free.

A Sample Copy sent post free to any utltlre.xs by mentioning
THE BIOLOGICAL .lOl'KN’AL

THE SUGGESTED and THINKER.
KltlTEIt BV llOtlTHT MIIEKItt.V, M. >•

A popular monthly magazine devoted to an investigation of suggestion and thought forre, their
uses and abuses, and possibilities as curative, moral and educational agents. Its i-tts of contrib
utors is its guarantee of success and of satisfaction to the reading public. It gives vlorough study
and elucidation of the facts of hypnotism, telepathy, dreams, visions, and all other psychic phenomena.
in time it will teach all the methods of hypnotism, using suggestion in the cure of diseases,
habits, and so forth, and in all other possible ways.
Clippings from current articles of American and European journals and portraits of the world's
eminent psychologists and schools of suggestion are a feature of each number.
Subscription, $1,00 a year. Write for sample copy, mentioning The Biological Journal.

Suggester and Thinker Publishing Company,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

THE PHILOSOPICAL JOURNAL.
KMTABriMIIEl»

EOK THIRTY YEARS ISSUED AX

iThe Chicago Religio/Philosophical Journal.

THOS. J. NEWMAN - Editor and Publisher.

Is now Published Weekly at $1.00 per year at
1429 Market Street, San Franus«o. Cai„
SAMri-E IXtVV FKKK.

I

SUBSCRIPTION, 7».

SIMOLE COPY.

15c. A NUMBER.
. ÔE E9OT8RIC PUBU8HING COMPANY,
¿mjtaATB, CALryonsi*.
Bn’ler, Ktrt«r«d *• **e«ad eta* tnst-ter at tb*A pptaffM«. Cal.. FaatOS»«-

THE OCCULT
AND

BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
DEVOTED TO BIOLOGY, METAPHYSICS AND
THE ESOTERIC SCIENCES.
HIRAM E. BUTLER, Editor.

Business Announcement.

THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL b issued »bout th» 20tb of
each month. If not delivered in due time the subecriber should notify tu without delay.
SUBSCRIPTION in the United States, Canada and Mexico, $1.60 a year; six months,
75c.; three months, 40c. Single copy, 15 cte. Foreign countries in the Postal Union, one year, 7a.
2d.; six months, 3e. 8d.; three months, le. lid. Single copy, 9<L
REMITTANCES should be made by draft, by postal or express money order, or by reg
istered letter; if by other methods, at owner’s risk. Persona) checks require 25 cents additional
for collection. All remittances must be made payable to the Esoteric Publishing Company.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS will be made as often as required, but the request must reach
this office on or before the 25th of the month. In order to insure accuracy, the old and new ad
dressee most be given.
ADVERTISEMENTS.—Copy for advertisements must be delivered not later than the
25th of the month preceding the issue for which the insertion is intended.
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METHODS OF CULTURE.
We of the Western world who are seeking attainment
through knowledge of spiritual power, and are in touch with
the various schools of metaphysical unit, are thoroughly ac
quainted with the statement, “Thoughts are things.” Whatever
may be the diversity of the schools in regard to other points,
all agree on this one proposition, amounting to n fundamental
statement, that thonghtR are creative. Tn circles and audiences
of Mental or Christian Scientists who meet for oonoentration or
for healing, we are accustomed to hearing from the leaders the
words, “Let us hold this thonght." Passing on to the Orient,
we find the proposition that “thoughts are things” completely
oontradicted, and the method of attainment quite the reverse of
“holding a thonght." Here we are taught that our first effort
must be in the direction of silencing and dismissing all thoughts,
as well as words and forms. We are given to understand that
it is a difficult process, but of the greatest necessity to onr ad
vancement in spiritual knowledge.
When in India, recently, it was onr privilege to receive per
sonal enlightenment on the subject of the Hindu methods of
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practice, from one who had made attainment in the Spiritual
Life. The first words that we heard him speak revealed to us
that we were in the presenoe of one possessing superior quali
ties, and altogether worthy of the title of “Master." Not sat
isfied with the teachings of Hinduism or of Buddhism, he had
journeyed to England, and there had thoroughly acquainted
himself with the English language, and the Christian Scrip
ture. He fully accepted its teaching as the most enlightened
in the world, and proceeded to write a oommentary upon some
of the books of the New Testament, superior to any that we
have ever read, sinoe his deep insight into the interior life en
abled him to grasp the deep meaning of the spiritual writing.
A “Master" in India, is one who never refuses to give aid
and instruction when requested to do so.
In our first quiet
interview, when we were asked to state what had been our
method of practice and what we had been able to accomplish,
our answer, as given in subetanoe as a starting point was,
that we could “hold a thought almost indefinitely." It seemed
quite shocking in reply to hear, after so many years of effort
in “holding thoughts,” and with suoh marked effects in the
healing of disease: “It is a useless process, and will not bring you
into the power and wisdom you desire. Let your fixed effort
now be to 'let go thought.’ Cleanse the mind of all objective
consciousness. Close the avenue of sense. Thoughts are not
things," he emphatically said; “they are destructive of spiritual
attainment, an enemy to be cast out The canvas of the mind
must first be cleansed of all its preconceptions, before the sa
cred impress of the Spirit oan be plaoed thereon. Its action
as of thought, and its reaction, must cease."
“But how is it possible to train the mind to become a blank,"
we asked, “and to silence or let go thought?"
“It is difficult," he replied, “but the reward is great. The proc
ess is this: Leave all companionship and go alone to any seclud
ed place. It may be in the retirement of your own dwelling if
no disturbing influence can intrude. Next take a position, as
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that of sitting erect in a straight chair sufficiently low for both
the feet to rest upon the floor. My Master,” he added, “assumed
a position more difficult in order to conquer all possibility of
sleep, for along with the enemy thought, that of sleep must be
vanquished. Decide first, then, upon the position that you will
assume, and keep this position unvaryingly. Go with determina
tion, saying, ‘I will not return to the external world until I have
accomplished my object* The attitude of mind is that of listen
ing to something that is going to be said, of seeing something
the like of which has never been shown. As thoughts oome
flitting through the mind, dismiss them, again and again,
as you would fight the fire from your dwelling. Keep the
soul open for the sacred message, with a greater intensity
than the Astronomer, at the moment of deepest expectancy,
fixes his gaze upon the eclipse for which he has been prepar
ing, giving his undivided attention to the supreme moment.
He who thus determines will succeed—perhaps after one, per
haps after many efforts—in dispelling the 'enemy thought*.
Then comes that critical moment when the enemy sleep,
would snatch away the prize. How on his guard must the
neophyte be in order to conquer!
If, or when, he through
faithfulness has gained the victory, then comes, as it were, a
voice, a word, which, translated into English, means'that’s it,'
the turning point; when, lo! instead of the dark sleep that
threatened to obscure everything, comes the ‘illumination,* the
revealment, and a victory is gained.”
This Master assured us that his hours of rest are spent iu
this state of illuminated sleep. “The 'dark sleep’ is a lethar
gic state of ignorance,” he said, “and should, above all things,
be overcome.” He told us that one half-hour of ‘illumination’
was far more restful than hours of ‘dark slumber;* that very
little time was required by him for rest since making this at
tainment; that then it was the rest of the “living,” and that
the hours where fraught with refreshment, unfoldment, peace,
wisdom, in short, all that the word he so commonly made use
of—illumination—would suggest.
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I frankly confess that, after making several efforts, I failed

to reach the much desired goal. I think the Western mind and
life, both subjectively and ancestrally, are in a stite of activ
ity, externally, far more difficult to overoome than are the
Eastern. I doubt if it is possible for any one to make the
attainment, who lacks ancestral discipline in this particular

direction, that the Hindu mind possesses. I believe that
our modes of training must be different from theirs, as our
manner of living seems to be, in almost every particular.
However, I only give this as an opinion. There may be those
in the Western world, who have already made the attainment,

though I have never met any one who has made the claim of
thia acquirement. To me this ib not in the least discouraging,
and I draw from it this lesson: We are not to apply ourselves
too closely to following methods of culture that have been
worked out by other lives, but rather seek to find the key that
will unlock our own dungeon, that we may throw open the

doors and let the sunlight pour in upon us. There is a direct
road leading from each individual to God, and our surest
method will be in turning from all other paths to find this one.
Shut out for a time all preoonoeived ideas and rules that have
been given, while the mind is held open for its individual in
struction. It will surely come, if the heart be pure and the
purpose steadfast. If all evil practice be oast aside, and the life

be unreservedly dedicated to a high and holy purpose, the illu>
mination will not be withheld, and it may come when the eyes
are wide open and the faculties are alert; when the mind and
hands and feet are active in some useful employment, and the ob
jective perceptions are fully awake to the beauties of creation.
There is no limit to the ways of the inflowing Spirit: no

hard and fast methods, that one is obliged to follow in finding
the Father’s house,—the kingdom within. There is only one
requisite; that is, to turn the face toward the light, and away
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from darkness; to distinctly draw the line between death and

life, and serve the one Master. Between selfishness and servioe
there is a great gulf fixed. We must abide on one plane or
the other; there is no interchange between the two. The de

liberate and fearless choice of'selflessness will insure the req
unite aids to the sure place of knowledge, and of its fullness,—
illumination.
For my own part, I am deeply indebted to the “form of
sound words” for my guidance upon the true path. The repe

tition of them to me is like a fortress of protection, or, greater
still, it m like an electric wire, leading to a battery of Bupply,
through means of whioh, by touching it, 1 am brought in con
tact, and faith, strength and substanoe are increased; a light
flashes out across my path, and I again see the way before me,
and take courage. The power of thought is still to me the power

of the electric wire, leading to the fountain, where is supply.
But in no case would I separate thought and action. A few
moments in the silenoe are enough to insure direction, whioh
means the performance of the highest duty.
I know that there are many ways leading to a consciousness
of Eternal Light and Life, which is what we really want to
find, and I have no criticism to make upon any of the means

and methods adopted by earnest disciples of Truth, in their
different waysand leadings; but I am so in love with the world
in which the Creator has placed me, and so appreciative of its
worthiness as my abode, bo thankful and satisfied with the

temple that has been given me to inhabit, that it is with diffi
culty that I close my eyes and become inactive for many mo
ments. It is a joy to think of it all, and I still adhere to the
power of thonght,—the power of couveying thought into action,
the power of expression, only eliminating and “silencing” any
morbid negations of health, strength, wisdom, love and happi

ness, here—now—to-day.

M. A.

WHAT IS OCCULTISM?
The study of the occult, or an effort in that direction, seems

to be almost a mania at the present time; it is a fad, and yet'
among all its students there are few who have anything like a
correct idea of what they are seeking. Most of them think
that there is something that they can learn, either from the
old books or from some master, which, in some mysterious way,
will give them occult or magical powers. This is as erroneous

as it would be to think that a man of great physical strength
could tell another how to beoome as strong as he. and that the

telling would impart the strength.

Everything that belongs

to the occult or magical is a matter of growth and alow devel
opment. Occultism is, first, a correct understanding of the laws
of nature; seoond, an understanding of one's own nature; third,
an application of methods by which certain powers and facul

ties, which are normal, mav be strengthened and increated

and brought wholly under subjection to the mind and will. In
reality, all that there is of magic power comes from a well

developed will, and a mind so cultivated that it can think and
feel whatever it wishes to think and feel, and so focalized that
it can think or feel one thing as long as it desires; in other
words, it is the faculty of concentration of the mind and will.
Here, again, is another point of error in the con » ption of the
ordinary student of the ooonlL
It is an error, however, that
no one who has beoome master of these laws from the truly

divine standpoint, would rectify openly.
All the mystery of occultism resides in the character of this
will power. Among the students of the occult there are un
doubtedly a great number who obtain certain powers which will
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enable them to influence and affect other«, regardlee« of the
space between them and those whom they wish to influence.
The beginning of the practical use of magic in America was
Mrs. Eddy’s Uhristian-Science treatments. She, as well as

many who followed her directly or indireotly, came reasonably

to the oonolnsion that, if they oould heal the diseases of an
individual at a distance and change his mental action, they
could also produce diseased conditions in others. They like
wise concluded that if they could change the mind and remove
diseased conditions, they oould also influence people to patron
ize them and to send them money; in short, that they oould use
these powers to claim wealth. This is the beginning of what was
anciently known as “black magic" simply because it was the oc
cult powers set in motion for the gratification of the selfish
desires of the individual, or for the gratification of vengeance
upon some one who had angered him. There is at the present
time almost as much of this at work among so-called mental
healers of the different schools as there is of what was ancient
ly termed “white magic.” which means simply, in contradis
tinction to the black, that the power is used for the benefit of
others, and, in a general sense, in an unselfish manner.

When we commenced the publication of The Esoteric years
ago, the Blavatsky work and so-called Theosophy had begun to
attract public attention, and they had even then discovered that
the powers of magic resided in the will, or, in other words, that
its foundation was in psychological influence, and we were often
asked to write on that subject. We refused, however, know

ing, as we did, the wonderful powers resident there for evil and
tbe comparatively small degree of power for good, if placed in
the hands of the general public. But any cult that will pay
always has its teachers , regardless of results; and, consequent
ly, there are now magazines springing up every few months,
devoted to psychology, suggestive therapeutics, etc. etc., so that,
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taking into consideration the mental healer, the teacher of pay.
chology, and the student of Oriental magic, there are instru*
mentalities through which any one who has the desire to study,
and has the concentration of mind, may obtain more real knowl
edge on oocult lines here in America than in India or any

where in the world. Even the Oriental magazines are oopying
very largely from American authors on these subjects.
The evil of psychological influence, which, as we have stated,
is the basis of magic, is that it is coercive of the will of an
individual, and takes oontrol of the mind, desires, and even of
the disposition of its object. It does not matter whether the
purpose in the mind of the operator is good or evil, if it takes
oontrol of the will and disposition of another, it must of
necessity be foreign to the real nature of that individual, for
no two people are alike; therefore the motive power not being

in harmony with his own nature, it cannot express it in a nor
mal manner, so that, sooner or later, his real disposition will
gain sufficient directive power over the influence projected
into him to become a guiding force. Now, the animal propen
sities are the strongest factor in human nature, and are only
brought into subjection by the suggestions of the real, normal,
higher self acting through the mind; consequently, in the ab
sence of this factor,the person will invariably begin to act from
his lower sensual self. Therefore, while a bad man may be ap
parently reformed by psychological influence, it will be only ap
parently so; for in a very short time all the inherent evils of

bis nature will beoome dominant, and the apparent reforma
tion will be merely a means by which the individual is enabled
to do more real mischief in society than he would have done if
the normal action of his life bad not been interfered with.
Again, if a person is put under the influence of another mind,
whatever of evil there is in the mind taking control, will take
form in the mind of the one controlled, so that it is very much
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like vaccination,—the impurities in the blood of tbe individual
from whom tbe vaocine matter is taken, are inoculated into the
system of the one vaccinated. The same thing is true of all such
suggestions, whether by Christian Scientists, mental healers,

so-called, or by the system of suggestion or psychology as a
therapeutic agent.
The study of magic in the general sense, as it exists among
the people of the present day is, in nine cases out of ten, pur
sued for the sake of the powers to be obtained thereby, that tbe
student may exercise those powers over others, ceasing them to
do that which he would have them do, and that he may make
the foroes of nature serve him. There is a great deal said—
sub rosa, however—about men having attained such control
over nature’s foroes as to have tbe elementáis do their bidding.
Now, the elementáis are known to be the lowest foroes of nature,
or nature spirits. They are the embodiment of all the lust,
evil passions, and evil tendencies of the race of mankind. In
order that these elementáis may serve an individual, they mast,

at least in the lower phases of magic, be served by tbe individ
ual in exchange for tbeir help. For instance, we are told that
a certain leading occultist became angry with a person and
swore that she wonld kill him through apace. This was one of

the principal teachers of the Oriental magic of the Occident, If
the elementáis, vicious and wicked as they are supposed to be,
were obedient to the will of this individual, they would give
all their powers to the execution of her will to kill the one
with whom she was angry. If it were the disposition of the
person to use the occnlt powers, claimed to be possessed, by
continuous. localization upon the object of her anger and by
a oertain kind of suggestions, it might cause him a great deal
of annoyance, and if he were weak-minded and believed that
magic power oould kill him, it would probably do so.

Here is a side of this occultism, which, above all others,
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should be understood; namely, that no elemental or magic-working suggester can injure another person in the slightest par
ticular, directly or by the laws of thought transference—im
pressions upon the mind of one that evil is being directed
against him through the powers of magic—if he realizes the
fact that no power oan touch him, and simply ignores the
suggestions; for magic power oan have no effect, if it be simply
ignored. On the other hand, if the person keeps thinking about
it and believes the magic workers can control him and accom
plish their designs, he will bring about the evil results by his

own volition and thought; in other words, there is no power
outside one’s own self that ever was or ever will be known to
the magic-working people, that can injure another. The only
injury that oan be wrought is upon the weak-minded one who
is made to believe that he is being injured in a certain direc
tion, when his will becomes dormant and be surrenders to the

influence passively.

For instance, I knew a colored man in

Springfield, Mass., years ago, who through mental-suggestion,
black magic, was made to believe that his eyes were shut per
fectly tight and that he could not see. That impression never

left his mind for a moment, and, consequently, he went about
the streets totally blind, with his eyes closed, and he remained

in that condition for years; in faot, I do not know but that he
has been under that belief up to the present time. The fact
remains, however, that no one can be affected by another, un
less by his own volition. All phenomena produced by psycho,
logical influence come directly under this head; and no one
can be psychologized unless he surrenders his will to another.
Therefore the essential thing on the part of the individual is
to strengthen the will power, to cultivate self-confidence and

self-reliance, and parents should teach this to their children;
for thereby the coming wave of black magic, now beginning

to sweep over the civilized world, can be made powerless.

USEFUL INSTRUCTIONS.
(New Practical Methods.)
iv.
In pursuance of the thought that we have been just consid
ering, that we should walk and live among men as their peers

in every particular, we should be not only apparently equal to
them in all things, but should see to it that in moral habits,
uprightness of life, in our thought, comprehension of knowledge,
we are not inferior to any one. In order to accomplish this, it
may be necessary for some, yes, many, who have not had proper

drill and culture during their childhood, to develop in themselves
a condition of positive perseverance, energy, and self-control.
First, we must comply with nature’s law, which is, that form
expresses character and mental states, and that form also pro
duces character and mental states. These things are always
interactive. For illustration, if a person walks about with his
chest drawn in and his head down, he lacks energy and force,
and will realize that there is in the mind a peculiar stupor, a
consciousness of incapacity, of weakness. On the contrary,
if he moves forward with hiB chest thrown out, abdomen drawn
in, shoulders back, and head erect, he will produce in himself
a consciousness of power, energy, activity, health and vivacity.
Not only is such a consciousness produced by a proper posi
tion of the physical body, but that consciousness itself is inten
sified by the mental states of others, who, when they see a
man with his head up, shoulders back, and sternum to the front,
recognize that the man is alive with energy; they are impressed
with an idea of his inherent power and general ability, mental
and physical, and they reflect that thought upon his mind,
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which stimulates in him like condition«, and enables him to
manifest them. It is a law in nature that if one takes the
form of an effect, the spirit of that form will flow into him

and create similar conditions.
A thought in this connection, which is, perhaps, not oom.
monly recognised, is the powerful influence of other minds upon
the mental and physical states of an individual. The wave of
mind-healing that is now sweeping over the land, has brought

to the front the importance of holding right thoughts oonoerning others, iu order to help and strengthen them. On the other

hand,if we wish others to hold right thoughts oonoerning our
selves, we must appear right in all our external life; for no
matter how kindly disposed a person may be toward us, if we
hold a wrong attitude of mind and manifest a wrong appearanoe, he cannot avoid thinking of us as he sees us, and his

thoughts become to ns a psychic suggestion and a potent
energy in the production of error. Again, if one walks with
a swaying motion, from side to side, an impression of careless
ness is made upon the mind of the observer; and, in like man
ner. every condition manifested by us in peculiarities of motion,
is impressed upon the minds of others, who, in turn, reflect the
impression upon our own mentality.

And further, no one can

walk with a swaying motion, as if his limbs were loose and had
no energy in them, unless there really exists within a feeling

of weakness, vacillation, indecision, a deficiency of firmness, of
direction of purpose. Therefore, every one should make it a
rule of life to walk straight, to move directly forward, keeping
a consciousness of strength of will and power of purpose active
in the body as well as in the mind. When you undertake to
do a thing, act with a will, with decision and precision; for it
should be remembered that the presence of life means power,
and that the presenoe of death is manifested in weakness and
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(More in this connection will be

given farther on.)
There are poisons enough in the atmosphere by which we
are snrrounded, to destroy the body in one week, if the resisting
power of the mind and will were not kept active, there is poison

enough in the food that we take at every meal to destroy the
body, if the resisting power were not kept active; therefore the
necessity of cultivating the will of resistance, which is properly
the will of energy, arising from a oonsciotuness within one’s

self of power to do and accomplish.
Just here we meet that to which we have before referred as
faith in our ability. The man who succeeds in life is the man
who feels that he has within himself the power to succeed, and
that nothing is able to binder him; he is the one who makes up

his mind to go forth oonquering all obstacles.
Such a person
is immediately recognized among his fellows by his movements,

general form and bearing; by the form of his thought and man
ner of expression. He always speaks decidedly in regard to
matters that be has thought over and decided upon—not only
decidedly, but confidently, almost defiantly. At the same time,
the man of wisdom and true mentality so guards his words that
they are never offensive, harsh, or arrogant. The voice should
be modulated to suit the occasion, let it be what it may. There
is no power in the universe like that quiet, harmonious, well-

ordered .expression.
It should be remembered that, not only are our words the
expression of our thoughts, but that every movement we make,
every gesture, including our manner of walking, the position

of the body and the head, are all the expression of the inte
rior activities of the mind. Our military academies and other
schools of drill, but especially the military schools, while per
haps not fully understanding all the law in this connection, yet
intuitively comply with it in drilling students in the motion of
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the body, in teaching them how to walk, how to stand, right

gestures in expressing thought, and, in short, in insisting upon
the cultivation of a right appearance under all circumstances.
The motions taught, however, are chosen in view of the pro
fession for which the student is supposed to be preparing him
self,—that of a warrior. The warrior, of course, is the man of
conquest, supposed to be the conqueror. Our life is a continual
conquest, from early infancy to declining age there is no period

of man’s life in which the work of conquest is not neoessary to
his existence; consequently, it is generally recognized that no
college now in existence, imparts to the student so important
a line of culture and development as our military aoademy.

Nevertheless, in all schools for education and development
of mind and body, there is nothing taught or practiced but

what has been the result of the recognition of nature’s laws.
These methods have largely originated in the inherent in
stinct of the child; its play is simply a series of gymnastics, of
methods for mental and physical development. In the play of
children associated together may be found, not only the meth
ods taught in our colleges—in a state imperfection, however—
but also those practiced by the pugilist and in the animal

phases of life.
The object of this line of instructions is to present meth
ods by which the higher faculties of the mind and sonl
of man may be brought into aotivity, and by which the
body, which is the expression of man’s interior self, may be
properly drilled and taught to express the highest impulses and
noblest characteristics; therefore we would suggest that the
young men and women who are seeking the highest mental

and physical spheres of existence, organize for the purpose of
taking a drill in military movements. If throughout the
country there were organized societies of high-minded young
men and women, whose fixed purpose was to elevate all the
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powers within them, they could adopt all known methode
for self-culture and development, have regular periods for military drill, gymnastio and Delaarte exercises, and, in short, in
corporate into their exercises every available means for devel
oping the body and mind. If each mind were intent upon con
tributing its part of knowledge, of culture and methods for
accomplishment, such an organization would soon grow into
one of the grandest institutions for individual development
known to the world at the present time.
This thought of conquest, active in the child life and in the
life of the young man of knowledge and power, when carried
into every department of life, is the source of growth and

development.

One of the principal reasons why men oeaae to

grow and develop and begin to decline with age, is that the
buoyant energies are allowed to relax and diminish; and with

the diminution of the spirit of conquest in the individual
comes ossification and the manifestations of age, and finally
death. Whereas if the person would recognize these activities
as one of the potent factors in his onward course, and would
so live sb to cause these hopes, aspirations, and efforts (the

work of conquest) continually to grow within the breast, age
and decay might be held off, perhaps for centuries. The
thought of immortality in the body is now beginning to as
sert itself in many minds, and if it is ever attained—and we

believe that it will be attained—this thought that we are en
deavoring to impress upon the reader will be one of the prime
factors in the preservation of the human family. The idea of
conquest over the adverse foroes of life and attainment should
be carried into methods for keeping the body free from disease.

( To be continued.)

WILLIAM EWART GLADSTONE.
As the December issue of The Biological Journal will be
distinctly a Capricorn number, the writer will briefly unfold
the delineation of William Ewart Gladstone, born Deoember 29,
1809. This preeminent personage illustrates, among the Eng
lish speaking people, the real possibilities inherent to those
born in the sign of Capricorn, and we will trace it biologically,

step by step.
William Ewart Gladstone, Nat. Dec. 29, 1809.
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It will first be noted that the Earth was in Caprioorn, and
the Moon in Libra at his birth. (See circle.)
The pedestal npon which he stood and looked out upon the
world, at the outset of his earthly career, was thus typified out
wardly by the goat and physically by the knees.
His polarity in Libra—the Scales—adds mental balance to
his strong aspirational nature, and nnitedly they lay the foun
dation for the wonderful career which followed. Therein aspi
ration and intuition clasped hands. The knees, which could

have been used in getting down, were only used in climbing up.
They became always “the feet of prayer.”
The great planet Jupiter, also in the sign Libra, brings physi
cally and metaphysically an immense power to bear upon his
every step in life. Tbe ideality which always attends Jupiter’s
position finds expression here iu the seat of the intuitions, and
thereby all his work is along the line of that ideal fineness
which can only proceed from those who are strong io interior

apprehensions.
The position of Uranus in Gemini induced an earnest outreaching for knowledge appertaining to the finer forces of
nature, as well as to the occult and the metaphysioal; and his
life work shows how his scholarly attainments and thought
ful meditations transmuted that knowledge into wisdom.
With Saturn also in Gemini, the calmness, orderliness and
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thoroughness of his pursuit of knowledge became established,

and the Philosopher an inevitable part of bis being.
But Mr Gladstone had Man in Virgo, whiel) was, indeed,
something to overcome. Many wonld have allowed the enemy
of good digestion and fine discrimination to have shaped their
lives somewhat, but the metaphysical and intuitional rose tri
umphant above it, and Man was conquered.
With Venus in the sign of Taurus, he was endowed with a
true love of the occult as well as fine brain power. It watered his
life, a stream of unmeasurable fertility, of interior and subtle
power, whereby his expressions in his speeches were oftentimes
almost beyond the immediate oomprehension of his listeners.

Mercury—as Messenger of the Gods—was exceedingly
important to him in the sign Cancer. In a physical sense it
made him strong in lung power, and thus vitalized his entire
being. In a metaphysical sense it opened the door widely into
the Holy of holies in the domestic sphere, and home becomes
sacred unto him. The history of his life attests this. His wife's

devotion to him, amid all his long, varied, and pressing men
tal labors, was keenly appreciated by thia wonderful man, and
found its basis largely in his inherent love of home and family.
The business trend of his nature from bis Capricorn birth,
when combined with this equal trend toward the home and all

that it implies, broadened his life into genuine statesmanship
for the masses.

Although Queen Victoria desired to knight

him, he felt, like our own Linooln, that his duty was to be the
“Great Commoner” and thus act with and for the people.
Called and recalled to be Prime Minister of the United King

dom, he felt always that, as one of the tribe of Judah “the gov
ernment was upon his shoulders,” and both conscience and
judgment were exercised for the amelioration of humanity.
His aspirations and soholarly attainments enabled him
to stand upon the mountain top, and inspire many.
He
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exemplified the grandeur of the Caprioorn nature in ite manysided possibilities, and as students of the language of the
planetary forces, we may well thank God that the “grand old
man” furnishes ns, in his unusual career, so fine an illustration

of their prophetic teaching.

Libra.

ERROR MORE PALATABLE THAN TRUTH.
It is undoubtedly true that, at the present time, the majority
of the human family find error more acceptable than the truth.

There exists a great body of people among whom, but a few
years ago, thought became sufficiently awakened to throw them
out of the old ruts of the church, with its dogmas, aud to cause
them to come gradually into the new thought,—that of the

power of mind, and the control of the physical body for the
purpose of keeping it in health and vivacity. But the human
mind is like a pendulum, which, loosened from one side, swings
to the other extreme. These people have swuug from the side
where the continual prayer was, “We are miserable sinners,
and there is no health in us,” to where they first recognised
that there was health in them by virtue of the Spirit of God,
which animates and is the source of all life. But not satisfied
with stopping there, and quietly and earnestly approaching the

fountain from which they have obtained all that they are, they
have swung into a more radical error than the first; namely,
that if the Spirit of God within is life, then “I am life, and,
therefore, I am Go<L” After this but one step further was
necessary to Lead them into that hopeless condition expressed
in the words, “There is no other God but the God in me and

Consequently, many of them have
plunged into the gratification of their sensual desires and ap
petites, and would make the god within serve in the gratifica
in the human family."

tion of the tower and Bensuous part of their nature.
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One thought, however, should be recognized, and many peo
ple will soon accept it, which is, that the only evil in the world is
good perverted, and that the God principle within the human
family being very good, by perversion may become very evil,

the very devil.

When, in the many advanced-thought maga

zines, I read the words, “I am God", I cannot help the realiza
tion forcing itself upon me, that they are using the wrong
words. In many cases it would be more truthful to say, “I, am
devil;” for it is the work of the devil, or adversary, to promul

gate error and to deceive the people into following their appe

tites and passions.

That there is a foundation of truth in

this declaration, there can be no doubt, bnt that foundation is
like the familiar saying. “The oak is in the acorn." But is
the oak in the acorn? Stop and think. Take an acorn, and,
if you please, water it, but keep it away from the earth and
sunlight. It is barely possible that you may cause it to sprout
from the substance within itself, but that is as far as it can
possibly go in becoming the oak, unless it is placed in the earth

and in the sunlight, and is furnished with an abundance of
water, bo that it can draw in from the elements outside of itself

the requisite material for a continuous growth. And when it
has thus grown and become a tree, how much of the original
material of the aoorn exists in the tree? We must admit that
the acorn could hold, within its own cubic dimensions, bnt a
diminutive part of the great oak.
Let us imagine, for a moment, that the acorn says within
itself, “I am the oak, and there is no oak outside of me.” The
acorn would then cease to reach out and gather the elements
that would enable it to become an oak; it would cease to pray,
to desire, and to love the source from which it must gather the
elements that would enable it to become an oak. Such an aoorn
would never be anything but an acorn; it could never be an
oak. And bo it is with these people. While the germ of Divinity
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is in all life, for God is the Creator of all things, yet it is only
a diminutive germ, and that little germ cannot grow unless it
recognizes the fountain from whence it came and reaches out in
soul yearning and desire, prayer, to that sonroe that it may livo
and grow from the substance of Divinity. It is a universal law

found in all vegetable life, in all animal life and mental exist
ence—that every seed brings forth its kind, and whatever may
predominate in the germ, will characterize that which it prod*
uoes. Not but what in all seeds are all elements, but some of

the elements are in such infinitesimal proportion, that they are

made to serve the element that is in predominance; and that
predominating element of the seed is what gives to the plant its
specific and distinct quality.
The same thing is true of animal life and human thought
“All is thought mind, or spirit." yon say. Well and good;
so it is. But you are just a little seed dropped into the earth
by the divine hand. Yon, unlike the germs that bring forth
vegetable life, have developed the power to control and give
predominance to any elements inherent in your organism: and
if you give the predominance to the spirit of selfishness, self
gratification, lust, and all inverted desires, including greed for

wealth—which is being made a prominent feature of the mental
science teachings of the present time—you are thereby suppress
ing the spiritual qualities, the divine essence, and are giving
pre-eminence to the inspiration, growth and development of the
lower elements of your existence.

Paul expressed a great truth

when he said: “The carnal mind is not subject to the law of

God; neither indeed can be." Again he said; “To be carnally
minded is death; but to be spiritually minded is life and peace.’’
Another thought that is rapidly taking form in the minds of
the new-thought people is that of the immortality of the physi
cal body, but they think to find it through the develment of the
animal functions. Some of these people however, hope to grow
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and develop by the power of mind, and so overoome the influ
ence of death in the body, while they continue to gratify and give
predominance to all the lower senses and passions; in other
words, they go on producing death in their bodies by wasting

their life, and expect to be able to hold mind power sufficient
to overbalance the waste and obtain immortality; but they for
get that the power of mind is dependent upon the amount of

life in the body, and that there is no act which sins against the
higher principles of life within them, or wastes the fountains
of that life, which does not react upon the mind and destroy

the ability to hold the thought by means of whiah they hope
to overoome death.
As they open the door and invite in the
death element, it beoomes a powerful mental factor in the

organism, and every time they say “I am life,” the echo from
deep down within the soul is. “You are dying; I, Death, am here
and own you.” Yes, through a powerful will one may, for a
long time, keep up the cry, Life, Life, Eternal Life! and in part
convince the reason that one has it; yet the grim monster, ever
active through the gratification of sensual desires, continually
disputes the assertion and gradually binds its victim closer and
tighter, until that voice of exaltation grows weaker and fainter,
fades and ceases to be; the body dies and returns to its earth.
We are here as products of the word of God, that spoke
the worlds into being, and all the laws of that Divine Nature
must be complied with in order to grow into its likeness, and
to develop immortal existence within ourselves. We canuot
apply a few of the laws of life, neglecting the essential ones,
and still grow into immortal existence. If you plant a tree
you cannot expect it to grow unless the condition of the soil
is all right, unless it has plenty of water and sunlight, and a
climate suitable to its growth. If these conditions are neglect

ed, the tree, instead of growing, will die.

If they are in part

neglected, the tree will become scrubby and imperfect, and vir
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tually useless. Can you expect immortality while you are com
plying with, perhaps, only one of the multitude of laws requisite

to obtaining it? If so, you will be disappointed. You say there
is no evil—put your hand in the fire and see if it is not evil to
you; ,it will certainly burn your hand and make it Bore.
Take poison, and if it is the right kind it will kill your body.
“But,” says one, “we can overcome even poison."

Yes, you

can overcome some poisons that would otherwise kill you, but

there are others to which you would succumb, and so it is with

all that is in the universe.

You must live in such a manner

that you hove within yourself a fountain out of which you can
create. By means of our riches of life we are made conscious

of power, without which the mind fails, and the ability to over
come the poisons that we inhale with the air we breathe, or
take in with our food will, sooner or later, desert us, and the
spirit of the poisons become master.
The present condition of the new thought is that of all newly
awakened life. The moth that is just awakening to existence
and to the very lowest rudiments of thought, sees the light and
and is charmed by it, rushes into the flame and is destroyed.
The uew-thought people have just beguu to awaken, and have
but one idea: they behold the glories of the one life, and, refus

ing to see anything but the one thought, they rush headlong
into the consuming flame of God’s own existence; for God is a
consuming fire. We believe and hope that there are many of
these |>eople who will be wise enough, and who have grown
large enough, to grasp other thoughts, and to realize the neces

sity of obtaining all truth; for the one little fact that we
live from God is not sufficient—all the conditions requisite
to the maintenance of that fact, as well as all facts of
being, must be taken into consideration, in order that that

beautiful tree of human existence may be planted in genial

soil, with proper sunlight and water, and grow from all the
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qualities provided by the Divine Father.

When the Nazarene

said “Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall make you

free,” he did not refer to some fraction of the truth, but to

the whole truth; and no intelligent person can say of any one
line of thought, this is the truth, for there is nothing true of
itself and there is nothing false in itself.
All is true when in
Jits proper relation to everything else, and all is false (ineffec
tual) when not in its proper relation to everything else. As a
friend we would ask you, whoever you may be, to stop and oon-

sider. do not as the moth, fly into the flame and destroy your
self by the one idea now prevalent among the many.

WAITING.
BY

iVKKYL.

“Only waiting till life’* journey » a little longer grown,
Only waiting till the darkness of thia long Barth-night is flown,
Only rating for ths sunrise that will ooms across the roe,
Only praying for the angel who will oome to rescue me.'*
Only waiting till the conflict of thia pilgrimage ia done,
Only working till my ransom and beatitude are won,
Only longing for the herald who will set my spirit free,
Only praying for the dawning of a bleat eternity.

Only waiting till my triumph and my victory begin.
Only working till the harveata and the fruits are garnered in,
Only longing for the echoes of Time’s storms to pass away,
Only praying for the splendor of an endless summer day.

Only waiting till my spirit has achieved its mission here,
Only working till my title to inheritance ia clear,
Only longing for my birthright in the realms of bliss above.
Only praying for the passport that secures eternal love.
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Golden Brown.
The gruat wonder of the sign Caprioorn, the mystery of the camber ten—who
may reveal it? It is the secret of the first that is the last. “I am He: I am the
first, I also sin the last.** Even so, Lord; and wrapped in the untold glory of
the Last, may we reverently lift the veil, and in humblest thankfulness receive the
holiest revelation of all, the divine mystery of the First
But once does hums i science speak in the accents of Divinity: in the language of
numbers alone she has hoard and repeats to us the converse of the gods, in its absolute
and all-embracing perfection. No radiant message flashes through the depths of
space from one great world to another, which is not voiced by the eternitl« in this
counic tongue; and amid all the worlds of all time and space, no creative thought has
thrilled the darkest recess of protoplasm io consciousness, of which the God of life
and form does not discourse to us in the unmistakable terms of this universal lan
guage of numbers. Wonderfully is the story of creation told in its unbroken and
majestic rhythm of Ten, for when Nine (Teth, the serpent, the circle) completes
the circle of life, the first bright power of the cycle beyond appears, adding its
strength to the oompletement of what is past, and in the number Teo, we meet
the new and the old, the first and the last, the Alpha and the Omega. Then, in
radiant order, each succeeding potency of that higher cycle desoends to add it»
own luster to the growing effulgence below, until, at the end of the second series
of Nine (90, or 00), the perfection of the second circle is attained, when two oyoles
receive the initial power of the third and more glorious circle beyond, and in the
100 the second beat of creation's mighty rhythm is heard, to give place, in its
turn, to the 1000, the completeness of the third great oirole of time and progress.
And thus, in glorious increment, circle after circle, Nine after Nine, mounts in an
infinite sequence of Tens.
Wo count the circles of life on, on— up, up, until
“the number of them is ten thousand times teu thousand, and thousands of thou
sands," and human language can do no more for us, the human eye oan see no
further, and even imagination has grown dizzy in it» upward flight, and yet we
know that forever And forever extend those circles, that infinite stretch of Tens.
It is in the Tenth Sign of the Zodiac, the Sign of Capricorn, that we meet all
the weight of this sublime mystery; for, throughout the aeoeuding series, each
Ten holds within itself its own oreative circle, the perfection of its own Nine,
and by virtue of the descending power of the Divinity, the Holy ONE, of the ce
lestial circle beyond, it has become the Ten. And, aa did the mother of Judah
(Capricorn), “now will I praise the Lord”, in that he hath vouchsafed unto us
“the riches of the glory” of this divine inheritance; for as we cloee the mystic cir
cle, and pass into the holy consummation of the sign Capricorn, into the sacred
presence of the Last, that completeness of all that we have known, lo, the veil
that baa covered the Holy of holies is lifted, and in revereoae and in wonder we
bow before the divineat mystery of the First, for in Capricorn abides the mystery
of the divine birth.
As the Holy Place is unveiled there streams forth from its burning center the
the light of the unknown, and bathed in its splendors, our oofooiousness is lost in
the refulgent presence of the Celestial, the new-born Son. We do not quite un
derstand the great wonder of it, for we have passed into the untried and unimagined glories of the new, our entire being, our circle of the past, has met and been
joined to the Holy One of the eirde beyond; and yet we have learned the grand
est, the ultimate truth of all life.—that Capricorn brings the circle of perfected
experience and lays it at the feet of the Divine Son, who springs into being
through the Holy nf holies, the Libra ( Reuben, meaning “Behold, a Son*”),the
sign first in creation's order.
The circle of earth, the earth-globe, is brown,—it is to us the cosmic sum of all
the past, and the cosmic and the human life know the same law,—but in the
Golden Brown of the Cspricom, we see the light from the Holy Place, the glory
of the New, shining behind and through the somber hue of earth.

DELINEATION OF CHARACTER.
We regret that limited space permits ui to give, during the course of the ys»r,
but one delineation to each subscriber. The ueoereary data are, the year, day of
the month, hour and place of birth. Without the hour we may approximate a de
lineation, bnt it will always be unsatwfactory; therefore, if obtainable, we should
have the hour, and if it cannot be aaoertained, the applicant most understand that
the charset er-eketeh is more or leno incomplete. In all ranee, however, the dale and
place of birth moat be given, or it will be useless to attempt a delineation. We
wish distinctly to state that our time in too thoroughly occupied to write to ap
plicants for additional data. Those who wish special help in the regenerate life—
such M was given in The Esoteric—should so request in their application.

G. W. March 11, 1840, 12.80 a. m. Colchester, England.
Tbiflicitibs.

Aiby,

3.

Watbky,

2.

Fikry,

1.

Eabtby,

2.

At the time of your birth the earth waa in tliat restlees, noxious
sign Pisces, and you are led out through Gemini, which is also a
restless, active sign, which governs the hands: Saturn and Mercury
are both in this sign, leading and governing your life. Your rising
or body sign is Scorpio, which enables you to hold in abeyance the
restless Pieces nature, and makes you quiet, rather staid and digni
fied in bearing. Your hands are very dextrous in whatever you wish
to do. Have a vitality transcending that of the ordinary man, and,
therefore, great physical endurance; but you do not like to work
hard and would never perforin physical labor. Yon have a good
scientific mind, and are a lover of art, literature and poetry; of lux
ury and elegance. Are rather peculiar in your ideas of personal ap
pearance; have fine intuitions, and are somewhat attracted to the oocult and mystic. Judging from the position of Jupiter in Taurus,
you should restrain an inclination to gratify the senses. You would
be very » jccossful ar a public speaker, as a teacher, or as a surgeon.
With ordinary care your health should be good, and you should live
to a good old age.
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Mrs. L. C. F. Jane 17, 1853, noon.
Triplicities.

Trinities.
Intellectual,

Airy,

2.

Maternal,

Fiery,

0.

Reproductive,

Watery,

4.

Serving,

Earthy,

2.

RISING SIGN—n?.

Your base and body sign are characterized by Mercury, but Jupi
ter in its home position and in your earth sign, gives to the Gemin i
all its qualities: it imparts knowledge, clear understanding, orderly
conception, and harmonizes much of the restlessness of the Gemini
nature. These characteristics are led out and dominated by the
moon, Uranus, Saturn and Mars in Scorpio, which places your na
ture between two extremes; the one, open, free, and expressive, and
the other, subtle, silent and obscure, in the sense of unknown to your
associates. However, these positions give you great vitality and in
clination to the regenerate life; and no doubt you have many remark
able visions and a strong leaning toward magic, pure and simple.
You should be very carefnl not to allow yourself to study the princi
ples of magic, bat rather study the laws of nature and try to bring
yourself into harmony with the God and Father of all, the Creator
of the universe. There is an inconsistency in your nature, as you
have a great inclination toward the occult and at the same time are
materialistic; but, as you are a woman, the occult will dominate.
You would be very successful as a writer of fiction, especially of
stories of occult tendency. Be calm and restful; live in the mind
and control the passions, and all will be well with you.
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J. S. N. Sept 10, 1834, 9.25 p. m. Yorkshire, England.
Triplicities.

Trinities.

Intellectual, 1.

Airy,

1.

Maternal,

Fiery,

3.

Reproductive, 3. \®

Watery,

8.

Serving,

Earthy,

1.

3.1

1.
rising sign—n.

You were born with three extremes of nature: Virgo with a Gem
ini body, puts yon under the rule of Mercury; Sagittarius polarity
leads you out into the influence of Jupiter and Mara in Scorpio.
Were it not for your ideals and the culture which you have had, you
would be very eccentric, impulsive and quick tempered, striking at
your best friend mentally; yet you have a loving, tender, sympathetic
nature, and a great ideal of home and family. Are a man of intui
tions, and Saturn imparts to your mind order and harmony, so that,
notwithstanding your peculiar impulsiveness, you will undoubtedly
make life a success. Uranus in Leo allies you to the occult and mys
tic and to the subtle forces of nature. While you are sensitive, yet
your sensations are, in a way, not controlling, because they are not as
keen as they would be were Mercury not in Aquarius. Mercury is in
the interior of the triplicity of which your body sign is the expressor, and your base belongs to the feminine earthy, which gives you
a solid foundation for a structure of wealth and position in life; but
you should constantly guard against the influence of your polarity, in
order to avoid hasty speaking, too quick and impulsive action, and
should cultivate quiet harmony of motion. Music will be to you a
tonic and the best medicine for your inclination to dyspepsia, especial
ly if listened to just before eating. You should never eat in a hurry
or when your mind is filled with business cares.
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G. B. April 22, 1867, 1.55 a. m. Allo*, Scotland.
Trinities.

Triplicthes.

Intellectual, 8-

Airy,

1.

Maternal,

Watery,

2.

Reproductive,!.

Fiery,

2.

Serving,

Eartht,

8.

2.

2.
RISING SIGN—>J.

Yon have a good foundation in the earthy and material signa, hav
ing Taura» as a base and a Capricorn body, led out by the execu
tive sign Sagittarius. Are apt to be too quick and positive; and if
you fail in making life a success, it will not be because you are too
slow in your operations, but because of being too quick to act and
•peak. In all your desire and effort to acquire knowledge, make a
special study of wisdom, the discreet use of knowledge. You are
directly under the ruling influence of Uranus and Saturn: Uranus,
governing the body, allies you to the mystic; Saturn in Taurus, its
home position, gives you a very orderly, scientific mind, accurate in
whatever you do, and moderates your impulsiveness to a more
thoughtful, quiet motion. Jupiter in Leo exalts the characteristics,
gives you a strong hatred of what is low, mean, or vulgar; imparts an
aristocratic bearing, too much pride of personal appearance and re
gard for the esteem of others. Mars in Pisces produces great restless
ness, discontent, and love of change, and militates against the quiet,
persistent effort which alone brings success in life. It breaks up the
home and family conditions, which the position of Venus in Cancer
tends so strongly to establish. There is nothing more attractive to
you than an elegant, peaceful, harmonious home, with bright and
loving surroundings. While you have some inventive ability, yet
Mercury in Gemini produces in you a feeling of helplessness. You
may undertake a thing with much enthusiasm and force, but your
mind becomes confused and you lack persistence. Cultivate the calm,
quiet, steady, determined effort, and you will make life a success.
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Airy,

2.

Fiery,

8.

Watery,

0.

Earthy,

8.

RISING SIGN- X.

Your Taurus base gives you access to the fountains of vitality and
natural power. The moon and Saturn in Capricorn put your nature
under the governing power of Saturn—more decidedly so as Saturn is
in the head of the triplicity of which the base is the interior. The
rising sign, Pisces, weakens the body, makes you restless, nervous, and
somewhat inclined to morbidness, although the brain has an over-en
dowment through the position of Uranus, Jupiter and Mars in Aries.
This conjunction of planets in Aries makes it necessary that care
be taken to keep the brain cool, the mind in a restful attitude, and
not to overdo in thought and effort, for even physical exertion will
immediately affect the head. All disorders will attack the head- Venus
and Mercury in Gemini add to your inclination to think, and tend to
ward inventive genius, and to deep research and study. The remarka
ble harmony between Pisces and Gemini will bo mewhat overcome the
confusing influence of Mercury in Gemini, but still it will be with
difficulty that you can execute and bring into material form your plans
and ideals, which are good, orderly and useful, provided the thought
is turned into proper channels; otherwise you will become a dreamer.
By nature you have but little idea of the world in which you live;
you live in a world of your own. You should take plenty of physical
exercise, and I trust you have been brought up to use your lower limbs
—if you have not your body will be weak. Walk a great deal and try
to enjoy nature. You should have the care of animals, which you
naturally love, and should live much in nature, and imbibe therefrom
the pure air and spirit of life. You are organized for literary pur
suits, but must be very careful not to overdo.
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S. T. D. M. Feb. 6, 1869, 2 a m. Yorkshire, England.
Triplicities.

Trinities.

Intellectual, 2.

Airy,

5-

0.

Fiery,

2.

Reproductive, 3. \®

Watery,

0.

Serving,

Earthy,

1.

Maternal,

3.
RISING SIGN—iq..

At the time of your birth the earth and Mars were in the sign
governing the nervous system. Thia produces a nervous, restless tem
perament; quite combative, but Mars gives good inspirational abili
ties. The rising sign, Scorpio, somewhat counteracts the influence of
the moon in Sagittarius and your nervous, excitable tendencies, which,
however, are active in the interior. You are altogether too quick to
take offense. Jupiter's position in Libra gives you unusual psychic
power in influencing and controlling others, as well as good perception
and foresight. Venus and Saturn in Gemini impart fine mechanical
ability, a love of the sciences, and facility in acquiring a knowledge of
them. You have a strong endowment fitting you for the medical
profession, but are too nervous and irritable and have too much dis
satisfaction within yourself to follow that profession. The one thing
necessary for yon is the cultivation of stoicism; hence morning (cold)
baths, exercise, and all that pertains to stoicism, are very essential to
you, in order that you may get control of yourself, and that the mind
may become master. Your body sign and polarity greatly aid you
in the study of occultism and the subtle furces of nature, but it is very
important that you cultivate a positive quiet, determined will, which
will enable you to move toward your purpose with unwavering pre
cision. When you have accomplished this, study and quiet thought
will open up to you realms of knowledge well worth all the effort ex
pended in reaching them. As Mars is the inspirational planet and
in your life, you are under its control, instead of that of Mercury, aa
the natural instincts incline you to be- You should live on high
ground and in a dry climate.

A TESTIMONY.
When, a few years ago, we were leaving America with the
object of travelling in other lands, we had, on our way to the
Golden Gate, the pleasure of a visit to the Esoteric Fraterni

ty at Applegate. We were drawn thither through a desire to
oome into closer oommunioation with leaders of the Esoteric
Movement, and with those who were making an effort to follow
its pure and high teaching in their daily living.
We were

much pleased with both the interior and exterior work that
was being accomplished there. The active duties of the hour
were carried on with faithfulness and no small amount of
interest, while, at the same time, one could feel that self
discipline was the motive of every action.
The good influence felt at this first call at the door of the
Fraternity, together with the interest we have always taken in
the movement, led us on our return home to make a second
call, this time extending into a delightful week, that we would

like to have continued indefinitely.

We find the situation of

the Fraternity much improved, and that the dwelleng places
have been removed from the plains to the hilltops. A plaoe
more beautiful for situation and seclusion one could scarcely
desire, the surrounding view in every direction presenting an
endless variety of hills and valleys, decorated with a wealth of
pine and fir tree, intermingled with the bright manzanita, in
all of which the Sierras abound. An atmosphere of freedom
and holiness pervades the place. One who is at all sensitive to

psychic force will feel its uplifting quality, for regeneration
is the watchword of the Fraternity. The earnest people who
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are gathered here have passed the kindergarten stage of spir>
itual attainment, and are probing deep into human nature for
all of its deceptions, that they may be totally destroyed. When
men and women oommenoe to take up earnestly the real prob
lems of life, then will the earth begin to “blossom like the
rose”, and to yield to the faithful ones her increase.
The Fraternity, though at present smaller in numbers than
formerly, is on a firm footing, and seems now to be entering a
new cycle that bodes an influx of success and of permanent
advancement. The noble Esoteric Magazine, with its new
name, is sent forth with a divine love and strength, whose
leaves will be for the healing of the nation. We stretch our
hands at parting, to the North, South, East, and West, as far
as eye can reach, from this pure center, and pray that the
Principle and Truth that it is laboring and standing for may
reach to the end of the earth.
Yours ever faithfully, Anna W. Mills

CORRESPONDENCE.
Philadelphia, Nov 24, 1900.
Mr. H. E. Butler,
Dear Sir:—
•

•

•

•

•

The Occult and Biological Journal is in every respect
a new-century magazine, and is several generations in ad
vance of its altruistic predecessor, The Esoteric. I hail its
introduction to the occult world as the introduction of a new
and original type of literature; In an age of innovation, this
innovation is a beacon star for the future; the broad scope of
its design, the profound character of its teaching, the masterful
methods by which it is published, all conspire to make it a
school of culture for cultured minds. The versatile cover,
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is an emblem of that versatility to which the occult mind must
attain before it can become an initiate of the sublime cult of the
Immortal Masters. Its chaste appearance is a delight to the
eye, and the parity of its text is a type of that regeneration by
which humanity must rise to a knowledge of the sacred doctrines
of the Soul,—doctrines that must be freed from the crystal*
izations of carnality, as gems are cut and polished by a lapidary,
before their inherent beauty can be appreciated.
This is the noble work of The Oocult and Biological Journal,
—a work that must magnify as the years increase; a work
that will drop its rare fruitage into human brainB, as seasons
drop their rich and varied fruitage into humau hands; a work
that makes tangible the cable binding world to world, and
places the heart of man in touch with the Eternal. With fra
ternal greeting.
Very Sincerely Yours,
Paul Avenel.

Cleveland, O. Oct. 24, 1900.
Mr. H. E. Butler,
Dear Sir;—Having been interested in Solar Biology for sev
eral years and having disoussed it with all sorts of people,
is my only excuse for taking the liberty of addressing you per
sonally.
I took up Solar Biology as a means of amusement
at first, but, after looking up all my friends, I was more and
more astonished at the accuracy with which it pointed out, at
least the more striking features of their characters. And it
also seems to be almost a sure guide to the diseases to which
persons are liable, and altogether, after making some allow
ance for heredity and environment, it appears to be quite a re
liable guide to character. But there is one matter of which it
treats and gives some rules, in regard to which I have been of
ten requested to make some investigation, and wherein 1 seem
as often to fail in reaching the correct result. I refer to the
laws of attraction between persons, as set forth in the book.
1 have studied it carefully and have worked out matheniat-

1
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ical formal» in order to get at it. I first formulated a table of

factors,—-one factor for each form of attraction mentioned in
the book,—which, after finding the proper factors for any par
ticular pair of persons and multiplying them together, would
indicate the probability that only one person in the number

represented by the product could have the same amount of at
traction for one as the other person of the pair had. But this
method took no aooount of the strength or quality of the va
rious causes of attraction.

I also figured it by percentages,

which amount to substantially the same result, taking the po
sition of greatest attraction of planets at 100 per cent, when

the positions of greatest antipathy would always equal 8 J per
cent. In comparing the attractions between myself and my
respective friends. I have met with some surprises as indicated
by my figures, but, as applied to my more particular friends, I

will admit that the results seem right as to order, but I think
not as to the degree of my affection for them.

In these meth

ods I have taken no aooount of wbat you call “harmonious na

tures” which may be attractive to everybody, and, therefore,
ought perhaps to be considered in comparisons of two or three

persons with any one person.
To illustrate how much I am “at sea” in this matter, I wish

to submit a specific case to you, whioh I have had nnder pretty
close observation for several years. This is a case of a lady

who has been, end is yet, qnite an attractive person to men in
general. She has at least two particular gentleman friends,
both younger than herself, and she affirms that she thinks, and
always appears to think, about as much of one as the other, but
according to Solar Biology as I understand it, she would ba very
apt to fall in love with the July man, and I cannot find any

reason nt all. except in the positions of Mara, Uranus, and prob
ably Saturn, for her apparent high regard and affection for the
April man.

Thus—
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2nd Mail.
Apr. 4, 1858.

let Man
July 3, 1863.

Lady.
June 19, 1852.
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100

]per cent
44

44

44

44

44

4*

44

44

50.00
100.00
100.00

58.83
18.75

50.00

44

44

44

44

8—Agreement of Conjugal and Sex
pianeta
25.00 44 44
4—Agreement of Mara and Jupiter
83.83 44 44
1,5— “
“ Saturn and Uranus.
Taste, Intellectual and Spiritual
29.80 44 44
29.40 44 44
Planetary Agreement
Product of factors indicate that only one person in 1,606,
138 might have the same attractions.

Female, June 19, 1852.
Male. Apr. 4, 1858.
100 per cent
Factor
25.09 44 44
3 — Baiie Sympathy and Agreement
44
44
100.00
8—Mental Sympathy
44
44
100.00
1.7—Vital
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1— Ì Polarity, Sympathy and
2— J Agreement
j Sex Love

12.00 “ «

j Conjugal Love

17.00 « «

9.10 “ «

2—Agreement of Conjugal and Sex
planets
16.66 “ “
1.71—Agreement of Jupiter and Mars
14.25 “ “
2.95—
“
“ Saturn and Uranus.
Taste, Intellectual and Spiritual
57.00 “ “
Planetary Agreement
29.00 “ “
Product of faotors indicate that only one person in 1.348
might have the same attractions.

I also give the results in this case as calculated by my meth*
ods. If you will kindly help me out in this, I would appre
ciate it highly, and if you have any special rules or deductions
not published in the work, I would be glad of an opportunity
to learn them. Thanking you in advance for your kindness,
I am, Yours very truly,
L. G. Hopper.
Ana.—There is naturally a good degree of harmony between
persons born in the head of a trinity and those born in the
expressing sign of the same trinity, which is the case with th e
Aries man and Gemini woman, of whom you speak.
I have
found that there is always a peculiar harmony existing between
Gemini and Cancer. But the greatest points of harmony that
I have observed in years of careful study, are where the body,
or rising sign of one is the interior, or earth sign of the other.
As there is not space here to give the harmonies and inhar
monies existing between the body, or rising sign, and the interi
or, or earth sign and planetary positions, I oan only suggest that
you make the experiment in regard to the rising signs, which
govern the physical body, the senses, etc. We will probably
have something in The Journal in the near future giving a
more extended account of attractions and repulsions.
[Ed.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Ljobt trom tbs Fam East. A 14-page monthly, devoted to tba religion, Art
aad literature of the Orient. To those who are interested in Japan, China and the
Orient in general, it will, undoubtedly, ba eery interesting. Published by Joe.
M. Wada, Boston, Mias *2.00 par annum.
Ths Radiant Osman. An 8-page paper issued monthly, devoted to Philoso
phy, Science and Religion. It is a vary bright little paper, aad we believe that it
will be a suooeea Subscription, *1.00 a year. Kata A. Boehms, editor, 2016 O
St, Washington, D. C.
Tirocoirr. A small magazine of 21 pages, issued monthly; Marina Eddy, sd
itor. The oontento of the number before us am as foilowz How to Uea Magnetic
Power; Religions Compared; Every Thing io Conscious; Editorial Department; E]
MaKso, A California Story; Advertise nunts. Published by The Thought Publish
ing Co, 1709 Encinal Ave., Alameda, CsL 50 oanto a year.
Tbs Independent Tims sb. Thia is a 16-page magazine edited by Henry
Freak, whose desire is “to help people to think independently,** and “to send out
each mouth a ray of tight that will penetrate thoumnda of households and load
them from darkness to day, from error to truth.*’ Published monthly by The In
dependent Literature Association, 30-82 West 27th St, N. Y. Price *1.00 a year.
Ths Natusal Hbadeb. A monthly magazine of 16 pages, devoted to the
interests of Druglees Healing and its Practitioners. Office, 3986 Cottage Grove
Ave., Chicago, Dis. Subscription price, 60 cento per annum, in advance.
Pbice's Maoazhtb or Pstcboixxjt. A monthly periodical of 27 pages, devot
ed In general to Psychic, Scientific and Philosophic Research and particularly
to tbs Laws of Health and Loogevity. Dr. W. R. Price, LL. B., editor. Subscrip
tion, *1.00 a year. Published by Dr. W. R. Price's Sanatorium and School of
Psychology, Austell Building, Atlanta, Ga.
Listen. A little paper of 8 pages, quarto rise, “devoted to the welfare of hu
manity." The spirit of this paper seems to be the most wholesome and truly spir
itual of any of the advanoed journals that we have so far touched. It deals with
the laws of mind and spirit, and with certain methods neoemsry to nufol.lment
and development. It is evidently alive to the topics of th* day, and we b^liov* that
it will have the success to which it is entitled. Prof. Edward Miller, Jr., editor
and publisher, 823 Franklin St.. Evansville, Ind.
A CoMPBESBUSiva Guinn Book to Natvbal, Hvoikkic, and Humane Diet.
By Sidney H. Beard. This is a very carefally and ably written work on vegetarian
diet It is probably one of the best of its kind before the public. The author takes np
the subject with more reasonableness than do meet writers upon this subject, and
gives a large number of recipes for preparing vegetables, fruits and nuts for the
tabla. While we are not much in sympathy with the numerous vegetable, fruit

H
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»nd not preparations now being »old, yet they are probably better t*»" ao much
animal food. There is nothing so good, however, as vegetables, frnita and nuts an
near the natural state aa poamble. Sold by W. R. Rueeel & Co., Limited, 6a
Paternoster Row, Loudon, and The Alliance Publishing Co., Life Bldg., N. Y.
Prioe, One Shilling.
Th« Logo». Thia ia a email msgwtiae of aixteen pages, issued monthly. It
seems published with the idea of simply oouveving the thought—which is all that
is necessary in a periodical—without any effort toward embellishment. It is cer
tainly an excellent little aaagairine, and Miae Thaokcr'a strange and varied srperienoes, bwth in following the Esoteric thought and when gathering through her own
inspiration, baa enabled her to become a valuable teacher. We can safely reoom
mend her publication, M one in which will be found practical and tmeful thought.
Pnblbhed by Mira San Thacker, Applsgate, Cel Subscription, 91.00 a year.

Twatvn Emat«. By Frederick W. Burry. Thia pamphlet contain» a marvel
ous amount of very good suggestive tbonght,—suggestions that are filled with vi
tality; but, in reviewing books, it is our duty to speak of them as we find them,—not
simply in the intenet of those who sell them, but for the benefit of those who buy.
We must, therefore, call attention to the fact that the thought embodied In thia
work seems to be that of a leader who in following one of the bv-pnths. The
nature of it is well expresand in one of the quotations made by the author, aamnlv,
the words of J era», “Seek ye first the kingdom of God. and all else will be add
ed." “And ita righteonsnesa” it will be observed, is omitted. There is a bodv,
who call themselvra the new-thought people, who are following their own eelfish
desires, appetites and passion», ignoring all efforts toward self-preparation for a
life of true righteousness, all efforts for elevation of self tn a point at which it can
proper) v and reallv come into oon-vriounese of divine eottahip. The requisites
for thia condition seem to be left out of their consideration, and this book seems
to be a special rapresentative of that class of thought We repeat that it contains
antovraggestiona and idea» that are very vital and important nad to the one liv
ing the true life manv of the suggestions would be very useful; therefore we ad
vise the Esoteric student to read ths book, but to keen in mind ita lack of the
spirit of righteousness. Prioe, 25 cents.
Addram F. W. Burry, Th) Euclid
Ave., Toronto, Canada.
Ths Nbw Nams. Thia io the title of a pamphlet of 7^ pages, bv Dr. George
W. Carey. Ita Content» are. “Seven Leesons in Science of Being", The Cause of
Happiness: What Must We De to be Saved from Unhappiness? Leaving the
Pharaohs; The D«ert and the Red‘Sen; Rolling the Stone From the Door of
the Sepnlohre: Ths New Birth: The Div of Rist; also A Scientific Statement of
Pvvchometrv. and Anpendix containing extracts from the writings and savings of
Seem, Philosophers. Poets. Writers. Thinkers. Rulers, Statesmen. Stoics, and Crit
ics of Ancient and Modern times.’’ While we have not the time to give this work
a careful reading, yet we know that Dr Carcv is a thinker worthy of attention, and
we baliave this namohW to be ws'l worth the purchase prioe. Prioe, 55o. Sold by
the author. 201 M lAllister St, San Franauco. Cal.

Fat« Mtarnuan. Dbatittv Fuirrttno. By W. J. Colville. This Is »booklet
of 52 page* handsomely hound In white and gold, stamped In green and printed
on elegant paper in fine, bold type. To those acquainted with, and interested in
Mr, Colville’s thought, this book would no doubt be a jewel. Price, 35o. Sold by
Thomta Y. Crowell and Co., 420 Broadway, New York,

EDITORIAL.
Every artist knows how difficult it is to put nature's tints
upon his canvas: no matter with what care and skill he may
mix his pigments, there is always something lacking in the

result. Probably that something which he can never catch, is
what may be termed the life of the color—the breathing,
sentient something which it sends forth, and which we
unconsciously recognize as a vital emanation. If with every
facility for selecting and mixing colors, it is so difficult to

reproduce the commonest hnes of the external and material
world, our readers will readily understand the impossibility of
faithfully reproducing those subtler and still more vital oolors
with which the great realm of astral substance is pulsating.

In order to do so. one should seize and use as his pigments the
pure essence of ethereal life.
In view of what has been said, it is evident that, under the
most advantageous circumstances, we could be but partially
snoeessful in onr effort to send out each month a magazine,
which, in the oolor of its cover, would give an adequate con
ception of the color of the prevailing sign; and the added diffi
culty of the undertaking will be appreciated when we call at
tention to the fact that we are remote from the centers of trade,
and must select the paper nsed in binding our magazine from
such samples as we can procure through correspondence.
Could we avail ourselves of the artist's privilege of mixing
one's own pigments in the effort to reaoh some particular tint,

or even had we a wider choice in selecting paper already in
the market, The Journal would be yet more attractive in
appearanoe, and in its presentation of the astral oolors, if it
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did not attain the impossible, it would, at least, approach more
nearly to the primary or oreative hues. However, our friends
may be assured that, if not entirely satisfactory to those who
see and know the wonderful lights with which the unseen
is aglow, The Jonrnal will give a fairly correct idea of the

twelve sodiacal colors, if, each month, the short sketch of the
sign and its hues be studied in connection with the color
in which that number is bound.

We have been nnable to procure a plain paper of the color
desired for the oover of this issue; and, consequently, there
is soroll pattern upon its reverse side which has no occult
significance.

This issue of The Occult and Biological Journal is sent to
our friends with a Christmas and New Year greeting. May
your Christmas be happy, and your New Year, as well as the

new century, an opening into new and greater light and broad
er spheres of knowledge and usefulness.

‘
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NOTICE.
When Oak Park passed out of the hands of the Esoteric Fra
ternity, it was purchased by one of our neighbors, who had
long known the place. As he is a man of advanced age and in
poor health, he wishes to sell the place, and we would Kke to see
it go into the possession of some one interested in the higher
thought. The value of the place may be better estimated when
we state that there was a mortgage of ¥2,000 and a second
mortgage of ¥5,000 on it, making in all ¥7,000. These have
been cleared, and the present owner now offers it for ¥7.500.
There are 160 acres in the plot, and most of it lies in such
position as to be easily irrigated. A large portion of it eon Id
be cultivated as a gardon; a little creek runs through it, which

supplied sufficient water to give us a garden of about t*o acres,

—one of the finest that we have ever seen. There are, at least,
sixty acres that could be irrigated and used for garden pur

poses. The present owner has rebuilt the cottage, making a
house of seven rooms, with a veranda on three sides, a fine large
pantry and dish closet, a bath room with porcelain-lined bath
tub, and all the modern improvements for closet. Good spring
water is brought into the house, and there are appliances for
hot and cold water in the kitchen. Adjoining the house is a
summer-house or cellar, for keeping fruit, vegetables, milk,
etc., and a nice large wood shed. Everything about the place

is in first class order.
There are also four small cottages containing twelve rooms

all nioely papered.

The present owner uses Oak Park as a

summer boarding-plaoe. He gets *7,00 a week for each board
er, and during the summer months is obliged to turn away a
great number that cannot be accommodated. The bouse is also
furnished with acetylene gas fixtures, and telephone facilities.
A good barn, all necessary farming implements, a brick shop
and carriage house, a span of horses, harness and a two seated
carriage, are included in the purchase prioe, *7,600.
Applegate is beooming quite a summer resort, and Oak Park
is better adapted for keeping boarders than any place in this
part of the state. We will be pleased to communicate with any

one who may contemplate purchasing this property.
Address H. E- Butler, Applegate, Cal.

SWEETS • ’ *
Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.
*

•

*

«

•

We have revised and reprinted this booklet of poems. A number of beauti
ful poems have been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make this
last edition particularly attractive, both as to appearance and contents.
Price, 10 cents each; SI.00 per doren.

THII50TEF1C KPiKJUlUS.
-----

1900. -----

The Esoteric Ephemeris has been so enlarged for the year 1900 as to contain nearly 50 pages,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric positions, and carefully calculated tables giving the heliocentrio longitude of al) the
planets, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; the hour, minute and second of the transit
of the planets and Moon; also the rising signs and how to find them, with a table of the Sidereal
time, and the time of nearly all the large cities.
It contains NEW and important facts relative to Solar Biology. The article on ''Chemiatn" is
alone worth many times the price of the book. Price, 25 eta.

THE EVERLASTING COVENANT.
Thin pamphlet of 46 pagee bring« to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in them
es! ves, we think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible student should put himself In possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments. Price, 15 cents.

Published and For Sate by

Esoteric Publishing Co.,
Applegate, California.

Lessons by Correspondence in
Occult Science and Solar Biology.
These lessons will enable one to understand the Laws of Life, Health and
Hapi’INKsb. They give an exact method of delineating character, showing the
Mental, Physical and Business qualifications, and Conjugal Ahaftahility t
also, the Cause and Cure of Dirkask.
Full written Delineation of Character with advice, $2.00.
For particulars, address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt. Pleasant Place, Boston, Mass.

.......

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.

UL Question* on one subject, «inch as Burine*«, Money, Property, Kernuvale, Traveling, Court
ship, Mrtrringe, lhfloa.se, Stock* and Shares, A mini Hee, Life hum rance, etc*. .... 4C. cent«.
Time of birth not absolutely necessary for question* under No, 1.
For calculating qneetioTU cm 3 Riibjects, (date and time of birth- if known—rvqmml). 415 cents.
2d Birthday Figure, showing the Important event* tn the current year of life. . . 415 ceiit^o
3d. Rectifying or finding the exact time of Birth from given data, such as date of marriage, or
death of a parent, or aorne other event in life.
. 75 rente.
4th. Nativity of Birth written out, giving a deliueatiun of character, also a genera) forecwit of
the principal affair* of life, such as the heat busines* io follow, who and when to marry ; di*cam*n.
predi fl ported to. best directimi to live and to travel for health; and prosperity, riche«, nnd which will
l»e the best part of life ; children, friends, enemies, etc.
..................... $1.25
5th. Event« for five veara of iife. ....................................................................................................$1.25
Hth. A description of the most prominent events and dates and when tlmac evems will occur
through twelve yearn. , ............................................................................
$2.50
7th. No. 4 and No. 0 together...................................... . .
........
$3.54?

For Nativities of Birth, etc., please state Age, Time of Birth,
Sox and Birthplace, Married or Single.
ALL QUESTIONS MAY BE ANSWERED BY LETTER,OR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS GIVEN.
Crystal Glasses for Clairvoyant persons sold. Also agent for The
Occult and Bio'o jtoal Magazine and other Oo luit Works.
—ADDRESS—

D. Lund, Fern Cottage. Keighley, England.

the new PHILOSOPHY of health.
RY HARRIET B. BRADBURY.

Oil,* of Ibe elvaiest Huii most logical expii'itiin* of tins N«,v Thought philnsophv that have, yet appeared. 1t is thoroughly Christian in tone. ntnl ftili of helpful
suggestions for the aspiring soul, as well ns fur those seeking bodily health. Con
tents:—Introductory, The Recuperative Force: The Healatg of Disease; Mental
Causation: Prayer: Psychic Power: A Universal Law; The Duty of the Church:
Occult Pheni.tnena: Practical Suggestions for .Self Help.
Cloth, 75 cents.

THE ALLIANCE PUBLISHING COMPANY.
19 TV ext 31st Street. Neu York. N. Y’

^ITUAL ßO(l$IOl$NE$
BY

Frank H. Sprague.

ATHEISM ani ARITHMETIC.
-OB-

MA THEMA TICA L

LA IK

IN NA TURE.

#

Arithmelic In Pianta nnd Pianeta, Mathemat
ica in Musical Selene«, Number In Virai Action.

A work meriting the consideration and peraaal of the lovers of truth everywhere. Wo es
pecially recommend it to the esoteric student,
its contents page, which wo give, conveys a good
idea of the character of the work. A chapter
from this book was published in the March (18'Jb)
issue of The Esoteric.
Contents: Signs of the Times; What is Truth?
Realisation of Ideals through Right-Thinking; The
Outer World; The Inner World; Consciousness;
Christianity; The Growth of Society; The Prob
lem of Evil; The Spiritual Basis of HealtbiMan
ifestationa of the Spiritual Principle; Music; Art
and Nature.

A hook we most heartlly reoommend, Cloth,
UT, cent»; paper, 15 conta. Sold by Eaoterie Publishing Company.

Cloth, SI .SO.

The Jewish Problem an J Supplement.
The Ten Lost Tribes of Israel Found
and Identified In the Anglo-Saxon
Race. <>F HvV.Thoa. Rowlln llowlrtl.A M.

aSr^THEO-SOPHIA,^

A work devoted to a subject with which *«
wish our renders to be familiar.

From the Wisdom of the Wise.

By H. L. HASTINGS,
Editor <>f Thè Chrutian. Boetou, Mass.

Anglo-Israel

CLOTH. 91.00.

Reduced to IO cte.

"No man can become wise in the divine science
by seek! ng to become an adept. He must fix his
mind, flrat of all, wholly on the people's good,
and master the law of the uplift of the people.
As he becomes identified with the spirit and sym
pathy of our common humanity, he rises to the
threshold of the secret way."—From Theo-Sophia.

THE EPHEMERIS, giving tlie pm>i*
lions of the Moon for 1892-3-4-5-6.7-8-9.
anti designed for insertion in the "Solar
Biology" tables, can be had by sending
26 cts. to this Olfice. Single year, 5 cts.

practical ^etapjjygicg . » . •
Fon 1808 and 18110.
Complete, giving the exact position of Solar Sys
tem nt noon, Washington time; also the hour, min
ute and second of die change from one sign to
another.
Invaluable to Students oìThK Esotekk: as well

as of Solar Biology, enabling them, without the
trouble of computation, to know time of changes.
Price, lOoenta.

—FOH—

.... pealing and
Cloth, $1.60, post-paid.

For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.
Apple Rate. California.

)t

This instrument is prob
ably the most perfect me
chanical device yet con
structed for finding the
rising sign, as it gives the
degree and minute of that
sign’s elevation above the
horizon for any Latitude
between 22’ and 55", which
embraces nearly .the whole
civilized world. Jt will be
a great convenience to as
trologer«; and those who
doubt the influence of the
zodiacal signs, or those who
wish to experiment upon
such influence, will hud—
by having this Indicator at
hand and watching the
change of their mental and
physical states with the
changing >igns—that not
only will their own experi
ence convince them of the
reality of zodiacal influ
ence. but that a new held
of experimentation, most interesting and profitable, will open up to them. (Every
one is not .sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but. in most instances, the ob
server will be quite conscious of them.) The Indicator is neatly and durably con
structed, and; with proper care, will last for years, Price $1.00.

THE ZODIACAL INDICATOR.

Esoteric Pub. Co., Applegate Cal.

A SPECIAL OFFER.
of an evening spent around a well-lighted reading table are not half understood. An
illustrated magazine with its wealth of illustrations, its stories of adventure and love, its descrip
tions of travel which carry you to the remotest ends of the earth, and its instructive articles for
yiung and old—these are the first requisites for your own enjoyment and the entertainment and
proper education of your children.
To secure for you the best and most interesting of the great illustrated magazines at the lowest
possible price has been the aim of the editor of this journal. That we have succeeded we leave our
readers to judge. A special contract recently entered into with The Cosmopolitan, which Becks to
become better known to the readers of The Occclt and Biological Journal, has enabled us to
offer yon a year's subscription to the greatest of the illustrated magazines together with a year's
subscription to this journal.
The delights

Both Together One Year for Only $2.30,

One other opportunity we offer you. You wish to keep in touch with metropolitan life, through
the medium of a great daily. The Thrice-a-Week World of New York is the equivalent of a daily
and is a marvellous fund of knowledge concerning the happenings of the day. -Each iasue contains
six to eight pages of eight columns each or over eight thousand columns of reading matter a year.
In former days this would have cost you probably as much as $6.00 a year, by itself. Now you can
have it, if you wish, in connection with The Occult and Biological Journal and The Cosmopolitan.
Three Together One Year for Only $2.85,

Address THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, Applegate, Cal. '

PREMIUM LIST.
This lint trill hold good until August, 1901,
To our many frienda and patrons who may desire to assist in extending the circulation of thia
Journal, we oner the following books as premiums.

Rudyard Kipling’s Works.
Vol. 1.—“The Light that Failed.”
Vol. 2.—“In Black and White,” "Under the Deodars,”and
Eight Short Stories.
Vol. 8.—“Story of the Gadabys," and Nine Other Stories.
Vol. 4.—"Departmental Ditties" and "Barrack Room
Ballads,” including The Vampire, Recessional and Suppro «rd Poems.
Vol. 6,—“Soldiers Three "
Vol. 6.—"American Notes."
Vol. 7.-—"Mine Own People."
Vol.8.—"Wee Willie Winkle," and four other stories of
children.
Vol. 9.—"The Phantom Rickshaw." "The City of Dread
ful Night," and Three Other Stories.
Vol. 10. -"Plain Tales from the Hille." Thirty-nine
stories.

This complete aet of Kipling’s works, bound in linen,
will be mailed prepaid to any one sending uh 6 new sub.
scriptlons, with names and addresses. It will be sent
in cloth for 7 new subscribers; In lambskin, 9 new sub
script in ns.

DESCRIPTION OFTH3 TEN-VOLUME SET OF WORKS.

In site it is unique, a tall lfimo—the 12mo slio is too large for the pocket and thia "just fits.”
The type is largo and made especially for thia edition. The paper is the finest used in book work, the
ink is the best, and the presswork is so carefully end daintily done that each page is a typographical
delight to the eye. The set contains nearly 8,(KM) pages.
The bindings of this edition are something new in bookmaking, a patent thread sewing whereby
the same effecL is obtained as in the cross-stitching of the Oxford Teacher’s Bible, so that it can be
opened the full width and bent back until the covers meet, without straining it.
The cloth edition is daintily bound in delicately tinted linen, half flexible, which will wear like
iron. The limp lambskin is a veritable Edition de Luxe.
SOLAR BIOLOGY .—For ten new subscriptions with names and addresses, we will send,
prepaid, “Solar Biology," by H. E. Butler. See “ad" in this issue.
OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid. “Other Worlds than Ours," by Prof. Richard A. Proctor, the great astronomer.
This work is especially valuable to students of "Solar Biology," and those who are studying the
* mysteries of the heavens.
SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid, “Seven Creative Principles,” by H. E. Butler. See "ad.” in {his issue.
LIVING BY THE SPIRIT - For two new subscriptions we will send, postpaid, “Living by

the Spirit," by H. W. Dresser.

TH E “N A RROW WAY” OF AI^AINMENT,—For two new subscriptions we will
send, prepaid, "The Narrow Way of Attainment" by H. E. Butler. See "ad" in this issue.

SOLAR BIOLOGY:
A New Scientific, Exact and Easy Method of Delineating Character)
Diagnosing Disease) Determining Mental, Physioal and Busi

ness Qualifications, Conjugal Adaptability, etc,,

from Date of Birth,
BY H. E. BUTLER.
Illuatratad with Seven Plato Diagrams and Tables of the Moon and Planets,
from isao to IOOO.

Thia science proves that “all are memliers of One Body (1 Cor. XII
12-27); and that, as such, each one has his peculiar function in life. It
throws a flood of new light upon the problems of life, furnishing the ground
work, or scientific law, which goes down into the miuutiæ of the life of every
man and woman, as a mirror reflecting his or her innate nature. This work tells
what is in man and how derived. Tells how to cultivate self and make the
most and best of life. Tells one, when a child is born, what kind of training
it should have, to what diseases it is liable, bow to avoid or how to cure
when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand body to which each
individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies, physical fitness,
natural sphere, and highest and fittest use in the world.
It enables parents to know just what business their children are best
adapted for, and how to educate them, and is also a guide to all persons in
the preservation of health and strength, and an important aid to success and
to the attainment of the great object in life, viz., usefulness and happiness.
It also aids in prolonging the life of old and young. It is of especial im
portance to physicians, enabling them to attain great success through having
in their possession a certain key to knowledge concerning the nature and
peculiarities of their patients such as heretofore has been available only to
those few that were of rare intuitive discernment.
It is claimed that character is expressed in the countenance, that it shapes
the cranium, and is even written in the baud; but Solar Biology introduces
the student into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining
character and function, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and har
monies human relatedness; and further, it opens up a knowledge and un
derstanding of the principles and laws by which human evolution is being
carried forward, and the infinite variety of forms and natures brought into
being on the planet earth.
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy
paper, clear type, with author’s portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound
in superior cloth, embellished with symbolical designs in gold. No elaborate
study or preparation is required to enable one to read character and other
wise apply the science. The key to the use of the science will be found on
page 274. ami can be fully mastered in a few minutes.
PRICE, $5.00.

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
APPLECATE. CALIF.

ABBREVIATED CONTENTS OF

THE SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.
BY HIRAM E. BCTLER.
First Lector«.—The Idea of Gud. Tho people of ell ages characterised
by their Ide* of God—The Word of Gml associated wiib the Idea of power-Man can only
Understand or think ot things of which he has a correspondence wbhln himself, p, 3.
The sense* perceive effects only—Otises Bred, ductively ditermtned by reason, p. 4. The
Wonder* of Will, p, 3. Yabveh,’"l will he what I will to be,” p. 8. Fpsev tilled and tntcrdlled with worlds In tert, r to each olher-Grdct and intelllgetum everywhere mani
fest, p. 11. Tbo llr.A Ou-e, tbe < areut'al Man. humanity th' objective parts, p. u. Map
ter a condition of BpirT, p. 13. Ixrvu tbo tulflllment of the law, p. 18, Meditation good
forthosoul-Flu Ing God, p. 19.
«coud lAClure.-inroe "All th togs work together for rood"—Tbo male
and female principles everywhere present I, t Nature. Tlic condensât!, m of f ircefnto matter
accomplished by tho 1-Ogo* or " word ot God," 98. 11 off thought Is formed and sent
forth on Ils mission, p. ¿7. ’1 ho evolution of matter through generative processes, p. 99.
Th« femalo will the Cu phering or binding principle, p. II. Compression, host, ex
pansion. p< I ar Sit I .11, p. 8>. l.lectric him maghclc currents of earth aud sun, p. K. Be
coming Boast t>d M tarera Instead ot servants, p, 88.
Tblril i sciure.—olHCrltulnalion. The relation of the Seven Principles to
each other, p. 4 . I lie flr-i manifesrellnn of DEcrimtnutlon —All things come from and
Mate to tnlud, p. A3. Reas it for calling soma things good aid others evil, p. SA.
Motives of ancient Prophets and Se- rs f >r seeking Isolation fr .m tho Wo Id, p. 48, Dis
crlmlnatio t uumfe-led in desire and prayer—I isp ration—Revelation, p. Alt Mtuifeslalions of d s.rimiuu Ion in plant life, p, 51, The pleasures of the senses contrasted with
higher d scrLatnat Ion and joy, p. 38.
Fourtn l.eClar .—order. Heat and cold as formative forces tn Nature, p. US.
The cvldcn cs of Order tn crystal formai lou*. p, 59. luter -roll g Nature au I uetermining quality mid onaractertro a form—Form within f.irtnrev, ulvd by the Bileruscopo—
Wor ds beyond Worlds brou lit down by the telescope, p. ON 'I be order and Chemistry
of Digestion, p. it Tho explanation of vision— Manifestation of the sixth re use, p. Tt.
1 he Influence of paye i u « irroundlug-, p tL Being Joint t’raa.o a with thu Jutliilte,
p. 73 loose« I ng the i rue Wisilom. p, Ah.
Flttb Lectur
CuiiorBiuit. Drawing tbs Uno between principles and
pheno mena, p. 79. Evulu on—Cohesion ess, ntluliy a feiuiuluo p.luelple, ensphering,
tiourlslil g, pr serving, p.BI. The "advents y” that Iss t off against Cobesiou, p, 83.
Tbo oou creative lendelicles ot Cohesion, p. 84. The abuses of the cobc-lvo principle,
f>. 83. Cohesion—The moth. r nature considered as a distinct principle, p. fT. The mother
ave to take higher f rm, p. ul. Live up to your highest ideal ol right, p. 93. Placing the
harno of God iu the forehead, p. M.
Hixtti l.eciur .—•■* rmentntlnn. The Destroyer who Stands in th* way of
physical Imrnort Iky—Di hit gratlon—AU,vegetation Iho ma tertal tsation of Jnflulto
thought—Man's thought as real creations as the offspring of hl* Join*, p. too. A vital
chcmlstrv Hint will throw li ht on me tai healing and thought foraatlou, p. 101, A
secret of tbu M.igl and Alclicml te, p. 104, Feran utailon an agent of progress, p. IDS.
Tho bolefui uria cis of raun wh< n tbe print I pie of for mentation lias tbo saccadeucy. p. 108.
Dependent* of man lor exet ui Ivo energy upon bl* helpmeet—Woman, p, 101. flow to
become n " Prevailing Prince," p. 10J. Vonqileriiig and controlling the forces ot genera
tion, p. 110. Thu f lien stalo, p. IN. Bci oml ng " kings and priests unto Gud," p. 113.
Hevcnlb Lecture.—Trcuiaiuutntioii. A lighted match as an illustration
Of transmutation, p. 117. 'i ho lire energy of the lull nite Being ensphered In matter, p. 120.
Man’s inner being* 1 .intnou, flame transmuting the bos r substance, p. Hi. Importance
ol tho kind of thoughts we ehierlaln While eating, p. 1-8. Tho process by which to obtalu magie power, p. DM Becoming superior toeartn, p. 199. Making all visible things
One's servant, p. 130.
Établis Lector«,—«enaction. Sensation, a mode of consciousness or cogni
sance of 11 to, p. 130, beuaatlou made manifest lu tho crystal water ot tho nerve fluid, p. 138.
Transir tiling the lower into higher mutation, p. 189. Education, uplifting aud relief of
Go l'airea urcs—Polarisation of inner consciousness, p. 110. Thought impossible without
form.p. !4i. No sciiMiiloii wiihout motion of llfe-c eurent, p. 143. No pleasure without
a reaction-Removal of the exhausted sud b-oken down molecolcs, p. 143. Self posses
sion—Houl culm—dubdiuil ot senses, p. 140. The Inn. r sense tbe one we most need, p. 148.
Turning the nature into lino with the Divine current, p. 149.
Ninth Lecture.—Color. Significance of colors—Opening the sixth sense, p. 154.
lied,—tnagncile,ctn.c nirnllve, beating:—blue represents order;—yellow, perfection, p.
158. Vi' raiioiiaol color—Relations to sound, p. 138. Significance of blue, gray, indigo,
p. 1'4). Fourth principle, symbol lies life, fertility; represents tbe mother-nature, p. 180.
l.aiiguagoof God In Nature: Clalrvoynucc. a manifestation of tho sixth sense, p. 169.
Green a symbol of strength : slgniiltwnr* of black, p. 168. Blxth principle expressed by
violet: represents good, t>. 104. Seventh principle, laenlliled with yellow; implies Divine
sensation, p. 10«. Bummsrv of tbo principles of tbe aeven-polnted star, p, 189, Tbe key to
a wonderful system of chemistry, p. 170.

Illortrated with 9 OoIorecL Plato« and Portrait of Author—$1.50,
EWOTEHIC PGBLI«HINQ COMPANY,
Appleg;ote, California.

THE NARROW HT OF ATTAINMENT.
A COURSE OF INSTRUCTIONS DELIVERED BEFORE THE
SOCIETY ESOTERIC,
BY H. E. BUTLER.

THIS WORK TEACHES

the most vital principles of Christian Life and Doctrine, and is especially designed for those
who are ready to consecrate their lives to to the highest spiritual attainments.
IT IS CALLED "THE NARROW WAY,"

because to live in the world and not be of the world, but of the Spirit of God. la a narrow way in
deed; aa Jesus said,
"YE CANNOT SERVE TWO MASTERS."

Forthose who will follow the instructions in thia book, there is a realm of spiritual conscious
ness and power that has only been known to the prophets and to the Christ. Price, cloth, $1.00,

*ESOTE KIC ED U CA TTON •»
Or the Unfoidment and Life of a Hero.

Translated from the German of J. Kernning'a ‘"Key to the Realm of Spirit."

The narrative of knight Geoffrey, mibaeqiient to his esoteric training,
contains a report of the young hero's feats, sufficiently detailed to give a
clear idea of the way in which spiritual insight and powers work together to
make the prepared and purified man an invincible conqueror. Thus this
book may encourage mothers of deep thought and faith, like Lady Mathilda,
to give their sons also the education of lieroes, making them instruments to
solve the problems of modern society, sb there is no age without its oppor
tunity and need for heroism. Cloth, postpaid, 50 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

For Use

of

Students

and

Lecturers in Delineating Character from

-wirSOLAR

BIOLOGY-^.

This is an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilia folder. Each out
line represents one sign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
signs desired. Price, 10 cents a copy; special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
Forsaleby THE ESOTERIC PU BLISHINC COM PAN Y,

THE FREE MAN.
A Monthly Magazine devoted to the Htudy of the New Thought, the Philosophy of
Health and the Science of Life. SubRcriptio»;_S1.00 per year, single copies, 10 cents.
SPECIAL OFFER—We will send a copy each of Sexual Law and the Philosophy of Perfect Health,
and Business Success Through Mental Attraction with the Free Man three months to new subscrib
ers only, for 25 cents silver or postal money order, or 30 1-cent stamps.
Address Chas. W. Close, Publisher, 124 Birch St.,O. B. J, Bangor, Maine.

U/^y 1

QO Worth Ot

a 1/e^etariaQ.

MAGAZINES
FREE I

BY J. Howard Moore. A. B.
A 48-page b<o>k. now in its third edi
tion. Printed on best book paper. has a
fancy green rover and is fastened with
silk cortl. Suitable fur gifts. Price, 25
cents, ( 1. Id., English); 5 for $100.
( 4 .2d.. English 1.

The Look is fwcinaliiigly written, and
is worth double the price. Hbrmetixt,
Esoteric Publishing Company.

"Secula* scibncb and
Common Sense" points

the way to the goal of
your ambition. A magaiirte of Advanced Free
Thought, Liberal and
Law.
Modern Ideas ot Reform and. .Natural
. ___ _____
Devoted to practical demonstrated truths.
Humanity u undergoing important physical,
intellectual, and social changes. Progress de
mands the rending of slavery*! chains. Thia
magazine is a stepping-stone to success in all
of »lie’s undertakings, as it develops power of
intellectval perception so that latent and active
energy will be properly directed, insuring a
clear bead in a sound body. Nothing like It or
half so good and practical. This rare treat sent
a whole year, together with sample* of over 50
other valuable paper* and mag ax ins« of *5.00
▼aloe, for onty 51,00.
Send at once as this offer fa limited. Sample
copy with an interesting book of over 100 pages
tree for II cents In stamps. Address

Secular Science Co., F. B. 483
Atlas Block, Chicago, Ill.

NO MORE DRUGS,

ttTCi 1ENK TREATMENT

Gnudikkltritld*
b. Strili, Carialr. 3.

Melaphjiiitb»»

liiiliurllir

Neue Metaphysische Rundschau
MONATSSCHRIFT
fQr

pbllmplltckt, pipdiiligiidt i. Ktillt Firtüngti
li Wluaidih. Imt ud ItHfiii
■II uUrtickti tirtnllt, Tafel« ud Uliiiralliiti.
Hcnmsgegeben von Paul Zlllmann

ialbfüriltl: I Hirt Aitliid: 7 ü; l Ml. 75 CH..
I Frt. 50 CiL
PnWunfn, R«ui*<r,
Fmptkt< (rillt ■■« fr«*u
Ord )i!t BarhMidlut««.

FOR THE

Preservation of Health and
Cure of Disease without
Medicine.
By the late
ARCHIBALD HUNTER.
PRICE, 25 CENTS.

*i>r Sale by the

Esoteric Pub. Co.

REVISED ESOTERIC.
Volume I.
Should be Read by Every Esoteric Student.

This book contains all the essential matter originally published in volume i
and ii, of The Esoteric Magazine.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR REACHING THE HIGH

EST GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT,

is in itself a complete occult library. The laws explained therein will, if con
scientiously followed, lead the student to the highest goal of his desires. Price,
cloth, $2.00.

Volume II.
Companion to volume I.

It contains all the essential matter found in volume in, and iv, of The Eso
teric Magazine.
BIBLE REVIEWS AND HELPS,

by Mr. Butler,
which run through The Esoteric to and including volume ix, begin in this volume.
The reviews in this book cover the essential points in the first fourteen chapters
of Genesis, and bring out many new and interesting as well as instructive points
hitherto.unnoticed. Price, cloth, $2.00.

HARMONY.
A Monthly Magazine devoted to DIVINE SCIENCE

—the Christ Method of Healing.
C. L. AND M. E. CsiAMEH, EuiTOHil AND PuKUBHKBA.

$1.00 A YEAR.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION, $1.25.

Send al! remittances to

HARMONY PUB. CO.
3360 Seventeenth Street, San Francisco, Cal.
Send stamps for sample copy..

ASTROLOGY!

HUMAN NATURE.
A monthly magazine of world-wide repute, now
in its tenth year of publication. Devoted to
Phrenology, Physiognomy, Health, Medical and
Social Reform.
Earnest in its advocacy of human libertyand abreast of the age in progressive thought.

"Astronomy Is excellent but It must
come down In th life to have Its full
value, and not remain there In globes
and spaces.”-EMERSON.

Allen Haddock,

Editor and Proprietor.
Subscription price only 50 cents a year. Sam
ple copies will be sent Free to readers of The
Occult and Biological Journal who request
such favor and enclose stamp for postage.
Address», Allen Haddctk, 1020 Market S .,
San Francisco, California.

“THE NEW MAN.”

A Magazine de
voted to a better understanding of the Law of

Sex, the Cun of Diseases by Magnetic. Menial,
Psychic and Spiritual Forces, and the develop
ment of all higher occult powers latent in all men.
Samples for 2c. stamp. Address The New Man
Publishing Company, Omaha, Neb., V. 8. A.

practical pstrolo^y.
BY ALAN LEO, P. A. S.

A Simple Method of Instruction
In the Science of Astrology.
This work contains the reason of the stars,
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MYSTICISM,
During the last twenty years the people have been awakening
with greater rapidity and earnestness to what has been called
“the mystic," than has been the case in any other period within
the three hundred years past, and probably to a greater extent
than at aDy time since the advent of the Christ As is well
known, the students who are now seeking the mystio knowledges
are numbered by the hundred thousand. Judging from the defi
nition of the word myBtic, which is given as “something remote
from human comprehension," a study of the mystio would imply
a study of something incomprehensible, which, on first thought,

would seem impracticable.

But to take another view of it, a

man cannot carry away a mountain in a wheelbarrow, but he
may carry away a small portion of it, and time, patienoe, and per
severance will enable him to remove a considerable portion of
it,—an example whioh furnishes an illustration of the methods
employed in the study of the mystic. In the records of the past
which have been unearthed, there are misty allusions to men
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and organizations who, through long and continuous study and
by earnestly and devotedly digging into the unknown, uncovered
much that was desirable, and who thus became very useful in
developing means for the elevation of the individual above his

fellows. Thus mysticism was really the first science in the
world’s history, and it seemed to have been in the very nature of
the primitive mind, which is nearest the bosom of Mother Na
ture, to recognize the mystic, the spiritual, the occult, as of first
importance, and to seek for it with superstitious awe and rever
ence. If it were not a vital subject and in harmony with human
existence and the cause and source of all mind, it would not
appear with the first manifestation of mind; but as, in all the

past, it has been the first manifestation of mind, we may reason
ably conclude that it may likewise be the last manifestation of
mind, notwithstanding the fact that those who have the credit
of being the greatest minds of the world are most skeptioal'and
materialistic, and most fully ignore everything that belong* to

the idea of the mystic.
The first step taken in the study of the oosmogony of the
world from the standpoint of the Bible, plunges us into the mys
tic: “In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth-”
And God said, “Let there be light . . . Let there be a fir

mament, and it was so.” And God made “every plant of the field
before it was in the earth, every herb of the field before it grew.”
AU these assertions are the most mystical that can be imagined;
that is to say, God is Spirit—the spirit of the material body is
undeniably immaterial, imperceptible; it is the underlying cause,

the potential energy, or oause, of all potential energy latent in
matter. Thus you Bee that, in the first effort toward the disoernment of causation, we are met with the thought of spirit, of a
magical power that caused to be by the power inherent in the
spoken word. It was through and by that spoken word, accord

ing to the cosmogony of the Christian Bible, that all things were
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created; and if this thought is carried ont to its ultimation, we
are brought to the inevitable conclusion that everything that ex
ists is a thought form produoed by the Deific or Creative Mind.
This being true, it follows that every thought element common

to the human family or active within the human mind may be
found in some vegetable existence. For this reason the ancient
mystics sought in the vegetable world for the chemicals that
would produce those conditions that would give life, mind, and
power; that would open the consciousness to the spirit world,
and, in short, that would give them the ability to rise above the
limitations of the five physical senses into the realm of the five
super-senses.
Thus, away back in the dim past, there were organizations

formed in which chemistry was made the prime factor in the
study and development of the occult. With this oame the study
of the laws of mind, the effects of mind upon mind, and added
thereto the opening of the interior consciousness to a world of

beings cognizable only by the super-senses,—beings possessing
powers transcending those of the human consciousness. At this
point, and in connection with that to which we have previously
referred, the door opened into the world of mysticism, from
which sprang the many charms, incantations, aud mystic cere
monies common to the ignorant classes, the most of which were

the merest superstition. But as these things had no vitality
beyond that inherent in the earth, they were doomed to pass
away—not, however, that they will oease to exist in the vague

memories of the race, because, in the mind of the race, there
resides an inherent consciousness of theexistenoe of powers be
yond and transoendiug its own, and, consequently, the ideal of
the mystic can never be eradicated from human thought.
Such things had had their day but were waning, even when
Jesus of Nazareth made his appearance in the world; and yet
there was such vitality in those old mystic societies that, up to the
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present time there are ratios of their existence. We hear occa
sionally of the existenoe of the mystic order of Luxor, or of the
Magi of Egypt, and of many others yet more vague and indef

inite, but those societies in their grandeur and in the greatness
of their wisdom and power have long since oeased to be.
When Jesus the Christ came among men, he came to the

world as a master, healing the sick by a word or touch, raising
the dead by a command, turning water into wine, commanding
the fish to bring the tribute money, causing the winds and the
waves of the sea to obey him. ThiiB he demonstrated in his
life that he was a master who had command of all the forces
of nature. Many of the so-called mystics of our day are dis
posed to claim him as a member of their order or of the order
from which they came, but the claim has no foundation in fact
Christ, the son of God, introduced a new oult. He came not
after the order of any mystic society—exoept, perohanoe, the
one that had been founded from the beginning of the world;
the one that was without beginning of days or end of life, the
order of Melchisedek; the one that originated through unity
with the mind and purpose of God in the creation of the world.
When he stood before the great Sanhedrin of the temple read
ing the law and teaching them, they marveled at him and said,
“How knoweth this man letters, having never learned?” for at
that time it was only the favored few who oould read even the
law, and it was a source of astonishment that he, never having
been taught, could read the law and teach the teachers, but he
answered their marvelling by these words: “If any man will do

his (the Father’s) will, he shall know.”
Here we are brought face to face with the foundation prin
ciples of a new oult. In the old oult, not only was a longlife

of laborious study and experimentation neoessary to the at
tainment of knowledge and power, but to this was added the
study of the results gained through the experiments of a long
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succession of lives. With tbe introduction of the new order,
however, we meet something that has puszled and is still mysti
fying and throwing into confusion all the efforts of modern
mytics, who are gathering together all the knowledge that they

can obtain concerning the pre-historio mystics and masters, and
with it are mingling what they can gain of the great wisdom
and power of the Christ. They do not know that in their own
school of mystioism they are working from the standpoint of
another order of laws, and that in the combination of those
laws they obtain various results; as, in form and quality of
matter, all is made from a few primates, so all results reached
by the mystic are gotten from the relation of oertain laws, one to

the other.

These people are like children working in a labora

tory, putting together different chemicals without knowledge of
result, and, of course, the results are disastrous. They may oom -

bine two or three chemioals that produoe desired results, but
the next chemical they bring into requisition may be so disas
trous that it not only destroys all the work accomplished, but it
may even destroy their owu lives. Such, to-day, is the condition
of the world in its pursuit of the occult; and this condition will
continue to exist until the seekers after the mystic learn the
one important lesson intimated by the world’s Christ when he
gave the parable of the new wine and the old bottles, and the

old garment and new doth.
As we have said, the knowledge of the ocoult, of tbe genuine
mystic, came through the persistent labor and effort of gener
al ions of students. The real cult that once existed by virtue

of these studies has long since passed from material existence.
The few points of knowledge that remain in India at the pres
ent time, are only sufficient to elevate the student, or to give

him the powers and knowledges possessed and in use by the
East Indian mystics of the present time; but we do not believe
that there are many of the Occidental aspirants who would be
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satisfied with the knowledge these men possess or with
the life they live. Owing to the ignorance of the Occi

dental mind in regard to these subjects, it seems a great
deal to see a man who is able to communicate with an
other thousands of miles away, or to walk upon the water, or
who is able to leave the physical body and travel in distant
lands, seeing, knowing and studying there and bringing back the
results of his visit, and perhaps producing a little phenomenon

in the physical world, or one who talks wisely and truly about
the communications be may have with spirits, souls of the depart
ed, with astral spectres, denizens of the invisible world;'but to
the mind of him who has risen into the fullness of the light, these
things are mere ohild’s play, the work of the mental dwarf,
because they that travel that way cannot go by any other.
Jesus said of such, “He that dimbeth up some other way, the
same is a thief and a robber.” Please read what the Christ
says concerning such in the first five verses of the tenth chapter

of John.
These sayings of our Lord were not because of any jealousy
of other methods, but because, in the very nature of things, his
methods and the methods of the old mystics were antipodes.
The old mystics began at the circumference of the circle and
labored toward the center, while his teachings 'began “at'"the
center and comprehended the entire circumference. Again
he said to his disciples, “And ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free,”—free from the law of sin and death.
The methods taught by our Lord were, “SEEK YE FIRST
THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS;
AND ALL THESE THINGS SHALL BE ADDED UNTO

YOU;” that is to say, begin your search at the center and cause
of all things, and when you have obtained knowledge of the cen
ter, you can readily know all that there is.
In order that the thought in this connection may be clearly
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For illustration we will

cite the case of a great mystic, one whose mind grasps the ful
ness of all knowledge. In order to receive that knowledge from
him by ordinary methods of study the length of many lives
would be required, but instead of giving that immeasurable time
to study we first apply, in our own lives, methods of refining the
sensibilities, silencing the clamor of the senses, elevating the
consciousness to a condition wherein we are able to oome into
the presenoe of a person and read his thoughts; yea, more, meth
ods by wbioh, in that presence, we may, through the finer sen
sibilities, take on and know the thoughts, feelings, and knowl
edge of the person. Thus, by coming into the presenoe of a
master and sitting down before him, and becoming, as it were,
a child of his own mind consciousness, one is enabled, by that
refined and intensified state of existence, to know what he
knows, to think what he thinks, to feel what he feels; and in
that condition the initiate virtually becomes the master and the

master the initiate, the two are one. Whatever the master
knows, the disciple knows, who, in a way, takes on all that the
the master has gained, all that he knows, all of his great mind
power and wisdom.

Now when JesuB said, “Seek ye first the

kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and all things shall be
added unto you," he meant to lead the mind of the earnest
seeker after knowledge, wisdom, power, righteousness, and
goodness, unto the very fountainhead of it all, God, the Crea

tor of all, “that they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in
me, and I in thee" (John xvii. 21). This is the centraliza

tion of the cult of the Nazarene, and it is the mainspring
and fountainhead of all mysticism, or magic, or oocult lore—in
short, of all knowledge of every name and nature; the student,

the aeeker after the invisible, is to live so as to oome.into con
scious oneness with the Mind that has produced all things.

Just here is the difference between the Esoteric worn and the
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mystic work of the so-called Theosophists and all the many

pseudo-occult orders that are forming in the world.
following the teachings of the Christ of Nazareth.

We are
We are

seeking and know the way to find a oonscious oneness with his
Father and our Father, the God of the Universe; and we know
that in so far ae we obtain that conscious unity with the Father
we shall obtain his powers; or, in other words, to that extent,

shall we be like the Christ who said, “I*do nothing of myself,
the Father who dwelleth in me, he doeth the works;” and he

left on record the promise that at some time—and no doubt
he referred to our time—we should do greater things than ha
did.
But the power to do marvelous things and to astonish the
world with wonders and signs, we hold as of little importance,
and do not desire it—that it will oome, we have no doubt.
What we really desire is that which we may not tell; none
know it but they who have received it As the sunlight trans
cends the darkest night, so the goal that is attained by this pro
cess transcends all that has been idealized by the mystics and
occultists of ages past We know that it will not do to mix the
chemicals of the Christ’s cult with the chemicals of the onlt that
has had its day and is past
We are seeking the center; they
are experimenting with the circumference. They have a long
and laborious road to travel, and few, if any, have the patience,
the vital enduranoe, the mental capacity, to reach the goal in
the direction that they are traveling. The methods taught by
the Nazarene make these ultimate» more readily obtainable.

It is true that he said, “Many shall strive to enter in and shall
not be able,” but we also read, “Whosoever will, let him take
the water of life freely.” There are none who 'cannot safely
obtain certain desirable results through the way taught by the
Nazarene. There may be but few who can attain the highest—
ah, no, there are none who can attain the highest now, for the
heights to which the way that he taught leads, reach on through
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the unknowable ages of time, and the heights to be attained are
as unthinkable at the present time as is the period for obtaining
them. Thai is to say, entering in by the door, by divine order,
we enter a sphere of knowledge and oonseiousuess in which we
are to gain knowledges greater than those that we are now able
to attribute to a god. Yet that knowledge, power, and glory
will go on increasing without end, for it is the knowledge, power, and glory of the order of Melchisedek, which ia without

beginning of days or end of life.

GOD UNDERSTANDS.
BY MAUTH-4 SHUFAMO LUTOTOOTT.

What though men do not understand,
And judge our cools aright,

But try to show m to mankind
E'er ia an unkind light)

Why need we ears? God surely know»
Just what our souls may be,

For ba, alone, will ne'er misjudge,

And e'er will justly see.
So if we know that wa are right,

We know he will epprore,

And for opinions of mankind
From right ne’er let us mon—

Bold fast to what wa know is right,

Our Father, try to please:
Thon, though the whole world may eondema,
We'll rest in peace and sane.

NEW PBAOTIOAL METHODS.

(v.)
In attempting to give instruction« in breathing, it is impos
sible to word our thought so that it will convey the same ideas

to every reader. There are minds, usually found among the edpoated classes, that depend upon the words read, as literally as
they would follow a mathematical formula,—two and two make

four, nothing more and nothing leas. To such minds words oonvey only the most external and general ideas. If you would ob-

tain the benefit of instructions that lay bold upon and deal with
the vitals of human existence, you must know, discern truth, for
yourself; and you can know for yourself only by taking what you
read as a suggestion, experimenting upon it and carefully watch

ing the result in your own body and mind, for experienoe is the
true teacher. Many of those who read our past instructions
have written to us asking all kinds of questions, which showed
that no experimentation had been made, or, perhaps, that they

had interpreted the words according to the first impression
made upon their minds, and failing to get results, the lesson
was lost, and that ended it It is impossible to teach such peo
ple anything but the merest surfsoe thought.

We make the

nearest approach to methods for such persons, when we say that
regular breathing is essential to health; that one should oomipy
the same length of time in exhaling the breath as in inhaling
Anything beyond this would oonfnse them.
These extended articles and suggestions of different methods
are intended to aid the thinking people —that is. people who
really think for themselves, and who have some genius for

it.

experimentation for the purpose of obtaining high ultimate!.
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Without experimentation, even the moat learned cannot attain
the ultimate«, for different individuals are differently consti
tuted, and words used in describing oertain methods for reaching
certain results would not oonvey the same meaning to any two
people. Perhaps one out of a thousand would get from the read
ing a oorrect idea of our meaning, and all the rest would get an
idea of their own. Therefore, I repeat, unless you enter into this
thought and experiment upon it, aocustom yourself to watching
the most subtle influences in their play upon the mind or senses,
tracing carefully the ultimatiou of the effect of those subtle sen
sations, and have within yourself an idea of what you are trying
to obtain, these instructions will be comparatively worthless to
you. But the one who will experiment upon them carefully,
will And in them that which will prove of great value—perhaps
not in one hour’s time, nor in one day, nor yet can all that they

contain be found in a year. Practical methods to insure success
mean methods for changing old oonditions, elevating the quali
ties within, developing those that are latent, and even bringing
into existence qualities that are not within. There is an old

adage that “you cannot lift yourself over the fence by your boot
straps,” but yet in these methods is found something equivalent
to such au accomplishment You can raise yourself bodily,
mentally, and in every other way, over a mountain of difficulties
and obstructions, but you must not forget that it is the little
things, the almost imperceptible sensations, that lie at the root
of mind,—from whioh you are to learn and from which grow
great and mighty things.
The following instructions concerning the government of the
breath treat of laws the importance of whioh is beyond anything

that has been realised by the most careful student, including
some of the Hindu philosophers, and perhaps not excluding any
one. A modern philosopher has said, “Man lives in his breath.”

One thought which must be taken into consideration in re.
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gard to breathing is, that the life in the physical body is like
the life that fills all space throughout the universe, and that
what we call or reoognise as life is so because it is in motion,
—a motion which aooords with that of our existence. The mo
tion of our existence is a specialised motion, while thatof all life
which fills all space is a general motion. The act of breathing
is, first, the aot of keeping the life in motion in the body; second,
it is the act of gathering added life and causing it to serve in

the motion of the body. To oarry this idea further would
require such deep metaphysical thought that the ordinary mind
would be lost in its apparent obscurity.
We quote the following from Raja Yoga Leotures by Swami
Vivekananda: “Breath is like the fly-wheel of the machine. In
a big engine you find the fly-wheel first moving, and that motion
is conveyed to finer and finer machinery, until the most deli
cate and finest mechanism in the machine is in motion in ac
cordance. This breath is that fly-wheel, supplying and regulat
ing the motive power to every thing in this body.
There was once a minister to a great king. He fell into dis
grace, and the king as a punishment, ordered him to be shut
up in the top of a very high tower. This was done, and the
minister was left there to perish. He had a faithful wife, how
ever, and at night she came to the tower and called to her hus
band at the top to know what she could do to help him. He
told her to retarn to the tower the following night and bring
with her along rope, a stout twine, a pack thread, a silken thread,
a beetle, and a little honey. Wondering much, the good wife
obeyed her husband, and brought him the desired articles.
The husband directed her to attach the silken thread firmly
to the beetle, then to smear his horns with a drop of honey, and
to set him free on the wall of the tower, with his head pointing
upwards. She obeyed all these instructions, and the beetle start
ed on his long journey. Smelling the honey before him be
slowly crept onwards and onwards, in hope of reaching it,un
til at last he reached the top of the tower, when the minister
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grasped the beetle, and gut possession of tbe silken thread.
He told his wife to tie the other end to the pack thread, and
after he had drawn up the pack thread, he repeated the process
with the Btout twine, and lastly with the rope. Then the rest
was easy. The minister descended from the tower by means of
the rope, and made his escape. In thia body of ours the breath
motion is the ‘silken thread,* and laying hold of that, and learn
ing to oontrol it we grasp the pack thread of the nerve currents,
and from these the Btout twine of our thoughts, and lastly the
rope of Prana, controlling which we reach freedom.”

We know many things concerning the breath of which, per
haps, we have never thought: for instance, we know that if we
exercise vigorously, we breathe rapidly, full, and deep; that if we
hear sad news or are suddenly depressed by an accusation, or
from whatever cause, the breath becomes suppressed and some
what difficult, and that if this continues for any length of time
a short irregular breath manifests itself. This irregularity of

the breath arises from a sudden falling of the chest after tbe
breath has been drawn in. Make the experiment,—draw in
the breath and then let it out just as if something within you
had fallen and forced it out

You will observe that, in thia

manner of breathing, you let the breath ont suddenly, but draw
it in slowly; it is very much like the breathing of a sick person,
gasping for breath. Strange to say, the majority of the human

family continually breathe in this way.

No wonder, then, that

the life within them is in a precarious condition—bo much so that
they are affected by any malarial conditions that may be in tbe
atmosphere.
People who breathe in this way are always in
an attitude of waiting for the grim monster disease to oome

and take possession of them. It is not necessary to encumber
these pages with a recital of the various kinds of breathing
produced by various mental states, for individual observation
will do more in this direction than words.
We have called attention to the character of breathing caused
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by physical exercise and effort; next observe the breathing
while you are busily engaged in work—not violently, bat quietly.
You will see that it is an abdominal breathing, in which you
move the diaphragm with each breath and the abdomen rises
and falls. This is properly the working breath, and it is also
the vital breath. By experimenting you will find that the best
method of quickly resting from exhaustion caused by climbing
a mountain or by any hard labor, is to throw yourself down
upon your back, let go the body—that is, relax all nerve tension,
let it lie as free from tension as would your coat, if you laid
it down—and then commence full, deep breathing, taking long,
full breaths, and being careful to close the air passage as you let

out the breath, so that it takes as long to exhale as it does to
inhale it. When you have learned this method of breathing
it will enable you to rest more in five minutes than you could

do in several hours by ordinary means.
Careful observation shows that men and women of high
intellectual ability have great lung power. Those who have
an active brain without a good development of lungs, soon ex
haust the vitality of the body, when the brain becomes stupified
and incapable of action; consequently, it is very essential that

every one should fill out the lungs to a good normal capacity. 1
say good normal capacity, because there is such a thing as over
development of the lungs. No one should develop the lungs be
yond what might be termed a normal capacity. It is a law of
nature that, if an organ or function of the body has a develop
ment beyond the general requirements of the body, that organ

decomes diseased in the effort to throw off the superabundance
and reduoe itself to the normal size. The lung capacity for a
good healthy mind and body oan be measured by drawing in
the breath until the lungs are full, and then starting a low tone,

letting out the breath slowly; in other words, let out just
enough breath to produoe a sound, continuing the tone as long
as the breath holds out. A person of medium size should he
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able to continue the tone for forty or forty-five seconds, in
which case the lung power will be all right The ordinary
woman’s capacity is much less than that of man, as she draws
more directly from nature than does man, and lives less in the
breath; therefore if a woman can produce the tone by the above

method for thirty or thirty-five seconds, she has sufficient lung
power. Of course, much depends upon the size and general
make-up of the individual—each one must use his or her own
judgment in the matter.
You may develop the capacity of the lungs by rising early
in the morning, going out into the fresh air, breathing deep
and full, throwing the chest to the front, shoulders back—say,
for five minutes; then inflate the lungs to their full oapacity,
extend both hands in front of and on a line with the body,
and bring the elbows back with a sudden jerk so as to produce
an expansive action in the lungs. If thia is done while the
lungs are filled with air, it will force open every cavity and
throw the energies into the lungs aud cause them to grow.
After repeating this two or three times, extend the arms
from the side of the body at right angles with it, put the
palms of the hands together in front of you, and swing the arms
back with a force, inakiug the effort to bring the backs of the
hands together behind you, maintaining as near as possible a
horizontal position of the arms. This exercise should be re
peated every morning until you can strike your hands together
behind you, the arms being in a horizontal position. In cases
where the joints are naturally very stiff, the individual would
probably not succeed in performing the exercise until the lungs

had been fully developed.
In oonnection with all this, you should establish the habit of
rhythmical breathing, of controlling the breath by the will, so

that the same length of time is occupied in its exhalation as in the
inhaltion of the breath. The habitual breath should be one that

io
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principally moves the longs, the diaphragm remaining oompar*
atively quiet and the abdomen slightly drawn in, or, as we might
say, somewhat restrained. This regular breathing connected
with a focalization of the mind in the thought attitude, will
soon develop a dear brain and an active mind. In the govern*
meat of the breath you live by the will. By studying this
matter for yourself you will discover all the changes in the
manner of breathing requisite for resting, recuperation, vitaliaation, illumination of the brain, and concentration of the
mind. No one can explain to another just what are the differ
ent methods, for organisms differ, but you should think about
the matter and control the breath so habitually as to create a
habit of governing it; then undesirable mental attitudes will
produoe a corresponding change in the breath, so that, if you
watch your breath carefully, you can prevent unwelcome men*
tai and physical conditions.
While we are giving instructions in regard to the breath, we
make a suggestion whioh may not be acceptable to every student
and yet it will be worth at least an experiment. If your
mind is dull and your body inactive, commence the rhythmical
breathing and think of the fact that the whole universe is filled
with life, creative life, the very substance of the Creator;
and with every breath try to draw in, and to think that you
are drawing in that life, in order that you may fill your whole
body with it If you desire mentality, place your mind on the
mind element of the Creator; if you desire vitality, place your
mind on the vital currents of creation, or whatever it may be
that you desire, direct your mind to that olement, breathe it in,
and as you do so send it throughout the body, so that the body
may be filled with it. It matters not how skeptical you may
be or how ridiculous the thought may seem to you, it is worth a
trial, and I think the result will remove all doubt as to its con*
taining something worth your attention, In the language of the
old adage, “a word to the wise is sufficient;” therefore, at pres*
ent, we will not extend this thought further,

(To be continued,)

ùipüiïfld by
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pçiiprçuijCerulean Blue.
The wiedom of the past pointe to the square as the form of ideal
perfection; and in the equate, the divine excellence of an existence
presassing four equal fanes, we do, indeed, read the trensoendent
mystery in which culminates the endeavor of seven »spiring worlds—
the mystery of the Pour Living Ones in whom The Name is to find
embodiment Nevertheless the number Four (formulation by means
of Four) is the expression of a name, and as such belongs to an in
dividual—divinely glorious, it may be, a god in radiant power, bat
yet a being subject to limitation, definite and circumscribed. And
as the ultimata of form, of determined boundary, the square is, of
ell formulation, the most exact in its restnotions; when these are
disturbed the organization reams to be.
Yet there does exist a shape, a form, whose number is Infinity;
a form that knows no complètement, of which the bounds, through
out eternity and the limitless reaches of space, have been approach
ing perfection which can never be attained; form so essentially nec
essary to continued growth that, divorced from it, creation, progres
sive organization, does not exist. It is the early and the last expres
sion of evolution; the very universe is shaped according to its lines,
and it appears in the slender stem that supports the humblest
blossom at our feet.
We of the Western world indicate it M the
form of the Tree, but they who have thought in larger circles know it
aa the form of creation. It in the evolvement of unity amid diversity;
for, throughout its ramifications, each offshoot points to its own im
mediate center, which, in turn, bends toward a center yet beyond,
and that to one still nearer a great center; and so it pass Vim a renter,
which, in increment and extension, always approaches a great first
cause. It is io the growth of the Tree that we behold unending
divergence and yet unending unity.
From the time of the first quickening of primordial matter, it has
been slowly nnfolding into two great Trees, of which the branohos
have covered the earth; and, as they have grown, each has slowly
gained a position st right angles to the one held daring those states
in which it was a thing creeping upon the ground. One has lifted
its roots, step by step, until it stands branches down and roots
fixed in the mental atmosphères above. The branches of the other
are pointed skyward, and its roots have sunk deeper and deeper into
the soil beneath. Together they stand as the counterpartai growth
of the cycle,—the Man, Aquarius, whose development has resulted in
a mental structure (of which the oerebro-spinal nervous system is
the form and expression), and the Tree in the woody fiber and green
foliage of which the evolution of vegetable life has ultimated.
Through the trunk, branches, and delicate tendrils of both flow the
vivifying waters; but in one case the roots, the dynamo of vital ener
gy. gathering potencies from earthy elements, send upward, through
out the btanchiug structure, currents sluggish with materisl sub
stance; while, on the other band, that renter of dynamic power, the
brain, rooted firmly in the subtler elements of mind, speeds down
ward, through every limb and branch of the Tree of. Life, the fine
esaenoee of thought and feeling. It is, indeed, the Tree of Life, that
in matnrity is to yield the golden apples of Immortality, for which
the boro of old sought so eagerly in the Garden of the West—“I
have waited for thy salvation, 0 Lord!'1
To the inner vision the swift play of the living, sentient currents
of the Human Tree, gives forth, in delicate tint, the bine with which
mental streams must ever glow, and of whiob, even from the waters
of the external and material world, tbere gleams a faint reflection.

V

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
Id contemplating who will most fittingly represent the
sign of Aquarius our minds instantly revert to Abraham

Lincoln. He was born February 12, 1809, as we find upon
the circle accompanying this, so that the Earth was in the sign
Aquarius, and the Moon upon the border line between Aquarius
and Capricorn. As the Moon did not enter Aquarius until
11.50 A. M. of the 12th, we may, perhaps, more properly as

sume that his polarity was that of Capricorn.
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Primarily, then, we note that he looked out upon human life

from the same pedestal aa our planet then occupied as it moved
in majesty around the Sun. He was, therefore, at home in his
earliest breath with what the Bign of Aquarius signifies when
applied to our Earth; namely, the outpouring of the Spirit upon
the odylic atmosphere in which we are ail immersed. When
the Moon’s position is combined with that of the Earth, the effect
may be thus stated as applied to this person: mental aspiration
and flexibility joined forces with nerve power so keen that it

almost might be said that each nerve had eyes to see and ears to
hear clearly as to “all sorts and conditions of men” that he ever

met.
In interpreting his natural characteristics as deduced from
the basis of the Earthy Triplicity, we note that Saturn and Ur*,
nus were both in Taurus, the interior of this Triplicity, while
the planet Jupiter was in Virgo, and the Moon in Capricorn.
Analyzing this triune relationship, we discover that the posi

tion of Saturn and Uranus in Taurus caused animality to be
come so thoroughly transformed spiritually and metaphysically
as to fairly hold the lower brain in the grasp of a virile, subtle,
occult power ready to be used upon occasion as his intuitions
dictated. Proceeding, we next find that Jupiter in Virgo

physically endowed him with a superior stomaoh, adding greatly

H
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to his natural physical vitality, but metaphysically with an
immeasurable discrimination, while his polarity in Capricorn

formed the oatlet in expression for all that thiB wonderful
Trigon represents.
These positions of the planets in Taurus, Virgo, and Cap*
rieorn, each representing the element of Earth, form progress
ive notes in the octave of interior harmony and power to this
personality, and cause Nature to seem to him so near as to be

almost a part of himself. These Earthy elements, thus spiritual
ized, caused his soul-life to reach out to every tree, stream, and
cloud as God’s outward methods of revealing to him His own
manifestations in the finest way.
It was no accident that, at the susceptible age of seven, young
Abraham went with his father from Kentucky to the forest
wilderness of Indiana, and later helped to fell the trees and

build the cabin for a home. There Nature's re veal tugs were for
a time almost unbroken by man. The pine knot at evening fur
nished the light by which he read what little came in his way.
By day hiB commuuings among the trees may never be known,
but his after life attests to the absolute oneness with Nature’s
forces, which became engrafted into his very being at this time.
The silent stars were baptizing his keen, susceptible, earthly
nature with the breath nj the Heavens, all unknown to hie
boyish mind!
Simultaneously Mercury's mission in the sign of Scorpio

was going on. His physical prowess was being established.
The fires of his interior nature were being kindled. The

psychic will-power that held Cabinets, Generals, and Statesmen
subservient to him in after time, was growing into its normal
position. What the ancients would call the Serpent-Force of
Wisdom was being incorporated into his life.
Mighty Mars in Pisces, stirred his feet into a quick aotivity
and gave him great restlessness, and somewhat induced melan
choly. And yet it stirred him into the valuable art of invest
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igation for himself and by himself upon all matters of greatest
import Unquestionably much of that “horse sense” for which
he was noted may be attributable to this position of Mars.
Venus in Sagittarius blessed him in making his executive*
ness full of an original ideality—homely, as it often was. It

was as if an angel’s whisper was always heard when he was
attempting to deoide what he should do in every great emer
genoy. In this sign of the Tribe of Levi, Love’s mission to
others found in him a willing executor. Loving fidelity to
others—gradually embracing the nation—beoame his historic
lot, and God only knows how well be fulfilled it.
But we must remember he was by birth of the Tribe of
Dan, or “one who judges.” We recall in the days of Jaoob
how childless Rachel prayed for a son to be raised upon her
knees, and her prayer was hearkened unto and she was given
a son whom she called Dan. In that greater sense, when a
nation reaches forth for its own savior, amid impending dis
integration, was it not true that our Dan came as a judge and

ruler over and among his brethren?

The history of the nine

teenth century furnishes no parallel to this.
“As below, so above.” The great planets and corresponding

signs above, in their Earthy relationship, laid the foundations
here for this wondrous development, whereby Abraham Linooln

became the planetary man of largest psychic wisdom at the

most critical time in the history of America.

And yet, with

all the unusual wisdom which always possessed hie manhood
years, he was ever a friend of the most lowly, with a keen sym

pathy almost at times threatening to destroy his judgment.
The characteristics already named as deduced from the posi
tions of the planets, were impregnated also with an occult
comprehension beyond that of his fellows, which oftentimes
caused him to feel, in a large sense, alone in the world. He
reached out for the higher states of unfoldment. That is
illustrated by the fondness he had for the poem beginning:
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“Oh, why should the spirit of mortal be proud?”
for those lines of Byron, wherein he Bays:—
“Tell me ye winged winds,

And also

That 'round my pathway roar,
Do ye not know some spot
Where mortals weep no more?

•

•

•

*

Where, free from toil and pain,
The weary soul may rest?”
This element of his nature found expression in his intense
love of humor and in the jokes he so often perpetrated among
all classes of people. Emerson has said: “Jokes are but half
truths,” and so we may understand how large a volume of half
truths our subject was able to create in his intermingling with
so great a variety of his fellow men. Indeed, it was to him a
safety valve amid the great cares that were thrust upon him.
But with all his eartbliness and peculiarities, his soul in its
deeper assertions found fitting voioe in the words of Tennyson:—

“Because right is right, to follow right
Were wisdom in the scorn of consequence.”

In that spirit he gave himself to our country amid its most
trying hours, and in his tragic death the people he loved and

served mourned him with a sincerity having no parallel in the
history of republics. All over our broad land. North and South,
came spontaneously the loving tribute to his noble grandeur
and inspired manhood, as was so fittingly expressed by

Lowell;—
“The kindly-earnest, brave, foreseeing man,
Sagacious, patient, dreading praise, not blame,
Aew birth of our new soil, the first American!"

—Libra.

AN OCTAVE OF WORLDS.
(III.)
He who Jeane to know » thing not only directly from ite phenomena, but alm
ita reasons end eansea; and who, therefore, not by the phenomena merely, but by
these also, is oompaUed to say. “The thing must be so, and it cannot be otherwise;
it is neoeemrily cd such s character; it must have raoh qoalitim; and it is impceei*
ble for it to possess others*1—understands the thing not only historically bat truly
philosophically, and ho has a philosophical knowledge of it Caspar Friedrich
Wolff (A. D. 1794).

Probably Hudson’s “Law of Psychic Phenomena” has done
more than any other book to establish in the public mind a just
conception of the dual constitution of the human intelligence,

and in giving the term psychic to the phenomena therein doscribed, he points to the true source of those activities which

in the text of his work he attributes to the “subjective mind.”
The “subjective mind” is but another name for the psyche, or
soul, to which belong those strange powers that have always at
tracted the wonder and admiration of the world. The ability to

read the future, to ootnmand the elements, bypnotio control in its
various forms, knowledge of the thoughts of those toward whom
one’s attention may be directed, or of that which is taking place

at a distance—these and like manifestations of what have hither
to been considered supernatural powers, are but the normal ac
tivities of that psychic being, the history of whose development
we have traced from the time it appeared upon Mercury as a
thought form, a deifle word, Bent forth by the Elohim, until,

at the consummation of the first half of its Solar Ootave, it stood
upon Venus in its complètement, a self-centered, independent
entity, prepared for its initiation into the second half of the
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Octave, in which, as it reached the planet Earth, it exchanged
knowledge and power, which were preem inent and unerring,

for a garment of flesh so gross as to hide all but an occasional
and fitful gleam of its former glory.
The dootrine of evolution, in its scientific acceptation, is but

a half-truth, as deductions reached by methods wholly material
istic must be, in almost every instance. The history of the
evolution of man, as it is read by the material scientist, is un
doubtedly the history of the evolution of man’s physical body
and of his intellect. As shown in the unfoldment of its em
bryo, which is a recapitulation of the ancestral history of its
species, his physical structure has evolved, step by step, from
the earliest germinal states, through reptilian and animal forms,
up to its present perfection, and with it has developed the intel
lect, the mind that perceives and compares the things of mat
ter and adjusts them to their proper relations. First appearing
as the dim consciousness of the bioplasm, its knowledge of the
physical world by which it was surrounded constantly broadened
as it passed through the successive experiences of the asoending scale of life, until, in the human body, the continuity of its
perception of form and the externalities of oause and effect be
came sufficiently advanced to be characterized as reason.
It was at this point that the soul—which, as we have seen,

had attained individuation in a previous existence—descended
into the easement of flesh, and entrusted its interests in the ex

ternal world to the keeping of the intellect, the mind originat
ing in the evolvement of the animal body; consequently, so far
from the product of his physical evolution representing the en

tire sum of man’s organization as he exists to-day, it has, instead,
been the means by which the soul has been temporarily so
buried beneath the grossness of materiality that but an occa
sional glimpse of its pristine knowledge aud power has been

able to assert itself.

1S2

An Octave

of

Woblds.

The Triplicities ot the zodiacal signa are an important aid
in the study of the subject now before us, as they furnish a

most satisfactory recital of the creative processes. We find in
them a prophetic, a protoplasmic, statement of The Name, the
potency of Four in its vital manifestation. After leaving unity,
however, we must reach the Four through the Two, and it is
in this order that the Triplioities present the plan of creation.
By the term Airy, as applied to the psychio Triplicity, we
are taught the ideutity of the psychic and airy elements, of
whioh the expression or manifestation is the breath, the word,
Gemini.

Onr attention has been several times called to the

fact that, in its original constitution, the psyche, or soul, was a
simple thought formulated—that is, given its bodily structure—
by the breath (word). It was a creature of airy or psychio
elements, sent forth by the Elohim to oommenoe the journey of
life. Air, as we know, is composed of two elements, oxygen
and nitrogen, and in the power of Two, a condition of duality,

the psychio states of being found not only the basis of compo
sition, but the basis of aotivity and of manifestation, from their
beginning to the ultimation of their unfoldment. The circle of
psychic (airy) life ends, as it begins, in the potency of duality,
expressed in the perfection of the conjugal relation, the un
ion of two, found upon Venus, where the soul, or psychic exist

ence, completes its individualisation. Gemini, the twins, is
presented by the Triplioity as the formulator of the psychic
quality, and that whioh is dependent upon Gemini, the breath,
for form and expression, must necessarily be dual in its struc
ture and development.
Leaving the Airy Triciplieity, we find the next in order to
be that of Water. Water is known to be the basis of all organ
ic or materia] life. From protoplasmic substance, which has

its origin and home in the water, there springs into existence,
through the differentiation effected by heredity and adaptation
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to environment, every form of physical life, both animal and
vegetable. Haeckel quotes from scientific authority the follow
ing statement: “From a condition in which plant is hardly to
be distinguished from animal, creatures have appeared, gradual
ly perfecting themselves in two opposite directions,—the plant
is finally glorified into the tree, enduring and motionless, the
animal into the human being, of the highest mobility and free
dom”—and it is in the water that this original type is found.
The attempts of embryologists to distinguish between the pro
toplasm of the plant and that of the animal, have resulted
in such unmistakable failure that leading authorities suggest
the abandonment of the effort. Huxley frankly admits the pro
bability that “the very earliest plants and the very oldest ani
mals belong to the same stock;” and Haeckel proposes that this

original group be called Protista.
Now the essential elements of the undifferentiated life sub
stance, as it originally exists in its watery home, we find to be
four,—oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and carbon. Canoer, the
fonntain or “head” of the watery elements, is indicated by a
representation of “the male and female germa (05), the sperm
and the ova, symbolical of the origin of the life on the Earth

by these two ciliated globules in friendly poise.”

Thus the

airy pair (oxygen and nitrogen), by union with a counter
parts! two (hydrogen and carbon), exchange the psychic condi
tion for a substantial physical body, they clothe themselves
with a garment of flesh. And as the Triplicity of Air received
form through Gemini, the Word, so the Triplicity of vital wa
ters assumes form in Pisces, the Fish, the term being used, of
oourse, in its broadest sense, meaning all organization which

occurs in the waters.
As the light of the new begins to dispel the cold, dark

night of materiality, which has so long enshrouded our plan

et, and in interior vision we are at last able to look out
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upon the interplay of the universal energies and their man*
ifestation in the worlds and systems of worlds by whieh we
are surrounded, we see one pivotal truth around which every
other revolves, a law so absolutely comprehensive as to over

whelm our finite faculties in the effort to grasp its gigantic
import. We may, perhaps, convey a suggestion of this mighty
law when we say that it is, the maintenance of unity of purpose

and continuity of method.
Its basis is unity, a great central ideal, a center of infinite
proportions—that is, through the infinite sequenoe of unfoldment, each ascending plane of life beholds its Center io the high
est organization of which it is able to take cognizance. That
Center stands to it as Unity; it is the Great White Throne,
the center of ideal excellence and of power around which its
existence revolves; for as, imperfect in expression, it came out
from its Center, so it ever aspires to the perfection from which
sprang, thus completing its circle of being.
Next to Unity—wherever in the scale of life that center may
Btand—is duality, The Two, who prepare the way for The Four,

appearing next in order, to be followed, in turn, by The Eight;
and so goes on the rhythm of life, the mighty order of the
Eternities.
Viewed from the Center, or from the cause side of its exist
ence, each organization appears as a grouping of the particular
number of individuals of which it is oomposed, but m seen from
the external, or from the standpoint of effect—that is, in the
performance of their functions in relation to lower orders of
life—they are one. In other words, they look to the higher for
their own Center of power (Unity), but, in turn, hold the place

of Unity to those lower in the scale of being. In the effort to
grasp this conception of Unity, we behold a Center of infinite
extension—in other words, infinitely enlarging by a process of
aggregation in which the outer circle of a concentric series is
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always increasing at a ratio of two,* doubling its own propor
tions—“our God is One.”
And yet eternal progression demands that the circles or oydes
of life advance in spiral order; therefore we must understand
that in this unending series there is no closed cirolef, that it is
a universal movement in a never-ending succession of spirals.
For example, the Earth, to its inhabitants appears to describe
a definite and closed orbit in the revolution around its central
orb, although we know that, by reason of a similar movement
of the Sun around a center yet beyond, the Earth in reality
travels a spiral path,—a path which, viewed from a Solar stand
point, bears the same relation to the orbit of the Sun as, to an
Earthly astronomer, the path of the Moon does to that of our
own planet. The Sun, in turn, sees its revolution around its
own central luminary as a closed orbit, while from that Trans
cendent Center, Sun, Earth, and Moon are all pursuing their
spiral way. Thus, throughout the ascending scale, each body
knows but one center, which stands to it as Unity, and its life
energies are concentrated in accomplishing the circle of its ex
istence. its revolution around that center; but, in doing so, it car
ries with it the lesser worlds, wheeling in spiral maze along its
path. Stupendous thought!—those blazing systems with their
people (for in defining the scheme of worlds, we are also study
ing the ascending order of organized intelligence), as they
mount the cycles of life, bear with them the weight of all the
universe below.
The writer proposes briefly to examine some of the evidence
offered by mystic symbolism and by the constitution and laws
of nature, that the ultimate of the Octave of Worlds through
which our planet is now passing is the unity of Four; that four
distinct individuals are to unite, forming one. The Octave is
•There ii aaticfaotory evidence that the time roqnired for these cjdee of progreen Li proportioned to their importance—probably i acre»ting at a ratio much
higher than doee the aggregation of individuals.
♦ The reader ahtrald not forget that the creative “circle'’ alwayi forma the out
line of “the eternal egg."
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to close with the full chord, the four notea embodying the assembled harmonies of the seven ascending tones. In the Tetra,
grammaton, the name of The Four, Earth long ago caught the
first faint echo of those four triumphant notes which, tx>day, are
rolling down the Octave from the planet Jupiter. And in the
light of universal evidence of the oneness of law and of substance,
can we disassociate the destiny of a race from that of a planet?
If, in one instance, the ultimate individual is the result of a
union of four, does uot the other attain the same perfection?
No one who, with unbiased judgment and from a scientific
standpoint, has studied the phenomena of human life and those
of the planet, or who is sufficiently sensitive to examine them
by means of the psychic vision, can for a moment doubt their
identity. This fact was so generally recognized among the an
cients that the various stages of human evolution were told in
language descriptive of cosmic phenomena, thus indicating that
the unfoldment of racial life and that <?f the worlds pursue the
same course. The very name given in the early time to the
crowning planet of the seven, shows that the ancient seers looked
forward to the transcendent union awaiting our planet as well
as its race; and in the character and development of the life of
Earth, we find Nature constantly adjusting herself to a design
looking to the fourfold ultimate not of the raoeonly, but of the

very structure of the planet.
The scientific maxim tells us that “Nature takes no leaps,”
and she shows us most unmistakably that her building is mod
eled upon the plan of the square; and when the structure is com
pleted she will have materialized the form of ideal perfection,
—Masonic, as well as that of all occult symbolism,—that of the
four equal faces, the square. Note the proportions of the Israelitish Tabernacle, of Solomon’s Temple, of the City of the New
Jerusalem as outlined in Revelation—all typical of the character
of that perfected structure which the planet and the raoe are
now so diligently building.
( To be continued.)

Judith Macpherson.

DELINEATION OF CHAEACTEE.
We regret that limited space permits aa to gire, daring the toarae of the year,
but one delineation to each snbscrribev. The neoeeeary data are, the year, day of
the month, boor and place of birth. Without the hoar we may approximate a de
lineation, but it will always be unsatisfactory; therefore, if obtainable, we should
have the hoar, and if it cannot be ascertained, the applicant must understand that
the cbaracfer-aketeh is more or less incomplete. In all oases, however, the date and
place of birth must be given, or it will be useless to attempt a delineation. We
wish distinctly to state that our time is too thoroughly oooupied to write to ap
plicants for additional data. Those who wish speoial help in the regenerate life
snob as*.was given in The Esoteric—should so request in their application.

J. A. M. Oct. 19, 1863, 2 a. m. Kenton, Tenn.
TRipr.icrnra.
Aiby,

3.

Watery,

0.

FritBY,

3.

Earthy,

2.

You were born when the earth was in the sign labra, which causes
you to stand, mentally, as one in the dark, looking out into the light
The window through which you are looking is the Virgo intuition.
The rising sign, Leo, makes you peculiarly positive, self-assertive
and difficult to work with, as it is very hard for you to take suggestions
from another mind. Yon are kind and sympathetic, but, no doubt,
many who know you have not that idea of you. You have a very
orderly mind, good abilities in any sphere with which you may be fa
miliar. Have a great fountain of vitality and energy; but unless you are
careful about overdoing, you will have pains in the back, and difficul
ty of the kidneys and reins. Have very keen perceptions, and, with
proper culture and drill, you would foresee and foreknow almost every
thing that occurs in your life. Mars in Aries, if controlled, will give
inspiration of knowledge, wisdom and understanding, yet unless you
study the nature of Libra and overcome its eccentricities, this position
of Mars will produce evil imagination and combativeness. Have abil
ities fitting you to become a mathematician, a linguist, or an author.
Be on guard when the moon is in Leo, Libra, or Virgo, and during
the hours when these are rising.
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E. W. W. Feb. 24, 1882, Jun. Ann Arbor, Mich.
Trinities.

Tripucities.

Intellectual,

Airy,

J.

Maternal,

Watery,

4.

Reproductive,

Fiery,

1.

Serving,

Earthy,

2.

RISING SIGN—«.

The earth in Pisces gives you a great deal of energy, but the rest
lessness which characterizes Piece« people is modified in your case by
Taurus rising, and somewhat harmonized by the position of the moon
in Gemini. This base is the foundation for a successful lawyer and
politician. You have a very strong body, which is well supported by
Saturn in Scorpio. Uranus and Mercury in the basic sign add their
qualities to your innate nature. Uranus gives ability to keep your
own connsei. It also imparts a good degree of subtleness and dis
crimination, while Mercury endows you with strength and hardiness,
and overcomes the inclination to sensitiveness—it adds vitality and
physical power. Jupiter in Sagittarius produces large ideas of your
capacity, so that you love great undertakings; and while you can
look after the minutise of affairs, yon are more inclined to generalize.
This position of Jupiter also inclines you to a military life, yet the
basic principles of your nature are not adapted to that sphere. Mars
in Aquarius gives ability to protect yourself among the people. In
this position, however, Mare is detrimental to you, as it gives rise to
something within you that makes enemies, and yon will live largely in
a sphere of antagonism. You should devote as much time as possible
to study—not necessarily for the profession of law, but for any sphere
to which you may aspire. In a thorough education is your greatest
hope.
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J. R. L. August 11, 1849. Merian, Alabama.
Triplichi ts.

Triniti».

Intellectual, !•

Airy.

4.

Maternal,

1.

Watrry,

1.

Reproductive,

4.

Fiery,

1.

Serving,

2.

Earthy,

2.

The Leo nature as given in Solar Biology applies directly to you.
You are led out into that interior, yet most vital and powerful sign
Taurus. As the base and polarity are both interior signs, they pre
vent a clear, easy, normal external expression. Jupiter in Pisces
makes you restless, dissatisfied and discontented with circumstances,
surroundings and the world in general, including yourself. It is diffi
cult for yon to deal correctly with minntiss and to pass quickly from
one thing to another. You havea most unusual combination of planet
ary positions,—born and polarized in interior signs (we regret not
having the rising sign), and having four planets in Libra, the sign of
darkness and causation. You are stubborn and sometimes unreasonable
in your dealings with others, but possess wonderful psychic perception;
with proper cultivation you would be able to foresee and know almost
anything upon which your interest is centered. Mercury in Capricorn
gives you a base in the earth (business sphere), and by proper control
of the sex nature you may be quite successful in business life. In the
regeneration your nature and function would be that of the sibyl, or
oracle. You should cultivate practicality; study causation from the
reasoning standpoint; take nothing for granted, but know for yourself.
Your nature inclines you to believe what others say, and to look too
high to find the real nature of those around you. Study the facts of
things that are, that you may have a solid foundation of knowledge
pertaining to the world. If, when working or studying, you feel pains
across the back or reins, you should rest, or that function might be
come diseased.
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C. J. B. Feb. 4,1865, 5.30 am. Copenhagen, Denmark.
TRINITIES.

Trifliottieb,

Intellectual,

Ai&y,

2.

Maternal,

Watery,

0.

Reproductive,

Fiery,

3,

Serving,

Earthy,

8.

RISING SIGN—/.

By the earth*« position in Aquaria», you are peculiarly allied
to the body of humanity. Thia base, led out by the moon in
Taurus, with Sagittarius rising, would make you a natural serv
er, were it not for the influence of Uranus in the body sign,
Sagittarius, which creates disoontent in all spheres of mere service,
Saturn in Aries gives you a very orderly mind, and Jupiter in Gem
ini allies you to the sciences and mechanics. These three position«
—four, including the rising sign—would enable you, by thought
and self-culture, to develop ability as a teacher or public speaker.
Mercury, however, in your polarity, leads you out and is inclined
to govern yoar nature, holding you down to a menial sphere of existence, which would be in exact opposition to the influence of Uranus,
Saturn, and Jupiter. By careful study of the practical methods for
reaching the highest goal of human attainment and by living the life
taught in The Esoteric, you can overcome the evil influence of the
polarity and Mercury, and can enter a sphere of service allied to the
transcendental or cause state. Mars in Caprioorn makes you very econ
omical in the use of money, and unites with the Aquarius base in pro
ducing a strong selfish proclivity, which you must understand and over
come in order to reach the high attainment indicated by the three high
er planetary positions. If you study the people around you and the
world in general by the light of Sohr Biology, you will be able to adapt
yourself to your surroundings, and thus make life more harmonious.
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P. R. April 29, 1840. Braintree, Esses, England.
Trinities.

Triplicities.

Intellectual,

Airy,

2.

Matkrral,

Watbry,

1.

Rrproductivx,

Firry,

1.

Serving,

Earthy,

4.

Tn the absence of the hour of your birth we are uncertain a* to a num
ber of pointe regarding your peculiar nature. A Taurus base polarized
into Aries, produces a very obstinate disposition. While yon have
good intuitions, yet they relate mainly to the spiritual, to art, and to
those things that pertain to the refinements of life. Jupiter in Tau
rus gives you great pride and an abundance of self-esteem, a combina
tion which is a fruitful source of failure and disappointment, from
the fact that it inclines yon to move forward by foree of will rather
than by quietly feeling after and acting from the intuitive perceptions.
If you are able to conquer anxiety and to act from the interior im
pulses, especially those obtained in the early morning when you first
awaken, there is no reason why you should not be successful; but as
long as you are led to act under force of the will, many failures will at
tend your life. Saturn in Gemini gives you great love of the sciences,
and you would have made a success of scientific pursuits. Mars in
Scorpio is an adversary in your life, for it keeps your mental condi
tions disturbed and surrounds you with much antagonism and inhar
mony; but this inharmony is mostly of a hidden and subtle nature.
Virgo is the natural ex pressor of Taurus and Uranus, and Venus, be
ing in that sign, unites with your polarity to take you more into the
ideal and dream life than into the real and practical. Tn answer to
your questions T would say: first, give much thought to the true prin
ciples of Christianity, in its higher and occult phases; second, get
soma successful business man to attend to your Investments and finan
cial interests generally, for, unless your rising sign is one that produ
ces harmony in your basic principles, you can hardly expect anything
but the failure of any financial undertaking of your own.
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The position of the earth and the rising sign produce an organism
that is very active, both mentally and physically. Jupiter and Mercu
ry in the same eign give you high ideals and a high regard for position
in life, your standing before the public, etc. The moon in Scorpio pro
duces a great deal of subtlety in your nature,—while yon generally
appear to be open and free, and lead your associates to think that you
express without hesitation what you think and feel, at the same time
you always have a reserve, and your purposes are never known.
This will make yon very successful in whatever you undertake.
You would succeed as an author or a surgeon—particularly as an
author; would do well in art. or as an astronomer. You have the
capacity to learn quickly, and apply yourself readily to whatever you
undertake. You have the ability to make yourself known in the world
and remembered by it. Y ou would also do well in the study and
practical oseB of electricity and the subtile forces of nature. A*
a student of the laws of mind and of the physical organism in
general, you would be successful. Guard against too much activity,
or, in other words, against wasting energy, as you have four planets
in Gemini, which make you very restless, and you have not an ex
cess of vitality. You should study the art of conserving the vital ener
gies—make every movement of use and your studies practical. The
regenerate life is very essential to your longevity, as well as to health.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Kinderhook, Mich. Oct. 17, 1900.
Dear Brother Butler.—
The following dream may come under the head of the expe
riences you have asked for. I should be glad if you would
look over my horoscope in connection with the dream, if you
should nse the latter.
With regard and brotherly love, I am
Very truly,
E. J. Howes.
DheaM:—Upon a certain evening, a few year# since, I had
the following dream. I was suddenly amid a multitude of enti
ties, flashing white like snowflakes, and bearing swiftly upward
and away into space in a northwest direction. There was a har
mony of easy triumph and orderly certainty in our far-rising
jonrney, and my own ravishment seemed the ease of space gone
to motion capable of endless duration. However, a joyful sense
of arrival thrilled our starry multitude, and we dispersingly
settled into a world-like region where powers of the kind in
stature and beanty of angels had a sort of court or hearing for
the awarding of values to our choices and abilities. A rapid
passage of investigation and trial—in my own ease but blurred
into a mere halo of haste—was ended in a joyful and aston
ished acclaim, voiced by the multitude, that I had chosen for my
own special possession the perfect Earth.
The news seemed to awaken a wondering sort of joy at my
daring, and the thrill of approval was universal. Suddenly I
saw a genial and majestic angel near me, apparently being the
agent to endow me with the fruit of my selection. He hesitat
ingly proposed, however, to give me only one half of my prize,
and to indefinitely postpone the full consummation. I flatly
refused, and curtly declared that I would have both halves or
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none. The angel laughed softly and approvingly amid the
silence, wherein we were the oentre of all eyes. Then he brought
me the Earth. With humility and modesty, but with perfect
self-possession, I opened my arms and to my bosom took the
angel-tonehed Earth. Imagine the Atlantic poured into oousciousness and turned to unspeakable bliss. Such was my sense
and measure of satisfaction. The Earth and I passed into each
other and beoame one perfect consciousness. I awoke in the
flesh and kept my joy for the space of a quarter of an hour.
Where had I been? What did it mean? There can be no effect
without an appropriate cause. In the Anal number of The Eso
teric I gave a still more mysterious experience. Are these, and
others I oould relate, indicated by my horoscope? I was born Oct.
17,1838, at eleven o'clock in the evening, in Ontario Co., N. Y,
Jns.—E. J. H. Oot 17, 1838, 11 a. tn. Ontario Co, N. Y.

ffi in
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Yes, we think the positions of the earth and moon, the rising
sign, and planetary positions all explain your peculiar experi
ences. In the first place, the earth and moon were both in the
sign Libra, which was represented by the first son of Jacob, Reu
ben; “Reuben,” he said, “is my first born.” In the evolutionary
unfoldment by and through creative energy, Libra is the first
sign of the grand cycle. Its nature is as if a conscious entity
were incased in a dark globe, let us say, theoenter of the earth,
looking out through darkness, beholding the light. It is not to
be wondered at that your choice was the earth, for there is a
feeling with Libra, wherever found, that they are to be the first.
Their strange visions and their relatedness to pure creative
nature, make them feel that they stand, as it were, alone, the
first. In your case this is augmented by the fact that the last
degree of the maternal sign Canoer, was rising at the time of
your birth. Thus your body becomes an inspirer, a gatherer, of
thoughts and ideas. You have no planet in the interior sign of
your Triplicity and only one, Saturn, In the expressing sign; and
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this, being in the first part, is weak, giving full power to the
peculiarity of the Libra baae. Uranus is in the sign which leads
out the maternal trinity, and, consequently, it is the expresaor
of, and governs your body, and fills your mind with inspirations
of the mystic, and of all that which pertains to the peculiarities
of the Virgo nature. Jupiter in Aries indicates high ideals,
broad conceptions, and a great deal of self-centered character.
Mars in Capricorn tends, as it were, to throw the entire com
bination back upon yourself. Venus and Mercury, in the rest
less sign Pisces, keep you ever busy, so that you would natu
rally live in a world of your own, and no doubt the angel would
give you the world as your own. And when, in the fullness of
time, yonr consciousness grows large enough to be one with the
consciousness of all life on the planet, then you will possess the
planet, and it may be that I will be there and possess it too;
but there will be no struggle between you and me, and many
other yous and mes who will own the planet Earth, for no one
will detract from the possession that each will have. In no in
stance have I seen the planetary positions throw the individual
so thoroughly back upon himself, as is the case in your nativ
ity; the maternal sign Cancer is the only point wherein you
touch the world of mankind.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Character Bvitniwu. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Thia pamphlet of 30 pages ia a
work of true merit It contain« much encouragement for them who are struggling
with fate, and has many practical thought» that we readily reoommend to the
public. Sold by Thomae Y. Crowell And Co., New York and Bo»ton.
Discovert or A Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. 282 pages, cloth,
$1.50 Sold by Lee and Shepard, Boston, Masa. This work is written somewhat
in the form of a norol. It contain» many very good lessons for practical life.
The publishers tell us that it ia “a simple »tody of that strange and beautiful thing
which we call life. It contains only a few familiar signboards that have helped
some bewildered travellers to find their way in paths that seem mountainous and
difficult Plain suggestions of confidence, patience, gladness and decision often
bring us back to the trail we bare lost through the uncertainty of our own power
and freedom. When we really are assured of the right road, we can truly believe
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that life is a song and not a ary. When we can feel confident that all wanderers
will at last oome through the stress cd storm and fog, in which they hare teemed
to mint their way, we maybe cheered and comforted. We are sometimes glad
dened by a fresh touch upon the strings of the harp of life. The sounding of a
few old chords may soothe ui like the cradle-songs of infancy. The writer haa
not aimed at metaphysical figures or oratories?* We think the book is of practi
cal value and that it will do much good in the world.

We have before na a copy of a magazine entitled Pmabvddka Bhas ata, the
organ of an Indian Brotherhood of which the Swami Virekanaoda ia the bead. In
every sense it is a characteristic Indian journal, and will prove an invaluable help
to those who wish to beoorae familiar with one of the Oriental religions, its peculiar
ideas and customs. The editor given evidence of a thorough acquaintance with what
ia going on in religious India, and seems to be folly alive to the importance of an
awakening among his people. Unlike moat Indian editors, “the manager” of thia
magsvin« chows no shadow of an inclination toward Christianising his publication
or imitating the Occident; he seems to be true to his oonviotione, and devoted to
the interests of his religion and India. The journal is well worth the thoughtful
perusal of students, for they will find in it many valuable thoughts and sugges
tions. Subscription, >1.00 per annum. Address, Manager, Prebuddha Bbaruta,
Mayavati (via Almora), Knmoan, Himalayaa, India.

Tax Astbolooical Maoazthb A magazine edited and published by an Indian
of scholarly attainment, who has devoted many yearn to a most careful study of
Oriental astrology, especially that of ancient India. It contains much that is ex
tremely interesting and entirely new to the Western world. Two numbers before
us contain each eighteen articles, of which the subject matter evinoee an amount
of research and a character of thought rarely found in suoh magazines Students
of astrology and those interested in ancient aoienoea will find this magazine invalu
able. Terms of subscription: Indian—yearly in advance Rs. 4; English, 5 shillings;
American, tl .50. Address, B. Suryaaarain Row, B, A., M. H. A. 8., Madras, India.

“Hkaltb Gssms." A pamphlet of 15 pages, in which “the author gives a
glimpse of a philosophy that not only makes health possible to all, but, through a
redeemed contagion, it may become infectious?1 Sold by Alice B. Stockham A
Co., 58 Fifth Ave., Chicago. Prioe, 25 cents.
Philoboehio Nooorts. Gathered by Jeanne G. Pennington from the writings
of Thomas Carlyle, John Ruskin, Henri-Frederic Arnie), and Charles Kingsley. A
book of 167 pages, neatly bound in doth with gilt top. It contains many wellchoeen thoughts from these prominent authors, and writers will find it a conven
ient source from which to glean pithy quotations. Sold by Fords, Howard AHulbert, 47 East Tenth St., New York. Price, 50 cents.
Eocb Homo is the title of a monthly magazine of 27 pages. We quote the fol
lowing from the editor's Prospectus: “This Publication will owe allegiance to no
religions or political school, sect, system, party, cult or person. Ito aim will be
to aid in the progress of mankind through a cultivation of a knowledge of Truth
wherever found, regardless of individual preferences and preconceived notions.”
Published by The Eoce Homo Publishing Co., 006 Turpin St, Richmond, Va.
Price, >1.00 n year.

Tbe Biological Journal.
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Th» Lamp, » monthly msgazrn« of 22 page«, devoted to the Oooult and Theo*
■ophical, appear« to be • very bright little magazine, well printed, and ooutaina in*
teresting and instructive thought- Published by Albert E. S. Smythe, 18 North
St, Toronto, Canada. Price, $1.00 a year.

S. Lincoln Bishop has oommenced a series of pamphlets which be calls "UltlVEHAAL Hahmokt Lihhaky, Th* Truth about Healing:’ The number before
ua ooutaina sixteen pages and is devoted to an article entitled “Love and Wis
dom." He has begun a good work, and his tliooght seems to be what might bo
termed vital thought. The ideas, to my mind, are more tn harmony with univer
sal law, or the law of God, than those of the majority of mental scientists. From
certain expression« io this pamphlet, I should judge that he is familiar with the
idva of mgvusration. Whether he is prepared to teach it or not, remains to be
seen, but if he carries into practice the thoughts that he has put into words, he ia
destined soon to become one of the lights of the world. We feel like welcoming
such a work for the sake of the world and its needs. The pamphlet ia marked
25 cents. Address S. Liucolu Bishop, Daytona, Florida.

EDITORIAL.
We have received front India, the manuscript for alittle book
to be entitled THE PILGRIM’S PATH. It is a compilation of
selections from letters written to a disciple by one of the most
widely known Masters of India. The pupil to whom these let
ters were written—and who is at present in charge of an insti
tution of learning in Midnapur, India—has arranged the selec
tions and sends them to ns for publication. They are of the
character of special instructions intended to aid the recipient in

his effort to reach the high goal.
The book will be one of rare merit, as, in purity and depth
of spiritual quality, it ia superior to any of the Indian writings
with which we are familiar. We hope to announce in the next
issue of The Journal that this little work is ready for distribu

tion, bat, on account of «in unusual press of work just now in our
printing office, its appearance may be delayed. The booklet
will be neatly bound in linen and brown, and sold for 50 cents

a copy.
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The following advertisement was sent us, and with it the little
book referred to, which is sold for ten cents. Although the
peculiar wording of the advertisement inclined us to reject it at

once, yet, after reading the little book, we decided to publish
the notice of it. It contains many suggestive thoughts which
are very good for the good and pure-minded, but very bad for
the bad and evil-minded. The subject matter handled by the
author is vital, and in the hands of the wise will be found useful.
As the little book refers to a larger one, we will reserve fur
ther judgment until we have seen the more extended work.
The ten-cent booklet contains enough important knowledge to
be well worth sending for.

Self Hypnotic Healing.—I have made a late discovery that en
ables all to induce the hypnotic sleep in themselves instantly, awaken at
any desired time and thereby cure all known diseases and bad habits.
Anyone can induce this sleep in themselves instantly at first trial, con
trol their dreams, read the minds of friends and enemies, visit any part
of the earth, solve hard questions and problems in this sleep and re
member all when awake. This so-called Mental-Vision Lesson will be
sent to anyone for 10c. silver, actually enabling him to do the above
without further charge.
Pbof. B. E. Dutton, McCook, Neb.
Dept. 5.

NOTICE.
When Oak Park passed ont of the hand* of th» Esoteric Fratern
ity. it was purchased by one of oar neighbors, who had long known
the place. A* he i* a man of advanced age and in poor health, he
wishes to sell the place, and we would like to see it go into the pos
session of some one interested in the higher thought. The value of
the place may be better estimated when we state that there was a
mortgage of 82,000 and a second mortgage of $5,000 on it, making
in all $7,000. -These have been cleared, and the present owner now
offers it for $7,500. There are 160 acres in the plot, and most of it
lies in such a position as to be easily irrigated. A large portion of it
could be cultivated as a garden; a little creek runs through it, which
supplied sufficient water to give us a<garden of about two acres,—
one of the finest that we have ever seen. There are. at least, sixty
acres that could be irrigated and used for garden purposes. The
present owner has rebuilt the cottage, making a house of seven rooms,
with a veranda on three sides, a fine large pantry and dish closet, a
bath room with porcelain-lined bath tub. and all the modern improve
ments for closet. Good spring water is brought into the bouse, and
there are appliances for hot and cold water in the kitchen. Adjoin
ing the house is a summer house or celler, for keeping fruit, vegeta
bles, milk, etc., and a nice large wood shed. Everything about tbe
place is in first class order.
There are also four small cottages containing twelve rooms all
nicely papered. The present owner uses Oak Paik as a summer
boarding-place. He gets $7.00 a week for each boarder, and dur
ing the summer months is obliged to turn away a great number
that cannot be accommodated. The house is also furnished with
acetylene gas fixtures and telephone facilities.
A good barn, al! necessary farming implements, a brick shop and
carriage house, a span of horses, harness and a two seated carriage,
are included in tin purchase price, $7-500.
Applegate is becoming (juite a summer resort, and Oak Park ia
better adapted for keeping boarders than any place in thia part of
the state. We will be pleased to communicate with anyone who may
contemplate purchasing this property.
Address
H. E. Butler, Applegate, Cal.

Mind Cure .

■

•

ATTENTION!

The Greatest Healing Power on Barth.

Lay your prejudice aside long enough
to read thia sworn testimonial of a cure
that seems miraculous:
This is to certify that my upper lip and a Urge
portion of my none were eaten away with cancer
of so pronounced a character that physicians de
clared the case iocnrable and me a doomed mu.
My situation and fooling» wen beyond descrip
tion, when I heard of Mrs. Helen Wilnians and
her power over every form of disease. After I
put myself under her mental treatment the eating
of the cancer ceased and new flesh began to grow
from the edges of it, which gradually spread o’er
the cheek until the unsightly opening was closed.
The nose at thia time is about completed, and the
lip is nearly tilled in. 1 am able to pronounce
her efforts a success. My general health is fully
restored. and 1 have gone to work again with my
customary strength. Thia testimonial is given
from a thankful heart; and I am glad to add that
my faith In her is so great that I believe she raut
cure any disease under the sun. All this was
dune without the use of medicines—bv mental
treatment alone. Respectfully. J. M. Enolish.
Subscribed and sworn hi before me this first
day of March, IS’JT, at Day tons. Fla.
C. M. Binoham, .lit., Notary Public,
I Am acquainted with Mr. English and can
truly say that thia case is not o dy true in every
particular, as set forth hy Mr. Bingham, our no
tary, but that the enrs spoken of, I must confess,
surpnv, a h n,an onmprehensirm. During more
than -W years of observntum and expi riem-e I
have met nothing like the above case. Th s con
tribution is voluntary.
S--a Breete, Fla., March 2. 181*7.
Dh. E. E. Dattur.
C. A. Baplohor, Sea Brww, Fla.

I have thousands of testi tn oninls of
other cures embracing every form of di—
ease, some of which are published in a
pamphlet called "The Mimi Cure Trentincut, ” Write tn me for rny tenrst they
are moderate; ami a>k for "The Mind
Cort Pamphlet.’* This is free to all who
wnnt it. Address
HELEN WfLMAKS, Sea Brecw. Fla.
Thr Libra
Copy Litt —ibmijde copies
of all classes of Occult And Metaphysical liter
ature, and a copy of "Belding by Divine Al.
olmmy," will be sent you on receipt of ten cents.
C. D. McLAPORLIN- JM3, Maw, Ave., H. W.
Washington. I). C.

We offer to make absolutely
FREE OF CHARGE,
A LIFE SIZE PORTRAIT

In Ollette, Pastel, Water Color,
Sepia, India Ink, orCrayon.

In order to introduce our excellent work, we
make, FREE OF CHARGE, A LIFE SIZE POR
TRAIT, copied and enlarged from any photo,
tin-type, gem, daguerreotype,’ etc., to any one
sending it to us. Our work is unexcelled, our
likenesses are striking, our finishes the most art
istic. Small pictures always returned on demand.
If you wish to possess a valuable life-like por
trait in Oilette, Pastel, Water Color, India Ink
or Crayon, of yourselves, children, father, moth
er, dear absents or departed, FREE OF CHARGE,
send in your photo to

THE CONTINENTAL ART CO.
1S7 E. Washington St.

CHICAOO. ILL-

RAPHAEL’S
l^MANAC .«WEATHER ($UIDE
For 1901,
Conipriftfag a Variety of Useful Matter and Tn*
14«. Predictiotta of the Eventa and the Weather
that will occur in each month during- die Year.

A LARGE HIEROGLYPHIC
By Raphael, the Aatrnloger of die 19th Century.
Thia work contain* th« Ephemeris, or Aatrologii-ai Tab! «a. which are naefiil in Sider Biology
for dvbTmining the rising aign and the degree
and minute of the moan's position. It oonlaina
mu oh other valuable Information for those in*
te rested in Astrology.

Price, 35 cents.
For Sale by Esoteric Publishing Company,

PREMIUM LIST.
Thia list will hold good until August, 1901,
To our many friend« and patron« who may desire to assist in extending the circulation of thia
Journal, we offer the following books as premiums.

Rudyard Kipling’s Works.
Vol. 1.—"The Light that Failed.”
Vo). 2.—"In Black and White," “Under the Deodar«,"and
Eight Short Stories.
Vol. 3.—"Story of the Gadsbys,” and Nine Other Stories.
Vol. 4.—"Departmental Dittlea" and “Barrack Room
Ballads," including The Vampire, Recessional and Sup
pressed Poem«.
Vol. 5.—•‘Soldiers Three."
Vol. 6.—"American Notes."
Vol. 7.—“Mine Own People."
Vol.8.—“Wee Willie Winkle," and four other stories of
children.
Vol. 9.—“The Phantom Riokahaw,” “The City of Dread
ful Night," and Three Other Stories.
Vol. 10.—“Plain Talee from the Hille." Thirty-nine
atones.
This complete set of Kipling's works, bound in linen,
will be mailed prepaid to any one sending us 6 new sub
scriptions, with names and addressee. It will be sent
in cloth for 7 new subscribers; in lambskin, 9 new sub
scriptions.

DESCRIPTION OF THIS TEN-VOLUME SET OF WORKS.

In size it is unique, a tall lfimo—the I2mo size ¡b too large for tho pocket and this “just Sts.”
The type is large and made especially for this edition. The paper ia the finest used in book work, the
ink ia the best, and the presswork is so carefully and daintily done that each page ia a typographical
delight to the eye. The set contains nearly 3,000 pages.
The bindings of this edition are something new in bookmaking, a patent thread sewing whereby
the same effect is obtained as in the cross-stitching of the Oxford Teacher’s Bible, so that it can'.be
opened the full width nnd bent back until the covers meet, without straining it.
The cloth edition is daintily bound in delicately tinted linen, half flexible, which will wear like
iron. The limp lambskin is a veritable Edition de Luxe.
SOLAR BIOLOGY.—For ten new subscriptions with names and addresses, we will send,
prepaid, "Solar Biology," by H. E. Butler. Sec "ad” in this issue.
OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid, "Other World« than Ours," by Prof. Richard A. Proctor, the great astronomer.
This work is especially valuable to students of "Solar Biology,'' and those who are studying the
mysteries of the heavens.
SEVEN CREATIVE PR1NCIPLES.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid. “Seven Creative Principles," by H. E. Butler. See “ad.” in thia issue.
LIVING BY THE S PI RIT.— For two new subscriptions we will send, postpaid, "Living by
the Spirit," by H. W. Dreeser.
THE "NARROW WAY" OF ATTAINMENT,—For two new subscriptions we will
send, prepaid, "The Narrow Way of Attainment” by H. E. Butler, See "ad” in this issue.

ABBREVIATED CONTENTS OF

THE SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.
H¥ HIRAM E. Bl'TLER,
Flrat Lecture.—The Idea ofGuc*. 1 be people of all ages characterized
by their Idea of God—The word of God associated wlrh the Idea of power— Mau can only
understand or think of things of which ho bns a correspondence wl.bln himself, p. 8.
The seusi-s perceive eifeets only—tj iives ered. ductivi ly d% lermined by rear-.o. u. 4. The
wonders of will, p. 5. V’aliveb, " 1 will be what I will to be,” p. 6. Space titled and in*
terdiled with worlds inter! .r to each other—Order and in'clllgence every where maul*
fest, p. 11. Tbo First Cau e. tbe essential Mnn, humanity the objective parts. I>. 11. Mat
ter a condition of spin’, p. IS. Love the fulfillment of the law, p. 18, SIedits lion good
for th o soul-fin lugGod.p. 19.
Second Lecture.—Force. " All things work together for good”—Tho male
and female principles er cry where present in Nature. Thocoudewsuti"uof force Into matter
accomplished by the Logos or •' Word ol God,” p. 26, How thought is formed and sent
forth on its mission, p. if. 1 bo evolution of matter through generative procrttea. p. 29.
The lemalo will litis cu-pherlug or blading principle, p, 81. Compret’lon. heat, ex
pansion, polar'uHon, p. 3». Electric and magnetic currents of earth and son, p. n. Be
coming Sous and Mmicra instead of servants, p. 38.
Third Lecture.—Ditscrlminatlon. The relation of the Seven Principles to
each oilier, p. 4 . 'Ibo first manifestation of Discrimination -All thiugs come from and
relate to tniud, p. 43. Besson for calling some things good ard others evil. p. 44.
Motives of ancient Prophets and Seers for seeking Isolation from the world, p. 46. Dis
crimination turn i tested in desire and prayer—Insp’mtlon—Rovelatlon, p. 49. Manifesta
tions of d «crimination in plant life, p. 81. The pleasures of the senses contrasted with
higher d’scrlmlnallon aud Joy, p. 88.
Fourth Lecture.—Or«fer, Heat and cold as formative forces In Nature, p. 88.
The evlden es of Order in crystal formations, p. 58. Interpreting Nature auu deter
mining quality and character from form—Form within form revealed by the mlcroscopo—
Worlds beyond worlds brought down by the telescope, p. 63. The order and Chemistry
of Digestion, p. 61. The explanation of vision—Manifestation of tbo sixth sense, p. 71.
The influence of psychic surroundings, p 72. Being Joint Oreato.s with the Infinite,
p. 73. Possessing the true Wisdom, p. 78,
Fifth Lecture.—Cohesion. Drawing the line between principles and
phenomena, p. 79. Evolution—Cohesion essentially a feminine principle, ensphering,
nourlabii g, preserving, p. 81. The "adversary" that la set off against Cohesion, p. 83.
The conservative tendencies of Cohesion, t>. 84. The abuses of the cohesive principle,
11.85. Cohesion—The mother nature considered as a distinct principle, p. 87. The mother
ove to lake higher form. p. 91. Live up to your highest Ideal of right, p. 93. Placing the
name of God In the forehead, p. 94.
Sixth Lecture.—Fermentation. The Destroyer who stands In the way of
physical Immortality—Dldnt-’gratlon—All vegetation lhe materialization of Infinite
thought—Man’s thought as real creations as the offspring of hfs loins, p. 100. A vital
chemistry that will throw il’bt on mental healing and thought formation, p. 101. A
secret of tho Magi and Alchemists, p. 109. Fermentation an agent of progress, p. 108.
The baleful aspects of man when the principle of fermentation has the ascendency,p. KM,
Dependence or man for executive energy upon bis helpmeet—Woman, p. 107. How to
become a " Prevailing Prince," p. 103. Conquering sud controlling the forces of genera
tion, p. 110. Tho fallen state, p. 114. Becoming "kings and prlesta unto God,” p. 113.
Seventh Lecture.- Transmutation. A lighted match as an illustration
of transmutation, p. 117. The fire energy ol the Infinite Being ensphered In matter, p. 120.
Man’s inner being aluminous flame transmuting the baser substance, p. lit. Importance
of tbo kind of thoughts we entertain while eating, p. 123. The process by which to ob
tain magic power, p. 138 Becoming superior to earth, p. 129. Making all visible things
one’s Bervaut, p. 130.
Elghtb Lecture.—Sensation. Sensation, a mode of oonsclouroeai or cogni
zance of life, p. 136. Sensation made manifest in the crystal water of the nerve fluid, p. 138.
Transmuting lhe lower luto higher sensation, p. 129. Education, uplifting and relief of
God’s creatures—Polarization of Inner consciousness, p. 110. Thought Imuoaslble without
form, p 141. No sensation wi’bout motion of ilfe-e'emeut, p. 143. No pleasure without
a reacilon—Removal of the exhausted snd broken down molecules, p. 145. Belt posses
sion—Soul calm—Subdual of senses, p. 140. The inm r sense the one we moat need, p. 148.
Turnlug the nature luto line with the Divine current, p. 149.
Ninth Lecture__ Color. Significance of colors—Opening the sixths-use. p. 151.
Red,— magnetic, co:.c utrative, beating;—blue rcpreeenls order ¡—yellow, perfection, p.
156. Vibrations of color—Relations lo sound, p. ¡58. Significance ol blue, gray, indigo,
p. 1-79. Fourth principle, symbolizes life, fertility; represents the mother-nature, p. 100.
Language of God In Nature; Clairvoyance, a manifestation of the sixth sense, p. 182.
Green a symbol of strength; significance of black, p. 163. Sixth principle expressed by
violet; represents good, |>. 161. Seventh principle, Identified with yellow; Implies Divine
sensation, p. 166. summ*rv of the principles of the seven-pointed star, p.lG9. The key to
a wonderful system of chemistry, p. lib.

Illustrated with 9 Colored Plates and Portrait of Author—$1,50.
ESOTE14IC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Applegrite,

Califorivlci.

SOLAR BIOLOGY:
¿New Soientific, Exact and Easy Method of Delineating Character;
Diagnosing Disease; Determining Mental, Physical and Busi

ness Qualifications, Conjugal Adaptability, etc,,

from Date of Birth,
BY H. E. BUTLER.
Illustrated with Seven Plate Diagrams and Tables of the Moon and Planets,
from 1820 to 1800.

Thia science provea that “all are members of One Body (l Cor. XII
12-27); and that, as mi ch, each one has his peculiar function in life. It
throws a flood of new light upon the problems of life, furnishing the ground
work, or scientific law, which goes down into the minuti® of the life of every
man and woman, as a mirror reflecting his or her innate nature. This work tells
what is in man and how derived. Tells how to cultivate self and make the
most and best of life. Tells one, when a child is born, what kind of training
it should have, to what diseases it is liable, how to avoid or how to cure
when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand body to which each
individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies, physical fitness,
natural sphere, and highest and fittest use in the world.
It enables parents to know just what business their children are beat
adapted for, and how to educate them, and is also a guide tn all persons in
the preservation of health and strength, and an important aid t«» snccess and
to the attainment of the great object in life, viz., usefulness and happiness.
It also aids in prolonging the life of old and young. It is of especial im
portance to physicians, enabling them to attain great success through having
in their possession a certain key to knowledge concerning the nature ami
peculiarities of their patients such as heretofore has been available only to
those few that were of rare intuitive discernment.
It is claimed that character is expressed in the countenance, that it shapes
the cranium, and is even written in the hand; but Solar Biology introduces
the student into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining
character and function, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and har
monios human relatedness; and further, it opens up a knowledge and un
derstanding of the principles and laws by which human evolution is being
carried forward, and the iufinite variety of forms and natures brought into
being on the planet earth.
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy
paper, clear type, with author’s portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound
in superior cloth, embellished with symbolical designs in gold. No elaborate
study or preparation is required to enable one to read character and other
wise apply the science. The key to the use of the science will be found on
page 274, and can be fully mastered in a few minutes.
PRICE, $5.00.

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
APPLEGATE, CALIF.

THE NARROW

W

OF ATTAINMENT.

A COURSE OF INSTRUCTIONS DELIVERED BEFORE THE
SOCIETY ESOTERIC.
BY H. E. BUTLER.

THIS WORK TEACHES

the most vital principles of ChriBtisn Life and Doctrine, and ia especially designed for those
who are ready to consecrate their live, to to the highest spiritual attainment».
IT IS CALLED “THE NARROW WAY,"

because to live in tho world and not be of the world, but of the Spirit of God, is a narrow way in
deed ; as Jesus eaid,
“YE CANNOT SERVE TWO MASTERS."

For those who will follow tho instructions in thia book, there ia a realm of spiritual conscious
ness and power that has only been known to the prophets and to the Christ. Price, cloth, $1.00.

ŒSOTE1UC EDl’C.VTIOX*
Or the Unfoldment and Life of a Hero.

Translated from the German of J. Keruning's “Key to the Realm of Spirit.”

The narrative of knight Geoffrey, subsequent to his esoteric training,
contains a report of the young hero's feats, sufficiently detailed to give a
clear idea of the way in which spiritual insight and powers work together to
make the prepared and purified man an invincible conqueror. Thus this
book may encourage mothers of deep thought and faith, like Lady Mathilda,
to give their sons also the education of heroes, making them instruments to
solve the problems of modern society, as there is no age without its oppor
tunity and need for heroism. Cloth, postpaid, 50 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

For Use of Students

and

Lecturers in Delineating Character

^SOLAR

from

BIOLOGY^

This is an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilla folder. Each out
line represents one sign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
signs desired. Price, 10 cents a copy; special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
For sale by THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.

UJ i

SWEETS ♦ ♦ ♦
Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.

We have revised and reprinted this booklet of poem«. A number of beauti
ful poems have been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make thia
last edition pat tic,dai ly attractive, both as to appearance and content».
Price. 10 cent» each; $1.00 per dozen.

THE ESOJE^IC EPHEMIUS-----

1900. -----

The Esoteric Ephemeris has been so enlarged for the year 1900 u to contain nearly 50 pages,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric positions, and carefully calculated tables giving the heliocentrio longitode of al) the
planets, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; the hour, minute and second of the transit
of the planets and Mora: also the rising signs and how to find them, with a table of the SMereal
time, and the time of nearly all the large cities.
It contains NEW ANU imcoktant pacts relative to Solar Biology. The article on ''Chemism" is
alone worth many times the price of the book. Price, 25 cts.

THE EVERLA5TINQ COVENANT.
This pamphlet of 46 pages brings to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in them
selves, we think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible student should put himself in possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments. Price, 15 cents.

Published and For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.,
Applegate, California.

Lessons by Correspondence in
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...................... , . »
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PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR REACHING THE HIGH.
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Volume II.
Companion to volume I.
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BIBLE REVIEWS AND HELPS.

by Mr. Butler,
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THE ESOTERIC MAGAZINE
Ai The Esoteric hit been permanently suspended, many of our friends and patrons will, no doubt,
want to obtain it in complete file and in neat library form. For this purpose it has been nicely bound
in cloth and embossed in gold, making an attractive set of 10 volumes of the most advanced thought
ever put in print As an occult library, it is unsurpassed. We append a brief description of the
contents of each volume.
REVISED ESOTERIC.
Volume I.—Thia book contains all the essential matter originally published in volumes I. and
IL of The Esoteric. It contains the aerial of nineteen numbers, Practical Instructions for Reaching
the Highest Goal of Human Attainment—the serial, Twelve Manner of People—Twelve Manner of
Genii—The Power of Creative Thought—The Mystery of Sin—God Rnlea—A View of Creation—
Philosophy of Astral Specters—The Mind of Wisdom—Precious Stones—Development of the Race
—Unity of Desire—Immortality—Life and Death—and much other valuable matter. Price, 407
pages, $2.00.
Volume. II.—This book contains all the essential matter originally published in volumes HI.
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points in the first fourteen Chapters of Genesis—Voyage of the Argonauts—The Signs of the Times
—Hypnotism and Individualisation—Symbolism of the Zodiacal Signs—The Coming Messiah—What
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the Law of Retributive Justice—Man’s Relation to Existence—Criticism—Solar and Planetary Vi
brations—How to Maintain Health in all the Organs—Contributions, Questions and Answers—The
Soul’s Regeneration into Eternal Life—Esoteric Culture,—are a few of the subjects treated in this
splendid volume. Price, 578 pages, $2.00.
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among men. Paper, 10 cents; cloth, 25 cents.
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COMPANION TO “PRACTICAL METHODS"
A booklet of 42 pages.
Containing speolal Instructions In the Regenerate Life.

It has been carefully compiled for women who are striving to gain true soul powers. The rules
laid down are of such a character as to be readily understood; are clothed in simple language, free
from all technical terms and occult phrases. A few months’ trial will convince the most skeptical
that the methods recommended are not experiments, but the result of much thought and actual know
ledge obtained through personal observation and experience. Price, paper, 25 cents.
Published and forSale by

The Esoteric Pub. Co., Applegate, Cal.

PWAO
The aim of The Occult and Biological Journal ù two fold: first. it endeavors to nonil to the student the mysteries of the higher truth« for which the Western mind
is now seeking in the mysticism of the past and in Oriental religions; shows the cor
relation of the doctrine« of the Orient and those of the Christian religion, and uses
the wisdom of the past to throw new light on Biblical text; and, secondly, to those
whose desire is individual unfoldment, it gives a social course of instructions; pre
sents methods for increasing the amount of life in the organism, for its conservation
and control, thus insuring the magnetic power so necessary to success in all direc
tions- It studies the biology of the universe. Investigates the laws of life, tracing
the course of its unfoldment from its origin until it reaches the perfection of the
human organism. Calls attention to its uses and abuses. Its presentation of the
esoteric sctenoee is concise and clear, always emphasizing their practical value.
Although it would seem that the number of new-thought publications now before
the people must certainly be greater than the demand, yet we feel that no apology is
necessary in offering the public a journal which we believe possesses exceptional
facilities for presenting lines of thought heretofore neglected, and which the people
now demand for practical use.
Tbs Esotkbic PtTNLisHixa Company is an incorporated body. It imw stock at *10 per share,
the'money received therefrom, as well as from snbwnption, being used wholly in the advancement
of the cause it represents; that is, it is used in publishing and advertising books, the Journal, etc.
The EsOtbbic PunusHiNQ Comr*xr and Ths Esoteric Fbatbhmitv are entirely separate in so
far so financial interests and objects are oonoemed. The interest of The Ebotebic Ptbluhimq
Company is in public teaching through the medium of its various publications, while The Ebotkb>0 Fbatbknitt is altogether interested in preparing a place for the working out to ultimatea of all
the laws and methods taught in the Company's publications.
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PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY.
The thought of physical immortality is one that has animated the mind of the race from the earliest dawn of history
down to the present time. The Biblical record begins with the
creation of Adam as an immortal existence, and immediately
following is the account of the loss of his immortality by sin.
In the theological mind the question arises. Of what did the
immortality which Adam lost consist? Many people say that
it was the immortality of the soul, but if we inquire, Do you
not believe that all souls are immortal? the reply is, “Oh yes:
but by losing the immortality of the soul, we mean that he lost
paradise and was damned.” Yet the Bible account does not of
itself permit such an interpretation, for we read that, after
Adam bad transgressed, God said to him, “Dust thou art, and
and unto dust shalt thou return.” The words “dust thou art”
could not have referred to the soul, but to the body; therefore it
was unquestionably the immortality of the physical body that

Adam lost. Subsequent history bears out this conclusion when
we read that the patriarchs lived many hundred years; for
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instance, “Methuselah lived an hundred eighty and seven years,
and begat Lameoh," who was his firstborn; “and," the aooount
prooeeds, “Methuselah lived after he begat Lamech seven hun
dred eighty and two years, and begat sons and daughters: and
all the days of Methuselah were nine hundred sixty and nine
years; and he died." Now, we cannot by any known law of

rewon or in jnstioe to the records say, that the account is in
correct which says that Methuselah lived one hundred and
eighty-seven years and then begat his first son, and that all
the days of Methuselah were nine hundred and sixty-nine lit
eral years,—of the same length as our own: and yet in our
time it is a matter of wonder to the publio mind to see a man
or a woman who has lived to be a hundred years old.

The only reason, apparent from the record, for the great
decrease in the length of individual life is, that the people of

to-day, as a rule, marry at any time from fifteen to twenty-five
years of age and beget chilren; but we cannot account for it in
this way, as those who do not marry until fifty or even later, do
not live any longer than those who marry very young. Let us
inquire a little deeper into the subject. If the habit of the race
were such that the people lived an absolutely continent life,
preventing all loss of the vital fluids from puberty to the time
of marriage, what then would be the result? Some may say

this is a matter of speculation, but we think not—we think it
a matter of logical deduction. However, we have elaborated
this subject very fully in our former writings, and we will not
here enter into a discussion of it. There is no doubt in our
mind that the great age of the patriarchs originated in
the one fact, that there was no loss of the vital fluids from
the time they reached puberty until they generated their
first child, and that after they began the work of generation
they lived wholly for the production of their race and not for
sensual gratification; in other words, they only exhausted their
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life to give it to their offspring—under all other oircumstanoea

they were perfectly continent Now, we believe that if at the
present time, children were born and properly educated in the
care of their bodies, bo that they were moderate in all their
habits of life and devotional in their spiritual aspirations—for
a life of devotion opens the door to the negative and vital
currents of the universe—they might live to the age of a
hundred or even a hundred and eighty years, as some of the
patriarchs did, then marry and produce children; and that if
they continued to live a righteous life, they might live several
hundred years.'
The question naturally arises, Why should man die if he can

live several hundred years by such a course of life? The
answer to the question might be found in the oorrect under
standing of the allegorical language concerning Adam’s being
driven from the garden of Eden, and a flaming sword being
placed there to guard the way to the tree of life and thus pre
vent him from returning, eating of the tree of life, and living
forever (see Genesis III. 22,23). Herein resides the mystery

of the ages,—a mystery that has been revealed to a few, but
which must remain a mystery to the masses, lest man in his
ignorance attempt to eat of the tree of life without having

removed the flaming sword, which would result in death instead
of life. This we will say, not from theory, but from knowl
edge,—in order to remove the flaming sword that guards the

tree of life, a man or a woman must absolutely conquer all of
the old passional nature. When that is entirely overcome, the
way to the tree of life will be made plain; the mystery will be
revealed and acoess will be given to the overcomer. As it is
said in the last book of the New Testament, the last chapter,

fourteenth verse: “Blessed are they that do his commandments,
that they may have right to the tree of life, and may enter in
through the gates into the city."
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We hare said that the thought of immortality haa been in the
mind of the race from the time of Adam to the present day.
We are told by the Apostles that Christ came to bring life and
immortality to light through the Gospels, and Paul said: “As
in Adam all die, even so io Christ shall all be made {alive."
Had we the time and inclination to enter into an argument
from the Scriptural side, we would find overwhelming proof
that the object of Christ’s mission was to show the way to re
move the flaming sword and make it possible for man to again

enter the garden of Eden and partake of the fountain of the

waters of life freely, to the end that he die no more.
From the time of the Apostles down to the present day, man
has believed that he could overcome death by some theory, doc

trine, or method, which he had found and was adopting in his
own habits,but all have died. Just at this time there is an unusu

al awakening in regard to the subject, and many most zealous
ly believe that they have the knowledge and power to overcome
d»ath. The thought of the mental scientists is reviving the
hope of physical immortality; and that hope is not an un
reasonable one, for, if we stop and think of the methods of life
from infanoy to old age, we are confronted by the following
facts: a oliild is born, and year after year it grows and devel
ops until manhood or womanhood is reached. This is the period
of actual growth of the body; but when puberty is reached, the
life element within the body ripens and is thrown off and the
body ceases to grow. When we realize the fact that every par
ticle of the body is periodically oast off and renewed, the ques

tion naturally arises, Why is it that man grows infirm and that
age seems to tell upon bis organism so rapidly? Physicians
attribute it to the ossification of the structure and so forth, and
to the fact that the body has worn out; but how can the body
wear out when it is renewed every day—born anew, as it were,
every year? If this is true, death is eertainly not due to the
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wearing out of the body; it can only be the wearing out of
that which remains. And what is it that remains? The thought

and memories, which are the consciousness. Therefore we
must conclude that it is wholly the attitude and condition of
the mind which govern the rebuilding of the body, and that it
is a change of mind which causes a change in the body from
youthful growth and development to old age and infirmity.
This, to a certain extent, has been proven by mental scien
tists, who believe most firmly that through the power of mind,
through a change of the habit of the mind, they will be able
to overcome death and live on indefinitely. We agree with
them that they have immortality if they can obtaiu and maintain a mental condition like that of the man of twenty,—hope
ful, buoyant, ever looking on the bright side of life, full of
energy and vigor; at the same time bolding a firm belief in

the thought of immortality in themselves,—a belief not of
the head, but, as the Bible has it, of the heart, or, as we
prefer to express it, a belief in the vital thought, which is
a belief that seems to bubble up in the inner conscious
ness of one’s being, and is so vivid and so perfect that the

ordinary mind would say: “I do not believe it,—I know it;
for I feel it permeating every atom of my being.” Yes, such a

belief and such a conscious realization is all that is necessary
to obtain immortality of the physical body. But such a belief
and such a consciousness cannot be intermittent, spasmodic;
it must be a continuous, unchanging realization. Some of our
Christian Science brothers and sisters think they can, by the
power of will, create in themselves this condition and maintain
it, but if they were to stop and honestly examine themselves,
they would find that not one of them is able to hold the per
petual realization, and that,¿in order to obtain a realization of
the condition at all, it is necessary to be writing or talking

about it, with the power of their whole being centralized upon
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They also know that when the effort is over, the reaction

comes, and that the consciousness of death and infirmity comes
with the reaction. Thia should be sufficient evidence to any
one, who will soberly think and reason upon the matter, that
there is something wrong in the habits of life.
About a year ago Helen Wilmans Bnswered a question in
“Freedom" concerning the ability of the earth to hold all the

the people, if immortality was obtained and the work of gener
ation still continued. In answering this question she obtaiued
the revelation of the real root of the matter; namely, that they
who obtain immortality “neither marry nor are given in mar
riage, bnt are as the angels in heaven;" in other words, they
who obtain immortality, live the regenerate life. Now, it re
mains to be seen whether Helen Wilmans has the courage to

aooept that revelation and teach the truth that she has received.
So far as I know, Bhe has failed to do bo. Every person is
justified by bis own higher self and by the God of the universe
as long as he does as well as he knows, but when a higher
truth is given him, it brings condemnation, if not accepted

and lived up to, or—if one is a teacher—if not accepted and
taught. Transgression against the law is the cause of death,
and will inevitably bring its results. There are many now
living, who have followed the Esoteric teachings and are living
the regenerate life, who realise that that course of life—the
retention of the life fluids and unity of the mind with the Spirit
of God— is a means by whieh the spring of immortality may
be realized in their own organisms. We have a man with us

in his seventy-seventh year, who frequently says, “I never felt
so well in my life;" a day or two ago be remarked, “I feel as
though I could jump over the house.” What does this mean?

It means, simply, that there is springing up within him the
consciousness of immortal youth. Therefore wo repeat, unless
our friends, who are seeking immortality of the body, cease
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from the work of creation and begin the life of regeneration,
all their efforts toward maintaining the mental state requisite
for obtaining immortality, will be in vain. They obtain the
consciousness at times through a forced effort, but it must

come naturally; as the Hindoo philosopher says, “we must
grow as the grass grows.'’ Yes, we must apply the laws that
will produce the conditions of immortality in us as naturally,
quietly, and harmoniously as the grass springs up under the

warming influenoe of the spring-time sun.

NEW PBAOTIOAL METHODS.
(VI.)
In the preceding number of this series of articles, the meth
ods given for governing the breath, developing lung power,
and so forth, although intended merely as suggestions, will,
if followed out diligently and introspeotively, give the student
a vast source of wealth, of mind and body. It must be under
stood, however, that this is true only of those who, in every
respect, are living a good, healthy, orderly life, for if one is
destroying his life at its very fountain head, he cannot expect
to reap the full reward of his effort in the direction of breath

ing. All physical conditions demand expression through the
breath, and in order to attain the higher results for which you
who read these methods are seeking, you must take into con
sideration the whole law of being; it will not do to depend up
on the application of any one law and expect thereby to ob
tain everything. Of course, no law applied can fail of results,
but the results will be only those of the one applied law. Conse

quently a practical mentality will readily see that it most take
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into consideration all the laws governing the physical body as

well as those governing the mind.
A large body of teachers now before the world expect to ac
complish everything by mental action alone,—to vitalize the
body, cure its disease, and even give it immortal existence.
While the mind is able to accomplish great results, yet it it
self is dependent npon the vitality of the physical body.

It is

claimed by these people that they can vitalize the body. Yes,

they‘can, provided the body ¡8 filled with the basic element, life;
otherwise the mental effort will act as a powerful stimulant
that sets the nerves in motion and produces a momentary ex
hilaration and consciousness of strength, but, if the body is
depleted, that consciousness of power cannot be maintained.
Now. there is no one thing in the habits of human life that so
quickly depletes the body, weakens the mind, and deranges the

entire structure of a man or woman, as the abuse of the repro
ductive function. This function has two distinct uses in the
economy of nature: the first and most important is in the pro
duction of life for the body and its needs; the seoond is for the
perpetuity of the race. But if the life gathered by the repro
ductive system is used only for the perpetuity of the race, then
only a very small per cent of the life generated serves that
purpose, and the rest, having been thrown back into the body,
and by the activity of the sex transmuted into the crystallized

waters of life, is taken up into the blood, carried to the heart,

then pumped into the lungs, after which it goes into the circu
lation and into the spleen, where it undergoes a further trans
mutation and becomes what is known as vital magnetism.
Of recent years there has been much talk about obtaining
magnetic powers for the purpose of attracting and commanding
the attention of our fellows. The man or the woman who has the
most magnetic power on the rostrum, in business, or in social

circles, is the one who,either by nature or by mental habit, is

i
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most careful in the conservation of the seed, for all vital energy

begins with the reproductive function. Onr origin as a physical
existence was there,—all the life inherent in our organism was

primarily derived from that function, and all the vitality that
we will ever possess depends thereon. The waste of the pro
ducts of that function has caused the filling of our insane asy
lums and prisons throughout the civilized world. It is the cause

of weakness of mind and consequent poverty and distress in
the world. It is the cause of all sickness, sorrow, and pain. In

quire of any physician who has charge of one of our large
insane asylums, and he will tell you that from one-half to twothirds of its inmates are there because of certain abuses of the
reproductive function. If you want to be free, happy, strong,
vital, so that life is a song of joy, a perpetual happiness, then
begin at the fountain head, conserve the life, hold it for the
uses of the body and mind.
Every mystio order, worthy of the name, that now exists or
has ever been in existence, has found it necessary to the attain
ment of superordinary power to take oontrol of the genera
tive function and conserve all the vitality produced by it for
the use of the body and mind. True, there are societies that

call themselves mystic, but which are mere magic workers
dealing with the grosser elements of nature, that ignore the
conservation of the life fluids as a foundation principle, but
such are unworthy of the consideration of all men and women.
It has been known at least since the time of Egypt’s glory,
that all high attainment of whatever name or nature is depen
dent upon the conservation of the sex life. Now, if you would
reach the high goal of success in any department of life,—

business, social, or domestic, the way is plain and easy. Shall

we say easy for all? No: it is not, for the overcoming of invol
untary loss of this vital fluid, will oost some persons almost a
superhuman effort; but such an effort pays from start to finish.
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If a person makes the effort even in a partial way, he will
obtain proportionate result*. If he makes the effort with all the
persistence and determination of his mind and will, utilizing
all he has been able to gather from former instructions in
these articles, success must crown his endeavor. This is one
of the most important matters in human life, and because of

its importance every one who pats forth the effort will begin
to realize important results, so that he need not depend upon
what we say or upon any authority for its verity, for he will ex
perience within himself that which will prove beyond question
what has been stated.
Again, we are brought face to face with certain habits in
human life which preclude the realization of immediate re
sults in this direction. For example, the majority of people
have gotten themselves in the habit—and wisely so—of ignor
ing al! sensation and disregarding any special mental states.

If you should say to the ordinary man: “Do you feel pretty
well this morning?” hie reply would be, “Oh yea.” “Your
mind is aa clear as usual ?” “For all I know, yes.” “Do you feel
any difference between your present state and that of last

week?*’ “No: I am just about the same; I never change very
much.” That is to say, in order to succeed in life, a man has
his object, and has decided upon certain methods to which he
holds tenaciously and admits no thought of inability to accom
plish his purpose. This is good of itself, but if you wish to
lay hold of the laws of nature and profit by their application,
you must study the phenomena of nature and of your own life,

which are to be found in the sensations of the body and your
mental Btates.
There exists here a point of most careful and wise discrim

ination. In order to obtain results it is necessary that you
study every sensation of the body, analyze every mental state,
and try to learn therefrom its origin and its ultimate effect.
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If you follow these instructions, yon cease to live as a mere ani

mal, without thought of anything beyond subsistence; you begin
to live as an intellectual organism, a thinking power. Therefore
you are to recognize that you, the real individual, are a think
ing intelligence, not a physical body. You have a physical
body, but that body is not you,—it is yours. This thought estab
lished within yourself, you readily overcome fear; you easily
recognize your natural strength and dominion over mere sen
sation, and with that recognition all fear of the consequences of

sensation is conquered. When you have overcome fear of the con
sequences of certain unknown sensations, you are in a position
to analyze them; to stand a spectator, as it were, and experiment
with them,—know and understand them in all their manifes
tations. If you do this, you can determine the results to be
obtained by the application of the methods you are applying.
You know that when a physician gives his patient medicine,
be is always solicitous to know what effect the medicine has
had; he inquires diligently concerning the patient’s feelings;
examines his appearance, the conditions of the body, and ap
plies every known rule by which he may obtain a knowledge

of the results of the medicine given. In following these in
structions you are applying the God-given medicine, Nature’s
remedies, and you are your own physician; therefore you must
carefully watch all symptoms, that you may know how properly
to apply these methods to yourself in order that the desired
results may be obtained. You must establish this condition of
mind withiu yourself and hold to it, making it a part of your
self; keep it alive and active all the time, until it becomes a

habit of life.
When you have established such a condition, you will know
from the start what you are accomplishing by the control of

the reproductive elements and the practice of the foregoing
methods. If you are among those who at once succeed in
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getting complete control, then we can tell you about what you
may expect in the phenomena of sensation and mind. In the

morning you will awaken more readily, feeling brighter and
more active.
You will begin to enjoy greater freedom of
mental action. This may continue gradually to increase for a
month—perhaps two months, or even longer, then will come a
reaction, and with it a Bleepy stupor, indisposition to act, a
desire to lie around and sleep; and when you do sleep, yon go
into a dead stupor, from which you awaken feeling as if you
had been drugged. Here you meet an adversary that requires
a powerful will and a lively energy to conquer; but if the fol
lowing instructions are properly carried out, it may be possible
to avoid that struggle; and even if you should get into it, you
will soon conquer, and when you have done so, you will be
conscious of having obtained a power, both of mind and body,
that you have never before known; you will begin to realize a
joy in living.

The being which has obtained harmony, and every being
may attain it, has found its place in the order of the universe,
and represents the divine thought at least as clearly as a flower
or a solar system. Harmony seeks nothing outside itself. It
is what it ought to be; it is the expression of right, order, law,
and truth; it is greater than time, and presents eternity.

Henrik Frederic Amiel.

The orders of animals are the serpent and the bird: the ser
pent, in which the breath or spirit is less than in any other
creature, and the earth-power greatest; the bird, in which the
breath or spirit is more full than in any other creature, and

the earth-power least.

Ruekin.

WHY DO THE STARS TWINKLE?'
Thia question has interested *11 classes of people from child
hood to manhood, but no answer was given until in reoent years,
when in a newspaper we saw the theory of an astronomer, who
claimed that the twinkling of the stars was the result of dark

bodies or balls passing between them and the earth. Of course
this is simply a theory, and we believe without foundation; and,
as all conclusions in regard to such matters must be drawn

from analogy, we have to look for the solution of this question

in analogy born of something within the limit of the telescope’s
critical examination. But no adequate answer to such ques
tions will be obtained as long as astronomers hold as founda
tion principles snoh vague and unreasonable theories as that
our sun is s molten mass of fire, aud as such must in some fu
ture time burn out and become a dark body, when the life on
the planets revolving around it must necessarily perish. I

say as long as such a theory is held as the foundation principle
of astronomy, no answer worthy of our consideration can be
given to the question before us.
From revelations that have come to us through knowledge
obtained from the science of Solar Biology, we think that we
have reached the unquestionable conclusion that worlds are
born from our central sun through a process of refinement
going on there similar to that taking place in the human body.
•Oor contributor evidently with« as to understand that ha attribute* the twin
kling of a star to thought flashing or sweeping over ita surfaoe. In regard to bis
theory we most ady, that nothing we have ever known warrants the belief that it
b poanible to see vibrations of thought with the unaided physical eye. However,
aside from this main point of his argument, the article oontain* so much that is
interesting and instructive, that we give it spaoe in onr columns, leaving criticism
to the reader.
[Lit Ed.
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As the human mind develops and increases in power, the body
throws off the grosser material and takes on finer. This process
gives finer mental abilities, stronger thought powers, which, in
turn, react upon the material in the body, causing it to elimi
nate the grosser and assimilate the finer. This is the root of
the law of evolutionary development, which has reoently been
accepted by some of our scientists.
As a result of this evolutionary unfoldment the human race

is becoming, in the language of the Bible, “weaker and wiser.”
The naturalist tells us that there was a time when all the life
upon the planet appeared in giant forms of purely animal and

reptilian existence, and that in the process of the refinement
of the planet, those mammoth creatures have passed away and
animals of less physical power have taken their place. But
instead of physical power there now exists activity and vivaoity, and instead of men, giants in strength and physical stat

ure, we have men of moderate stature but of greater mind
power; and students and thinkers on the subject of man and
his relation to the universe, his component elements and so

forth, believe that the time must come when the man of this
planet will reach a state of refinement so high and so perfect,
that his physical body will be luminous and shining as the sun
light. A like order prevails in the development of the universe:
if our sun has worlds born to it, and if the earth is one of its
children, we must expect that the earth and all the planets
will become like their parent and will also have children. Our
moon is the offspring of the earth, and we may reasonably in

fer that the time will come when another moon will be born
from onr planet. We are told by astronomers, and through the
telescope we may see for ourselves, that the other planets have

worlds, moons, circling around them.
Now, if the order of evolution is from the grosser to the

finer, we must conclude that as the worlds born from our
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sun become more refined, they gradually drift away from their
parent center and assume the nature and appearance of their
parent, and, consequently, are leu dependent upon it for their
nourishment of light and heat; in other words, they begin to
lire from themselves. We are told that Jesus said: "For as
the Father hath life in himself; so hath he given to the Son to

have life in himself,*’ and I believe that we all unite in regard
ing him as the great prototype of the coming race of our earth,
and as the raoe, so must be the world that it inhabits.
A thought that has been sweeping over our planet like a
tidal wave is, that “all is life;” and science has loug recognized
that even the rocks are living matter. We are here brought
faoe to face with deep thought, which is merely speculative to
the superficial thinker, but which to my mind seems suscep
tible of proof by the mathematics of logic. It is that, if all is
life, and if evolution is the law of humanity, then, as the human
family are like their surroundings and the land upon which

they live (scientists have recognized the fact that the nature
and character of the people are influenced by the qualities of
the land and surroundings), it follows that the development
and unfoldment of the race must either lead or follow the

changing conditions, the development and unfoldment, or re
finement of the qualities, of the planet on which they live. The
life of a planet is one life; therefore it must, to a very great
extent, move altogether as one body, for the body, as a whole,
is dependent upon each particular part.
We thus arrive at
the inevitable conclusion that, as planets grow and mature,
they are refined, and the burnt-out ashes, or grosser material,
are thrown off to form the beginning of other worlds,—moons.
It is, therefore, only a matter of time when our world will be a
shining, luminous body like the parent sun.
Now let us turn once more to the probable cause of the
twinkling of the Btars, It is well known that when one’s mind
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beoomes animated and active, the countenance lights up, and
as thoughts form and find expression, the light of the face
changes rapidly, the eyes flash with a peculiar light, and the
whole system beoomes radiant. Now, if all life is one life, and
if a world, including its inhabitants, is developed to a state of

unfoldment in which it is luminous, it naturally follows that
as great thoughts sweep over a planet, they are like flashes of
light; and as every quality of thought is produced by a differ

ent number of vibrations of mind element, it must be that, as
these thoughts flash over a world, different colors are assumed,
and according to their intensity is the flash, as in the case of
an electric light. Even now on our earth, dark and slow as
are its heart-throbs of mental life, it has been long recognised

that one wave of thought succeeds another.

It began first

with what were called “fads” rolling over the planet; it now
begins to assume the form of thought waves. At present we
are in the midst of a thought wave of which the central ex
pression is, All is mind, all is life, all is spirit And may we
not reasonably expect that, as the race unfolds and the earth

becomes more like its parent, the race will be more capable of
grasping more quickly and fully the new thoughts that pass
over the planet, so that as the people become more and more
refined and spiritualized, less time will be required for thoughts
to penetrate and permeate the race, and flash after flash of
thought will pass over the world like rays of electric light.
As this condition of things is so remote from anything
that is absolutely known, or has ever been known in the
world, it is necessary that we once more turn to look for

evidences in analogy.
It has been accepted by all astrono
mers that every star differs from every other star in the heav
ens.
We know that children of the same parents differ one
from the other, and so also do the planets of our solar system.
Richard A. Proctor, B. A., F. R. A. S., in his work, “Other
Worlds Than Ours,” says:
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“Ju piter presents the following principal physical habitudes:
He has a diameter of about eighty-five thousand miles, or
nearly eleven times as large as the earth’s, a surface one hun
dred and fifteen times larger, and, as I have said, a volume
more than twelve hundred times larger. Gravity at his surface is
about two and a half times as great as on our earth’s, so that
such creatures sb exist around ub would find their weight much
more than doubled if they were removed to Jupiter. He lies
more than five times farther from the sun than our earth, and
the light and heat which he receives from that orb are reduced
to about one-twenty-fiftb of our supply. He rotates on his axis
in rather less than ten hours (nine hours, fifty-five minutes,
twenty-six seconds), so that the length of his day is considera
bly less than half of ours. His axis is nearly perpendicular to
his orbit, so that there are no appreciable seasonal changes as
be sweeps around the sun in his long year of 4, 832.5 days.”
Jupiter is called by this author the giant of the Solar Sys
tem. This enormous planet has been seen to exhibit a pecu
liar changing phenomenon. We quote the following from the
above work: “So far. then, as inquiries have as yet beeu pushed,
all that can be asserted on the subject we are considering is,
that the planet’s belts vary greatly in form, extent, and general
appearance. At one time the dusky belts cover a large pro

portion of the planet’s disk, at another they are singularly nar
row. Now they are very regularly disposed, now they seem in
some way under the action of disturbing forces of great inten
sity, causing them to assume a most irregular figure. . . .
In the course of a single hour, Cassini saw a complete new
belt form on the planet, and on December 13, 1690, two well-

marked belts vanished completely, while a third bad almost
disappeared in the same short interval of time. . . . Now,
during the autumn of 1869 and the spring of 1870, thia
belt has been more strongly colored than any part of the
planet. Mr. Browning, observing Jupiter in the earlier part
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of the above-named interval, found the equatorial belt of a
greenish-yellow oolor, which deepened in October, 1869, to a
full ochreish yellow, and in January of the present year had
assumed an even darker tint, resembling yellow ochre.”
Here is a planet of om solar system which gives evidences
of forces active upon it which are ont of all proportion to any
possible influence that the sun’s rays oould have on it, or, in
other words, these forces act from the life upon it. This, and

its strange belts of cloud formation, changing from one hue to
another in a short space of time, are entirely unaccounted for

by astronomers. If we should look steadily at the planet Ju
piter during the period of these changes, we would probably
see a gradual change in the oolor of the light reoeived from it.
These changes seem to be a slow beginning of the twinkling
seen in some of the stars in the heavens; for instance, if at
this period of the year, we turn onr attention to the north
eastern sky, just east of the North Star, we will see a bright
star called Capella* flashing forth wondrous rays of color, pre
senting in each flash all the colors of the raiubow. The Hashes
are so quick that it is difficult for the human eye to follow

them, and to distinguish each color as they flash from oue side
of its disk to the other; and they do not appear to start each
time at the same place,—the color wave runB down, then across,
then up and so on, changing continuously. Many of the other

stars exhibit a play of colors; in some the red predominating, in
others the green, and so on with all shades, each star having
some dominant ray that seems to distinguish it from the others.
Imagine, for a moment, a world immensely greater than our

sun, shining in the glory of its own atmosphere, whose people
have developed to that high state in which there flash continu
ally from them God-thoughts, like rays from his own divine
•A» th« appearance of tbu article bee born delayed eince September, Capella
■ill now be eoen in mid-heaven near the Milky Way.
[Ed.
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presence; and although it takes these thoughts only the small
portion of a second to flash across the disk of the planet, yet we
can imagine, from our limited experience in thought, that there
might exist a race of such refined intelligence, that thoughts

of Bueh gigantic proportions and wonderful comprehensiveness
might be fully realized in that brief space of time, and that

the glory and magnitude of these thoughts cause that oeaseless
change; for the same thought never recurs to the mind, but the
course of the universe is od, forever on. As the Angel said to
John, “There is no night there, for the Lord God giveth them
light/' Therefore, as we sit quietly looking at yon star, our
bouI intently fixed upon God, the Father of all life, it is not

hard to feel the heart throbs of the Infinite Soul, and we even
imagine that we may catch a little ray of those wondrous
thoughts that are so continuously flashing out from world to
world. All these worlds are, as it were, the body of the Infi
nite, and God the souL, forever speaking those wondrous words
of life and light. Therefore it is good to watch the stars while
we muse upon God, for from them we may gather some reflec
tion of the Mind of Diviuity.

S. D. Marvin.

Whether with reason, or with inatinot blest,

Know, all enjoy that pow’r which suits them best;
To bliss alike by that direction tend,
And find the means proportioned to their end.
Pope,

HENRY WAD8W0BTH LONGFELLOW.
As we contemplate the Zodiacal Circle of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, so well known as one of the leading poets of the
Nineteenth Century, we are deeply impressed with the wonder*
ful way in which the planetary forces reveal his natural char
acteristics.
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Two.
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Two.
Creative,
One.
Two.
Water,
Four.
Serving,
Born in Portland, Maine, upon the 27th of February, 1807,

hie earthly pedestal was that of Pisces, and his Polarity,
Scorpio. He looked out upon human life, with his little bark
riding upon the waters of an unknown sea all about him.
What shall the voyage be? We note at the outset the impor
tant fact that Jupiter in Cancer, the Moon in Scorpio, and
Earth and Mare in Pisces, formed a Watery Triplicity of un.

usual character. Great Jupiter at the head of that Triplicity
imparted to his nature ideality as to home aud all which that
sacredly implies. The Moon iu Scorpio produced a versatile,
creative mentality, combined with unusual will power; while
Earth and Mars iu Pisces demonstrated the fact that the com

bined power of these two planets found powerful execution in a
material way, and iu accord with the collateral influences which

the other planets brought to bear upon this Watery Triplicity.
A firm, creative, and original mentality was his. Like the
placid lake, it was ready to reflect what time and cirouinstance
should bring above it. As the patient years came, “the Heav

ens declared the glory of the Lord" unto him in a wondrous
way. Mercury made subtle and strong his discriminations and
his intuitions. It related them somewhat to the reproductive
element, and formed the basis of much of a versatile order,
which, as time advanced, was clearly demonstrated. Physically
it gave him a stomach of much value, and aided thereby iu
vitalizing his entire body.
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Venus in Libra was an ideal zodiacal neighbor, who, in her
supreme individuality, united his intuitive and reasoning facul
ties into rare oneness, so that the Balances of his interior na
ture were very delicately adjusted. He oould equally welcome

the material and metaphysical hour by hour, and weigh their

value in a rare sense. When, therefore, we next discover that
in Aries UranuB ruled, and in Taurus Saturn held away, we
can but exclaim, “How wonderful are thy works, O Lord,”
unto this tby son 1 for. with these planets dominating the Upper
and Lower Brain, u>e haw the beet possible intellectual expres-

eion which the Heavens can provide.
This nature thus based and balanced, it is interesting to trace
its evolutionary steps. With the Watery Triplicity predomi
nant, much depended upon education and environment. Without
education and poorly environed, he might easily have been quite
materia] in his characteristics and expressions to the world.
But he was privileged to graduate successfully from Bowdoin
College, and, during his last year there, wrote as follows to

his father: “L most eagerly aspire to future eminenoe in litera

ture; my whole soul burns ardently for it, and every earthly

thought centers in it.” With these thoughts ruling him, he
visited Europe, and soon after entered upon a professorship at
Harvard College. Thereby the atmosphere about him became
congenial, and as he merged into manhood, he was a man
among men, ready to sail out on life’s great sea as Captain.
While thus engaged he told the world his conception of Life
in that little poem entitled “A Psalm of Life,” whose opening
verse reads:—

“Tell me not, in mournful numbers,
Life is but an empty dream!—
For the soul is dead that slumbers,
And things are not what they seem.”
This little poem is great in its illustration of the ripeness of
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his mind at this early period. The true relation of body, mind,
and soul were already his.
The Trinity of Canoer, Scorpio, and Pisces, which so clear
ly formed the bag it of hie life, found fruitage considerably
through absorption as well as education. They formed a rest
less sea, upon which he sailed in joyfulness with the sky clear

and the winds favorable.

During this time the classic past

breathed upon him its refining, ennobling power, and his sus

ceptible nature partook of it as food from the gods. But the Oc
cident had also its mission for him. Boston, as the modern Ath
ens, fed his Boulful on trenchings. Emerson, Whittier, and Dr.

Holmes, were a trinity unto him—philosophically, prophetically,
and humorously. Gemini, Sagittarius, and Virgo united their
forces upon our restless Pisoes, and thus all the four elements
found expression through his absorbing and coalescing nature.
The element of time wrought its mission upon him in a
truly evolutionary way. The inspirational power of Mars in

the watery sign in which he was born, stirred his restless
nature into high activities, while the balancing power of Mer
cury in Virgo, caused his discriminations to be subtle and
strong. The fact that he could write “Excelsior” at the age of
thirty.four, illustrates how early he conceived that “Onward
and upward” was a motto involving true living here, and im
mortality beyond the human activities.
At the age of thirty-five he wrote:—

“Half my life is gone, and I have let
The years slip from me, and have not fulfilled
The aspirations of my youth, to build
Some tower of song, with lofty parapet.”
And yet this restless Pisces was all the while becoming a liter
ary encyclopedia. He was assuming his rightful place in that
noble aristocracy of inspired men which Americanism, in its
best sense, was then producing.
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Pisces natures are usually romantic in some way. Mr. Long
fellow was no exception. The formulation in succession of
“Evangeline,” “The Courtship of Miles Standish,” and “Hia

watha,” showed clearly how fertile he was in the unfolding of
three of the most beautiful and versatile poems in the English
language.
Again, like all Pisces natures, he was ever distrustful of his
own attainments. It will be observed that he was equally en

dowed in the four trinities (two each, as the Circle shows),
which naturally caused an ever-increasing equability of temper

ament, so that, with the enlargement of his comprehensions,
there gradually grew the greater thought that he must produce
“Christus: A Mystery.” When forty-two years of age (1849)
he began his work upon it, writing in his diary at that time:
“And now I long to find a loftier strain, the subliraer song whose
broken melodies have for so many years breathed through my
soul io the better hours of life.” As his inspirations from
time to time became lofty, he pondered and wrote upon it dur
ing the next twenty-three years. It stands the master-piece of
his soulful genius and calm aspirational meditations. This
demonstrates how the Pisoean nature may trend its restless
waves into that sweet placidity where it can look up, as the
close of human life is contemplated, and say:—
“There is no death I what seems so is transition;
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life elysian,
Whose portal we call Death."

Libra.

üiflüil.’ul hy

PISQEJ.
Silver and Blue.

Whatb Eternity? It is the prooseoiona of Life. On, forever on, without
beginning and without end, moves the stately line, but in all the meat
nreleas order of its unbroken length, but one point, one infinitesimal
point, appears to human vision. That point we oall creation, manifesta
tion. Standing there, we strive ia vain to pieroe the mystery of infinite
progression: whence the ondlom succession of form? it moves past and
vanishes—whither does it go? Helplessly wo gaxe into the obscure
depths of the past, and aa vainly try to wrest the secret from the beyond;
the here, the now, is alooe given to cor vision. It fo truly so: we may
not see, but God himself, the Creator of all, has hie abode within, and
we may know. We know that, throughout the reaches of space and the
duration of eternity, there Sows an ocean of never-resting life,—an oosan,
and yet no portion of its changing ourrente the same. Aa it rolls onward
from the beginning, of wboh a beginning always exists, ite waters grow
ever denser, heavier, until, aa the waters of Earth, they attain their full
weight of materiality. Than, aa they mightily sweep on Into the cyolea
before us, the material slowly loses itself in the refinement of Spirit,
and, listen as intently an wo may, we can no longer hear ths tenuous beat
of those waves upon the shores of time.
Throughout the expanse of thia wide ooean, there stretches the length
of one infinite purpose: its waters exist but to give birth to and to perfect
Farm—Farm which always measures the fineness of ite substance by that
of the oosan in which is its home. From the subtle waves of ths earliest
waters, psychic forma arise. At the'‘vanishing point” of tenuity they first
appear, but, an the surging ourrente sweep toward the density of Earth’s
waters, they grow ever heavier in substance, until here, in the waters of
our world, they resoh the corporeal. Than, aa we fallow the line of
advance, we behold them grow luminous with the light of Spirit, and,
aa they paaa on, on, into that which io beyond, their very essence of be
ing ia changed into light: Form and Light have beoome cns, and that
Light by alow degrees peases into refinements to which our finite percep
tions no longer respond,—Form merged into Light, and Light into the
Drvnrn, vanishes into the Unknown.
When this endless sequence, these processions of Form, reach the
waters of Earth, they emerge aa the Fish, the Pisces. There exists in the
world no organic form, animal or vegetable, which did not, aa the fish,
spring from the waters of the planet Pisons is the expression of Earth
ly formulation, In our octave of worlds it is the lowest point of materi
ality. It ia the origin of the animal body, the physical basis of man.
But in Pisces, the Fish, are kindled the fires of life,—corporeal fires at
first, but fires which ultimately pane into those of Spirit, the Light of
Divinity. And so when our planet rolled into the Pisces quality of ths
great Spiritual Zodiac, our Master came that he might kindle in the
world, aa yet burning with only the fires of animal life, the potencies
of those Divine Fires by which men may take form, become fishes, in
the great current* of Spirit. "Ichthua,” he was called by hie early fol
lowers. "We are little fishes in Christ our great Fish" (Tertullian).
The Fish, corporeal existence, receives form under the immediate in
fluence of the moon'a pale ray, whose silver light is mirrored therein, to
gether with the blue, which here, in the Fish, makes its first appearance
in our system of worlds.

AN OCTAVE OF WORLDS.
(IV.)
Believing M I do in the ooetfawity of nntuie, I oeanoi atop abruptly where our
microecope eeMM to be of oee. Here the vivSow of the mind eupplement* author
itatively the “viaion of the eye.” By an intellootual naoeeaity I croee the bound
ary of the experimental evidence, and diacover in matter the promite and potency
of all terrmtHal life.
Tyodall.

The writer proposes to base the argument of the concluding
number of thia series of articles upon two propositions which
have beoome sufficiently established by deductions of the most
advanoed authority to be considered scientific axioms. Pro
fessor Huxley gives poetic expression to the first of these great
truths when he says that, “amid the mysteries which beoome
the more mysterious the more they are thought about, there
will remain the one absolute certainty, that man is ever in the
presence of an Infinite and Eternal Energy from which all
things proceed;" or, more briefly, all things proceed from an
Infinite and Eternal energy. The second of the two princi
ples underlying the doctrine of evolution is the continuity of
law,—the operation of the same laws in absolutely unbroken
sequence throughout the entire course of universal evolution.
These two statements furnish the only satisfactory key to the
processes of evolution, for they are all-comprehensive, holding
within themselves all truth, all law. It is with the first of
these principles that we have maiuly to do, aa, in the light of
modern science, a simple statement of the second—the oontinuousness of law—is probably all that is necessary; it has been
beautifully and forcibly said that “continuity is the expression
of Divine veracity in nature."
If, then, life, the visible and invisible universe, is the out
come, or manifestation of “au Infinite Energy," a study of the
basic qualities and processes of life must begin with an exam
ination of the character and phenomena of Energy, that from
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which life proceeds. Now, we find that ail activity may be resolved into two elementary forces; namely, centrifugal and cen
tripetal, or positive and negative. Energy is the Protens of
classic symbology, but beneath its ceaseless change of form ex
ists the dual constitution, which, as we have seen, must under,
lie all more advanced creative expression. Whether mental,
vital, chemical, or mechanical, activity is but the result of
an interplay of these two primal forces,—the one projectile,
the nature of which impels it to move eternally forward; the
other is the limitless power inherent in an established oenter
to draw toward that center.
When a “ray” or line of the projectile, or tangential force
comes within the influeuee of such a center, neutralisation
is evidently the result of the conjunction; in other words, the
line of tangential energy, under the attraction of the central
pull, tends to fall away from its original direction and to define
the periphery of a circle. This is the origin of the "vortex
rings” so generally acknowledged to be the beginning of stellar
life. The axiom Omne vivum ex ova—"All life has its beginning
in the egg”—is a scientific acknowledgment of the same law.
Herbert Spencer voices a similar thought when he says, that
“life is a continuous adjustment of external relations to internal relations,” and physicists are beginning to tell us not only
of the vortex motion of the individual atom, but some of them
(notably Haeckel) insist upon a vortex motion of the entire
mass of atoms composing the embryo.
In view, therefore, of the ground thus far covered; namely,
that, first, life is the outcome of two opposing forces, for the
interaction of which we use the term Energy, and the activities
of which manifest themselves in vortex motion; and, second,
that the oontinuousness of law is absolute throughout the entire
course of evolution—in view of these premises, it is evident
that an understanding of the essential character of life and of
the principles of oreative organization demands a consideration
of the direction and intensity of lines of force as they appear
in vortex motion. Now, although the intensity of the lines of
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Activity mast necessarily be an important factor in determin
ing the finer variations of quality, yet the direction taken by
these lines is obviously the fundamental principle of construc
tion, by which not only the basic or most radical qualities are
established, but upon which rests the scheme of organization,
individualization.
In vortex motion we find the lines of force moving in four
totally distinct directions,—so distinct that if a line of direction
be in each case indefinitely extended, the resnlt will be four
right augles, or a square. Consequently, creative organization
in order to be complete demands that the lines of construction,
by which form and also quality are determined, shall move in
four directions of such a character that, although a fourfold
conjunction may occur, yet at no point, however small, is it pos
sible for any two of the lines to pursue the same course, or to
become identical; that is, in perfect organization form and
quality must find four distinct means of expression, four dis
tinct means of individualization,—individualization in such an
absolute sense that it is impossible for any one form, or ex
pression thereof to lose its identity in any other one.
Thia is the occult significance of the square, which in symbol
ism stands for the ultimates of organization.* It is the truth
embodied in the Tetragrammaton,—He of the Four Letters
appears as the Four in One, furnishing the pattern according
to which are to move those lines of Divine Energy which arc
to ultimate in the structure of the ages,—the Temple of God.
If the evolution of the race and of the planet is to result in
the perfection of form and quality, then the ultimate entity,
the One, is to be composed of four distinct individuals; and
in accordance with Nature’s methods, for she “takes no leaps,”
we would expect to find the most distinctly characteristic ex
pressions of form and quality dominated, in both instances,
throughout the whole course of evolution by the number Four.
•In the Hebrew, the letter Tsadhe. or the number 00, represent« the oompleternent of the human individual. 90° is the quadrant, or the fourth part of 300®,
the circle of organization.
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Turning, then, to a brief examination of the principles of
form and quality, the pair so indissolubly linked to the condi
tion of Being, we find one allied cause, the other to ultimate»;
that is, the quality of life antedates every other distinction,
and is dependent upon the source of supply, while form is de
termined by function,—function in the sense of the activities
necessary to existence,—and is, consequently, the substantial fac
tor of evolution. Form, therefore, is the distinguishing feature
of the more advanoed evolutionary states, while quality is
closely connected with supply. Now, this is unquestionably
the relation sustained to each other by the two great divisions
of terrestrial life, the animal and the vegetable kingdoms,—the
one, the marked expression of the principle of form, function;
the other of quality. Therefore, in the animal kingdom, at the
head of which stands man, we must look in the direction of
form, arising in function, for the manifestation of the charac
teristic Four; on the other hand, in the vegetable world, where
chemism, or vital supply, is the leading thought, of which color
is the visible expression, we are prepared to see the number
Four a prominent factor in the basic problem of nutrition—
Four, linked to color, should the open sesame to the fountain
of supply.
Turning, therefore, to the animal kingdom for prophetic
evidence of the fourfold ultimate of terrestrial evolution, and
recognizing the fact that inquiry in this direction must be in
quiry into function and its effect upon development—that is,
activity expressed in form—we will have the evidence for
which we seek if we find that in man, who is the culmination
of animal life, the appropriate activities, function, dispose
themselves naturally into four well-defined divisions, and that
Nature announces this quadruple division in the unmistak
able language of form.
A little reflection will convince the most superficial iuquirer
that the human activities do find their most natural grouping
under four heads; namely, (1) the intellectual, (2) the mater
nal,—activities allied to nutrition, (3) the reproductive, (4)
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and those of muscular action—motion, including, of course,
locomotion. This grouping ia aa old as are human records, for
mysticism, which is supposed to concern itself with the laws
of life, haa always and does now accept this division.
Now, what haa Nature to say of such an arrangement. She
does simply thia: she makes the clear and unmistakable state
ment, at the very beginning of animal existence—that is, in the
embryo—that this is her plan of construction. Like a wise and
orderly architect, she makes a chart of her design and then
proceeds to build aooordingly, looking always toward the ulti
mate structure, which shall present her first workmanlike state
ment in well-defined perfection. A few words in regard to
embryonic development will show bow emphatically and beau
tifully she sketches her plans.
As formulation advances, the embryo, the chemical constitu
ents of which are four in number—Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen,
and Nitrogen—divides into four parts, or germ-layers, which ul
timately unfold, respectively, into those parts of the animal body
which perform the functions of intellection, nutrition, repro
duction, and muscular notion. From the upper of these layers
develops the brain with its nerve connections, including the
outer skin, or covering of the body; in the seoond layer the
organs of motion arise,—the muscular and bony structure; the
third layer unfolds into the organs of reproduction; and, final
ly, from the lowest and fourth layer, the organs allied to the
alimentary or maternal function appear, upon which depend
nntritiou, both of the individual and the offspring. Thus at
the door of life, the great architect announces in the language
of form the four grand functions of the animal kingdom; and, aa
we have seen, function, and consequent form, is the controlling
thought, the purpose, of this kingdom.
In the vegetable kingdom, where the purpose of life is to
furnish the animal kingdom with the chemical elements neces
sary to growth—that is, where quality is the governing thought,
we must be prepared to find in the potent Four the magic key
which unlocks the great storehouse of supply; its beniguant
presence must this time be linked to the pivotal problem of
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nutrition, and it must be associated with color, the distinguish
ing characteristic of the vital or chemical element. The color,
however, with which it has formed an alliance would naturally
be that oolor which in the octave of primary colors occupies the
place corresponding to the one held by Earth in the oreative
scale, or the Octave of Worlds. This oolor we know to be
green, of which fact the appearance of nature leaves no doubt.
Now, in view of what has been said, the position of the num
ber Four in vegetable existence is, if possible, more significant
than that assigned to it in the animal kingdom; for, through
its connection with nutrition, it speaks into being, and sustains
the life of, the whole plant world. Nor are we disappointed
in expecting to find it inseparably united to the color green:
in the animal kingdom, where form (function) was the spok
en word which dominated all else, the Four was content to
express itself simply by means of that word; but here, in the
plant world, where quality, whose rightful expression is color,
holds sway, the number Four, with gentle courtesy, blends its
own language, that of form, with oolor, the language of the
kingdom io which it finds itself.
A more definite presentation of this thought will be found
in the following facts. For nutrition and its green color, plant
life is absolutely dependent upon the presence of a certain substanoe known as chlorophyll, which is composed of minute
green corpuscles. Deprived of these corpuscles, plants are un
able to assimilate their food; and under such circumstances
only those that are parasites are able to sustain life. The
unique character of the chlorophyll corpuscles has occasioned
much wonder and speculation among scientists. They seem
in some unknown way to be in peculiar sympathy with the
solar energy; for deprived of the sun’s rays, they lose their
color and fail to do their work, and so the plant dependent
upon them dies. It is as though through them is spoken the
Bolar word which gives life to the vegetable kingdom; as
though through them the plant looks up to the great father
of light for the vital energy of its existence.
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The chlorophyll corpuscles are undoubtedly the key to the
problem of vegetable life; and if the Creator of all speaks any
where in the vegetable world of the great design of terrestrial
life, of the ultimate character of his purpose, surely we
may expect to find the expression of the thought in these
little green entities through which the life energies enter the
plant kingdom. Let us, therefore, proceed to examine fur
ther into these strange little oorpuscles. In the first place
in chemical composition they represent Four,—the Four
which stand at the portal of all physical life; namely, Car
bon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen, and Oxygen. In form they are
spherical, and thus present the creative scheme of organiza
tion—that of four different lines of construction, organiza
tion composed of a fourfold individuality. Lastly, the very
existence of these little individuals rests upon the number
Four, for each one performs the function of reproduction by
dividing into four equal parts; and thus, by an inverse process,
four instead of one take up life’s mission. Thus as to form,
quality (chemical constitution), and the origin of life, the
three conditions necessary to Being, does Four, linked to
Earth’s own color,* solve the problem of life for these tiny en
tities. We especially note the fact that the life of the whole
vegetable kingdom depends upon the chlorophyll corpuscles, and
that at the foundation of their own existence Btands the num
ber Four—Four, like the fabled tortoise, supports the world,
, *A former paper of this series emphasizes the fact that the number Teo, or a
dual unfoldment, bote the same relation to the last cycle, that Poor, or a fourfold
ultimate, doe» the preaent one. It was also shown that the addition of two ele
ments to the basic principle» of the last cycle, represented by the color yellow,
make up the four basic qualities of ths present cycle, which expresses itself through
the green. It is interesting and significant to notice what a faithful record the
chlorophyll makes of these two steps of unfoldment. * 'It consists of Jowr substanoes, two ¡/eUow and two ffrton." The yellow are called etioliu and are formed ante
cedent to the green. In the words of G. H. Vines. M. A., F. R. S-, ‘‘Under the
influence of light sad a sufficiently high temperature the yellow etioliu is oonr»rted
into green chlorophyll, but nothing is known as to tbe nature of the process by
whiob the oonrenion is effectad." How wonderfully and how mysteriously are the
Four Letters, the two syllables of the creative word spoken through thia chloro
phyll!
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not only the vegetable world, but, as has been previously shown,
it also upholds the animal world.
The writer feels that the facts cited np to the present point
certainly prove all that has been claimed for them; namely,
that the world’s Great Architect enters upon his work of con
struction just as an earthly architect does,—he first sketches a
plan of his design and then proceeds with the building, always
keeping in view that first well-defined chart, which the ulti
mate is to bring out in the substantial lines of a glorious real
ization. But in this instance work advances by a double line
of operation: in one department (the animal kingdom), work
upon the structure itself moves forward; in the other (the vege
table kingdom), are the “hewers of wood and the drawers of
water,” the workmen who supply the material which must en
ter into the building proper. Nevertheless, in order that there
may be no misunderstanding as to his ultimate purpose, the Wise
Architect places in tbe keeping of each department, at the
very beginning of the work, a carefully executed draught of
the ultimate, and never afterward allows that draught to be
lost sight of.
Now, does this thing happen by chance? Would not the Di
vine Architect begin his work in at least as orderly a manner
as an earthly artist would ? for the laws of construction are the
the same, whether in o[>eracion through the age noy of an earth
ly builder or the Great Master Builder of the universe; and
these laws demand that a well-defined conception, a draught of
the ultimate, shall always precede the erection of tbe building.
Can we suppose that it is chance happening—this clearly-de
fined thought of a fourfold individuality, placed as tbe founda
tion principle of life for tbe two kingdoms of terrestial existence,
and which trails its well-marked length through the whole
course of evolution? The continuousuess of law renders it cer
tain that nothing happens by chance; that the apparently most
insignificant events of evolutionary unfoldment are eloquent
with prophecy of the inconceivable grandeur of ultimates.
Consequently, such a precise and carefully executed plan of
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action, a scheme of development so consistently sustained
throughout the entire history of evolution, and that scheme
based upon the most exact thing in all the universe, a mathe
matical thought, a number,—unquestionably means that the con
summation of terrestrial organisation is to be of a fourfold char
acter; that the planet, the race, and the individual man are
ultimately to be fourfold in their nature,—that is, that in each
instance they are to be composed of four distinct entities.
The reader has doubtless surmised that these papers have
been written from a basis of deduction rather than of induc
tion; in other words, that the writer has simply taken the pres
ent method of presenting a fact of which she has knowledge
received in a very different way. Yet, knowing this fact to be
the ultimate truth of the cycle, and knowing, too, that, as such,
evidence of it was to be found all along the way of life, she
has stopped to gather some of that evidence rather than make
a statement without other means of verification than experi
ences, which, although absolutely convincing from a personal
point of view, would scarcely be satisfactory to another. Many
wonderful happenings in physical evolution, all conclusively
pointing to the same grand sequel, have, for the sake of brev
ity, been passed over without notice. But the souls who have
attained sufficient unfoldment to receive from within assur
ance of the truth of this revelation—and for these alone I
write—can pursue the present line of investigation indefinitely,
always with results luminous with the light for which they seek.
Now a word as to how the planet and the race and the man
are each to be four in one. I have known for a long time that
the nature of Mars was in all respects interior to that of the
Earth, and that her people were in constitution an interior
race to the people of Earth—1 have seen them, and I know
their racial quality and characteristics; and from a Mars man
I have the following facts.
When the serpent entered Eden and implanted in our race
the principle of physical generation, he came directly from
Man; his work upon Man was just then finished, for the planet
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bad just then ended that period of nnfoldment in which phys
ical generation is the order of life. This stage of development
—the development of a physical body—can exist upon but one
planet of the Octave at a time; and when it has been accom
plished there, it is passed on to the world next in order. At
all times the seven states of nnfoldment are active in the Oc
tave, in order that harmony may be complete, but no state, or
note, is doubled.
When Earth began the present dark chapter of its experi
ence, the people of Mars, after a limited period of peaoe and
joy spent upon their own planet, passed into “the heavens,”
while Mare itself entered npon “the old dark silence” spoken
of by the prophet Esdras,—silenoe in the sense that its raoe
was temporarily removed from it, and dark because its magnet
ic conditions had become such as to produoe a state of active
transmutation, causing a sufficient quantity of carbonic acid*
and other gases to be evolved to darken its atmosphere with a
dull reddish hue. Both race and planet are resting and wait
ing, and in the mean time are rapidly approaching a state
which will enable them to become respectively interior to our
own raoe and planet. The natural law which will lead to the
conjunction of the planets is that by which any powerful mag
net attracts to itself when proper conditions are established
for doing so.
The truth in relation to the races of the two planets is very
wonderful and beautiful. It is thia: Tbe separation of the an
drogynous being of our primal race into the man and the wom
an, each with a physical body, was not alone for purposes
of growth along tbe two different lines of experience, but also
that each pair, when the right time came, might receive inte
rior to themselves a counterpartai pair. Thus the physical
bodies of the Earthly man and woman will become, in each
•A German aatronoroer make* the aunounoement (the atatement appear* in a
recent German periodical, of which, unfortunately, the writer ha* not a copy at
band), that ha baa reaaona to helion that certain phenomena upon the planet
Man, heretofore anppoeed to be du* to accumulation* of watery vapor, tee, etc,,
ar* canned by miw* of oarboaio acid gaa.
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instance, the glorified abode, not only of the souls that have
had possession of them since birth, but to each soul will be
joined another soul, its interior self, which has been evolving
all these «eons on the planet Mars, and which, by reason of the
interior relation of the Mara race to the race of Earth, belongs
to the Earth soul as its interior self. In this manner four souls
are to be joined by a double linking; the pair with the Earthly
physical bodies belong to each other in the Bense that they
came out from the Creator as one thought; the interior pair
from Mars sustain the same relation to each other; and bo the
fourfold union is donbly welded.
But although there thus exists a union of four souls, yet the
physical basis of existence—the physical body and the planet it
self—is as yet only twofold; perfection demands that the fourfold
conception be ultimated. There are at present four worlds be
tween Venns and Jupiter: of these, the two nearest Jupiter are
in a fragmentary state by reason of having long ago attained
relative magnetic conditions which brought them into violent
collision;* the third, Mars, is in “the old dark silence’*—in the
words of Indian theosophy, “Mars is in obscuration;” the
fourth, Earth, is the only one of these planets that, as the
abode of its race, is in a state of active growth, the remaining
three are waiting and preparing themselves for the time when
she is ready to join her existence to theirs. But planetary
events move slowly, and, in this instance “the last shall be
first,” for Mars and the Earth are first to become one, taking
a position in the Solar System further from the sun than the
•“Olbera Grat conceived the idea that the asteroids might be fragment* of a
farmer world. Herbert Spencer, in 1864 and again in 1883, declared that the
evidence goes far to justify the hypothesis of Olbera that the planetoid* (asteroid*)
resulted from the bunting of a planet onoe revolving in the region they occupy.
... In 1891, Time rand, in presenting before the Institute of France the
result* of a long-continuous study of the asteroid*, observed: ‘It is impossible to
connect all the asteroid* with the rapture of a single planet, but we can form
groups of two planet* whose orbit* present curiotu ruemblanca act due to cAanoe.'
. . . According to the Jewish Qabbalah, certain of the primordial world*
created, which could not subsist, a* the equilibrium of balance mat not yd perfect,
vara convulsed by the unbalanced force and destroyed.“
Parsons.
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Am Octave of World».

one Earth now occupies, and, consequently, nearer to these
fragmentary planets, which, under the attraction of the dual
planet of such a high degree of potency, will be drawn to it.
Thesd two disrupted planets sustain a relation to each other
similar to that existing between Earth and Mars; that is, in
nature, both planetary and racial, one is interior to the other.
Consequently, the union of the two, in its effect upon the units
of the respective races, is to be just what will have been accom
plished by the union of Man and Earth.
The fourfold ultimate will, therefore, represent four planets,
fonr races, and four racial individuals, each individual dual in
his nature, a two-faced god, looking in one direction toward
the great Source of Light; in the other, toward the manifesta
tion of that Light.* Thus, when the time comes for Jupiter to
take the position that Saturn now occupies in the Solar Sys
tem, there will be another giant world, another Jupiter in
which He of the Four Letters is to find perfect expression,—
planetary, racial, and in the unit of the raoe. Our Octave of
Worlds is to close, as all octaves must, with the full chord of
four tones, of which the blended harmony holds within itself
the substance and the consummation of the series of seven
tones that precede.
•Of the endenM ia rapport of eha abora revelation which muat be omitted for
want of apace and for other raaann», mnoh that ia very important will be found in
the A pool , pre and the booka of the Old Testament prophecy.

Judith Macpherson.

DELINEATION OF OHARAOTEB.
We regret that limited spaoe permits ne to give, during the ooune of the yew,
but one delineation to each eubecriber. The neoeeaary data are, the year, day fo
the month, hour and place of birth. Without the hour we may approximate a doliiMatioa, but it will always be unaataafactory; therefore, if obtainable, we should
hare the hour, and if it cannot be ascertained, the applicant meat uodsretand that
the character-«ketch la mon orleee incomplete. In au oaaea, however, the date and
pint* of birth must be given, or it will be useless to attempt a delineation. We
ariah distinctly to state that our time is too thoroughly occupied to write to ap
plicant« for additional date. Those who wish special help in the rageoerate life—
aneb as was given in The Esoteric—ehould eo request in their application.

8.
1.
3.
2.

The earth and Japiter were both in the sign Libra at the time of
your birth, and Virgo was rising. These unite in making you a man
inclined to independence of character and peculiar in your own char
acteristics. It ie hard for yon to accept a statement simply upon the
authority of another, and much harder to have anyone tell you to do
a thing. You have your own ideas, and generally try to carry them
out. Your interior and body signs are almost without the reasoning
faculties, but are led out into that reasoning, formative sign, Pisces,
which causes you continually to feel that there are obstacles in your
way and difficulties to surmount; and I should judge that it would make
you fretful and restless, as it would give you a constant feeling of
restraint and a consciousness of criticism whether it existed or not.
Saturn in Gemini contributes great order, and intensifies yonr abil
ities in a business and educational way; it allies you to the sciences,
and to knowledge of languages. - Mars and Uranus in Capricorn are
somewhat confusing to yonr nature,—Mare in Capricorn produces
considerable selfishness and self-interest, while Uranus in Capricorn
tends to counteract that influence; consequently you are at times too
economical and again are wasteful, thus balancing from one extreme
to the other. Venus in Sagittarius gives love of motion, of exercise;
it adds mechanical ability, while Japiter militates against it You
are liable to pains across the reins and to urinal difficulties, if you
allow yourself to be anxious or over worked.
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Sebyino,
RISING SIGN—kJ.

At the time of your birth the earth
in the restless, active,
struggling sign, Pisces. In your case, however, the Places character
istics are modified by the body, or rising sign, which is Capricorn,
the head of the trinity of which your base is the expreeser, and also
by the positions of Uranus, Japiter, and Venue in Aquarius, the nature
of which finds harmonious expression through your innate sign, and
gives you a good deal of versatility, good, clear bo sinew ideas, and
produces in you a love of the elegant and beautiful. Saturn in your
polarity imparts order to your entire expression, notwithstanding the
fact that polarisation into the head of your Triplicity somewhat con
fuses your mentality. While you have the ability to deal with min
utiae and look after details in business matters, yet unless it is care
fully guarded, your inclination to neglect the detail and swing out into
the general, is sufficient to cause you to forget little things. Mars in
Aries, although in a sign harmonious with itself, yet produces in you
some degree of oombatirenew, high temper when angry. Have a
vitality, arising from the position of Mercury in Scorpio, which is
transcendent; can endure more than most men, and though you
should go down to death's door and your case be given up as hope
less, you would qniakly rally and rise to your feet again. Avoid liv
ing in a damp house or vicinity, which would render you liable
to rheumatic difficulties, tending to affect the joints. You should
live in a high, dry climate—not necessarily warm. Cultivate positivenew, and take plenty of physical exercise, or your health will
suffer, notwithstanding your great vitality.

i ri

CORRESPONDENCE.

Chicago, III., Jan. 10,1901.
Mr. H. E. Butleb,
Dear Sir:—Ab some of our readers, who are studying the
effects of the rising signs upon themselves, have not at all times
an Ephemeris or Zodiacal Indicator at their command, it has
occurred to me to suggest the following method of roughly
determining the rising sign without other external means than
the small amount of data given herewith—which may be read
ily memorized.
Each of the twelve signs rises daily, and about four minutes
earlier each day, so that in our year of 365 days, each sign
rises 866 times; consequently, although the time of the rising
of the sign varies from day to day, yet a certain sign will al
ways rise at the same time (with slight variations} on a cer
tain day of any year. For example, if we know that Aries
rises at noon on December 21, and that it rises four minutes
earlier each day, or two hours earlier each month (of 80.5 days,
nearly) thereafter, in order to ascertain at what time Aries
rises on June 1, we simply count the number of months from
December 21 to May 21, and the number of days from May
21 to June 1; i. e., 5 months, at 2 hours each, equal 10 hours;
10 days, at 4 minutes each, equal 40 minutes. We therefore
subtract the 10 hours and 40 minutes from 12 noon, leaving
1 h. 20 m, A. M. If we wish to know at what time Aries rises
on September 15, count the number of months from December
21 back to September 21 and the number of days from Sep
tember 21 to September 15; i. e., 8 months, at 2 hours each,
equal 6 hours; 6 days, at 4 minutes each, equal 24 minntes.
Adding 6 hours and 24 minutes to 12 o’clock noon, the result
is 6.24 P. M.
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Now, haring ascertained when Aries rises, if we wish to
know when Leo will rise, we simply add to the Aries time the
length of time it takes Aries, Taurus, Gemini, and Cancer to
rise, the total being the time Leo begins to ascend. On the
other hand, if the time of the rising of Caprioorn is desired,
subtract from the Aries time, the sum of the periods of Pisces,
Aquarius, and Capricorn, the result will be the time sought.
I think the above examples sufficient to illustrate the method
pursued, and I will simply append the time each sign takes in
rising at this place,—42 degrees North Latitude. While the
following table is not absolutely oorrect, yet it will be found
sufficiently accurate to be used in a rough way for the largest
cities of the U. S.
Aries 1
Taurus 1
Gemini 1
Cancer 2

h.
“
“
“

15 m.
80 «
55 “
20 “

Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio

2
2
2
2

h.
“
“
“

30 m.
30 “
30 “
30 “

Sagittarius
Caprioorn
Aquarius
Pisces

2
1
1
1

h. 20
“ 55
“ 30
“ 15

m.
“
“
“

After one has become familiar with this method of calcula
tion, the operation may often be shortened by taking advan
tage of the fact that, while Aries rises at 12 noon on December
21, Libra rises at midnight of the same date; also that Libra
rises at midday and Aries at midnight on June 21—either of
these signs may be UBed as a starting point.
Very truly yours,
A, L. Natban.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Blossoms fhom A New Field. By Abbie Walker Gould. A book of 198
pages, oontaitiing a collection of the author*e poems, some of wbioh have appeared
in The Esoteric and other advance-thought journals of the day. Mrs. Gould is
too well known aa a poetess to require uny recotnmendatiou from ua. The book is
handsomely bound in light green and silver, with gilt top. Sold for $1.00 and post
age, which would be about 10c. Address Mrs. Abbie Walker Gould, Moline, Ill.
We have before ua Altemus’ Edition of Shakespeare's King Richard the Third.
It is a little book ot 192 page«, bound in paste-green roan, with flexible novars and
gold top. Price, 60 cents. Sold by Henry Altemus, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Sklzctioni ntns Gbobob MacDonald, or Help« for Weary Sonia. Compiled
by J. Dewy. A beautiful little book af 93 pages, bound tn flexible covers, »temped
with gold letters. Sold by Purdy Publishing Co., Mo Vickers Bldg., Chicago, I1L
Its title well arprssaes the character of the contests of thia little book.
Zodiac. A monthly magazine issued by the Zodiac Publiahing Co., 120 Tre
mont St., Boston, Maas. It is largely devoted to Astrology and Palmistry. Con
tains mush bright thought, and judging by the number before us, it promises
welL Subscription, $1.00 a year. Single copies, 10 oenta.

Phtdcal Immobtautt, formerly ‘The Advanced Science Journal,” la “a
Journal of Life and Joy, devoted to the attainment of Immortal Tooth.” Edited
and published monthly by Hany Gass, Oakland, CaL Price, $1 AO a year.

“Adsbaxud.” An 8-page paper “issued every full moon” in Wyoming, Ohio.
It is certainly unique in its nature and character of thought. Wo think it will
make its way among the multitude of magazines now flooding the land, and will
live and have a good support. Subscription, $1.00 a year.
Mental Scibncb. This is a monthly magazine of twelve pages, edited and
published by Eugene Del Mar, 27 William St, New York City. Subscription
price, $1.00 a year. It is printed In antique type on exquisite paper, and “is in
tended as a message of pease and gladness.”
RrvoLunoN. “A monthly journal of conquest and of practical philosophy for
the affairs of every day; showing how all who will may win sunoam In life.*’ This
journal bears evidence of being worthy to be called a twentieth-oentury magazine.
Its thought is healthy, strong, and vigorous, and I believe no one can read it with
out being benefited by its spirit and influsaoe. Price, $1.00 a year. Edited by
Hebert Brown, Little Rock, Ark.
Maombtio Jointwal. "A bi-monthly journal, devoted to the promulgation of
Truth, the healing of the sick, and the instruction of all who desire to learn selfmastery.” Published by the Portland Institute of Soienoe and Magnetic Healing,
Portland, Oregon. Subscription, 60 oenta a year.
Sovl and Mind. "A monthly soul-culture journal, published in the interest of
pure inspirational soul-cnltnre in divine thought.” We copy the following para
graph from the "Salutation:” “With thia, the first number of Soul and Mind, we
introduce to the public a paper filled with the highest and purest thoughts,—aoulbnilding thoughts which will vibrate all through apace, and create within the
hearts of those who ehanoe to read our words of inspiration, a longing and a desire
to seek for a higher knowledge of the hereafter, and, in full harmony with us, to
lift their eyes toward high heaven, and with us cry aloud, ‘Give us light. God and
the Angel-World give us light.' ” Subscription prion, $1.00 a year. Maud Moore,
editor and publisher, Denver, Colo.

EDITORIAL.
We have a new edition of Solar Biology just from the press. It
contains added tablee, including those for 1902; and is a much finer
volume than we have ever put upon the market—not because there is
very much additional matter in it, bnt because we have better paper.
It is now an elegant book, and well worth the price.
The study of Solar Biology is one that enters into and forms a part
of one’s mentality, more fully, probably, than does any one system
or science. It really becomes a part of the student’s consciousness,
especially when be studies his friends and acquaintances by the light
that it sheds upon human character.
“Seven Creative Principles” is now in the press, and we hope soon
to have it completed, so as to fill orders that are waiting.

We have in manuscript form a work, which, though not very ex
tended as to size, yet because of its accuracy and from the fact that
it gives important data for purposes of computation not to bo found
elsewhere in print, will prove invaluable to students of Astrology,
Solar Biology—in fact, to the students of Astral Science in any of
its many forms. This matter, together with the tables to be used in
connection therewith, will appear under cover with The Esoteric
Ephemeris for the cuiTent year; the whole having been computed
and arranged by an astronomer of experience, one who has had
observatory training.
The work in question will contain complete data for finding the
time of rising of zodiacal signs, a table having been especially com
puted showing Sidereal Time of Cusp-Risings for every degree of
North Latitude from Equator to 60°, corrected for spheroidal shape
of the Earth, and available, also, for same degrees of South Lati
tude. This table will be useful for any future year, as its extreme
change will probably not exceed 5 seconds, in half a century. Greenwhich time is used throughout, which makes change to standard time
involve even hours. Full explanations are given for use of all the
Tables, with especial reference to the needs of those not accustomed
to mathematical work; and a few pages are devoted to arithmetical
operations, including interpolation methods. Explicit directions are
given as to the proper use of Standard Time. The Ephemeris proper
gives the Heliocentric Longitude of each planet and the Moon to
minutes of arc for every day in the year; also Sidereal Time of
Greenwich mean noon for each day. Gives exact time, to tenths of
minutes, of entrance of Moon and planets into each sign, corrected for
Nutation, showing in each case the time it takes for light to come
from planet to Earth.
We are now busily engaged In reissuing some of our books, and,
consequently, may not be able to get this little book in print for sev
eral weeks, but hope to advertise it in the next issue of The Journal
as being on sale.
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A NEW BOOK
Consisting of 50 Selections from Letters
•

•

■

Written By

A MASTER OF INDIA
To One of His Disciples

The Highway is within us. The atarting-point ia at the junction of the eyes within.—Sec. I.
A BEAUTIFUL and artistic book, printed on heavy paper, and bound in brown and linen; flexible
covere. The following quotation from the Preface indicate» the value of its contents:—
,

"THIS BOOKLET ia a Btring of selections from some private letters received from the late Rai Salig
Ram Bahadur, who, having attained the perfection of spirituality, led thousands of his country
men to a knowledge of the higher life and nobler possibilities of human existence.
Price, BO cents, post-paid.

luued and for sale by

THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA,

A TRIPLE ALLIANCE
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL

THE ARENA

- > MIND

OUR GREAT COn Bl NATION OFFER

By an arrangement jut effected with the publishers of MIND and THE ARENA,
we are able to present to our friends, for a limited time only, an opportunity
which far Low Price, Range of Thought, and Unity of Purpose, is one rarely
equalled. Doubtless many in this country, as well as foreign lands, will appreciate
this Special Offer to obtain for one small subscription these THREE LEADING
MAGAZINES.
MIND is devoted to Metaphysics, Occultism, Experimental and Psychic Research
and other phases of the New Thought
THE ARENA; the Great American Review of Social Advance.
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL, the purpose of which is to un
veil to the student the Higher Truths, Ancient end Modern, Oriental and Occi
dental, formulating them into methods for increasing the amount of life in the
organism; for its conservation and control, and the generation of that magnetic pow
er so essential to success in any direction. It deals with the Biology of the
Universe; the laws of life in their simplest, as well as more complex expressions.
Not only new subscribers, but also those already subscribing to either magazine may,
in renewing, take advantage of this splendid offer. It is believed that there are
a large number of thoughtful readers all over the world who will desire to follow
in The Arena social problems suggested in Mind and the Occnlt and Biological
Journal; and, on the other hand, to pursne in the Occult and Biological Journal
. and Mind the treatment of Philosophical, Religious, Metaphysical and Occult
subjects which the special character of the two latter publications makes possible.
MIND. >2.00

THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL. »1.80
Regular Price for the TWO. S3.50
CoaMnaUoa Price S3.BO

THE ARENA, »2.80
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL. »1.80
Regular Price for the TWO, »4.00
Combine lion Price, »3.00
THE ARENA.
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
MIND.
Regnier price for the THREE, »6.00
Combination Price tor ALL THREE. ».37»

Addroar all communication! and make remittance* payable to
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
APPLEGATE, CAL.

Mind Cure . . .
The Greatest Healing Power on Barth.

Lay your prejudice aside long enough
to read this sworn testimonial of a cure
that seems miraculotw:
Thb ia to certify that my upper lip and a large
portion of my nose were eaten away with cancer
of eo pronounced a character that physicians de
clared the case incurable and me a doomed man.
My situation and feelings were beyond descrip
tion. when I beard of Mn. Helen Wilmana and
bar power over every form of disease. After I
pat mysslf under her mental treatment the eating
of the cancer ceased and new Hath began to grow
from the edges of it, which gradually spread over
the cheek ontil the unsightly opening was olosed.
The nose at this time ia about completed, and the
lip ia nearly filled in. I am able to pronounce
her efforts a auooeaa. My general health is fully
restored, and I have gone to work again with my
customary strength. This testimonial is given
from a thankful heart; and I am glad to add that
my faith in her is so great that I believe »be can
cure any disease under the san. All this was
done without the one of medicines—by mental
treatment alone. Respectfully, J. M. Exglmh.
Subscribed and sworn tn before me this first
day of March, 18117, at Daytona. Fla.
C. M. Bingham, Jr., Notary Public.
I am acquainted with Mr, English and can
truly say that this case is not only true in every
particular, ns set forth by Mr. Biogbam, our no
tary, bat that the core spoken of, I must confess,
surpasses human compmbennion. During more
than 40 years of observation and experience I
have met nothing like the above ease. This con
tribution ia voluntary.
Bea Breeze, Fla., March 2,1807.
Da. E. E. Daytum.
C. A. Baixocoh, Sea Breeze, Fla.

I have thousands of testimonials of
other cures embracing every form of dis
ease, some of which are published in a
pamphlet called "The Mind Cure Treat
ment” Write to me for my terms; they
are moderate; and ask for “The Mind
Cure Pamphlet.” This is free to all who
want it Address
HELEN WILMANS, Sea Breeze. Fla.
The Libra Sample Copy Litt.—Sample copies
of all olasses of Occult and Metaphysical liter
ature, and a copy of “Healing by Divine Al
chemy,” will be sent you on receipt of ten cents.
C. D. McLaughlin, 043, Mass. Ave., x. w.
Washington, D. C.

ATTENTIONI
We offer to make absolutely
FREE OF CHARGE,

A LIFE SIZE PORTRAIT

In Ollette, Pastel, Water Color,
Sepia, India Ink, orCrayon.

In order to introduce oar excellent work, we
LIFE SIZE POR
TRAIT, copied and enlarged from any photo,
tin-type, gem, daguerreotype, etc., to any one
sending it to us. Our work is unexcelled, our
likenesses ore striking, our finishes the most art
istic. Small pictures always returned on demand.
If you wish to possess a valuable life-like por
trait in Oilette, Pastel, Water Color, India Ink
or Crayon, of yourselves, children, father, moth
er, dear absents or departed, FREE OF CHARGE,
send in your photo to
make, FREE OF CHARGE, A

THE CONTINENTAL ART CO.
IBS-»»? E. Waablogtow St.

CHKAOO. ILL.

DISCOVERY OF A LOST TRAIL
-BT-

CBABLES B. NkwCOXB
Author of “ALL’S RIGHT WITH THE WORLD”

Cloth, Emblematic Cover, 282 pages
Price, *1.60.

The latest success among optimistic publications.
"I am one with the spirit of its thought and
teachings and strive faithfully to follow the
teachings which I know are true.”
—Marie Corelli.
For sale by all Booksellers, or sent post-paid on
reoeipt of prioe.
Lkb and Shepard, Publishers,
202 Devonshire Street,
Boston.

BOOK WANTED
A good price will be paid for a copy of the
book "SOULS" by Mss. Ma»T Alling Asia.
Address 0. C, Olsen, Jackson Junction, Iowa.

“SHU CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON
NEW THOUGHT ESSAYS
These valuable papers are preceded by an original "Introduction to the
New Thought,” not hitherto published, making a volume of over a hundred pages.
The other fourteen essays of which the volume consists bear the following titles:—

Life os a Journey.
The Mental Origin of DiseaseMental and Physical Correspondences.
The Imaging Faculty.
How We Make Our Environment.
The Evolution of Power.
Food for Mind nnd Body.

Breath Vibration.
Form and Symbol.
Mental Seience versus Hypnotism.
Thoughts on Spiritual Heating.
Psychical Research. ' ■
Telepathy a Scientific Fact.
Healing at a Distance.

BEYOND THE CLOUDS
This beautiful volume comprises 134 pages, consisting of a series of lectures on
The Spiritual Science of Life.

THE LIBRARY OF HEALTH
IN THREE VOLUMES

A series of essays in popular form on Advanced Thought subjects, giving special
attention to questions bearing upon individual happiness, harmony, and health. Ex
cellent books for beginners in the New Metaphysics.
CONTENTS OF VOL-1.

The Spiritual Science of Life.
Self-Control.
Power of the Will.
Faith and Works.
Mental Causes of Physical Disease.
The Giving of Mental Treatment

Relationship.
Mind and Body (Part I.)
Mind and Body (Part II.)
The Forgiveness of Sin.
Good and Evil.
The Teachings of the Bible.

£2^* AII of the above works are handaomely bound In cloth.

Price, Si *00each, poat-pald.

For sale by
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
•

APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA.

ABBREVIATED CONTENTS OF

THE SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.
BY HIRAM E. BUTLER.
First Lmctesre.—The Ide* oTQvd. The people of all ages characterised

by their Idea ot God—The word of God associated wl>h the Idea of power-Man can only
andenund or think of things of which ba baa a correspoudeoce wiOilu blmaelf, p. 8.
The aeuaco IX reel re effects only—Causes are deductively determined by reason, p. 4. Tbs
wooden of will, p. 6. Yabveb, " I will be what I will io ba," p. 6. Space filled and Interflllod with worlds Interior to earb other—Order and Intelligence everywhere manl
iest, p. 11. The First Cause, the raaentlal Man, humanity the objective parts, p. It. Map
lar a condition of apiri , p. 16. Love the fulfillment of the law, p. 18. Meditation good
(or rhe soul- Fin lug God, p. 1ft.
•econd Lecture.—» orce« " All things work together for good”—The male
and female prineirlcsevcrywberu present in Nature. The condensational foroe Into matter
accomplished by the Logue or “ Word of Ood," p. 88. Bow thought Is formed and sent
forth on its mission. p. tr. The evolution of mailer through generativo processes, p. M.
The female will I ho ensphering or binding principle, p. 11. Compression, heat, ex*
pension puluisatlun, p. 8J. Electric and magnetic currents-of earth end sun, p. re. Be
coming Bona and Masters Instead ot servants, p. M.
i
Third Lecture.—Dfucrlmlsamtlon. The relaapu of the Seven Principles to
each oilier, p 4 . Tlie first manifestation of Diacriminatlotr-All things come from and
raíate to mlud, p. 48. Beason for calling some things good end others evil. p. 44.
Motives oí anderii Prophets and Beers for seeking Isolation from the world, p. 46. Dis
crimination manifested in deslio and prayer—Inspiration—Revelation, p. 4ft. Manifestsliona of discrimination in plant life- p. SI. Tbe pleasures oí tbe asases ooaimaled with
higher d'scrim I nation and Joy, p. 68.
Kourtls Lecture.—«»raer. Heat and cold as lormatlvs forces in Nature, p. 88.
The evidences ot Order tn crystal formations, p. SO. Interpreting Nature uuj. «deter
mining quality and cbarac ter from form—Form within form reveal ed by ihu aaicragoopo—
Worlds beyond worlds brought down by tbe telescope, P- M- The Order and Chemlsuy
ot Digestion, p. 61. Tbe explanation of vision-Manifestation of tbe sixth senas, p. H.
Tbe Infloenee of psychic aorronndlnga. p. 72. Being JolntCreatora with the Infinite,
p. 78. Hemming the true Wisdom, p. 76.
Fltth Lectarr.—CoUeslon. Drawing tbe line between principles and
phenomena, p. TO. Evolution—Cohesion essentially a feminine principle, ensphering,
nourish! i g, preserving, p. 8t Tbe •' advenary *’ that la eet off against Cohesion, p. A.
Ths conservative tcndeucice of Cohesion, p. 84. The abusas of the cohesive principle,
p. KS. Cohesion—The mother natura considerad as a distinct principle, p. 87. The mother
love to take higher form, p, »1. Live np to your highest Ideal of right, p. HL Racing tbe
name of Ood in the foreneed, p. #4.
tSixtks Lectnn.-Vcrmentatlon. Tbe Destroyer who stands in the way ot
physical fmmortuliiy—Dldntegraüou—All vegetation the materialisation of ' Infinite
thought—Man's thought ss real creations as the offspring ot his loins, p. 100. A vital
chemistry that will throw 11;bt on mental healing and thought formation, p. 101. A
secret of tbs Magi and Alobemlria, p. KM. Fermentation an agent ot progress, p. 100.
The baleful aspects of man when tbe prluclple of fermentation hat tbe ascendency, p. 106.
Dependence or man for executive energy upon bls helpmeet—Woman, p. 101, Dow to
become a " Prevailing Prince,” p. lOtL Conquering and controlling the farces of genera
tion, p. lio. The tillen state, p. ill. Becoming "kings and priests unto God,” p. IIS.
Steven IM Lecture.—TrassaanuUstlues. A lighted match asan Illustration
of tnmsmuUllou, p. 117. The Ore energy of the Infinite Being ensphered Id matter, p. 120.
Man's Inner beings luminous fieme transmuting the baser substance, p. Itl. Importance
of the kind of thoughts we entertain while rating, p. id). Tbe process by which to ob
tain magic power, p. 188 Becoming superior to earth, p. 18ft. Making all visible things
one's servsut, p. 18U.
Elgtatls LCCturru—Sen nation, actuation, a mode of consciousness or cocuisaneeot Dio, p. 186. actuation made manifest In the crystal water of the nerve fluid, p. 188.
Transit ullng the lower lulu higher seusarion, p. lift. Education, uplifting and relief ot
Go ,'scree an-»—Polarisation of Inner conaciousnem, pi 140. Thought impossible without
form, p. 141. No sensation without motion of life-element, p. 148. No pleasure without
a reaction—Removal of lheexhnusred and b-oken down molecules, p. 14S. Self posses
sion—Soul culm—Subdual ot senses, p. >46. The lnmrsease tbe one we most need, p. 141.
Turning the nature into line wlih Un- Divine current, p. 14ft.
Ninth I«ectmrc.—Color. BlgnUioeuco of colon—Opening the sixth sense, p. 164.
Red,—msgnciio. oouo-utrsilve, healing;—blue repreren is orderyellow, perfection, p.
IM. Vibrations of color—Relstlona lo sound, n. 168. Significance of blue, gray. Indigo,
Íi. lift. Fourth principle, symbolises lire, fertility: represents the mother-nature, p. 160.
ougusgeof God in Nature: Clairvoyance, a manifestation of the sixth sense, p. 168.
Green a symbol of strength; significance of black, p. 167. Sixth principle exprtaird by
violet: representa good, |>. 164. Seventh principle. Identified with yellow; Implies Divine
sensation, p. 166 Summ -rv of the principles of tbe seven-pointed alar, p. loft. The key lo
a wonderful system of c-bcmbiry, p. 170.

Ulngtreted with 9 Colored Plate« and Portrait of Author—81.50.
EmOTEHIC PUBLIMHING company,
Applegate, California,

PREMIUM LIST.
Thia list will hold good nntil August, 1901.
To our many friends and patron who may desire to assist in extending the circulation of thia
Journal, we offer the following hooka aa premiums.

Rudyard Kipling's Works.
Vol. L— “The Light that Failed.'
Vol 2.—"In Black and White.""Underthe Deodar«," and
Eight Short Stories.
Vol. 3.- “Story of the Gailstow.’and Nine Othe? Stories.
Vol. 4.—“Departmental Ditties' and "Barrack Room
Ballnds." including The Vampire, Recessional and Supprvao-d Poems.
Vol. 5. —"Soldiers Three "
Vol. 6.—"Amrriran Notes."
Vol. ".“Mino Own People."
Vol Si "Wee Willie Winkle," and four other stories of
children.
Vol. 9. "The Phantom Rickshaw." “Ths City of Drvndful Night." and Three Other Stories.
Vol. 1<*.— -“Plain Tale» from the Hills." Thirty-nine
Mtorivx. ’ ",
Tlds complete set of Kipling'» works, bound in linen,
will be mailed prepaid to any one sending us il nsw sub
scriptions, with nnmns and addressee It will I»'sent
In rlot.li for 7 new mihwrihen*; in lambskin. 9 new sub
scriptions
r>tVi
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DESCRIPTION OF THIS TEN-VOLUM E,$fcT OP WORKS.

In size it is unique, a tall i6mo—the 12mo size is too tyrge for the pocket' and thia " just fits.”
The type is large and made especially for this edition. The paper is the fittest used in book work, the
ink is the beet, and the presswork is so carefully and daintily done that each page is a typographical
delight to the eye. The set contains nearly 3,000 pages.
The bindings of thia edition are something new in bookmaking, a patent thread sewing whereby
the same effect is obtained aa in rhe cross-stitching of the Oxford Teacher1» Bible, so that it ban be
opened the full width and bent back until the covens meet, without straining it.
The cloth edition is daintSy bound in delicately tinted.linen, half flexible, which will wear like
iron. The limp lambskin is a veritable Edition de Luxe.
fit
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SOLAR BIOLOGY.—For ten new subscriptions with names and addresses, we wiH send,

prepaid, "Solar Biology,” by H. E. Butler. See “ad" in thia issue.
OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.—For thfee new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid, “Other Worlds than Ours," by Prof. Richard A. Proctor, the great astronomer.
This work is especially valuable to students of “Solar Biology," and those who are studying the
mysteries of the heavens.
SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre

paid, “Seven Creative Principles," by H. E. Butler. See “ad." in this issue.
LIVING BY TH E SPIR1T-— For two new subscriptions we will send, postpaid, "Living by
the Spirit," by H. W; Dresser, : .
•I
.
. ... <

THE “NARROW WAY” OF ATTAIN ME NJ.-For two new subscriptions we will

send, prepaid, “The Narrow Way of Attainment" by H. E. Butler. See “ad" in this issue.

...

THE NARROW WAY OF ATTAINMENT.
A COURSE OF INSTRUCTIONS DELIVERED BEFORE THE
SOCIETY ESOTERIC,
BY H. E. BUTLER.

THTS WORK TEACHES

the most vital principles of Christian Life and Doctrine, aad is especially designed for those
who are ready to consecrate their lives to to the highest spiritual attainments.
IT IS CALLED ‘THE NARROW WAY,”

t

because to live in the world and not be of ths world, but of ths Spirit of God. is a narrow way in
deed: as Jesus said,
“YE CANNOT SERVE TWO MASTERS.”

For those v^io will follow the instructions in this book, there is a realm of spiritual consciousness and power lhet has oyly *Leen known to the propbeta and to the Christ. Price, cloth, |1.00.

¿ESOTERIC EDUCATION*
Or the Unfoldment and Life of a Hero.

Tramdated from the German nf J. Kernning'e “Key to the Realm of Spirit.”
Tin* narrative of knight Geoffrey, subsequent to hie esoteric training«*
noniKins a rejtort of the young hero's fmts. sufficiently detailed to give a
clear idea of the wav in winch >q<rritnal insight and powers work together to
make the prepared and purified man an invincible conqueror. Thus thia
book may encourage mot hern of deep .thought and faith, like I^ady Mathilda,
to give their sons also I be education of heroes, making them inntroment* to
solve the problems of modern society, an there in no age without its oppor
tunity ami need for heroism. Cloth, postpaid, 50 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

For The

of Students and

Lecturers in Delineating Character From

^rSOLAR

BIOLOGY^

This is an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilla folder. . Each out
line represents one sign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
signs desired. Price, 10 cents a copy; special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
For sale by THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.

SOLAR BIOLOGY:
A New Soientifio, Exact and Easy Method of Delineating Character;
Diagnosing Disease; Determining Mental. Physical and Busi

ness Qualifications, Conjugal Adaptability, etc.,
from Date of Birth,
BY H. E. BUTLER.
Illustrated with Seven Plate Diagrams and Tablee of the Moon and Planets,
from 1820 to 1902.

This science proves that “all are members of One Body (1 Cor. xn
12-27); and that, as such, each one has his peculiar function in life. It
throws a flood of new light upon the problems of life, furnishing the ground
work, or scientific law, which goes down into the minutim of the life of every
man and woman, as a mirror reflecting his or her innate nature. This work tells
what is in man and how derived. Tells how to cultivate self and make the
most and best of life. Tells one, when a child is born, what kind of training
it should have, to what diseases it is liable, how to avoid or how to cure
when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand body to which each
individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies, physical fitness,
natural sphere, and highest and fittest use in the world.
It enables parents to know just what business their children are best
adapted for, and how to educate them, and is also a guide to all persons in
the preservation of health and strength, and an important aid to success and
to the attainment of the great object in life, viz., usefulness and happiness.
It also aids in prolonging the life of old and young. It is of especial im
portance to physicians, enabling them to attain great success through having
in their possession a certain key to knowledge concerning the nature and
peculiarities of their patients such as heretofore has been available only to
those few that were of rare intuitive discernment.
It is claimed that character is expressed in the countenance, that it shapes
the cranium, and is even written in the hand; but Solar Biology introduces
the student into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining
character and function, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and harnronius human relatedness; and further, it opens up a knowledge and un
derstanding of the principles and laws by which human evolution is being
carried forward, and the infinite variety of forms and natures brought into
being on the planet earth.
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy
paper, clear type, with author’s portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound
in superior cloth, embellished with symbolical designs in gold. No elaborate
study or preparation is required to enable one to read charaoter and other
wise apply the science. The key to the use of the science will be found on
page 274, and can be fully mastered in a few minutes.
PRICE, $5.00.

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
APPLEGATE, CALIF.

SWEETS • • *
Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.
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♦

♦

•

•

We have revised and reprinted thia booklet of poems. A number of beauti
ful poems have been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make this
last edition particularly attractive, both as to appearance and contents.
Price, 10 cents each; $1.00 per dozen.

THE ESOTERIC EPHEMERIS.
-----

1900. -----

The Esoteric Ephemeris has been so enlarged for the year 1900 as to contain nearly 50 pages,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric positions, and carefully calculated tables giving the heliocentric longitude of all the
planets, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; the hour, minute and second of the transit
of the planets and Moon; also the rising signs and how to find them, with a table of the Sidereal
time, and the time of nearly al) the large cities.
It contains new and important facts relative to Solar Biology. The article on “Chemism" is
alone worth many times the price of the book. Price, 25 cts.

THE EVERLASTING COVENANT.
This pamphlet of 46 pages brings to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in them*
set res, we think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible Btndent should put himself in possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments. Price, 15 cents.

Published and For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.,
Applegate, California.

^pi^ITüAL C0Ii$I00gNE$

ATM and ARITHMETIC.
-OH-

BV

Frank H. Sprague.

MA THEMA TICA L LAW

IN .NATURE.
*
A work meriting the consideration and peru
sal of the lover» of truth everywhere. We Es
pecially recommend it to the esoteric Btudent.
Its contents page, which we give, conveys a good
idea of the character of the work. A chapter
from this book was published in the March (1899)
issue of The Ebotekjc.
Contents; Signs of the Times; What is Truth?
Realisation of IdealB through Right-Thinking; The
Outer World; The Inner World; Consciousness;
Christianity; The Growth of Society; The Prob
lem of Evil; The Spiritual Basis of Health; Man
ifestations of the Spiritual Principle; Music; Art
and Nature.
Cloth, Si.50.

aW^THEO-SOPHIA^b.
From the Wisdom of the Wise.

Arithmetic in Plants and Planets, Mathemat
ics in Musical Science, Number in Vital Action.

By H. L. HASTINGS,
Editor of TAe Csruriaa, Boston, M—y

A book we most heartily recommend. Cloth,
36 cents; paper, 15 cents. Sold by Esoteric Pub
lishing Company.

Anglo-Israel
The Jewish Problem and Supplement.
The Ten Lost Tribes of Israel Found
and Identified In the Anglo-Saxon
Race. By mr.Thvi. Roalla. Howlstt,A.M.

A work devoted to a «object with which we
wish our readers to be familiar.

CLOTH. «1.00.

Reduced to IO cts.

"No man can become wise in the divine science
by seeking to become an adept. He must fix his
mind, first of all, wholly on the people's good,
and master the law of the uplift of the people.
As he becomes identified with the spirit and sym
pathy of our common humanity, be rises to the
threshold of the secret way."—From Theo-Sophia.

THE EPHEMERIS, giving the posi
tions of the Moon for 1892-3-4-5-6-7-8-9,
anil designed for insertion in Lhe "Solar
Biology" tables, can be had by sending
25 cts. to this Office. Single year, 5 cts.

Ewtetlc Iphewte

practical ^etapjy^ic? . . . .

Fob 1898 and 1899.
Complete, giving the exact position of Solar Sys
tem at noon, Washington time; also the hour, min
ute and second of the change from one sign to
another.
Invaluable to Students of The Esoteric as well

as of Solar Biology, enabling them, without the
trouble of computation, to know time of changes.
Price, 10 cents.

—FOR—

• - • - flealing and fSelHluIture.
Cloth, 31-50, post-paid.

For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.
Applegate. California.

Lessons by Correspondence in
Occult Science and Solar Biology.
These lessons will enable one to understand the Laws of Life, Health and
Happiness. They give an exact method of delineating character, showing the
Mental, Physical and Business qualifications, and Conjugal Adaptability ;
also, the Cause and Cure of Disease.
Full written Delineation of Character with advice, $2.00.
For particulars, address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt. Pleasant Place, Boston, MaBB.

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS;
1st. Quratiou* on one lubject, auoh m Buunows, Money, Property, Removals, Traveling, Court
ship, Marring«, Diaeane, Stocks and Share*. Annuities, Life Insurance, etc........................... 40 cents.
Time of birth not absolutely neceuary for questions under No, 1.
For calculating questions on 8 subjects, (date and time of birth- -if known—required). 65 cents,
2d. Birthday Figure, showing die important events in ths current year of life. . . 65 oent*.
3d, Rectifying or finding the exact time of Birth from given data, such u date of marriage, or
death of a parent, or some other evrnt in life. ................................................................. . 75 oents.
4 th. Nativity of Birth written out, giving a dolinaauun of character, also a general forecast of
the principal affaire of life, such as the best burines* to follow, who and when to marry; diseases,
predisposed to, best direction to live aud to travel for health; and prosperity, riches, and which will
be the beat part of life; children, friends, enemies, etc. . . . . . . . . . ... $1.25
5th. Events fur five yean of life. ......................................................
$1.25
6th. A description of the most prominent event* and date* and when those event* will oocnr
through twelve years. ............................................................................................................................ $2.50
7th. No. 4 and No. 6 together, , ........................... •. , .
. ........................................ $3.50

For Nativities of Birth, etc., please state Age, Time of Birth,
Sex and Birthplace, Married or Single.
ALL QUESTIONS MAY BE ANSWERED BY LETTER,OR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS GIVEN.
CryBtal Glasses for Clairvoyant persons sold. Also agent for The
Occult and Biological Magazine and other Occult Works.
—ADDRESS—

D. Lund, Fern Cottage, Keighley, England.

™tN£w PHILOSOPHY OPllEALTH.
RY HARRIET B. BRADBURY.

One of the dearest and most logical expositions of the New Thought philoso
phy that have yet appeared. It is thoroughly Christian in tone, and full of helpful
suggestions for the Aspiring soul, as well as for those seeking bodily health. Con
tents:—Introductory: The Recuperative Force; Tbe Healing of Disease; Mental
Causation; Prayer; Psychic Power; A Universal Law; The Dnty of the Church;
Occult Phenomena; Practical Suggestions for Self-Help.
Cloth, 75 cents.

THE ALLIANCE PUBLISHING COMPANY’,
19 YVest 31st Street, New York, N. Y.

TIiib instrument is prob
ably the most perfeet niecbnnicnl ilevice yet con
structed for findiug tint
rising sign, 11» it gives the
degree and minute of that
sign's elevation above the
horizon for any Latitude
between 22 and 55“. which
etuln-acM nearly the whale
civilized waihl. ltwil!L<*
a great convniiiencr to as
trologer»; ami those who
doubt the influence of the
zodiacal signs, or those who
wish to exjienment upon
»«ch influence, will find—
by having this fndisatMiA
hand and watching ¿the
change of their mental and
physical states with the
changing signs—that not
only will their own experi
ence convince tbem'of the
reality of zodiacal influ
ence. but that a new'field
of exprrimentutiun. most interesting and profitable, will open up to them. (Every
otic is not sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but, tn most instances, the ob
server will he quite conscious of them.) The /m/ovr/jir is neatly and durably con
structed, and; with proper care, will last for years, Price $ 1.00.

THE zodiacal indicator.

Esoteric Pub. Co-, Applegate Cal.

A SPECIAL OFFER.
An
illustrated magazine with its wealth of illustrations, its stories of adventure and love, its descrip
tions of travel which carry you to the remotest ends of the earth, and its instructive articles for
young and old—these are the first requisites for your own enjoyment and the entertainment and
proper education of your children.
To secure for you the best and most interesting of the great illustrated magazines at the lowest
possible price has been the aim of the editor of this journal. That we have succeeded we leave our
readers to judge. A special contract recently entered into with The Cormopolitan. which seeks to
become better known to the readers of The Occci.t and Biological Journal, has enabled us to
offer you a year's subscription to the greatest of the illustrated magazines together with a year's
subscription to this journal.
The delights of an evening spent around a well-lighted reading table are not half understood.

Both Together One Year for Only $2.30,

One other opportunity we offer you. You wish to keep iu touch with metropolitan life, through
the medium of a great daily. The Thrice-a-Week World of New York is the equivalent of a daily
and is a marvellous fund of knowledge concerning the happenings of the day. Bach issue contains
six to eight pages of eight columns each or over eight thousand columns of reading matter a year.
In former days this would have cost you probably as much as Jf .00 a year, by itself. Now you can
have it, if you wish, in connection with The Occult ani> Biological Journal and The Cotmopolila*.
Three Together One Year for Only $2.85,

Address THE ESOTERIC Pl!BUSHING COMPANY. Applegate. Cal.
■I Hirer- l.>

CfOOQ Ic

THE FREE MAN.
A Monthly Magazine devoted to the study of the New Thought, the Philosophy of
Health and the Science of Life. Subscription; $1.00 per year, single copies. 10 cents.
SPECIAL OFFER—We will »end a copy each of Sexual Law and the Philoaophy of Perfect Health,
and Business Success Through Mental Attraction with the Free Man three months to new subscrib
ers only, for 25 cents silver or postal money order, or 30 1-cent stamps.
Address Chas. W. Close, Publisher, 124 Birch St.,O. B. J, Bangor, Maine.

U/l?y I a/n a l/e<$etariaQ.
BY J. Howard Moore, A. B.

A 48-page book, now in its third edi.
tion. Printed on best book paper, has a
fancy green cover and is fastened with
silk cord. Suitable for gifts. Price, 25
cents, (1. Id., English); 5 for $100
( 4 .2d.. English 1.
The book is fascinatingly written, nnd
is worth double the price.

Esoteric Publishing Company.

Anrnnfl »andlng *
anti deaeri ption may
qutrhly M'*ar»atH
oplfiton frve •Tii’thvr bu
lnr<utiiin la probably ¡lUrntablr f<i mm uh lo
tlnna atrtntly conOdont ul. 11an<ltu»ok nn
■»m In*. lOdral aganry 6>r aecurlng Mietila.
restila taken thniUKh Munn Ate». ree«Ww
rr*nul n/tfkA without chartf*. In ih*

Scientific American.

A han«l»omelv III unrated wMlly. f<anre«t nirmlatlun of any arlantlnr Inumai. Tarma. >3 a
yaar ; four moni ba, |l. j£nid by all nevadmlenL

MUNN&C
o.3<",'°«ì’*’IÌbw York
! J ranch Omoa. f3b tr Kt— Waab ingrati, D C,
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NO MORE DRUGS.

HYQIENK TREATMENT
Mtiiibnltcbti

Erfu-btebftrftkh

liiifiiirtlir

I. krill, Cirlitr.l

FOR THE

Neue Metaphysische ßundschau

Preservation of Health and
Cure of Disease without

MONATSSCHRIFT
Hr

*bll*M»blubt, pijrbiligltcbt i. Ktilli Firttbiigti
li Wiiuuchih, Inti u4 lillgl»
■11 uUnlcbn hrtraitl, Tiftli n4 llliifratliiii.
Merausgrgrben von Paul Zillmann.

Iiiblibrllcb: I Mart. Aidari: 7 ib: 1 Ml. 75 «k,
I Fr» 50 Ctu
Pr«»«iaaaera, Haui«t«,
Prswktt aratli ul tri als
«■Kl Ule ■■(kkiillaafta.
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Medicine.
By the late
ARCHIBALD HUNTER.
PRICE, 25 CENTS.

For Sale by the

Esoteric Pub. Co.

REVISED ESOTERIC.
Volume I.
Should be Read by Every Esoteric Student.

This book contains all the essential matter originally published in volume t
and n, of The Esoteric Magazine.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS EOR REACHING
THE HIGHEST GOAL OE HUMAN ATTAINMENT.

Is in itself a complete occult library. The laws explained therein will, if con
scientiously followed, lead the student to the highest goal of his desires. Price,
cloth, $2.00.
—

Volume II.
Companion to volume I.

It contains all the essential matter found in volume ill, and IV, of The Eso
teric Magazine.
BIBLE REVIEWS AND HELPS,

by Mr. Butler,
Which run through The Esoteric to and including volume IX, begin in this volume.
The reviews in this book cover the essential points in the first fourteen chapters
of GenesiB, and bring out many new and interesting as well as instructive points
hitherto unnoticed. Price, cloth, $2.00.

HARMONY.
A Monthly Magazine devoted to DIVINE SCIENCE

—the Christ Method of Healing.
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ESOTERIC STEPPING-STONES,
Man, in his unfold men t, passes from the state of mere exist

ence into the consciousness of Being, when he comes to realize
that he is Individualized Will. On reaohing this step in the
evolutionary progress, he surveys the forces and conditions of
his environment, judging their power and influence by the sen
sations and emotions they evoke. A fortuitous combination of
necessity and ingenuity, impels him to mold matter into oom

fort-yielding objects, to wrest from the elements the secret of
their control and use, to delve into the very bowels of Earth for
tribute to his insatiate demands; land and sea are to him a vast
repository of treasures—in fact, all the earth is his treasure-

house, wherein he was promised “dominion” from the very be
ginning. But, alas! all these aooumulations, this ceaseless strife

and struggle, avail but to insnare the senses, to bring forth
the passion flower of Desire, the trailing tendrils of which cover
every inch of ground, its never-ripened fruit insufficient to
still man’s insatiate craving for sensation and emotion.
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At last he pauses in his breathless pursuit; the machinery of
nature whirls on, but he resolutely refuses to be enticed another
step until he has gained the arcane power to control and bal
ance the forces that lash him into ceaseless activity from with
out, and result in restless strife within. He searches for that
which will teach him how to infuse harmony into the currents
that bewilder as they stream and dash between the two poles
of his being.
During thia pause, man reaches the second Stepping-Stone,
which is Esoteric in its nature, for it leads from the sense
plane to the inner world. For a time the portals close on the
world of turmoil, while he withdraws into the Garden of Si
lence placed in the interior of his being, and there perceives

the roots of all the noxious weeds that poison existence without,
if allowed to grow in luxuriant profusion. It is there that the
wheat and tares grow side by side, and all the seeds of decay
and disappointment are imbedded. He beholds the germs of
disease and health spring from the same soil, to wreck a frail
body or develop a virile physique.
While poised in contemplation on this second Stepping-Stone,
whiob marks the boundary of his own inner Garden and the
labyrinth of the world, he becomes conscious of one phenome
non that has followed him into his inner sanctuary, to which he
must of necessity respond with the same alacrity, though dif

ferent in degree, as do the contending forces without. He finds
himself subject to ODe impulse to which he must yield obedi
ence. He studies this one movement the vibrations of which
translate themselves into Light, the pulsations of which become
the source of Life. It is the Breath of the Universe, causing
Earth and planets to revolve, lifting the crested waves of ocean

to meet, in due time, the moon’s caress. He traces every
cause and every creature to this one manifestation of Univer
sal Power.

It is the “silver thread issuing from the golden
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bowl of Life" individualized in man. Enriched by thia knowl
edge he steps again into the arena of life, fitting thia Truth
as the cornerstone into the temple of his being, thereon to
rear Harmony, Health, and Happiness.
PRACTICAL APPLICATION.

Tracing life, in all its modification and in all its manifesta
tion, to the One Source,—the Great Breath, cognizing it as

the basis of the Universal Will, man stands forth as its con
scious embodiment. But in order to unfold all the resources
of his own nature, and thereby gain the promised dominion of
the forces without, he must learn the law governing the Breath
and use it wisely at all times. Without this knowledge man
breathes at haphazard, thereby limiting the sphere of his will
and acta; for the vital basis of every emotion is the Breath,—
it is the propelling power of the system, of which the various
organs, such as heart and lungs, are but the machinery. Ob
serve a few of its functions: tears and laughter are external
ized by the Breath; there is the bated breath of awe, the sus
pended breath of fear or terror, the fluttering breath of joy,
and so on ad infinitum.
And to what heights of bliss cannot the esoteric knowledge

of the Breath lift us, as we ascend ou the upward breath
to the realm of Inspiration! To some extent the teachers of
song and oratory base their methods upon the exoteric knowl
edge of the Breath; and the Instructors of the Race are
now taking up this mighty theme in its esoteric significance,
spreading this grand truth of liow the upward breath serves to
open the gate leading to our inmost being, by its upward move
ment fanning into life and activity the talents and faculties
latent within. This inspiring breath, when long sustained by

practice, expands the “Silver Thread” until it connects with the
White Light, all-pervading and all-powerful. It fills the lungs
and their ethereal counterpart with the Essence of life and

Esoteric Stepping-Stones.
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vigor. In this upliftment, which is the spiritual attitude of
prayer, when the Breath is raised to its utmost capacity, when
all passions are stilled, so that the mind is calm as an unruffled

lake, the Soul-light reflects all knowledge of earth and air there
in, only limited by its reoeptive capacity. No less powerful is
When sustained by Will

the action of the out-going breath.

and Purpose all germs of disease, whether of mind or body are
forcibly expelled.
Those who desire to test the efficacy of these suggestions,
who have started on the Path by leading the pure life so long
advocated in the pages of this Journal—which continues its
prosperous journey as the herald to Health, Harinoy, and Hap

piness—should make it a practice to breathe consciously, at all
times, to the full capacity of the lungs, thus swinging into har
monious rhythm with the One Law of the Universe, the oscilla
tions of which vibrate between Life and Death and all existing

Vive.

Dualities.

My life is hid in Thine, take me in Thine hand; as Gideon

bore the pitcher to battle, let me be broken, if need be that
Thy light may shine.

Our minds are small because they are faithless. If we hud
faith in God our hearts would share in bis greatness and peace.
We should not then shut up in ourselves, but would walk
abroad with him.
A

All is God’s:
And my poor life is terribly sublime;
Where ’er I look, I am alone in God,
As this round world is wrapt in folding space.
George MacDonald.

TWO EXPERIENCES,
LETTING GO.

It was & sunny day in early autumn. The golden sun fell
aslant through the oak leaves not yet touched by the brush of
the year's artist, and rested caressingly on the grass below.
Within the schoolroom all was serene. The pupils, intent
on the preparation of their lessons, the teacher, on the class

work, heeded not the unwonted sound of wheels on the campus.
Suddenly a long-drawn rasping drew the attention of all from
that which had engrossed it Again and again in quick suc
cession came the harsh, grating sound, causing some to shiver,
others to frown. Several covered their ears; the remainder
appeared to brace themselves to resist each shock to their aud
itory nerves. The work of recitation came to a standstill. It

was impossible to continue a conversation.
“Only one load of coal,” remarked the teaoher in a pause
between the emptying of baskets into the iron spout which ex
tended into the cellar beneath their feet.

“It will soon be un

loaded. Meantime we will exert ourselves to endure the sound,
and wait until the unloading is complete.”

In the space of a few momenta, the welcome sound of wheels
was heard.
“Now we will continue,” said the teacher.
The almost inaudible roll shortly grew louder and louder,

and again did discordant vibrations set the listeners teeth on
edge. A boy looked out of the window.
“Another has driven up, Misa E.”
“We shall be obliged to have a written recitation,” replied
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Miss E., as as she placed on the blackboard questions and re
quirements. “It will hardly last all day."
Nevertheless, the noise continued almost without interrup
tion through the entire forenoon. As Boon as one load of black

diamonds had slid with grating objections into the school coal

bin, another was ready to follow it. The drivers of the two
wagons seemed to be able to time their arrival and departure
with the utmost nicety, for after the first load there was always
coal outside. At noon, flushed faces and heavy eyes—notably
among the girls in the early teens—showed the effect of the
constant harsh vibrations.
“How my head aches'" said one to Miss E., as the line
marched past the platform at dismissal.
“I don’t wonder," she returned. “My own bead feels tired.”
“I hope it will not continue this afternoon," she thought, as
she noted in the passing line others who looked ill.
But her hopes were in vain. A new load appeared promptly
with the first bell. At registration six were missing.

“The coal was too much for their nerves.

It will be well

for us all when four o’clock comes—and this is Friday,” was
Miss E’s mental comment.
During the first recitation there were two men dumping: to
Mibs E’s rasped nerves it seemed as if the coal took a fiendish
delight in its noisy descent.
“Oh, I wish I hadn’t come 1 ” exolaimed a slender, delicate
girl. “It makes me shiver all over, and it feels as if every
shovelful fell on my head."
“This may be the last load,” returned Miss E. reassuringly.

“Heaven help us if it isn’t!"—mentally.
But no: without intermission went on the song of the coals:—
Slide—de—de—d—d------ Scoop! Scoop!
Scoop-------Scoop------ Pour—r—r—r—r—
“If we could but get used to it as we do to the ticking of the
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clock!” remarked the teacher, taking advantage of a momen
tary pause while the empty wagon and the full one changed
places.
Like a flash of enlightenment came the thought, “Instead of
resisting these unusual vibrations, why not stop resisting and
try to adjust myself temporarily to them? It may be like my
experience in conquering car sickness through a similar sug
gestion from a friend. It is a sort of letting go—oi the mental
state .first, then of the bodily. I will try it.”
Miss E. listened: it was now Scoop, Scoop—S-l-i-d-e, to her

ear.
“Anapest verse, or syncopated measure! ’’
“One, two, three', one, two, three," she counted in thought.
A feeling of relaxation, of ease was creeping over her. In less
than ten minutes the sound had become almost a satisfaction.
She felt that she had fallen in with the strange rhythm and it
now seemed one with her. Though the coal heaving continued
without intermission, she was able to go calmly on with her
work, though ail her plans were disarranged because of the

impossibility to hear or study.

Through the last hour she

scarcely heard it.
“Try to accommodate yourself to the swing, or time. It is

one, two, three (long). Count it with the noise for a while.
I am doing so, and I have ceased to mind it,” she said to her
pupils.
But they, bound by the five physical senses, oould not grasp

the “what”—much less the “how.”
As she sat at her desk and pondered after all had gone, her
thought took form something like this:—
“The coal experience has given me new ideas, perhaps taught
me a new and valuable lesson. If we can adjust ourselves to
jarring physical vibrations and overcome them, may we not do

the same with mental vibrations, instead of fighting them, and
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thus avoid friction and gain power? I wonder if I did no
unconsciously when I began work in this schoolroom. The
warning from various sources that this was ‘the toughest room
in town,’ that for years it had been the terror of the teachers
and the despair of the Superintendent, did not intimidate or
dishearten me. I felt intuitively that I had within me the abil
ity to govern them.

And a more lovable, agreeable roomful
of young people than they now are, would be hard to find.
True, some of them have traits and tendencies that in the early

days of my teaching, while still under the sway of my Puri
tanic training, I should have felt it a duty to bear down on
severely, and the result would have been discord. My wider
knowledge of human nature and of the Gospel of Love and
Peace help me to ‘let go’ sometimes, when otherwise I should
grip tenaciously. Within the past year I have seen irascibility
soften into amiability, crudeness into oonrtesy, and that without

friction; largely by ‘letting go’ of the retributive idea, men

tally putting myself into their places, and trying to adjust my

self to them, and them gradually to my ideal.
“Did all this grow out of my friend's suggestion that car
siokness is caused by our trying to keep our wonted motion
and attitude, instead of giving up—letting go—and accom
modating ourselves to the motion of the car?
I proved

the truth of her theory, also of her statement that the sensa
tion of riding thus is extremely pleasant Is the mental or
spiritual application of the same idea the secret of our happy,
smooth days; of the gradual change from naughtiness to good
ness?

If so, verily, my friend builded better than she knew."

“hike
It had been a week of rain, mist, gray cloudB, and sodden
landscape. My inner being was as depressed as the weather.
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I was painfully aware that I had a stomach, and, from various

other symptoms, felt apprehensive of a return of myoid enemy,
malaria. There was plenty of work awaiting my pencil, or
needle, but I felt a distaste for everything—work, reading,
amusement; even letter writing seemed abhorrent. “Is there
anything in the world worth living for!" was my thought.
The clouds had broken away at sunset, and now the sky was
clear, and the stars looked down with friendly eyes. I sallied
out and sauntered down the street, looking up at Cassiopeia,
Lyra, and my particular favorite, Corona Borealis, until I
came into the glare of the electric light, whose rays obseured
them. As I plodded along, suddenly a voice from above spoke

to my inner bearing: “Rise! come up out of your stomach in
to your brain. Stay there. You have lived long enough in
your stomaoh.” Startled by the distinctness, without conscious
effort I felt my real self rising from the feet and expanding
into the air as if partly above the body. The feeling of weak-

ness and despondency was gone. Involuntarily I quickened
my pace, and my step which before was lagging, heavy, and
flat-footed, now became elastic. It seemed as if my feet scarce

ly touched the slates beneath them. The voice continued:—
“You had subsided into your stomaoh and allowed it to ob

scure your brain, even as the near but weaker light of electrio
waves through carbon peuoils obscured the remoter but finer,

and hence more powerful, vibrations of the stars. Do not
again descend.” When I feel myself collapsing, I say in the
words of my Mentor, “RiseI live in the brain."
Thus may we grow in knowledge if we listen and obey when
“the still small voice” speaks to our souls.
Elaine.

AN ORIENTAL PROPHECY.
Those who are not—shall I say, so fanatic? or so nearly

as

insane by reason of new ideas which they are just imbibing,

to turn entirely from the Hebrew Scriptures, will find in
the 22nd, 23rd, and 24th chapters of Numbers a most remark
able acoount of a great mystic in the time of Israel. He was,
however, not of Israel, neither did he have, laid deep in his
heart, the morality and uprightness that had been taught to the
children of Israel. Upon reading these chapters you will see
that he had the most perfect and positive guidance of the
Spirit, and the instruction to say that Israel was to be alto
gether blessed of God and not to be cursed at all; in all of

which he was perfectly obedient. While in this aooount there
is nothing said of his having taught Balak a way by which be
could get the upper hand of Israel, yet in Revelation II. 14,

we read that Balaam taught Balak to cast a stumblingblock
in the way of Israel, that they might sin and bring evil upon
themselves and weaken their powers. It was by this means that
Moab saved itself from destruction and remained a thorn in the
side of Israel during the entire stay in the Land of Promise. In
the 24th chapter of Numbers, beginning with the 15th verse,
we find the following remarkable prophecy. (We quote the
15th and 18th verses from the translation by Rabbi Leeser,
which we deem a better translation than that of the King James
version; the remainder is better in the King James version.)
“Thus saith Balsam the son of Beor, and thus saith the man
whose eyes are open:
“Thus saith he who heareth the sayings of God, and know-

eth the knowledge of the Most High, who seeth the vision of

the Almighty, falling down with unveiled eyes.
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“1 shall see him, but not now; I shall behold him, but not
nigh: there shall oome a Star out of Jacob, and a Septre shall
rise out of Israel, and shall smite the corners of Moab, and
destroy'all the children of Sheth.
“And Edom shall be a possession, Seir also shall be

a

pos

session for his enemies; and Israel shall do valiantly.
“Out of Jaoob shall oome he that shall have dominion, and

shall destroy him that remaineth of the city.
“And when he looked on Amalek, he took up this parable,
and said, Amalek was the first of the nations; but hie latter
end shall be that he perish forever.
“And he looked on the Kenites, and took up his parable,
and said, Strong ¡8 thy dwellingplace, and thou puttest thy
nest in a rock.
“Nevertheless the Kenite shall be wasted, until Asshur shall
carry thee away captive.
“And he took up his parable, and said, Alas, who shall live

when God doe th this 1
“And ships shall oome from the coast of Chittim, and shall

afflict Asshur, and shall afflict Eber, and he also shall perish
for ever.
“And Balaam rose up, and went and returned to his place;
and Balak also went his way.”
You who with the spirit of wisdom read the words of Ba
laam, in which he says, “I shall see him but not now; I shall
behold him but not nigh: out of Jaoob shall oome he that shall
have dominion," will see that the Spirit pointed down through
the ages, when, after Balaam, as a man, had left the body,

a

away, after

after Israel, as people that then lived, had passed
the cycle had been completed and the time arrived for the
dominion of the earth to be given into the hands of men,—
there should stand upon the earth Balaam the son of Beor, the
man who came from the East in all the purity of his methods
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and the faithfulness of his desire to obey the guidance of his
God. So will he oome again, imbued with all the light of the

East to establish again the wisdom of his day; and at this
time there shall oome a star out of Jacob, which shall also
have a standing upon the earth,—one who shall have the do
minion. Then will he see him, as Balaam said he would many

years ago, “but not nigh;" and as he looks across the ocean to
the new world, he beholds the star of Israel, he who has the
dominion.
We see in this prophecy that the fullness of time to which

the prophet referred is upon ns, and those of his people who
are here—and shall we not say he himself, incarnate as one
of the Oriental masters, perhaps the dominant one, if there is
such an one—behold the rising star of thé Western Continent.
He knows that from this western land will come he who is to
have the dominion; nevertheless, as he holds to hie old doctrines,

beliefs, and magical oharms, he, in many cases, teaches the
adversaries of that rising star to cast a Btumblingblock in its
way, that it may sin and fall, and that he and Mb may have
the supremacy. But in the time of Balaam, Israel was but a
child, just free from four hundred years of slavery—he was
then easily enticed into evil; on the other hand, the rising star
of the West, has for long centuries been in freedom and in
power of thought, knowledge, and will, and it will go straight

forward and will not be turned aside, neither can there be any
stnmblingblock thrown in its way that will long hinder its
progress.

The present time is as the time of Israel: there are thousands
in thia enlightened land who have, with Balak, been worship
ing Balaam, the Fire God, and the land is being filled with
the cult of India and Egypt, and it would seem to the external,
reasoning mind that in this is to be the glorious rising of the
twentieth century. But, Balaam, we take your words of four
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thousand years ago and give them back: You “shall see him but
not nigh;” he will take all the golden treasures and jewels of value
from your hand and the hands of your people. Borrow them?
Yes: and then hold them as his own, because they are his by
divine right; and out of them will he build a structure and will

add to it jewels of glory which shall transcend your highest
imagination, and he shall there be enthroned, holding the do
minion, not only of the West, of the North, of the East, of the
South, but of the whole round globe.
Balaam, you were true to your faith, but you thought it no
harm to teach yonr friend methods by which he could put
stumblingblock in the way and bring evil upon Israel, but
that germ seed you then sowed has grown, matured, and be
come a tree. Its fruitage now fills your people; therefore they

a

think to crush out that star of Jacob, by whatever means may
be in their power; but it shall rise—“there is no enchantment
against it,” and yon have no powers, no knowledge, no source
of inspiration to which it has not access; consequently, it shall
rise and you as a body shall again fall,—fall to rise no more.

But you, Balaam, and the whole body or society to which you
belong, shall not die, shall not be destroyed, for that jewel soul

shall rise and in due time shall with gladness hail the rising
star of Jaoob and shall become one in the inheritance of Israel.
Until then, peace be unto you.

“God alone can tell what delights it is possible for him to
give to the pure in heart, who shall one day behold him.”

NEW PRACTICAL METHODS.
(VII.)
Tn continuation of the subject discussed in the preceding
article of this series, we must add that the closing words, “You
will begin to realize a joy in living,” do not hold good in all

cases, as every person differs from every other person in his
habits of thought and life. There are men, whose minds are
simply in the positive forces of business thought, who will not
realize very much of the joy in living. By careful observa
tion, they will only understand that the forces which they have
been generating and using, are inoreasing within them; and
even that will be difficult for them to realize, although those
with whom they have been dealing will reoognize it more fully.
Those who wish to reach the highest attainments should know
the laws governing these things,—the why of them. The why

is simply this: the vitality generated in the body through
the action of the sex function, which is the only battery
that generates life in the human and animal structure, is
an instrument that gathers and holds the qualities of mind ele
ment—“mind stuff," as the Hindus call it. The mental scientists
have recognized a great truth here, which is that, by placing
the mind upon certain lines of thought, feeiiug, and so forth,
and by believing that that element fills them, they establish

conditions by which it does really fill them. All mystics have
for centuries past known that to think a thought is to gather
around and into the very essence of one's being, the quality of
“mind stuff” out of which that thought originally oame. There

fore you should bear in mind that when you begin to take con
trol of the creative forces within yourself, when you begin to
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make the effort to store up the pure gold of the regenerate life,
you are producing what might be called action and reaction,—
action upon the organs of the body, which, in turn, react upon
the fountains of life that fill all apace. It ia this reaction
upon the life fountains which fill the universe, that causes cer
tain qualities, so to speak, to rush in and fill the receptacle
that you are producing, or that the body is producing by the
conservation, holding, of the material germs that naturally
grow in the body.
Thus you will see that the habit of thought, the feelings that
you admit, the desires and aspirations that are active within
you, give quality to the life that is being generated in your
body. Therefore it becomes necessary to carry, as it were, a
a double line of thought all the time: the one watching the re
sults, feelings, and emotions of the body; the other guiding the
general thoughts, aspirations, and desires. Our body is like a
vessel,—the steersman has to attend to the course of his vessel;
he has the port in view, knows the way, and simply handles the
rudder, but the fireman and engineer know that the vessel
cannot reach its destination unless the fire is kept up and the
steam directed to keep the machinery running in good order.
The engineer has no particular thought of the destination,
while the steersman has but that one thought in view. Now,
each of yon has a dual consciousness: one that runs the ma
chinery of the body, keeps it in repair; the other that thinks,
acts, and labors toward the accomplishment of an object. The
latter is the external, reasoning mind; and the former is, with
the majority, at least, the unoonscious and instinctive mind. We
do not know how we cause the heart to beat, nor .the digestive
system to do its work, nor any of the internal organs to per
form their duties, yet we are the ones who are really carrying
on the work of rebuilding the body. It is well known by
psychologists that certain mental states produce effects upon
certain organs of the body, which are thought to be involun
tary organs. The mystics, especially the Orientalists, claim
that they have control of each organ of the body, so that it
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acts or oeases to act by command of their will. Now, this sug
gests something for you to think about (for you must under
stand that we are not trying to do your thinking for you), which
is this: is there any chemist in the world wise enough to take
these elements that he is using day by day to rebuild the waste
tissue of the body, and build of them another organism,—the
body of a child, a human structure? You realize that there
are none so wise, none so skilled, yet there is a mind in you
that is performing this wonder—miracle, ns it would be called,
if a man were able to create a living organism and send it
forth a living intelligence; and yet you are doing this all the
time.
The only means by which you can rise to superordinary—
we will not at this time say superhuman—knowledge and pow
er, is in some way to unite with the external, reasoning intel
lect, the mentality that is doing this wondrous work; and when,
by means of the will, you begin to lay bold of the involuntary
action of the reproductive function, begin to study and control
it as master, you reach the very fountain head of this knowl
edge; and as thought gathers the element of its kind, forming
it into the constitution of the body, therefore thought on this
line will act upon the brain and form a part of your normal
intellect. This is well illustrated in cases of blindness. It is
well known that the blind man turns the attention of the senses
to feeling, and that because of continued attention in that di
rection, feeling becomes so acute as to transcend all reason
on the part of the ordinary mind—the ends of his fingers al
most beoome eyes. Again, it is well known that deafness fre
quently occurs because of centralization of the entire attention
upon musical sounds, so that the person becomes almost en
tirely deaf to all but musical tones. In like manner people who
are in the habit of shutting their ears, as they say, to all sounds
around them, soon beoome altogether deaf. Such is the law of
creation. The mind grows in whatever direction it is turned;
and when it is growing in one direction, it is always tearing
down in the opposite direction.
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By thia law you are able to east about and take an inventory
of what you are by nature, and what the phenomenon of that
nature is,—how it manifests itself. When you have done thia
you can then turn your attention to your own ideals and to
what you want to be. That having been fully decided, deter
mine to be that which you wish to be; and keep in mind one
fact; namely, that you are whatever you think—to lose sight
of thia means failure. When you have decided what you wish
to be, think and act as if you were just what you wish to be,
continuing in that thought in so far as you are able. You will,
of course, come far short in the beginning. It may be neces
sary for you to take one thing at a time—yes, in many oases it
may require the entire attention to keep the mind away from
some wrong design or habit of life. We find that the greatest
struggle of life is in overcoming habits. If you find this true
in your own case, remember that the will is the strong man of
you. Muse upon the power of the will,—what it meauB to you
to say “No,” and not do; to say, “I will,” and to do and accom
plish, to overcome all vacillation, to create the habit of careful
thoughtfulness; for you know that the firm man who lacks men
tality, is the man who is most erratic, oombative, and disagree
able to associate with, and who really fails in every thing he un
dertakes. On the other band, the firm man, with a good, thought
ful, careful mind, carries everything before him. Therefore
cultivate the principle of firmness, and with it thoughtfulness.
Humanity, as a body, does not know how to cultivate thought.
To cultivate thought, to make business a success, necessitates
consideration of the proverb given by Jesus Christ; namely,
“Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even
so to them;” that is to say, whatever you contemplate doing
or saying, think well and make sure of what effect it may
have upon other minds. You, of course, have an object in
every thing you say; if yon have not, then you are simply
talking as a parrot, senselessly. Now, if what you say has in
it a purpose, your words are instruments for accomplishing
that purpose; just as a mechanic’s tools are instruments for
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accomplishing physical results. A mechanic is wise when he
uses his tools in the right way and for the accomplishment of
definite results. The words that you use are your tools, and
your fellow man is the material on which you are working;
therefore weigh well your words,—say what you mean, and
mean what you say, and stop there. Among the thoughtful, a
man who talks muoh is held in very low esteem; for surely the
man who talks muoh gives away all he has and exposes his
weak points; he is open to failure and in danger of being
thwarted by others. In order to think correctly, you should
begin by studying the effect of words and acts, not only as
they relate to yourself, but as they affect others. When you
begin to think of the effect of your words and acts, it becomes
necessary to study the nature of those whom you meet and how
certain words strike their minds, for the majority of men judge
others by themselves. Therefore we must be careful in the
use of our words and in our acts, to the end that our fellow
men may judge us correctly, or, at least, may not be antago
nistic; for no one, no matter how strong or how wise, can afford
to live under the censure and in the midst of the antagonism
of others, which destroys one’s power, creates weakness of body
and mind, unrest and unhappiness.
Again, in order to think you must keep in mind that ever
present interrogation, Why is it bo? Do not be too ready to
jump at conclusions, but seek diligently the why; and wherever
you go observe every phenomenon of nature, keeping the inter
rogation ever in mind. To think intelligently, to think wisely,
is to think from cause to effect. The world is filled with books
that are mere trash because they deal exclusively with effects.
There are men who fill their brains and their lives with the
study of effect. They are called learned; but in reality they
know very little. They do not think, except as they follow the
ruts left by other minds; they have in reality nothing of their
own. Then learn to think; search for cause and observe effect.

( To be continued.)

TEMPUS FUGIT.
A« morning flhadown westward fall and evening ahadowe toward the east incline,
So, on the dial of eternity, the paeaiog yean their shadows cast—now west, now east,
The while Time plies hi» busy shuttle to and fro upon the web of days,
Wearing the checkered fabric at am lives.
Avam*

We stand npon the threshold of the past—life stretches on
ward in an era new: a century, grown old and sear, is dying on
the bosom of futurity; its hoary years, like russet harvest Helds,
hang full of ripened grain—futurity must garner every precious
seed, must winnow all the chaff and give it to the evolutionizing
furnaces of Time, must plow and harrow all the cultivated soil
and leave it fallow till another cyole runs its dial course and
brings again the fertile years upon the scene of life, must rake
the stubble into beacon heaps as fuel for new orucibles of
thought
Thus on the rich soil of the past will future generations cul
tivate the fallowed years anew; thus on the dialed concourse of
the cycled days, will future Sons-of-learning sow and garner
for the aeons yet to be, and thus forever in the transmutizing
furnaces of Time, must chaff and stubble burn beneath new
crueibles of thought.
As star to star in endless orbit-links is chained upon the
cosmie vastness of the Universe, as day to day is linked upon
a calendar, and year to year in endless chain; so century
to century in endless links is chained, tracing a chrono
logic scale upon the dial of eternity.
As falls an orb below its zenith height into the shadow
of remote eclipse, as falls a century below the noontide max
imum of solar time and sinks to transitory darkness in the
past; so generations, link on link, ascend to life’s meridian and
sink to temporary silenoe in the obscure distances of death.
Thue near and far the phalanxed orbs in galaxies revolve;
thus hither and remote the circling oenturies wax and wane;
thus back and forth humanity defiles in generations to the
stage of life.
Paul Avenel.

EDWABD EVEBETT HALE.
Aooording to the Biological thought m applied to the ancient
history of nations, Greece stood as the representative of the
sign of Aries when our planet made its great revolution
through that sign. The Athenians were brainy and ideal in
all their intellectual expressions. They were patriotic in a
large sense. They represented at that time the most advanoed
mental attainment of the world. Among those who stood fore
most in this attainment, and who in persuasive eloquenoe and
statesmanlike thought led the Athenians into the moBt demo
cratic lines of action, was Pericles.
In attempting to plaoe before the readers of this Journal a
fitting representative of the sign Aries, we have selected
Edward Everett Hale, who, in our Modern Athena, is a veri
table Perides.
Edward Everett Hale. Born, April 8,1822, at 2 a. m.
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RISING SIGN—kJ.

Hie Zodiacal Circle shows that at hie birth the Earth was in
the sign Aries and the Moon in Virgo, while the rising sign
was Capricorn. These positions of the Earth and Moon indi
cate a oombination of A ries and Virgo whereby firmness and
alertness of mentality would naturally blend with fineness of

discrimination. Their practical expression to the world would
be enhanced or retarded very much in proportion to the oppor
tunities afforded for thorough educational drill Fortunately
our subject had the doors of Old Harvard open wide unto him,
and his Aries nature was fed mathematically and classically.
To his ardent and progressive mentality, with its balancing
Polarity, the College was but the prelude step in his individual
development. His innate being grew by what it fed upon.
His natural out-reachings were keen and practical. His judg
ment became finer, stronger, and more critical as be allowed

the Ram and the Virgin to lead him forth into the world’s

was

pastures.
With the rising sign Capricorn, his great mentality
endowed with a body in equal, harmonious proportions, and
so of an ample framework.

The knees became the pivot of
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strong aspirations, and easily, therefore, “the feet of prayer.”

This led to spiritual independence, a disregard for dogmas and
creeds, coupled with constant reverence. It assisted in making
him thoughtful and energetic for others, and it may be said

that the Ram and the Goat were a planetary team guided by
the feminine Virgo, which carried him forth to do his work
among his fellows.
With the metaphysical planet Uranus in the sign Cancer,
and the spiritual planet Saturn in Libra, there is produced a
duality that, upon the one hand, indicates uniqueness of thought
and action as to the home and all domestic affairs, and, on the
other, broad and noble intuitions whereby he could easily “see
visions and dream dreams” that would symbolize ideal states
of social and domestic life among the masses. Again, as re
lated to all things of a higher spiritual order, he would be led

forth as a modern Paul in his adaptability to the varying needs
of an ever-changing Christian community. These positions of

Uranus and Saturn clothed his ardent mentality with a halo of

Christliness that caused him to increasingly desire to “lend a
hand” to the strugglers about him. In the Master’s spirit he
sat, at times, upon the Mountain of Illumination and wrote

“The Man Without a Country” and “In His Name,” combin
ing the virtue and value of patriotism and of the Golden Rule
into a rare unity of expression which has stirred thousands
into fuller oomprehensions of life, and their duty and privi
lege in this greatest of republics.

Great Jupiter in the sign Scorpio made him intensely hu
man, a man among men in all senses. It dignified to his mind
the physical structure of man. In a metaphysical way it
united a very determined will power with much ideality of
comprehension as to the relation of man to man, individually
and collectively. It made very strong his psychic understand
ing, or what the ancients called the Wisdom or Serpent prin-
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ciple. Thereby be was creative and original in hiB oonoeption of bow to present Important lessons for the elevation of

his brethren. This has been verified in the many stories he
has written (aside from the two books to which allusion has
been made), all teaching in a truly unique way how to find
one’s higher nature and wisely live. As a Christian minister
this power of originality has found ample expression in thou
sands of sermons that have caused his hearers to think deeply
and act nobly.
Mars in Pisces stirred him into a restless and almost resist
less activity, physically and mentally. It made walking a priv
ilege and the open air an “open door” to enter into God’s great
realm of purity and power. It quickened his inspirational
nature and caused him often to be silently thrilled with beati

tudes, that, in after time, found expression in story or sermon.
Venue in the sign Aries (where he was born) and Mercury

in Gemini, both in the Intellectual Trinity, were exceedingly
important factors in foreshowing the characteristics of our
modern Pericles. Venus foretold that his intellectual expres
sions would thoroughly harmonize with his intuitions, and that
he would keenly realize what the Love Life upon the Earth
should be among all people. It tinged all his thoughts and
expressions with fineness, as well as uniqueness, and so added
to his own happiness as well as to that of others.
Mercury’s mission was that of positive aid in bis acquisition

of knowledge and in the sending of it forth to the world. “The
Messenger of the Gods,” strengthened his muscular power, and,

as “the Winged Messenger,” carried him oftentimes to Par
nassian heights, where his communing« were beyond expression.
Summarizing somewhat, we note that Mr. Hale, although
born in a sign representing Fire, is nevertheless fully repre
sented in the Watery Triplicity by Uranus in Canoer, Jupiter
in Scorpio, and Mars in Pisces. This clearly symbolizes the
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It forms
the stream over which he Bends forth his boats, all well laden,

naturalness of his coalescing readily with the'people.

to the Ocean of Life.
He is equally represented in the Intellectual Trinity in the
form of expressiveness, as the positions of the Earth, Venus,
and Mercury demonstrate. Ia a large sense, therefore, he is

the “Grand Old Man” of our Modern Athens, fully believing
in the progress of the race through noble aspirations individu
ally, and then unitizing them oollectively as a moral power of

irresistible force, that, in its intense Americanism, shall move
the world forward to a higher plane. Certainly all who know
of his work can attest to the breadth and depth of his influence
in this direction.
As an Aries-born person, he was of the tribe of Gad (“Armed,”

“Prepared”) and so a leader intellectually. The capacity in
herent in this Tribe is leadership and to be prepared for all
service. The brain becomes receptive to what it assimilates,

and in the mighty progression of high attributes Intuition will
finally govern, and so “shall overcome at the last” the physical
hindrances of the world which have ever suppressed the higher
uses of the intellectual faculties. In other words, the esoteric
principle of living shall yet enable this Twentieth Century
to show forth through many oonsecrated lives, of whom Ed
ward Everett Hale is pre-eminent, the fulfillment of Leah's
prophecy concerning her son Gad, “Behold a troop oometh”:—
and they shall advance the world in high thinking and right
living, and make it a temple jit for the indwelling of the Lin
ing God!
Libra.

“No man can do perfectly right until he is one with Him
whose is the only absolute self-generated purity; that is, until

God dwells in him, and he in God.”

WHEN THE 8AP BEGINS TO FLOW.
BY CLJLMA OBBOOSY OBTON.

Al yet there sprout* no living thing,
And earth ia 'Math the eno*;
There is no outward sign of Spring,
When the sap begin* to flow.

No b rente hath whispered of the Spring,
No flower begun to blow,
The bird* have not begun to ring
When the nap begin* to flow.

What stirs beneath the tree’s rough bark ?
How doth the bare trunk know,
While winter night* are long and dark,
'Ti* time for sap to flow ?
A power of Hie that cannot die
Hath made the tree to know
That, how e'er wintry i* the sky,
'Ti* time for sap to flow.

It stirs; it wake*, it breathe*, it calle
In accent* sweet and low;
Th* pall of ioy slumber falls,
And sap begin* to flow.
Like a* th* brown and naked tree
In a land of barren snow,
So soemeth now my life to ma;
There is no sap to flow.
But still a Voioa that calleth long,
A Law, • Life, a Power,
That bid* awaken and be strong.
'Ti* now the very hour.
New life shall oome, new life shall thrive,
Where all is bare and gray;
Eaeh leafless twig be all alive,
And sing unto the day.

MYSTIC MINISTRY.
The last notes of the Christmas chimes have died away,
breathing a song of Peaoe,—Peaoe upon the twilight scenes of
the Nineteenth Century, and the Eastern horizon is all aglow
with the dawn of the Twentieth.
We pause, hushed into silence at the advent of the New
Age, and in prayerful aspiration query: What is the greatest
gift to humanity which can be realized therein ? Out from
the new air of the New Century Aquarius makes answer: “I
am the Outpourer that the Master Mystic of all the ages
promised should oome to breathe upon you Holy Spirit Power,
whereby ye shall be able to fulfill your missions as sons and
daughters of the All Good.”
How shall we heed this voice of the sign in which we live ?
The past hundred years demonstrated how those recipient to
this outpouring have become prophets and evangels unto the
multitude. Now, as the souls of mankind are made increasingly
sensitive to all that is holy and inspiring, the mystic power of
the past unites with the sunrise illuminations of the New Day,
and puts ns more and more fully within the mystical atmos*
phere where the “just made perfect" shall minister unto us,
and earth and heaven nearer meet. As the beautiful and
bounteous Bunshine is superabundant, lighting and beating
our earth everywhere, so that we need only to appropriate
fully to have it in its fullness, so must we in these new-coming
days apprehend and appropriate the blessedness of the mystic
power that, in its supernal richness, is all about us.
We may not measure as yet how fully the planetary forces
are Mystical Dynamos unto us, or demonstrate scientifically
the presence of planets in the heavens which are purely rays

'll
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ears

ties), but we may be sure that as our spiritual eyes and
are opened we shall Bee and hear marvelous things.
Let Mystic Ministry abound with all to whom these words
may come, and as surely as the heavens exist we shall all live
a more abundant life as long as we are privileged in the New
Century to sojourn upon this mundane sphere; and when the
“incident of death” oomes, we shall join “the ohoir invisible”
whose mystic songs shall continue throughout all the oenturiee
in ever-enlarging potency because inspired by the Master
Mystic of all time, under the blessing of our Father, and His
Father, and so swell the mightier chorus of all worlds.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 1, 1901.

THE SWEETEST 80NG8.
BY BVA MABBX.B BONDY.

The sweetast songs, some say,
Have all been song;
Yet when among
Um woods I find my way
And listen to the wild bird’s roundelay,
The varied notes in octaves high and low,
That seem from mnaio's fountain head to flow,
AU avenues of sense, but one, I dose,—
I listen, rapt in my repose,
And lay, “The sweetest tonga are they
We hear from day to day;
The last ia always beet—
Enjoyment is the teat.’’

To-day I read.
Not from the dead,
But from the Living Poet's book.
The menage there I found and took
Has warbled like a wood bird's song
Within my heart.—Oh, may it long,
Like open-throated bird, sing on I
The sweetest, songs, I say,
Are those we hear to-day,
In nature’s key pitched sweet and clear
For him whose soul’s attuned to hear.

WHATEVER IS, IS RIGHT.
In the evolution of life certain processes or forms pass, in
spiral changes, from a lower to a higher order by slow and
measured steps. The routine is so perfect, that none are able

to gain the mountain height without this bIow, toilsome march
over the craggy steeps that lead in a circuitous way to the more
favored outlook. Each one, in his or her individual life, must
work out the principle of growth from his or her own stand
point; in no other way can it be done, because each human
soul is a world within itself, and it must grow from its own
resources— roses do not grow upon thistles, neither are the
functions of a small brain equal in capacity to those of a large
one. Consequently, when you condemn a certain thing as evil,
you do err in your judgment in regard to the nature of it,—
under the oircumstanoee and surroundings, it was an inevitable
outgrowth of that individual life. It does not follow, however,
that because of this law of existence, we should not seek to
ameliorate conditions around us; the thought expressed contains
no contradictions when rightly understood and properly direct,
ed. Cultivation is just sb necessary in the moral and spiritual
worlds, as in the physical world. You would not expect a rich
harvest from a garden overrun with weeds, although it may
have imbibed the forces of nature that are requisite to the
growth and maintenance of its products; neither can you ex
pect a human soul to thrive nnder similar adverse conditions.
Now, take all gradations of human mind and classify them,
as you would make any scientific classification, and you find
that whatever iB, is inevitable, and therefore must be right
in the absolute.

God is all-wiBe, and is at the helm of the
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universe; he has created the law by which all things are gov

erned, and it is not for us to question his wisdom, but to study
and learn the intricate means employed by him to bring the
work of his hand to perfection, which all nature teaches is the

ultimate design of his power and goodness. Whatever is, is
in the order of things, and in that sense must be right. The
phrase must not be understood as a statement of perfection—
far from it; nothing is perfect in this mundane sphere.
Look carefully into the nature of things, and you will find
unerring law controlling and directing every event of life,
working out the principle of that law, regardless of the conse
quences. Take the preponderances of life and weigh them in
the balanoe, and you will find aocurate measure meted out to
every action or thought in human existence. Take the wrongs
you inflict upon yourself by evil doing, and when the incit
ing cause is analysed, you will find that, despite your convic
tions to the contrary, the power that controlled you was strong
er than yourself,—you had not sufficiently subjugated it to
make it subordinate, and therefore you acted in accordance with
the law of your being; the forces within you striving for su
premacy were working out the principle of evolution, and un
der the circumstances nothing could have been different.
The Divine Principle is always showing you the possibilities

of attainment, and you see the mistakes you are constantly
making; if you did not, you could not progress—thia is the
beauty of the law.

It is a living principle, and constantly

changing, and in the suffering and torture inflicted by it you
behold the threshing process. The system is perfect, bnt the
work is in a process of evolution—one of growth. It is an
order of development indissolubly linked to time and space;
thus far and no further is a divine edict, for all things are

evolved—not created with full command of all the powers that
be. It is like reaching an objective point with force that has
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Whatever

is,

Is Right.

to be augmented at eaoh repeated effort to gain the desired
goal.

That goal is presented to your view before you have the

power to attain it; it stands as the incentive to conquer obstacles
and difficulties that impede progress. You know the right
and pursue the wrong, because your vision is in advance of the
power you are able to bring to bear upon the working out of
your evolutionary tendencies. Evolutionary results are always

in advance of all individual or concerted action.

A noil.

You young men, and you young maidens, are living in the
morning which thousands of nobler natures than yon desired
to see, and died without the sight You are beginning your

life at a period when the disclosures of Divine Love will set
aside the mists and darkness of days gone by. Do not per
vert your opportunities, but reverently, conscientiously, ear

nestly, aooept the glowing, growing truths, and work out in
yourselves a higher standard of duty, a nobler aspiration, a
diviner manhood. Arouse your spiritual instincts, and, st the

call of the Divine Teacher, awake to discern the signs of the
times, and to see in the faoe of the sky the promise of God’s
coming day.
Almost the Last Words of Henry Ward Beecher.

it

(jifjaiinif by

PHIE5-

A MINOR,

Humanity, ia its evolutionary march, h to-day approaching that porilows pas
sage which dirid— the whirling currants of creative water» from the ocnsuming
»nargies of the fires beyond. Behind ns roll the storm-awept waters darkly over
hung by clouds land with straggle, agony, and death; aero— the intervening
ohaam, whose tenon an threaded by a Narrow Way,—ao narrow that bat neo
can pane that Way at once,—then stretches an ocean of living fin; fire, real and
terrible, of which the tengu— of radiant flame moant, in their white power, to the
very pnaenoa of the greet Central Throne. Over then» fierce burning», thia realm
of fin, of glory, of love, a glowing triad bolds away—we may not separate Arlee,
Leo, Sagittarius, for together the throe guard the Fire» of God. Whan a soul
known—known with a knowledge that haa become a living reality—the relation,
each to the other, of theca Throe, it stand» already upon the threshold of the
Divine.
The finality of Efe’a ultimate prone—m, the sublimatioe of the eeaenoe of eviatenoe, rises through the apex of eonsciousnees, the Arian function, to moot the soargiaeof Love that inane with everlasting burning» from the throne of the Supreana.
Then, aa surely aa every current of the organism most inevitably yield to the
power of irresistible attraction which dwell» at the center, ao sorely do these fiery
streams turn upon their oourae, and, descending, pour their flaming glory into
the heart. But by virtue of ita very power of attraction and in proportion to the
——lgias it attract», must a canter eend from itaelf; and ao, in diffusion whoee oatbauathinga are the White Flame of Divinity, doea the heart send forth into the
world of life the fine of Love gathered before the Everlasting TTirooe. The di
vine power of projecting into surrounding creation the energies which the oeuter,
the heart, baa held within itaelf, ie the function of Sagittarius,—the priestly fonetioa whoee ministrationa aend into the world, with the swift force of the burning
arrow, the White Light of God.
Moe—, whose path waa often illumined by the glow of heavenly fires, delivered
to Gad, the Arica, in the final bl—ring, the mystery of the Fire, the mystic linking
of the Three—Arie*, Leo, Sagittarius; but that ancient Hebrew tongue, rich in
prioele— treasure, bold» in a word, a syllable, it may ba in a tingle letter, what
our language ia, ae yet, incapable of embodying. It ia enough to any that, in the
words of that blearing, Gad (Arica) ia to settle down, to descend, os, or to where,
the lion (Leo) is,—to descend in the sense that the fire descended and rested open
the tabernacle, the same word being used in each instance; and that an ost-lreaiAtap fame, having had ita origin in the crown of the bead, an outreoehing strength,
as arm (which — the physical expression of the outgoing breath) ia to rand, to
eoosume. Thia last word ■ the same which ia elsewhere used to describe the wrath
of God aa devouring or consuming; and, truly, thia outgoing principle ia the
Fire that ia to purify the earth,—with the fleraena— of God’s wrath these buntings,
kindled by the power of Love, the united power of the Flaming Three, are to de
vour the old.
Before the Throne of Eternal Love, Arias, gathering the consuming ——rgiee of
Holy Fire, pours a glowing, burning stream into the heart, which by mesas of
the projective power of Sagittarius is radiated in shining diffusion into the outer
world of life: thus are the gods clothed, whose garments are “white aa snow,”
raiment of the pore light of Divinity.
Ws can aarign no color to Aries, fee the radiance which i—uoo from the great
White Throne bolds within itself all colon. The harmonies of the Arias Function
are attuned to the key of A minor.

DELINEATION OF CHARACTER,
Ws regret thst limited apace permits ua to pvo, during the couth of the year,
but one delineation to each subscriber. The ueeeaaary data are, the year, day fo
the month, hour and place of birth. ' Without the hour we rosy approximate a de
lineation, but it will always be unsattefaetory; therefore, if obtainable, we should
bare the hour, and if it cannot be ascertained, the applicant must understand that
the oharacter-sketeh is more or lees incomplete. In all on sea, however, the date and
pfoee of birth must be given, or it will be useless to attempt a delineation. We
wish distinctly to state that our time in too thoroughly occupied to write to ap
plicants for additional data- Those who wish special help in the regenerate life—
such as was given in The Esoterio—should no request in their application.

H. F. A. March 11, 1859, 10—12 p. m. Linden. Wia.
THtFLicrriM.
Aiby,

8.

Watehy,

S.

Fieby.

i.

Earthy,

1.

Either Scorpio or Sagittarius was rising at the time of your birth—
probably Scorpio, and we will so read- The earth was in the sign Pla
ces, giving a nature apt to look on the dark side of life, one inclined to
think that his fellows are not friends, but enemies. You love animals
more than men, yet are sociable in your inclinations. Have a good,
strong body. Possess a love of education. Uranus and Jupiter in the
sign Sagittarius give more than ordinary inclination to take bold
of the mystic, and to cling to it through life. Have much combativeneas in your natare, arising from the position of Mars in Scorpio.
You should try to develop in yourself the altruistic and the optimis
tic; if you do not do so, as you advance in years you will be apt to
become somewhat morbid,—to settle down and shut yourself up with
in your own narrow limits and have but little to do with the exter
nal world, and less sympathy with it. Saturn in Aquarius gives you
a good degree of suavity, and adapts you to associate with the peo
ple and to the sciences that relate to them; in fact, there is a strong
inclination to turn your entire thought to ancient Astrology, and to
shut yourself up in that thought. If you do this, you would become,
later in life, eccentric and isolated. Venue in Taurus gives an active
sex nature and Mercury in Libra great vitality and physical endu
rance, so that you will probably live to a good old age.
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of

Character.

W Y. Ao gust 8, 1861, 8 a. m. Rom, England.
Trinities.

Tbiplicities.

Intellectual,

AtBT,

1.

Maternal,

Watebt,

2.

Reproductive,

First,

3.

Serving,

Eabtht,

8.

RISING SIGN—<

The base of your nature is Leo, and the rising, or body sign, VirgoVirgo is the natural ex presser of Leo, thus making your body the
ex preMio n of your interior self. Polarization into the sign Capricorn
gives you great strength of character, and leads you into the execu
tive. As the basic quality is governed by love, your weakness is
your love nature, which, in combination with the body sign and Mer
cury in Taunts, produces a feeling of dependence upon the associa
tion of women for success in life. While there is a great deal of truth
in tins consciousness, yet unless great care be used in the selection of
a partner, you would be better off without one. Uranus and Mara
in Scorpio strongly incline you to the regenerate life, but they also
produce strong passions and appetites, which must be curbed by a
determined will. You should have a rule of life established by your
own highest reason, for Venus in your polarity leads you to idealise
love in an elegant home and surroundings—in fact, an ideal that you
can never realize; and unless you can settle down to the practical,
every-day thought, you will be like one following a phantom which
ever recedes as he approaches it. Mercury’s position is such that it
may give its influence in either one of two directions: it may lend
its influence to Venus and lead you to extremes in the sex life, or it
may unite with Mars and Uranus in giving power of self-control in
that direction—this is a matter to be wholly determined by your own
will. Saturn in Libra works harmoniously with your polarity in im
parting accurate perceptions, quick decision, good judgment as to re
sults of undertakings. The times of greatest danger from losses are
when the moon is passing through Leo, Virgo, or Capricorn, and tbs
hours when any one of these signs is rising.
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In the absence of the hour of your birth, there will be many un certain pointe in connection with yonr delineation. The basic prin
ciples are very harmonious, however, the earth being in Aquarius
and the moon in Gemini, which is the natural expresser of Aquarius.
The Aquarius nature is active mentally and physically; yon want to
be doing something practical and useful all the time. Although you
have five planets posited in the Fiery Triplicity, which gives you a
great deal of ideality, yet having no other interior position, yonr ide
als are very practical. You are a fortunate person—generally succeed
in whatever you undertake. It is well for you that you have plenty
of self-esteem, for, in this world, if we do not respect ourselves and
believe in our own abilities, we need not expect others to do so; nev
ertheless, in making attainments in the occult and mystic, this ten
dency would be a little in the way. Your three planets in Sagittarius
give yoa great fidelity, which makes up for the lack of real love in
your nature. Saturn gives order to the brain, so that you are clear
headed in what you undertake, and would be successful in almost any
department of life. Yon can serve in minutise to good advantage,
bat dislike to have any one oversee your work. You want to be re
spected and looked up to; in other words, you have abilities, and you
feel that others should recognize them. Your intuitions are good.
Are in great danger of overdoing and debilitating the body, for you
have not much to give you vitality and endurance. You should famil
iarize yourself with methods for drawing life and vigor from na
ture's fountain.
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C. D. March 14, 1852, 4 a. m. London, England.
Tbiplicitits.

Aiby,

L

Watbbt,

3.

Flbbv,

0.

Eabtht,

4.

You were bora when the earth was in that restless, struggling sign
Puces, which produces a restless dissatisfaction in your nature. In
your case, however, it takes the form of an active mind, as the moon
was in Capricorn and that sign rising at birth. Venus was also in
Capricorn; leading you out and giving color to all your thoughts,
feelings, and desires. It gives you great love of the artistic and
beautiful, the «esthetic and refined; and yonr love of the mystic is
largely of that character. Uranus and Saturn are in close proximity
to each other in the sign Scorpio, conferring great power over the
sex nature and inclining you toward the mystic. Jupiter in Taurus
belonging to the Triplicity of which the polarity is the head, gives its
influence to the position of Uranus and Saturn and produces dignity,
love of position, and high ideals. Mars in Aquarius imparts, in your
case, love of home and family, and self-protection against interfer
ence on the part of the people. You are inclined to the aristocratic
rather than to the democratic. Mercury in Virgo, the expresser of
the Triplicity of your polarity and rising sign, gives a strong digestive
system, but militates somewhat against your intuitions. You are
probably called a very fortunate man, for it seems that your organi
sation is such that yon will slip throngh life with but little difficulty.
If you would give your mind to study and thought and live the re
generate life, you could be of great use to the world by educating
the people in the higher truths.
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H. K. August 8, 1878, 4 a. m. Cincinnati, 0.
Tbiplioitijm.

Ajrt ,

2.

Watkbt,

1,

First

4.

Earth r,

1.

You were born when the earth was in the sign Leo and when
Leo was ruing; Jupiter, also in the sign Leo, adds its qualities to
four innate nature. Consequently, you are orderly, active, and lealous in whatever you undertake, and Jupiter gives a native dignity,
and a good physique and fine organism. You are apt to go to ex
tremes in whatever you take hold of. Scarcely know what it is to
fear or to fail in what you undertake. Have the courage of your
convictions and inherent powers to back them up. Uranus in Aquarius
makes you somewhat exclusive in your association with the people.
Saturn in Virgo gives very fine intuitions; your first impression in
regard to a matter is usually your beet one. Mars makes you a little
combative and struggling. You should overcome quick temper, and
inclination to resent an apparent affront; and when you resent a thing,
it is hard for you to change your mind. Venus in Sagittarius gives
grace to all your movements, and imparts ability in the fine arts, of
which you have an instinctive command. Much that you have learned
has come to you very easily, as though you bad known it before, and
you probably have. Mercury in Gemini makes you a hard worker
in the lines of education and science. Physical activity is essential to
your health. The times of greatest danger in the regenerate life are,
first, when the moon is in Leo or Sagittarius, and, second, when
either of these signs is rising.

•I

CORRESPONDENCE.
Tacoma, Nov. 24, 1900.
Prof. H. E. Butlkb:
Dear Sir,—I do not wish to trespass too frequently on your
time, yet I cannot refrain from sending the following thought,
or item, sinee it is somewhat in harmony with the lines of
thought issuing from the Journal.
In the extensive comments upon the death and works of the
oomposer Sir Arthur Sullivan, particular mention is made of
the song, The Lost Chord, and the wide popularity it has
attained; and in this connection I may remark a fact, probably
not known to musicians, in regard to another sacred oom po
sition, The Ave Maria, or Meditation, by Gounod, on the
first Prelude of the Well Tempered Clavichord, by Bach.
The beauty of its melody has enabled the piece to attain a pop
ularity second only to The Lost Chord. But the strange
fact is that the melody is entirely evolved from the Prelude,
whioh serves as the accompaniment, without a single change in
the notes,—from the uppermost tones the melody leaps forth
spontaneously. This fact seems to show three things: the oloeeness of the bond of sympathy between artists, their intuition,
and how perfect are the works of the masters.
Very respectfully,
Robert Weisbach.

Editor of Occult and Biological Journal:
Dear Sir,—I send you the following thought, hoping that it
may contain enough that is useful to find a place in the col
umns of your Journal.
Very sinoerely yours,
A.

The roots are not the trunk, nor are they the leaves, and
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neither of these parts can be transformed into another. The
roots must do their work as roots, letting the energy so gener
ated be taken up according to the Law of Being, which it is
impossible for them to know with merely the experience of
roots. Now suppose that the roots, having a vague conscious
ness of the leaves, gained through their development along
natural lines, should hunger after a fuller realization of that
upper life. Would it do any good for them to stop their special
work for a while each day and send up Leaf Thoughts? The
leaves, influenced by sun, air, and other agencies with whioh
the roots have not come in contact, are perfecting the organ
ism according to a fully realized Law of Being. The roots
should do their special work, and then, because they have
served the Law and furnished the crude energy for the organ
ism, the leaves will be able to send down leaf-thoughts to them,
and thus establish a circuit of realization.
The marvelous Constructive Forces of our Universe oannot
be helped directly by man's aspiring thought. It is only by
his deeds, or a constructive thought on his own plane, that his
energies can be so related to the system as to be used construc
tively. An interplay of Forces which no mere mortal mind
can comprehend is now straining to produce the harmonizing
curves which must be made to perfect that spiral turn with
which the Sixth Race is being ushered in. These Constructive
Intelligences need a certain spiritualized quality of energy
which only occult students can furnish. Had there been enough
harmonizing energy of this sort generated on the physical
plane, there would have been no war with Spun, nor would we
now have fighting in the Philippines and in Africa. How can
occult students help in this organic work if they are divided
into oiroles and societies, each holding aloof from all others?
How far, think you, can thoughts of unity and peace go, whioh
are “sent out” under such conditions ?
What is required
Deed of Unity and Fellowship, inspired by a Feeling of Unity
and Fellowship.

is a

BOOK REVIEWS.
Tax PantxBUM ov Modbbh Soixncx, "a summary of reoeut investigations
into Life, Fore«, and Substance, and the opinions baaed by aciontists thereon, lead
ing up to the conclusion that there is in nature a Universal Mind controlling and
permeating nature'» maaifaatationa" This pamphlet is one of the clearest expo
sitions of the true idea of pantheism, as brought ont, and it seems to me proven be
yond all question, by the researches of modern »cienoe. In other words, it may be
called a collection of proofs, from prominent scientific authors, of the position we
have taken in our writings in the past; namely, that God had a purpose in crea
tion, and that all oreation is being carried on by virtue of the potentiality of the
Divine Mind active in nature. Although it is a small work, yet it contains more
real, vital, and important truth than very many of the larger works. If read prop
erly, it is a key that will unlock many of the mysteries of nature. The author
shows deep and careful research, as well as a clear, logical mind in gathering
scientific facta and putting them together in a way that unfolds the order of the
universe, and, to a certain extent, its methods and object. Sold by the author, F.
£. Titus, Barrister, Toronto, Canada; also by The Esoteric Publishing Company,
Applegate, Cal. Price, 10 oenta.

Ths Kit to Maonktic Hkauxo. By Prof. J. II. Strasser, assisted by Mrs.
En Hie Strasser, D. M. H. The author of this work has gone pretty thoroughly
into methods of hypnotic healing, and » e think that a title indicating a book of
that character would have been more appropriate. He gives careful instructions
for producing die hypnotic state, and the suggestions requisite for healing. He
says of the work: “It comprises the History of Magnetic Healing, the Theories
of Vital Magnetism. Mental Science. Hypnotism and Telepathy, and the Prnotice
of Magnetic Healing. A Handbook for Ministers, Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers,
Students, Business Men, Nurses, Mechanics, Farmers, and Everybody keeping
abreast of the times." The book is written in simple and unmistakable language,
so that any reader can get a comprehensive idea of the subjects treated. We our
selves are not in sympathy with hypnotic suggestions, yet for the many who are,
this would be a very useful work, as it is one of the best that has come to our
notice. That the author values it very highly is evidenced by the price he asks
for it; namely, $5.00. As a literary production, and ns books are now selling, it
would be worth, perhaps. $1.25 or $1.50; but a course of Lessons in magnetic heal
ing, to which thia work is equivalent, wonld cost one from $25 to 8100. The book
can be had by ordering through this office or direct from the author, Prof. J. H.
Strasser, Box 577, New ITlm, Minn.

■‘Dawn Thocobt" is n volume of 197 pages beautifully bound in doth. Its
greatest vitaliti is found in the first chapter, wherein pantheism appears in the beet
light in which 1 have neon it prevented,—set forth in a way to make it acceptable
to even the most faithful theist, The carrying into detail of his Dawn-Thought,
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M the author calle it, ia th»* work of ■ dear, logical, reasoning brain,—« brain
illuminated, we might My, by the foundation principle*, the revelation to hi*
mind of the great doctrine of pantheism; bat as that light ia only a partial light,
therefore, in attempting to handle all sphere* of human and spiritual existence,
many of his conclusions are erroneous- Upon the whole, however, the work ia a su
perior one; and one that we would commend to the notion of all thinking men and
women. No books are perfect; but this one has as few errors to be rejected by the
reader, and more of truth to recommend it. than has the average; therefore, it
stands io advance of other* of its class. Published by the author, J. Wm. Lloyd,
Westfield, N. J. Prior, JI.25. Sold by The Eeoterio Pnb. Co., Applegate, Cal.

Tbb Warn Flaks, by Mary A. Cornelius, is called an “Occult Study," and,
like moat of the occult stories, it embodies a love story, written with considerable
charm. The plot conoems an antique chair in which the original owner, owing to
negligence and love of ease in his mortal life, is doomed to sit until the last of his
posterity haa left the earth. The astral spectre appear* at about twelve o'olook
each night, but is visible to and can only converse with the owner of the ohair.
We do not think there is anything very profitable in it for the Esoterio student,
but it wonld made very interesting reading for those who are simply seeking
amusement. The book is published and aold by th* Stockham Publishing Com
pany, Chicago, Ill, Prioe, $1.25,
RkikSTKAN, "the story of a dream, in which the author visits an ideal planet,”
ia a booklet of 51 page« Although short, it is very interesting and well-written
story, and has it* moral and educational side. Sold for 25 oeuta by The Editor
Publishing Company, Cincinnati, 0.

Tbs Elxtatob. A magazine of 19 pages, published monthly by Densie Her
endeen, editor, 1111, 14th St N. W., Washington, D. C. It ia unpretentious,
but neat, in appearance. The editor seems to have started out on line* independ
ent of the masses; yet each magazine, and, in fact, each author, ha* some domi
nant idea, and the prevailing thought in this caae seems to be confidence in God.
This is very good, bnt I fail to see in th* magazine any approach to methods by
which that perfect confidence in and nnity with God may be obtained. At the
same tim* there most be some, in this time of running to radical extreme«, to oall
to th* weary ones, “Rest in God.” Subscription prise, $1.00 a year.
Rxauzatiom. A nioely printed joarnal of four pages, devoted to the Christaln
Scienoe Motto, "In such measure as man recognize* his divinity he shall have
dominion.” Published the first of every month at Kalamazoo, Michigan, at Fifty
Cent* a year, by Evelyn Arthur Sea, Ph. B., and Agnes Cheater See, D. M., 481
Academy Street.

We have before ns a little magazine of eighteen pages, edited and published
monthly by C. Josephine Wigginton-Barton, Kansas City, Mo., entitled “Holi
day extre.” N. American subscription, $1.00a year; foreign countries, $1.60. It
•earns to carry with it an idea of heliocentric astrology, which was originally mam,,
factored out of Solar Biology. In our opinion, heliocentric astrology i* good ma
terial spoiled in making up, but if others can get good out of it, we wish them snooees and no harm. The magazine under consideration is a very neat little journal,
and we wish it succm*.

EDITORIAL.
Ln tbe ascending scale of primary oolon the majority of ob
servers tee nothing beyond the violet, the tnnsmutative color,
belonging to Taurus. The Sanscrit word for the color violet
ia Mila-Lohita^ blue-red; in other words, violet is the basic
oolor, or the red, of a scale of color next beyond our own, an
upper scale built upon the blues which terminate the one be
low. A few of us, however, see in the rainbow hues a oolor yet
beyond the violet, whioh in the ascending order belongs, of

course, to the sign Aries. It is needless to say that Earth
has no pigment to reproduce a color which is as yet beyond

the perceptions of most of the race. This oolor stands at the
apex of the racial apprehension, where all color, all vision, is
lost in the white light beyond. This issue of The Journal ap

pears, therefore, in white coven; for the white does now and
must always enoirole the some, the “crown”, of consciousness.

MONEY ORDERS.—All American Money Orden should
be made payable at Applegate, California; but please remem
ber that all international Money Orders, that is, Money Orden
issued by any foreign government, should be made payable at
Auburn, California, as the Applegate Poet Office can cash only

American Money Orden.

A NEW BOOK
Consisting of 50 Selections from Letters
•

-

Written By

A MASTER OF INDIA
To One of Hie Disciples
P
3
*
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The Highway ia within us. The starting-point ia at the junction of the eyes within.—Sec. I.
A BEAUTIFUL and artistic book, printed on heavy paper, and bound in brown and linen; flexible
cover». The following quotation from the Preface indicates the value of its contents:—

“THIS BOOKLET is a string of selections from some private letters received from the late Rai Salig
Ram Bahadur, who, having attained the perfection of spirituality, led thousands of hie country
men to a knowledge of the higher life and nobler possibilities of human existence.
Price, 50 cents, post-paid.

lamed and for sale by

THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COHPANY,
APPLEGATE. CALIFORNIA.

A TRIPLE ALLIANCE
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL
THE ARENA - -

MIND

OUR GREAT COHBINATION OFFER

By an arrangement just effected with the publishers of MIND end THE ARENA,
we are able to present to our friends, for a limited time only, an opportunity
which for Low Price. Range of Thought, and Unity of Purpose, is one rarely
equalled. Doubtless many in this country, as well as foreign lands, will appreciate
this Special Offer to obtain for one small subscription these THREE LEADING
MAGAZINES.
MIND is devoted to Metaphysics, Occultism, Experimental and Psychic Research
ADd other phases of the New Thought
THE ARENA; the Great American Review of Social Advance.
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL, the purpose of which is to un
veil to the student the Higher Truths, Ancient and Modern, Oriental and Occi
dental, formulating them into methods for increasing the amount of life in the
organism; for its conservation and control, and the generation of that magnetic pow
er so essential to success in any direction. It deals with the Biology of the
Universe; the laws of life in their simplest, as well as more complex expressions.
Not only new subscribers, but also those already subscribing to either magatine may,
in renewing, take advantage of this splendid offer. It is believed that there are
a large number of thoughtful readers all over the world who will desire to follow
in The Arena social problems suggested in Mind and the Occult and Biological
Journal; and. on the other hand, to pursue in ths Occult and Biological Journal
and Mind the treatment of Philosophical, Religious, Metaphysical and Occult
subjects which the special character of the two latter publications makes possible.
MIND. $2.00

THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL. $1.50
Regular Price for the TWO. $3.50
Combination Price $2.50

THE ARENA, $2.50
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL, $1.50
Regular Price for the TWO, $4.00
Combination Price, $3.00

THE ARENA.
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
MIND.
Regular price for the THREE, $6,00
Combination Price for ALL THREE, $3.75
Address all communications and make remittance» payable to
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
APPLEGATE. CAL.

ABBREVIATED CONTENTS OF

THE SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.
BY HIRAM £. BUTLER.
First Lecture.—The Idea of God. Tbe people of *11 ages characterised

by their Idea of God—The word of God associated with the (de* of power—Man can only
underaiand or think of things of which be has & correspondence within himself, p. 3,
The senses perce!vo effccLs oüly—lutiv«*« are d, ductivi 1y fit terminad by reason, p. 4. The
wonders of will, p. 5. Yah veil, " 1 will bo what 1 will to be,” p. 6. impace filled and lnterfilled with worlds Interior to each other—Order and intelligence everywhere rosnifeet, p. IL The First Cau$e, the essential Man. humanity the objective part*, p. H. Mat
ter a condition of spirit, p. 15, Lova tha fulfillment of the law, p. 18. Meditation good
for tbe soul- FlndingGod, p, 10.
Second Lecture.—Force. “All things work together for good"—The male
and female principles everywhere presc ut in Nutate. The vumlenratinu of force Into matter
accomplished by tho Logos or H Word 01 God,“’ p. 26. How thought Is formed and sent
fortb on Its mission, p. 27. Tho evolution of matter through generative prncraaes, p. 89,
The female will the ensphering or biudlng 1 rinciple, p. BL Cornprpjwion, he*t, ex*
panslon. polarization. p. 3V Electric and magne’fe currents of earth and sun, p. FC. Be
coming Sons and Musters instead of servan nt, p. 88.
Third lecture.-Discrimination. The relation of the Seven Principles to
each other, p. 4.. Ill*-* first manifesutIon of DiHcriiuinuilou -Ail things come from and
relate to mind, p. 43. Reason for calling some things good and others evil. p. 44.
Motives of ancient Proph'-ta and Se* ra fur seeking Isolation from the world, p. <8. Discriad natío i manifested hi desire and prayer—Lisp ration—Revelation, p. 49. Manlfesta*
lions of d ser I ml ou 1 ion in plant life, p. 5!. The pleasures of the senses contrasted with
bigherd ^crimination and juy.n. 53.
Fourth Lecture.—Order. Heat and cold as formative forces In Nature, p. 58.
The evldcn es of Order in crystal formations, p. 59. luterorcti.jg Nature and deter?
miiilug quality and character from form—Form within formrnvt sled by tin- microscope—
Worlds beyond worlds brought down by the telescope, p. 65. 'iho order end Chemistry
of Dlgoaiion, p. 67. The explanation of vision-Mani fes tali on of the slxih sciiac, p. 71.
The influence of psychic surrounding«, p 72, Being Joint Creators wltn the Infinita,
p. Ti 1'obsessing the true Wisdom, p. 75.
Fifth Lecture,-Cohesion, Drawing the line beiw. en principle« and
phenomena, p. 79. Evolul ion—Cohesion eaSvUliidly a feminine principle, ensphering,
nourishli g, preserving, p. 82. The ’'adversary" that Is set off against Cohesion, p. 88.
The conservative tendencies of Cohesion, p. 84. The abuses of ihe cohesive principle,
Í». 85. Cohesion—The mother nature considered as a distinct principle, p. 87. The mother
ove to take higher form, p. Vl. Live up to your highest ideal of right, p. 93. Placing the
name of God ih the forehead, p. 94.
Sixth Lectura*.—Fermenta lion. The Destroyer who stands In the way of
physical immortality—Di dot* gration—All vercutloii the material lea lion of Infinite
thought—Man’s thought as real creations as Lue offspring of his loins, p. 100. A vital
chemistry that will throw lkhl on tne ul healing and thought formation, p. 101. A
secret of tbe Magi and Alchemists, p. WL Fermentation an agent of procreas, p. 103.
The baleful aspects of man when the principie of fermentation ha« the ascendency, p. 106.
Dependence of man (or executive energy upon bis helpmeet—Woman, p. 107. Howto
become a "Prevailing Prince/' p. 10i. Conquering and con troll log the forces of genera
tion, p. 110. Tbe fallí n state, p. 112. Becoming “ kings and priests unto God/’ p. 113.
Seventh Lecture.— I raiismulatlon. A lighted match aa an illustration
of transmutation, p. 117, 'I he lire energy ot the Infinite Being ensphered In matter, p. 120.
Man's inucr being a 1'irMnou* flame transmuting tbe baser substance, p. 121. Importance
of the kind ot tboughis wo entertain while rating, p. 1¿8. The process by which to ob
tain magic powtr, p. 128 Becoming superior to earth, p. 129. Making all visible things
one’s servant. p. 130.
El It tot 11 Lecture.—flensat lon> Sensation, a modo of consciousness or cognL
xanceof life. p. ts-j. Sensation inudu manifest In the crystal water ot the nerve fluid, p. 188.
Trsnsn 11 Ung Iho lower into higher henn-uton. p. 1;,9. Education, uplifting and relief of
Go .'seres uns—Polarization of inner consciousnew», p. MO. Thought Impossible without
form, p. 14L No sensation without motion of life-e vine 1 1, p. 143. No pleasure without
a react ion—Removal of the exhausted and b oken down mo’ccafes, p. 143. Self posses
sion—Soul calm—>u bi I ua I of Metises, p 146. The Inn raerse the one we most need, p. 148.
Turning the nature Into hoe with tijn D.vlne current, p. 149.
Ninth Lecture.—Color. Significance of colora-opening the sixths* use, p. 154.
Red,—magnetic, concentra! ive, beating;—blue rvprvtcnis order yellow, perfection, p.
158. Vibrations of color—Relations u> sonnd, p. 158. b gn II *hik e of blue, gray, Indigo,
p. 1.7k Foil rih principle, sy at bruites life, fertility; rrpr*>enia ti mí ujoi her-nature, P 160.
Language of God in Nature: Gin I r voy a neo. a manlfesUtiuu of the *ix<h sense, p. 162.
Green a symbol of strength: significance of blsck, p. 163. Sixth principio cxpriswd by
violet: represents pwxl, p. 161. Seventh principle, Identified with yellow; Implies Divine
sensation, p. tfis Sumtn-rv of the principles of tbe seven-pointed star. p. l<>9. Tbe key to
a wonderful system U chemi» try, p. 170,

Illustrated with 9 Colored Plates and Portrait of Author-$1.50.
EHOTENIC Pi:UEIBHIN’<> COMI'ANY,
Applo^.ite, CeallCumlu.

"I CHAELE8 BRODIE PATTERSON
NEW THOUGHT ESSAYS
These valuable papers are preceded by an original “Intboduction to the
New Thought,” not hitherto published, making a volume of over a hundred pages
The other fourteen essays of which the volume consists bear the following titles-*—

Life as a Journey.
The Mental Origin of Disease.
Mental and Physical Correspondences.
The Imaging Faculty.
How We Make Our Environment
The Evolution of Power.
Food for Mind and Body.

Breath Vibration.
Form and Symbol.
Mental Science versus Hypnotism.
Thoughts on Spiritual Healing.
Psychical Research.
Telepathy a Scientific Fact.
Healing at a Distance.

BEYOND THZ CLOUDS
This beautiful volume comprises 134 pages, consisting of a series of lectures on
The Spiritual Science of Life.
THZ LIBRARY OF HEALTH
IN THREE VOLUMES

A series of essays in popular form on Advanced Thought subjects, giving special
attention to questions bearing upon individual happiness, harmony, and health. Ex
cellent books for beginners in the New Metaphysics.
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.

The Spiritual Science of Life.
Self-Control.
Power of the Will.
Faith and Works.
Mental Causes of Physical Disease.
The Giving of Mental Treatment.

Relationship.
Mind and Body (Part I.)
Mind and Body (Part II.)
The Forgiveness of Sin.
Good and Evil.
The Teachings of the Bible.

y^-AII of the above work* are handsomely bound In cloth.

Price, SI .00 each, post-paid.

For Kale by
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA.

PREMIUM LIST.
This list will hold good until August, 1901.
To our many friends and patrons who may desire to assist in extending the circulation of this
Journal, we offer the following books as premiums.

Rudyard Kipling’s Works.
Vol. 1.—"The Light that Failed."
Vol. 2.—"In Black and White," “Under the Deodars," and
Eight Short Stories.
Vol. 8.—“Story of the Gadsbys." and Nine Other Stories.
Vol. 4.—“Departmental Ditties" and “Barrack Room
Ballade.” including The Vampire, Recessional and Sup
pressed Poeme.
Vol. 5.—"Soldiers Three.”
Vo). 6.—“American Notes.”
Vol. 7.—“Mine Own People."
Vol.B.—"Wee Willie Winkie,” and four other stories of
children.
Vo). 9.—“The Phantom Rickshaw." "The City of Dread
ful Night,” and Three Other Stories.
Vol. 10.—“Plain Tales from the Hills." Thirty-nine
stories.
This complete set of Kipling’s works, bound in linen,
will be mailed prepaid to any one sending ue 6 new sub
scriptions, with names and addresses. It will be sent
in cloth for 7 new subscribers; in lambskin, 9 new sub
scriptions.

DESCRIPTION OF THIS TEN-VOLUME SET OF WORKS.

In'size it is unique, a tall 16mo—the 12mo site is too large for the pocket and this “just fits.”
The type is large and made especially for this edition. The paper is the finest used in book work, the
ink is the best, and the presswork is so carefully and daintily done that each page is a typographical
delight to the eye. The set contains nearly 3,000 pages.
The bindings of this edition are something new in bookmaking, a patent thread sewing whereby
the same effect is obtained as in the cross-stitching of the Oxford Teacher’s Bible, so that it can be
opened the full width and bent back until the covers meet, without straining it.
The cloth edition in daintily bound in delicately tinted linen, half flexible, which will wear Ilka
iron. The limp lambskin is a veritable Edition de Luxe.
SOLAR BIOLOGY.—For ten new subscriptions with names and addressee, we will send,
prepaid, "Solar Biology," by H. E. Butler. See “ad" in this issue.
OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid, “Other Worlds than Ours," by Prof. Richard A. Proctor, the great astronomer.
This work is especially valuable to students of “Solar Biology," and those who are studying the
mysteries of the heavens.
SEVEN CRE AT IV E P RIN C1P L ES.—For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid, “Seven Creative Principles," by H. E. Butler. See "ad.” in this issue.
LIVING BY THE SPIRIT. -For two new subscriptions we will Bend, postpaid, “Living by

the Spirit,” by H. W. Dresser.
THE "NARROW WAY" OF ATTAINMENT,—For two new subscriptions we will
»end, prepaid. "The Narrow Way of Attainment" bv H. E. Roller. See “ad” in thia inane.

SWEETS • • •
Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.

We bare revised and reprinted this booklet of poems. A number of beauti
ful poems bare been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make this
last edition particularly attractive, both a* to appearance and content*.

Price, 10 cents each; $1.00 per dozen.

THE ESOTKtfC tftKJUttlS.
-----

1900. -----

The Bacterio Ephemeris has been so enlarged for the fear 1900 as to contain nearly 50 page«,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric positions, nod carefully calculated tablee giving the heliocentric longitude of all the
planet«, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; tbe hoar, minute and second of the transit
of the planet* and Moon; also the rising signs and how to find them, with a table of the Sidereal
time, and the time of nearly all the large cities.
It contains NBW and important facts relative to Solar Biology. The article on "Cbemism* ia
alone worth many times the price of tbe book. Price, 25 cto.

THE EVERLASTING COVENANT.
This pamphlet of 46 pages brings to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in them
selves, we think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible student should put himself in possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments. Price, 15 cents.

Published and For Sate by

Esoteric Publishing Co.,
Applegate, California.

gpil^lTUAL CO|igClOl$NE$
BY

Frank H. Sprague.

4
A work meriting the consideration and peru
of the lovers of truth everywhere. We es
pecially recommend it to the esoteric student.
Its contents page, which we give, conveys a good
idea of the character of the work. A chapter
from thia book was published in the March (1899)
issue of The Esotbbic.
Contents: Signe of the Times; What i* Truth?
Realisation of Ideals through Right-Thinking; The
Outer World; The Inner World; Consciousne»;
Christianity; The Growth of Society; The Proln
lent of Evil; The Spiritual Basis of Health; Man
ifestations of the Spiritual Principle; Music; Art
and Nature.
sal

Cloth, »1.50.

^»tTHBiO-SOPHIA^drW
From the Wisdom of the Wise.

ATHEISM and ARITHMETIC.
—OB—

MA THE MA TICA L LA W
LV HA TURE.
Arithmetic- in Plants aud Planets, Mathemat
ics in Musical Science. Number in Vital Action.

By H. L. HASTINGS,
Editor of TAr C/lrutian, Beaton, Mass.

A book we moat heartily recommend. Cloth,
35 cents; paper, 15 cents. Sold by Esoteric Pub
lishing Company.

A n gio-1 srael —Th* Jewish Problem and Supplement.
The Ten Lost Tribes of Israel Found
and I d e n 11f I ed; In the Anglo-Saxon
Race. R/ Hev.Thoa. Roiling Howlett, A.M.

A work devoted to a subject with which ws
wish our reader» Io be familiar.

CLOTH, «1.00,

Reduced to IO cts.

“No man can become wise in the divine science
by seeking to become an adept. He must fix his
mind, first of all, wholly on the people’s good,
and master the law of the uplift of the people.
Aa he becomes identified with the spirit and sym
pathy of our common humanity, he rises to the
threshold of the secret way."—FYom Theo-SopKia.

THE EPHEMERIS, giving the posi
tions of the Moon for 1892-3-4-5-6-7-8-9,
and designed for insertion in the “Solar
Biology” tables, can be had by sending
25 cts. to this Office. Single year, 5 cts.

Esoteric Ephwiris

practical N|etaplji$cs . . • •

Fob 1898 AMD 18W.

—FOB—

Complete, giving the exact position of Solar .Sys
tem at noon, Washington time; also the honr, min
ute and second of the ohange from one sign to
another.
Invaluable to Student» of Tub EeOTXRio as well

aa of Solar Biology, enabling them, without the
trouble of computation, to know time of changes.
Price, 10 cents.

- • ■ « pealing and (ScH-CuItai'a.
Cloth, »1.50, post-paid.

For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.
Applegate, California.

SOLAR BIOLOGY.
A New Scientific, Exact,

and Easy Method or Delineating Character; Diag
Disease: Determining Mental, Physical and Business Quali
fications, Conjugal Adaptability, etc,, from Date of Birth.

nosing

BY H. 8. BUTLER.

Illustrated with Seven Plate Diagram* and Tables of the Moon
and Planets, from 1820 to 1802.

This science prove« that "all are members of One Body (I. Cor. XII. 12-27); and
that, as each, each one has his peculiar function in life. It throws a flood of new
light upon the problems of life, furnishing the groundwork, or scientific law. which
goes down into the minutiffi of the life of every man and woman, as a mirror re
flecting hie or her innate nature. This work tells what is in man and how derived.
Tells how to cultivate self and make the most and best of life. Tells one, when a
child is born, what kind of training it should have, to what diseases it is liable,
how to avoid or how to cure when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand
body to which each individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies,
physical fitness, natural sphere, and highest and fittest use in the world.
It enables parents to know just what business their children are best adapted
for, and how to educate them, and is also a guide in the preservation of health and
strength, and an important aid to success and to the attainment of the great ob
ject in life; viz., usefulness and happiness. It sIbo aids in prolonging the life of
old and young. It is of special importance to physcians, enabling them to attain
great success through having in their possession a certain key to knowledge con
cerning the nature and peculiarities of their patients such as heretofore has been
available only to those few that were of rare intuitive discernment.
It is claimed that character is expressed in the countenance, that it shapes the
cranium, and is even written in the hand: but Solar Biology introduces the student
into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining character and func
tion, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and harmonious human relatednees.
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy paper,
clear type, with author’s portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound in superior
cloth, embellished with symbolic designs in gold. No elaborate study or prepara
tion is required to enable one to read character and otherwise apply the science.
The key to the use of the science will be found on page 274. and can be fully
mastered in a few minutes. Price $5.00.
Published and For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.,
Applegate, California.

This instrument is prob
ably the most perfect me
chanical device yet con
structed for finding the
rising sign, as it gives the
degree and minute of that
sign's elevation above the
horizon for any Latitude
between 22' and 55", which
embraces nearly the whole
civilized world. It will be
a great convenience to as
trologers; and those who
doubt the influence of the
zodiacal signs, or those who
wish to experiment upon
such influence, will find—
by having this Indicator at
hand and watching the
change of their mental and
physical states with the
changing signs—that not
only will their own experi
ence convince them of the
reality of zodiacal influ
ence, but that a new field
of experimentation, moet interesting and profitable, will open up to them. (Every
one is not sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but, in most instances, the ob
server will be quite conscious of them.) The Indicator is neatly and durably con
structed, and; with proper care, will last for years, Price $1.00.

THS ZODIACAL INDICATOR

Esoteric Pub Co-, Applegate Cal.

A SPECIAL OFFER.
The delights of an evening spent around a well-lighted read; ng table are not half understood. Au
illustrated magazine with its wealth of illustrations, its stories of adventure and love, its descrip
tions of travel which carry you to the remotest ends of the earth, and its instructive articles for
young and old—these are the first requisites for your own enjoyment and the entertainment and
proper education of your children.
To secure for you the best and moat interesting of the great illustrated magazines st the lowest
possible price has been the aim of the editor of this journal. That we have succeeded we leave our
readers to judge. A special contract recently entered into with The Cotmopolitan, which seeks to
become better known to the readers of Thr Occult and BIOLOGICAL Journal, has enabled us to
offer you a year’s subscription to the greatest of the illustrated magazines together with a year’s
subscription to this journal
Both Together One Year for Only S2.3O,

One other opportunity we offer you. You wish to keep in touch with metropolitan life, through
the medium of a great daily. The Thrice-a-Week World of New York is the equivalent of a daily
and is a marvellous fund of knowledge concerning the happenings of the day. Each issue contains
six to eight pages of eight columns each or over eight thousand columns of reading matter a year.
In former days this would have cost you probably as much as $6.00 a year, by itself. Now you can
have it. if you wish, in connection with The Occult and Biological Journal and The Cotmopolitan.
Three Together One Year for Only $2.8S,

Address THE ESOTERIC PVBI.ISHING COMPANY. Applegate. Cal.

THE NARROW WAY OF ATTAINMENT.
4 COURSE OF INSTRUCTIONS DELIVERED DEFORE THE
SOCIETY ESOTERIC.
BY H. E. BUTLER.

Thin work leaches the muet vital principles of Christian Life and Doctrine, and ia especially
designed for thoee who are ready to consecrate their lives to to the highest spiritual attainments.

IT IS CALLED "THE NARROW WAY,"
because to live in the world and not he of the world, but of the Spirit of Cod, is a narrow way

indeed: as Jesus said.

YE CANNOT, SERVE TWO MASTERS."
Fur those who will follow the instructions in this book, there is a realm of spiritual conscious
ness and power that has been known only to the prophets and to the Christ. Price, cloth, $1.00.

^•ESOTERIC EDUCATION*
Or the Unfoldment and Life of a Hero.

Translated front the German of .J. Keriming'x “Key to the Realm of Spirit.”

The narrative of knight Geoffrey, subsequent to his esoteric training,
contains a report of the young hero's feats, sufficiently detailed to give a
dear idea of the way in which spiritual insight and powers work together to
make the prepared and purified man an invincible conqueror. Thus this
book may encourage mothers of deep thought and faith, like Lady Mathilda,
to give their sons also the education of heroes, making them instruments to
solve the problems of modern society, as there is no age without its oppor
tunity and need for heroism. Cloth, postpaid, 50 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION. REVISED AND ENLARGED.
Fur Tse of Xtcdents and Lectvrers in Delineating Character from

-^SOLAR

BIOLOGY'*-

This is an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilia folder. Each out
line represents one sign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
signs desired. Price. 10 cents a copy; special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
Forsaleby THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Lessons by Correspondence in
Occult Science and Solar Biology.
These lessons will enable one to understand the Laws of Life, Health and
HAPPtXKSB. They give an exact method of delineating character, showing the
Mental. Physical and Business qualifications, and Conjugal Adaptability ;
also, the Cause and Cure of Disease.
Full written Delineation of Character with advice. $2.00.
For particulars, address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt. Pleasant Place, Boston, Mass.

“-

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.

lit. Questions on one subject, euoh jls Business, Money, Property, Removals. Traveling, Court
ship, Marriage, Diaease, Stocks and Shares. Annuities, Life Insurance, etc.
, 40 cents.
Time of birth not absolutely necessary for questions nnder No. I.
For calculating questions on 3 subjects, (date and time of birth--if known—required). 05 cents.
2d. Birthday Figure, showing the important events in the current year of life. . . 65 cents.
3d. Rectifying or finding the exact time of Birth from given data, such as date of marriage, or
death of a parent, or some other event in life................................................................................. 75 cents.
4th. Nativity of Birth written out, giving a delineation of character, also a general forecast of
the principal affairs of life, such as the best business to follow, who and when to marry; diseases,
predisposed to, best direction to live and to travel for health; and prosperity, riches, and which will
be the best port of life ; children, friends, enemies, etc................................. ....... $1.25
5th. Events for five years of life. . . .*.............................................................................
$1.25
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PUBLIC TEACHING.

Public teaching has its use. In all past time it has been
necessary that teachers arise for every new truth, and yet it
has been well understood that these teachings were, aa Buddha
said, not of something the people did not know, but of the
things they did know. But how did they know them?—they
were new thoughts that bad just oome to the world, and yet
the teachers could teach the people only the things they already
knew. This seems paradoxical, but we must remember that,
in relation to all subjects of vital importance, surface thought
will not answer such questions; we must look deeper and take
a more general view of the world, of the light upon it; of mind
and its source.
The thought uttered by Swedenborg years ago is now rap
idly oomiug into realization as a fact; namely, that the whole
of humanity is one body; that all life is one life; that all spirit
is one spirit, with multifarious manifestation. And as the
spirit is the cause and all flesh but the manifestation, it follows
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that all things originated in spirit. We read in the Apostles’
writings that God is Spirit, and we know the whole universe
to be merely mind organs of one infinite spirit. Now, in the
movement of these mind organs, the heavenly bodies, there are
being continually formed, npon the different worlds, thoughts
which find expression in life, living organisms; and as the or.
der of the universe is progression, the prooess of that forma
tion is a series of ideas, is the Logos of the Infinite, a discourse
upon life, growth, unfoldment and the manifestation of Deity.
This wondrous discourse is none other than the spiritual teach
ings that come to the world’s most highly developed souls, who
are able to catch the whispers of that Eternal Mind, embody
the idea in their own life, which inspires and imbues them
with the will to speak the words of truth and righteousness.
But when they speak them, the souIb that are next below them
in the order of unfoldment have already caught the whisper
ings of the same ideas, and in their hearts, soul life, they know
the truths already, but past experiences and their associates
upon the lower plane contradict these truths, and therefore
they are uncertain concerning them; that is, the external mind
is uncertain as to whether they are the imaginings of the mind
or whether they are the verities of the cause world.
Again, many of these people are so thoroughly absorbed
with the things of material existence that they have no time to
give to thinking out and putting in order the great truths that
have come to them, or they have not the ability to do so; there
fore it becomes neoessary that teachers go forth and place these
truths in order before the minds of the people. And when
the very truths which have flitted across their inner conscious
ness and have made an impression upon the soul's existence,
are presented to the public, expressed to them in their own
language, we bear them say, “Yes, I know that is true. I
knew that before;” that is to say, they have the two witnesses
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of which Jeans spoke when he said, “In the mouth of two or
three witnesses every word may be established." Under suoh
circumstances, they have the witness of their own soul’s con*
sciousnees and that of the teacher. John, in Revelation, refers
to bearing witness of the truth, and the teachers are there called
witnesses to give testimony. No man or woman has a monopoly
of the truth; if it were so, it would be of no use to its posses
sor, for he could not impart it,—unless the interior self has
been prepared for its acceptance, no one can receive a new
idea.
But how do these spiritual teachings reach the body of hu
manity? What is their general course?—are questions that have
been asked. Does each one receive the truth for himself di
rectly from the fountain-head? He certainly does not, for
everything has its order. It is well known to those who have
oarefully investigated spiritual or psychic phenomena, that all
manifestation to the physical senses of spiritual powers or
thoughts must have a medium, an individual who stands imme
diately between the spiritual world and the material world,
having in himself a spiritual consciousness, and the ability to
put in form the thoughts and powers received by him for man
ifestation, to clothe them with the elements, we might say with
the magnetism, of the physical body, by means of which they
are able to lay hold upon and affect the sensation of other in
dividuals. Because of this it has been necessary that there
should be a first one to receive great truths that come to the
world. He or she receives the truth, and the thoughts take
form in his or her physical consciousness. Then, as the body
of humanity is one and what affects one member affects al),
the one who first receives the truth is made an instrument,
even before it has been publicly expressed, to vibrate it
through the entire mental world.
Those who have been recipients of new and important truth
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know that, when it dawns upon their consciousness, and th*
clear perception of the revelation, whioh it seems to be, has
been fully received, it thrills the whole being with an ecstasy
of delight which vibrates through the entire organism. Now,
why does it thus thrill the being? Sensation is life in motion;
unless the life is set in motion there can be no Benaation. As
this life movement occurs in the case of one individual, it is
telegraphed throughout the entire body of humanity and from
them down to every atom of earth's material. Not alone are
they receptive who stand nearest in development to the one
who first feels the impulse, but those in mental tonch with that
one will get the shook like that of an electrio current; and, in
plaoe of accepting the new thought, they usually become an
tagonistic to the one through whom it comes to the world; be
come, so to speak, his worst enemies.
We remember when, some years ago, a certain body of Ad
ventists were gathered on their camping ground, expecting the
Lord Jesus—the one hundred and fifty pounds of flesh, more
or leas, who was here two thousand years ago—to oome down
out of heaven and to take them, that little body, up to him,
leaving the rest of the world to be burned up. They were earn
est, sincere, and most devout. After they had waited until long
after the time when, according to their interpretation, the
Biblical prophecies had said these things would occur, they
went to their respective homes very much disappointed. Some
time after thia they held another meeting for the purpose of
asking the Lord why they were disappointed. Two young men
who had reoeived the new truths that are now permeating the
world, were impressed by the Spirit to go to the meeting and
give the truth to that people relative to the coming of Christ
for whom they were looking. Before they arrived on the
grounds, however, the knowledge reached the leader that two,
whom they were pleased to call Curryites, were coming, and he
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immediately instructed his people to have nothing to say to these
men, hoping that they would thus be forced to leave the grounds.
When the yonng men arrived, they at onoe, in the inner con
sciousness, realized the situation, but they felt the call of the
Spirit, and when they found they could speak to no one, they
went into the woods, sat down and committed their lives into
the hands of the Spirit, knowing that they had no other help,
no other power at command. When their interior selves were
surrendered to the mind of the Spirit, the word came to them,
“Go back into the oamp; I have given it into your hands.”
They returned and found a great change in the mental state of
the people, who were now ready to speak to them, though very
cautiously. They attended the meetings, took back seats and
made no effort, either mental or otherwise, to iufiuenoe or af
fect the people in any way. In the meantime the most devout
of the people were earnestly praying to know the cause of
the Lord's delay* and why they had been disappointed; and
when the time came for these pious souls to rise and speak, they
would express the very thoughts with which the two young
men were sent to them; so that the silent preeenoe of these two
enabled them to become a medium through whioh the mind
current from the cause side oonld flow, be dothed upon by
magnetic life, and thus aot upon the sense consciousness of the
whole audience there gathered.
So remarkable was this manifestation, that, on the day the
yonng men arrived, the leader of the camp, materialistic as he
was, preached a sermon on psychology, one hour and a half long,
and for the three succeeding days during whioh they remained,
the leader oould talk of nothing but the psychic influenoe these
yonng men were wielding over bis people, warning them against
it; and yet, although the young men made no attempt to speak
during the meetings, the people as soon as they were dismissed,
would gather around them, asking questions. This was a phys
ical demonstration of what we are trying to express; namely,
that he who is sufficiently unfolded to receive the thought, the
Logos, the discourse of the God of the universe, becomes, bo to
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speak, a telegraphic instrument, or a mind organ in the brain

of the human family, to put into form the spirit thought, and to
impregnate the inner consciousness of the race.
These advanced truths have been coming to the world since
1870,—not but what divine truths have been communicated to
the mind of the race at all times, but we now refer to the ultimate truths that are influencing the minds of the people at the
present time; and did we not know the law, we should say,
as we pick up each new magazine and book on advanced

thought and read therein the thoughts we expressed many years
ago, that the editors and authors were students of our thought;
but not necessarily so,—they may have reoeived their thoughts
directly from the invisible and unknown source. Therefore,
they are their thoughts, even though they may have been re
ceived through the advanced soul through whose organism the
thoughts had been formed and sent into the world.
Consequently, no one should feel, as inspirations take form in
his mind and thoughts come that thrill his organism and create
ecstasy of mind, that the thoughts are being lost, for even though
he is not able to voioe them to the public, or to print and give
them to the world, yet the work is being accomplished and the
world is receiving the thoughts, for they are, like the Spirit, im
mortal, and cannot die; and, like the Spirit, they oannot be reject
ed. Their aooeptanoe may and will be postponed until the peo
ple are ready to receive them. When thoughts come to you from
the Spirit, know this,—if you will think them and put them on
paper, the work will be done, the world will receive them, even
though you burn the paper afterwards. If you are called by
the Spirit to publish the thoughts, well; you will thereby beoome

a

witness. We have long Bince learned to be anxious for
nothing. The work, from the fountains of life from which we
live, is moving on, and no man or number of men can turn it
back or hinder it.

QUOD ERAT DEMONSTRANDUM.
The life of the Universe, when studied under the searching
analysis of Occult Science, is resolved into a simple binomial

equation; that is, into two reciprocal and equal primary princi
ples,—the positive and negative polar principles which form

the basis of all life and order in the Cosmos. In action these
principles balance exactly; in scope and utilitarian value as
creative adjuncts, they are upon a literal parity, and their
junotion in the Macrocosm at large, produces that fundamental

stability upon which the whole oosmographic economy rests.
To be technically explicit, principles are laws in the abstract,
that is, in the integral; in other words, laws are tributary rami
fications of principles. Occult Science teaches that polar prin
ciples differentiate into laws of specifio calibre to sustain spe
cific departments of Creation; hence polar principles are gen
eric to the Universe as a whole, while polar laws are specific
to the specific parts.
But just here an intricate distinction must be made by those
who desire to be ethically accurate in their understanding of

the Occult Logos, and to adhere to the literal significance of
terms. According to the Masters of Wisdom, polar principles
are not polar fluids per te, but the mode of action of these
fluids in the foundation work of the Cosmos as an integrated
whole. Thus, in succinct language, the equilibrium produced
by the reciprocity of the positive and negative principles—i. e.,
vibrations— forms the vibratory bed-rock of the Universe,—
those complemental primordial vibrations, which, by their im
mutability, maintain immobility in the ether at large, and
secure its intrinsic integrity by insuring to it an adequate and
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uniform polar flux. Without this stability in the fundamental
polar flux, ether would degenerate as atmospheric air degener
ates, the efflorescence of organic effluvia from the myriad orbs
coursing through it would soon contaminate it.
Henoe, not the cosmic ether, but the pristine vibration which
perpetually pristines it, is immobile—but immobile only pend
ing the duration of the Cosmos, for whose foundation it was
specifically designed by the Creative Deities.
Polar laws, by the same reasoning, are tributary modes of
vibration, modes incidental to the various departments of the
Sidereal mechanism in which they operate, and whose dura
tion is correspondingly determined by the duration of the
Sidereal orbs. But these laws reduce neither the scope nor the
compass of polar principles; their specific action subtracts noth
ing from the volume of polar fluids that Prescient Wisdom has
prescribed for basic stability; their vibrations being minor and
collateral, rest upon the basic vibration for support as the super
structure of a building rests upon its foundation walls, but
derive specific power from a floating surplus of polar fluids, an
inexhaustible interastral reserve which floods the cosmical
spaces continually, from fluidic reservoirs exterior to the cosmographic arena.
In addition to this broadcast reserve-volume, the fluids grav
itate into vast seas in orbital territories. These seas lie imme
diately in the orbits of the orbs, and at regular intervals the
orbs pass through them—in the case of the Earth, this occurs
once every winter, when the planet is specifically recharged for
the ensuing prolific seasons. Moreover, the momentum of the
orbs draws snctionally upon the broadcast volume whiah fol
lows in their trend, just as foam follows in the wake of a ship,
while their rotatory motion creates maelstrom-like eddies about
the atmospheric poles, into which the potential fluids are inces
santly drawn, virilizing both the orbs and their atmospheres.
Do these fluidic vortices create disturbance in the atmos
pheres of the orbs ? They do, but only in their upper strata,
because the fluids are too subliminal to precipitate in volume
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unless stringent demands are made upon them, as, for instanoe,
in the electrio storms incidental to our summera; at all times,
however, there is a steady diffusion downward to virilize the
life of the planet In these upper strata, above the area of hu
midities, where the air merges imperceptibly into cosmical
ether, any preponderance of polar fluids culminates in electrio
rain; showers of electric sparks are as frequent at these high
altitudes as are showers of raindrops here, while winds and
breezes create a sparkle in the air similar to the phosphores
cence sometimes seen in ocean surf.
It may be asked, If the virile fluid abounds most at the poles,
why are the polar regions frigid and sterile? Because the poles
are respectively positive and negative and absorb respective
ly positive and negative streams of the virile element, and
sinoe these fluids are thermal and prolific only in fusion, the
polar regions are frigid and sterile because they lack oomplemeutal fusion; at the equator the fusion of the complementa!
streams is complete and the globe essentially luxuriant; the
same is relatively true of intermediate latitudes, entirely dis
tinct from the scale of temperatures produced by the Bun.
Any fluctuation in the volume of these polar supplies, beyond
that mathematically predetermined by Prescient Wisdom as the
gauge of the planets productiveness, would produce a correspond
ing fluctuation in its orbital movement and engender erraticity
in its pace, causing it to roll and plunge
laboring ship rolls
and plunges in a storm—not because of any turbulence such fluc
tuation would create in the path of
but
vacillation in the motive power—that is, in the dynamic im
pacts of polar energy which govern its advance; for, just as
two Btreams of water or two currents of air rushing violently
together from opposite directions, will cause a ball lying
their point of junction to leap upward, so these polar streams
striking the planet dynamically from opposite directions,
it to leap forward, and their incessant impacts sustain its
momentum.
Paul AveneL
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the planet, because of
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NEW PRACTICAL METH0D8.
(VIII.)
In the two preceding articles of this series we brought to the
attention of the student,'the necessity of the conservation of
the seed as a means of developing and strengthening the body
and mind, and endeavored to give some idea of the mental con
dition requisite for obtaining the desired results. In the effort
to impress these truths upon the public mind, we meet with a
few adversaries who might be called learned individuals, and
are so esteemed, but who, in reality, know nothing bnt that
which pertains to the particular line or rut in which they have
ran through life, notwithstanding the fact that they pretend to
know almost anything you ask them. These people will tell yon
that the seed, when onoe gathered in the body, must be thrown
off or it will produce diseased states and all kinds of imaginary
conditions. We had thought that this class of men had been
so put to shame by the light that has oome to the world on
this subject during the past fifteen years, that their objections
had been silenced along these lines. But a letter just received
from a student of the Esoteric thought reveals the fact that
there are yet among ns those who close their eyes to everything
bnt that which serves their immediate desires. The following
estraot ¡b from this letter: ‘Tn regard to the seminal fluid be
ing able to be absorbed into the Bystem after once being man
ufactured—is this a theory and only a belief of yours, or do
you have absolute knowledge that this is possible? There are
many who maintaiatbatitis not possible. T. V. Gifford, M. D.,
Kokomo, Ind., thought be proved to me conclusively that, if it
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did not escape by unconscious emission, nature would be com
pelled to eliminate it from the resides by burning it out with
fever or by other diseased processes. Dr. Shelton says that,
after once having been manufactured, itcannot again enter into
the circulation or in any wise be used for the body. When Mrs.
Helen Wilmans said there would be neither marrying nor
giving in marriage, she thought we would then be evolved to so
high a plane in nature, that the energies of the body wonld no
more be wasted in the manufacture of this produot. There are
many eminent scientists who take this position.”
We reply to the question raised by our correspondent by

saying that, even if our teachings had been the first advent
into the world of this idea of the conservation of the seed,
which it is not by thousands of years, our own experience in
teaching this thought for the past fifteen years is positive proof
of the correctness of the theory. There can be found many
hundreds, if not thousands, of people in America who are con

serving and transmuting the seed as it is generated in the body,
and who are gaining the desired results. If we needed testi
monials on this subject, it would be very easy to obtain them,
but we do not feel that they are necessary. Those who will
take the trouble to read the history of attainment of occult and
other powers by the ancients, will not only find evidences that

the conservation of the seed was practiced by the Egyptians,
but that the beginning of the practice even antedates history
and is lost in the dim past There are evidences that the patri
archs, during the earliest period of Biblical history, lived that
life, conserving all the seed generated in the body until they
desired to marry and produce offspring. We read iu connection
with the genealogy of these men of the earliest historical times,
that it was an ordinary thing for a man to live a hundred

years before he began to rear a family. We are told that Me
thuselah lived one hundred and eighty years before he begat
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his first offspring. History does not positively assert that they
did oonserve the seed during all that time, but it is a very
strong inference.
AU members of mystic orders in the early days of Egypt’s
glory, and in the time of Buddha (when I say “mystio orders”
I mean those worthy of the name mystic; there were magic
workers who lived the most base and sensuous lives}, who at*
tained real powers, attained them through the conservation
of the seed. We quote the following from The Gospel of
Buddha:—
“The bhikshus came to the Blessed One and asked him:
O Tathagata, our Lord and Master, what conduct toward
woman do you prescribe for the shramanas who have left the
world?’
And the Blessed One said:
“Guard against looking on a woman.
If you see a woman, let it be as though you saw her not,
and have no conversation with her.
If, after all, you must speak with her, let it be with a pure
heart, and think to yourself, “I as a shramana will live in this
sinful world as the spotless leaf of the lotus, unsoiled by the
mud in which it grows.”
If the woman be old, regard her as your mother, if young,
as your sister, if very young, as your child.
The shramana who looks at a woman as a woman, or touches
her as a woman has broken hia vow and is no longer a disciple
of the Shakyamuni.
The power of lust is great with men, and is to be feared
withal; take then the bow of earnest perseverance, and the
sharp arrow-points of wisdom.
Cover your head with the helmet of right thought, and fight
with fixed resolve against the five desires.
Lust beclouds a man’s heart, when it is oonfused with
woman's beanty, and the mind is daxed.
Better far with red-hot irons bore out both your eyes, than
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encourage in yourselves sensual thoughts, or look upon a wo
man’s form with lustful desires.
Better fall into the fleroe tiger’s mouth, or under the sharp
knife of the executioner, than to dwell with a woman and ex
cite in yourself lustful thoughts.
A woman of the world is anxious to exhibit her form and
shape, whether walking, standing, sitting, or sleeping. Even
when represented as a pioture, she desires to captivate with
the charms of her beauty, and thus to rob men of their stead
fast heart!
How then ought yon to guard yourselves?
By regarding her tears and smiles as enemies, her stooping
form, her hanging arms, and all her disentangled hair as toile
designed to entrap man’s heart.
Therefore, I Bay, restrain the heart, give it no unbridled
license.”*
Some may argue that what has been said does not take hold
of the real point after all, bnt thoBe who wish to know more
concerning the practice of the followers of Buddha, can inves
tigate the teachings of the Swamis who are now lecturing here
in America, and they will find that their instructions are iden
tical with ours in this particular. The Swamis will also inform
you that their sacred books enjoin the conservation of the seed
upon all neophytes. These teachings were not only held and car
ried out by the mystics and Orientals, but at the beginning of the
Christian era, the ministers of the Gospel were supposed to live
a strictly continent life and to conserve all the seed generated in
the body for the use of the mind and body. Christ taught this,
and the early fathers lived and preached it, but the Protestant
ministers have left this important feature out of their doctrine.
The Catholic priests still hold to it, however, and I have been in
formed by men who had studied for the ministry in the Catholic
church and failed, that they failed simply because they ware
unable, within the limit of time they had for trial, to overcome
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the waste of the seed, and for that reason and that alone, they
were rejected aa priests.
Here we have an array of evidence, or at least suggestions

by which you may obtain an array of evidence, beginning
with the history of mankind and continuing down to the pres
ent time, showing the stability of the position we have taken
during the last fifteen years, and proving, in so far as it can
be proved by experience, that it is possible, and that it is
a law that, if the seed be retained in the body, it will be trans
muted and carried up into the organism to vitalize the brain,
illumine the inner consciousness—in short, that it will bring
all the results we have heretofore claimed for it. At the pres
ent time there is no truly learned man who does not admit the
position we take. There are, no doubt, old fossils among us
who refuse to think beyond their fathers’ and grandfathers’
experiences, and those who are so thoroughly attached to
their own sensual desires that they oppose the regenerate life,
pretending to be very wise and learned in regard to these sub
jects; but the truly thoughtful man need not depend either

upon the experiences of the past or the experiences of those
around him who are living the regenerate life, for he can ob
tain the knowledge for himself. By trying the experiment be
will receive benefits from the very beginning; and as long as
benefits are accruing from a course of aotion, it is reasonably

safe to pursue it.
It is true that a man whose life forces are very active and
who suddenly stops all waste of the seed, will for a month or
so feel a stupor, a sleepy heaviness, come over him; but this
arises from a snperabuudance of vitality—that, is more vitality
than is being used. In a former artiole we referred to the
stupor and will here add that, in order to avoid this, it will be
necessary for you to act from the positive standpoint; that is,
to take absolute control of your feelings by the mind and will.

u.r t' ’’J/ >
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Id the first place, remember that, if your conservation is suffi
cient to bri ng about this condition, your actual need of sleep
will be reduoed to one-half the amount you formerly required.
Therefore it will be necessary to keep your mind occupied,
your body active, until late at night; and when you lie down to
sleep, centralize all the power of the brain and especially of the

inner consciousness upon maintaining a continued consoiousnes
during the sleeping hours. Some of you will be able to acoom-'
plieh this from the start; others will fail many times; bnt usual
ly failure in maintaining consciousness and in overcoming the
intensely sleepy condition, results in a loss of the life fluids, for
we are prepared to say that there are invisible semi-intelligent
beings who psychologize the mind and throw upon the body
that sleepy state in order to prodnoe loss of life—the lower
order of elementals feed upon the waste life of the race. There
fore the evident necessity of overcoming this terrible stupor;
and each individual must discover for himself the means of
accomplishing the result.
Again, when you lie down at night you must charge your mind
to waken as soon as day breaks, or to rise as soon as you awaken at any time. Upon awakening do not wait to think about
anything, but bound out of bed, throw off your night clothes,

wet a woolen cloth in water the temperature of your room, rub
the body with it, taking first the front of the body down to
the limbs, rubbing it dry and warm with a towel hefore com
mencing on the back; then proceed with the back in like man
ner; then one limb at a time, drying each part thoroughly
before wetting another. Now dress yourself, putting your will
into every movement, go out doors, take a rapid walk, inhaling

the morning air fully and deeply; reject all abnormal and un

pleasant thoughts and feelings, turn your attention toward the
fullness of life, animation, and vigor that is in all nature around
you.

Put your mind upon inhaling and filling the body with
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that energy and mind power. After a few trials of this kind you
will find that you can draw in and so fill your body and mind
with energy and vitality, that the stupor will have no influence
over you.
I have known men who, in order to succeed at alL, found it
necessary to ait up and study or think until the stupor became so
great that they would feel as if they were falling out of their
chair, when they would jump up and either go to the stable for a
horse and ride rapidly for an hour, or walk or run with vigor and
energy until that condition was entirely overcome. Then they
would return to their room and rest. Sometimes it was neces
sary to repeat this two or three times during the night. But
if a man goes at this with a will and Carries out to the extreme
the above experiment, it will not be necessary to continue very
long—two or three nights will be sufficient to conquer the con
dition, although it may return the next month, but with less
power. When this victory is thorough, the antithesis of Btupor will be experienced,—you will have clearness of mind, vi
vacity of body, and an energy never before experienced.

"Whse we caaaot see oar way,
Lai ns trust and still obey;
He who blds us forward (o
Oanoot fail tbs way to show.
Hmgh tbs sea bs deep sod wide,
Though * passage seem denied,
Fearisai 1st os still prooead,
Staoe tbs Lord umshsafss to load."

Slje Çtyarçe to Sauras.
“And to tke angel of tke chwrh in Philadelphia Write; Tkeee

ÜÏRÿf eaith he tkat ie holf, he thaï ie tra«, he thaï halb tke kaf
of David, he tkat openrth and no aan ekvttetk; and ohettetk,

and no «an openetk; I know tky worke: bekold, I bave tel be
fan tkee an opra door, and no mon ean eknt il: far thon haet
a little etrength, and haet kepi my word, and laut ntt demtd

my Mime. Bekold, I will moke tkem oj tke egnagogwe of Sa
tan. wkick taf tktf are Jewe, and an not, lut do lie; bekold,
I will moke them to corne and wortkip bcfore tkf fret, and ta

know thaï I hâve loved tkee. Becaaee thon kart kepi tke werd

of my patience, I alto will keep tkee fron tke koar <f tenpta-

tion, whick ehall come apon ail tke world, to trf them tkat
dwell epon tke oartk.

Bekold, J corne tpdcklf: hold fart thaï

wkick thon hart, tkat no man take tkf crome.
Him thaï overcometh will I moke a pillar in thè temple

my God; and he ekaH go no mon ont; and I will wriie npon
him tke name of mf God, and thè name of thè dtf of my God,
wkich ie New Jernealem, wkich comdk down otti gf heaven

fron my God: and I will wriie npon him my New Name.
He that halb an «ar, lat him hear what tke Spini eailk

nnlo the chercher. "

Tpui?u5Violet—G Minor.
The snpreme funotion of life, tbs problem of eristenoe, confronts us as we tun
to ■ oonsideration of the sign Tanru», the function of Transmutation,—of “chang
ing across" from one nature to another ‘‘behold, I have set before thee an open
door, and no man can shut it" And we are not simply to orcas that threshold—
not to go acron, but to change una; it is trane-mulalion into what is within the
sacred portal which has been opened to us by the Christ, the Holy One who holds
the Key of David, who baa opened that which no man can clone. Without are
suffering and death; within, life eternal and joy unending. "I am the door, by me
if any man enter in, ba shall be saved
truly, our Christ is the Pisces Savior, the
Savior of the physical body, and physical immortality is to be gained only by enter
ing in at the Door. He also tells us that, instead of entering by the Door, it is pos
sible to climb up “some other way" and so meet destruction instead of salvation.
Grant us wisdom, 0 Lord Christ, that we may not deny thy name, that we be
not found among the "thieves and robbers," among those who “say they are Jews,
and are not, bot do lie;" eave us from the great temptation “which shall ooms
upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the Earth," from the unholy Area,
which, even now, are being kindled among the children of men by the prostitu
tion of that divineet of principles Transmutation. Try na. 0 Christ, reveal the
hidden things of the heart, that there be no remaining link binding us to any
thing of earth, and so, every tie having been severed which links to farm, we
will rise into the Formless, where alone thou oanst write upon ns thy New
Name—even the name of thx rot>B; where alone ere to be found the holy fires
of thy baptism, whose fierce burnings will change us Into thy likeness, will trans
mute the corporeal into the spiritual
Throughout the Scriptures there rune, m a line of divine fire burning its way
through all else, the conception of the FORMUisa: “God is Spirit: and they
that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth;" “Thou ahalt
not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of anything that is in
heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that it in the water under the
earth." The mission of Jeans, the Christ, was to bring to Earth a new principle
of Tranamntation, a higher arid more potent order of fire than had before tenched
the planet; and only by easting away from itself, stripping itself of, everything
of earth, all (every person and thing) belonging to the world of form, and going
forth alone into the Formless, is the soul able to reoeive that supreme inflate*.
By means of absolute insulation from all else, it is to become one with Truth,
Power, Love, which bears it ever upward, until in the very presence of the Throne,
it receives the New Name, the Name of The Four, its being is merged into the
Fonr, who, “in the midst of the Throne, and round about the Throne," “rest not
day and night," for the principle of “pure force" has suited upon the organism,
olid afire. fiercer than Earth has known, transmutes the material into the spiritual,
with wondeiful rapidity changing tire physical body into a spiritual one; the Four,
ths One, have become a pillar in the Temple of God, and will “go no more out."
But as thcau fires of an unknown potency draw near to Earth, so, in like propor
tion, there rolls iu an nnholy fire of a new and terrible power; and as the Christfiresare to transmute the physical body into a state i.f immortality, so the great
trial referred to in the Charge to Taurus, the unholy flame of sex that is now being
everywhere so rapidly kindled, will be ths scourge to destroy, to consume, the
bodies of men. But the promise is, O thou divine Principle of Christly Transmu
tation, that these false ones shell be mad« to come and worship before thy feet,
and to know that He has loved thee.
It is unnecessary to do mote than call attention to the fact that the color violet
is always associated with the Principle of Transmutation, which vibrates to the
key of G minor.

COMMUNING WITH GOD.
Beloved, now are we the tone of God; and it doth not yet appear what wo ihall
be: but we know that, when he ihall appear, we ihall be like him; for we ihall ioo
him aa he in And every man that hath thia hope in him, purifleth himaolf, oven
ai he is pure. I. John in. 2, 8.

First: We are to recognize and rejoice in the fact that we
are now the sons of God; that we are endowed potentially with
the deific nature and the attributes of the Father.
Second: Although it is not yet evident what we shall be, yet
we know, from this natnre latent within us, that when He ap
pears or is made manifest to us, his nature will be also mani
fest in us, and we shall be like Him, because we shall see and
know Him as He is, through the realization of his nature in
ourselves. Nothing but the'deifio nature within us could see
and know the true natnre of God; and nothing but the direct
truth and vision of God can awaken and call forth our latent
deific powers to normal activity and supremacy. The true or
experimental knowledge of God is life eternal.
Third: If we embrace this hope or expectation of seeing the
Father as He is—not as we have conoeived Him to be or as He
has been taught to us, but as He will reveal himself unto us—
we shall turn our whole attention, thought, and desire to the
purifying of our minds and hearts from every motive, every
consideration, but the one supreme desire for and thought of
this direct vision and touch of God.
The pure in heart—that is, the undivided in heart—shall
see God. While other thoughts and desires occupy our minds
and hearts, our attention cannot be wholly oentered upon Him,
and until it is thus centered, it is useless to expect the beatific
vision. In order to acquire this control of attention and de
sire, so that at will we may concentrate our minds on God and
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receive (as we may do) direct inspiration and guidanoe from
Him, we should have special seasons set apart for the daily
practice of divine communion in prayer and contemplation,
however short these seasons may be. Surely everyone can
consecrate few moments each day to this supreme act. One
moment of the conscious touch of the Father, morning and
evening, is more to the soul and will do more for it than all
possible experience in contact with men and things.
In these seasons of retirement with God, we must learn to
close the door of sense, shut ont the world, call in all wander
ing thoughts, and fix the mind on God. In the performance
of thia act. it ¡8 of the greatest importance that we lay aside
all previously conceived notions of God and theories of life,
and bring the activities of the personal ego into absolute still
ness before Him, and let Him speak his own word to us as He
then most surely will. “The Lord is in hie holy temple: let all
the earth keep silence before Him.’* “Know ye not that ye
are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth
in you?” “Be still, and know that I am God.”
The Father is always present, and ready to speak and re
veal himself to his children, whenever they take the listening,
watching, or truly desiring attitude toward Him. AU that is
required of us, therefore, is the childlike spirit of absolute
need of, the absolute dependence upon, and the absolute trust
in, Him as our heavenly Father.
It is impossible for us to cultivate and hold this attitude to
ward Him without opening ourselves to and receiving a cor
responding revelation of his being and love to our souls.
When withdrawing from the outward to be alone with the Fa
ther in the stiUness, we should remember that in his all-encom
passing love, He is seeking us infinitely more than we are seek
ing Him, and that He only awaits this opening of our hearts
toward Him to reveal himself to and in us. Contemplation of
God is the essence of prayer; for in the realization of God, the
scuse nature is put aside, and the God within, unfettered, takes
what it needs.
L. D. N.

a

A VIEW OF LIFE.
As we journey along life's pathway, there are times, when
weary, sad, and lonely, we ask ourselves the question, Why am
I here?—what is the object of my creation? Bat aa we con
sider the mood which prompted the question, we realize that
never have we asked this question while in the enjoyment of
loving and being loved—apparently for the reason that, under
snch circumstances, our very condition was in itself a satisfac
tory answer; and we feel safe in assuming that the question, Is
life worth living? has never involuntarily arisen in the mind of
one while in the enjoyment of a requited love.
It is written that “God is Love," as if the faculty of loving
and being loved were the distinguishing feature of the Divine
Nature. Reasoning upon this assumption we will try to per
ceive the oause for our being.
We know that a loving heart loves spontaneously; when the
heart is filled with love, we pick up little child, kitten,
flower, that we may cbanoe to see, and the heart loves it. On
the other hand, we peroeive that we love that which gives us
pleasure. For instance, an artist paints a picture, because he
desires to see an ideal appear in color; and, in proportion aa
the picture comes up to his ideal, he loves it. Or he builds
for himself a home, and in proportion as it meets his require
ments, he loves that home. Or he begets a child— it is assumed,
of course, that be will love it, but we know that, aside from
parental solioitude, the fullness of his love is measured by the
responsive love of the child. And it is in this reciprocal love
that the father finds his joy. All this indicates that love
seeks an object, and primarily (if not always) one capable of

a

a

a
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reciprocation; or, in other word«, love always seeks love. Hence
we reason that the Intelligence which created man, did so in
order that he might love his creature and be loved by him.
Love, then, is both the cause and the object of life; and we
may safely say that it is for this reason that, in proportion to
its fullness, those who love and are loved, are satisfied with liv
ing. And, indeed, this appears to have been recognised of old,
for when the N azarene was questioned as to man’s moat dutiful
action, his answer was, “Thon shaft love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind,
and with all thy strength, . . . and thy neighbor as thyself.”
And this he gave them, not simply as his own conclusions, but
as the teachings of the greatest minds of all the past Another
tells us that a man cannot hate his fellow and at the same time
love God; in other words, love and hate cannot dwell together
in the same heart. In following this line of thought, we feel
safe in assuming that the object of man’s creation is love,—a
reciprocal love.
Sinoe love is the object of man's creation, we are at once
led to consider its attendant consequences; and as we look
over past years we perceive that love has always been the
cause of joy. It is true that the selfish desires and hopes which
later sprang up in the heart possessed by love—benumbing or
killing it—have destroyed our joy, and resulted in misery and
anguish, as those desires were unfulfilled (or even when ful
filled) and the hopes blighted; but by these very corn pari sous,
we know that the result of a reciprocal love is joy. Here, then,
we reach two conclusions,—first, that love is the object of
our being; and, seoond, that its intended result is joy.
There arises yet another question relative to the provision
which Creative Love has made for its object,—man. We are
informed by a groat mind of the past that “the earth hath
he (God) given into the hands of men.” Thia corresponds to
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the thought that man was given the earth as a home, and all
things upon it, to subdue and to possess,—he shall dominate
it and them, making all tributary to himself, for the abode
and sustenance of his physical body. We recognize the fact
that the idea of physical immortality is ignored by the Eastern
religions, which look forward to the time when Karma shall
have been worked out and incarnation no longer necessary,
wo look for the time when, by faithfully applying ourselves to
the lessons of life, we shall know the laws of our physical being
so fully that, coming into harmony with them, we shall be en
abled to live forever,—not in heaven, but on Earth. We say
live forever, because a life of joy, attained through knowing
and loving, is worth living. Consequently, we do not look with
desire for the time when we shall leave thia flesh behind for
the last time, but when we shall keep it and live forever on
this Earth. Not but what, in the aeons to oome, we shall have
become more and more refined, or even spiritualized, both the
Earth and its inhabitants, but yet thia Earth and thia body will
be our permanent home.
All this, however, gives rise to two further questions, big
with import, since they seem to antagonise the foregoing. The
first is, Why do we find, throughout the Bible and in the writ
ings and teachings of all mystics, that positions of authority
and great riches, are condemned ? The reason is this: Man,
not having yet learned the object of life,—love,—seeks, not
withstanding, its result,—joy. In the possession of wealth and
authority he finds a pleasurable excitement wherewith he tries
to satisfy himself; but, because the joy of living is sought
where it oannot be found, or, if found in a measure, cannot be
retained, these things, good in themselves, are condemned
by those who know that they will not answer the purpose
for which they are sought, and that those who are seeking
permanent joy, must, until it is found, turn from them.
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The second question is this: Since to love and to be loved is
the object of man’s existence, why do we find the love of man
for woman and of woman for man so universally decried by
these same teachers? The answer to this question is evidently

the same as that to the previous one. We know that but little
of living is thus experienced, but rather intensified desire,
blighted hopes, despair, disappointment, jealousies, and mur
ders; that the whole list of the evils which spring from man’s

heart constitute the bulk of the result of such love, and all
this for the lack of knowledge how, and ability to love aright,
which lack is being supplied by the experiences of life through
which man is now passing; for it is evident that the great

lesson which life would teach, is that man learn to love.
It is manifestly for these reasons that all these things—good
in themselves if understood and rightly used—are bo univer
sally condemned by the wise ones of old, who, condemning the

misdirection of effort on the part of man, have tried to lead
him to perceive the truth, that they who—even by a past of
misdirected effort—have developed sufficient capacity, may
enter into their inheritance of universal dominance, unlimited
riches, and unending joy.
Phebe Hart.

Unto each man his handiwork, unto each his crown,
The just Fate gives;
Whoso takes the world’s life on him and his own lays down,
He, dying so, lives.
SiffinburM.

ULYSSES B. GRANT.
Among the more distinguished citizens of the United States,
perhaps no ODe has more fittingly represented the Sign of
Taurus, than Ulysses S. Grant
UlyBses S. Grant. Nat April 27, 1822.
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Trinities.

Elements.
Fire,
Earth,
Air,
Water,

Two.

One.

Intellectual,

One.
One.

Domestic,

Three.

Creative,

Two.

Five.

Serving,

One.

Born April 27, 1822, the Earth was in the Sign of Taurus,
and the Moon in that of Cancer.

The Bull and the Crab,

therefore, symbolized the foundation of his human thought

and action. Thereby great natural but somewhat hidden
persistency joined extreme sensitiveness in his personality, and
so he was often an enigma. Boldness and timidness were united
in an unusual degree. Thus did the Earth and Moon por

tray his basic proclivities.
In a metaphysical sense Uranus iu Cancer caused a peculiar
combination of thought regarding the home, needing the finer
feminine ameliorations to harmonize it into the best prac

tical results. In the true wifely mating which Mrs. Grant
furnished, this development occurred, and greatly aided iu the
roundiug out of his character in the years of great responsi

bility which eventually devolved upon him.
While he looked out upon life from the standpoint of the
earthy Sign Taurus, his action was largely guided progress
ively by the Watery Triplicity formed by the Moon and Uranus

in Cancer (the head of that Triplicity), Jupiter and Saturn
in Scorpio and Mars in Pisces.

They created a triune force

of unusual power. It was sensitive and coalescing to his fellow
men, combined with a will power that was not only indomi
table, but full of a dual psychio wisdom that naught oould
thwart, and finding expression, under provocation, in a Piscean
restlessness that was irresistible. How the historic days from
1861 to 1865 proved thisl And yet
a General or a President
he was always the true Taurus, at the head of affairs by the

as
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power of hi» owb occult personality. Naturally did silence
oftentimes become golden unto him.
With Venus in Gemini, the door of expression was ideally
opened unto him, and when aroused terseness prevailed with
wondrous force, as when he exclaimed, *Lst us ham psoas"
As chief magistrate of our nation hi» messages were nut only
terse but clear aud versatile in their expression, voiding that
strong innate nature so well endowed.
Mercury—a» a Messenger of the God»—being in the Sign
Leo, »trengtbened his heart power physically, emotionally, and
illnminatingly, and thus broadened in every way his compre
hension. Co-operating with his earthy base in Taurus, it fur
nished him with the Bull and Lion as a pair of invincMns,
that, in the great war drama in which the nation sailed him to
lead, found ample expreasioe. Whether in the midst of the
smoke of battle or at that historic conference at Appomatto*,
he showed that, in a marked sense, he possessed a measure of
“The infinite patience of the Eternal Mipd,"
When combined with the serpent principle, which Saturn and
Jupiter in Scorpio furnished, be was indeed unique in an
interior power which often puzzled his comrades. In the calm
quietude of his own soul he gathered this power, aud it grew
with him as be assumed larger and larger duties.
He was a good type of the Tribe of Asher, of whom it was
said: “His bread shall be fat and he shall yield royal dainties."
By virtue of his Taurus supremacy at the most critical period
of bis country’s history, our nation's bread was made possible,
and the “royal dainties” of freedom and prosperity were pre
served unto a reunited country! And bow patbetioally did he
retire to Mt. MoGregor when his duties as General and Presi
dent were all accomplished, and, with a fatal disease gnawing
at bis vitality, pen there memoir« that have enabled his family
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to have their bread fat and partake of the royal dainties which
his unselfish devotion furnished!
In the ancient days when the Barneses ruled Egypt, and that
nation was the ruler of the world, our planet was passing
through the Sign Taurus. The occult then ruled. The Zodiac
told its truthful story to the learned Egyptians. That nation
stood as the representative of the Sign of the Bull. The occult
ism of that time hath hidden much which shall yet be revealed.
Into our modern days came this modern Barneses, who was invincible for a more sacred cause than either of these Egyptian
Conquerors. So doth history repeat itself in spiral revolu
tions, bringing the later days into the nobler atmosphere of a
broader civilisation.
As students of Solar Biology we may indeed be thankful
that the affirmations as shown in the Zodiacal Circle of General Grant were so clearly demonstrated to be true in his life
and great accomplishments. As we think of him now, we may
all adopt the language of one of our modern American poets:—
“Smile then UlyBses! Though thy Troy hath ended,
Tho* all thy life's long Odyssey is done.
By Lincoln and the Martyr hosts attended,
Columbia kneels before her Soldier Son."
—Libra.

THE INFINITE ETHER.
It la believed by many that the existence of an infinite ether,
which fills all space and permeates all matter in an unbroken
continuity, is merely a supposition of scienoe. This, however,
is an error. According to the highest scientific authority no
man oau to-day dispute the existence of thia ether, any more
than he can dispute the existence of air.

The Infinite Ether.
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The ether has been the field of much study and muoh is
known concerning it In fact, physical science to-day declares
concerning it:
First That it is infinite.
“A perfect, continuous, subtle, incomprehensible substanoe,
pervading all space.”—Scientific definition.
Second. That it is omnipresent
This is the first essential attribute of thia medium and will
be found everywhere recognized by science and mathematic
ally proved.
Third. That it is omnipotent
“We have now to try to realize the ide* of a perfectly con
tinuous, subtle, incompressible substanoe pervading all space
and penetrating between the molecules of all ordinary matter
which are imbedded in it and connected with one another by
its means. And we most regard it as the one universal me
dium by which all the actions between bodies are carried on.”
—Professor Lodge. Lecture on Ether.
“Electricity has been thought to be a form of energy. It has
been shown to be a form of ether.”—Professor Lodge. “Mod
ern Views of Electricity.”
“We are ever in the presenoe of an infinite and eternal en
ergy from which all things proceed.”—Herbert Spencer.
Fourth. That it is omniscient
“Can we resist the conclusion that all motion is thought?
Not that contradiction in terms, unconscious thought, but
living thought; that all nature is the language of one in whom
we live and move and have our being?”—Professor Fitzgerald,
Dublin University, in a lecture on Electro-Magnetic Radiation.
“Everything that is, is thought”—Amiel.
“Matter oomes out rather as a precipitate in the universal
ether, determined by a mathematical necessity. The fountain
head of being and action is pure volition.”—Dr. Macvickar.
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Fifth. That it is eternal.
It is possible to imagine that planets and suns and stellar
systems should disintegrate and disappear. But it is impossible to imagine that the substance filling all space should de
stroy itself or go elsewhere.
The parallel between the religious conception of God and
the scientific knowledge of the ether is, however, even more
complete.
St. Paul says: “In Him we live and move and have our
being.”
Professor Lodge says: “We are to regard ourselves as living
immersed iu an infinite, all-permeating ooean of perfect incom
pressible liquid (or fluid), as fish live in the sea.”
St. John says; “God is light.” “In Him was life, and the
life wee the light of man.”
•
s
o
•
•
This parallelism in quotations, religions and scientific, might
be continued indefinitely. It may thus be taken as obvious,
and effortlessly so, that physical science has established the
existence of a something—a something which is entirely its
own discovery, which is infinite, omnipresent, omnipotent, om
niscient and eternal. It is unnecessary to say that this coin
cides with the religions definition of the Divine Creator except
in one respect. St. John says: “God is love.” The whole
Christian message is the reiteration and emphasis of this fact.
Now if it should appear that physical science has already
broken ground in this domain also, it would be fair to expect
that the parallel, and not only the parallel, but also the abso
lute identity between the theological and the scientific positions,
may one day become complete.
—.Freedom.

THE WALL.
Who build* a wall around hi* earthly wealth
To keep his neighbor out of hi* domain,
Builds but a prison wall around himself,
And lives locked in by hi* own greedy gain.
Within the narrow cell which his own pride
Hath built, he sees not nature, man, nor God;
He sees but his own image magnified.
And dreams himself a thing that all men laud.

The oommon need, he fain would see it not,
But, lo, his own expands so muoh the more,
And all the burdens of the human lot,
Throng in upon him through the bolted door.
Break down the wall I win freedom by the strife!
So shalt thou walk a king in thine own right.
The planet earth, with all its teeming life,
The heavens peopled too, shall greet thy sight.
Tear down the wall I and when no last stone bar*
Thyself and thine away from fellow-man,
So shalt thou be possessor of the star*.
And all is thine, what’er thine eye shall scan.
Clara G. Orton.

DELINEATION OF OHAEAOTEB.
We regret that limited space permit* iu> to give, during the oouree of the year,
hot one delineation to each »obwcriber. The oei.-asa*ry data are, the year, day of
the month, boor and plane of birth. Without the hour we may approrimate a de
lineation, but it will altraya be unsatisfactory; therefore, if obtainable, we should
have the hour, and if it cannot be ascertained, the applicant must understand that
the character-sketch is more or lean incomplete. In all cases, however, the dale and
place of birth must be given, or it will be useless to attempt a delioeatioa. We
wish distinctly to state that our time is too thoroughly occupied to write to ap
plicants for additional data. Those who wish special help in the regenerate life—
such aa was given in The Esoterio—should so request in their application.

H. M. Jan. 25, 1857, 11.40 a. m. Great Baddow, Eng.

THtPhtcrriBS.
Airy,

8.

Watery,

L

Fieri,

3-

Earthy,

8.

At the time of your birth the earth was in that nervous sign
Aquarius. The planetary positions were quite harmonious. Yon
are, however, polarized backwards, the moon being in Capricorn,'the
head of your trinity: although this is somewhat relieved by Saturn
and Mercury posited in the same sign. Jupiter and Mars in the sign
Libra would, if you have had proper surroundings and instructions
in early life, give you fine perceptive organs and unusual abilities as
a trader or speculator and in all departments of business where keen
and accurate foresight is needed. This is allied more to the material
interests of the world through the rising sign Taurus,—a fact which
also gives you great physical endurance. If you were an American,
I should say you would make a successful politician. Taking every
thing into consideration, you are a very fortunate man, and life to
you will not be the hard struggle that it is to many. Uranus in Scor
pio inclines you strongly toward the regenerate life, but if the habits
are turned in opposite channels, it will give its influence in that
direction. Saturn gives you fine business ideas and plans, wherein
you would be successful. Venus in Sagittarius renders you elegant
and artistic in whatever you do. If you wish to reach the high goal
of spiritual attainments, your text for contioual thought and study
should be the words, “God is love.” Put an interrogation point after
them, and study them for the rest of your life.
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P. V. B. March 17, 1847. Devonshire, England.
TsiFLICITTita.

Aibt,

8.

Wirnr,

2.

Fixrt,

2.

Eabtht,

1.

Not having the hoar of yoar birth, there u uncertainty in regard
to the position of the moon; we judge, however, that it was in the sign
Aries, in which case your innate nature and polarisation are harmo
nious, producing a clear head and good mind, practical business ten
dencies and excellent intuitions. The positions of Uranus and Saturn
are such that, unless yon have crushed it out, your peculiar nature
causes you to dream or have visions of every important event that
takes place in your life; but as these qualities come from the position«
of the two highest planets, they are very sensitive and probably have
been crushed out, so that yon foresee only that which is exceedingly
important. Nature intended you to be governed by the invisible
and spiritual causation lying next beyond the physical world; and
even now, although they may have been driven away, if you would
give special attention to and court those dreams and visions, they
might return. The position of Jupiter in Sagittarius is strong, giving
you ideas of accomplishing great things, and if your perceptions and
intuitions, together with the visions normal to your nature, were care
fully heeded and followed, you would succeed in the accomplishment
of that which would be important to the world. Mars in Gemini,
however, makes you quick to speak, and yon often offend your best
friends by unnecessarily harsh and cutting words. Thia is greatly
accentuated by Venus in Scorpio, an inharmonious position relative
to Mars, but quite harmonious in relation to the basic principles of
your nature, so that probably your domestic life has been compar
atively harmonious, although Mercury in Aquarius militates some
what against harmony in that direction. If you would live the re
generate life, which would probably cause you a great struggle, you
could reach high spiritual attainments.
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E. 8. P. Jan. 22,1869, 6.80 a m. Bethlehem, P*.
Tiuttim
IWTXLLXOTUAL,

Maternal,

ErraoDvorrm
Bravura,
RISING SIGN—

At th* time of your birth the Earth, Saturn, and Venus were in th*
sign Aquaria*, which govern* ths nerve*. Saturn give* you love of
th* sciences; Venn* of the fine art*. You are of * very nervous
temperament, but your Capricorn body (ruing sign) help* yoa out in
this particular, so that your nervousness is of the mind rather than
of the body, and make* yon liable to go to extreme*. Your body
sign militate* somewhat against giving due attention to the minutu*
of the affair* of life, and produce* a peculiar combination—on*
hard to define, or to forecast a* to how it may find expression. Uranus
and Jupiter—both in Sagittarius, which governs the muscl** and
motor nerves—cause you to delight in action, and lead toward the
sphere of an actor, an influence which is overbalanced by that of the
mystic planet Uranus in the mystic sign Sagittarius, inclining to the
spiritual and occult. Man in Libra is your adversary, a* it disturb*
your perceptions and tends a little toward the erratic, nnlsa* careful
ly controlled by a well-balanced mind. Mercury in Arie*, while it
give* a strong brain, yet produces imaginings of a sensuoo* nature
and militate* very much against living the regenerate life; or, at
least, it make* it more difficult to do eo. You should live in a dry
climate, or in middle life you might suffer from rheumatism. Anxiety
and worry derange your digestive system, while harmonious thought
keep* you in good health. If you can maintain quiet harmony, yoa
will overcome th* influence of Man, and your perception a* to th*
right way to go and the proper thing to do, will b* very accurate.
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W. E. Oct 24,1854, 5.10 a. m. Toronto, Canada.

TairLtcrraa.
Airy,

0.

Watery,

4.

Fikxy

4.

Earthy,

0.

The basic principle* of your nature take in the entire reproduc
tive trinity,—the body, or rising sign, is the head of the trinity,
Libra; the earth in the interior sign, Scorpio, and the moon in the
expressing sign, Sagittarius. This is a most harmonious combina
tion, as all the forces of your body flow naturally through the innate
nature and find expression in the polarity. Are very sensitive, intu
itive, and, if you were an investigator of spiritualism, I should say, a
a very fine medium. I would, however, advise you to let medium
ship alone, for you are a strong medium through which the astral
light, as well as the mind currents of those to whom you are nega
tive or passive, can flow and find expression. Uranus in the base or
life sign Scorpio, plants in the very inmost of your being, the occult,
mystic and spiritual. Saturn, in tbe sign expressing your basic qual
ity, gives order in words and thoughts, and produces visions, impres
sion?, and intuitions so defined and perfect that they stand out before
your mind as pictures. Jupiter in Leo elevate* the ideals, and causes
yon to hold yourself above the common level of humanity; it inclines
you to be very generous with your means and to be liberal-minded
generally. Mars in its home position, Cancer, and Mercury also in
that sign, give harmony to your nature and inspirational ability.
Venus in Arise imparts an elegance to your thoughts and ideals, so
that if you were to torn your attention wholly to the study of the
mystic and occult, yon would become a very successful teacher along
those lines, for you have the ability to attract people to you. Avoid
impulsiveness, and be a little careful in your expression.
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TbIKITIXS.

THiPLicrma.

iNTXLUtCTUAL,

Aibt,

j.

Matxrnal,

Watbry,

2.

Rxfboduottfx,

Fleet,

0.

SERVING,

Earthy,

4.

At the time of your birth the Earth and Moon were both in the
sign Gemini, the sign symbolized by the word: in the language of
the Bible, “In the beginning was the word,” the expression of an
idea,—of the intellectual trinity. The dominance of this sign pro
duces a very active mind and body; yon must be busy—must be do
ing something all the time, Uranus in Scorpio allies yon directly to
the subtile forces of nature, to the study of human life and character.
It also gives you a good degree of secretiveness, of power to keep
yonr own counsel and to appear to be that which you choose. Saturn
is in a position to give order and good ideas as to the interrelation of
things around yon. It adapts your mind to attention to large business
interests by giving you a great fountain of plans, methode, and prac
tical ideas in regard to business matters. Jupiter in Virgo indicates
the presence of fine intuitions, and that they are in the direction of
business rather than of spirituality. If you cultivate seasons of quiet,
and pay attention to the thoughts that rise within you at the times of
your quiet, they will lead you to an »abundant success. Mars in Tau
rus, while it mars your sensations somewhat and makes you at times
irritable and even petulant and combative, yet gives you words,
good language, and enables you to express the thoughts nearest the
people's comprehension and desires, so that your words are attractive.
Mercury in Taurus produces great vitality, if the sex nature is kept
under control; otherwise it would lead to the opposite condition. If
your inclinations were to excess in that direction, Mars would unite
with Mercury, which would soon weaken your powers, degrade the
fountains of your mentality, confuse your intuitions, and be the
cause of many failure* in life.

00BRE8P0NDEN0E.
Indianapolis, Ind. March. 27,1901.
To the Brethren of The Occult and Biological Journal,
Dear Friend»;—The Journal came to-day, and I have just
spent a pleasant, profitable hour reading it. I wish it oould be
read in every home in the laud. If the people did more of that
kind of reading, the world would be better. Poor old World 1
my heart aches for some of her inhabitants.
Now I wish to speak of Mr. Paul Avenel. May God bless
him for ever and ever! I have just finished reading an article
written by him for The Journal. It brought back the past to
me, and, I presume for the one-hnndredth time, I said, God
bless Paul Avenel! About six years ago I began to live. and
about five months after 1 had entered the new life, I found
myself, one Friday morning (I have often beard of “Black
Friday,” and I think that was my Black Friday) in waters of
despair so deep that I did not know what had oome over me.
Sometimes I would feel that I must give vent in words to my
great struggle; then again I would cry as if my heart would
break, and so on through the day. 1 dreaded to retire, but be
fore doing bo picked up the “Light of Truth,” and sat down to
read. The first thing that attracted my eye was an article
by Paul Avenel. It was the first of his writings I had seen.
Well, I read the article and found peace and rest. I have
forgotten its title, but I always read everything I see written
by him, for I can never forget that experience. I have never
had any snch trouble since. Again I say, God bless Paul Aven
el and his! I could not resist the impression to write this let
ter, for I do want him to know what he has done for me, and
I hope he has done much good. May his home in the Higher
Life be bright.
(Mrs.) D. A. Williamson.
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To the Editor of Oocult aud Biological Journal.
Dtar Sir:—I believe myBelf to be an Esoteric student, and,
I have understood, have faithfully lived np to its teach
ings. If I have made many or few mistakes they have not
harmed me. I would not take all the gold of this world, if 1
had to go back to the old condition of mind and body.
Between seven and eight years ago an Esoteric student
loaned me some of his journals; afterwards I bought three
bound volumes of the Esoteric. Soon after reading the books
I dedicated myself to the Holy Spirit Christ. Having been for
many years a married woman with a family, I knew that a
great struggle and hard work were ahead of me. I kept repeat
ing, “I will be what I will to be! I can be what I will to be!"
therefore I oonquered, step by step. I never used my will but
in two ways: first, in overcoming all things that had a ten
dency to injure or retard my Spiritual Growth; seoond, in oentralixing my will on different organs of my body for healing
pnrpoees. Three months from the time I willfully and deter
minedly conserved the life germ, a terrible burning heat com
menced all through my body,—from the top of my head to the
soles of my feet I bathed and sponged my body as often as I
oould get time to do so; I sat with my burning feet in cold
water; many times walking in the grass wet with dew afforded
me great relief. My weight of 175 pounds decreased to 94
pounds. I did not know bnt that I would be entirely consumed.
Transmutation in my case was terrific! I never once thought
of giving up, even if I turned to an ash heap. This was my
first year's experience.
During the last six years the heat in my body has by de
grees grown less, until at last I feel quite comfortable. Soon
after the first year’s fiery ordeal had past, a Voice from within
began to teach me. If I read a book and earnestly wanted to
know the author’s veiled meaning, the dearly beloved, truthful
Voioe would tell me in a few perfect sentenoea or words. O
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Word of God, thou art Wisdom indeed 1 At this stage of my
unfold ment I stopped using my mind or will to work ont any
problem; I simply desired at heart to know, and this Lover in
my Soul always beared and answered. Sometime near the end
of the three years, there were quick electric vibrations begin
ning in the top of my head and passing through my entire body
to the toes; and with the vibrations a flash of the most beauti
ful light I ever saw passed before my eyes.
I most emphatically say to all earnest seekers that, if they
will live up to the Esoteric teachings, they will know for them
selves. The Holy Spirit is always willing if a man or woman
does his or her part. We cannot expect a tree to bring forth
perfect fruit when all its life substance is wasted; then why
should a sapless person build for him or her self an immor
tal body, when there is not enough life generated to keep
up a crude material body? No: it would be as impossible as
for a mechanic to build a house without material.
If any of these experiences will encourage a brother or sis
ter, I shall be very glad. If they are not accepted, I shall feel
just the same; I am so happy, so satisfied with everything.
To the Esoteric Publishing Company I would say, “God speed I”
Yours in the Life, Truth, and Way in Christ,
Mrs. A.

Los Angklxs, April 6,1801.
Editor of Occult and Biological Journal.
Dear Sir:—I would like to tell you of some of my experiences
in living the life—it may encourage other readers of the Jour
nal in the battle with the evils of their nature.
Something had to be done, but I found it too great for me
to do, bo I put myself into the hands of the Holy Spirit—I
laid all on the altar; then, after a time, I was tested in every
part of my nature. Without desiring to do so, I clung to every
thing that I had wished to lay down. In this great struggle 1
suffered much, but when the battle was too strong for flesh to
endure, the trials were all lifted, and I rested. Then into the
same round again. At this time I heard of the fire that would
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come upon me if I desired it, aud which would continue with
me until all habits of evil, or, in other words, inordinate de
sires, were burned up by this manifestation of the Spirit in
my body. I prayed and waited for this; and one evening six
years and a half ago, this wonderful fire fell on my body and I
was prostrated by it, but so very thankful to have this wonder
ful nearness of God’s presence. From that day to this that
wonderful fire has been upon me, and I am tried in every pas
sion and desire of my soul. The Spirit tells me that he cannot
give me the gifts of the higher plane until I have endured
yet longer, but that, if I can endure to the end of this purifica
tion by fire, I shall be saved. This fire is burning up every
bond that binds me. It came near killing me when in the trials
of severing my affection for husband, children, sisters, and
friends; not that I have now become an iceberg, but the bond
age of love is fast going—the lust is burning up. Any desire
getting ont of its proper channel is lust. I know by experience
that this fire will extinguish sexual love. At first when the fire
falls, the desires are quickened fearfully, and many mistakes
are made at this turn by not knowing what it means. But even
those who do make mistakes, if their consecration is from the
soul of the individual, will experience greater progress after
the mistake than oue who saw how to avoid it—this because of
the humiliation. I have no theories—only experience. I am
tested each day, and I am daily dying that I may live.
My soul is full of utterance, but personally I do not care
whether or not I find a place in your Journal; I do care, however,
to obey the Spirit and put forth the effort in behalf of others.
Wishing you success in your work for humanity, I am
Sincerely,
Mrs. L. A. Dickens.

BOOK REVIEWS.
BvoLvnoir or rue Individual. By Frank Newland Doud, M. D. Thie i> ■
little volume of 96 pagee, nioely printed and bound. The work gives evidence of
the feet that the author has devoted a great deal of thought to the law* of life.
As an illustration he taken the growth and development of a child to the
mature man and traces the cause of unfold meat to the habit of thought. He
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gives a very logical explanation of the laws of integration end disintegration as
found in the vibration of the atoms of matter and also shown that man has turned
his thought away from the fountain of life, integration, creation, and is constantly
dwelling upon and living in the world of substance and disintegration. He pre
sents some very practical thoughts on the attitude of mind whioh must be main
tained in order to bring happinem and suooeea in life, and in order to obtain longcontinued life, if not immortality. This work is one of the eridaooee that the
present age is pregnant with greater results for the future than is ordinarily im
agined. Those seeking immortality, or a higher order of life, will find in this
work suggestive thoughts of great value, and wo heartily reoommend it to the read
ers of The Occult and Biological Journal. Published by The Ranolds Pub. Co.,
S3 State St, Chicago, III. Price, «1.00.
PutxKcr Hixua, How to Grr It akd How to Kbit It. By One Who
Hao It Contents: How Perfect Health Came to Me; Results; The Science ot
Perfect Health—the Body; The Science of Perfect health—the Body, continued;
The Science of Perfect health—the Mind or Soul; Thinking; Conclusion; Appen
dix. The author has attempted, and we think suooesrfally, to formulate scien
tific methods of fasting, He gives special directions in regard to eating, —bow to
eat, more than what to eat He lays down four distinct rules—First: To abstain
from eating the early morning meaL Second: Never to eat exoepl with natural
hanger. Third: To masticate every mouthful of food as long as there is any taste
in the fond. Fourth: To abstain from all drink with the meaL Ho also defines the
condition of natural hunger, and clones his work with a large number of letters
received from physician» and from well-known persons in America and Europe,
who have tried his methode of living and who give ths strongest testimonials to
be found in any work upon similar subjects now in existence. The book la so clear
ly and simply written that no one will find difficulty in comprehending it, and his
methods ere so reasonably stated as to leave no doubt of their vitality. We be
lieve it to be a book of rare merit and one destined to do a large amount of good
in the world. We hnvs, therefore, solicited the agency of the book, so that wo will
be able hereafter to sell it at the regular prioe. It is published by the author,
Chau C. Haskell, Norwich, Conn. Prioe, in linen, «1.00. Also for sale by The
Esoteric Fob. Co., Applegate, Cal. Our mail-order service makes it as easy to
obtain books from us as from book dealers in your own cities.

Tbb HoROeooru. A magazine of 10 pagea, issued monthly by W. Monroe,
publisher, Lorin Station, Berkety, Cat Prioe per year, 11.50. It io devoted to
what the author calls “The Tree Method, the Hindu Fixed Zodiac. ” We find
that all his planetary positions, including that of the sun, are one sign further book
than those given in any of the Ephemerides now published. Professional astrolo
ger* will be better able than I to judge of the value ot the periodical.
Tub PaorHBTIC MxMENnn. An octavo-sixed paper of 16 pages. The principal
object of the publication seems to be the presentation of astrological observations,
by whioh the editor intends to “establish beyond a reasonable doubt, a reliable
method of foretelling the future conditions of ths weather, prices of the various
products of the farmer, fruit grower and planter." It ia published monthly at
417, 6th St., 8. Minneapolis, Minn. R. Hollingsworth, editor and publisher. Prioe,
SO cents a year.
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Fohwabo Movkmxmt Hsbald. A monthly journal of Social, Iodoatrfal,
Political and Religion* Reform. Vol. II. No. 1 of this journal u before ue. It
•Mtns to be the organ of a united movement to bring in a new and higher order
of life in this the twentieth century. We belters it will ba an imtrumentality for
bettering the conditions of the social and business worlds, and to that end wa w«L
cotbo its advent. Published by The Forward Movement, M San Pablo Ara.,
Oakland, Oel. Subscription, >1.00 per annum.
Thx Nbw Abolition. Advocating obedienee to the Law of Love in the Pro
duction and Distribution of all Values created by Labor. Published monthly by
T, R. Hawke, Topeka, Ksneas. Subscription, 60 cents a year.

EDITORIAL.
We are constantly having letters returned to us because of
insufficient address, due to lack of proper attention on the
part of those who write to us; and especially is this the case
with our English correspondence.
If people want replies
to their letters, they should use the utmost care in writing the
complete address, including the state and oounty as well as
town and street number; and should be careful to write it
plainly. Those who do this will receive replies to their letters;
those who do not, may receive answers, or they may not There
are now upon our desk a number of letters which have been
returned, marked “Insufficient Address,'* and most of them are
from England. Another cause of great inconvenience to us
is that our correspondents usually sign their letters with their
ordinary signature,—in a careless way; consequently, mistakes
often arise in deciphering names.

MONEY ORDERS.—All American Money Orders should
be made payable at Applegate, California; but please remem
ber that all international Money Orders, that is, Money Orders
issued by any foreign government, should be made payable at
Auburn, California, as the Applegate PoBt Office can cash
only American Money Orders.

ESOTERIC EPHEMERIS
1901 '
Will be on sale in about ten days.

Because of its accuracy

anti from the fact that it gives important data for purposes of
computation not to be found elsewhere in print, this Ephem
eris will prove invaluable to the students of Astrology and
of Solar Biology.
The work will contain complete data for finding the time of

rising of zodiacal signs, a Table having been specially computed
showing Sidereal Time of Cusp-Risings for every degree of
North Latitude from Equator to 60", corrected for spheroidal
shape of the Earth, and available, also, for same degrees of
South Latitude. This Table will be useful for any future year,
as its extreme change will probably not exceed 5 seconds in a
half century. Greenwich Time is used throughout, which makes

change to Standard Time involve even hours. Full explana
tions are given for use of all the Tables, with especial referenoe
to the needs of those not accustomed to mathematical work.
Forty pages are devoted to arithmetical operations and inter
polation methods which will place the student in command of
the varied mathematical work necessary to the study of Astral
Science, even enabling him to construct in future his own Tables.
Explicit directions are given as to the proper use of Stand
ard Time. The Ephemeris proper gives the Heliocentric Longi-’
tude of each planet and of the Moon to minutes of are for every
day in the year; also Sidereal Time of Greenwich mean noon
for each day. Gives exact time, to tenths of minutes, of en

trance of Moon and planets into each sign, corrected for Nuta
tion, showing in each case the time it takes for light to come

from planet to Earth.
This Ephemeris—the work of an Astronomer of Observatory
experience, who has used the most painstaking care in its
preparation—is undoubtedly the most valuable yet offered to
the public.

Price, 25 cents.

Issued and for sale by—
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
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reciprocation; ar, in other word*, love always seek* love. Hence
we reason that the Intelligence which created man, did so in
order that he might love hi* creature and be loved by him.
Love, then, ia both the cause and the object of life; and we
may safely say that it is for this reason that, in proportion to
its fullness, those who love and are loved, are satisfied with liv
ing. And, indeed, this appears to have been recognised of old,
for whan the Nasarene was questioned as to man’s moet dutiful
action, his answer was, “Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind,
and with all thy strength, . . . and thy neighbor as thyself.”
And this he gave them, not simply as his own conclusions, but
as the teachings of the greatest minds of all the past Another
tells ue that a man cannot hate hi* fellow and at the same lime
love God; in other words, love and hate cannot dwell together
in the same heart. In following this line of thought, we feel
safe in assuming that the object of man’s creation is love,—a
reciprocal love.
Since love is the object of man’s creation, we are at once
led to oousider its attendant consequences; and as we look
over past years we perceive that love has always been the
cause of joy. It is true that the selfish desires and hopes which
later sprang up in the heart possessed by love—benumbing or
killing it—have destroyed our joy, and resulted in misery and
anguish, a* those desires were unfulfilled (or even when ful
filled) and the hopes blighted; but by these very comparisons,
we know that the result of a reciprocal love is joy. Here, then,
we reach two conclusions,—first, that love is the object of
our being; and, second, that it* intended result is joy.
There arises yet another question relative to the provision
which Creative Love has made for its object,—man. We are
informed by a great mind of the past that “the earth bath
he (God) given into the hands of men.” This corresponds to
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Written By

A MASTER OF INDIA
, To One of His Disciples

The Highway is within us. The starting-point is at the junction of the eyes within.—Sec. I.
k BEAUTIFUL and artistic book, printed on heavy paper, and bound in brown and linen; flexible
covers. The following quotation from the Preface indicates the value of its contents.—
“THIS BOOKLET is a string of selections from some private letters received from the late Rai Salig
Ram Bahadur, who, having attained the perfection of spirituality, led thousands of his country*
men to a knowledge of the higher life and nobler possibilities of human existence.
Price, 50 cents, post-paid.
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ABBREVIATED CONTENTS OF

THE SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES,
BY H1HAM K BUTLER,
First Leetare.-The Idea of God, Tbe people of all age* characterised
by their Idea of God—Tbe word of God associated with the Idea of power—Man can only
understand or think of thing» of which he baa a correspondence within himself, p. 3.
The aenseh perceive e fleet« only—t'anscs are deductively determined by reason, u. 4. Tbe
wonders of will, p. ft. Y&bvcb, •• I will be what 1 will to he," p, fi. Spare Allen and In
tertilled with worlds Interior to each other—Ordei and Intelligence everywhere mani
fest, |k 11. The Ural Cause, the essential Man, humanity the objective parts, p. 12. Mat
ter a condition of aplrit, p. 15. Love tbe fulfillment of the law, p. 18. Meditation good
for the soul- Findlug Goa, p. IV.
Hecond Lecture.’ Force. “All thing» work together for good’’—The male
and female principles everywhere present in Nature. The cuudensatbni of force into matter
accomplished by the Logos or “ ord of God," p. 20. Ilt»w thought Is formed and sent
forth on its mission, p. 27. The evolution of mailer through generative proceasra. p 2S.
The female will the em-phering ng binding principle, p. Bl. Comp region, heat, ex
pansion. polarization, p. 85. Electric aud magnetic curreuts of earth and sun, p. .*6. Becomios Suus and Ma^ra instead oi «ervunt-s p. M
Third Lecture.-Discrimination. The relation of the Seven Principles to
each other, p. 4*. The first manifestation of Di-crlmlnation -Ail things come from and
relate to mind, p. 43. Beaton for onillug noun tbiuga good ard others evil. p. 44,
Motives of ancient Prophets and Secra for seeking isolation from the world, p. 46. Dis
crlmiualiou lmutiie'iled in desire and prayer—1 trap ration—Revelation, p. 4!i ManlfestaGoos of d’aerhninuiIon u plnut life, p. 51. Tbe pleasures of the senses contrasted with
bigherd ‘.crimination and joy.u 63.
Four tn Lecture.—Order. Heat and odd as formative forces in Nature, p. 58.
The evidence» of Order in crystal fortuaiioue. p. 59. iuterpretiiig Nature uml deter
mining quality and character fro n form—Form witbin form rev, aled by the microscope—
Worlds beyond worlds brou jlit down by the telescope, p. tiL The order and Chemietry
of Digestion, p. 67 The explanation of vision- Manifestation of the alxth sense, p. 7L
The Influence of psychic aurrouDdlnga, p. “2. Being Joint t’rumo.s with the lull nite,
p. 78. Possessing (be true Wisdom, p. 75.
’ FtltU Lecture.—Cohealou. Drawing the line between principles and
phenomena, p. 79. Evolution—Cohesion esMUtitdIy a feminine principle, ensphering,
nourish!eg, preserving, p. 82. The “ adversary “ that hi set oil* against Cohesion, p. 83.
Tbe conservative tendencies of Cohesion, t>. 8L The abuse* of the cohesive principle,
i). 85. Coheilou—Tbe mother uatare conMoered as a distinct principle, p. -»7. The mother
ova to take higher form. p. 91. Live up to your highest ideal oi right, p. 91. Placing the
name of God iu the forehead, p. ’JI.
Sixth Lecturv .— Fermentation. The Destroyer who aland* in tbe way of
physical immortality—DiUni*grution—All vegetatiou the materialization of Infinite
thought—Man's thought us real creations an the offspring of his loins, p. 100. A vital
chemistry Hint will throw h bt on rac tai healing am! thought foriLation, p. 101. A
Bccrct of tbe Magi aud Alchemists, p. 102. Ft rmt uLaiion'an agent of prorreas, p. 108.
The baieful aspects of man when tbe principle of fermentation hits the ascendencyj). 106.
Dependence of man for executive energy upou bls helpmeet—Woman, p. 101. Bow to
become a ‘•Prevailing Prince,’’ p. 104. Conquering aud controlling tbe forces of genera
tion. p. 110. Tbe fallen stale, p. 112. Becoming " kings and priests unto God," p. 113.
Seventh Lecture.—Transmutation. A lighted match as an Illustration
of transmutation, p. 117. The Arc energy of the Infinite Being ensphered in matter, p 120.
Man’s inner being a luminous flame transmuting the baser substance, p. HL Jmportauce
of the kind of thoughts we entertain while eating, p. 1^3. The process by which tool*tain magic power, p. 128 Becoming superior to earth, p. 129. Making all vbihle things
one s servant, p. 130.
Klghtli Lecture.—Sensation. Sensation, a mode of consciou^ne&s orcogulzaucevf life, p. 180. Kensatiou made manifest in the crystal water of the nerve llnld, p. l.fs.
Transmuting the lower Into higher sensation, p. 139. Education, uplifting aud relief of
God's creatures— Polarization of inner cousolousuess, p. 110. Thought impossible without
form, p. 141. No sensation without motion of lite-element, p. 143. No pleasure without
a reaction—Removal of the exhausted and broken <lown moleeules, p. 145. Self
■Ion—Soul calm—Subdual of sense«, p. 146. The inn r «cuso the one w e most need, p. 144.
Turning the nature into Ihn*. with the Divine current, i». lit».
Bl 1 nib Lecture.—Color. RlgniiR’atice <»f colors—Opening the sixth a nse. p. 154.
Red,—magnetic, concentre 11 ve, healing;—blue n pres-cuLs order yellow, perfection, p,
156. VJlirallonsof color—Relation*» to sound, p. 158. Significance of blue, gray, indigo,
p. 1M>. Fourth principle, ay n> bailzca life, fertility; represents the mother nature, p. 16u.
Language of God in Nature: Clairvoyance, a manifestation of the sixth scuse, p. 182.
Green a symbol of strength; significance of black, p. IBS. Sixth principle ex pre wed by
violet; represents good, p. 161. Seventh principle, identified with yellow; implies Dlvlna
sensation, p. lHi. stimmarv of the principles of the seven-pointed star, p. 109. The key to
a wonderful system of chemistry, p. 170.
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MIND is devoted to Metaphysics, Occultism, Experimental and Psychic Research
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THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL, the purpose of which is to un
veil to the student the Higher Truths, Ancient and Modern, Oriental and Occi
dental, formulating them into methods for increasing the amount of life in the
organism; for its conservation and control, and the generation of that magnetic ¡tow
er so essential to success in any direction. It deals with the Biology of the
Universe; the laws of life in their simplest, as well as more complex expressions.
Not only new subscribers, but also those already subscribing to either magazine may,
in renewing, take advantage of this splendid offer. It is believed that there are
a large number of thoughtful readers all over the world who will desire to follow
in The Arena social problems suggested in Mind and the Occult and Biological
Journal; and. on the other hand, to pursue in the Occult and Biological Journal
and Mind the treatment of Philosophical, Religious, Metaphysical and Occult
subjects which the special character of the two latter publications makes possible.

MIND, 52.00

THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL, 5t.5O
Regular Price for the TWO. 13.50
Combination Price 52.50

THE ARENA. 52.50
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL, »1.50
Retuiar Price lor the TWO, 54.00
Combination Price, 53.00
THE ARENA.
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
MIND.
Regular price for the THREE, 56.00
Combination Price for ALL THREE. 53.75

Address all communications and make remittances payable to
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
APPI.EOATE. CAL.

*l’CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON
NEW THOUGHT ESSAYS
These valuable paper« are preceded by an original "Introduction to thr
New Thought,” not hitherto published, making a volume of over a hundred pages
The other fourteen essays of which the volume consists bear the following titles:—

Life as a Journey.
Th« Mental Origin of DiseaseMental and Physical Correspondences.
The Imaging Faculty.
How We Make Our Environment.
The Evolution of Power.
Food for Mind and Body.

Breath Vibration.
Form and Symbol.
Mental Science versus Hypnotism.
Thoughts on Spiritual Healing.
Psychical Research.
Telepathy a Scientific Fact.
Healing at a Distance.

BEYOND TSE CLOUDS
This beautiful volume comprise» 134 pages, consisting of a series of lectures on
The Spiritual Science of Life.

THE LIBRARY OF HEALTH
IN THREE VOLUMES

A series of essays in popular form on Advanced Thought subjects, giving special
attention to questions bearing upon individual happiness, harmony, ami health. Ex
cellent books for beginners in the New Metaphysics.
CONTEXTS OF VOL. I.

The Spiritual Science of .Life.
Self-Control.
Power of the Will.
Faith and Works.
Mental Causes of Physical Disease.
The Giving of Mental Treatment.

Relationship.
Mind and Body (Part I.)
Mind and Body (Part fl.)
The Forgiveness of Sin.
Good and Evil.
The Teachings of the Bible.

All of the above work* are handtomely bound In cloth.

Price, >1.00 each, poat-pakl.

For Kale by

THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHINC COMPANY,
APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA.

PREMIUM LIST.
This list will hold good until August, 11101.
To our many friends and patrons who may desire to assist in extending the circulation of thia
Journal, we offer the following books a» premium».

Rudyard Kipling’s Works.
Vol. 1. "The Light that Failed.”
Vol. 2.—"In Black and White,” “Under the Deodars,"and
Eight Short Stories,
Vol. 3.—“Story of the Gadsbya," and Nine Other Stories.
Vol. 4. —“Departmental Ditties" and "Barrack Room
Ballads." including The Vampire, Recessional and Sup
pressed Poems.
Vol. 5.—“Soldiers Three."
Vol. 6. —"American Notes."
Vol. 7.—"Mine Own People."
Vol.8.—“Wee Willie Winkie," and four other stories of
children.
Vol. 9.—“The Phantom Rickshaw." “The City of Dread
ful Night,” and Three Other Stories.
Vol. 10.- “Plain Tales from the Hills." Thirty-nine
stories.

This complete set of Kipling's works, bound in linen,
will be mailed prepaid to any one sending us 6 new sub
scriptions, with nameB and addresses. It will be sent
in cloth for 7 tew subscriber»; in lambskin, 9 new sub
scriptions.

DESCRIPTION OFTH1S TEN-VOLU ME SET OF WORKS.
In size it is unique, a tall 16mo the I2mo size is too large for the pocket and.this “just fits.”
The type is large and made especially for this edition. The paper is the finest used in book work, the
ink is the beat, and the presswork is ao carefully and daintily done that each page is a typographical
delight’to the eye. The set contains nearly 3.000 pages.
The bindings of this edition are something new in bookmaking, a patent thread sewing whereby
the same'effect is obtained as in the crons-stitchirg of the Oxford Teacher's Bible, so that it can be
opened the full width and bent back until the covers meet, without straining it.
The cloth edition is daintily bound in delicately tinted linen, half flexible, which will wear like
iron.’ The limp lambskin is a veritable Edition de Luxe.

SOLAR BIOLOGY .—For

ten new subscriptions with names and addresses,
prepaid, “Solar Biology," by H. E. Butler. See “ad" in this issue.

we will send,

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS.- For three new subscriptions we will send, pre
paid, "Other Worlds than Ours," by l’rof. Richard A. Proctor, the great astronomer.
This work is especially valuable to students of “Solar Biology,” and those who are studying the
mysteries of the heavens.
SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.
paid, “Seven Creative Principles,” by H. E. Rutler.

LIVING BY THE SPIRIT

Fo* three new subscriptions we will send, pre
See “ad." in this issue.

For two new subscriptions we will send, postpaid, "Livingby

the Spirit." by H. W. Dresser.

THE "NARROW WAY” OF ATT A IN M ENT,— For two new subscriptions we will
seal, prepaid, "The Narrow Way of Attainment’’ by H. E. Bntler. See "nd" in this inane.

REVISED ESOTERIC.
Volume I.
Should be Read by Every Esoteric Student.

This book contains all the essential matter originally published in volume I
and H, of The Esoteric Magazine.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR REACHING
THE HIGHEST GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT,

Is in itself a complete occult library. The laws explained therein will, if con
scientiously followed, lead the student to the highest goal of his desires. Prica,
cloth, $2.00.

Volume II.
Companion to volume I.

It contains all the essential matter found in volume 111, and iv, of The Eso
teric Magazine.
BIBLE REVIEWS AND HELPS,

by Mr. Butler,
Which run through The Esoteric to and including volume ix, begin in this volume.
The reviews in this book cover the essential points in the first fourteen chapters
of Genesis, and bring out many new and interesting as well as instructive points
hitherto unnoticed. Brice, cloth, $2.00.

Iwterfc Ephemwte
Fob 1808

and

1899.

Complete, giving the exact position of Solar Sy*tom nt noon, Washington time; also the hour, min
ute and second of the change from one sign to
another.
Invaluable to Student* of Thk Esotekio as well

aa of Solar Biology, enabling them, without the
trouble of oompotation, to know time of ehangee.

^THSO-SOPHIA^W
From the Wisdom of the Wise.
Reduced to lOcte.

"No man can become wise in the divine science
by seeking to become an adept. He must fix his
mind, first of al), wholly on the people's good,
and master the law of the uplift of the people.
As he becomes identified with the spirit and sym
pathy of our common humanity, ho rises to the
threshold of the secret way.”—From Theo-Sophia.

Price, 10 cent*.

THE EPHEMERIS, giving the positions of the Moon forl8923-4-5-G-7-8-9-1900-1-2 and designed for insertion in the “Solar Biology”
tables, can be had by sending 50 eta. to this Office. Single year, 5 eta.
ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA.

THE NARROW WAY OF ATTAINMENT.
A~COURSE OF INSTRUCTIONS DELIVERED BEFORE THE

SOCIETY ESOTERIC,
BY H. E. BUTLER.

Tbie work teaches the most vital principles uf Christian Life and Doctrine, and is especially
designed for those who are ready to consecrate their lives to to the highest spiritual attainments.

IT IS CALLED "THE NARROW WAY,"
because to live in the world and not be of the world, but of the Spirit of God, is a narrow way

indeed; as Jeans said,

YE CANNOT, SERVE TWO MASTERS."
For those who will follow the instructions in this book, there is a realm of spiritual conscious
ness and power that has been known only to the prophets and to the Christ. Price, cloth, $1.00.

«•ESOTERIC EDUCATION*
Or the Unfoldment and Life of a Hero.

Translater! from the German of J. Kernning'a "Key to the Realm of Spirit."

The narrative of knight Geoffrey, subsequent to his esoteric training,
contains a report of the young hero's feats, sufficiently detailed to give a
clear idea of the way in which spirilual insight and powers work together to
make the prepared and purified m;m an invincible conqueror. Thus this
book may encourage mothers of deep thought and faith, like Lady Mathilda,
to give their sous also the education of heroes, making them instruments to
solve the problems of modern society, as there is no age without its oppor
tunity and need for heroism. Cloth, postpaid, 50 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

For Use of Students and Lecturers in Delineating Character

from

^SOLAR
BIOLOGY^
This is an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilia folder. Each out
line n-presents one sign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
sign» desired. Price, 10 cents a copy; special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
For sale by THE ESOTERIC PU BLISH ING COMPA NY.

SOLAR BIOLOGY
A New Scientific, Exact, and Easy Method of Delineating Character; Diag
nosing

Disease; Deterhininc Mental, Physical and Business Quali
Conjugal Adaptability, etc., from Date of Birth.

fications,

BY H. E. BUTLER.

Illustrated with Seven Plate Diagrams and Tables of the Moon
and Pljnets. from 1820 to 1902.

This science proves that "all are meinliers of One Body (I. Cor. XII. 12-27); and
that, as such, each one has his peculiar function in life. It throws a flood of new
light upon the problems of life, furnishing the groundwork, or scientific law. which
goes down into the minutife of the life of every man and woman, as a mirror re
flecting his or her innate nature. This work tells what is in man and how derived.
Telle how to cultivate eelf and make the most and beat of life. Tells one, when a
child is born, what kind of training it should have, to what disease« it is liable,
how to avoid or howto cure when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand
body to which each individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies,
physical fitness, natural sphere, and highest and fittest use in the world.
It enables parents to know just what business their children are best adapted
for, and how to educate them, and is also a gui le in the preservation of health and
strength, and an important aid to success and to the attainment of the great ob
ject in life; viz., usefulness and happiness. It also aids in prolonging the life of
old and young. It is of special importance to physcians. enabling them to attain
great success through having in their possession a certain key to knowledge concorning the nature and peculiarities of their patients such as heretofore has been
available only to those few that were of rare intuitive discernment.
It is claimed that character is expressed in the countenance, that it shapes the
cranium, and is even written in the hand; but Solar Biology introduces the student
into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining character and func
tion, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and harmonious human relatedness.
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy paper,
clear type, with author's portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound in superior
cloth, embellished with symbolic dasignB in gold. No elaborate study or prepara
tion is required to enable one to read character and otherwise apply th« science.
The key to the use of the science will be fonnd on page 274. and can be fully
mustered in a few minutes. Price ?5.00,

Published and For Sale by

Esoteric Publishing Co.,
Applegate, California,

SWEETS ♦ 4 4
Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.

We have revised and reprinted this booklet of poems. A number of beauti
ful poems have been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make this
last edition particularly attractive, both as to appearance and contents.
Price, 10 cento each; $1.00 per dozen.

THE ESOIIfUC EfgE MENS.
-----

1900. -----

The Esoteric Ephemeris has been so enlarged for the year 1900 as to contain nearly 50 pages,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric positions, and carefully calculated tablee giving the heliocentric longitude of all the
planets, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; the hour, minute and second of the transit
of the planets and Moon; also the rising signs and how to find them, with a table of the Sidereal
time, and the time of nearly all the large cities.
It contains nbw and important pacts relative to Solar Biology. The article on “Chemism" is
alone worth many times the price of the book. Price, 26 cte.

THE EVERLA5TINQ COVENANT.
Thia pamphlet of 46 pages brings to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in them
think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible student should put himself in possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments. Price, 15 cents.
selves, we

THE FREE MAN.
A Monthly Magazine devoted to the
study of the New Thought, the Philoso
phy of Health and the Science of Life.
Subscription; $1.00, per year; single
copies. 10 cento.
Address ChH3. W. Cl086, Publisher ,

TRY THE BEST

HEALING BY DIVINE SCIENCE.
Afas. Hrnribtta Qanuson will heel at a
distance, and give personal letters of instruction.
Circular« and terms on application.

Address Mrs. Henrietta Garrison,
Abbeville, S. C.

124 Birch St.,O. B. J,

Bangor, Maine.

N, B. Trial treatments for one month, for
health and snceees, *1.00.

ASTROLOGY!

Mind Cure . . .
The Greatest Healing Power on Barth.

“Astronomy Is excellent but It must
come down In the life to have its full
value, and not remain there In globes
and spaces.’’-EMERSON.

Lay your prejudice aside long enough
to read this sworn testimonial of a cure
that seems miraculous:
This is to certify that my upper lip and a Urge
portion of niy none were eaten away with cancer
of bo pronounced a character that physicians de
clared the case incurable and me a doomed man.
My situation and feeliugs were beyond descrip
tion, when 1 heard of Sire. Helen Wilmans and
her power over every form of disease. After I
put myself under her mental treatment the eating
of the cancer ceased and new flesh liegan to grow
from the edges of it, which gradually spread oyer
the cheek until the unsightly opening wiw closed,
The nose at this time is it bout completed, and the
lip is nearly filled in. I am able to pronounce
her efforts a success. My general health is fully
restored, and I have gone to work again with niy
customary strength. This testimonial is given
from a thankful heart; and I am glad to Add that
my faith in her is so great that I believe she can
cure any disease under the siui. All this was
done without the uso of medicines—by mental
treatment alone. Respectfully. J. M. English.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this first
day of March, 1897, at Davtona. Fla.
C. M. Bingham, Jr.. Notary Public.
I am acquainted with Mr. English and ran
truly say that this case is not only true in every
particular, as set Forth by Mr. Bingham, our no
tary, but that the cure spoken of, I must confess,
HurpaMMPH human comprehension. During more
than 40 years of observation mid experience I
have met nothing like the above case. This con
tribution is voluntary.
Sea Breeze, Flu., March 2, I-S97.
I lit. K. E. Dayton.
C. A. Ballocgh, Sea Breeze, Fla.

1 have thousands of testimonials of
other cures embracing every form of dis
ease, some of which are published in a
pamphlet called “The Mind Cure Treat
ment.” Write to me for my terms; they
are moderate; and ask for “The Mind
Cure Pamphlet.” This is free to all who
want it. Address
HELEN WILMANS, Sea Breeze, Fla.
TAc Libra Sum/ile Ctt/ff/ List —Sample copies
of aII cl asses of Occult and Metaphysical liter
ature, and n ropy of will hr ».mt you on re
ceipt of ton rents,
C. D. McLalchi.in, 9-13, F. Sr., n. w.
WtiHliinghm, D. C.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

The Sphinx is a publication that cannot fail to
interest cultured and refined people. Its object
is to teach the influence that the Sun, Moon and
Planets have upun the earth, and particularly up
on num and his affairs. The Sphinx is the lead
ing Astrological journal of the world, and is sup
ported by the best writers on Astrology in Eng
land, America and India, and is the only maga
zine in the United States that is entirely devoted
to teaching, demonstrating and vindicating the
truth of the science a9 taught by the Egyptians.
Price, $1.00 u year.

Back Numbers. 50 Cents.

10 Cents a Copy.
Sample Copies, 10 Cento*
Money orders should be made payable to

Catharine H. Thompson, Editor,
721 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
“THE NEW MAN.”

A Magazine de

voted lu a better understanding of the Law of

Sex. the Cure of Diseases by Magnetic, Mental,

Paychic and Spiritual Forces, and the develop
ment of all higher occult powers Intent in aII men.

Samples for 2c. stomp. Address The New Man

Publishing Company, Omaha, Neb., U. S. A,

Lessons by Correspondence in
Occult Science and Solar Biology.
These lessons will enable one to understand the Laws of Life, Health and
Happiness. They give an exact method of delineating character, showing the
Mental, Physical and Business qualifications, and Conjugal Adaptability ;
also, the Cause and Cure of Disease.
Full written Delineation of Character with Advice, $2.00.
For particulars, address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt. Pleasant Place, Boston, Mass.

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.
1st. Questions ou one subject, such m Business, Money, Property, Removals, Traveling, Coart
ship, Marriage, lhaeaso, Stocks and Shares. Annuities, Life Insurance, etc. .... 40 cents.
Time of birth not absolutely necessary for questions under No. 1.
For calculating questious on 3 subjects, (date and time of birth- -if known—required). 65 cents.
2d. Birthday Figure, showing the important events in the current year of life. . . 65 cents.
3d. Rectifying or finding the exact time of Birth from given data, such aa date of marriage, or
death of a parent, or some other event in life. ........................................................ ... 75 cents.
4th. Nativity of Birth written out, giving a delineation of character, also a general forecast of
the principal affairs of life, such aa the best business to follow, who and «hen to marry; diseases,
predisposed to, best direction to live and to travel for health; and prosperity, riches, and which will
be the best purt of life; children, friends, enemies, etc...................................................................... $1.25
Sth. Events for five years of life.
...................... $1.25
6th. A description of the most prominent events and dates and when those events will occur
through twelve years. ....................... ...........................................
$2.50
7th. No. 4 and No. 6 together. . ..........................................
$3.50

For Nativities of Birth, etc., please state Age, Time of Birth,
Sex and Birthplace, Married or Single.
All Questions may be Answered by Letter, or Personal Interviews Given.
Alto Agent for The Occult and

Crystal Glasses for Clairvoyant Versons Sold.

Biological Journal and Other Occult H'bntr.
-ADDRKBS-

D. Lund, Fern Cottage, Keighley, England.

PRABUDDHA BSARATA
-OR-

AWAKENED INDIA.

Anyone Bending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention 1« probably patentable. Communica
tion!! gtrlctly confidential. Handbi»okon Patent«
•ent free. Oldest agency for securing patent«.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
special notice, without cbargo, tn the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms. |3 a
year: four months, |L Bold by all newsdealer«.

MUNN
« Co.»"™“’ New Tort
Branch Office, 026 F BL. Washington, D. C.

A monthly journal devoted to the advanced
and liberal thought, old and new, in the domains
of Religion, Philosophy, Science, etc., etc., con
ducted from their Aahrama on the Himalayas
by the Brotherhood of which the Swami Vivekananda is the head.

The Sixth Volume of PRABVDDHA BHARATA commenced in January 11X11.
Annual Subscription, 81.00.

For sample copy send tO cents’to
S. E. Waldo, 249 Monroe Street,
Brooklyn, New York.

This instrument is prob
ably the moot perfect me
chanical device yet con
structed for finding the
rising sign, as it gives the
degree and minute of that
sign’s elevation above the
horizon for any Latitude
between 22° and55*, which
embraces nearly the whole
civilised world. It will be
a great convenience to as
trologers; and thoee who
doubt the influence of the
zodiacal signs, or those who
wish to experiment upon
such influence, will find—
by having this Indicator at
hand and watching the
change of their mental and
physical states with the
changing signs—that not
only will their own experi
ence convince them of the
reality of zodiacal influ
ence, but that a new field
of experimentation, most interesting and profitable, will open up to them. (Every
one is not sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but, in most instances, the oberver will be quite conscious of them.) The Indicator is neatly and durably con
tracted, and; with proper care, will last for years, Price $1.00.

THS ZODIACAL INDICATOR.

Esotf.hic Pub. Co., Applegate Cal,

A SPECIAL OFFER.
The delights of an evening spent around a well-lighted reading table are not half understood. An
illustrated magazine with its wealth of illustrations, its stories of adventure and love, its descrip
tions of travel which carry you to the remotest ends of the earth, and its Instructive articles for
young and old—these are the first requisites for your own enjoyment and the entertainment and
proper education of your children.
To secure for you the best and most interesting of the great illustrated magazines at the lowest
possible price has been the aim of the editor of this journal. That we have succeeded we leave our
readers to judge. A special contract recently entered into with The ComopciiluK, which seeks to
become better known to the readers of The Occclt and Biological Journal, has enabled us to
offer you a year’s subscription to the greatest of the illustrated magazines together with a year's
subscription to this journal
Both Together One Year for Only $2,30,

One other opportunity we offer you. You wish to keep in touch with metropolitan life, through
the medium of a great daily. The Thrice-a-Week World of New York is the equivalent of a daily
and is a marvellous fund of knowledge concerning the happenings of the day. Each issue contains
six to eight pages of eight columns each or over eight thousand columns of reading matter a year.
In former days thia would have cost you probably as much as $6.00 a year, by itself. Now you can
have it. if you wish, in connection with The Occult and Biological Journal and 7A< CbswiopoliZaa.
Three Together One Year for Only $2.85,

Address THE ESOTERIC PU RUSHING COMPANY, Applegate, Cal.
a) wih

IjOOQIC

JUST PUBLISHED!

HUMAN NATURE

THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY

A Monthly Magazine, now in its eleventh year
of publication. It treats of Phrenology, Physi
ognomy, Psychology, Health, Sociology, and all
THE SECRET OF HAPPINESS. subjects which pertain to the welfare of hu
manity.
Being Praotcal Instbuotions how to develop
The Character of Men and Animals is in accord
and employ Thought Power so a* to become ance with their physical organization. This is
Healthy, Happy and Pbospbbous.
determined by size of body and brain, shape of
Strongly recommended for all beginners and head, texture, temperament' and facial expres
indorsed by all the leading magazines of England. sion.
Human Nature illustrates these principles
Beautifully bound. Price, post paid, $2.75.
by Picture and Pen, and teaches its readers
Also a pamphlet on the same lines entitled how to read character.
Its ethics are ennobling, its style, while strong,
PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY
is sprightly and its literary standard high. You
Price, post paid, 80 rente.
need Human Nature.
Send 5 cents for Sample Copy, or 50 cents for
Send all orders to G. Osbond,
a Year’s Subscription.
Address Prof, Allen Haddock. Phrenologist,
American Book Depot,
1020 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.
Devonport, Devon., England.
—OB—

DISCOVERY OF A LOST TRAIL
-BY-

Chahlxs B. Nkwoomb
Author of "ALL'S RIGHT WITH THE WORLD"

Cloth, Emblematic Cover, 282 pages
Price, $1.50,

Phrenological Examinations made daily.
Oral,......................................... $1.00
Recorded on Chart,.................. 2.00
Recorded with typewritten analysis, 5.00
Photographs Same Price.

The philosophical Journal

The latest success among optimistic publications.
ESTABLISHED 18»
“I am one with the spirit of its thought and For Thirtf Yean Jutted <u
teachings and strive faithfully to follow the
The.Chicago Rellgloteachings which I know are true."
—Marie Orellt.
For sale by all Booksellers, or sent post-paid on
receipt of price.

Lbb and Shepard, Publishers,
202 Devonshire Street,
Boston.

Phiiosophical Journal.

THO. J. NEWMAN - Kdltor aaM pwkUahar*

Is now Published Weekly at $1.00 por
year at 1429 Market Street,
San Francisco, California.
Sample Copy Free.

THE'ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
PUBLISHERS ANO BOOK8ELLER8,

APPLEGATE, CALIF.

We do * regular Mail-Order business. We ere out in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada«, eighty
mile* from any important town, and. consequently, al) our business is through the mail or exoreaa.
If you want any book that is being advertised by The Esoteric Pub. Co., yon have simply to send
a Cashier's Check, Money Order, or Express Order for the amount at which it is listed, and the book
will be promptly forwarded to you. Currency or bills will be sent at the purchaser's risk. Inter
national Money Orders must be made payable at Auburn, California.
BOOKS BY H. E. BUTLER.

Solar Biology, cloth, 500 pp..................... $6.00
Seven Creative Principles, cloth, 170 pp.... 1.50
Narrow Way of Attainment, cloth, 140, pp. 1.00
Practical Methods to Insure Success, 76 pp.
-—paper, 10c.; cloth, .25
Special Instructions for Women
(woman's circular), paper, 42 pp. 25
Everlasting Covenant, paper, 46 pp................15
Revised Esoteric, vol. I., cloth, 407 pp...... 2.00
Revised Esoteric, vol. IL, cloth, 314 pp.....' 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. V., cloth, 468 pp....... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. VI., cloth, 578 pp...... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. vn., cloth, 5?4 pp..... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. vni., cloth, 576 pp.... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. ix„ cloth, 576 pp...... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. x., cloth, 576 pp...,..,. 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. XL, doth, 576 pp...... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. xil, cloth. 576 pp..... 2.00
Esoteric Education, trans, from German of
J. Kerning, cloth, 78 pp................... ....... .50
The Pilgrim’s Path,
• by Rai Salig Ram Bahadur, cloth, 50 pp. .50
Atheism and Arithmetic by H. L. Hasting,
63 pp.—paper, 15c,; cloth, .35
Osman’s Palmistry Instructor,
by Leo S. Osman, paper, .25
Practical Astrology, by Alan Leo, cloth..... 1.00
Why I am a Vegetarian,
by J. Howard Moore, paper, .25

Cruden’s Concordance, Youngman, cloth,...
Smith's Pronouncing Bible Dictionary, to
which is added Cruden’s Complete Con
cordance, cloth........................................
Other Worlds than Ours.
by Prof. R. A. Proctor, B. A., F. R, A. S.,
cloth,
The Gospel of Buddha, according to Old
Records, told by Paul Cams, cloth............
The Religion of Science,
by Paul Cams, cloth,

1.50

2.75

1.25
1.00

.50

BOOKS BY C. BRODIE PATTERSON.

New Thought Essays, cloth,....................
Seeking the Kingdom, cloth,....................
Beyond the Clouds, cloth,.........................
The Library of Health, 3 vole, cloth, each,

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

BOOKS BY HARRIET B. BRADBURY.

Voices of Heaven and Earth, paper........... 25
The Light that is in Thee, cloth,.................... 75
The New Philosophy of Health, cloth............ 75
A Spiritual Tour of the World,
by Otto A. de la Camp—paper, 50c.; cloth, 1.00
The Cup-Bearer, edited
by Helen Van Anderson, cloth, 1.00
The Law of Correspondences Applied to
Healing, by W. J. Colville, leatherette,...., .50
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GLEANINGS OF ESOTERIC WI8D0M.
According to the highest esoteric teachings, the Universe
comprises three grand divisions or degrees:—
I. Spiritual.
ii. Spiritual-Material,
in. Material-Spiritual.
These three grand divisions form the Macrooosm and corres
pond to similar regions in the human body called the Micro
cosm. The human self oonscious on any plane in the Miorooosm, attains to consciousness on the corresponding plane of
the Macrocosm.
This agreement between the Microcosm and the Macrooosm
is the central doctrine of Yoga philosophy, or the science of
Union with God. It establishes the closest relation between
the structure of the human body and that of the Universe. It
is this relation which makes the human body the fit Temple of
God, the Tabernacle of the in-dwelling Spirit. The right di
rection of thought-force, the necessity of piety and devotion,
the possibility of ultimate union with the Supreme God-head—

all depend upon thia cardinal truth.
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The first or the highest division is all-pure Spirit uncontam
inated by Matter. Life here is aliaolutely spiritual. No illu
sion (J/aya) or change ruffles the serene, resplendent bosom
of this ocean of pure Spirit It is the Light of Lights, the

Truth of Truths, the Sun of Suns, the Supreme Ocean of
Spirit the Boundless Sea of Love and Joy. Ineffable are its
glories and unfathomable are its mysteries.
The second grand division, called the Spiritual-Material, has
in it a tinge of Matter, which, however, is pure and is domi
nated by Spirit. In thia region the Spirit is joined with the

Universal Mind and pure Matter; and creation begins to man
ifest itself. Life is here clothed in pure material forms and is
free from the carnal passions and desires of the world.
The third and the lowest division, called the Material-Spirit

ual, shows spirit conjoined with Individual Miud and coarse
Matter. Here the Spirit is weak and is, in a manner, held in

bondage by Matter.

Life is clothed in gross material forms;

and carnal passions and desires have their origin in this region
and exercise their sway over its denizens.
Matter and Mind are all emanations from that Great Orig
inal, the Boundless Ocean of Spirit, the Eternal, the Immuta
ble, the Unknowable Cause of Causes. Thus One is Three and
Three are One. How this is so is a vexed question—a prob
lem before which the Senses reel and the intellect staggers.
The tendency of the Universal Mind is outward and downward;
that of Matter is still more so, since it is, so to speak, the mate
rial which gives form or outward expression to the above ten
dency, and is thus the essential element of what is called Maya
or Illusion in esoteric philosophy.
The highest division is the abode of the Supreme Being who
interpenetrates the whole creation and forme the innermost es

sence of everything that lives and has its being. Each of the
two lower divisions has for its ruling or presiding deity, a par
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ticular manifestation of the Supreme Being, an emanation
from the Eternal Source, a tidal ware, as it were, from the Great
Ocean. The very nature of manifestation being limitation, the
controlling deities of the Spiritual-Material and the MaterialSpiritual regions must necessarily be limited. In other words,
God is both personal and impersonal. He is impersonal in
the highest sphere, bnt personal in the two lower ones.
Each division or degree again comprises a number of subdi
visions,—six, according to some, seven, according to others. All
Solar Systems, like ours, belong to the third or the lowest degree.
Our Solar System manifests two life-currents, one ascending
and the other descending. The former symbolizes the descent
of Spirit into matter, while the latter represents the ascent of
Spirit into a higher life and a loftier consciousness. The sec
ond current carries the spirit from the mineral kingdom on
ward to man, through a regular course of evolution,. When
the stage of man is reached, a very important change comes
in. The will is now developed to suoh an extent that man is
henceforth fitted to take his destiny in his own bands. Though
bound by the laws of nature and subject to an over-ruling Di
vine Purpose, he is now, in a manner, “his own star," “the
architect of his own fortune.” Standing at the parting of
ways, he has now the infinite possibilities of soul-growth open
before him. He may rise higher in the scale of creation, be
coming a heavenly spirit aud finally merging himself in the
Supreme Being; or he may sink lower down in matter till he
rises again to the status of man and enjoys fresh opportunity
of choosing and directing his course. The wheel of birth and
re-birth is thus ceaselessly moving round and round; and
-ffarmti (action) is the pivot on which the wheel is kept
turning.
law Chandra Chakravarti, B. A.,
Midnapnr, Bengal, India.

( To be continued. )

THE HOLY TRINITY.
The word Trinity, meaning three in one. points to a unirenal law of deepest mysticism, yet not so deep but that we
may understand and make use of it in our daily living. The
practical spiritual is what the world needs to make it harmoni
ous and healthful.
There are three factors in the being of man, which ever
have been and ever will be. They form the Holy Trinity of
spirit, Boul, and body. The three should be in perfect corres
pondence. When one attains to an intelligent adjustment and
union of the three within himself, his individuality will have
become perfectly established.
Let ns make a brief analysis of each. First, of Spirit, the
Creative Principle, the underlying substance that is forever in
absolute perfection. Separate from it can be no individuality
as soul, nor personality as body. Spirit is the universal sub
stance and principle of being. Soul is the individualized ego,
that portion of spirit that each has called forth and made use
of within himself, both consciously and subconsciously. Body
is the mirror through which soul is reflected, the form whioh
it calls into expression.
When man comes to look upon himself from the standpoint
of the perfect, independent being, as one with, and inseparable
from the pure fountain spirit, bis soul experience will be that of
harmony and health. So long as the soul or ego disagrees with
its origin and disoounts its own value, there ¡8 a mental action
within equivalent to separation. True education consists in
soul culture, which is the acquaintance of man with himself
spiritually. This is the only education whioh will be enduring.
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We are not in permanent harmony or health bodily, until
we become so through proper adjustment of soul to spirit,
through recognition of ourselves as spirit principle, and thus
establish a continuous soul experience proceeding from this
basis. The trinity in unity, of spirit, soul and body, constitute
the perfect individual. Until these three are in agreement,
the forces are scattered and destroyed.
The body is the most dependent, and, therefore, the first to
feel the effect of imperfect adjustment. If not firmly cemented
to spirit, its first cause, through the central link, soul con
sciousness, it becomes eventually withered and lifeless, as a
branch severed from its vine.
The law of the Holy Trinity can be traced in all manifesta
tions of nature, and is a necessity to every perfect production.
Until three elements are united, there can be no wholeness or
ooinpletioD. There can be no manifestor unless in the oper
ation of manifesting, and the result of the manifestor mantfesing is the manifested. One leans upon the other and depends
upon it
Every thing in nature conforms to this law. Every accom
plishment involves the union and cooperation of three factors.
The hand, the seed, the ground are necessities in planting.
Thus in every conceivable evolution the grammar of life de
mands strict adherence to its requirement of subject, verb and
object. No sentence is oomplete without the union of the
three. The earth, its action, and its orbit are in such perfect
unity, that we are carried with it, unconscious of any motion.
It is only when there is “a slip ’twixt the cup and the lip” that
there is failure of unity, or adjustment, that disappointment
and disoord are the negative result.
Jesus, the Christ, manifested in the flesh the unity of the
Trinity. He proclaimed himself to be one with the Father.
Principle, Individuality and Personality were, therefore, in
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absolute correspondence. Bridging the oliasm of ignorance in
regard to the relation of soul anil body, by the recognition of
their true relation, the body became illuminated by spirit.
Man's true dominion over the body is demonstrable by the

recognition of the law of the Trinity and faithful adherence

to it, until spirit becomes the one element in which soul and
body are merged. To reclaim the body from failure through
any other process, has proved impossible. This law is us posi
tive upon the higher plane of being, as is the law of gravita
tion upon tbe physical plane. Man may manipulate the flesh,
medicinally, surgically, magnetically and in a thousand vari
ous ways, as he does to no effect save that of shifting and
changing, and arresting disease and pain for a time. The body

grows old and falls away because not linked to the fountain.of
life through understanding and use of the true law.
Life, man’s origin, is spirit immortal; but, by calling him
self mortal, man causes the body to reflect his mortal concep
tion and become mort-al.

Man’s origiu is Almighty Good;

but he pronounces himself to be the conception of sin and
ignorance, and the body, partaking of the poisonous diet pre

scribed for it, goes out in darkuoss and ignorance.

Man’s origin, spirit, is divine Love, the one substance in the
universe in which all else is comprehended; but, not claiming
and thereby knowing the source of his strength, he is tempesttossed and full of fear. He stands in awe of everything, not-

knowing how to protect himself.
The body which is the
obedient reflector of soul, can but chronicle the fear that
sweeps through it, and the record it shows, is called by the
name of fear, disease and final dissolution. Thus the process
of diversity from principle increases, and man is constantly
defeated in his effort at bodily control, through not attacking

the problem oorrectly at the beginning.
The so-called religions of the world have helped to estah-
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lish this false premise which resalts in man’s defeat. The
dogma of original sin, is a direct severance of man from his
true origin, and destroys happiness, health, and unity. Its
whole process is one of denial of Omnipotent God, and of ne
cessity establishes a soul conciousness—to those who accept it
—of all that is opposed to the elevation and joy of mankind.
The true meaning of religion is reunion. It pointe to the unity
of God with man, or man with himself—spirit, soul and body.
The Scripture injunction in one place is. Make of your body
a fit tabernacle for the indwelling of the Holy Spirit The
method of accomplishing this, is through the interior process
of reaching into the fountain of spirit, and opening a passage
for its pure waters to cleanse and purify soul and body, until
both become as clear as their fountain source, the life-giving
Spirit
The body, to be a fit tabernacle for the spirit, must be in
destructible, as spirit is eternal, and not fall away by disease,
leaving the tenant without its house to dwell in. That which
is not enduring, is not a fitting place for the changeless eter
nal. It is man’s privilege to make it so. It lies within his
ability to do so.
As the soul recognizes itself, the ego, to be perfect, change
less, and abides in this understanding, the body also begins to
partake of the perfect perception, and ceases to change nega
tively into weakness and infirmity of age, while, instead, its
manifestation will be an increase of life and strength, until
the frail body Bhall be fashioned like unto His glorious body.
Jesus came not to destroy the law of the Trinity or any
other perfect law, but to fulfill it. He showed the law in full
operation when he, through the understanding of his origin,
brought Life, the first principle, to light; that is, he revealed it
to the world, by holding spirit and body in union through
the appearance of death. The negative law of death was
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annulled through the united power of spirit, soul, and body.
He said, “I of myself can do nothing,” and he was, therefore,
wise enough to form the central link in the chain, even that of
the beloved son, in whom the Father dwelling did the work,
having the opportunity to work given him through the son. The
Father oonld do nothing without the son, since there oould
be no parent without a child, neither ohild without parent
Bat the two uniting, a complete manifestation was made, and
the divine spoke through the lipa of man, beamed from his
countenance, and was in such perfect communion as to reflect
a body that beoame visible or invisible at will, overcame death,
and ultimately ascended.
This power was not relegated to ono only, bat is free to ail.
One made use of it, and by so doing has set before mankind
the open door of equal possibility to use and prove the power
divine.
All harmonious expressions Bpeak the vibrations of these
three wonderful instruments of being. Every disoord is a
sign of non-oonformity to the law of adjustment upon which
the universe is established.
This law admits of no inferiority, no dividing line be
tween spirit and body, between God and his creation, man.
This law is divine Love, which does not permit the possibil
ity of separation or of failure in any region or relation. It
knows the body not as matter or inferior, but as the solution to
the problem of which spirit is the basic principle, and intended
in its ultimate perfection to be one with it.
We see the body nnsustained only because the soul con
sciousness has not become awake to its origin and power, and
thus established its equality. And the body—whose wonder
ful design and office are that of the holy temple, enduring and
perfect—consequently falls away.
The words, “Dust thou art, and unto dust thou shall return,”
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which have been spoken of the body, must be redeemed by the

intelligent ones as they recognize the law of the Holy Trinity

in mankind, by saying to every atom called flesh, blood and
bone: Spirit thou art, and as spirit and life thou shalt continu
ally be renewed and keep paoe with the immortal soul and
spirit. This word continually spoken by the soul of the body,

will awaken a new life and oourage within it. The body, al
ways obedient to mind, will be obedient to this true command,
and will begin to spring into newness and power. “Without
the word was not any thing made that was made.” For “every
idle word that men shall speak, they shall give account thereof
in the day of judgment,” which day of judgment is ever upon
us; and the account taken of every word or thought is
ten upon the body, the book of life. The idle words of false
soul consciousness record upon the body disease and failure.
The true words, the connecting link between spirit and body,

writ

record health, power and peace.
For a while the wheat and tares grow together; the contra
diction of the true and false, like a house divided against
iteeif in discord. But the time arrives when there must be a
severance of the two, when, if the tares of false words and
false consciousness are not rooted out and dismissed, the body
will fall away. But man has it in his power, here and now, to
redeem both body and soul from the dominion of false words
and thoughts, and may, if he will, root out the whole harvest
of tares, of sin, sickness, failure, and destruction. The words,
“Depart, I never knew you,” are most potent. The consciousness
and power which these words, when used intelligently, will
bring, of warmth, light and life, are inestimable. Because

while they clear the soul of fear, they prepare it for hope and
happiness, and union with the perfect Bubstanoe, spirit, which
is the fountain of life and joy.
We are “not under the law, but under grace”—that is, not
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under bondage to a false law which has established results of
failure and destruction of happiness and power,—when we shall
have onoe taken dominion, but we are “under grace,” having
the opportunity now of coming out from nnder the influence of
ignorant thoughts and expressions, to a state and place in
spirit, soul, and body, where Love abounds, where we reap a
full harvest of Life and Peace.
Thus will be accomplished the resurrection of the body and
mind, from false beliefs and their effect, unto a normal trans
lation into the perfect image and imager of spirit, life, and
loveliness; the realisation and manifestation of health, strength,
holiness, and beanty, thus fulfilling the true destiuy of man,
the glorification of spirit in its triune power, and its enjoy
ment, now and forever. “Ye are the temple of the living God.”
“The Lord is in his holy temple." “Know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free.”
Anna W. Mills.

THE ASTRAL LIGHT.
They say that every deed that we have done,
And every word and thought, or foul or fair,
Are stamped imperishably on the air,
Just as the sitter’s face is thrown upon
The darkened plate by the all-pervading sun.
Likewise ’tis said nor time nor change can e’er
These pictured records of our lives impair,
Though oenturies may roll when we are gone.
Stupendous thought! that what we are should be
Forever blazoned on the astral light,
Where he who knows unfailingly may see
Whatever each has wrought of wrong or right.
If this be truth, resolve, O soul, to-night,
To purge thyself of all iniquity!
St. George Best.

It 7 1

THE TWO WORLDS.
The world has long been seeking a knowledge of causation.
The religious world goes at one bound from material manifeetation to the personality of a Deity as the cause of all things,
a mental process which is, of oourse, based upon revelation.
At the same time the thinking classes, who are ready to ques
tion everything and accept nothing which is not supported by
reason, have denied the evidence of a Supreme, Individualised
Personality, who is the first cause.
There have always existed two schools of thought, or, per
haps better, methods of thought,—the intuitive and the dednotive. The intuitive, with one leap, has scaled all manifestation
and laid bold on the first cause, while the deductive begins
down where it finds itself and tries to trace the lines backward
and upward toward that cause. The two classes have for oenturies been coming closer and doser together, until at the pres
ent time the deduotive schools of so-called material scienoe
have reached a point where they perceive that all things are
immersed in an immense ocean of what they have been pleased
to denominate, ether, and this ether, they see, permeates the
interspace of all material things; therefore, they accept and
announce that this unknown substanoe they call ether is omni
present They further see and aver that this ether is the cause,
force, and life of all things; therefore, they call it omnipotent
Some have gone so far as to announce that there are evidences
from a material standpoint that this ether is an intelligent,
orderly, causative principle. Here, then, upon this ground,
the intuitive, or religious, and scientific classes meet
Since the beginning of revelation, God has been called the
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Almighty, the Omnipresent, the Omnipotent Creator. The
more thoughtless classes have ever endowed this Omnipotent
Cause with a physical organism like their own, seated some
where, away off in apace, dominating creation, as would An in
dividual man; but those who have had the higher inspirations,
while they call it God and have received or formulated a name
for that thinking intelligence, yet have not limited the intel
ligence to a specific locality, as will be seen in the records

of the Christian and Hebraic Bibles. In this broader view are
found all those comprehensive expressions wherein religion
aud science now meet. The same inspiration and revelation

have led many people into the thought that all is mind, and
that all mind and substance, of every name and nature, are
spirit; although they make no attempt to understand this great

thought. Some of them have run to great extremes, ignoring
the existence of an Intelligent, Creative Power, scoffing at the

revelations of Deity; but, at the same time, they have recog
nized the great underlying revelation of all revelations; name
ly, that God created the universe by a word, that God creat
ed from himself all that is.
If God is spirit, then the inevitable conclusion is that all is
spirit, and we may accept the naming of the scientific and de
ductive mind and say, All is ether. This brings us to the an

cient and immortal conclusion, pronounced many thousand
years ago: “As below so above,” which means simply this,—

that there are laws governing the physical universe accessible
and visible to all life, and that we, as mankind, find ourselves
in this material world subject to those governing laws. Scan
ning this physical manifestation, the wisest have come to the
conclusion that use is the prime, dominant feature of all crea
tive law. Now, as we turn our attention to that creative law, we

see, wherever matter resides, a formative potentiality. Grass,
vegetation in all its expressions, springs up and manifests
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itself in form; in the waters of the ocean, Life, in its various
manifestations, expresses itself in form and function; and
we, as the crowning work, crowning expression of that crea
tive thought, as tillers of the ground, as utilizers of all that ¡b,
are necessarily forced to formulate the idea of good and evil.
The idea of good and evil begins with that which is useful
to us and that which is not useful to ns. That whioh is not
useful to us, is an obstruction to the accomplishment of
our purpose. Here begins the law of good and evil, a law
whioh has a still wider application. According to revela
tion the creative force that some call God, others law, others
ether, had in it a definite object, and all things are work
ing together to forward that object; therefore, from the stand
point of the Infinite Intelligence, there can be no evil, for
even those things that are working to thwart and make diffi
cult compliance with the infinite object of creation, are in them
selves necessary factors in making strong and potent all that is
working in direct harmony with that object. This is seen, first,
in the reoognized law of the survival of the fittest An exam
ination of this law might be elaborated into volumes, but we
wish here only to suggest a thought, and from what has been
said we offer the following picture for contemplation.
We, as intelligent men and women, find ourselves literally
in a boundless ocean that oontains every mental and physi
cal law, principle, power, or quality that has ever been or
ever will be manifested or known. This ocean of spirit, if
you please, is to the mind what the earth is to matter,—the
source of its life and growth. Animal existence, man’s physi
cal body included, grows from the ground as a tree or a
stalk of corn; and the mental and spiritual nature of man is
growing in the ether in identically the same way as the oom
grows in the ground. The ultimate object of the creation of
man was to “make him (man) in our (God's) image, and like
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(God), and give him (man) the dominion over all things.”
In other words, to make man a god, that is, a power governing
in creation. Therefore we find ourselves, illustratively speak
ing, as an organic mind center, moving, floating, as it were, in
this ocean of unformulated mind substance.
ob

Here we apply the law of use in the upper sphere. If we,
as men and women, continue to take of this divine substance
and shape thought forms useless to ourselves and to send
them from us, such thoughts, like weeds growing in the
garden, will choke and kill out that class of formation that
would be useful to us in attaining what we desire and really
hope for. On the other hand, if we recognize an Intelligent,
Creative Omnipresence, and that there is a definite object in
the mind of that All-creative Intelligence, namely, to make of

us his sons, then we will discover that we may intelligently co
work with that object by first recognizing oneness with the Al

mighty, and that from the Almighty Source we have obtained
a will like nnto his (in kind), so that we have a right to de
cide whether we will be passive instruments rolled on in the
evolutionary processes, generation after generation, or whether,
by asserting the power of will, we will become a positive force,

creating for ourselves such conditions as we desire. If we cre
ate in harmony with the ultimate object toward which all

things are working, we will create for our own best interest;
but if we create discord, we are creating that which the fires of
that Omnipotent, Creative Power will sooner or later destroy.
Therefore, we see that immortality is dependent upon harmo
nious co-operation with the object, the tendency of all creative
law. This being bo, that potent will inherent in the mind of
man, that which has ever been called magic, is possible in both

white and black; black magio being tn discord with the direct
purpose of the Creative Mind, white, or divine magic being iu
direct harmony with that purpose.

But be it known that none
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of these forces can have a manifestation unless the individual

recognizes, intelligently or instinctively, the fact that he has
within himself a creative factor, and unless he sets forth with
an almost desperate determination, energy, to enter the world
of mind and thus the world of causation lying next beyond
physical manifestation, and, through and by a diligent, unyield

ing, unceasing effort, grows and develops a power of will and
intelligence transcending his fellows, transcending, to a certain
extent, creative law,—we say that unless these conditions ob
tain in the individual mentality, he will fail in becoming a fac

tor, “a master," in the work of creation.
Now, it is well that the reader think of his real self—not
the physical body, but the thinking intelligence—as a mindformative factor in this boundless ocean of God, Ether, the
Omnipotent, Brahm, or whatever name he pleases to give it
And being in this ocean he may, if he will, identify his con
sciousness with that infinite fountain of life, for by identifying
one's consciousness with it, the consciousness of physical limi

tations, the body, which he has been in the habit of calling him
self, ceases to appear so important and so powerful a restrainer
as it does at present. Yes, the body, subject, as it is, to mate
rial law, then becomes subordinate, absolutely obedient to one’s

mind, the mind that is allied to the Cause, God. And he who
intelligently unites himself with the tendency of all creation,

the object of creation, therefore with its laws, and who realizes
hie oneness with that limitless fountain, beoomes in himself a
son of God, having dominion over all manifested things. He
becomes a little world, a nerve ganglion, active in this universe

of life, sending forth continually useful, creative thought forms.
He becomes an organ in the creative mind, by which the Al
mighty oarries forward and brings to certain ultimates the ob

ject of the creation, or manifestation of matter.

NEW PBAOTIOAL METHODS.
(IX.)

In the three preceding articles of this series we have endeav
ored to impress upon your mind the necessity of overcoming
the loss of life generated in the body. This thought is always
met by many objections, of which the leading one is, that should
such a course be generally adopted the race would die out, that
under such conditions its perpetuity would be impossible. We
wish it dearly and distinctly understood that nothing has been
said up to the present time, but that which is purely natural
and absolutely necessary to a higher moral, intellectual, and
more useful life in the world. It is absolutely essential that
every man and woman who thinks of marrying and rearing a
family, should first follow these instructions to a point where
all involuntary loss of the vital fluids is overcome. Those
pseudo-lovers of the race who are so afraid that the stoppi ng
of this abomination of sensual indulgence is going to stop gen
eration, do not pause to think of the fact that the very condi
tion that their efforts would maintain, is the condition that is
destroying the race, lessening longevity; that it has almost
stopped the production of children in the so-called best oirdes
of society. So much is this the case that, were it not for the
the lower class of foreigners who are living a purely animal
existence, our population would be decreasing at an alarming
rate; and it is because of this condition of things that the ma
jority of the human family are on such a low plane of existence.
No man or woman should think of marrying and producing
children while mind and body are under the control of sensual
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desires and imaginations, for children born of such parents can
never be more than mere serfs.
The race would have been extinct long since had it not been
for a law established by divine wisdom, that married people
soon become surfeited with the marital relation, ■and their
minds turn away from it and become absorbed in some of the
interests of life. In this is the protection to the perpetuity of
the race. But such a condition produces extremes, so that our
great men are in reality only great in some one line and very
small in every other. You who would perpetuate generation,
should perpetuate it on a plane worthy of the human race;
and for that purpose you should bend all your efforts to the
taking control of the forces of your own body and mind to the
end that, when you wish to produoe offspring, you may have
a fountain of life endowed with mental capacity in any and all
directions, enabling you to produoe strong men and women,—
men and women capable of not only rising and living above dis
eased states, but capable of grasping with a master hand all
the problems of life.
Our reference to mystics who have lived this life, was for the
purpose of giving you proof from the history of the past that
it is a moral life and one producing mind power. It was in
tended as a suggestion to enable you to find unanswerable ar
guments with which to meet the ignorant and egotistical
classes, claiming to be learned and wise, who would denounce
such a course of life.
We repeat the words used in the foregoing article, that men
differ one from another as to the phenomena attending the
vital conservation, and the difference to which we wish to call
your attention is, that some persons, as soon as they are con
vinced that it is wisest and best to stop all involuntary waste
of the vital fluids can do so without any extraordinary effort.
Such persons are invariably those whose minds are dwelling
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in the positive force« of nature, whose mental action does not
take in what we have called vital thought. Here we must
give a little description of the mental habits of this class of
people, in order that you may distinguish between each thought
and what we denominate vital thought. Those dwelling in
the positive thought do not allow anything to enter into their
emotional or even devotional nature; they are not in any way
governed by that interior overflowing soul of love. They may
possess strong passions and have what would appear to be a
strong love nature, but it is from this class of minds that the
oonolnaion has been sent forth into the world that love is pure
ly sexual passion. These minds are the dominant ones in the
external affairs of life, and they will not consciously obtain as.
important results from the conservation of the life as others.
They will, it is true, if delicate in health, regain their health;
their minds and wills will beoome stronger and their minds
clearer; but all these conditions are not as apparent to the in
dividual as they would be did he live more in the devotional
and love nature.
If men and women of this class wish to obtain the highest
and best of life’s qualifications, they should make a study of
the spirit of devotion; they should search deep down in tlieir
own natures, find and bring up from its depths that spirit of
love which has for its vital center devotion to the highest ideal
of God. When this spirit of love is brought to the surfaoe
and lived in, it will be found to be an instrument through
which knowledge may be inspired; for, although the thoughts
and ideas that flow in may be, at first, only theories, yet if the
mind holds to them and continues in the spirit of devotion,
there will soon open before it abundant evidenoe by which the
theories may be confirmed and transformed into knowledge of
fact If those who can so readily control the life forces do not
turn their attention to musing upon the idea of God, upon the
highest attributes possible to human life, upon the spirit of
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love and devotion, they will grow hard and positive, and oertain adverse conditions may come in and take control of the
mind, and before they are aware of it, they may become instru
ments of selfish desire and oppression. We would, therefore,
impress upon such minds the neoeesity of delving deep into
what has been called the spirit of devotion, the religious spirit,
for this is one side of life that is necessary to complètement.
This side of life is what we have termed the vital ride; it
touches the source of life.

It is the feminine side of one’s

nature.
If everything is going well with you and the foregoing thought
is brought to your mind, yon may take hold of it from a pure
ly business standpoint,—as a means of obtaining health and
strength of mind and body. This it will give you, but we
would have you receive even more; we would have you receive
added powers, or, in other words, we would have you develop
both sides of your nature, and thus be well balanced within

yourself.

Recall the time in yonr experience, for there has

been such a time if you have reached the age of maturity, when
your external hopes and desires were crossed aud you were
forced to retire within yourself, and there sprang up within
you a deep sadness, a longing desire for something, some one
in whom you could place confidence. Analyze that state and
you will find that you not only desired some one in whom you
could place confidence, but that you were really reaching out
in earnest soul-prayer for this feminine side of your nature,
through which alone you can obtain added consciousness and

mind power. Recall to your mind, as best you can, what the
result of that state was. Y ou may call it sadness or dejection,
or you may have so thoroughly banished it from your mind

that you do not acknowledge, even to yourself, that it ever ex
isted; but you have bad the experieuce, aud if you allow yonr
mind to dwell upon it, you will soon recollect all the feelings.

i
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emotions and desires that were active at the time. If you
would reach the highest possible attainment, giving a well-bal

anced mind in every direction, go back and gather up this ex
perience,—try to realize it, try to renew the experience, bring
back and try to live in it long enough to know it; for from it
you can learn what this spirit of love and devotion, the spirit
of the feminine Bide of your nature is, and you can also learn
how to make use of it for the development of added powers.
But let me warn you here, if you dwell in it too ooutinuedly,

you will awaken within you a sex passion such as you have
never known.

Do not fear this passion; let it live and grow,

for it is the means by which you are gaining added life, pro
vided you do not let it grow beyond your strength of oontrol,
or your intellectual ability and will. If you allow it to grow,
at the same time keeping the mind and will in predominance,
so as to hold it continually under control, there will open with

in you a new world of mind, and love, peace, and all the most

desirable attributes of human existence.
Here you meet another great danger, for unless you can cen
tralize that interior mind—which yon will have there discovered
and which we have been describing—upon God and upon the
higher morality covered by the words of the Nazarene when he
said, “Love thy neighbor as thyself," you will be in danger of
using for the purpose of coercing others into compliance with
your will and selfish desires, the consciousness of power and
resource that has arisen witbin you through the course of
life described. This is the open door into the dark realm of
black magic, and if you allow yourself to enter in at that door,
all peace of mind and joy of living will be left behind, and

though you may find therein powers to gratify certain selfish
motives and desires, yet the farther you go the darker and
more desperate become your chances of obtaining that for
which you are really seeking. Therefore, at this stage of
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awakening we pray you to lay aside selfishness and seek the
greatest good for all. We ask you to turn back and in the
present connection read carefully the first three numbers of
these instructions.
Here we leave you, because when you have reached this
point in your experience, you will begin to recognize and un
derstand another class of the human family which will now
have our attention, and the instructions to them will be for
you also—on this feminine side of your nature.

Is not the evidence of Ease on the very front of all the
greatest works in existence? Do they not say plainly to us
not “there has been a great effort here,” but “there has been a
great power here”? It is not the weariness of mortality but
the strength of Divinity, which we have to recognize in all
mighty things; and that is just what we now never recognize,
but think that we are to do great things by the help of iron
bars and perspiration; alas I we shall do nothing that way but
Iobo some pounds of our own weight.

We have always need of the infinite, the eternal, the abso
lute; and since science oontents itself with what is relative, it
necessarily leaves a void, which it is good for man to fill with
contemplation, worship, and adoration.
— Henri-Frederic Amid.

TRUST IN GOD,
Courage brother! do not stumble
Though thy path is dark as night;
There’s a star to guide the bumble:
“Trust in God, and do the right.”
Let the road be long and dreary.
And its ending out of sight;
Foot it bravely, strong or weary;
“Trust in God, and do the right.”
Perish “policy” and cunning.
Perish all that fears the light!
Whether losing, whether winning,
“Trust in God, and do the right.”
Trust no forms of guilty passion,
Fiends can look like angels bright,
Trust no custom, school, or fashion,
“Trust in God, and do the right.”
Trust no party, ohurch, or faction.
Trust no leaders in the fight;
But, in every word and action,
“Trust in God, and do the right."
Some will hate thee, some will love thee,
Some will flatter, some will slight;
Cease from man and look above thee,
“Trust in God, and do the right.”

Simple rule, and safest guiding;
Inward peace, and inward light,
Star upon our path abiding:
“Trust in God, and do the right.”
—Ac Etiam.
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‘ RALPH WALDO EMER80N
AND HARRIET BEECHER 8T0WE.
When the morning stars first sang together, and the Sons
of God listened to the great Solar Anthem, there must have
been a duet from Castor and Pollux as representatives of the
Sign Gemini. Its unique duality exceeds that of any other
Sign. It stands for the positive and the negative, the right
hand and the left, for peace and war, for progress and retro
gression. It thus represents the airy element in a four-square
capacity as emblematic of spirit, and so lays the foundation of

the Temple of Immortality, within which humanity may enter
and become inspired for the grand work whereunto they are

called along the line of a perpetual development.
In a tribal sense Issachar, as its representative, becomes the
Zodiacal Hercules, liftiug humanity upon each shoulder, both
educationally and inspirationally, into that high atmosphere
where —with Mother Earth below—they can breathe the more
heavenly oxygen and be more fully allied with the divine.
In attempting to illustrate in human life this Sign of the

Twins, the writer feels impelled to do so through two wellknown Americans, Ralph Waldo Emerson and Harriet
Beecher Stowe. He feels that it will be generally admitted
that their outreachings and upreachings, as typical of this
Sign, were unusual, distinctive, and uplifting.
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Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Nat. May 25, 1803, at 3 p. tn.

RISING SIGN-a.

Earth (©)
Moon
CD)
Uranus (•)
Saturn (h)
Jupiter (31)
Mars
(Í)
Venus (?)
Mercury ( Ö )

in Zodiacal Sign of Gemini
44
44
44
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“
U
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44
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“
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44
44
Pisces
“
44
44
44
Aries
“
44
44
44
Pisces
“
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44
Virgo
“
44
44
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Pisces
*'

Elements.

Three.
Fire,
Earth, One.
Air,
One.
Water, Three.

(n).

(a).
(Y).
(K).
(r).
(X).
("*)•
(X).

Trinities.

Intellectual,
Domestic,
Creative,
Serving,

Three.
Two.
None.
Three.

Ralph Waldo Emerson and Harriet Beecher Stowe. 355

Harriet Beecher Stowe. Nat. June 14, 1812.

Earth
Moon
Uranus
Saturn
Jupiter
Mars
Venus
Mercury

(®)
(>)
(•)
(h)
(V)
(<O
(?)
(»)

in ZodiacsJ Sign of Gemini
44
44
»4
Leo
“
44
44
44
Taurus
“
44
44
44
Cancer
«
44
44
44
Capricorn
“
44
44
44
Capricorn
“
44
44
44
Taurus
«
44
44
44
Virgo
“

Elements.

Fire,
One.
Earth, Five.
Air,
One.
Water, One.

(n).

(a.)(«).
(œ).

(*?)•
(VJ).
(«>
(^).

Trinities.

Intellectual, Three.
Domestic,
Three.
None.
Creative,
Serving,
Two.
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Tracing first through the Zodiacal Circle before us, that of
Mr. Emerson, we note that the Earth was in the first Decan
of Gemini, and that the Moon had been only a few hours in
the Sign of Leo, at the time of his birth. His hands and his
heart, therefore, form the basis of his career. Versatility and
illumination were strongly united. And yet it is probably
true that a touch of the Taurus element intermingled in his
Earthy Sign, and somewhat of Canoer in his polarity. When

to this is added the faot that in the East the Rising Sign ap<
pearing was Libra, we have indeed a most delicate adjustment,
physically and mentally, upon which the planetary forces could
act with nnusual responsiveness. To that end Venus in Virgo
(its best position) contributed in causing to exist an ideality and
fine discriminations in the Love Element, as well as in opening
his impressional nature to the in flux of those finer spiritual in*

tuitions, which eventually made him both poet and philosopher.
With Saturn, Mars, and Mercury in Pisoes, we quickly
discern the foundation of that restlessness which in earlier life
pervaded his being. He must know what the Brook Farm
meant, experimentally. He must stand in the pulpit as the
exponent of Truth, as be understood it,—even as a trans-

cendentalist.

But, as the years came along, he sat more and

more in the quietude where he could hear “the still, small
voice," until one day he borrowed of his friend Whittier the
Quaker books .on the ordinances, and, upon returning them,

was able to say with much emphasis: “John, the Quakers are
right. It is all spiritual, and I will never administer an out
ward ordinance again.” And he never did. His church did
not agree with him, and he thenoeforth became a cosmopolitan
thinker, believiug in the omniscience of the spirit and the omni
presence of common sense, listening ever to what the inner
voice revealed. The poems and essays that followed attest to
his faithfulness, and to the growth of soul that enabled him to

Ralph Waldo Emerson and Harriet Beecher Stowe. 857
become the Occidental Mystic of the Nineteenth Century. He
learned to apply his own words to his own acts:—*
“He that feeds men servetb few;
He serves all who dare» be true."
Hia restless hands and feet became restful after the intellectual
struggles and apprehensions were transmuted into comprehen
sions that the Over Soul about him was the very atmosphere
of Divinity, and that his own spirit was at home there. What
a lesson is this, not only to Biological students, but to all who
realize in daily life the need of an overcoming of the earthly
proclivities!
And what did the planetary forces do for him in the line of
expression? A glance at the circle shows that both Uranus
and Jupiter were in the Sign Aries when Earthly scenes first
appeared to him. Herein the greatest, and also the most meta
physical planet, had their mighty mission. Jupiter enlarged
all his ideals and voiced them to the world in language at onoe
noble and powerful. Uranus clothed his mind with dear ideas
of the spiritual and the mystical, so that he became as indom
itable as Caesar,—pushing on with fiery steeds that knew no op
position, conquering and to conquer. And ever by those steeds
did the Messenger of the Gods run, adding strength and rapid
ity to the onward roll of this Mystic Chariot When Air and
Water came into calm, the dual Fire of Aries proclaimed the
inspirations of this great soul in thoughts so remarkable that,
as the Twentieth Century dawns, they have beoome largely
incorporated into the religious thought of all onr Protestant
Churches.
While in no sense natively creative or original (as the cir
cle shows), illumination, intuition and inspiration were the
triune forces that so possessed him, that he was above the need
of origination, and had but to open his spiritual eyes to see
the Truth in its wonderful height, width, and depth, as well as
its adaptation to the soulful need of God’s sons and daughters
in all their varied necessities.
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The Zodiacal Ci role of Mrs. Stowe show* that the Earth
and Moon occupied the same positions at her birth as when
Mr. Emerson was born. We need not repeat, therefore, our
comments thereon, but note how differently in every other way
the heavens portrayed her natural characteristics. We will,
however, pause to say that her femininity opened still more
fully the inspirational currents which appertain to Gemini,
and made her more susceptible to such planetary forces as we
find belong to her Zodiacal Circle.

It will first be noted that the Earthy Triplicity is exceed
ingly strong and forms the basis for that amplitude of work in
various ways which so distinguished her life.
In Capricorn, at the head of
Mars formed an ideality as to
united with Uranus and Venus
where the occult forces control

this Triplicity, Jupiter and
earthly attainment which—
in the interior sign Taurus,
the lower brain in so fine a

sense—produced, no matter what should be in the way, a viril
ity in aspirational climbing, seldom found. In these planetary
relationships, Ideality of mind was co-operative with its best
psychometric qualities, and, in their unity, the keenest possible
perceptions were opened as to the world about her. These
qualities found their expression to the world through Mercury
in Virgo, where, as “Messenger of the Gods,” he was very dis
criminative in voicing to humanity her pent-up and individual
ized convictions. These formed her three-fold cord with which
to drive the merchandising out of the Temple of Freedom!
Saturn in Cancer, intensified her womanly qualities, and
spiritualized all her ideas regarding the home life. Further
than that, it turned her mind into the Christly thought of do
ing for others in other homes, as the Golden Rule has taught.
It created soulful harmony, through music and fine ideas, as

to what the world should be.

It tended also to strengthen

her lung power, and make her thereby, physically, both finer
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and stronger. Thus endowed, the great world lay before her
restless, intuitive, illuminative, and inspirational mind as a
Garden of the Lord, needing tilling for finer and more boun
tiful production. With a multitude of home cares and duties,
she could momentarily pause from day to day and indite those
wonderful passages in “Uncle Tom's Cabin”,—seeing all the
while from her inner self the final outcome.
While the Earthy Triplicity governed her largely and enabled
her to truly sense the earthly needs from an earthly under*
standing, and so act practically, she was, nevertheless, often
able, as the experiences of life increased her soulful develop
ment, to climb the Mountain of Transfiguration and rest there,
pouring forth her paean of thanksgiving, as these lines from
her pen so dearly testify:—
“So to the Soul that knows Thy Love, O Purest,
There is a temple peaceful evermore;
And all the babble of Life’s angry voices
Dies in hushed stillness at its Sacred Door."

The vibratory waves of noble thought which these children
of the Air put in motion during their earthly career, still move
with increasing foroe into the hearts and homes of the world.
They each illustrated that the reward comes to those who over
come. An unusual natural restlessness pervaded each. But
their lives proved that all earthly restlessness may become the
very haven of rest when the intellect willingly comes under
the dominion of the Holy Spirit. Then God speaks and acta
through man and woman as parts of Himself. As these two
souls have shown us that, as restless Geminis they could be
calm, progressive, and peaceful, true leaders over the mighty
roadway to the Eternal Kingdom, so may itenoonrage us who
remain to reach up for “the light that never shone on land or
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are in condition to obtain knowledge, truth. Another class
appear bo nearly like those to whom we have just referred
that they are often mistaken for the true order of mind; they
are the ones who, thinking along independent lines, reject every
thing they bear from another—they seem to be incapable of
receiving a thought and carefully weighing and balancing it
in their own minds in order to find its true value. It was, un
doubtedly, because of the above facts that the followers of
Jesus, when he was on earth, were not of the educated classes
bnt were really chosen from among the lowest class of the
people (fishermen); and it will be seen that, while the Apostle
Paul was the most eloquent of all the Apostles, yet he was
biased in a great measure by education, and a comparison of
his writings with those of the loving disciple John, shows bow
transcendently beyond the writings of Paul are those of John.
If one wishes to obtain real knowledge, he must desire to
know purely for the sake of the use of the knowledge to him
self; he should refuse to seek for or acquire knowledge that he
does not need. The animals and birds go out and gather food
when they are hungry, and when their hunger is satisfied they
leave it until they are again in need of it. This is the expres
sion of pure nature. We are told that the children of Israel
were taught an important lesson in this direction while they
were in the wilderness. When they were being fed with manna
they were not allowed to gather any more than just enough for
the day. Again, we read the words of the Lord's prayer: “Give
us this day our daily bread,”—the food we need for the day, be
it for the mind or the body. If the individual looks into pure
nature for the food of mind he requires, with a consciousness
of need in himself, he will have no difficulty in knowing what
is truth and what is error. The multitude of ideas before the
world will express to such minds nothing but an abundant sup
ply in all directions; while those who would store up great
quantities of food in the storehouse of memory, it is a mass
of chaos, entirely worthless.
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has meat in it and that which has none, between the false and
the true, because he is necessitated to act from reason. Squir
rels and birds have an instinct which seems to penetrate into
the invisible and discern that which man fails to discover.
This is simply because the mind of man has been accustomed
to depend upon the five senses for everything. When a person
who is in the habit of memorizing, reads new and important
troths, his attention is fixed on remembering what he is read
ing, that is, remembering the words; while one who is not in
the habit of memorizing, is apt to read musingly with the mind
all absorbed in getting the real truth that lies under and be
hind the words. He thns gives an opportunity for the instinc*
tive nature to unite with the intellectual, thereby forming clear,
accurate intuitions as to what is truth and what is error; in other
words, he looks within the shell and sees the kernel that is
there. This accounts for the fact that in the advanoed thought
there are bo few leaders among the “highly intellectual” people.
It is the highly-cultivated class who look for infallibility in
words; and if you talk to these people about the new thought,
they quickly inform you that there is nothing in it, simply be
cause they read the words only and find that the words of one
author contradict the words of another—they often say, How
can one know what is true, when there are so many conflicting
ideas?
Again, the same mental state gives rise to an inclination
among the masses to single out some one leader and follow
that one leader implicitly, as if he or she had the infallible and
only truth. Such following amounts to nothing, except, pos
sibly, as an aid in bringing the new thought to the notice of a
greater number of people; but they who implicitly follow a
leader rarely accomplish much for themselves. The ones who
will reach the ulti mates are the independent thinkers, who
desire to know the truth for themselves, who are not satisfied
with the statements of others; no matter if the whole world
united in certain conclusions, they would be ready to question
those oonolusions and examine for themselves. Such minds
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Earth r,
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You were born when the earth was in that restless sign Gemini.
Your mind ii very quick to take a suggestion and to learn from what
you hear and tee around yoa,—to learn from other«; yet, no doubt,
you seem to be original, and are original, in that you seldom take ver
batim from anyone, but absorb ideas and formulate them in your own
way. Yoar polarisation into Scorpio, Venus being in that sign,
gives you a rather subtle mind. Those who know you best have
learned that it is very difficult to find out what your purposes are; in
fact, what you really think. You have a tendency, aa the boys used
to eay, “to feel after a snag and avoid it." Uranus in Libra and Sat
urn in Virgo unite to produce in yon clear psychic perceptions and
orderly intuitions. Once in about twenty-nine and a half yean
all old conditions seem to be broken up around you and new ones
established. These are the times when Saturn transits the place it
occupied at the time of your birth, and you should be prepared for
an entire change in your life. Mars in Aquarius contributes adapt
ability to public service and self protection in that sphere. Jupiter
in Capricorn gives economy, frugality and care of self and your own
interests. Mercury in Aries gives strength to the brain, but it may
unite with Saturn’s position to weaken your health. Look well to
your health, follow carefully yonr own intuitions, and your way will
be comparatively clear through life, with the exception of the times
of Saturn’s transiting your place at birth.

Deltnratiow
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You have a good, active, strong body; are very positive; faithful in
your devotion to friends, home, and family; peculiarly secretive and
yet expressive. Ton love to have a friend in whom you can confide,
and yet there are certain things that yon would not confide to any one.
Yoa are bold and courageous, and would make a good soldier, bat I
am under the impression that you are liable to accidents and times of
sudden illness. You have fine intuitions and psychic perceptions, also
mechanical abilities. Have a proud heart and high ideals; hold an
ideal that yon should accomplish great things in this life. Endeavor
to develop the powers of the mind, for you would never be satisfied to
work with your hands. Great mental culture will bo required to
overcome the influence of yonr somewhat backward polarity, but, the
earth and rising signs being Sagittarius, you have great perseverance
and determination. Mercury in Sagittarius gives physical strength,
but Man in Taurus makes you quick-tempered and oombative. There
is some liability to take offense where none is intended, for the qual
ities of Man enter into the senses and give yoa an almost continuous
conscious nets of an adversary to struggle against and overcome.
Venus in Cancer intensifies the love of home and family. Ton should
subdue undue pride, sensitiveness, and combativenesa; give the mind
plenty of culture and you will be able to utilise the knowledge gained.
The periods of greatest danger in the regenerate life are when the
moon is in Sagittarius or Scorpio, and the time when either of these
signs is rising.
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M. B. M. Jone 29, 1881, 11am. Sedalia, Mo.
Triplicitieb.

Trinities.
INTELLECTUAL, 1.

Airy,

1.

Maternal,

4.

Watery,

4.

Reproductive,

2.

Firry,

2.

Reeving,

1.

Earthy,

1.

RISING SIGN—"J.

At the time of your birth the earth was in the sign Canoer, the
moon in Leo, and Virgo eras rising, which is the most orderly
arrangement you coo Id have, as it takes in your entire trinity,—the
maternal; consequently, you have a strong endowment of the mater
nal nature. This gives a bright, vivacious disposition, full of energy
and good will; a clear head and a mind that readily sees behind the
veil; you read your letters between the lines, are well adapted to the
study of the mystic and the higher laws of nature, and have good vi
tality. Underlying and deep down in your nature you will sometimes
find that there is a good degree of jealousy. Uranus in Pieces unites
with Mercury in Gemini to produce a love of study, of obtaining
knowledge, especially along oocult lines. There is probably nothing
that disturbs you more than to read something in the line of the oo
cult that you do not understand,—you cannot rest and it is difficult
to hanish it from your mind until you have a solation of the problem.
Possibly you have much troable with your digestion. Mare in Virgo,
your body sign being Virgo, makes you peculiar in your inclinations
in regard to food. Give considerable thought to the study of hy
giene as adapted to your own peculiar nature. I do not think that
it would be well for you to drink water just before or at meals.
Venus in your polarity inclines you to be neat and orderly, and gives
you a love of art and considerable artistic ability.

00BBE8P0NDEN0E.
Stanford Univhbbity, Cal. Deo. 11,1900.
Mr. H. E. Butlib,
Dear Friend:—I have received three numbers of The Occult
and Biological Journal. Am feeling greatly interested in the
work you are accomplishing, and wish to express my apprecia
tion of it. I am very glad that the good work oarried on
heretofore by The Esoteric is to be continued.
In acquainting myself with the horoscopes of different peo
ple, I found a very stnmge case, and yet I presume that to you
it may be an ordinary occurrence. A daughter, born Septem
ber 7, 1878, was polarized in the sign Pisces, the one her
mother came under, who, in turn, was polarized in the daugh
ter’s sign of Virgo The mother’s date of birth I failed to put
in my book, but I might succeed in getting it, if you should
wish. The two were very unfortunately opposed to each other
in almost everything, and each one was perfectly miserable,
not dreaming there was a cause for it I wrote their horo
scopes for them, and they were surprised, and pleased to account
at last for their peculiar condition; and the last time I saw
them they were determined to live together with a better under
standing of each other’s failings. I also wrote the horoscope
of the son, whose nature seemed misunderstood by them—De
cember 19, 1867. These people were very grateful.
I have found so often in writing the Sagittarius nature, or
of one polarized in that sign, that the person had a disposition
to throw things. One child—January 26,1892—would actually
tell his mother he was going to throw himself in the river if she
did not do as he demanded, and would start off down the hill
to the river in a perfeot rage. Now, was it not a good thing
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for that parent to know that she mast teaoh her child to re
strain his hasty speech and action?
I have found so many who
born or polarised in Virgo
with some trouble of the eyes. Had rather an amusing experi
ence with one fond mother, whose child came July 28,1898. Ln
the Leo nature was the tendency to deception. She read that
far, then put the paper away, telling me that if there was one
characteristic she dreaded it
that, and she knew her child
did not have it. I told her that it was in her child, and her duty
was to teaoh the child to
and honest, and in that
overcome any tendency to deception. She wished me to write
her own horoscope, bat said that I must leave out anything
that was disagreeable; so I refused to write it I met this lady
year afterward, when she reminded me of her child's horo
scope. Said she was astonished to find that the child had tried
to deceive her a number of times, and so she opened and read
what I had written. She thanked me very sincerely, and was
willing to have her own horoscope written with everything
it
but I have never written it.
1 came across a poor workman, a carpenter—August 29,
1877—and inspired him with the desire to educate himself for
that which he was fitted. He was soon attending lectures at
the College. Same of the Aries people are very foxy—to
speak plainly, bitter and revengeful; and how I pity some of
the Taurus people who have not been instructed in honesty.
One poor boy could not help stealing and had to be expelled
from his school; and I felt that bis mother was to blame. She
told me that the habit began when he used to take the pennies
from her parse. She should have
him to be honest,
and to despise theft. I could relate many cases true to your
tracing of character.
The study of vibration is extremely interesting to me, and
with all my studies of occult matters I associate your work of
Solar Biology—it is invaluable. I was sorry to see that
Eleanor Kirk had, in a way, prevented the sale of yoar book
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and I eappoae wag indebted to you for muoh of her mate*
rial. I know that your time is very valuable, but for a long
time I have wished to write this letter—I think the moon in
Leo has something to do with its date although it did not oc
cur to me till I went for your book. I am earnestly striving
for true soul growth and spiritual unfoldment If you can
speak a word of help, please do so.
Your friend,
Aquarius-Aquarius.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Volume I. No. 1, of Ths IxTssrasTas lie» before us. Thu u the first appearanoe of the organ of the School of Interpretation, conducted by Bev. George
Chainey, It u a very neat Little 40-page magazine, and we wish It an abundant
snoeeae. “Issued monthly In the Divine Year.1’ Subscription, $1,00. Address Rev.
Geo. Chainey, 1021 Masonic Temple, Chicago, ILL

Tan Phmkio Wobld, ha Ift-page paper published in the interest of Phre
nology and the Science of Mind. Price per year, $1.00. Noah 8. Edens, editor
and proprietor, Brownwood, Texas.
Iphiosxia, Babomxbb or Srvxn, A Story of the “Divine Impatience.” An
Approximate Autobiography by Frederio Horace Clark. Cloth, 460 pagea. Price,
$2.00. The remarkable story of a life devoted to the art of music. The Baroness
was born in Germany, and was educated in music under some of the leading Germao roaster». Her criticism of their methode and her musical ideals suggest some
Important lemons to musicians, especially to those who contemplate finishing their
musical training under the teachers of Germany. She has an ideal of piano methode,
which, if put into prectioe, would produoe results far beyond anything now heard.
While I am not a musician, 1 love good music, and the piano as taught and played,
has little music for my ears; it leaks what she so beautifully explains and Illus
trates,—the unification of harmony. While her enthusiasm finally led her to oommit suicide, she seemed to do so with the thought of a martyrdom to music. That
thought, lending its odor to the book, somewhat man its Qthe twice most remark
able and profitable story. Every musician should read it, however, for it contains
suggestions that can be obtained from probably no other source, unless from her
pupils, of whom Mr. Frederio Clark is the only one I know. He is teaching in
Chicago, nod is also issuing a quarterly periodical entitled, Music of the Future
and of the Present. The number before us contains 156 pages, sad is sold by
Frederio Horace Clark, 1004 Steinway Hall, Chicago, Ills. Price, 25 cents.

Tax Rustic or His Robs, A virion of the Time of the End. By Margaret
Kero. Quarto doth, illustrated, $.>.00. The book is well written—a very remark
able production showing deep thought, or, at least, a pure and receptive mind
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through which such vision oould be givwu. It is suggestive rather than in
structive. It deala in symbolism from atari to finish, and the Esoteric student
would oomprehood its meaning more fully probably than any other. When under■hood, it will be found to correspond with what ia foretold by the ancient propbeta
oonoemiag our time. The book ia printed on elegant paper with wide margin*.
The corer ia a delicate pink, printed in violet and gold. It io certainly a very
interesting work.
We have before ua three booklet* entitled, respectively, Character-Building,
Thought Power, Every Living Creator*, and Tbs Greatest Thing Ever Known.
They an very elegantly bound and neatly printed on the best paper. A* to th*
value of their ooutento, it io acarcely neoeaaary for ua to reoommeud them, aa the
writer, Ralph Waldo Trine, ia well known, standing in the front rank of au
thorship. These booklets are put up in a neat little case and sold for *1.00 a
set, or 86 cents a volume, by Thomas Y. Crowell and Co., New York.

This seems a time of new periodicals. Wo have before ua Vol. L No. 1, of an
eight-page paper entitled The Good News, devoted to Health, Life, The Coming
Kingdom and Restitution. Fred Deem, editor, Columbus, Kansas. Subscription,
60 oenta a year. Also Vol. L No. 1, of a 16-page periodical entitled Name on the
Sky, devoted to the Spirit Government of Love. Single copies, 10 oenta. Address
The Western News Company, 204 Madison St., Chicago.

EDITORIAL.

Some time ago, in a book review, we called attention to'a
pamphlet entitled “The Pantheism of Modern Science,” by F.
E. Titus. We most highly recommend the book to our readers
as an important aid in forming a correct idea of the world in
which we live and the God-powers active therein. We have a
small stock of these booklets on hand, and as the price is only
10 cents each, every one can afford to have a copy.

A NEW BOOK
Consisting of 50 Selections from Letters
•

»

«

Written By

•

•

•

A MASTER OF INDIA
To One of His Disciples
I

The Highway is within us. The starting-point is at the junction of the eyes within.—Ssc. 1.

A BEAUTIFUL and artistic book, printed on heavy paper, and bound in brown and linen; flexible
coven. The following quotation from the Preface indicates the value of its contents:—
“THIS BOOKLET is a string of selections from some private letters received from the late Rai Salig
Ram Bahadur, who, having attained the perfection of spirituality, led thousands of his country,
men to a knowledge of the higher life and nobler possibilities of human existence.
Price, BO cents, post-paid.

/trued and for sale by

THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA.

abbreviated contents of

THE SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES.
BY IUBAM E. BVTLER.
Flrut Lecture.—The Idea of Cod, The people of all age« characterized
by their idea ol God—The word of God uasoeiated whh the idea of power—Mau can only
understand or think of things of which be ba« a torrespoudenoe wlihlu himself, p. 3.
The «cusca perceive ettecla only—Causea arcdciiuellvcly determined by reeaou, p. a. The
wonders of will, p. 5. Yahveb, " I will be wbal I will to be.’’p. 4. Space tilled and tn.
terfilled with world« Interior to each other—Ordei and Intelligence everywhere mamfeat. p. II. The First Cause, the essential Man. humanity lhe objective part«, p. It. Mat
ter a condition of spirit, p. 15. Love lhe fulfillment of the law, p. 18. Meditation good
fortboaoul- Finding God, p. 19.
(Second Lecture.—Force. “ All thing« work together for good ’’—The malo
and female principles everywhere present In Nature. The cundcunatlon of force Into matter
accomplished by the Logo« or "Word ar God," p. 94. How thought ia formed and sent
forth on its mission, p. *7. The evolution of matter through generative proceases, p. 99,
The female will Ibe ensphering or binding principle, p. 81. Compression, he*t, ex
pansion. polarization, p. 83. Electric and magnetic currents of earth and sun, p. «6. Be
coming Bona and Masters Instead of servants, p. 88,
Third Lecture.—Discrimination. The relation of the Seven Principles to
each other, p. 4x. The first maulfestation of Discrimination-All things come from and
relate to inInd, p. 43. Heasou for calling some things good and others evil. p. 44.
Motives of ancient Prophets aud Beers for seeking Isolation from the world, p. Pl. Diacrlinlnalioa manifested tn desire and prayer—lusp ration—Revelation, p. 49. Manifesta
tions of dlecrlmloa’.lon in plant life, p. SI. The pleasures of the senses contrasted with
higher discrimination ana joy, p. 53,
Fourth Lecture.—Order. Heat and cold as formative forces in Nature, p. 58.
The ovlden-« of Order in crystal formation«, p. 59. Interpreting Nature and deter
mining quality aud character from form—Form within form revealed by the microscope—
Worlds beyond worlds brought down by the telescope, p. 63. t he Order and Cbemtatry
of Digestion, p. CT, The expiaría! Ion of vision—Manifestation uf the sixth «cuse, p, 7Í.
llio Influence of psychic surrounding*. p, 71 Being Joint Creaiot» with the Infinite,
p. 73 t'OMvaslng lhe true Wisdom, p. 75.
Fifth Lecture,—Cohesion, Drawing the line between principles and
phenomena, p, 79. Evolution—Cohesion essentially a feminine principle, ensphering,
nourish! i g, preserving, p. 82. The “ adversary ” that la set off against Cohesion, p. S3.
Ttio conservativo tendencies of Cohesion, p. St. The abuse* of the cohesive principle,
ÍI. 85. Cohesion—The mother nature considered as a dlsllnot principle, p. W. The mother
ove to take higher form, p. 91. Live up to your highest ideal ol right, p. 9J. Placing the
name of God In the forehead, p. M.
Sixth Lecture-.—I'ermetitatloa. The Destroyer who stands tn the way of
physical Immortally—Dldtit; «ration—All vegetation the material taut loti of Infinite
thought— Man'« thought as real creations as the offspring of his loin«, p. 109. A vital
chemistry that will throw lltht ou me tai healing and thought foruallou, p. 101. A
secret of the Magi and Alchemists, p. 109. Fermenta! Ion an agent ol progress, p. 103.
The baleful asnéela of mau when the principle of fcrnieuiatiou has the ascend’ticy, p. 106.
Dependence of man for executive energy upon his helpmeet—Woman, p. 101. blow to
becomes '‘Prevailing Prince," p. 103. Conquering and controlling the forces of genera
tion, p. 110. The filien stale, p. 119. Becomlug "kings and priest« unto God," p. 113.
Heveiith Lecture.—Transmutation. A lighted match u an illustration
of transmutation, p. 117. The fire energy of the Infinite Being ensphered in matter, p. 120.
Mau'« inner beings luminous flame transmuting the baser «uta lance, p. 191. Importance
ol the kind of thought« we entertain whllo eating, p. 133. The process by which to ob
tain magic power, p. 128 Becoming superior to earth, p. 129. Making all visible things
one’s servant, p. 130.
Kight U Lecture.—Senautlon. Sensation, a mode of consciousness or cogni
sance of life, p. Iti-J. bensatlou made manifest In the crysud waler of the nerve fluid, p. 13s,
Transro u ling the lower Into higher sensation, p. 139. Education, uplifting end relief of
God’s crea-ures—Polarizatlon of inner couaelouatiesa, p. 140. Thought impossible without
term, p. 141. No sensation without motion of llfe-e emeut, p. *43. No pleasure without
a reactlon-Removai of the exhausted and broken down molecules, p. 145. Sell posses
sion—Soul calm—Subdual of scuses, p. 146. Tbe ium,r sense the one we most need, p. 148.
Turning the nature luto line wlih tbe D.vine current, p. 149.
Ninth Lecture.-Color. Significance of colora—Opening the sixth »-'nee. p. 154.
Red,—mayn<-lie, cube, litre live heating;—blue represents orderyellow, pedecilou, p.
134. Vibrations ol color—Relation« to sound, p, 158. Significance of blue, gray. Indigo,
Í'. 139. Fourth principle, symbolizes life, fertility; represents tbe motbet-uature, p. l*i>,
anguago of God In Nature; Clairvoyance, s manifestation of tbe sixth sense, p. 169.
Creen a symbol of strength; significance of black, p. 163. Sixth principle expressed by
violet; represen Is good, p. 164. Seventh principle, identified with yellow; Implies Divine
sensation, p. IC’i. Sum mar r ol the principles of the aeveu-poln ted atar, p.lt®. The key to
a wonderful system of chemistry, p. 1ÍD.

Illustrated with 9 Colored Plates and Portrait of Author—$1.50.
ESOTERIC PCBLISHINO COMPANY,
Callfortllu.

ATRIPLE ALLIANCE
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOICAL JOURNAL

THE ARENA

. . MIND

OUR GREAT COflBINATlON OFFER
By an arrangement just effected with the publishers of MIND and THE ARENA,
we are able to present to our friends, for a limited time only, an opportunity
which for Low Price, Range of Thought, and Unity of Purpose, is one rarely
equalled. Doubtless many in this country, as well as foreign lands, will appreciate
this Special Offer to obtain for one small subscription these THREE LEADING
MAGAZINES.
MIND is devoted to Metaphysics, Occultism, Experimental and Psychic Research
and'other phases of the New Thought
THE ARENA; the Great American Review of Social Advance.
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL, the purpose of which is to un
veil to the student the Higher Truths. Ancient and Modern, Oriental and Occi
dental, formulating them into methods for increasing the amount of life in the
organism: for its conservation and control, and the generation of that magnetic pow
er so essential to success in any direction. It deals with the Biology of the
Universe; tlie laws of life in their simplest, as well as more complex expressions.

Not only new subscribers, but also those already subscribing to either magazine may,
in renewing, take advantage of this splendid offer. It is believed that there are
a large number of thoughtful readers all over the world who will desire to follow
in The Arena social problems suggested in Mind and the Occult and Biological
Journal; and, on the other hand, to pursue in the Occult and Biological Journal
and Mind the treatment of Philosophical, Religious, Metaphysical and Occult
subjects which the special character of the two latter publications makes possible.

MIND, *2.00

THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL, ii.50
Regular Price for Uw TWO, *J.»0
CornblnoUoo Price »2.80

THE ARENA. »1.80

THE OCCULT ANO BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL. *1.80
Regular Price lor the TWO. *4-00
CooMmUm Price. *3.00 .

THE ARENA,
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL,
MIND,
Regular price for the THREE, *6.00
Combination Price for ALL THREE. *3.7*

Addreee all communications and make remittance* payable to
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
APPLEGATE, CA

BOOKS BY
NEW THOUGHT ESSYS
The«« valuable paper* are preceded by an original “Introduction to thb
Naw Thoooht,” not hitherto published, making a volume of over a hundred pages.
The other fourteen essays of which the volume consist* bear the following titles:—
Life a* a Journey.
The Mental Origin of Disease.
Mental and Physical Correspondence*.
The Imaging Faculty.
How We Make Our Environment
The Evolution of Power.
Food for Mind and Body.

Breath Vibration.
Form and Symbol.
Mental Science versus Hypnotism.
Thought* on Spiritual Healing.
Psychical Research.
Telepathy a Scientific Fact
Healing at a Distance.

BEYOND THS CLOUDS
This beau littil volume comprises 134 pages, consisting of a series of lectures on
Th* Spiritual Science of Life.
THE LISSAHYOF HEALTH
IN THREE VOLUMES

A series of essays in popular form on Advanced Thought subjects, giving special
attention to questions bearing upon individual happiness, harmony, and health. Ex«
oellent books for beginners in the New Metaphysics.
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.

The Spiritual Science of Life.
Self-Control.
Power of the Will.
Faith and Work*.
Mental Causes of Physical Disease.
The Giving of Mental Treatment.

Relationship.
Mind and Body (Part I.)
Mind and Body (Part II.)
The Forgiveness of Sin.
Good and Evil.
The Teachings of the Bible.

of th* abov* works ar* handsomely bound In cloth. Price. *1.00 MCb, povt«p*kl.

For taie by
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA.

THE NARROW WAY OF ATTAINMENT.
A COURSE OF INSTRUCTIONS DELIVERED BEFORE THE
SOCIETY ESOTERIC,

BY H. E. BUTLER.

This work teaches the most vital principles of Christian Life and Doctrine, and is especially
designed for those who are ready to consecrate their lives to to the highest spiritual attainment.
IT IS CALLED “THE NARROW WAY,”

because to live in the world and not be of the world, but of the Spirit of God, is a narrow way
indeed; as Jesus said,
YE CANNOT, SERVE TWO MASTERS.”

For those who will follow the instructions in this book, there is a realm of spiritual conacionsnese and power that has been known only to the prophets and to the Christ. Price, cloth, $1,00.

»ESOTERIC EDUCATIONS
Or the Unfoldment and Life of a Hero.

Translated from the German of J. Kernning’s “Key to the Realm of Spirit.”

a

The narrative of knight Geoffrey, subsequent to his esoteric training,
contains a report of the young hero's feats, sufficiently detailed to give
clear idea of the way in which spiritual insight and powers work together to
make the prepared and purified man an invincible conqueror. Thus this
book may encourage mothers of deep thought and faith, like Lady Mathilda,
to give their sons also the education of heroes, making them instruments to
solve the problems of modern society, as there is no age without its oppor*
tunity and need for heroism. Cloth, postpaid, 50 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

For Use

of Students and

Lecturers

SOLAR

in

Delineating Character from

BIO LOG

This is an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilla folder. Each out
line represents one Bign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
signs desired. Price, 10 cents a copy; special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
For sale by

THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.

SOLAR BIOLOGY.
A New Scientific, Exact, and Easy Method or Delineating Character; Diag
nosing Disease; Determining Mental, Physical and Business Quali
fications, Conjugal Adaptability, etc., from Date of Birth.
BY H. R. SUTLER.

Illustrated with Seven Plate Diagrams and Tables of the Moon
and Planets, from 1820 to 1002.

This science proves that "alt are members of One Body (I. Cor. XII. 12-27); and
that, as such, each one has his peculiar function in life. It throws a flood of new
light upon the problems of life, furnishing the groundwork, or scientific law, whiob
goes down into the minuti® of the life of every man and woman, as a mirror re
flecting his or her innate nature. This work tells what is in man and how derived.
Tells how to cultivate self and make the most and best of life. Tells one, when a
child ia born, what kind of training it should have, to what diseases it is liable,
how to avoid or how to cure when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand
body to which each individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies,
physical fitness, natural sphere, and highest and fittest use in the world.
It enables parents to know just what business their children are best adapted
for, and bow to educate them, and is also a guide in the preservation of health and
strength, and an important aid to success and to the attainment of the great ob
ject in life; viz., usefulness and happiness. It also aids in prolonging the life of
old and young. It is of special importance to physcians, enabling them to attain
great sucoesa through having in their possession a certain key to knowledge con
cerning the nature and peculiarities of their patients such aa heretofore has been
available only to those few that were of rare intuitive discernment.
It ia claimed that character is expressed in the countenance, that it shapes the
cranium, and is even written in the hand; but Solar Biology introduces the student
into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining character and func
tion, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and harmonious human relatedneaa.
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy paper,
clear type, with author's portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound in superior
cloth, embellished with symbolic designs in gold. No elaborate study or prepara
tion is required to enable one to read character and otherwise apply the science.
The key to the use of the science will be found on page 274, and can be fully
mastered in a few minutes. Price $5.00.

Published and For Sale hv

Esoteric Publishing Co.,
Apple gate, California.

ESOTERIC EPHEMERIS
1901
Is now on sale. Because of its accuracy and from the fact that it gives data
not to be found elsewhere in print, this Ephemeris will prove an important aid to
Btndents of Astrology and of Solar Biology.
The work contains complete data for finding the time of rising of Zodiacal Signs,
a Table having been specially computed showing Sidereal Time of Sign-Cusp Ris
ings for every degree of North Latitude from Equator to 60° corrected for sphe
roidal shape of the Earth, available, also, for same degrees of South Latitude,
This Table will be useful for any future year, as its extreme change will probably
not exceed 5 seconds in a half century. Greenwich Time is used throughout,
which makes change to Standard Time involve even hours. The work contains
Special Tables for finding the time of rising of the signs at Boston, New York,
Washington, Chicago, St. Paul, Denver, San Francisco, and London. It tells how
to easily construct similar Tables for other places. Full explanations are given
for use of all the Tables, with especial reference to the needs of those not accus
tomed to mathematical work. Forty pages are devoted mainly to arithmetical op
erations and interpolation methods which will place the Btudent in command of
the mathematical work necessary in the study of Astral Science.
Explicit directions are given as to proper use of Staudard Time. The Epheme
ris proper gives the Heliocentric Longitude of each planet and Geocentric Longi
tude of the Moon to minutes of arc for every day in the year; also Sidereal Time
of Greenwich Mean Noon for each day. Gives exact time, to tenths of minutes,
of entrance of Moon and planets into each sign, corrected for Nutation, showing
in each case also the time it takes for light to come from planet to Earth,
This work has original, genuine merit. In its mathematics, it follows the latest
Astronomical Authorities. It contains the beat exposition of Sidereal Time pub
lished by any writer on occult science. It is by an Astronomer of Observatory
experience, who has used the moBt conscientious and painstaking care in its
preparation.
lamed and for sale by
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
APPLEQATE, CALIFORNIA.

REVISED ESOTERIC.
Volume 1.
Should be Read by Every Esoteric Student.

This book contains all the essential matter originally published in volume I
and n, of The Esoteric Magazine.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR REACHING
THE HIGHEST GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT,

Is in itself a oomplete occult library. The laws explained therein will, if con
scientiously followed, lead the student to the highest goal of his desires. Price,
doth, $2.00.

Volume II.
Companion to volume I.

It contains all the essential matter found in volume m, and IV, of The Eso
teric Magazine.
BIBLE REVIEWS AND HELPS,

by Mr. Butler,
Which run through The Esoteric to and including volume nt, begin in this volume.
The reviews in this book cover the essential points in the first fourteen chapters
of Genesis, and bring out many new and interesting as well as instructive points
hitherto unnoticed. Price, cloth, $2.00.
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Complete, giving the exact position of Soler Sys
tem at noon, Washington time; also the hour, min
ute and second of the change from one sign to
another.
Invaluable to Students of Tbb Ebotiiuo m well
M of Solar Biology, enabling them, without the
trouble of oompntation, to know time of changes.

Pries, 10 oenta.

From the Wisdom of the Wine.
Reduced to lOcts.

“No man can become wise in the divine science
by seeking to become an adept. He must fix his
mind, first of all, wholly on the people’s good,
and master the law of the uplift of the people.
As he becomes identified with the spirit and sym
pathy of onr common humanity, be rises to the
threshold of the secret way."—From TAto^bpAw.

THE EPHEMERIS, giving the positions of the Moon for!8928-4-5-6-7-8-9-1900-1-2 and designed for insertion in the “Solar Biology"
tables, can be had by sending 50 ets. to this Office. Single year, 5 eta.
ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA.

SWEETS • • •
Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.

We have revived and reprinted this booklet of poems. A number of beauti
ful poems have been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make this
last edition particularly attractive, both as to appearance and contents.

Price, 10 cents each; $1.00 per dozen.

THE ESOTERIC EPHE/UK1S.
-----

1900. -----

The Esoteric Ephemeris baa been bo enlarged for the year 1900 aa to contain nearly 50 pages,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric positions, and carefully calculated tables giving the heliocentric longitude of all the
planets, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; the hour, minute and second of the transit
of the planets and Moon; also the rising signs and how to find them, with a table of the Sidereal
time, and the time of nearly all the large cities.
It contains new and important pacts relative to Solar Biology. The article on "Chemism“ is
alone worth many times the price of the book. Price, 25 eta.

THE EVERLASTING COVENANT.
This pamphlet of 46 pages brings to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in them
selves, we think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible student should put himself in possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments. Price, 15 cents.

“THE NEW MAN.”

A Magaxine devoted to a better nnderatauding of the Law of

Sex, the Cura of Diseases by Magnetio, Mental,
Psychic and Spiritual Forces, and the develop
ment of all higher oocelt powers latent in all men.
Samples for 2c. stamp. Address The New Man

Publishing Company, Omaha, Neb., U. S. A.

Ths American Institute

*

•

of Phronolo jy

[Incorporated 1866.]

The next session opens on Wednesday,
Sept. 4th, 1 901. For particulars address
Secretary, c-o Fowler & Wells Co.,
27 East 21st St., New York, N. Y.

THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
PUBLISHERS AND BOOKSELLERS,

APPLEGATE, CALIF.
We do a regular Mail-Order business. We are out in the foothills of the Sierra Nevadas, eighty
miles from any important town, and, consequently, all our business is through the mail or exoress.
If you want any book that is being advertised by The Esoteric Pub. Co., you have simply to send
a Cashier's Check, Money Order, or Express Order for the amount at which it is listed, and the book
will be promptly forwarded to you. Currency or bills will be sent at the purchaser's risk. Inter

national Money Orders must be made payable at Auburn, California.
BOOKS BV H. E. BUTLER.
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by Leo S. Osman, paper, .25
Practical Astrology, by Alan Leo, cloth,.... 1.00
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by J. Howard Moore, paper, .25

Heilbronn, or Drops from the Fountain of
Health, By Fanny M. Harley, leatherette,.,. .50
Sermonettes from Mother Goose for Big
Folks, by Fanny M. Harley—paper, 50c.; cl. 1.00
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Divine Pedigree of Man,
by Thus. J. Hudson, cloth, 1.50
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Discovery of a Lost Trail,
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Practical Metaphysics for Healing and
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The Pantheism of Modern Science,
by F. E. Titus, paper, 56 pp.
The Living Christ, by Paul Tyner, cloth,...
Zelma, The Mystic, by Alwyu M. Thurber,
cloth,
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—leatherette cover, 50c.; cloth,
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Bhagavad Gîtâ, or The Lord’s Lay, trans.
by Mohini Mohun Chatterji, M. A., cloth, 2.00
Anglo-Israel, by Rev. T. Rosling Howlett,
cloth, 1.00
Hygienic Treatment, by Archibald Hunter,
cloth, .25
Law of Psychic Phenomena, T. J. Hudson,
cloth, 1.50
Confucius, the Great Teacher,
by Maj. Gen. G. G. Alexander, cloth............ 2.00
LSo-Tsze, the Great Thinker,

by Maj. Gen. G. G. Alexander, cloth, 1,75
Chaldæan Oracles of Zoroaster, edited and

revised by Sapere Ande, cloth, 1.00
The Analecta of Confucius, translated by
William Jennings, cloth, 1.00
Atlantis, the Antediluvian World,
by Ignatius Donnelly, cloth, 2.00
Pistis Sophia, Gnostic Gospel,
translated by G. R. 8. Mead, cloth, 2.50
ChipB from a German Workshop, 4 vols., by
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by Albert Ross Parsons, cloth,
The Six Systems of Indian Philosophy,
by F. Max Muller, cloth,
Spiritual Consciousness,
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This instrument is prob
ably the most perfect me
chanical device jet con
structed for finding the
rising sign, as it gives the
degree and minute of that
sign’s elevation above the
horizon for any Latitude
between 22“ and 55 which
embraces nearly the whole
civilized woild. It will be
a great convenience to as
trologers; and those who
doubt the influence of the
zodiacal signs, or those who
wish to experiment upon
such influence, will find—
by having thie Indicator at
hand and watching the
change of their mental and
physical states with the
changing signs—that not
only will their own experi
ence convince them of,.the
reality of zodiacal influ
ence, but that a new'field
of experimentation, most interesting and profitable, will open up to them. (Every
one is nut sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but, in most instances, the oberver will be quite conscious of them.) The Indicator is neatly and durably eontructed, and; with proper care, will last for years. Price $1.00.

THS ZODIACAL INDICATOR.

Esoteric Pub. Co., Applegate Cal.

A SPZICIAL OFFBB.
The delights of an evening spent around a well-lighted reading table are not half understood. An
illustrated magazine with its wealth of illustrations, its stories of adventure and love, its descrip
tions of travel which carry you to the remotest ends of the earth, and its instructive articles for
young and old—these are the first requisites for your own enjoyment and the entertainment and
proper education of your children.
To secure for you the best and most interesting of the great illustrated magazines at the lowest
possible price has been the aim of the editor of this journal. That we have succeeded we leave our
readers to judge. A special contract recently entered into with The Cormerpotitan, which seeks to
become better known to the readers of The Occult and Biological Journal, has enabled na to
offer you a year’s subscription to the greatest of the illustrated magazines together with a year’s
subscription to this journal
Both Together One Year for Only $2.30,

One other opportunity we offer you. Yon wish to keep in touch with metropolitan life, through
the medium of a great daily. The Thrice-a-Week World of New York is the equivalent of a daily
and is a marvellous fund of knowledge concerning the happenings of the day. Each issue contains
six to eight pages of eight columns each or over eight thousand columns of reading matter a year.
In former days this would have cost you probably as much as $6.00 a year, by itself. Now you can
have it, if you wish, in connection with The Occult and Biological Journal and The Cosmopolitan.
Three Together One Year for Only $2.S5,

Address THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, Applegate, Cal.

Qlt

Lessons by Correspondence in
Occult Science and Solar Biology.
These lessons will enable one to understand the Laws of Life, Health and
Happiness. They giy® an exact method of delineating character, showing the
Mental, Physical and Business qualifications, and Conjugal Adaptability ;
also, the Causk and Cuke of Disease.
Full written Delineation of Character with Advice, $2.00.
For particulars, address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt. Pleasant Place, Boston, Mass.

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.
1st Questions on one subject, suoh as Business, Money, Property, Removals, Traveling, Court
ship, Marriage, Ihsease, Stocks and Shares. Annuities, Life Insurance, etc. .... 40 oeut*.
Time of birth not absolutely necessary for questions under No. 1.
For calculating questions on 3 subjects, (date and time of birth- -if known—required), 66 oente.
2d. Birthday Figure, showing the important events in the current year of life. . . 66 oente.
3d. Rectifying or finding the exact time of Birth from given data, suoh as date of marriage, or
death of a parent, or some other event in life............................................ ........................... 75 oenta.
4th, Nativity of Bifth written ont, giving a delineation of character, also a general forecast of
the principal affairs of life, such as th© best business to follow, who and when to marry; disensos,
predisposed to, beat direction to live and to travel for health; and prosperity, rich«, and whioh will
be the best part of life ; children, friends, enemies, etc.................................
$1.26
6th. Events for five years of life. w . ............................................
$1,26
6th. A description of the most prominent events and dates and when th oso events will occur
through twelve >ears. .
.................................................
$2.50
7th. No. 4 and No. 6 together. ...................
$3.60

For Nativities of Birth, etc., please state Age, Time of Birth,
Sex and Birthplace, Married or Single.
AU Quailioru may be A neutered 6,y Letter, or Personal Interviews Given.
Crystal Glasses for Clairvoyant Persons Sold. Also Agent for The Occult and
Riologtcal Journal and Other Occult Works.

-ADDH.B3SD. Lund, Fern Cottage, Keighley, England.

A UNIQUE OFFER

BBABUDDHA BE AB ATA

Trade Marks

QraiaMM

Copyright. Ac
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion tree whether an
invention la probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly nonfldentfal. Handbook on Patente
•ent free. Oldest agency for seen ring patente,
Patents taken tbroush Munn A Co. receive
•peciat fuitkA, without charge, tn the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I unrest drculation of any •clentlflo journal. Terms. M a
year
: four¿Co
months, |L Boid by allNew
newsdealers.
blUNN
fyrt

Brcanh OtBoa SB T 0V, Wa.htn.ton, D. CL

An English monthly devoted to the ad
vanced and liberal thought, old and new, in the
domains of Religion, Philosophy, Science, etc.,
conducted from their Ashrams on the Hima
layas by the Sannyaain Brotherhood of which
the Swsmi Vivekananda is the head.
The Sixth. Volume began with January, 1801.

Super Roy. 8vo. pp. 16, double column.
Foreign annnally 4». or Slj sample
copy 4rf. or 10 cents.
Apply to Manager, PRABUDDHA
BHARATA, Mayavatl, vlaAlmora, Kumaon, Himalayas.

JUST PUBLISHED!

THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY

Mind Cure . . .

-0R-

The Greatest Healing Power on Earth.

THE SECRET OF HAPPINESS.

Lay your prejudice aside long enough
tn read this sworn testimonial of a cure
that seems miraculous;

Being Pbaotcal Instructions how to develop
»nd employ Thocoht Pow kb m m to become
Hkaltbv, IIaffv and Prospkbocs.
Strongly recommended for all beginners and
indoreed by all the leading magazine« of England.
Beautifully bound. Price, poet paid, $2.75.

Also a pamphlet on the came lines entitled
PRACTICAL psychology
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THE PURP08E IN THE CREATION OF THE WORLD.
PREFACE.

We propose to give a series of artides, whioh will place the
mind of the student in harmony with the purpose of God, and
consequently with all the lawe of areation; for if our purpose
is the same aa God’s, then we are by virtue of that faot, one
with Him, or It, if you please; for our beliefs give quality
and direction to onr inspiration.
If we believe correctly in the fundamental principles, the in
spiration that follows will tend to illumine and strengthen those
principles; on the other hand, if onr beliefs are erroneous, then
that which we inspire will but add to error. Again, every mind
gives oolor and form to the thought created by it; therefore,
if our minds can be put in order in all the underlying or basio
principles, a structure of perfect truth will be possible to us,
but in no other way.
We firmly believe that, in these articles we shall be able to
lay and consummate a foundation which will enable the student
to build in his own mental structure a perfect temple of the
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living God; a paradise from which he need never be driven.

It should be born in mind, however, that we do not claim
here, to give perfected knowledge; we only claim to give al »so
lute facts relative to the foundation of all knowledge, and if
these facts are used according to it, or, if the student btiihh

according to the principles we give, he will never have to stop,
tear down and reconstruct, but may go on gathering knowledge,
beauty, excellence, joy, peace and ecstaoy, throughout the end

less ages of eternity.

The ideal of happiness is laid at the very foundation of all

life. In man, the highest order of animation, it is an ideal,
seldom if ever, oorrectly defined. He knows there is some
thing lacking, something that ought to exist to produce deep
peace and happiness.

The incapacity of the human family to

correctly define this longing, has led them into many extremes,
and into suffering, disappointment, sickness, sorrow and death.

If it were not a legitimate heritage, however, it would not
have been placed at the very fountain-head of our existence.
The great question before the human mind is, what is that hap
piness, and what method of life and course of thought, is requi
site for obtaining it? If we should ask a thousand persons this
question, there probably would not be two whose answer would
exactly agree, and oertainly not, if they answered according to
the definition they had previously concluded on in their own

minds; for the conclusions of all men and women in this direc
tion, are based on their hopes, desires and aspirations in life.

a

as

The most refined and intuitive of the human family are,
rule, the most thoroughly at sea for a oonclsuion, or a defin
ition, of this question. If we were to ask snob an one;—what
is the way to happiness, true lasting enjoyment?—we would
probably receive the answer, I do not know of any such thing
on earth; I know of no suoh way for the human family. But
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the fact that that desire is implanted deeply in the soul of all,
is proof jMjsitive that suoh a way exists.
Probably the nearest approach to it that has ever been
reached, has been attained by the mystics, so-called,—who de
voted their lives endeavoring to know and to do the will of
God. Sometimes it was put in that form, and at other times
it was put in the form of seeking to know the laws governing
their being, that they might rise superior to the force of circumstanoes, sometimes called fate, and to a certain extent, be
master of their own destiny.
But all who have attained anything worthy of note, have
found that there is but one general thought and source by
which destiny may be mastered and true peace of soul found;
and that is,—first to seek for and find the solution of the
problem,—for what purpose was I created? What purpose
was there in the mind of the Creator in giving me and the
world existence? That a perfect solution of this question has
never been given to the public through sage or seer, is an un
questionable fact Many, however, have approximated it; and
they who approached nearest, have been the founders of sys
tems of religions, and have led their adherents nearer to this
crowning ultimate whioh we are seeking, than any others.
It is a law, that in order that a plant may grow it must live
in harmony with the principles of its nature, and these must
be in harmony with the nature of the earth, atmosphere, and
all the conditions of its immediate surroundings; and to what
ever extent complete harmony fails to exist for that plant, to
such extent the plant is dwarfed, deformed, or fails in reaching
the perfection of its Dature. The same is true of man: what
ever is not in haruiouy with bis nature depresses his normal
action and growth and produces an oppression of the senses,
which results in sorrow, discontent, weakness and disease of
the mind and body.
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It follow« then, that there can be no happiness, that which
the very foundation of our existence looks and long« for, can*
not hare a standing, until man has learned how to live in
harmony with hi« own real nature and also in harmony
with the toil of hia surroundings and source of hie exist
ence and growth; for the soil in which man grows mentally ia
the cause world next beyond phyrical manifestation. True, the
physical body grows from the soil within, the nourishment con
stantly taken into the body; but it is well established, that in
harmonious mental conditions of the individual, dwarf the
growth and development of the body, and retard the mental
and spiritual nnfoldment.
We
now reached a point in racial development,
the pursuit of happiness through the gratification of the senses,
has been found to be a total failure in bringing the happiness
the race is seeking, and the mind has been turned to inquire in
the right direction; namely, for knowledge of the cause world,
methods for attaining a higher state of existence; methods by
which, may be brought into the life of the individual, a oonsciousness of the world of cause. In many cases the mind has
even reached out to the God and Creator of all things; and
earnest inquiries are being made for the way to obtain this
spiritual knowledge. The land is now full of theories on these
subjects. The ancient books are being brought out from their
hiding plaoes; translations are being made; men are digging
deep down into the earth, to bring up the histories and records
of past ages, in hopes of findipg something that will throw
light on the subject of their qnest.
While it is well to gather up all the knowledge that has
been obtained through experience in past ages, yet it goes without saying, that the knowledge that brings perpetuity to the
race and harmony and happiness to the minds of the people,
has not yet had an existence upon this planet. That it has had

have

where
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partial existence, is demonstrated in the fact that there
few who have reached high attainments in spiritual knowledge
and power. This, however, has been but partial knowledge,
and it brought proportionate results.
The question now arises, can we who stand upon the earth
to-day, having all the experience of the past age, not find meth
ods that will open up the finer sensibilities, giving us access to
the fountains of inspiration, through which we may obtain per
fect knowledge of the laws of the universe, especially those
governing our own life.
Methods have been found and employed whioh increased the
knowledge of the people and opened up to them the fountains
of inspiration. For instance, Buddha, while he had the ideal
of regeneration and many of the most inportant methods for
piercing the veil, and entering into the light of truth, yet
was like a man with a ball and chain attached to his foot,
through his belief in karma, which caused him to say to his
disciples:—“I forbid you, O bhikshus, to employ any spells or
supplications, for they are useless, since the law of karma gov
erns all things.”
This seems to verify the words of the Prophet Isaiah in the
sixth chapter, ninth verse, namely, “And he said, Go, and tell
this people, Hear ye indeed, but understand not; and see ye in
deed, but perceive not. Make the heart of this people fat, and
make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes; lest they see with their
eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their heart,
and convert, and be healed.” Our Lord, Jesus the Christ, in
Mathew xili, 14th and 15th verses, refers to this prophecy.
We believe it has been the design of the Creator, and indeed
a necessity, that there should be something to shut the eyes,
and prevent the people of the earth from receiving and under
standing the whole truth, which, when understood, would
bring them into the likeness and image of God, possessing

he
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power over life end immortality. before the time had arrived
that the human family had matured the experimental knowledge
relative to an earthly existence. and were fully developed for
that perfect age, which all men are destined to inherit in the
fullness of time.
Many have sought evidences in the stars, and in the calcula
tions of cycles, to prove that the era has arrived for the bring
ing in of the ripened fruit of the earth, a perfected humanity;
but we will neither speculate, nor make the effort to search the
heavens above, nor the earth beneath for evidences; the fact
that the highest developed people on our planet, the Christian
nations, are awakening to the necessity of this knowledge, is
evidenoe enough for us, that the time has come, when this
knowledge may be obtained and those grand nltimatee reached,
at least, by some of these people.
It is generally accepted that Egypt and India have ooms
nearer reaching that grand ultimate, than any others of whom
we have any history. Both had as a base upon which to build
their beliefs; a cosmogony which comprehended the object and
methods in the mind of the Creator for oreating and peopling
• world. In the consideration of this cosmogony, man finds
the tendency of all creative law, and in order to reach the high
ultimate« sought for, he must live in harmony with those laws,
as we are creatures that have been produced by them; and as a
stream can never rise higher than its fountain, we, therefore,
can have no hope of abrogating them, being the laws govern
ing our existence, and any violation will bring the consequent
results; namely, disorder of mind and body, disease and death.
The cosmogony of the Hebrew scriptures presents to our
mind in its very beginning, that death entered the world by
sinning against some of the laws of the universe; and not only
death, bat all the sorrow, ignorance and difficulties under which
the human race has suffered; chief among these, or as a cause
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for these conditions, was the banishment, from the immediate,
oonscioas presence, of the spirit of God. Therefore, it is
parent and reasonable, that if these great ulti mates for which
we hope, are ever to be obtained, it will be through a oorroct
knowledge of, and perfect compliance with, all the
of
ture. When this is accomplished, then
mind will
in
harmony with the mind of God, or the oreative power.
If indeed, there is a God, or even an intelligent mind force,
that is censing and carrying forward the work of creation,
in all its diversity of manifestation, then it follows that there
must be one definite terminus, otherwise all would be chaos. In
other words, there must be a definite purpose in the mind that
has produced all mind; in the causation that has produced all
causation. Therefore, if we wish to find the high goal, our
ultimate, we can never hope to find it by going across, or by
attempting to swim up the stream against the tide of our own
and all other life. We must determine in what direction the
whole tide of creative energy is moving, and move with it; and
not only so, bnt as in this current of creative life there are
many streams in one; a stream of vegetable formation, of the
varied character of animal and also of the human formation;
there is also that mighty stream of mind and soul power, which
is indeed the soul of all life.
Now, we know we may ally ourselves to that stream of mind
and soul power, and repel that of the animal or the lower sens
ual, and use only as much of it as is necessary for the perpetu
ity of our physical existence, which is good, because it tends to
life and immortality; to neglect this is evil, for it tends to sor
row, disorder of mind, sickness, and final death.
If we accomplish the object of this work, we shall be able to
show you the direct course and ultimate towards whiob this
mighty stream of creative energy is flowing; and we shall be
able to take hold of and ally ourselves to that great fountain
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of mind which flows from the throne of God, the Infinite Cre
ator and cause of all things; and intelligently to become a co
worker with that mind, and through unison with the Eternal
Causation, to harmoniusly grow into his likeness anil to avoid
the counter-currents which were the cause of death in the be
ginning, and have ever continued to be the source of all our
suffering and misery.
( To be continued.)

TO-DAY.

E. J. Howes.
“All that ever was or will be is. Now is the only then or will be.”
By

—Scandals.

Hope for to-day in a land that la love;
Where the pale river makes no dissever
Of regions now here from the vastest remove
Of regions oft said to be over the river.
Love hath only one country and land.
If spirits ne’er part eave one in the heart
So spirits e’er stand at one, hand in hand.
Work for to-day in a lingering land,
Just at the sway of a lapsing away
To a finer and brighter—a pale golden sand
And gold of pale air on the edge of great day.
Little things done in a faith that gives flight
To little things done to a far spirit change
And heavenly treasure of store in great light.
Love for to-day in the one home of hearts
Equally ever where loves ne'er dissever.
Nor river nor ocean nor time ever parts
From the brightness oft said to be over the river.
Love hath only one country and home.
Tie itself that is all end its own golden other.
Unto which all true love, hope and work ever roam.

MAN A MINIATURE 8UN.
Dr. H. Baraduo, of Paris, who recently made some interest
ing experiments with the object of obtaining photographs of
the human soul, has now oome forward with a new theory,
which is that every human being is a miniature sun—is, in
faet, what he styles a “man sun.” He has fully explained his
theory to the French Society of Biology, and also to the French
Academy of Scienoes, and so impressed was the academy that
it straightway appointed a oommittee composed of MM. d* Ar.
sonval, Becquerel and Moisson. and instructed it to examine
as to the scientific value of Dr. Baraduo's views.
According to Dr. Baraduo—and the fact is generally admit
ted—man is surrounded by an incandescent atmosphere known
as the photosphere. Now this photosphere, as he points out,
is the theater of perturbations and of gigantic cyclones, the in
fluence of which is felt even on our own small planet, since it
also produces on this globe cyclones and other disturbances.
“We, too,” says Dr. Baraduo, “have our photosphere or atmo
sphere, which vibrates and moves, not only in accordance with
the moral impressions which we receive according to our spirit
ual condition, but also according to the influence which is
brought to bear on it by the tempests in the sun and on the
earth.” In other words, he insists on the verity of that old
aphorism of the alchemists, the thenrgists, and the therapeut
ists—namely, that “the small is like the great, and that which
is on high is like that which is below.”
As a proof of his theory, the doctor and his assistants have
taken several photographs of vibrations which emanated from
human bodies, and when these bodies were in varying condi
tions. The photographs show these varying conditions very
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Thus the vibrations which emanated from the calm

body are tranquil, those which emanated from the body in a
state of cerebral or cardiac activity resemble the normal atmo
sphere of the sun, aud those which emanated from body in
state of fury or profound trouble resemble the solar tempests
as they have been photographed by astronomers.
The coincidence of these photographic images is at least cu

a

a

rious, and at any rate there can be no question as to their real
ity. To explain them is the problem. Does this human pho
tosphere radiate simply from our bodies and from the nervous
centers of our material beings, or does it, as is now claimed,
radiate from our very souls?
For the present, we must rest satisfied with the knowledge
that our beings are not bound by the epidermis, but that they
radiate and extend their influence much farther. Long ago
the Hindus foresaw that this discovery would be made, and
that by means of thia photosphere, wbioh thus registers all hu
man passions, human knowledge would be vastly increased.
Should Dr. Baraduc’s theory prove correct, a simple explana
tion can be given of all the phenomena of sympathy, antipathy,
telepathy and others of like order. Technically his theory is
one concerning “curved force and the vibrations of ether;" but

in plain English it is based on the assumption, that every hu
man being is a miniature sun, and is not only influenced in
the same manner as the sun, but also influences others around
him as the sun influences the neighboring celestial bodies. A

wonderful fnct, if true, and so it is believed to be by some em
inent scientists. Unusual interest is being taken in the sub

ject in Paris, and many agree with the French writer who says:
“If the results reported by Dr. II. Baraduc can be obtained by

a

other scientists who are equally trustworthy, we have at once
before us the greatest discovery of the century,
discovery
which is certainly more remarkable than that of the famous
x-rays."—Neto Yurie Herald.

H7 l

DIVINE WISDOM.
Occultism is defined &s Divine Wisdom, which emanates
from the primal souroe of truth. Study it, it will lead you up
to the highest goal. It comes through an earnest desire to
know the truth, which can only be drawn from the inmost
fountain of interior life: therefore, look within for the grandest
results.
The surface or exterior is but an expression of the center,
where the life energies glow and burn inoessently, to transmute
lower forms to a higher plane of existence; it is the worship of
the Divine Arohiteot,—from the least to the greatest
To be successful, work from general principles, and do not
be disturbed by personal opinions or theories; they have their
useB, but are only stepping stones to bridge over the mirey
places, that need just such filling. The primitive soil is marshy
and requires many periods of growth and much debris to make
a sufficiently solid foundation to tread and build upon; so aocept all as good and necessary material.
Now, the building that is to be erected is typical of your
body, or the house in which you live, and you are to be the
architect and project by your mind the moat approved plan of
work that shall be acceptable to and place you iu line with the
masters.
Heed the inner voice: listen in the silence and be ever on
the alert to catch the first gleaming thought that comes like a
ray of sunshine in the morning, which dispels the darkness
with the glorious light of day.
One thought paves the way for another, and by degrees a
transformation is acquired, a building is commenced, not made
with hands, but in the heavens eternal.
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Can you real ire that yon are creators, and are filling the
astral world with habitations and thought entities. Thoughts
are things, living beings that grow and beautify, or deface, as

the ease may be, but only the good and true are immortal; for
the wheat and chaff will be separated in due time.
Life is what you make it, and you make it from the concep

tion you have; and that depends upon your Btatus,or the devel
opment you have attained.
Learn to be charitable to those with whom you oome in con
tact: you will when you understand the use of the different grades
of life and processes of growth.
There are many avenues, and many doors opening out, they
are ajar, and only wait your egress, by a gentle touch, but

what awaits you, remains for each alone to see.
W ben once yon pass the gates, a new world meets your
vision, which requires close observation, and steady work, to
push out and explore the ever enlarging horizon that lays be
yond present environments.
Work with a will to attain greater possibilities, they are
yours to grasp and unfold, like the petals of a rose, fresh with
the morning dew.
A noil.

“Mighty Spirit dwell with me,
I myself would mighty be,
Mighty, so as to prevail
Where unaided, man would fail;
Ever with a mighty hope,
Pressing on and bearing up."

NEW PRACTICAL METHODS.
(X.)
The other class to which we referred in the preceding
It

article of this series might be termed the feminine class.

comprises the men and women who are dominated by the
vital currents of mind.
Students of Solar Biology are aware that all persons born
in the sign Cancer, are specially feminine in their characteris

tics; and it is also true that nearly all persons born in the ma
ternal Trinity, as well as many others, are dominated by the
feminine or vital mind currents. Those belonging to this class,
may at first have but little difficulty in conserving the life
generated in the body; of course there are some who will have
difficulty from the start; but those who think they are going on
without trouble, will, before they have gone far, awaken to the

fact that they have met the lower mind currents of the animal
world, and that there is an effort on the part of that mind
force to flow in and find expression through them.
Many who have been striving to live this life have written
or said to me:—1 am trying to live a perfectly pure life; though
my mind has always been compnritively pure, now that I keep
it from all low, sensual thought; why is it that in the dream
state 1 find myself doing things that I would no more be guilty
of, than I would of committing suicide? the moat debasing
sensual acts take place in my dreams and seem to drag me
down to the lowest depths.
This is because the vital currents of the planet are one.
There are two laws referred to in our work on Solar Biology,

which we will briefly discuss here: namely, the laws of involu
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tion and evolution. These lawn are one. Involution is the
descent of the creative foroes from the higher sphere into the
highest forms of life on the planet, and from them down into
all the gradations of existence to the very beginning of matter.
Thia vitalises, energises and impassions all substances in. na
ture, which, in that condition of energy and passion reach out
in aspiration toward the next higher stage of existence. Thus
the vital currents of the planet ascend through the same
channels that they descended, and persona who are in the
line of these vital currents, find that they are incliued to
flow through their organisms, from the conditions below
them, on their way back to the Creator. Thus all forms
of sensuous passion that are in the lower spheres of life will
enter them and take form in their minds during the sleep state,
consequently, unlesaa they are on their guard and have main
tained sufficient of their waking consciousness, these lower cre
ative forces will lay hold of and use their bodies without con
sent of their will. This is the cause of dreams that are entirely
foreign to the thoughts, feelings and imaginations of the indi
vidual. But after all, are they entirely foreign to them? We
think not; for unless there was something akin in their organ
ism;—though it may have been kept latent by the higher mor
als;—through which these lower forces could act, it would be
impossible for them to do so. Here we are brought to the con
sideration of some very delicate points which cannot be argued
or reasoned upon, but merely stated, which we will do in the
following few words.
Our physical existence in its grade of unfoldment, is depend
ent upon the conditions of life below us. Physical strength,
will power, energy and all that constitutes a physical man
or woman is derived from below, while all that makes up
the spiritual man or woman is derived from above, the Crea
tive Spirit
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We suggested in a previous article that through oontrol of the
sex nature and the spirit of devotion, powerful passion condi
tions would come into the organism, and that these conditions,
were not for gratification in generation, but for building up of
mind and soul powers as well as physical powers, in the individu
al. Therefore, while the last named powers come from the world

of creation below us, we, as men and women most be master
over those forces; we must not destroy them, any more than we
would destroy the animals that are below us, but should
make them useful in the accomplishment of our purpose, name
ly, in the development of a strong, healthy, vital constitution,

and a wise and powerful mentality.
In involution and evolution are found aspiration and inspir
ation. The highest forms of physical life aspire to higher
forms and conditions on the Spirit or Cause side.

These as

pirations take the form of prayer, earnest, loving, soul desire.
They desire that which is above them because they love it.
Love is the attractive power which draws to the individual the
thing loved, that it may be embodied in the constitution. This

is the use of inspiration, and this kind of prayer may be used
to gather knowledge, wisdom or whatever is desired. It is
the rule in all life; therefore, those on the plane below, love
and aspire to the next plane above; this produces the flowing

of the life and mind currents from the lower to the higher,
giving to the higher the physical strength of the lower, which
in turn receives from the higher, mental and spiritual con
sciousness.
The feminine class have a predominance of this mental ac
tion; being the vitalise» of the earth, they are especially in the

creative currents of the planet, and for that reason their strug
gle is the greatest of all. In order to make the struggle as

light as possible in attaining tbe highest results, it is necessary
for this olaas, who have great difficulty in controlling the waste
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of the seed, to adopt methods that will bring about the most
positive physical and mental self control; such as oontroling
the quality and quantity of food and drink taken into the body.
They should examine their habits of life in this direction and
find out if they are using anything that is not essential to
their well being, such as tea, coffee, intoxicants, tobacoo, etc.,
and if so, lay them aside. In overcoming such habits, they
will establish in themselves the spirit of the conqueror, and de
velop a positive mental oommand; for this class has been ruled
more by the sensations than by the mind, or, more properly
speaking, by the vital rather than the intellectual thought.
They should also stop the use of animal flesh, as it is not abso
lutely essential to life, and strengthens the power of the ani
mal forces to rule over them; they being in such close touch
with the creative currents.
As so muoh has been written on the subject of distetios, we
will not go into detail; each one must establish in bis own
mind, by experimentation, what is essentail to him, and elimi
nate that which is not No rules can be given in this direction,
for no two persons are constituted alike, and rules laid down
for the habit of one, will not answer for all, or for another, iu
all particulars.
The early morning cold baths, described iu a former article,
—will also be found useful in cultivating self control and a pos
itive mind. The terrible stupor and sleep conditions that nearly
overpower all, at first, who succeed in conserving the life, are
especially peculiar to the olass we are now considering, and to
them we would say; keep the mind in a positive, intellectual
attitude; and if they enter into the spirit of devotion, it should
be with a desire for knowledge and power to control their own
bodies. They must overcome the love passion, to the extreme
of hating everything that belongs to sex relations. They
should not avoid the society of the opposite sex, but while in
their company, should keep in mind the thought, that they
have risen above and are not to be controlled by any of the
former conditions of their life; that is the merely animal gen
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erative state, and that they are associating with men and
women of a higher and diviner order; a society of men and
women, who are Buch, in the truest and highest sense; realizing
the fact, that in the association of the sexes on the plane of
generation, as it is today, the great adversary that prevents
all social freedom and the exercise of true manly and womanly
dignity and geniality, is the animal state which dominates the
race. Those who have overcome that condition should treat
their sister woman and brother man as if they were superior
to that state, and if in doing so, the lower, sensual condition
manifests itself in them, ignore it, or look down upon it in
thought, and if circumstances permit, in words; impressing the
world by which they are surrounded, with the idea that they
have risen above that ooudition, for by so doing they will aid
in elevating the race.
It will readily be seen that it is sex conditions that governs
all the lower order of animals, and man, the highest work of
creation, has more of that sensual desire than the animals be
low him, which, if indulged in, will degrade him below them.
It is that low state of life which should be looked down upon
and spurned, as the thing to be most detested. By doing so,
and continuing in the thought it will become a normal state of
miud, and as soon as yon can attain it, cause it to enter into
the inner consciousness of yonr being; or, in other words, as
soon as you can establish it in your vital thought, your diffi
culties in overcoming all waste of the seed, will have passed.
This, then, is the most important consideration, for it is at
this point that you lay hold of the creative energies and lift
them out of their disorder and abuse, and place them where
they belong, as instruments in the hands of God's sons and
daughters for the elevation of true manhood and womanhood,
upon the planet
It can readily be recognized that this attainment precludes
the possibility of bending mentallly or physically in the slight
est degree, to the influence of this perverted passion.

( To be continued.)

THE CENTRAL, VITAL TRUTH.
To-day, when so many are considering the varied phases of
advanced thought, and are wondering if all that has been writ

a

ten concerning magic power is true, and if so how obtained,
had better, before they attempt to delve into occultism, gain
firm hold on some vital truth, and confidently follow it out to
its ultimate; than go groping in the dark, turned by every uew
theory they meet, till at last they realize that it were better
bad they never left the old beaten path, than to follow one of
which they knew nothing.
There are many who having given up the faith of their
youth, are mentally lost, and like the Israelites, are wanderers

searching for the promised land. We are told that when the
Israelites were departing from Egypt, they took with them all
the precious jewels they could find: so must those ere departing
from their former faith, take with them all the valuable know
ledge obtained from the religious and practical business world
of to-day; for all such knowledge is needed in ascending the
ladder to perfection.
To those, however, who have entered this thought with the

we

sole object of satisfying their ourioeity, and gaining dimly com
prehended magio powers wherewith to amuse themselves,
would say beware! for such a course will be your ruination;
however, it is not to such that we address ourselves, but to
those who have confidence in God and the guidance of the
Spirit, and who are earnestly searching after truth, that they
may know and follow its leading, uo matter the sacrifice to
themselves.
The one vital truth around which all others cluster, is, Huli-
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ness unto the Lord; bat we have heard this repeated so often
from early childhood, without the real comprehension of its
meaning, that the words sound almost senseless; nevertheless, do
not tnrn away from this saying, for it is a precious jewel which,
if you will but apply in your life, you can verify for yourself.
Holiness does not mean cant, or what is commonly called
religious goodness, but the setting apart for a certain purpose,
as were the vessels of gold, silver and brass in the Temple of
Jerusalem, which were called holy, not because they of them*
selves possessed any moral attributes,—but the use to which
they were put had that quality. In like manner may a person
set himself apart for divine uses, and thus become holy unto
the Lord, becoming an instrument for the accomplishment of
the Divine will.
God is Spirit: as an intelligent formless ether he pervades
all things, and like the fishes in the Bea, do we live and move
and have our being in Him.
While we know but little, what we do .know is of great as
sistance to us, provided we use it to the best of our ability, for
then we will find it is sufficient for all our needs.
What we live in, that which causes us to feel, is the vital
atmosphere, called by some the astral light or soul of the world.
This is kept iu continual motion by the energy of man's mind,
and as this mind is not at peace, but constantly antagonizing
something, we feel this inharmony, or general distress and
disorder which effects the world to-day, and has for ages past.
It is possible, however, for anyone to gain tranquility and
peaee of body and mind, through an effort of the will, aud re
tiring to some secluded spot; but even thia is not lasting or sat
isfactory.
As we have said before, God is a formless light that pervades all things; but the Divine life currents are not affected
by the coarser current of earth any more than is the sunlight
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affected by those of air. Therefore, by letting go of the per
turbed currents of earth, and living in this subtle spirit, we
obtain the calmness, joy and light which flows unto all those
who come in touch with the Divine radiance; and in this
alone can real lasting peace be found.
“God is Love” hence to become one with Him, we mnst love

this formless, eternal, all pervading light with all the intensity
we are capable of, for as the world's greatest master Baid “Thou
shall love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, sou), mind, and

strength”—but thou «halt not imagine any image and call it
God, for God is formless. Dwell on this thought oontinually,
and in time, months or even years to come, yon may attain
the realisation of its presence, and thus become conscious of
an eternal peace. But above all, a proper attitude of heart is
essential, for it is only by striving to be like Him, and have Hie
light guide us that we become partakers of His nature.
Before closing, there are two points for the reader to bear in
mind:—first, that man as he is, is so lacking in life, and that

so depleted, that he is able but faintly, if at all, to become cog
nizant of the Divine life currents; such a condition was ancient
ly called being away from God. In fact the life of man is so
course, and the radiations from God so sutle, that there is no
immediate communication lietween them; but the regenerated
man comes as a savior, uniting man to God, because, by the
regeneration, the body is refined through the transmutation of
its vital fluids; hence is enabled to vibrate in unison and be
come one with it.
Thus we see that the preparation is the regeneration, and

the more fully this is accomplished, the greater will the con
sciousness of love, peace, joy and illumination be ours.
The second poiut is; that after entering into the Divine cur
rents, should anyone willfully or thoughtlessly return to those
of the world, they will bring upon themselves the direst results
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mentally and physically, and herein is the necessity of “Holi
ness unto the Lord," not partial surrender but a total renun
ciation of the human will to the Di vine.
The reason of thia distress is, that when any one partaken
of the Divine currents and then return to those of earth; the
Divine life is adulterated; consequently, clashes with the
ooaraer elements, and the result is as if God was furiously jeal
ous; therefore be warned: “thou shalt not commit adultery*'
for God is a jealous God, and a consuming Fire.
We wish we could emphasise these words so as to make yon
realize their importance, but we feel your experiences will give
the necessary emphasis to them.
H. 8.

“Cause and effect, means and ends, seed and fruit, cannot
be severed; for the effect already blooms in the cause, the end
pre-exists in the means, the fruit in the seed. The changes
which break up at short intervals the prosperity of men are
advertisements of a nature whose law is growth.’’
JEVnerson.

“In every affair consider what precedes and what follows,
and than undertake it.”
jEpicUiut.

If any one wishes to enter into the joys of heaven and par
take of the springs of perennial youth: let him learn to eat right,
drink right, sleep right, work right, cease to do evil, learn to
do well, and become wholly the Lord’s.

CÀcater 2?. Pond.

GOD IS LOVE.
This was the verdict of the disciple John, of the prophets,

and of all the higher order of mystics of all ages and nation
alities; yet, there are thousands of men and women who say—
there is no such thing as love: notwithstanding, they have been
brought up with that thought impressed upon their minds. Nine
out of ten of all young men and women have a deeply lain
ideal of love; a dream of a state of heavenly bliss, which they
expect to realize in the sacred relation—the unity of man with
woman; but the pure in mind do not associate this heavenly

ideal with sex relations.
Many yonng men have said to me;—I loved that woman
with a feeling of holiness; the idea of the sexual relation never
entered into my thought; she was too sacred to me for that
The same is true of some women, when this true love ideal,
springs up within them; but married life at once destroys it;
and as soon as it is shattered and scattered to the winds: the
wife settles down to the drudgery of oaring for her children
and looking after the interests of home, too often in a condi
tion of disappointment and misery. The young man, not real
izing his ideal, seeks other interests: he plunges into business
and thinks he will find it in wealth, honor, or high position

amoDg his fellows. He soon becomes immersed in the mate
rial interests of the world, and arrives at the conclusion, that
the ideal which was active in his soul, was but the foolish dream
of young manhood.
At the present time, the majority of educated and wealthy
women, will not allow themselves to be bound down to the
servitude of child bearing, and resort to the murder of young

God Is Love.
life before it is born.
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They seek that something, which their

soul longs for, in the giddy whirl of sooiety, and everything
that appears to promise happiness; and soon become intoxicated
with sensuality and worldly interests, and laugh at the ideal

they once held sacred, as a condition impossible to attain.
The relations of sex have become a gigantic lie. The majority

of men and women at the present time are continually lying
against the very fountains of their own life; thus children are
being brought into the world under the influence of that false
hood, and the world of humanity has laid it at the very root
of its existence,—sex life. There is a.freedom of sensuality
among all classes, and especially the more wealthy, which is
equal in extent to the conditions that exist in Japan; yet if one
member of their society is accused of being guilty of this, they
will condemn him and shun him as if he were poison; thus con
demning in the most unmeasured terms the acts of their own
lives.* No wonder that the tree of evil has grown so large and
strong; and that there is scarcely a healthy man or woman in

the civilized world.
JesuB truthfully said;—“A house divided against itself can
not stand;" and, “Ye are the temples of God,”—the dwelling
place of the soul; but the worldly are divided against them

selves and consequently their houses are falling to pieces; and
in place of joy, happiness, peace and rest, they find nothing

but misery, disappointment, anxiety and sickness.
Why is all thia disorder and chaos in the world? God un
doubtedly created from himself and we are now the sons of
God; and if He is love; was it not His Spirit, His likeness in

us, that implanted within, that ideal love?

It certainly was.

Then, why should there be disappointment in the lives of every
•The following words of the Scripture« are vet? applicable co noh: “Thou art
ineieusoblH, 0 man, whoeoever thou art that judgeet (oondemneat): ... for
thou that judgeot doeet the same things.’*
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Is God a liar? has He oreated a lie within

us ? No indeed; there certainly must be a great underlying
truth in that sacred idea of lore, that burns so deeply and so
strongly ujton the interior altar of the temple of erey pure life.
It is ignorance of the true laws of life; the abuse of those Godgiven principles that have brought about all the evils that are
now destroying our race. Wan there not in the love life of men
and women, the key to the kingdom of heaven; it would not
be so deeply rooted at the very fountain of human existence.

Among all the advocate* of the new thought ideas, now 00»

copying public attention, we find none who are dealing with
the root of the difficulty. Some are even plunging into the
basest sensuality, and are teaching still greater perversion. If
the Esoteric movement stands for anything, it elands for divine
order: the kingdom of heaven on earth; which means, not only,
a state of existence that will bring the paradisiacal conditions

that exist among the holy ones of heaven; bnt it means perfect
health of mind and body, and that means immortality in the
flesh. While death is active in the human organism, sorrow
and misery must also exist, and when it is removed by perfect
harmony with the laws of life, happiness must lie the result.
In the early part of our teachings we endeavored to set forth
the fundamental principles for obtaining health of mind and
body: the way to immortality.

We have, fot the last fourteen

years, held before the world, the ideal of perfect chastity:
angelic purity; aud we know,—and so will every one who lives
the regenerate life,—that no perfect love can exist in the hu

man soul: can be maintained between man and woman, uuti)
the unnatural waste of their life forces has ceased: until the
work of generation has passed from them forever, and the
spirit of regeneration has taken its plaoe. Were it not for that

lie in which the world has been existing, thousands of men and
women to-day would be living in the paradise of God; but as

God Is Lone.
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soon as ire began teaching these divine truths, the vulgar and
evil minded judged of them by their own perverted desires,
and the evils that existed in their own souls, and their habits
of life were publicly proclaimed, as the result of these pure in
struction«. This has put up a barrier between those who are
really seeking for divine order, and the means of obtaining it.
Thousands are now beginning to talk about immortality of the
body, but none seem to have any idea of how to obtain iU
neither is it possible to acquire, until the principles that have
gone forth through the Esoteric publications, have been adopted
and lived by men and women. Further; they cannot be adopt
ed and practiced beyond the primary stages, whilst associated
with, and serving the present disordered and diseased state of
the world. The prophet said:—“Depart ye, depart ye, go ye
out from thence, touch no unclean thing; go ye out of the
midst of her; be ye clean, that bear the vessels of the Lord.”
Isa. Ln, 11.
Until you as sons of God; as intelligent men and women,
turn your backs upon the serpents lie that began in Eden, and
come ont from among those who cling to that falsehood, and
establish on earth that divine order, you will find nothing but
misery and death. The prophet, quoted above, also said:—
“When thy judgments are in the earth the inhabitants of the
world will learn righteousness.” Let favour be shewed the
wicked, yet will he not learn righteousness: in the land of up
rightness will he deal unjustly, and will not behold the majesty
of the Lord.”
The great timepiece, whose face is the dome of heaven;
whose hours are the celestial constellations, and whose bands
are the worlds of the universe,—has struck the hour. You
that love falsehood and disorder, and cling to it, will have it in
great abundance; for the destruction and chaos of all that you
have loved and desired will soon oome upon yon. The words:—
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“choose you this day whom ye will serve:" have been ringing
down through the ages, and find at housand tongues for expres
sion throughout all nature. If you choose to serve God: serve
him in deed and in truth: if you choose to serve mammon, then
cease year anxiety, and fretfullness: cease looking for truth
and righteousness, and be satisfied with the portion yon have
selected.
The way to the kiugdotn of God, the establishment of Eden
on earth, is once more known and lived: if yon will to be, par
takers of it, you may; if not, it is your own fault. Will yon
believe a lie and be damned (oondetnned);—condemned to con

tinue in the misery and disorder you now live in ? if so, it is
your own choice. Are you not believing a lie when you believe

the falsehoods that are being circulated by the ignorant and
base about this nucleus, around which angels gather; and over
which Holy Ones hold watchful care?
Such has been the history of God's dealings with man from
the beginning. The Christ of Nazereth, the moat perfect and
holy man that ever lived upon our planet, could gather around
him none but a few of the lowest class of his day,—fishermen.
He was frequently arrested and brought before the Sanhedrim,
and was finally condemned and crucified; that being the most
disgraceful form of execution, man could undergoat that time.
And he said of his people, Mathew xxin, 37: “O Jerusalem,

Jerusalem, thou that killeat the prophets, and stonest them
that are sent unto thee, how often would I have gathered thy
children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens nnder
her wingB, and ye would not!

Behold, your house is left unto

you desolate."
Do you expect anything else of an age in which vice as well
as virtue: the genius of man as well as his evil imaginations
are fully ripe? If you do, you will be disappointed. The king
dom of righteousness, of life and immortality: the home of the

God
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ideals that have lived, and have almost been crashed ont of
existence, in the innermost sanctuary of your heart, will be
scandalized, and falsely represented and all manner of evil will
be said against it, until, those whose souls are sufficiently ma
tured to know the truth and follow it, regardless of all, will
gather together and establish a light that will lighten the
world;—and when the people begin to receive of its beniflcence, and find that they cannot hinder its having existence,
they will fall down and worship at the feet of those who have
defied all opposition and have brought into manifestation those
very conditions for which the interior nature of man has longed
and prayed, during all the agea past.

Oh, loathe that love whose final aim is lust,
Moth of the mind, eclipse of reason’s light,
The grave of grace, the mole of Nature’s rust,
The wrack of wit, the wrong of every right.
In sum, an ill whose harms no tongue can tell,
In which to live is death, to die is hell.
Robert Southwell.

Love thy God, and love him only,
And thy breast will ne’er be lonely.

In that One Great Spirit meet
All things—mighty, grave and sweet
Mortal, love that Holy One,
Or—dwell forever alohk.
Maximilian Scheele de Fere.

JOHN WANAMAKER.
Aj living, prominent American* are scanned, we believe no
one more fully illustrate* the characteristics of those born in
the sign Cancer, than Hon. John Wanamaker, of Philadelphia.

We will therefore, attempt to mirror it, a* combined with the
collateral positions of the Planets as shown on the Zodiacal
Circle.

Hon. John Wanamaker, Nat. July 11, 1887.
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With the earth in the Sign Cancer, and the Moon in Libra;

we primarily noto that his basis is that of a person extreme
ly sensitive physically; with a mentality of equal sensitive
ness, and of a finely balanced intuitive order. These united,
form the foundation of great suooess or failure. Like a grow
ing tree, much must depend upon environment and culture;
whether the growth and fruitage shall be scanty or abundant
Many children born as sensitive as our subject have pined and
died early, because the blasting elements of poor food, im
proper nursing or neglect prevailed in their childhood. Fortunatly, Mr. Wanamaker safely passed that period, and entered
upon his life duties with a compact well built body, and with

an intense longing to do what he could, in the best way, in the
world. And what does the Zodiacal Circle indicate would be

bis most natural proclivity ?
First:—Those born in the Sign Cancer, evermore reach out
in brooding power, to Maternalize, in protective power in some
way, for home and homes. Heqce, his hands were first outreached to push on the wheel barrow that contained his wares
for home uses, and invite their purchase. It was the aoorn
planted, from which has grown that mighty oak, under whose
shadow thousands of households come and find shelter.

Second:—We next note that the Planet Uranus was in the
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feminine sign Virgo at his birth, which added to the refine
ment of his physical structure, also made him very discrimina
tive in a fine intuitive sense, as to those with whom he would
gladly mingle; particularly at the breaking of bread. In other
words, it intensified his virgin thoughts along lines of the
finest apprehensions, and final comprehensions. It did not,

however, aid in the creation of a good stomach except when
induced by harmonious companionship at meal time.
Third:—with the Planet Saturn in the Sign Taurus, (lower
brain) be was blessed with powerful affirmation on the side of
non-sensationl power. It puts the foreefulness of the Bull un
der the best training. As we further contemplate our subject's
progress and preBent position in the world, we shall readily
understand how important this has been and is to him.
Forth:—Great Jupiter, in the Sign Aquarius lends its might
in a dual way. His every nerve is made strong and full of an

ideal sensitiveness to clearly apprehend whatever comes about
him. His mentality is remarkably quickened to understand
the people. When to this is added the fact that the planet
Venus was also in this Sign, we can immediately sense how
great would be his desire to please the multitude, as well as
those in his own household, in a unique and ideal way. Fur
thermore, it would add the thought of harmoniousness through
art, music, and ornamentation, of which he would enjoy the
happy reflex.
Fifth:—Mars in the Sign Aries induces a virility of brain
power, and an ability to unite with Saturn in Taurus, already

alluded to, in producing a keen forcible and unusual mental
expression either verbally or in writing. In that sense the Ram

and the Bull become constant foroes to carry him forward
aggressively into the world, and always along the line of ample
provision for the home. The fact that he became personally
more largely insured than any one else in the United States,

Hon. John Wanamaker.
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(about two million dollars) for the protection of his home
and the perpetuation of his vast business interests, clearly

demonstrates how profoundly he baa acted upon the inherent
proclivity of the Cancer home-protecting Sign.
Sixth:—With Mercury in the sign Libra, combined with
the Moon in the same Sign, we find indeed that the Messenger
of the Gods ia winged, and the balancing and propelling of
intuitive thought becomes immense and thereby immeasurable.
Oftentimes that balancing from the interior of his being has

become truly inspirational in utterance, because Man in
Aries and Saturn in Taurus were especially cooperative to
that end.
Seventh:—The predominance of the Element of Air (four-^—
aee circle) shows that beyond the fire of energy, the solidity of
Earth, and the assimilation of water, as elements, he was by
proclivity aspirational to an unusual degree, as he moved out
to do the work before him. As more distinctly emblematic of
spirit than any element, it has clothed his whole nature with

an intensity of procedure along the higher lines of thought and
action, of which the world is happily cognizant. Thia endow
ment comes through the Moon and Mercury in Libra, and

Jupiter and Venue in Aquarius, whereby the intuitional forces

of the reins and the fine and strong nerve foroes are united in
a rare oneness so, that in the true esoteric sense it may be said,
that during his calm and reflective moments, he could realize
the truth of the expression of the Psalmist; “My reins instruct
me in the night season.” So fully have his intuitions guided
his every movement, that to-day the immensity of his buisineas

is balanced only by the trade of two continents.
Eighth:—Mr. Wanamaker is equally affirmative in the four
Triplicities,—two in each, as the circle shows. Although born
in the sign Cancer, which as has been already illustrated,
causes him to be pre-eminent in the domestic domain, he is
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nevertheless, reinforced intellectually, creatively, and as a
server of the people; by this quadruple equapoisc of the Planeta, so that his remarkable evenesa of thought and action, is
therein exemplified.

Ninth:—In the Tribal sense the sign Cancer illustrates

Zebulon, “dwelling—habitation”—of whom as the tenth son
of Jacob, his mother Leah said: “God has endowed me with
a good dowry.” When, in after days, Jacob blessed each of
his twelve sons, he said:—“Zebulun shall dwell at the haven of
the sea, and he shall be for a haven of the ships and his border
shall be unto Zidon.”

Mr. Wanamaker’s history illustrates Jacob's prayerfull bless
ing, with all the tenderness of a woman, and all the heroism
born of a constant influx of the Holy Spirit, he has extended
that blessing to millions of people in such a sense that his

“haven of ships" hath become the centralusing of all those
material things that make home delightful; while his spiritual
outreachings and upreachiogB have brought together the largest
aggregation of children in a sabbath school ever known in
America.
Thus has our modern Zebulun proved a blessing of untold
valne unto our modern Israel, and sent forth the home-improv
ing, up-lifting thought so strongly, that its power tenches almost
every hamlet in our broad land.
Libra.

Decide not rashly. The decision made
Can never be recalled. The gods implore not,
Plead not, solicit not: they only offer
Choice and occasion, which, once being passed,
Return no more.
„
H. W. Longfellow.

Stye <?tyar$e to ^aixer.
And unto the angel qf the church in Thyatira write; Three thing»
faith the Son qf God, who hath hie eyee like unto a flame offire, and
hie fat are like fine brace; I know thy work», and charity, and ter

rice, and faith, and thy patience, and thy worke; and the loot to be
v ore than the firet. N.twithetanding I have a few thinge againet
thee, beeauee than nffereei that woman Jaebel, which calleth hereelf
a propheteee, to teach and to »educe my eervanle to commit fornication
and to eat thinge taerfflced unto idol». And I pave her apace to re
pent qf her fornication; and the repented not. Behold, I will eaet
her into a bed, and them that commit adultery with her into great
tribulation, except they repent qf their deed». And I will kill her
children with death; and all the ehurehee »hall know that I am he
which icarehe» the rein» and heart»' and / will give unto every one
qf you according to your worke.
But unto you I »ay, and unto the reel in Thyatira, at many at

have not thie doctrine, and which have not known the depth» qf Satan,
at they apeak; IwiU put upon you none other burden. But that which
ye have already, hold foot till I came. And he that overeometh, and
keepeth my worke unto the end. to him will I give power over the na
tion». And he ehall rule them with a rod qf iron; <u the veeeele qf a
potter ehall they be broken to ehiverw even at I received qf my Father.

And I will give him the morning etar.
- He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit tailh unto the

ehurehee.
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DELINEATION OF OHAEAOTEB.
We remt that limited epeoe permit« us to give, during the course of the year,
but one delineation to each eabaoriber. The neouMsry data are, the year, day of
the month, hour and place of birth. Without the hour we may approximate a de
lineation, but It will always be unsatisfactory; therefore, if obtainable, we should
hare the hour, and if it cannot be ascertained, the applicant must understand that
the character-iketob is more or leas incomplete. In aU cases, however, the daU and
pJaee of birth must be given, or it will be useless to attempt a delineation. We
wish distinctly to state that our time is too thoroughly oocnpied to write to ap
plicants for additional data. Those wbo wish special help in the regenerate lifesuch ae was given in The Esoteric—should ao request in their application.

Your innate and rising eigne are both Taurus, which produce«
great vitality, strong appetites and passions, much mental and physical
endurance, and unusual capacity to learn and memorize and to retain
that which you have studied. The position of Saturn and Venus will
enable you to reach very distinguished results in the sciences, in liter
ary work, or in chemistry. The moon in Sagittarius makes you too
impulsive, somewhat restless, too quick to speak, thus making enemies,
and rather rash in a general way, which greatly hinders your greater
success. Uranus in Capricorn produces love of the mystic and the
invisible, and if you should give yourself to thought on these line«
and to the regenerate life, you would soon be able to inspire great
knowledge and power; what you most need, however, would be the
spirit of wisdom. Saturn in Gemini imparts the ability to become a
ginius in any department of science toward which your mind may be
directed. Venus in Aries gives you love of art, elegance, beauty and
of the esthetic. Your inclination is to faultless dress, and, in the ab
sence of that, you would probably go to the other extreme and be
very careless in dress; peculiar circumstances, however, would be
necessary to bring out this side of your nature. You are easily influ
enced by associates, and herein lies your greatest danger of failure.
Mars in Libra unites its influence with your polarity to make yon
combative, impulsive and rush, but Mercury In that sign gives strength
of body. If y»u live nn orderly Ide, you should have good health
And longevity.

H
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M. E. W. March 26, 1870, 6 p. m. Livingston«,
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The earth wu in the fifth degree of Aries at the time of your
birth, which gives you youthful appearance, youthful thought and
much buoyancy of nature. The Moon in Aquarius opens yon to
the influence of public opinion; it is a very harmonious polarity for
the Aries nature. The rising sign, Libra, has undoubtedly given you
a beautiful body,—probably tall and willowy, and graceful in its
movements. You have on the whole a very harmonious nature, ex
cept that Mars, in the body sign, makes you a little combative and
rather quick tempered,—quick to take dislikes. Uranus in Capricorn
gives an inclination toward the mystic, and a desire to be peculiarly
yourself. Saturn in Gemini probably makes you a little slow of
speech, but orderly and precise in whatever you say; imparts a love
of the sciences and of the higher branches of art Jupiter in Scorpio
produces pride and considerable jealousy; indeed, this position be
comes your adversary in life, and unless its influence is carefully
watched and overcome, it is destined to cause you much trouble, if
not much disappointment. Venus in your life, basic principle, gives
all its inherent qualities of elegance, beauty and refinement to your
inner nature. Mercury in Leo makes you very democratic together
with your aristocratic tendencies, and unless you are very careful, you
will marry below your station of life. An infatuation with you is
equal to love, and you are in danger of being captivated by an un
worthy companion.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New Bedford, Mam.
H. E. Butler,
Dear Sir:—Your kind, very interesting, and instructive letter
received. Your description of my troubles together with Solar
Biology, so far as I understand it, is certainly very much in evi
dence, in my case and there is no doubt of its accuracy. I
have for a long time felt there was something very wrong in
my make up. It is almost all plain to me now, but it seems
as though the light had come too late in life to be of much use
to me. Still, I am going to make a hard fight for it. Not for
the sake of living; but that I may accomplish something in
this life.
On reoeipt of your letter and Solar Biology, I left off useing tobacco and sex indulgence. I have been trying for years to
overcome these habits; but this time feel as if I should meet
with succes. I am also trying to unite my mind with God,
but on this line, at the present time have met with no satisfac
tion. It is not for lack of desire, as my mind is full of the
feeling that it should have been done while in better health.
It looks like being forced into it, in place of doing it willingly.
Thanking you very much indeed for kind attention shown
me, I am.
Yours very sincerely,
F. Ratcliff.

Sacramento, Cal.
Esoteric Publishing Compant, Applegate, Cal,
My Dear Sirs:—I have noted the contents of—Practical
Methods to Insure Succes; it is simply wonderful, and ought
to be in every family. I advised all my friends to send for it
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I think this a wonderful study; and how much better this world
would be if people knew more of it.
Trusting to receive the booklets by an early date, I am,
Yours very truly.
Dr. G. Hart.

Toledo. Ohio.
Esoteric Pub. Co., Applegate, Cal.
Gentlemen:—I have had presented to me a copy of your—Sol
ar Biology, and the Seven Creative Principles; while I under
stand the former I do not quite understand the latter, and if
you can offer any suggestions which will give me a clearer
comprehension of the book, I would greatly appreciate your
kindness.
I also wish to state that your delineation of my character,
given in the January number of The Occult and Biological
Journal, is, in the most important points very true. Your
methed of delineation is truly wonderful, and shows to what a
height mind can be developed.
I have read the characters of my friends from Solar Biology,
and in almost every instance the qualities attributed to their
various planetary positions accorded most perfectly with their
respective characteristics. I have found great consolation
in its reliability, and believe if it was adopted in schools, a
great many disappointments to young lives would be avoided,
and a better understanding between teacher and pupil would
be obtained.
I remain, with kind regards,
Respectfully yours,
William Dressel.

Rock Island, III.
To The Esoteric Pub. Co.,
Dear Friends:—In my early childhood I attended Sundayschool and church, but at heart I could not find anything to
rejoice for. Twelve years ago I took a course in Christian Sci
ence, with the same result. I went through bible classes, yet
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the more I knocked and searched, the more eager I became;
but I could not find the spiritual comfort and uplifting others
claimed, because I wanted a practical work, reason and knowl
edge, of which no one could explain.
Your first Journal plainly showed me the open door. I believe
it has opened the way to hundreds you know nothing about,
who, like me, have no talent to express themselves, however, I
trust that this letter will convey my thanks and appreciation.
You are the only teachers who have given the true foundation
for spiritual growth, with absolute knowledge to the one who
works for it I truly bless you dear friends of suffering
humanity.
With many wishes for yonr suocess I am your loving friend
in Christ
-------

Belt, Cascade Co., Mont.
To The Esoteric Publishing Company.
Dear Sirs;—Some time ago I purchased a little book from
you, entitled,—Practical Methods to Insure Success, which
cost me ten cents. Ever since the day I read it the contents
have been in my mind, and I am sure that all who follow
the instructions it contains, are bound to be elevated to a bet
ter condition of life. I have not nntil recently, had the oppor
tunity to follow the instructions as fully as I wished, being
away from home the greater part of the time, but now, that I
am at home, I am going to put the methods into practice. If
I knew I could not get another copy of the little book, I would
not sell mine for less than ten dollars. I think the book well
worth ten dollars and therefore enclose Poet Office order for
that amount I would thank you kindly, if yon will send me
two more copies of the booklet as I wish each member of my
family to have one. Wishing you every success in publishing
such good books, and trusting that you may be blessed with
long life to oontinue the good work, I remain your well wishing
friend,
.
John Mckinley.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Thb Mental Advocatb. An 8-page paper, published about the 6th of every
month. Dr. Paul Edwards, Editor, Owner and Sole Writer, 108 West 38th St
New York City, N. Y. Subscription $1.00 per year.

Thb Nbw Abolition. A Apage monthly, “Advocating obedienoe to the Law
of Love in the Production and Distribution of all Values Created by Labor.” T.
R. Hawke, Editor, Topeka, Kansas. Sobecription 50 oenta per annum.
Thb Nbw Yobk Magazine or Mystsbies. 'ri-is in s m rthlT msgs-rinn of
32 pages, published by Thompson and Co., 223 William St. New York.
To our judgement this magazine has been gotten op purely to attract the mansat and to sell. We fail to find that high spiritual and moral tone in its contenta,
that we think such magazines ought to maintain. However, we believe the puplishera will make it a scenes. Subscription $1.00 per annum.
Ths Commino Man. A journal of Truth and Poetry, is a Apage paper, issued
monthly. Frank M. Chapman, Editor, 205 San Juan St., Trinidad, Colo. Subscriptioo prioe, 50 oenta a year.

What thb Nbw Thought Stands fob. This is an article by Charles Bro
die Patterson, insued in pamphlet form, and is written “to make clear the distinc
tion between the New Thought Movement and Christian Saience." AU who an
interested in thia subject will find the article quite helpful. Published and for
sale by the Alliance Pub. Co,, New York, Price 10 cents,

. How TO SUCCEED. A Monthly Journal of Self Help. This is gotten up in pam
phlet form, and we presume that it, as well as all the new efforts in this direction,
has its merits, and we wish it success according to its usefnlneea. Subscription 50
oenta yearly. Address, Success Pub. Co., 600 Masonic Temple, Minneapolis. Minn.
Thb Politicai. Economy of Humanism A 12-mo volume of 319 pages.
By Henry Wood. Most of our readers are acquainted with thia author’s
writings. Ho deals with the problem in hand with a great deal of wis
dom and good judgement, showing a broad grasp of the social situation. We
would like to have all who are interested in the great socialistic movement, care
fully read and study this book. We believe that the social question is one of the
important questions of the day, and to our mind the greatest need of the move
ment is breadth of thought, and ability to see the good, the use iu all the machin
ery that is now active in carrying forward civilization. That it in being carried
forward to a grand ultimate, is very clearly shown io this work, and therefore wo
heartily recommend it Published by Lee and Shepard, Boston, Mass. Paper,
60 oenta. Cloth, $1.26.
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Wisdom or tbs Aasa—Revelations from Zertiralem, the Prophet of TUskaneta; automatically transcribed by George A. Fuller, M. D. Thia ia a book of 211
pages, nicely bound in doth. It ia a spiritualistic production. The cover ¡a dooorated with a five pointed star, in whiob ia drawn a circle containing a triangle, in
in the center of which, ia the orox anaata. According to ancient symbolism, the
invertion of the pentagram as it is on thia book, makes it a sign of evil; of separa
tion and destruction. The book oontaina many good thoughts, whioh may help some
if not alL Issued and for sale by The Banner of Light Fab. Co., Boston, Maas

EDITORIAL.
This issue of The Journal goes out under new management,
as the one who had charge of it, and did the literary editorial
work, felt called upon to go out into the world and begin
work of teaching.
Now, that the entire responsibility has been thrown upon me,
I have been led to turn my attention within, and to the source

a

of instructions and illumination received in the past. I have
been deeply impressed that the time has come for a more di
rect and positive work, and I expect that the question asked
thousands of years ago:—“Why do the heathen rage, and the

a

people imagine
vain thing?” will soon be applicable; for
we have noticed in years past, that as soon as we began to
write things that would stir the lives of the people; invisible
adversaries would spring up, that would try to hinder us,
and if they failed, adversaries in human form began their
work among the people. However, we shall move forward fear
lessly, speaking those things thioh are given us by a higher in

telligence.

We wish to call special attention to the first article in this
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number, entitled,—The Purpose of God in the Creation of the
World.
The thoughts expressed in this article, and those that will

follow, are undoubtedly the most important that have ever
been written, because they lay a foundation for the mind of the
thinker, which, if accepted aud carried out, muBt inevitably

lead to perfect order and harmony with the divine purpose:
placing the individual upon the path that leads directly to the
knowledge and consciousness of God.

We intend to publish more letters than we have in the past,
as we wish our people to have a voice in The Journal, know
ing that our readers are interested in what others are think
ing and doing, along the lines we are working. Therefore,
we trust that our friends will not hesitate to write us freely,
concerning their experiences and thoughts, in regard to all
matters referred to in this magazine.

It is understood, of course, that the editor must hold the
right to discriminate as to what letters shall be published. As
previously announced, we shall publish all letters that we
deem useful to our readers, unless request is made to the
contrary.
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Tbie science proves that “all are members of One Body (I. Cor. XII. 12-27); ant
that, as such, each one has his peculiar function in life. It throws a flood of new
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SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy paper,
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Helps for Weary Souls, by J. Dewey, cloth, .50
A Love-Lit Path to God,
by Mrs. Hattie C. Flower, cloth,......
Remedies of a Great Physician,
by Hannah M. Kohans, leatherette, .40
Philosophic Nuggets, gathered by
Jeanne G. Pennington, cloth, .50
Dawn Thought, by J. Wm. Lloyd, cloth,..... 1.00
Ont of Law Into Gospel; or God in Man,
by Sarah Elisabeth Griswold, paper, .50
The Metaphysics of Baltic as found in
“The Magic Skin,” "Louis Lambert," and
"Seraphita, by Ursula N. Gestefeld, cloth, 1.00
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of
How to Keep Young.
by J. M. Peebles A. M.. M. D„ PL D. 1.00
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rising sign, u it gives the
degree and minute of that
sign's elevation above the
horizon for any Latitude
between 22’ and 55’, which
embraces nearly the whole
civilized world. It will be
a great convenience to as
trologers; and those who
doubt the influence of the
zodiacal signs, or those who
wish to experiment upon
bucIi influence, will find—
by having this Indicator at
hand and watching the
change of their mental and
physical states with the
changing signs—that not
only will their own experi
ence convince them of the
reality of zodiacal influ
ence, but that a new field
of experimentation, most interesting and profitable, will open up to them. (Every
one is not sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, hut, in moat instances, the oberver will be quite conscious of them.) The Indicator is neatly and durably con
tracted. and; with proper care, will last for years, Price $1.00.
Esotekic Pub. Co., Applegate Cal.

A S FBI CI AL OFFSB.
The delights of an evening spent around a well-lighted reading table are not half understood. An
illustrated magazine with its wealth of illustrations, its stories of adventure and love, its descrip
tions of travel which carry you to the remotest ends of the earth, and its instructive articles for
young and old —these are the first requisites for your own enjoyment and the entertainment and
proper education of your children.
To secure for you the best end most interesting of the great illustrated magazines at the lowest
possible price has been the aim of the editor of this journal. That we have succeeded we have our
readers to judge. A special contract recently entered into with The Coemopoiiian, which seeks to
become better known to the readers of The Occclt and Biological Journal, has enabled us to
offer you a year’s subscription to the greatest of the illustrated magazines together with a year's
subecription to this journal
Both Together One Year for Only $2.30,

One other opportunity we offer you. You wish to keep in touch with metropolitan life, through
the medium of a great daily. The Thrice-a-Week World of New York is the equivalent of a daily
and is a marvellous fund of knowledge concerning the happenings of the day. Each issue contains
six to eight pages of eight columns each or over eight thousand columns of reading matter a year.
In former days this would have cost yon probably as much as $6.00 a year, by itself. Now yon can
have it, if you wish, in connection with The Occult and Biological Journal and The Camwpolilan,
t

Three Together One Year for Only $2.85,

Address THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, Applegate, Cal.

Lessons by Correspondence in
Occult Science and Solar Biology.
These lessons will enable one to understand the Laws or Live, Health and
Happiness. They give an exact method of delineating character, showing the
Mental, Physical and Business qualifications, and Conjugal Adaptability ;
also, the Cause and Cube of Disease.
Full written Delineation of Character with Advice, $2.00.
For particulars, address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt. Pleasant Place, Boston, Mas«.

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.
1st. Questions on one subject, such as Business, Money, Property, Removals, Traveling, Court
ship, Marriage, Lhsease, Stocks and Shares. Annuities, Life Insurance, etc. . ... 40 oenta.
Time of birth not sbeolutely necessary for questions under No. 1.
For calculating questions on 3 subjects, (date and time of birth- -if known—required). 66 oenta.
2d. Birthday Figure, showing the important events in tire current year of life. . . 65 oenta.
3d. Rectifying or finding the exact time of Birth from given data, suoh sa date of marriage, or
death of a parent, or some other event in life.............................................................................76 oenta.
4th. Nativity of Birth written out, giving a delineation of character, also a general forecast of
the principal affairs of life, such as the beet business to follow, who and when to marry; diseases,
predisposed to, beat direction to live and to travel for health; and prosperity, riches, and which will
be the beet part of life ; children, friends, enemies, etc...................................................................... $1.26
5th. Events for five years of life...................................................... ........
$1.25
6th. A description of the moot prominent events and dates and when those events «rill oocur
through twelve years. .......................................................................................................
$2.60
7th, No. 4 and No. 6 together. ...........................................................
$3.60

For Nativities of Birth, etc., please state Age, Time of Birth,
Sex and Birthplace, Married or Single.
AU Queetioni man he Aneioered &y Letter, ar Pereonal Interview» Given.
Orfetal Glattee for Clairvogant Pertone Sold. Alto Agent far The Occult and
Biological Journal and Other Occult World.
-ADDIIEM-

D. Lund, Fern Cottage, Keighley, England.
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An English monthly devotrd to the ad
vanced and liberal thought, old sod new, in the
domains of Religion, Philosophy, Science, eto.,
e-niucted from their Ashrams on ths Fi.nalayas by the Sannyasin Brotherhood of which
the Swami Vivekananda is the bead.
The Sixth Volume began with January, 1901,
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Foreign annually 4s. or $1; sample
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THE

HUMAN NATURE.
A Monthly Magazine, now in its eleventh year
of publication. It treats of Phrenology, Physi
ognomy, Psychology, Health, Sociology, and all
■Subjects which pertain to the welfare of huftanity.
.The Character of Men and Animals is in accord
ance with their physical organization. This is
determined by size of body and brain, shape of
bead, "texture, temperament and facial expres
sion.
Human Nature illustrates these principles
by Picture and Pen, and teaches its readers
how to read character.
Its ethic» are ennobling, its style, while strong.
Is sprightly "and its literary standard high. You
need Human Nature. , ■■
Send lOcta silver for 3 back numbers, or
6Octe for 12 months subscription.
Address Prof, Allen Haddock. Phrenologist,
^{jaOjMMrkftit., San Francisco, Calif,

Phrenological examinations made daily.
Oral,

................................... $1.00

Recorded on Chart........................ 2.00
Recorded with typewritten analysis, 5.00
Photographs Same Price.

ZAe Libra Sawyefo Copy Lin.—Sample copies
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C. D. McLaughlin, 943, F, St, n. w.

Washington, D. C.
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EDITED BY

B. SURYANARAIN ROW, B. A., M. R. A. S.
Member of the Aiialie Society of Bengal.

Corresponding Member of
the Medico-Legal Society, New York.

Annual Subscription—Indian Rs. 4;
Foreign 6 Shillings.
Published on the first of Every Month.

Address, 102 Lings Cbetty St, rtadras, India.

JUST PUBLISHED!

THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY
-OB-

THE SECRET OF HAPPINESS.
Being Pbaotcal Instbuotions how to develop
end employ Thought Powsr so as to become
Healthy, Hapfv and Pborpebous.
Strongly recommended for all beginnera and
indorsed by all the leading magazinoe of England.
Beautifully bound. Price, poet paid, $2.75.

Also a pamphlet on tbo same lines entitled
PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Prioo, poet paid, 30 oente.

Send all orders to G. Oeboud,
American Book Depot,
De von port, Devon., England.
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« - pealing and {Self-Culture
Crown Octavo, 304 pages, bound in cloth,
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THUE SCIENTIFIC LIVING

have yet to meet a case in the treatment of
which it has not proved helpful. lam convinc
ed tialiis power to heal hat no limit".—Joseph
F. Land, M. D., 130 West 136th Street,
New York.
"I

PUBLISHERS’ GUARANTEE

’ Any person who purchases thia hook and adopts
its teaching and follows it for one month, and is
not entirely satisfied with the improvement in his
health, may return the book and the price will
be refunded.
References u to the above guarantee.

F. 8. Jerome, Cashier First National Bank,
Norwich, Conn.
N. L. Bishop, Superintendent of Schools,
Norwich, Conn.
Pried in Linen............. $1.00.
ESOTERIC PUB. CO.

THE FREE MAN.
A Monthly Magazine devoted to the
study of the New Thought, the Phlloso
phy of Health and the Science of Life.
Subscription: $1.00, per year; single
copies, 10 cents.
Address Ch SB. W. Close, FubliBher ,
124 Birch St., O. B. J,
Bangor, Maine.

A complete course of lessons on the princi
ples and practice of Metaphysical Healing.
Better than mere physical healing is the illu
mination and awakening of the spiritual nature,
aa the truth of the teaching breaks over the mind.
Many testify that they have been healed by
the first reading of the book.
A distinctive feature peculiar to it, is the
very plain methods given for attaining self-con
trol both of thought and emotion. .

Fait| and The Angel
White leatherette, gold lettered, 46 pages,,
Price, 26 cents.
Allegorical, illustrating the power of Faith
and Love.

Health Thoughts
67 pages, 15 cents.
Four lessons on how to attain Health and
Happiness!
For tale bp
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HEALING BY DIVINE SCIENCE.
Mas, Hr.NiuxrrA GAfiiUBON will heal at a
distance, and give perwual letters of instruction.
Circulars and terms on application.

Address Mrs. Henrietta Garrison,
Abbeville, S. C.
N. B. Trial treatments for oos month, for
health and snooass. 11.00,

“Modern Astrology” predieted in the January issue that, “the Climax of 1899
would be a GREAT WAR."

MODERN ASTROLOGY
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THE ESOTERIC MAGAZINE
As Tbe Eteoteric has been permanently suspended, many of our friends and patrons will, no doubt,
want to obtain it in complete file and in neat library form. For this purpose it has been nicely bound
in cloth and embossed in gold, making an attractive set of 10 volumes of the most advanced thought
ever put in print As an occult library, it is unsurpassed. We append a brief description'.of tbe
contents of each volume.

REVISED ESOTERIC.

Volume I.—This book contains all the essential matter originaHy published in volumes I. and
n. of The Esoteric. It contains the serial of nineteen numbers, Practical Instructions for Reaching
the Highest Goal of Human Attainment—the aerial, Twelve Manner of People—Twelve Manner of
Genii—The Power of Creative Thought—The Mystery of Sin—God Rules—A View of Creation—
Philosophy of Astral Specters—The Mind of Wisdom—Precious Stones—Development of the Race
—Unity of Desire—Immortality—Life and Death—and much other valuable matter. Price, 407
pages, $2.00.
Volume. II.—This book contains all the essential matter originally published in volumes HL
and IV. of The Esoteric. Among its valuable contents are a series of Bible Reviews covering the vital
points in the first fourteen Chapters of Genesis—Voyage of the Argonauts—The Signs of the Times
—Hypnotism andlndiridaaluation—Symbolism of tbe Zodiacal Signs—The Coming Messiah—What
the People Say—An Important Letter, etc. Price, 314 pages, $2.00.

BOUND ESOTERIC.
Volume V.—A few of the important subjects treated in this volume are Bible Reviews which
bring out many new and valuable facte regarding the Abrahamic Covenant, ending with twenty-first
chapter of Genesis—(The Original) Practical Methods to Insure Success—To Hiram (a letter)—The
Coming Woman—The Great Experiment—Capital and Labor—Example—Contributions, Questions
and Answers—The Hunter—Love, Human and Divine—Devotion—Force and Transmutation, etc.
Price, pages 468, $2.00.

from the Standpoint of a Scientist—Washington’s Vision—Bible Re
views (beginning with chapter I. of Revelation and ending in chapter TV.)—What is Truth—Devo
tion—Significance of Color—Health by Power of Mind—Elixir of Life—The One Mind—Karma, or
the Law of Retributive Justice—Mun’s Relation to Existence—Criticism—Solar and Planetary Vi
brations—How to Maintain Health in all tho Organs—Contributions, Questions and Answers—The
Soul’s Regeneration into Eternal Life—Esoteric Culture,—are a few of the subjects treated in this
splendid volume. Price, 578 pages, $2.00.
Volume VI.—Creation,

Reviews (beginning in chapter vi. of Revelation and ending in chapter xi.)
Contributions and Answers to Questions—Symbolism of Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capri
corn, Aquarius, Pisces, Aries, Taurus, Gemini—Talks on Physical Culture and Voice Production—
—Suggestions and Thoughts for Musing—Humanity’s Secret—Close Conditions of Discipleship—
What is Man—The Law of Use—Faith in God—The Coming Kingdom—The Sympathetic System—
Labor and Capital, etc. Price, pages 574, $2.00.
Volume VIII.—Bible Reviews beginning in chapter n. of Revelation and ending in chapter
ivu.)—Symbolism of Cancer, Leo—Conti butio ns and Answers to Questions—Getting and Guiding
Force—Mbu the Microcosm—A Warning and Advice—The Easy Way—The Elixir of Life—Coaaoiousnau in this World and in the Next—Tbe Mind that bath Wisdom—Overcoming by Illumination
Volume Vll.—Bible

—Wisdom of Adepts—International Sunday School Leesons—Meatal Healing, Mundane and Celes
tial—Incidental Thoughts, etc. Price, 576 pages, $2.00
Volume IX.—Bible Reviews (beginning in chapter xvn. of Revelation and ending with chapter
XI.)—International Sunday School Leesons—A Review of the Way of Attainment—Stoicism in Eso
teric Culture—A Cail to Awake—Dreams—Symbolism of the Sabbath—The Lord’s Vineyard—Con
tributions and Answers to Questions—True Progress—The Use of the Material World to the Neo
phyte—The Esoteric Thought and Movement—The Philosophy of Power—God the Fountain of Joy
ous Life—Habit—Life and Energy—Discrimination—The Awakened—The Temple of God, eta.
Price, 576 pages, $2.00.
Vol U me X.—The Seven Creative Principles, (a aerial of nine papers in addition to the work by
that name.)—Thought Polarisation and Regeneration—The Correlation of Spiritual Forces—Con
tributions and Answers to Questions—The Nature and Function of Aquarius—The Airy and Watery
Trip) ¡cities—Some Practical Suggestions to the Student—The Triplin ¡tie*—Scientific Principles of
Vibration—God’s Revealed Will—Cosmic Evolution—What ia Karma—Rewards and Punishments
—Music—The Doctrine of Christ—Vital Love—There ia Remission of Sin; There is no Remission of
Bin—Communing« with Nature, eta. Price, 576 pages, $2.00

PRACTICAL DOS TO INSURE SUCCESS
A booklet bound In whlta and gold.

ITS INSTRUCTIONS HAVE BEEN FOLLOWED
BY THOUSANDS
-in-

EUROPE AND AMERICA
Who offer the highest testimonials to their value.
Indorse them as being safe and reliable.

The ablest medical practitioners a vary where

NO ONE CAN AFFORD TO DO WITHOUT THESE METHODS.
Those who wish the highest success in life, can find in them that which will give vigor of body,
strength of mind and will, power to control self and surrounding circumstances, and produce a per
sonal magnetism that will enable the possessor not only to make friends, but to beoome a leader
mong men. Paper, lOcento; cloth, 25 cento.

JpESipt IfiST^UÇJIOJiS fOF} U/O/HEJf.
( WOMAN'S CIRCULAR )
A booklet of 42 pages,

instructions In the Regenerate Life.

It has been carefully compiled for women who are striving to gain true soul powers.

The raise

laid down are of such a character aa to be readily understood; are clothed la simple language, free
from all technical terms and occult phrases. A few months’ trial will convince the most eVepti**1

that the methods recommended are not experiments, but the result of much thought and actual
knowledge obtained through personal observation and experience. Pries, paper, 25 cento.
Published and for Sale by

The Esoteric Pub. Co., Applegate. Cal.

raXTAOl.
Th« aim of The Occult and Biological Journal i* two-fold: drat, it endeavor* to nnvsD to the student the mysteries of the higher truth* for which the Western mind
is now seeking in the mysticism of the past and in Oriental religions; shows the cor
relation of the doctrines of the Orient and those of the Christian religion, and usee
the wisdom of the past to throw now light on Biblical text; and, secondly, to those
whose desire is individual unfoldment, it gives a special course of instructions; pre
sents methods for increasing the amount of life in the organism, for it* conservation
and control, thus insuring the magnetic power so necessary to euecee* in all direc
tion*. It studies the biology of the universe. Investigates the law* of life, tracing
the course of it* unfoldment from it* origin until it reaches the perfection of the
human organism. Calls attention to it* use* and abuse*. Its presentation of th*
esoteric sciences is concise and clear, always emphasising their practical value.
Although it would teem that the number of new-thought publications now before
the people must certainly be greater than the demand, yet we feel that no apology ia
necessary in offering the public a journal which we believe possesses exceptional
facilities for presenting lines of thought heretofore neglected, and which the people
now demand for practical use.
Tbs Esotxbio Pobliskiwo Comtaxy is sb incorporated body. It irone* stock at *10 per share,
the money reosired therefrom, aa veil a* from snbacription, being used wholly in the advancement
of;the cense it represents; that ia, it is used in publishing and advertising books, the Journal, eta.
Tax Ebotxbio PctUASBiNa Company and Tax Esotbhic Fbatxbxity are entirely separate in so
far aa financial interests and objects ar* concerned. The interest of Tax Ebotxbic PcBUBBrNO
Oombany is in public teaching through the medium of its various publications, while Tax Esotkb10 FbAtxmnity is altogether interested in preparing a place for the working out to ultimata* of all
th* law* and methods tanght in th* Company’s pnblioetiooa
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THE MYSTIC SOUNDS.
Several yean ago I was led to investigate the matter of the
mystic sounds, as far as I could intellectually, with the books
at my oommand. I then had great faith in their efficacy, as a
means of attuning the vibrations of the physical body and
mind with the perfect harmonies of the interior realms of the
universe. Of late I have given no special heed to them, as
they seem to pertain more especially to the psyohio domain,
with no present value that I oould appreciate; however, for
those standing with me as well as those further on in de
velopment, they may have their uses, by continuously though
almost imperceptible inclining body and mind towards per
fect adjustment with themselves. There is very little in
print directly tonohing on the matter. Those who under
stand their correlation with the true inwardness of things,
remain silent, possibly, because they involve mysteries which
may not be given to a man until he is prepared to recieve
them; and those who have a alight knowledge upon the
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subject, perceive no special use to be served in presenting
them. While I belong to the latter class, I think it may prove

interesting, at least, to give a few considerations and quota
tions upon the subject.
...
In “Letters That Have Helped Me," the writer states:—

“It is a great advance that you hear the bells, which few
hear, and-evidenoe that you are where you can hear them; that

is a great deal indeed. Do not look for the voice of the bells,
but regard the ideas which thereupon oome into the bead, and
apply to them the touch stone of your own soul."
Here ia a description from “The Voice of the Silence."
“Before thou set’st thy foot upon the ladder's upper rung,
the ladder of the mystio sounds, thou hast to hear the voioe of
thy inner God,—the Higher Self,—in seven manners.
“The first is like the nightingale’s sweet voice chanting a
song of parting to its mate.
‘‘The second comes as the sound of a silver cymbal of the

Dyanis awakening the twinkling stare.

“The next is as the plaint melodious of the ocean-sprite im
prisoned in its shell.
“And this is followed by the chant of Vina (a stringed in

strument like a lute).

“The fifth like the sound of bamboo flute shrills in thine
ear.
“It changes next into a trumpet-blast.
“The last vibrates like the dull rumbling of a thunder

cloud.
“The seventh swallows all the other sounds.

They die, and

then are heard no more.
“When the six are slain and at the Master’s feet are laid,
then is the pupil merged into the one, becomes that one and
lives therein."
An old Eastern Book has a plainer description:—

•‘From practicing thia, (an exercise in which the main ele
ment is deep breathing and holding the breath in,) the dis
ci pie begins to hear the mystio sounds (nadas).
“The first sonnd is like the hum of the honey intoxicated bee;
next, that of a flute, then of a harp; after this, by gradual prac
tice, he hears the sounds of ringing bells, then sounds like roars
of thunder. When one fixes his full attention on this sound,
being free from fear, he gets abBorbtion, Oh my Beloved I
“When the mind of the Yogi is exceedingly engaged in this
sound, he forgets all external things, and is absorbed in this
sound.
“By this practice he conquers all the three qualites, and be
ing free from all states is absorbed in the ether of Intelligence.”
From one point of view these sounds are great waves of har
mony, running through and permeating our Solar System and
the larger systems of which it forms a part, being, what is re
ferred to in Ancient Philosophy, as the “Pythagorean Music of
of the Spheres.” From another point of view they pertain to
the microcosm, and are parts of our own finer organization.
In “Light on the Path” is written:—
“Listen to the song of life. Look for it, and listen to it,
first in your own heart
“Store in your memory the melody you hear,
“Learn from it the lesson of harmony.
“Only fragments of the great song come to your ears while
yet you are but man. But if you listen to it, remember it
faithfully, so that none which has reached you is lost, and en
deavor to learn from it the meaning of the mystery which sur
rounds you.
“Life itself has speech and is never silent, and its utterance
is not, as you that are deaf may suppose, a cry: it is a song.
Learn from it that you are a part of the harmony; learn from
it to obey the laws of the harmony.”
Different persons seem to hear them differently, judging by
their descriptions, and when a person has ear for the sounds
of the planes just removed from the Earth Plane, it must be
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hard to distinguish them always from some of the sounds pro
duced by the varied orders of beings and forces on those planes.
They do not sound the same to the same person at different
times, but vary with his psychic state as effected by the cosmic
influences at work at the time.
In endeavoring to mentally intone a sacred word or sen
tence in a certain measure and pitch, the bells will occasion
ally take it up and persist in repeating it in a different pitch
and measure, much to one’s annoyance; but, I presume in that
case they simply reflect our own discordant states. They seem
to be related to the heart-beats: when the hearts action is
fluttering and irregular, the ringing is similarly affected.
The sound referred to, as “the busring of the honey intoxi
cated bee,’* sounds ordinarily like the low chirping of a cricket
When the attention is fixed upon it however, it may be re
solved into two sounds, first a regular silvery ticking like a
watch, only a little more distinct and a sound like the jingling
of minute sleigh bells, or the sound produced by shaking a
thin glass filled with water and chopped ioe: what is prob
ably referred to in “Tbe Voioe of the Silenoe,” as, “the silver
cymbal of tbe Dyanis awakening tbe twinkling stars.” All
the sounds have the metallic element in them.
It is hard to distinguish what they term the bells, and the
flute. They seem to be tbe same sound; when intermittent
resembling bells, and when continuous, a flute.
Tbe deep sound, described as thunder, is by far the most
impressive. When heard loudly, especially for the first time,
it awakens a sense of awe, as if one were is the presence of a
majestic being with unlimited power.
One writer is under the impression that one must make con
ditions to hear them, such as removing to a distanoe from in
habited regions, entering a cave, closing the orifices of tbe ears,
and so forth; however, this is not essential, as they may be
heard quite plainly in tbe suburbs, even of large cities. The
early morning hours seem to bo the beet in fact this is tbe
only time that the thunder sound can be heard distinctly.
H----- .

NEW PEAOTIOAL METHODS.
(XI.)

We closed the last number of this series with the admoni

tion, that the mind must be so positively centered, that it will
not under any ciroumstanoes, yield one iota to the influence
of the old sex conditions, which have kept the race down for
centuries.
You will find that whatever you admit relative to sex, even
tacitly, in unguarded moments, will remain with you and find
expression in the sleep state; that is to say, it will, in the sleep

state, take the form of consenting to or permitting loss of the
seed. It is because of this fact that such a determined position
must be taken; especially by those of the negative or feminine

signs.
As soon as one can

reject from his mentality all sym

pathy with the sex relation, to an extent that they could not,
under any conditions be tempted by the opposite sex to devi

ate from their purpose, then, the danger of involuntary loss
will virtually be removed. This accomplished, nature will,
with keen rapidity, build within you according to that which
is active in your nature,—your mentality; especially that
which belongs to your loves and desires. Therefore, it becomes
necessary at this point of your experience to turn back and

re-read this series of articles from the beginning, and institute
a thorough self examination, making sure that all you love, all
you desire in life, is really of the highest, noblest and best.
Everything that is high, noble and good; which will elevate
and benefit you in any way, is not injurious to others. If
you allow selfishness to be active in yourself, the conservation
of the seed will fertilize that quality. and cause it to grow to
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such an extent, that it will soon become a controlling and con
sequently a destroying influence within you: likewise, will all
the virtues be caused to increase.

How necessary it is then, to see that every department of
your character is harmoniously developed and the faults root
ed up; for, as weeds in the garden grow more rapidly than the
plants, so do vices in the human organism grow more rapidly
than the virtues. This is true, because the creative forces, the
attributes of animal life are passing upwards, endeavoring to
enter and find expression through you, and because there are
constant suggestions from men and women on the lower plane of

life, which keep these thoughts active, causing the very attri
butes you wish to subordinate, to grow abnormally. But, as pre

viously stated, we cannot afford to kill out or destroy anything
that is natural; it follows there will remain active in your body
the qualities of the animal world: being necessary in a limited
degree, to give you access to and control over the lower forces

in nature.
Here is another point of great danger in human progress

and delelopment; for unless the mind is well balanced, and
the law of use has been incorporated in the habits of your
life, so that you can make use of all things without allowing
anything to oontrol you, you are in danger of going first, to one
extreme and then to the other, under the subtle inducement,
that you need experience. If you have sufficient development

to utilize these instructions, yon have had the necessary expe
riences;—perhaps in a former life,—which is enough.
Avoid going to the extreme of crushing out and destroying
essential feelings, appetites and the normal activity of the Bex
function; or the other extreme of dwelling too much in the
appetites and passions, or the undue gratification of the activ
ities of the sex nature. Every feeling, passion and desire must
at all times be subordinate to the law of use; use in view
of the object you have set before you. When I tay these

activities must be controlled by the law of use, I wish you to
understand, that, if you retain all the vital fluid generated in

the body, nature will act without demanding that your mind be
drawn down and occupied with these activities. On the con
trary; if the sex nature springs into activity involuntarily, then
turn your mind toward God, in the spirit of loving devotion,

and remain in that attitude as long as that function is active.
This will shut out temptation and improper inclination for
self-gratification, and will increase the spiritual condition with
in you, in place of the animal. You will observe that the mind
must not only be well balanced, but purified and centralised; yet,

we know that nothing that we can say at this point will pro
tect you against these great and most insidious dangers.
The law of the “survival of the fittest,’’ governs the world and
will govern it for many centuries to come, so that the mentality of
those that are the best qualified, will be able to discriminate most

correctly on these subjeots, and thus grow into the greatest degree
of harmony with universal law; which of course, includes human
law,—social and national. Those who come into harmony with
these laws will perpetuate their existence to a great age, and will
enjoy advantages that we dare not even suggest, for they are

transcendently above anything that you now believe. On the
other hand, those who lay hold of these principles, and live thia
life, purely for the purpose of gaining power over their fellows,
riches for themselves, in short, for any selfish object, will soon
grow into such a monstrosity, that nature will rise up in con

demnation and destroy them; for it must be remembered, that
nature is the expression of the God of nature, the God of justice
that rules human life, and who will not allow monstrosities,
gigantic centers of evil, to long have an existence in the world.
Therefore, bear in mind that righteousness, justice and equity
are fundamental prerequisites for the aooompliahment of your
ideals.

At this point, having obtained oontrol over the oreative life,
the sex funotiou, you are brought to where you must make
final decision in regard to your future habits. As we tare given
methods for the derelopment of certain effects in body and
mind, in our former instructions, we will not go into detail here;
but, will simply call your attention to a principle that is as
universal as life, namely, purity; which means keen love, or
attraction for that which to your mind expresses parity, and
just as keen and active a repulsion toward that which your
mind decides upon as impure. This will lay within you the
foundation for a dean body, a pure mind, and a fine, discrim
inative brain. Bear in mind, however, that in all ways that are
vital and useful there are by-paths. For instance, if you seek
purity of body and mind through discrimination, you are in
danger of making oomparisons and becoming egotistic, by set
ting yourself above others, and isolating yourself in the world.
Remember, while you have a right to possess as great or even
greater, purity of body and mind than another, yet, you should
never look down upon or even belittle anyone; for purity is
only relative to the qualities of the thing purified. Again, pur
ity means the absence of inharmonious elements in any organ
ism. The nature of the serpent, in that sense, may be as pure,
if not more so, than your own; but it is a serpent and belongs
to the reptilian realm of life, yet, there 1b a certain degree of
that quality in and essential to you; the serpent being the em
bodiment of the peyohio principle. We might go through the
whole catalogue of animal life, and find in each animal and even
insect, the embodiment of some quality that is common to us.
In the creation, each element has its own proper sphere of
use,—service—in the gigantic workshop of the Creative Mind.
We should recognise this as a fact, and in our mental discrim
ination and desire for purity, we should remember that purity
in its highest, and truest Be use, means every thing-in its place
and in the order of its use.

We would also snggest that you may develop whatever you
desire within yourself, by placing your mind on it and acting
if you already possessed it. By continuing in this attitude
you will cause to form within you, that whioh you desire, and
it will grow and develop and beoome a part of your nature.
This law is demonstrated by the athlete. In whatever direc
tion he wishes to develop superior power, in that direction he
begins to act. He virtually assumes the attitude of one who
possesses it, and keeps acting as if he had possession, or uses
that power as best he can, until he grows it within himself to
superior degree.
Now, you who have lain hold and taken control of the very
fountains of creation,—in the oontrol of the sex nature; have
it within your power to grow whatever you will, within your
selves; but remember, whatever you grow through laying hold
of the fountains of orestive life will stay with you, will make
up your selfhood; not only through a long life in this present
body, but it will form an active part in the soul oonsoiousness
through its travels, even though it may have many incarnations.
It has been accepted by all the metaphysicians of the Orient,
that the tenacity of a thought in following the soul, depends
upon the amount of vitality put into it. If this is a law, you
who have taken control of creation by taking control of gener
ation, are enabled to put an almost infinite vitality in what
ever yon create; therefore, you had better err by creating too
extreme goodness, righteousness, love to others and those at
tributes that you know to be most productive of good, than
admit even that whioh would seem to you a proper portion of
those attributes of mind, which appear to be essential to your
life and prosperity.
In the above we have placed in your hands the key to the
universe; use it as you will, and know of a certainty, that you
will reap a full reward of all your acts.

as

a
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You will have, by application of these methods, taken hold
of the right band of the Creator, and commenoed to guide
it according to your will. If you set in motion forces, men
tal states, that bring more sorrow and difficulty than joy
and success to yourself or to others, you will reap an abun
dant harvest of that misery and disorder in your own experi
ences. On the other hand, if you liberate and set in motion
oreative forces which produce the opposite conditions in the
world, you will also be partaken of the fullness of their effect.
After duly considering the forgoing you will find yourself
in a position to properly decide the ulti mates of your ex
istence. Do you want to be a parent of a great and noble
race of men and women ? If so, then you should give your
mind to acquiring knowledge of the laws governing human
life; first, your domestic; second, your social; third, your busi
ness; and fourth, your national life. These should be consid
ered, not only relative to your own individuality, but to the
body of humanity in general; because, if you want to be a race
progenitor, whatever principles you lay deep down in the foun
dation of your own mentality and soul structure, you will
transfer to your offspring as inherent qualities and fundament
al principles of their existence.
You have now taken up a method of life which means, that
you, as a thinking intelligence, must develop a capacity to
reject from your nature all errors due to early instructions,
that you may not perpetuate and entail them upon your chil
dren. Thus you must walk in the path of Abraham, whom, we
are told, was called out from Ur of Chaldea, by the Spirit of
God, and was separated from the people, and kept for many
years under the immediate guidance of heavenly intelligences,
as, was also Sarah, his wife; and not untill he had lived in that
spiritual atmosphere, and passed the age of one hundred years,
was he permitted to bring into existence his first-born. The
desoendents of his offspring were called the holy people, and
we, the Teutonic and Celtic races, according to the best author
ity; are the offspring and legitimate sons of Abraham: not
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Jews; for Judah was only one of the twelve sons of Jaoob, the
grandson of Abraham.
This is a suggestion of what is before you. It is only the
few who will rise into this superior condition; and, we repeat,
as the law is, “the survival of the fittest;” you who fit your
selves best and bring into existence the highest and noblest
offspring, will be the ones who will lay the foundation for the
future inhabitants of this planet
You have here a suggestion of the importance of the work
that lies before you, and as you have in your possession in the
above instructions the key with which you may unlock the
fountains of the universe, you can at once apply yourselves
with as much diligence as you please, to gathering knowledge,
wisdom, spirituality and every attribute that you need, in order
to make yourselves worthy of so high a calling.
Remember, if there is a lack in your nature, you have the
means by which you may supply it, therefore, you need nob
shrink from so vast a responsibility; you need only delay, until
you are fitted for the work.
(To be continued.)

SONG OF THE MYSTIO.
I walk down th« Valley of Silenoe—
Down th« dim, voioeiaaa Talley— alone 1
And I hear not th« fall of a footatep
Around m«, eave God’« and my own;
And the huah of my heart u «a holy
Aa hoven where Angele have flown I
Long ego waa I weary of voice«
Whoae muaio my heart oould not win;
Long «go waa I weary of noiaea
That fretted my eonl with their din;
Long ago waa I weary of plaoea
Where I mat bnt the human—and aia.

I walked in the world with the worldly;
I craved what the world never rave;
And I «aid: “In the world each Ideal,
That ahinea like a etar on life'« warn,
la wrecked on the ahorea of the Real,
And aleepa like a dream in a grave."
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▲nd atfl! did I pi** fee the Perfect,
And (till found tba Pal** with the Tree;
I nought ’"id tba Human fur Heaven,
But eaaght a mar* giimpee of it» Blaa:
And I wap* whan tba eloed* of th* Mortal
Vailed even that giimpee from my view.

And I toiled on, heart-tirod of tba Human,
A»d I moaned '"id tba mama of man,
TUI I knelt, long ago, at an altar
And I board a voiee call me. Sbaa data
I walk down tba Valley of Silence
That lim far beyond mortal ban.
Do you aak what I fond in the Valley f
'Tie my Tryating-Place with the Divia»
And I fail at the feet of tba Holy,
And above me a voaee aaid : “Be aaina.”
▲nd there aroee from the depth* of my spirit
An echo—"My heart shall be thin*. ”
Do you aak how I live in tb* Valley f
I weep ead I dream—and I pray.
But my tear* are aa sweet aa th* daw-drop*
That fall on tba roam in May;
▲nd my prayer, like a perfume from Osmre,
A*o*n<lath to God night and day.

In th* huth of the Valley of Sileno*
I dream all the eonn that I «Ing;
▲nd the mtasio float« down the dim Valley,
Till each find« a word for a wing,
That to heart», like the Dove of the Doing*,
▲ memage of Psaoa they may bring.

But far on the drop there are billow»
That never »>»«11 break on tba hatch;
▲nd I have beard song* in the Sileno*
That never «hall float into «peach;
▲nd I have had dreams in the Valley
Too lofty for language to reach.
▲nd I have seen Thought* in the Valley
Ah m* I ho* my spirit wn* stirred I
▲nd they wear holy voila on their faoau.
Their footstep« can soaroely be heard:
They pam through the Valley like Virgin*,
Too pur* for the touch of a word I

Doyon aak m* th* place of th* Valley,
I • hearts that are harrowed by Caro f
It lieth afar between mountain*.
And God and Hie angel* ar* there:
▲nd on* la th* dark mount of Sorrow,
▲nd ana the bright mountain of Prayer.
—Abram J. Byon.

THE PURPOSE IN THE CREATION OF THE WORLD.
(II.)

The importance of this subject is apparent, when the great
m umber of divergent beliefs and theories now active in the
minds of the people, is taken into consideration. We have
long since adopted the following as a criterion of life:—use
determines all qualities, whether good or evil; because, we have
discovered that everything that exists has a use, and as soon
as anything ceases to be of utility, it begins to die; as, nnder
similar circumstances the process of atrophy in our own organ
isms, clearly demonstrates. The same bolds good in any de
partment of nature, no matter what sphere it may occupy.
Every line of investigation that has been systematically con
ducted during the last thousand years, has bad for its causa
tive purpose, the bringing into existence, knowledge of facts
necessary for the perfecting of the race. Man works wiser
than he knows, and modern science is an exemplification of this,

being a collection of facts, made by the most careful and thorough
investigators and students of nature; and though they work
from the materialistic or phenomenal side, they have recently
arrived at the conclusions, reached in the Hebrew scriptures
thousands of years ago. If intellectual men and women will

turn their attention to the study of nature in all its manifesta
tions, they will readily discover the fundamental truths that we
wish to present herein.
As we have said in the preceding article: this thought is
necessary in laying a foundation, upon which to build a struc
ture of knowledge; for we know, that if the foundation of a
house be faulty, the whole structure will be faulty; hence, the
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whole trend of investigative thought has been directed by the
Cause Mind, toward establishing these basic principles. We
should remember that mechanics is only the application of the
law of form, for use: our watch keeps time simply, because its
form and structure is adapted to that purpose; our typewriter
can write our letters, because its form is fitted for that purpose;
and so with every mechanical arrangement in the world. The
human mind organs might be called a divine mechanism for

thought forming and manifesting of consciousness; the char
acter of the form depending upon the beliefs of the individual.
We will here endeavor to construct a form, which, if adopted by any individual, will give their oonsciousnesB a principle
of truth.
In order that this underlying or fundamental truth may be
clearly understood, we will present it —without argument—
as a statement, in two ways:—
FIR8T STATEMENT.

All nature gives evidence that it had a beginning and is be

ing evolved toward a definite ultimate. That definite ultimate
implies; Bpeaking from a mental standpoint; an object to be
obtained. An object to be obtained implies an intellectual no
tion; and as all nature is working out a definite purpose, it
argues that a conscious thinking intelligence is the cause of
all things. At this point, science and revelation meet in har
mony. The majority of scientists at the present time have come
to the conclusion, that, while nature seems to be forming from

its own inherent powers, there is evidently a definite ultimate
in view; a working in unison towards a certain purpose. Again,
they recognize the fact that evolution, the development of all

things from the lower to the higher, is also a law in nature.
If we look out upon the world of mind, and contemplate the

continuation of growth and unfoldment of mental faculties in
time to come, in proportion to what has taken place in the past,
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we can readily see that man’s destiny is to be like unto god,
having powers transcending our highest imagination.
It is well known to those who have investigated human life,

that all perversion is self-destructive; that there is no perpetu
ity in anything but goodness and righteousness,—right doing.
In the whole body of humanity working together for the good

of each one and each one for the good of all, and in the grow
ing intelligence that is so manifest in the world, we can readily
see that there are high and ennobling qualities that are com*
ing to the front, to characterize the race; qualities and attri
butes capable of bringing great enjoyment, and if properly de
veloped, will bring the race to a wondrous perfection. If evil

a

is self-destructive and good immortal,—and it requires but
passing glance at history to prove this; then it follows that the

object of the creation of the world, and man upon it, was to
create a race of beings that will sometime be most grand and

glorious.
SECOND STATEMENT.

We recognize God as an intelligent, creative mind force,

which decided npon a purpose, put it into form, and gave it
function or power to carry out and accomplish the thing de
signed. The word became the waters of the Bea, and the earth:
it caused life to spring forth, knowledge to develop through
experience, and all life to be driven in a certain channel by
desire for pleasure and self preservation, and a fear of pain
and death.
Life has gone on in the process of evolution, nntil there

a

stands upon the earth to-day, a race of men and women capa
ble of understanding the original purpose in the mind of God,
consequently, the laws governing the creative work; capable of
laying hold upon these laws, because they are active in their
own bodies, and bringing them all into use for the accom
plishment of the design in the mind of the Creator, thus
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developing in themselves, through the light, life and power of the
Spirit; all the attributes, qualities and powers of their Father,

a

though in a leas degree.
Through and by
knowledge of these laws and pow
ers, and the object that was in the Creative Mind, they

will bring into form, by a united effort, an organized body,
called in Revelation, the hundred and forty and four thousand,
which, by virtue of organization, will become as the body of
one man; because in the higher development, they will not only
know the thoughts of each other, but will feel each other’s feel
ings, think the common thoughts, and in short be the same as
the many members of our own bodies. It will be, simply, the

construction of an immense body capable of thinking thoughts
that the individual now can not even dream of; know knowl
edges millions of times beyond the capacity of individual man,
thus becoming the manifestation of the God of the universe in

human form.
BEVELATION.

Biblical revelation is replete with statements of, a divine
purpose; and revelation did not pass away with the prophets.
We are now in a time when illumination is so general that it
becomes to the individual, a repetition of the revelations of the
past. Such, at least, has been our own experience.

The very first chapter of the Bible, is referred to by St. John
by the introductory words of his gospel: “In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with God (Power), and the
Word was God (Power). All things were made by Him (or
It); and without Him (or It) was not anything made that was
made.

In Him (It, the Logos, the Effectual Utterance) was

life; and the life was the light (intelligence, consciousness) of
men.” This most comprehensive and suggestive statement,
John allied to Jesus the Christ, when be said: “The word was
made flesh and dwelt among us,” that is to say, the creative
word which went forth in the beginning to create a world and

people it, had its first mature manifestation in the Lord Christ.
If we ask the question, why and to what did he refer when he
said: “In the beginning was the Word,” we have only to turn
to the first ohapter of Genesis for the answer: “In the begin
ning God created the heaven and the earth....................... And
God said. Let there be . . . . : and it was so.” The
words “Let there be, and it was so” are repeated in every stage
of creation throughout the first chapter. The twenty-sixth
verse says: “Let ns make man in our own image, after our like
ness: and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and
over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the
earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the
earth.” Here is the declared purpose or ultimate.
God is Bpirit, or mind; and if we stop a moment, and inquire
from our own experience as to what a word is, we find that
words are formed out of the substance of our life;—they must
have form or they would not be reoognizable; then they are
sent out by the will. Herein resides the image of God in
man:—in his ability to form a thought and send it out with
power to do and accomplish, the same as did the Father.
We are told by this revelation, that, God in the beginning
formed a thought, and sent it out into space to build a world,
and eventually to people it with men in his image, and like
him, possessing the dominion. The first or most perfect manfestation of this was in Jesus, the Christ. Mystics of all ages
have manifested a certain degree of this image and likeness,
which constituted them masters. The how, of accomplishing
this purpose will be readily discovered in reading the bible
from Genesis to Revelation. It will be found therein, that
from the period called the time of Adam, there was a systematic
leading and governing of that race toward a definite ultimate.
Adam was not the beginning of the human family, but the be
ginning of a covenant race; a race from which should come the
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the fullness of development, having dominion and power to
manifest the image and likeness of God. It will be seen, that,
from that period down to the time of Jesus the Christ, there
was one constant series of visitations and instructions on spir*
itual subjects; that is to say, a special effort was made on the
part of spiritual intelligences, to keep the mind of that raoe of
people ever active in the direction of spiritual things, and in
the paths of righteousness,—right living. Laws were made
prohibiting Israel from intermarrying with other nations; thus
by keeping the raoe pure, and proper mental states active, de
velopment was carried forward in the direction designed in
the mind of the Creator.
The effect upon the development of that race, produced by
mental states, was suggested in the aooount of Jaoob, who
peeled rods so as to make them appear spotted and streaked,
and placed them in the watering troughs where the flocks came
to drink; the oonsequenoe was, the flooks brought forth cattle
that were spotted and streaked, because these conditions were
kept active in the consciousness of the cattle. This is only a
hint of the law suggested above. Again, it is well known to
all stock-raisers, that, in order to raise a higher quality of
stock, it is necessary to select the most highly developed and
keep them separated from the others, so that there will be no
intermixing; otherwise, a higher quality could not be obtained.
For instance, horse raising for the raoe track has become a
science; fifty years ago 2-35 or 2-40 was the best record of trot
ters; now, they have through years of careful breeding and
training, obtained horses that will go in much leas time. This,
again, is a suggestion of what God has been doing with the human
family, and why a certain people were selected; in other words,
why Abraham was called out from Ur of the Chaldeans;
who were the highest developed and most scientific people
in the world at that time; aud was kept under the direct
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supervision of the Spirit until he reached the age of one hun
dred years, when he produced his first child; and why the
promises were especially directed to bis children and continued
to Israel, their offspring, who were called the chosen people;
from whom,—aooording to the revelation given by the angel
to John; should come the first ripe fruit of the earth,—the hun
dred and forty and four thousand of all the tribes or sons of
Israel. From this standpoint all idea of partiality or favoritism
is done away with, further than, as a wise stock-raiser has his
choice, which he keeps pure, for the sake of a higher and more
perfect develpment.
The old maxim, “As above so below" is true, and man can
do nothing, only as he sees what the Father has done. In other
words, as we discover the laws of nature, we can apply them
to serve our purposes. The laws that govern the lowest form
of life, and which have caused development to proceed from
the low state of the beginning of creation to the high state of
noble, spiritual manhood, are unchangeable, and will continue
active, until creation has fully accomplished the object in the
mind of the Creator, when the word was formed and sent forth
on its mission to gather form substance, and make a world
make itself; or to become the life and thought in all things,
which molds all things, and is the intelligence and conscious
ness in all life. This thought, then, sent forth in the begin
ning of oreation, had in it all the potency that is in nature; all
the life, consciousness or thought, and all creatures are bnt
manifestations of that thought life which was sent from God.
When that thonght life has accomplished the object for which
it was sent forth, namely, the oreation of man; a race of men
and women, in God's image and like Him; then there will have
been gathered together a body of the first ripe fruit of the
earth, who will have power, like God, ‘io take the kingdom and
the dominion under the whole heaven." Thus the first ripe
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fruit will become the kings of the planet earth; as the prophet

said*. “They will be kings aud priests unto God, and will reigu
on the earth." Kings, because they have become the embodi
ment of the mind and will of the Creator; the perfect expres
sion of God, and are thus enabled to take control of the crea
tive processes aud to become a light to the world in a higher
sense, than any body of men that has ever existed on this planet.

This ultimate will be what has beeu called in the scriptures,
the establishment of the kingdom of God on earth.
Now reader, do not allow your mind to run off into some
vague supernaturalism, but remember, that when we speak of
the creative word that is carrying forward the work of creation
and making man in God’s image and like Him, we speak of
that which is manifested in the thought forming capacity of your

own body, and in every manifestation of law in the material
world, as well as every manifestation of law in the mental or

spiritual realm; as high as yonr mind can reach and as low
down in the scale of creative energy as yonr intelligence will
permit yon to descend:—all,—all are the manifestation of that
divine Creative Word, climbing np the ladder of attainment

toward God-likeness.
With this thought clearly understood and fully grasped, you
will see that all high and noble scientific discoveries and all
revelations that come from the oause or creative world, are
working together as one mind, and that they are all telling the
same story; science simply telling it through object lessons,—
kinder-garden methods; while revelation tells it in words, and
has partially expressed it in and through the mystios, masters,
prophets and sages of all races and ages of men.

(To be continued.)

D Minor,—Golden.

This principle, symbolized by tbe Lion, manifests Itself as the Faithful end
True upon whatever plane of life it serves. In the Re-generate life it comes next
to the Csnoer Principle in tbe order of unfoldment, and stands as tbe expresses
end dispenser of the Golden Frnitsge, by the side of Cancer, the Water of Life;
for, truly, as it is written:—"Joseph, (Leo), is a fruitful bough, even a fruitful
bough by a well.” AU that is beautiful and noble in the soul of man, though
bound for agee by the law of generation, to service in the home, finds expression
through thia function end tbe mind qualities governing it Here the sublimated
easenoo of spirit has found lodgement; and through the toons thio spark of divin
ity witbin, has sought its kind in the boundless ocean of life and light without.
Ever and anon, through the unknown ages, this qn ility of mind, inspired from
God, lias gone out again and again in aspiration and devotion to the Scarce from
whenoe it came: end thus, man, though many times appearing to fall sway from
bis course, has remained fired and true to law; and, unswerving and “constant as
the North Star,” has steadily unfolded in the image of his Creator: until, to-day,
those now ready, hearken to tbe call of old, springing within,—“Awake, Awake,
put on thy strength, O Zion; put on thy beautiful garments,'’ and stand ont can
didates for a higher order of life—immortality.
Now that this is fast taking the form of intelligent desire—prayer,—by thousands
of Earth's ripest souls, the question wells witbin the heart of each,—Where
shall I turn for tbe truth? To whom shall I go? And the answer, in the still
ness, comes,—Go within, turn to the beet and highest within you. lu the power
of the silence examine tbe very center of your being; command to the turbulence
witbin, “Peace, be still." Combine strength of will and gentleness of heart; the
first, to still the senses, and to hold the mind calmly and fixedly on the one thought,
“I am clean and pure within, and, therefore, tbe Spirit of God that pervades all
space, abides as well in me." The second, that you may with perfect love and
quietness feel after the Spirit of Truth, that it may have place in you. Thus will
you possess, st once, the qualities of the Lion and the Lamb. Do this, and the
promise is at band and shall be fulfilled; for, by the law of correspond enoe, like will
attract like; and the Spirit of the Highest—tbe “Lion of the tribe of Judah’’—
awaits you then, without. “Behold I stand at the door and knock; if any man
hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him and will sup with him
and ba with mo," No man can understand the troth of which Jesus was the
embodiment, by merely looking at the man, Jesus. We must go within and
commune with the innermost Feel after the truth with the heart “and ye shall
know the truth, and the troth shall make yon free.” It is an attitude of mind,
coupled with devotion of hrart. Many are now seeking immortality through the
first, alone—Mind; but, remember, this is not all:—we must recognize the first,
and the last, (heart):—“the Alpha and the Omega";— the blending of heart and
mind, which opens the eyes of the soul to a realization of Faith—the Christ Prin
ciple; which can never be known, but most be fait; and it is absolutely neeemary

that wo feel after Him with the heart before wo can hope to know Him. And
what ia it we know when wo know Him? Not the man, Jeans, bat the true Jesus
ia the man: that which was exemplified in and through the mu, L e., Principle:—
the law, love, light and life of God, which io Power and Dominion, through all
eternity; which once abode ia the darkness, and the darkness—(the Cold, hard,
cruel, intellect, alone)—comprehended it not."
Search then, for the "Pearl of Great Prioe," while jour soul at this 100000, ia
led out by the mind qualities of Leo. Touch bat once the light of the Christ now
abroad, and knocking at the door of each: breathe the blessed truth of the New
Birth: taste the first fresh draught of the Water of Life; and though too weak, as
yet, to bold it long at once, yet, sparred an by the first flush of viotory; ths eys
bright with courage and hope, you cannot falter on the way. When yon touch
thia Principle, let its Virtue find expression through you to all the world: let its
warmth radiate and touch the hearts of men, that they may be drawn to you, as
were the two who met ths Christ, on ths way to Emmaus; that they too may exclaim,
“Did not our heart burn within us while bo talked with us by the way?" and,
if you question bow to proclaim it, remember that your silent influence, alone,
however distant, will inspire and uplift ell it touch ee. It is truly wonderful; bat,
such ia the power of right thought—lore—thought Ton will find after a time that
all circumstances will begin to shape themselves for you, in obedience to that
love which has no selfish will; and yet whose force is as onward and resistless
as the tides of ths eon:—more than thia, for it commanded the elements, even, to
be still, and they, too, were beneath it, "and greater things than these shall ye do,
because I go to my Father." Persons coming into your presence—your aurw, will
unwittingly appropriate it, and will live, think and act by the power working
through you—for good—for the good of all; for, “He that ia greatest among you
shall be the servant of all.'*
The ability to command oooditiocs for selfish ends is the temptation besotting
ns at thia stage of growth. Let ns, therefore, be steadfast, and mindful always
of the Master’s reproach:—“Because thou coyest, I am rich, and increased in
goods, and have need of nothing; and knowest not that thou art wretched, and
miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked: I counsel thee to buy of ms gold tried
in the fire, that thou mayoat be rich; and white raiment, that thou mayast ba
slothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do not appear; and anoint thine eyes
with cyewalve that thou mayeot see. Aa many as I love, I rebuke and chasten:
bo zealous therefore and repent."
God is law: He ie not capricious; but fixed—eternal law—mind—love—eversxisteot—omnipresent. And we repeat:—if you but hold the right attitude of
mind—the purity and gentleness of the Lamb, with the tenacity and momentum
of Leo; and all the intelligence alert: the Principle without, will be joined to that
within, and the union, (Chemical ?) ia Light and Life Eternal. Then can yon say,
ns did Jesus:—“I and my Father are one:" for, Be will be in you, of you, through
you,— yes — yoc.
Gold, the color belonging to the sign uo, vibrates to the key of D minor, and
consecrates upon the altar, the “spirit-water," conserved and chastened by Cancer.

0HA8. A. DANA, AND OHABLOTTE 8. 0U8HMAN.
In oontem plating the Sign Leo, there is no one word which
fully illustrates it, as, illumination. It is typified by our
Great Solar Orb, whose sweep of power includes both light
and heat to our Earth, and the other planetary forces which
belong to our System. Whoever, therefore, in humanity, is
dominated by this Sign, comes within the soope of illumination
aa to mental qualities. This, at its best, produces Wisdom.
In-asmuch as “through the heart pass all the fountains of life,"
it becomes of exceeding interest to trace the progress and suc
cess of those who are born within this Sign, when combined
with the planetary forces incident thereto.
Among many distinguished Americans, we select Charles
A. Dana and Charlotte S. Cushman as fitting representatives
of that Sign, and illustrative of the male and female element.
Charles A. Dana was born in New Hampshire, August 8,
1819. In accordance with the Circle it will be seen that the
Earth was in the Sign Leo, and the Moon in Pisces. Accord
ingly, it will first be noted that his heart and his feet formed the
basis of his career. The Lion and the Fishes made nobility
and restlessness inherent. The Son and Water typified the
brilliancy and the variableness of his nature. The elements of
the Rainbow were all his own. Its seven hues were emblem
atic of the variety of knowledge which blended in his life’s
attainments.
bo
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With the metaphysical Planet Uranus in the Sign Gemini,
there was an inevitable outreaching for not only ordinary
knowledge, but an earnest desire to study the laws of mind,
and delve in the occult philosophies. It formed the corner
stone to his temple of Knowledge and Wisdom.
Saturn, in the Sign Virgo, harmonized into healthfulnesa his

digestive organs, and made him quickly discriminative and in
tuitive in a rare sense. Thus Virgo became the Goddess of
Spiritual discernment unto him, and perchance, he may have
often wondered why he so easily comprehended matters of ut

most consequence.
Mighty Jupiter, in the Sign Leo—where he was born —
crowned his heart power with an Ideality comparable to the

greatness of the plsuet itself. No home of earthly creation
could ever quite equal his interior conceptions. The world
about him seemed dwarfed compared to what his ideals pic
tured. The finest of food—and viands of every kind—he nat
urally craved. He belonged, in a true heart sense, to a natu
ral aristocracy, and consequently many could not understand
him.

The nobility of the Lion, with all the might of his in

domitable prestige, belonged to his nature.

He was a mental

ruler of men and affairs, with all possible reinforcement from

the heart.
Mars in Scorpio made virile his will power, and opened the
psychic door unto him, so that he oould be as firm in purpose,
as he was tender of heart, and beneath both have a wisdom
judgment as to what should be done or undone.
Venus in Capricorn led him into an inspirational attitude
regarding business affairs, and caused the Goat nature it
personifies, to desire to climb to the very top of the mountain,
rather than run into any back yards for garbage. To him there

was a Parnassus height to be attained, and a willingness to
strive most earnestly to reach it.
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The position of Mercury in Gemini, when combined with
Uranus in the same Sign, caused a dual outreaching for actual
knowledge, which, as the years went by; be would fain trans
mute into Wisdom. How far be was able to do so, let his
painstaking labours upon the American Cyclopedia attest.
The writer recalls most vividly bow in 1859 he called at the
office of the “New York Tribune," to see the distinguished
Horace Greely, as one of our national characters, and was in
tensely interested to note a young man conferring with him, as
assistant, who proved to be Mr. Dana. What he then witnessed,
was the prelude line of activity which led to great results in
after time. The keen aggressive nature of our subject was
then being developed through the Aquarius air of Mr. Greely,
(born February 3, 1811). It fanned into continuous glow the
Leonic fire of Mr. Dana during fifteen years (1847—1862),
preparatory to his becoming the glowing luminary of the “New
York Sun," whioh not only in name but in fact, from 1868 to
the present time, “shines for all.”
This development of Mr. Dana from the Yankee boy to the
Peerless editor, renowned scholar and statesman, is a striking
illustration of what the Leo nature nature can accomplish:
when the emotions incident to this Sign are subservient to
knowledge, they become power.
It will be noted that the four elements of Fire, Earth, Air
and Water, found equal expression through him. He was
four square elementally and dual in each of them, therein
balancing in a remarkable sense his entire nature.

Chab. A. Dana,

and

Charlotte S. Cushman.

Charlotte S. Cushman, Nat. July 23, 1816.
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Charlotte S. Cushman was born July 23,1816. As the Circle
■hows, she comes within the dominion of the Sign Leo, with the
Moon in Cancer. Being, however, bnt a few days within Leo,
■he partook somewhat of the characteristics of the Sign Can>
oer; consequently, the Heart and Home were the two elements
that formed the basis of her career. The Lion and the Crab
symbolized her foundations: most naturally, therefore, her
intense womanly nature outreached for expression.
With Uranus in Gemini and Saturn in Leo, there was ereated such an earnest desire for knowledge that would not only
satisfy the head bnt the heart also, that the world in a sense,
became her family, and abe would show it what her ideals
were. When a Leo woman has thus united Air and Fire into a
dual dame, there is created a Torch whioh lights the world:
so, in those days when the drama Deeded its Torchbearer to
to throw a clear light upon the scenes, she appeared in that
true womanly way, which the world always respects and honors.
This occurred when our Leo-Cancer heroine was but nineteen
years of age.
Jupiter in the Sign Taurus was a powerful factor in her in
dividualization. It caused her emotional nature to be enriched
with a keen sense of what the occult meant, and the sensational
could do. An ideality rich and rare possessed her, so that the
Bull united with the Lion and the Crab in the creation of a
Triune power of expression.
Mars in Pisces made her feet restless and determined: one
foot trending toward the home, and the other toward the world;
and therein her nature was grounded and made sure of know
ledge. With her, as with Mr. Dana; Venus in Capricorn was
the seat of fine aspirations as to business affairs, and the fem
inine goat of her nature saw the attainable heights, and never
ceased to attempt their cresting.
Mercury was in the Sign Virgo, and so the messenger of the
Gods inclined her virgin nature into harmoniousness of intui
tive thought, which became winged in fineness of expression.
With Venns in Caprioorn, Jupiter in Taurus and Mercury

Chas. A. Dana, and Charlotte S. Cushman.
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in Virgo, there was formed an Earthly triplicity of unusual
power. It caused an immense ideality of desire as to the
world's uplifting, and to that end her heart and soul went
forth unceasin
Each of these great souls belonged in the tribal sense to that
of Joseph, the first born of Rachel, the true Spiritual wife of
Jacob: hence, they were the children of Love:—Joseph was
the eleventh son of Jacob; but it is to be remembered that
Dinah was the eleventh child. There is, therefore, incorpor
ated into Leo natures the male and female elements; the male
having the interior feminine expression, and the female that
of the male.
To each may be applied the wonderful promise of Jacob to
his son Joseph;—“Joseph is a fruitful bough, even a fruitful
bough by a well; whose branches run over the wall." And to
both Mr. Dana and Miss. Cushman may be applied those mem
orable words of Joseph unto his brethren;—“Fear not, for I
am in the place of God.*’ When Mr. Dana, at a orucial time,
in our country’s history, reinforced Abraham Linooln as as
sistant secretary of War, he was indeed a modern Joeephl
When Miss. Cushman stood upon the stage as a pure exemplar
of dramatic art, uplifting her hearers by the power of her true
portrayal, she was indeed a Dinah-Joseph in the most modern
seuse!
In the world's history it has always been true, that the hero
ic Leos in their unusual lives of duty toward those about them,
have been misjudged and often condemned. Their illuminating
power has often dazzled rather than enlightened.
We can, therefore, oomprehend the wonderfully wise expresson of Jaoob regarding his son Joseph, and now equally appli
cable to our modern Josephs:—“The archers have sorely grieved
him and shot at him and hated him. But bis bow abode in
strength and the arms of his hands were made strong by the
hands of the mighty God of Jaoob.”

Libra.

DELINEATION OF CHARACTER,
We regret that limited ipaoe permit» u* to give, during the oouree of the year,
but om delineation to each aubnriber. The ueoeasary date an, the year, day of
the month, hour and place of birth. Without the hour we may approximate a de
lineation, but it will always be a nan tiefactory; therefore, if obtainable, we should
hare the hour, and if it cannot be ascertained, the applicant most understand that
the charaeter-eketah u more or leea incomplete. In all cases, however, the date and
placr of birth moat be given, or it will be oeeieae to attempt a delineation. We
wish distinctly to state that our time is too thoroughly occupied to write to ap
plicants for additional data. Those who wish special help in the regenerate life—
snch as was given in The Bacterio—should so request in their application.

Mr. C J. R, July 15,1838.
about 2 a. m. Middletown, Pa.

RISING SIGN—n.
Tripi.icien,
Trinities.
Intellectual, 2. Airy,
2.
Maternal,
2. Watery, 8.
Reproductive, 2. Firry,
0.
Serving,
2. Earthy, 3.

Mrs. C. J. R. March 7, 1843.
between 9 and 10, a. in.

Trinities.
Intellectual, 4,
Maternal,
3.
Reproductive, 0.
Serving,
1.

Triplicities
Airy,
0.
Watkry, 2.
Fiery,
2.
Earthy, 4.

The following delineation of man and wife answers, in part at least,
the question we are so often naked concerning the harmonies and in
harmonies in marriage. This couple have been married many years,
and the way he puts the question:—‘-Could we have been better mated?”
shows his satisfaction. This subject is perhaps the most difficult for
students of Solar Biology and therefore examples are very important.

Delineation

of

Character.

In giving the dates of birth of yourself and wife, you ask:—“Could
we have been better mated ?" we think not. You were born when the
earth was in the maternal sign Cancer, which make« you a careful
man; thoughtful of all the little things in life; it makes you really the
mother of the family; while your wife lb restless; a typical “Martha,"
troubled about many tilings. Your carefulness and her’s work to
gether, inasmuch as yours is in one direction and her's in the other,
yet, harmonizing with each other. You were born in the head of the
watery triplicity and she in the serving sign of the same. You both
have the moon in the sign Taurus, therefore you are both led out in
the same direction. Your wife’s rising or body sign is undoubtedly
Taurus, while your's is Gemini, the normal expressor of Taurus. Thus,
you see, she furnishes the vitality, while you naturally express it. You
have plans and methode for making money; she, with her anxiety,
keeps it. You both have good intuitions, having Uranus in Virgo. At
the time of your wife's birth, the scientific planet Saturn, was in the
sign Cancer;—your natal sign. At the time of your birth, Saturn
was in Taurus, which give« you an orderly mind; Jupiter was in Pis
ces, your wife's natal sign. While this position would naturally lead
you to immagine evil and pick flaws in others, your wife's nature
seems to smooth down that rough point The position of Mars may
create some inharmony, yet in a way, it is harmonious. According
to geocentric astrology, Mars rules Aries and Scorpio: it was in the
sign Aries at the time of your wife’s birth and in Scorpio at the time
of yours. It produces in your nature quick temper, irritability and
combativeness: in your wife, imagination of evil; some degree of jeal
ousy, and considerable combativenew. Venus in Libra makes you a
pretty good judge of art, beauty and elegance, at the same time it
carries the love strongly into the sex. Mercury in Aquarius is good,
as it strengthens your nervous system and somewhat hardens your
over sensitive nature; it also fits you for dealing with the people.
Venus and Mercury were both in the sign Taurus at the time of your
wife's birth; thus she has three planets situated in Taurus, and Tau
rus rising. This gives her great control over the sex life, consequently,
I have no doubt that she is healthy and strong, unless her health has
been injured by prolapsus, or some disease of that order.
May you be kept in divine harmony during the remainder of your
stay on earth.

CORRESPONDENCE.
W* publish th* following qnmtioiu, asked by on* of oar subscribers,—together
»¡th our answers,—because it represents the pnoeut condition of tbn majority of
people- If people will oontlnne to question, as does our ourreepoodent, aud do
not hastily answer the qneetione from their own point of view nod nettle down in
their egotism, the trntli will come to them.

Alcott, Colo.
Editor of The Occult and Biological Journal.
Dear Sir:—May I inquire as to the manner of revelation,

the way God and Christ will manifest themselves to the peo
ple of this planet, during the eoroing day of Judgment of one
thousand years ?
Will the character of individuals be read or delineated
through the zodiacal signs under the guise of the blessings of
the twelve sons of Jacob? or, will God apeak directly through
the mouths of those sealed, according to Rev. in: 10-12, as he
did through the mouth of his son Jesus?
Ins:—No; the character.of individuals will not

be read through the
zodiacal signs by the Spirit. On the spirit or cause side, qualities
are recognized and not persons or things. The zodiacal signs are in
strumentalities by which we, the sons of God, are made acquainted
with those qualities; but the Spirit knows them as we know objects
and things. We, however, are in the kinder-garten stage, and must
learn from methods. As to God speaking directly through the mouths
of those sealed; yes, He will, after they are sealed and become his
temple; hut they will speak according to the laws that God has set in
motion in the arrangemeut of the universe, and not according to ca
price, which seems to be the idea expressed in your letter.
We read in Rev. xxi, that the foundation atones of the spir
itual kingdom are to be the twelve Apostles of the Christ, and
that each tribe will enter through these sacred doors. Will

those thus entering through the city of God be granted location
agreeable to the blessings of Jacob?
Ans:—In the twelve foundations represented by the twelve apostles,

in the verse quoted, will be found the twelve principles of the Christ
of God or of the sons of God, which Jesus came to manifest. Not that
these men as individuals are the only foundation, but that the spirit*
ual truths which they received from the Christ and thus embodied in
their lives, were the foundations upon which Israel or the twelve de
partments of human consciousness must build, and through which the
sons of Israel will enter into the spiritual from the material world; for
the Israelites were, up to the time of Christ, in the symbolism of
spirituality, or, as Paul said “under the law,” and Christ came to
explain the meaning of these symbols, or, preferably; came to throw
light upon their signification.
In the selection of the members of the mancbild of Rev. xit:
1-5; twelve thousand such tribes; Dan was left out and Man

asses chosen in his place: how do you account for this change?
Is he to be the personal anti-Christ to rule over his people—
Israel—during the hour of tribulation; the time appointed for
the cleansing of regathered Israel, in the house—kingdom —
of Christ, the fountain Bpoken of in Zech, Xlti: 1 ? Is Dan the

serpent in the way, at the time of the restitution to the true
spiritual worship of God by the scattered Jews and lost sheep

of the house of Jacob ?
Ans:—Yes; there is no

doubt that Dan in hia physical manifesta
tion, will be “the serpent by the way, the adder in the path,” the
anti-Christ of the incoming of divine order; but, as the closing of that
blessing says: “I have waited for thy salvation, 0 Lord.” Dan,—
Aquarius, is the embodiment of the principle of nerve force and psy
chic power, which will be the common inheritance of all the twelve
tribes or qualities of people; and we believe there will be as much, if
nut more, of that quality in the body of the man-child or one hun
dred and forty-four thousand, as any other.
Du you think the Hermetic Science; Philosophy of the Rosi
crucians; Alchemy; Astrology; etc.., will 1«: taught to the peo

ple as it is now?

When one roads all the variety of printed

works of this age, it is simply confounding, and one ia forced
to say,—what shall man believe? Ia the kingdom teaching of
law and order coming from the representatives of the twelve
authorities of the doors of the new world? Teed, of Chicago;
Russel, of Pa.; Totten, of New Haven, Conn.; Paul Tyner, of
New York; Peter Davidson of Ga.; Mrs. Eddy, and Catherine
H. Thompson of Boston, and very many others too numerous to
mention, many with whom you are undoubtedly acquainted;
all claim to be God sent, and no two agree. I understand that
where two or more are congregated in the name of Jesus, there
He is!
I sometimes wonder if these teachings are not the parables
of Satan coming parallel with those of Jesus the Christ, both,

now to be uncovered and revealed plainly before the minds of
men, who are seeking light and a way out of this carual wilder
ness of confusion.
Ani:—As to the Occult Sciences to which you refer; these are what

Jesus referred to when he said,—Matt, xiii, 52;—“Therefore, every
scribe which is instructed unto the kingdom of heaven, is like unto
a man that is a householder, which bringeth forth out of his treasure
things new and old." You ask: “What shall man believe?” He should
believe that which appeals to his highest understanding as truth, no
matter from what source it may come. Jesus said: “Ye shall know
the truth,” the spirit of truth that shall lead you into all truth. If you
have not the spirit of truth, then we would advise you, and all others,
who have it not, to obtain it; or, more plainly speaking; obtain an
earnest soul desire, free from all predudioes and preconceived notions,
to know the truth that you may live it, do the will of God and come
into harmony with the divine purpose. If this is laid deep down in
the soul, then you will see that whatever is useful in aiding you to
come into more perfect harmony with the Divine purpose is truth, but
that which serves no purpose is evil, and yon want nothing to do with
it; thus the useful is good; the non useful is evil. What would you
think of a miner who went out into the mountains and finally re
turned, saying; what is the use; I find all kinds of minerals and how
am I to know the gold from the oopper, brass, iron, etc.? Such ia
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your position. The teachers whom you mention, and many others,
ere busily engaged hunting out the treasures of past experience and
making them available to you: and all who have wisdom from God
will gather out of that mass the pure gold of divine riches. You say,
you sometimes wonder if these teachings are not the parables of
Satan. Some of them undoubtedly are. Among all the elements of
the earth God has made poisons as well as foods, but because God
has created poisons, it does not follow that yon should partake of
them. Choose the good and reject the evil.
I gave the Journal to a neighbor of mine to read, and he
eaid that he desired something more simple, easier to grasp
and comprehend, like the following:—“Repent and be baptized,
every one of you .... for the remission of sins.” “He that
believeth on him is not condemned (not judged).” “I am the

light of the world: he that followeth me shall not walk in dark
ness.” “I am the door,” “1 am the way, the truth and the
life.” “The son of man cometh to seek and to save that which
was lost,” and “Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my
blood, hath eternal life.”
A ns:—The answer of the friend to whom you gave a copy of the Jour

nal is like that of a man, who, when given a simple problem in addition,
said; why do you not give me something easy, such as an algebraical
or geometrical problem? The subjects to which he referred are
those about which the church has been talking for centuries, but of
which they know absolutely nothing; nor will they know anything
about them, until they first learn the simple truths that are being
taught to the world through the Occult and Biological Journal, and
the advance thought magazines in general.
Admitting this to be the gospel of the Church age for the
past two-thousand years, is it ended, in your mind? and the
teaching of these new apostles of some authority,—the truths
of the New Age?
Ans:—You say: “admitting thia to be the Gospel of the Church, etc.:”

we do not admit it to be. The Gospel of the past two-thousand
years, has been a gospel devoid of knowledge, like that of the Hebrew

dispensation; a gospel of symbols, the meaning of which it* priest*
know scarcely anything. The age of symbolism is now past, and
the age of things symbolised, which was the true gospel of Christ, is
now to be realised.
Is this manner of scattering printed matter abroad Christ’*
instructions to the people, who now are seeking reforms and
redresses from the many kings?
Ana:—In answer to thia question we would say, — ye*.
If Christ oomes face to face to his brethren are not these

mysteries ended ?
Am:—When Christ

comes face to face with his brethren and they
know him, it will be because the mysteries are ended. The 'Christ is
face to face with his brethren now, but they know him not.
I sometimes wonder if this Occult teaching is not the work
of Jesus, and is emptying men for a refilling of the JVew Life
from God! I have no doubt but that your mind is also ex
ercised over these things.
Ana-,—This question seems to be well founded, for occult teachings

serve to empty men of their treasured trash; ignorant theories, by
causing them to think and gather treasures of truth.
Why is it that this occult teaching is so hidden that the
mind's eye fails to comprehend the truth, as it is in Jesus?
Ana:—The study of occult teachings leads to a comprehension of

the truths that were in Jesus. If you cannot understand that which
is least, how can you understand that which is greater ?
Of course I am well aware that the Jew* failed to recognise
God in the voice of Jesus: am I also so blinded?
Ana:—You ask, — “am I also so blinded?’’ evidently so, if your

letter expresses your mental state. Take for your motto, for the next
year, the words of Jesus; “Ye shall know the truth, and the truth
shall make you free.” It will free you from your blindness and ulti
mately from the law of sin and death.
If these hidden mysteries are not the truth as taught by the

Christ, why then are they taught as inspiration from God?
I sometimes believe these are the things Moses rejected, chocs-

ing rather to bear the reproach of Israel before Egypt’s Em

peror.
Ann:—You should bear in mind that Mobcb was first instructed in
the knowledge of the Egyptians; that is to say: he was instructed in
all the arts of their magical powers, occult doctrines, etc.; after which
he was called of God to be a savior to his people, having through in
structions from God obtained a higher magic than the Egyptians pos
sessed. If he had not been instructed in all the wisdom of the Egyp
tians and had additional instructions by the Spirit of God, he would
not have brought his magic to bear in competition with the Egyptian
magicians; whereby he could demonstrate to them and the world tliat
should follow, that there was a higher power than was known to the
occult philosophers of his time. But, mark you, he had to learn the
lesser before he could obtain the greater.
Jesus came to tell us of heavenly things, and if all this oc
cult learning is merely of the earth, earthy, then it amounts to
nothing for the mind is to feed on spiritual food found in the

life blood of the flesh of the son of God. God is the "I Ain”
of His own will, and all sons evidently partake of that mind.
j4ns,—You say—“If al) this occult teaching is of the earth earthy,
etc.” But is it? Do you know anything about wbat you say in re
gard to feeding on the life of Christ? If you do, your mind would
be in order and you would have an understanding of these things.
You seem to be like many of the new thought people, who pick out
the few errors in the translation of the scriptures and dwell upon
them. The one most commonly chosen is the statement, “I am that
I am.” It is a fact, that, where error begins to ripen and bring forth
seed, it harmonizes the mind with error. You should read a pam
phlet entitled “The Everlasting Covenant,” published by the Esoteric
Publishing Company.
Can men instruct the spirit of God in his sons and daught
ers whose mind is the mind of the bridegroom ? Has the bride
any other mind, to be developed by occult reading?
Ant:—I judge from this question that you have an idea the bride spoken
of in Revelation is to be an ignorant body of sensating flesh, where
as, the divine body referred to, can only become the bride of Christ
when it is clothed with righteousness, right living, through a know

ledge of all truth. God doea not send down from heaven truth« that
are already on earth, and it is not the truth* concerning heaven
that man needs for salvation; but those concerning the world in
which he lives and the cause of all thing«, the spiritual force that
produced them. Therefore, the sooner the people turn their eyes
from the heavens and use their common sense concerning the things
around them, the sooner will they find God likeness; and by that
means only ean they know anything about the teachings of the
Christ, who was here nineleen-hundred years ago.

Esoteric Pub. Co., Applegate, Cal.
Gentlemen.— Four “Esoteric Ephemeris” 1901 received. It
is certainly * most skillfully prepared Mathematical Ephem
eris, of great value and assistance to both the Geocentric and
Heliocentric Astrologer. The Cusp-Rising Tables and Cusp
Transits are of special help for oral advice when dealing
with horary questions.
Kindly mail me four more.
Yours truly,
Geo. W. Walrond.

Keo House, N. Y.

Esoteric Publishing Co.
Dear Sirs:—Have you now the little pamphlet,—Practical
Methods to Insure Success, so that I can get them when I want
them ? 1 have one that I got several years ago, and I have
just been rereading it, as I had not looked it ov6r for two or
three years; I think I have read it iu all, eight or ten times.
I have Dever read any book that I esteem so highly as I do
that. If I conld have had it sixty-five or more years ago it
would have been invaluable to me. I am now past seventy seven years of age, and in good health, but I think I would
have been a different man if I could have had the advantage
of reading it in my youth.
A. H. Frank.
Respectfully,

BOOK REVIEWS.
Tbs Stxfhokt or Ltrr, A Serie« of Conatruotivs Skstebc* and Interpreta
tion*; by Henry Wood In this volume the author nets forth the results of hi* examinatioo into the social question with hi« usual liberality and clearness of thought:
be brings out the errors that are broadoast in the world and «hows the remedy
for them. Throughout the volume, he presents io ocnoiae form the results of hi«
study and investigation. It is a book we would gladly have read by the whole
social world, for it woald open the eye« of the blind and enable them to see a little
of the way in wbiob they are going. Published and for sale by Lee & Shepard,
Boston, Maas. Prioe, cloth, $1,25.
Tn Bbbath or Lire, A Herald of the Kingdom Coming in New Di vine-Hu
manity. A twenty page monthly, edited by Bev. S. C. Greatbead- Vol. L No.1
of thia magazine liee before us. The editor, a minister, who has had, judging from
Ms writings, some remarkable experiences opening into a new life, is having the
same experience with his church brethem that all ministers have who dan to
apeak one word beyond what has been known and spoken by his bretbern foe
thonaanda of yean pest. His thoughts on the breath and inhaling the divine life
is well worth the year's subscription, and cannot fail to benefit al) earnest stu
dents of truth. The ideas seem to bubble up from a new spring, and we trust that
the editor ban touched the fountain from whence will flow Divine Truth for the
lllnminaticn of the world. Subscription rates: United States and Canada, per an
num, $1.00; Foreign Countries $1.25; single copies 10c. Address, The Breath
of Life Publishing Co., Clifford, Mich.
Fobwarp Movbmbxt Hbrald. An 8-page monthly, edited by Thaddena Sl
Fritz and Margaret B. Sheehan. It is largely devoted to socialistic thought end
to the emancipetion of the people from their slavery to old and worn-out custom*.
We had the pleasure of a visit from Bev. Fritz and Mr* Sheehan, and we were
highly pleased with their broad views and zeal for the good of humanity. Sub
scription prioe, $1.00* year. Address, The Forward Movement Harald, Academy
of Science, 819 Market St, San Fraacisoo, CaL

EDITORIAL.
The following number will dose this volume of The Occult
and Biological Journal; and, as we purpose to select one gen
eral style and color for the cover of the ensuing volume, and
we wish to make it just as artistic as possible, we ask our
friends to offer suggestions as to what, in their opinion, would
be the most artistic oolor. The different oolors of the present

volume, which were selected to represent the twelve signs of
the zodiac, according to the psychic perception of our former
literary editor and business manager; afford a great variety
from which to choose. It is our desire to keep up the present
standard of the magazine, and if possible, to make it even bet
ter. We have been very much enoouraged with its progress
during this volume. Our subscription list is continually in
creasing, and we have received less notices for disoontinuanoe
than ever during the publication of The Esoteric. If the pres
ent increase of the subscription list continues, it will not only
relieve us of any financial embarrasment, but the Journal will
soon become a leading magazine in America. We would like
to increase its size, but to do that necessitates an increase
of machinery in our printing office, which we do not feel able
to afford at present. We sinoerely thank our many friends who
have worked so faithfully in introducing the magazine to new
readers, and we hope they will oontinue to do so and, that our
new subscribers will also use their influence to bring these
important truths to the attention of their friends and acquaint
ances; for it is by personal influence that the greatest good ia
accomplished.

Thirty years ago we discovered that the cause of the lack of
correct knowledge and consequent powers and attainments,
was not so much a want of knowledge in the world, as a lack
of order of that knowledge. We have been studying most zeal
ously to disoover a point at which all may begin to think; an
epitomizing that would enable the mind to perceive ata glance
a bird’s eye view of the whole landscape of causation, and to
start at the proper place and move forward in an orderly man
ner, with comparatively little risk of being mislead by the
many bypaths of error. This point we know we have found,
but, there has been an invisible mental force that has hindered
our putting it in form and placing it before the world in a way
that all could grasp it. We have suggested the ideas in some
of our public lectures, in “The Seven Creative Principles", and
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other writings, but in this number of the Journal in the article
entitled, The Purpose in the Creation of the World, we have
succeeded, through a most unusual effort, in putting them into
form. This article cost more vital energy then any we have
ever written, simply, because it is undoubtedly the most impor
tant article now in print We therefore expect that those who
read it will find, if they watch their feelings carefully, that it
has a peculiar influence upon the mind. If there are invisible
adversaries about, and we know their are, they will be mani
fested in some way while the reader is striving to grasp the
fullness of the thought If the thought is fully grasped, it will
never be forgotten, but will enter into and form a part of the
reader’s consciousness in the life here and after, and will give
oolor to all their thoughts and to whatever they read; it will
become a measuring rod by which to determine truth and error.

During the last few months we have lost a great many jour
nals through our subscribers changing their addresses and not
notifying us in time; the Journal being sent to their old addres
ses and not reaching them, we were compelled to send duplicates.
After this, if addresses are changed and we are not notified in
time, and are obliged to send two copies of the same number,
we shall have to charge our subscribers for the extra number.
On the other hand, if we are notified of the change of address
in due time, and it is plainly written so that there can be no
mistake, and the Journal is lost in the mail, as soon as noti
fied of the fact, we will send another, without any extra charge.
Our subscribers should bear in mind that, in order for notices
of change of address to reach us in time they should be here by
the first of the month, as we begin to print the wrappers about
that time, so everything may be ready for the magazine,
which should leave our office between the 10th and 15tb, in
order to be in the hands of the trade and our subscribers by
the 20th.
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Probably, there never has been a period in the history of the
world, certainly not in the history of America, in which so
much money baa been donated to various educational and phi
lanthropic institutions, as at tLe present time. A large percent
age of this money will never accomplish its object, and very
little, if any, of it is given to the new thought movements that
are now before the world. The men who during the last twen
ty-five yean have gathered such enormous amounts of wealth,
are those whose minds are more orderly and open to the Eso
teric thought,—if properly presented to them,—than any other
class now in the world. They have demonstrated their supe
rior abilities by their capacity to gather great wealth. If the
friends of this thought would carefully study how to bring it
before the minds of these men in a reasonable, practical way,
they wonld soon realize that there is no movement before the
world that is really doing bo much good for the people as the
Esoteric. For instance, the little pamphlet “Practical Meth
ods to Insure Suooess” is doing more lasting and wide-spread
philanthropic work for the real good of the people, than any
one instrumentality now in the world. This, our friends fully
realize, and if it could be brought to the attention of those who
have more money than they know what to do with, some of it
would be diverted toward the wider circulation of this import
ant literature. We know there are those among our subscrib
ers, and those interested in our thought, who could interest
sufficient capital to bring this literature before the world: as
it is, we are laboring here in a corner; just a few are giving
their lives for the benefit of the world, and are receiving from
the physical standpoint a scanty livelihood; barely the absolute
necessities of the body; and as every means by which this work
can be brought more generally before the public, demands ex
tra capital, and we have it not, there are, therefore, only a few
among the millions who are receiving of its advantages.
The responsibility of this rests upon every individual who is
acquainted with the teachings.
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subjects which the special character of the two latter publications makes possible.

MIND. *2.00

THE OCCULT AND BIOLOOICAL JOURNAL. fi.BO
Regular Price lor the TWO, »3.80
Combination Price »2.80

THE ARENA. *2.80
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOOICAL JOURNAL. *1.30
Regular Price for the TWO. *4.00
Combination Price. *3.00
THE ARENA.
THE OCCULT ANO BIOLOOICAL JOURNAL.
MIND.
Regular price tor the THREE. »0.00
Combination Price for ALL THREE. *3.78

Address all communications and make remittances payable to
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
APPLEOATE, CAL.

[Grand Prix.Parisl900|

Remington
Typewriters

TLAWnlï
‘ 'i'I

6

are built to do yi
the hardest work \
‘
that is ever re£p quired of a writing machine.
|jj^ Their supreme
worth has been .
established by a /
quarter of a century /
of unfailing service. yf/

Outranking All Medals
WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
211 MONTGOMERY ST. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

147 S. BROADWAY.
LCS ANGELES. CAL.

258 STARK ST.,
PORTLAND, ORE.

REVISED ESOTERIC.
Volume I.
Should be Read by Every Esoteric Student.

Thia book contains all the essential matter originally published in volume 1
and ii, of The Esoteric Magazine.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR REACHING
THE HIGHEST GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT,

Is in itself a complete occult library. The laws explained therein will, if con
scientiously followed, lead the student to the highest goal of his desires. Price,
cloth, $2.00.

Volume II.
Companion to volume I.

It contains all the essential matter found in volume in, and 1V, of The Eso
teric Magazine.
BIBLE REVIEWS AND HELPS.

by Mr. Butler,
Which run through The Esoteric to and including volume ix, begin in this volume.
The reviews in this book cover the essential points in the first fourteen chapters
of Genesis, and bring out many new and interesting as well as instructive points
hitherto unnoticed. Price, cloth, $2.00.

totale Ephemeris
Fob 1898 and 1899.

Complete, giving the exact position of 3olar Syatorn at noun, Washington time; alao the hour, min
ute and second of the change from one aigu to
another.
Invaluable to Student» of Thb Eaqtbhjc aa well
aa of Solar Biology, enabling them, without the
trouble of computation, to know time of changes.

Price, 10 cent».

^r^THSO-BOPHLM*
From the Wisdom of the Wise
Reduced to IO cte.

"No man can become wine in the divine science
by seeking to become an adept. He must fli his
mind, first of all, wholly on the people's good,
and master the law of the uplift of the people.
As he becomes identified with the spirit and sym
pathy of our common humanity, he rises to the
threshold of the secret way."—From Tkco^SbpAta.

THE EPHEMERIS, giving the positions of the Moon fori892¡H-5-6-7.8-9.1900-1-2 and designed for insertion in the "Solar Biology”
tables, can be had by sending 50 cte. to this Office. Single year, 5 eta.
ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY. APPLEGATE. CALIFORNIA.

i>UUAK KIUL-VUY
A NEW SCIENTtEK', EXACT, ANl> EaBY ltET>IOt> OK DELINEATING CHARACTER; DIAG
NOSING Disease; Detebmining Mental Physical and Bshiness Qu au
ric avion r,

Conjugal A&aftabiutt, etc., from Date opfitKra.
by H. s. butler.

Illustrated with Seven Plata Diagrams and Tabtea of the Moon
and Planets, from 1820 to 1902.

This science proves that “all are members of One Body (I. Cor. XII. 12-27); and
that, as such, each one has his peculiar function in life. It throws a flood of new
light upon the problems of life, furnishing the groundwork, or scientific law, which
goes down into the minutue of the life of every man and woman, as a mirror re
flecting his or her innate nature. This work tells what is in man and how derived.
Toils how to cultivate self and make the most and beet of life. Tells one, when a
child is born, what kind of training it ehonki have, to what diseases it is liable,
how to avoid or how to cure when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand
body to which each individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies,
physical fitness, natural sphere, and highest and Attest use in the world.
It enables parents to know just what business their children are beet adapted
for, and how td educate them, and is also a guide in the preservation of health and
strength, and an important aid to success and to the attainment of the great ob
ject in life; vis., usefulness and happiness. It also aide in prolonging the life of
old and young. It is of special importance to phynciana, enabling them to attain
great success through having in their possession a oertain key to knowledge con
cerning the nature and peculiarities of their patients such as heretofore has been
available only to those few that were of rare intuitive discernment.
It is claimed that character is expressed in the countenance, that it shapes the
cranium, and is aven written in the hand: but Solar Biology introduces the student
into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining character and funotion, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and harmonious human relatedness.
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy paper,
clear type, with author's portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound in superior
cloth, embellished with symbolic designs in gold. No elaborate Btudy or prepara
tion in required to enable one to read character and otherwise apply the science.
The key to the use of the science will be found on page 274, and can be fully
mastered in a few minntes. Price |5.00.
Published and For Sale hv

Esoteric Publishing Co.,
Applegate, California.

1901
Is now on sale. Because of its accuracy and from the fact that it gives data
not to be found elsewhere in print, this Ephemeris will prove an important aid to
students of Astrology and of Solar Biology.
The work contains complete data for finding the time of rising of Zodiacal Signa,
a Table having been specially computed showing Sidereal Time of Sign-Cusp Ris
ings for every degree of North Latitude from Equator to 60° corrected for sphe
roidal shape of the Earth, available, sIbo, for same degrees of South Latitude.
This Table will be useful for any future year, as its extreme change will probably
not exceed 5 seconds in a half century. Greenwich Time is used throughout,
which makes change to Standard Time involve even hours. The work contains
Special Tables for finding the time of rising of the signs at Boston, New York,
Washington, Chicago, St. Paul, Denver, San Francisco, and London. It tells how
to easily construct similar Tables for other places. Full explanations are given
for use of all the Tablee, with especial reference to the needs of those not accus
tomed to mathematical work. Forty pages are devoted mainly to arithmetical op
erations and interpolation methods which will place the student in command of
the mathematical work necessary in the study of Astral Science.
Explicit directions are given as to proper use of Standard Time. The Epheme
ris proper gives the Heliocentric Longitude of each planet and Geocentric Longi
tude of the Moon to minutes of arc for every day in the year; also Sidereal Time
of Greenwich Mean Noon for each day. GiveB exact time, to tenths of minutes,
of entrance of Moon and planets into each sign, corrected for Nutation, showing
in each case also the time it takes for light to come from planet to Earth.
Thia work has original, genuine merit. In its mathematics, it follows the latest
Astronomical Authorities. It contains the best exposition of Sidereal Time pub
lished by any writer on occult science. It is by an Astronomer of Observatory
experience, who has used the most conscientious and painstaking care in ita
preparation.
Every student in Astrology needs this Ephemeris for making correct predictions
for the year.
Price, 25 cents.

Issued and for sale, by
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,

APPLEQATE, CALIFORNIA.

Ilin iuhuluh haï ur ni mm muni.
A COURSE OF INSTRUCTIONS DELIVERED BEFORE THE
SOCIETY ESOTERIC,

BY H. E. BUTLER
This work reach«» the moet vital principle« of Christian Life and Doctrine, and is especially
deaigned for those who are ready to consecrate their lives to to the highest spiritual attainments.
IT IS CALLED “THE NARROW WAY,"

because to live in the world and not be of the world, but of the Spirit of God. is a narrow way
indeed; as Jeans said,
YE CANNOT, SERVE TWO MASTERS."

For thoee who will follow the instructions in thia book, there is a realm of spiritual conscious
ness and power that has been known only to the prophets and to the Christ. Price, cloth, $1.00.

♦►ESOTERIC EDUCATION*
Or the Unfold ment and Life of a Hero.

Translated from the German of J. Kernning'e “Key to the Realm of Spirit."
The narrative of knight Geoffrey, subsequent to his esoteric training,
contains a report of the young hero's feats, sufficiently detailed to give a
clear idea of the way in which spiritual insight and powers work together to
make the prepared and purified man an invincible conqueror. Thus this
book may encourage mothers of deep thought and faith, like Lady Mathilda,
to give their Bons also the education of heroes, making them instruments to
solve the problems of modern society, as there is no age without its oppor
tunity and need for heroism. Cloth, postpaid, 50 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

For Use of Students and Lecturers in Delineating Character

-^SOLAR

from

BIOLOGY^

This is an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilla folder.
Each out
line represents one sign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
signs desired. Price, 10 cents a copy; special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
For sale by

THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.

♦ a a ♦ a
We have revised and reprinted this booklet of poem«. A number of beauti
ful poem« have been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make thia
last edirion particularly attractive, both as to appearance and content«.
Price. 10 cent« each; $1.00 per doeen.

THEKSOTEJUC iroiJUlUS.
------

1900.

------

Th* Esoteric Ephemeris bu been so enlarged for the year 1900 aa to contain nearly 60 pages,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric position*, and carefully calculated tables giving the heliocentric longitude of all the
planets, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; the hour, minute and second of the transit
of the planets and Moon; also the rising signa and bow to find them, with a table of the Sidereal
time, and the. time of nearly all the large cities.
It contains nbw and important pacts relative to Solar Biology. The article on "Chemism" id
alone worth many times the price of the book. Price, 26 eta.

THE EVERLA5TINQ COVENANT.
This pamphlet of 46 pages brings to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in theca-

aelvee, we think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible student should put himself in possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments. Prioe, 16 cents.

‘•THE NEW MAN.” A Magarino devoted to a better understanding of the Lew of
Sex, the Cun of Disesase by Magnetic, Mental,
Psyohic and Spiritual Force*, sad the develop
ment of all higher oooult powers latent in all men.

Samples for 2o. stamp. Address The New Maa
Puhliahing Company, Omaha, Neb., U. S. A.

Th« Amaxiotn Institute
a a a of I*hrttL010fy
[iNODRrOUATBD 1866.]

The next session opens on Wednesday,
Sept. 4th, 1901. For particulars addrest
Secretary, c-o Fowler & Wells Co.,
27 East 21st St., New York, N. T.

THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.
PUBLISHERS AND BOOKSELLERS,

APPLEGATE, CALIF.

We do a regular Mail-Order business. We are out in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada», eighty
miles from any important town, and, consequently, all our business is through the mail or exoreea.
- If you Want any book that ia being advertised by The Esoteric Pub. Co,, you have simply to send
a Cashier’s Cheek, Money Order, or Express Order for the amount at which it is listed, and the book
will be promptly forwarded to you. Currency or bills will be sent at the purchaser's risk. Inter
national Money Orders must be made payable at Auburn. California.
BOOKS BY H. E, BUTLER.

Solar Biology, cloth. 500 pp........ ......... ,,,?5.00
Seven Creative Principle», cloth, 170 pp.... 1.50
Narrow Way of Attainment, doth, 140, pp. 1.00
Practical Methods tqjnsure Success, 76 pp.
—paper, 10c.; cloth, .25
Special Instructions for Women
(woman’s circular), paper, 42 pp. .25
Everlasting Covenant, paper, 46 pp................15

Jtp vised Esoteric, vol. t., cloth, 407 pp...... 2.00
Revised Esoteric, vol. II., cloth, 314 pp..... 2.00
Bonnd Esoteric, vol. v., cloth, 468 pp....... 2.00
(found Esoteric, vol. vt, cloth, 578 pp...... . 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. VII., cloth, 574 pp...... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. VIII., cloth, 576 pp..... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. IX., cloth, 576 pp....... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. x., cloth, 576 pp........ 2.00
Bound Esoteric: vol. XL, cloth, 576 pp...... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. xti., cloth, 576 pp...... 2.00
Esoteric Education, trans, from German ofj
J. Kerning, cloth, 78 pp................................ 50
The Pilgrim's Path
by Rai Salig Ram Bahadur, cloth, 50[pp. .50
Atheism and Arithmetic, by H. L. Hasting,
63 pp.—paper, 15c.; cloth, .35
Osman's Palmistry Instructor,
by Leo 8. Osman, paper, .25
practical Astrology, by Alan Leo, cloth,.,.. 1.00
Why I am a Vegetarian,
by J. Howard Moore, paper, .25
Women in the Business World, by one
of them,
Paper 50 cts. Cloth...... 1.50

Cruden’s Concordance, Youngman, cloth,...
Smith’s Pronouncing Bible Dictionary, to
which is added Cruden’s Complete Con
cordance, cloth.............................
Other Worlds than Oura,
by Prof. R. A. Proctor, B. A., F. R. A. S.,
cloth,
The GoBpel of Buddha, according to Old
Records, told by Paul Carus, cloth............
The Religion of Science,
by Paul Carns, cloth,

1.50

2.75

1.2S
1.00

,60

BOOKS BY C. BRODIE PATTERSON.

New Thought Essays, cloth.............
Seeking the Kingdom, cloth.....................
Beyond the Clouds, cloth,................ ........
The Library of Health, 3 vol», cloth, each.

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

BOOKS BY HARRIET B. BRADBURY.

Voices of Heaven and Earth, paper,...............25
The Light that is in Thee, cloth,.......... .......... 75
The New Philosophy of Health, cloth,........... 75
A Spiritual Tour of the World,
by Otto A. de la Camp—paper, 50c.; cloth, 1.00
The Cup-Bearer, edited
by Helen Van Anderson, cloth, 1.00
The Law of Correspondences Applied to
Healing, by W. J. Colville, leatherette.......... 50
Heilbronn, or Drops from the Fountain of
Health, By Fanny M. Harley, leatherette,... .50
Sermonettes from Mother Goose for Big
Folks, by Fanny M. Harley—paper, 50c,; cl. 1.00
The Mind Telegraph,
by J. B. Stay, Paper...,.,.......,,,,,,. 25c.

Bhagavad Gttt, or The Lord’s Lay, trans.
by Mohini Mohan Chatterji, M. A., cloth, 2.00
by Ladd, .75
Cheiro’B Language of the Hand............
2.75 Anglo-Israel, by Rev. T. Reeling Howlett,
doth, 1.00
Divine Pedigree of Man,
by Thoe. J. Hudson, cloth, 1.50 Hygienic Treatment, by Archibald Hunter,
cloth, .25
Johnnie's Victory, or Pictures Made Real,
by Sarah Elisabeth Griswold, stiff cover, .25 Law of Psychic Phenomena, T. J. Hudson,
cloth, 1.60
Springwood Tales,
by Helen Augusta Fussell, illust., cloth, 1.00 Confucius, the Great Teacher,
by Maj. Gen. G, G. Alexander, cloth,........ 2.00
A Comprehensive Guide Book to Natural,
Hygienic, and Humane Diet,
Lfto-Tsze, the Great Thinker,
by Sydney H. Beard cloth, Is.; .25
by Maj. Gen. G. G. Alexander, cloth, 1.75
Ideal Suggestion, by Henry Wood, paper,.,, .50 Chaldsean Oracles of Zoroaster, edited and
Blossoms of Universal Truth,
revised by Sapere Aude, cloth, 1.00
by Hannah M. Kohaus, illuminated cover .50 The Analects of Confucius, translated by
Discovery of a Lost Trail,
William Jennings, cloth, 1.00
by Charles B. Newcomb, cloth,........... 1.50 Atlantia, the Antediluvian World,
Practical Metaphysics for Healing and
by Ignatius Donnelly, cloth, 2.00
Self-Culture, by Anna W. Mills, cloth, 1.50
Pistis Sophia, Gnostic Gospel,
The Pantheism of Modern Science,
translated by G. R. S. Mead, cloth, 2.50
by F. E. Titus, paper, 56 pp. .10 Chips from a German Workshop, 4 vols., by
The Living Christ, by Paul Tyner, cloth,... 1.00
F. Max Muller, cloth, vole, t., n., ni., each, 2.25
Zelma. The Mystic, by Alwyn M. Thurber,
vol. IV., 2.75
cloth. 1.50 New Light from the Great Pyramid,
Between the Lines, by Hannah M. Kohans,
by Albert Ross Parsons, cloth, 4.00
—leatherette cover, 50c.; cloth, 1.00
The Six Systems of Indian Philosophy,
The Golden Age Cook-Book,
by F. Max Muller, cloth, 5.00
by Henrietta Latham Dwight, cloth....... 1.25
Spiritual Consciousness,
Vaccination a Curse and a Menace to Per
by Frank H. Sprague, cloth, 1.50
sonal Liberty, with Statistics showing its
Selections from George MacDonald, or
Dangers and Criminality,
by J. M. Peebles, A. M„ M. D., Ph. D. 1.26 Helps for Weary Souls, by J. Dewey, cloth, .60
Electricity and the Reaurection.
BOOKS BY RALPH WALDO TRINE
Paper, 50 cents; Cloth,............... 1.00.
Greatest Thing Ever Known, cloth................35
Remedies of a Great Physician,
What All the World's a-Seeking, cloth,..... 1.25
by Hannah M. Kohaus, leatherette, .40
In Tune with the Infinite, cloth,............. 1.25
Philosophic Nuggets, gathered by
Every Living Creature, cloth,........................ 35
Jeanne G. Pennington, cloth, .50
Character Building, paper...................
.35
Dawn Thought, by J. Wm. Lloyd, cloth,..... LOG
BOOKS BY HORATIO W. DRESSER
Out of Law Into Gospel; or God in Man,
Perfect Whole, cloth,................................ 1.60
by Sarah Elisabeth Griswold, paper, .60
Voices of Hope, cloth...... .......................... 1.50 The Metaphysics of Balzac as found in
Voices of Freedom, cloth,..................... 1.25 “The Magic Skin,” “Louis Lambert,” and
In Search of a Soul, cloth,....................
1.50 "Seraphita, by Ursula N. Geatefeld, cloth, 1.00
Living by the Spirit, cloth,........................ 75
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of
The Heart of It, cloth................................... .
How to Keep Yonng.
Power of Silence, cloth.......................... 1.50
by J. M. Peebles A. M- M. D„ Ph. D. 1.00

Mythology, Hebrew end Christian,

etructed for finding the
rising sign, u it gives the
degree and minute of that
sign’« elevation above the
horiaoa for any Latitude
between áS° and &5*, which
embrace« nearly the whole
eivilized world. It will be
a great convenience to as
trologers; and those who
doubt the influence of the
íodiacal signs, or those who
wish to experiment upon
such influence, will find—
by having this Indicator at
hand and watching the
change of their mental and
physical state« with the
ehanging signs—that not
only will their own experi
ence convince them of the
reality of rodiacal influ
ence, but that a new field
of experimentation, most interesting and profitable, will open up to them. (Every
one is not sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but, in most instances, the oberver will be quite conscious of them.) The Indicator is neatly and durably con
tracted. and: with proper care, will last for years, Price SI.00.

Esoteric Pub. Co., Applegate Cal.

A SPECIAL OFFEH.
The delights of an evening spent around a well-lighted reading table are not half understood. An
illustrated magazine with its wealth of illustration«, its stories of adventure and love, its descrip
tion« of travel which carry you to the remotest ends of the earth, and its instructive articles for
young and old—these are the first requisites for your own enjoyment and the entertainment and
proper education of your children.
To secure for you the beet and most interesting of the great illustrated magazines at the lowest
possible price ha« been the aim of the editor of this journal. That we have succeeded we leave our
reader« to judge. A special contract recently entered into with Tki CotmopMtan, which seeks to
become better known to the readers of The Occclt and Biological Journal, has enabled us to
offer you a year’s subscription to the greatest of the illustrated magazines together with a year's
subscription to this journal
Both Together One Vear for Only 82.30,

One other opportunity we offer you. You wish to keep in touch with metropolitan life, through
the medium of a great daily. The Thrioo-a-Week World of New York is the equivalent of a daily
and is a marvellous fund of knowledge concerning the happenings of the day. Each issue contains
six to eight pages of eight columns each or over eight thousand columns of reading matter a year.
In former days thia would have cost yon probably as much as $6.00 a year, by itself. Now you can
have it, if you wish, in connection with The Occult and Biological Journal and Tkt Comopolitan.
Three Together One Year for Only $2.85,

A.klrc. THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, Applegate. Cal.

ineee lessons will enaoie one to unaerswna tne i^awh or uir», usAbin aim
Happiness. They give an exact method of delineating character, showing the
Mental, Phybtcal and Business qualifications, and Conjugal Adaptability ;
also, the Cause and Cure of Disease.

Full written Delineation of Character with Advice, $2.00.
For particulars, address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt Pleasant Place, Boston, Mas».

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.
let. Qasstious on one subject, such s* Business, Money, Property, Removals, Traveling, Court
ship, Marriage, Disease, Stooks and Shares. Annuities, Life Insurance, etc. .... 40 cento.
Time of birth not absolutely neoiMwary for questions under No. 1.
For calculating questions on 3 subjects, (date and time of birth—if known—required). 66 cents.
2d. Birthday Figure, showing the important events in the current year of life. . . 66 cents.
3d. Rectifying or finding the exact time of Birth from given data, suob as date of marriage, or
death of a parent, or some other event in life................................................. .....
76 cents.
4th. Nativity of Birth written out, giving a delineation of character, also a general forecast of
the principal affairs of life, snob as the best business to follow, who and when to many; diseases,
predisposed to, best direotion to live end to travel for health; and prosperity, riohsa, and which will
be the beet part of life ; children, friends, enemies, etc. ................................................................ $1.26
6th. Events for five years of life. ......................................................................
$1.26
6th. A description of the most prominent events and dates and whan thoeo events will occur
through twelve years.
$2.60
7th. No. 4 and No. 6 together.
$3.60

For Nativities of Birth, etc., please state Age, Time of Birth,
Sex and Birthplace, Married or Single.
AU Questions may be Anewered 6y Letter, or Personal Intermewe Given.
Orfetal GUueee far Clairvoyant Perrone Sold. Aho Agent for The Occvll and
Biological Journal and Other Occult Worke.
-ADD&XSS-

D. Lund, Fern Cottage, Keighley, England.

50 YEAR8*

A UNIQUE OFFER

EXULHILNGC

FRABUDDHA BS ARATA

Anyone tending a sketch and description may
quickly ••certain our opinion free whether an
wventlou la probably patentable. Communica
tion« strictly confidential. Handbook on Patent*
•ent free. Oideet aaency for »ecuringpatentaw
Patent* taken through Munn A Co, receive
notice, without charge, tn the

Sdewific Hmerkan.

A handaomely UluttraUd weekly. Lanreat cir
culation of any edentiflo Journal. Terms. 83 a
rear; four months, |L Bold by all newsdealers.

MUNN
& Co.””'*4*’ New York
■rauch OtBsc. «■ r BL. Wsshtocton, UU

An English monthly devoted to the ad
vanced and libera! thought, old and new, in the
domains of Religion, Philosophy, Science, etc.,
conducted from their Aehrama on the Hima
layas by the Sannyasin Brotherhood of which
the Swami Vivekananda la the bead.
The Sixth Volume began with January, 1901.

Super Roy. 8vo. pp. 16, double column.

Foreign annually 4a. or $1; sample
copy 4<Z. or 10 cents.
Apply to Manager, PRABUDDHA
BHARATA, Mayavatl, vlaAhnora, Kumaon, Himalaya«.

THE

HUMAN NATURE.
A Monthly Magazine, now in its eleventh year
of publication. It treat» of Phrenology, Physi
ognomy, Psychology, Health, Sociology, and all
subject* which pertain to the welfare of homanity.
The Character of Men and Animals is in accord
ance with their physical organisation. This is
determined by sin of body and brain, shape of
head, texture, temperament and facial expres
sion.
Human Nature illustrates these principles
by Picture and Pen, and teaches its readers
how to read character.
Its ethics are ennobling, its style, while strong,
is sprightly end its literary standard high. You
need Human Nature.
Send lOcts silver for 3 back numbers, or
50cts for 12 months subscription.
Address Prof. Allen Haddock. Phrenologist,
1020 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.

Phrenological Examinations made daily.
Oral............................................................ 11.00
Recorded on Chart,
. . . . ,
2.00
Recorded with typewritten analysis, 5.00
Photographs Same Price.

The Libra Sample Copy Lilt.—Sample copies
of all classes of Occult and Metaphysical liter
store, will be sent you on receipt of ten cents.

C. D MoLavohlim, 943, F, St., ». w.
Washington, D. C.

p$trolo^ieal /T\a<^azipe.
EDITED BY

B. SVRYANARAIN ROW. B. A.. M R. A. S.
Member of the Aeiatio Society of Bengal.

Corresponding Member of
the Medico-Legal Society, fieie

York.

Annual Subscription—Indian Rs. 4;
Foreign 6 Shillings.
Published on the fret of Every Month.

Address, 102 Lings Chetty St, Hadras. India.

JUST PUBLISHED!

THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY
“OK-

THE SECRET OF HAPPINESS.
Being Pbaotcal Imbtbuotionb bow to develop
and employ Thought Powkbso as to become
Healthy, IIappt and Pbospebovb.
Strongly reoommended for all beginners and
indorsed by all the leading magazines of England.
Beautifully bound. Prioe, post paid, $2.75,

Also a pamphlet on the same lines entitled
PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Prioe, post paid, 30 eanta.

Send all orders to G. Osbond,
American Book Depot,
Devonport, Devon., England.

PERFECT HEALTH
HOW TO GET IT
-

*

*

w

+

w

+

BOOKS BY ANNA W. MILLS

♦

HOW TO KEEP IT
—HY—

ONE WHO HAS IT
TRUE SCIENTIFIC LIVING

• • pealing and 0eIf-CuIture
Crown Octavo. 304 pages, bound in cloth,

Price. $1.05.
“1 have yet to meet a case in the treatment of
which it has not proved helpful. I am conrinrrd that it» p<m rr to hral bat no limits—.Joseph
F. Land, M. I),, 130 West 120th Street,
New York,
PUBLISHERS' GUARANTEE

Any person who purchases this book and adopts
its teaching and follows it for one month, and is
not entirely satisfied with the improvement in hia
health, may return the book and the price will
be refunded.
References a* to the above guarantee.

F. 8. Jerome. Cashier First National Bank,
Norwich, Conn.
N. L. Bishop, Superintendent of Schools,

Norwich, Conn,

Price in Linen.............$1.00.
ESOTERIC PUB. CO.

THE FREE MAN.
A Monthly Magazine devoted to the
study of the New Thought, the Philoso
phy of Health and the Science of Life.
Subscription: $1.00, per year; single
copies, 10 cents.
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GLEANINGS FROM THE EAST.
What is tuan? He is a tiny drop of spirit from the Great
Spirit Ocean: a ray from the Supreme Sun: a particle of the
Divine Being, encased in material coverings, and conjoined
with Mind. What the object of human evolution is, no one can
fathom. The question virtually resolves itself into this:—what
is the ulterior aim and end of creation? what is the Divine
purpose in manifestation? No answer has yet been deigned:
perhaps, to intelligences such as ours, the mystery will forever
remain a mystery; and the acme of perfected evolution must
be reached, before the Divine purpose can be grasped in its

totality.
An ever progressive evolution; conscious unification with
the Godhead; the elevation and final purification of matter;
delights of Bentient existence: these are the various feeble and
imperfect attempts at explanation.
Since the birth day of human thought, waves of human speculation have dashed themselves unceasingly against this mighty
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rock, but have recoiled, broken and powerless.

What little

light has hitherto streamed forth from above, leaves us still
in the position of weak, helpless children, groping our way in
the darkness, and not knowing where to turn our steps. Sages,
seers and mystics try to pierce the depth of supersensuous
life; they see endless phases of existence opening up to their
vision; and overpowered by the light of the life beyond, their
gaze is bedimmed, and their hearts burst forth iuto one uni*
versal ory, “Thy will be done.”
The whole problem of conditioned existence has, therefore,

to find its solution in the working of Divine Jfanj, Lila, or
Will, call it what you like.
Inscrutable are the ways of the Supreme Being; yet, the

plan and purpose of human life is none the less dimly perceived
and sensed from afar. The progressive development so well

marked in the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms; the

dreams and yearnings of poets and philosophers; the incontro
vertible and accumulating testimony born to the existence of
higher forms of life; all reveal the infinite possibilities of the
Spirit, waiting for their unfoldiueut in harmonious co operation

with the Law. The ultimate goal may be beyond the keu of
mortal vision; but the gradual raising of the individual spirit
through its sheaths or coverings of matter, with the dawning
hope of final unification with the Self of the Universe; has been

the ideal that has, since the birthday of human thought, uni

formly stimulated and sustained the human race in its strug
gles to uplift itself to the Divine.
The innermost core of almost all religions is whole and
sound: quarrel as we may over the outer shell. Alike in the
coarse fetichista of the savage, aud in the refined pantheism of
the sage; the trend is upwards towards a higher ideal; the

Divine spark of a nobler thought shimmers within, ready to

ULxAMnuQ THOM THJ£ C.AKT.
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burst forth into the most lovely radiance with the gaining of
experience, and the assimilation of knowledge.
In all ages and dimes, a Divine Ideal has shone before men’s
eyes, and from it men have drawn their spiritual life and nour*
ishment The ways in which that ideal has been followed
and worshipped, have been various and perplexing; but they all
lead to the same goal, however devious the ways may be. Like
rivers seeking the bosom of the Mother Ocean; all our imper
fect endeavors to reach the Ideal, elevates the human soul and
finds its ultimate fruition,—the peaceful bosom of the bound»
less ocean of Spirit.
Differences there certainly are; diverse must be the ways
and means to suit the ever varying needs of the individual
soul: but such distinctions resolve themselves into questions
as to the degree of efficiency of particular systems and the
length of time required for the complete realization of hu

man aspirations.

For the attainment of perfection; the unde

veloped soul must wait seons of experience and struggle, while
the advanced one accomplishes the purpose in a comparatively
short space of time.
Amidst the strife of tongues, and the dash of cults and
creeds, two broad paths are plainly discernible;—the Paths of
Pravritti and Nivritte, i. e., the Paths of Renunciation and
Enjoyment. Eaoh of these paths diverge into innumerable by
ways, suited to the needs and capacities of men; but the main
idea is simple, clear, and definite to mark out the one path

The Path of Enjoyment is for the man of
small development, while that of Renunciation is trodden by
highly evolved souls. The former is for the many, the latter
is for the chosen few.
Iavar Chandra Chakravarti, B. A.,
Midnapur, Bengal, India.

from the other.

THE PURPOSE IN THE CREATION OF THE WORLD.
(HI.)
In the preceding number we tried to show, not only that
there was a God who had a purpose in the creation of the
world, and in the production of laws by which creation is car*
ried on in the earth, but also what those laws are in their re
lation to the mental and vital constitution of the race, and of

all things.
We think,
will see the
by which the
the force of

by a careful study of the foregoing article, all
necessity of Applying methods in their lives
requirements of law may be met, and by which
creative energy may be directed and utilized;

also, means by which man may leave the sphere of servi
tude to creative laws and take hold of and become master
over them. It is because of these facts that onr writings in
the past have abounded with metaphysical law and useful

methods.
The fact has been demonstrated,— I think beyond doubt,
to all fair minded students,— that, men have lived in all
.- ages of the world, who have possessed certain degrees of
dominion over nature's laws, and that some of these persons
were comparatively ignorant of history, and from the stand
point of what was considered education at their time. Again,
there is good and sufficient reason why in recent years, some
strange and heretofore unaccountable phenomena, have begun
to manifest themselves through the organisms of certain persons. For instance, some years ago a young lady discovered

that she had power over force, to such an extent, that, if she laid
her hand gently upon a table, she could prevent the strongest

man lifting it; or, a large, heavy man would sit upon the
table and when she quietly placed her hand upon it, it would,
without apparent cause, rise from the floor, lifting man and
all. Numerous other so-called freaks of nature have been mani
fested from time to time during the last hundred years, and
especially during the last fifty years. The cause of this is:
first, that the raoe is reaching maturity; and second, that
through certain mental activities on the part of parents, chil
dren have been produced whose normal qualities are such, that
they have control over certain lawB that govern physical mani

festation.
In the study of these wonderful truths, we are brought face
to face with a fact that contradicts the commonly accepted idea
that God is a person, a great man ruling the world by caprice.
This is demonstrated by the account in Genesis, where God
said to Adam, after he had sinned: “Because thou hast heark
ened unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of the tree,
of which I commanded thee, saying, thou shalt not eat of it
............................. unto dust Bhalt thou return.”
Mark the
words “Because thou hast eaten of the tree
not
because I am angry with you and will sentence you to suffer
these evils; but, because thou hast done this, which implies, that,
he had set in motion laws that must inevitably bring results.
Since man began to think, which was evidently at the time
accredited to the experiences in Eden, there have been those
who have applied laws and obtained the results thereof; for
God is Spirit, and God created man a spiritual being, and

called him His son by virtue of hiB being Spirit, and bearing
the image of his Father; therefore, he has only to comply with
the requirements of law to manifest his God-likeness.
Law cannot be transgressed without creating confusion in
the life of the transgressor. Even God has not or never will
transcend the law, for thereby he would be transgressing the
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law of bis own nature. True it is, there are many laws, and
each has many spheres of action. Laws that are actiug on oue
plane are hardly recognizable a* the same, when they are acting
upon a higher one; and all apparent miracles have been due
to the setting in motion of certain laws upon a higher plane,
causing the higher phenomena to supersede the lower. While

Jesus apparently performed miracles, and, in the estimation of
those ignorant of Divine law, changed its operation, yet, he only
controlled the leaser forces by the greater. All men who have
obtained oertain powers over natural forces, have done so by
the power of the mind and will; for the accomplishment of
which it was necessary for them to know the laws: sometimes

they felt after and discovered them, at others, they were taught
certain rules and methods, and worked acoording to them.
If it is a fact that God has produced the world that lies
spread out before us, potent with vitality, which acts according

to certain mental conditions, and inevitably produces certain
results; then, it follows, that in every instance, if man applies
a law through having strength of will and power of mind suffi
cient to control; under oertain conditions, oertain results will
inevitably follow, and God or angels; principalities or spiritual
powers do not interfere with mao's will in such directions.
The object, however, in these lessous, and in setting before
the mind of the student the thoughts that have been set forth
in the Esoteric Magazine, the Esoteric Books and this Jour
nal, is to put in order before the mind and make available,
methods of life, that will not merely enable him to take con
trol of oertain laws, but will enable him to obtain a compre
hensive idea of the whole object and direction of the forces of
nature, which govern his own body, mind, and the planet; to
bring that mind into harmony with the mind that produoed
him and all that is; in order that he may ultimate in his own

person the objeot for which creation was begun, and- thus rise

The Purpose

in the

Creation

of the

World.
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out of servitude to creative law,— evolutionary events,— into
the position designed in the declared purpose, which was, to
“Make man in our image, after our likeness, and let them
have dominion.’’
This declared purpose, we have seen, was partially expres
sed in the character and life of the Lord Jesus, the Christ.
When I say, partially expressed, I only re-echo the thought
which Jesus expressed in speaking of John, when he said:
“Among those that are born of women, there is not a greater
prophet than John the Baptist;’’ this certainly included him
self; and he added “but he that is least in the kingdom of God
is greater than he.”
Again he said “Verily, verily I say
unto you, he that believeth on me, the works that I do shall
be do also; and greater works than these shall he do; because
I go to my Father.” Up to the present time, however, none
have doue greater things than did Jesus, but we know that
the Esoteric students who follow wholly, the teachings that
have been and are being giveu will become members of that
grand body of one hundred and forty and four thousand, and
will do greater things than Jesus did, or any one else, in the
history of the world.
Now, if you who study these articles, will do so earnestly
and devotionally; by devotionally I mean with an earnest,
loving desire to know the truth, that you may live in harmony
with it, the Spirit of Truth will flow into your oonsciousneM
and illuminate your mentality, enabling you to grasp as a
master mind, the great system of creative energy; and when
you have grasped that system, and builded yourself in accord
ance with it, moving with the purpose of the Creator; that is
to say, in the direction of the laws governing spiritual exist
ence; then you will have dominion and will be able to do the
greater works that Jesus spoke of. You will be able to free
your body from the dominion of the law of sin and death, and
you will have that which Jesus mentioned, when be said: “I have
power to lay it (life) down, and I have power to take it again.”

When you have thus far mastered the lower, by uniting your
couedousneas with the higher, then will come in you, “the
kingdom of heaven,” “the kingdom of God” and the kingdom
of immortality.
We wish to impress upon the minds of the readers, that
those who study these laws as they would mathematics or
chemistry, may get a kind of an understaudiog of them, but
that understanding will be of little use; but, whoever studies
these things in a musing, loving, devotional attitude; loving
the spiritual and Goddike; desiring with that passive lov
ing feeling, which yearns to be merged into oneness with the
mind and will of God, that the truth may enter into and take
form in them, regardless of the effects, further than, that it
may cause their life to conform to the image and likeness of
the Father;— will experience an opening in the inner sanctu
ary of the soul, so that the consciousness of the High and Holy
Ones will enter into them, and illuminate their inner conscious
ness, and they will see the truth in the light of the spirit,
which illuminates the darkness and makes plain that which the
reasoning mind can never know.

If it continues to appear as a matter of Divine Wisdom, we shall try to direct
the students of these thoughts into mental and physical conditions, that will en
able them to receive the dominion, through unity of their minds with the mind
of the Creator; therefore, the aeries of Practical IrutrudioM that have been
running through thia volume, will oontinue in thia Journal, and we trust to make
them ao plain and so useful, that any one who has a childlike devotion and desire
to know the truth, will peroeive the methods by which the highest possible attain
ments of human life and mind or spirit, may be reached in a comparatively short
time.
By the instrumentality of these methods, we hope to make possible to snob
individual, who has the desire to beoome • member of that holy body, shown to
John on Patmos, to be in his own person manifestly of the first ripe fruit of ths
earth, the aooompliahment of his desire.

THE VISION OF QOD.
O The silence* of heaven,
How they speak to me of God,
Now the veil in twain is riven
That concealed where He abode 1
Yet its clouds were once around Him,
And I sought Him in despair,
And never there I found Him,
Till I brought Him with me there.
Not the optic glass revealed Him,
No mechanical device
Pierced the darkness that concealed Him
With a vision more precise;
Only lowliness can merit
That His secret He should tell;
Only spirit seeth spirit,
And the heart that loveth well.

Never till His love hath found thee,
Shall the cloud and mist depart;
Vain to seek Him all around thee,
Till He dwell within thy heart.
Not without thee, but within thee,
Must the oracle be heard,
As He seeketh still to win thee,
And to guide thee by His word-

When I found Him in my bosom.
Then I found Him everywhere,
In the bud and in the bloeeom,
In the earth and in the air;
And He spake to me with dearness
From the silent stars that say,
As ye find Him in Hi* nearness,
Ye shall find Him far away.
— Walter Chalmers Smith.

NEW PRACTICAL METHODS.
(XII.)
Id probating the deep metaphysical thought iu the foliowing article, we do
aot expect the majority of our readers to fully grasp the import and importance
of it, until they have followed the foregoing instructions, and have obtained add
ed power«, capacity and thereby experience*, which this article alone can make
plain to their oomprehenaion.
It must be borne in mind, that, before a man can reach a place in hie expe
rience« where the following thought will be of practical value, he mint bare
gained control over the creative forces within himself. In order to obtain
(hat oootrol, an unwavering determination to obtain it is necessary; and that
determination means a decision of purpose and a strength of will so unmovable,
tliat no temptation oould cause the individual to deviate from it. It means that
the sex nature of the most desirable personality that oould be imagined oould
not, under any circumstances, influence or change hai course of life and purpose.
It must be remembered, that up to the present writing we are dealing exclu
sively with methods that may be applied by all persons who wish to obtain the
moat and get the best result a from a lifetime. We have not yet come to the point
where the higher spiritual should be decided upon-, therefore, what we may aay
in the following pages concerning marriage, the associate reletioo of the sexes, in
for those who intend to marry and raise children of a superior order, and at the
same time enjoy all the advantages that are to be obtained through living a true,
natural life.
We know that the vulgar-minded, who are wholly under the control of the
reuses, will probably imagine all kinds of evil, when they read this article,
for, we are sorry to say, we know there are many whose minds are governed by
the same laws and forces as the common dog. No wonder the angel .said, in Revela
tion: “without are doge, and sorcerers, etc.’’ Such minds cauitot even think on the
subjects herein disotisaed without transforming them into the gratification of their
own bare inclinations; but there are high and noble nten and women; many of
them, who will patiently wait until they have reached some of the attainments,
through the Application of the foregoing methods, and then they will appreciate
the value of the following article. But the evil disposed may as well imagine evil
concerning this, for they will imagine evil any way; so we east onr bread upou
the waters, knowing that we shall find it after many days.

The fact, that, no person*» life is perfect in itself, mnst be
taken into consideration when planning one's oourse of life. We
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read in the scriptures that God Baid: “It is not good that man
should be alone; I will make him a help meet as before him:”
so God formed the woman and gave her unto the man; and,
what God did was perfect That implies a time when there

was a spirit guidance to illuminate and guide the intelligence
so that no mistakes were made in marriage; but, as man for
centuries past has descended into the external reasoning
mind, the selection of a partner for life has been almost
like a lottery, and unless some way is found to guide the
intellect and assist the intuitions, it may oontinue so.
It is not generally known, but nevertheless, is a fact, that
the association of the sexes constitutes the ohemistry of nature;
henoe, the importance of using great care in choosing a com
panion. We know that in material chemistry, certain chemi
cals will oombine and form another oompound; sometimes the
compound formed is useful or wholesome; at other times it is
poisonous or explosive. The association of men and women forms
within their organisms a new compound. If you are observ
ant of your feelings and mental states; and it is quite neces
sary that you should be, in order to govern yourself and guide

your intelligence aright; you will notice, when you meet certain
persons, that they will leave a marked influence upon your con
sciousness, which will last for hours, and sometimes days. How

much more would this be the case in the constant association of
a life companion. The mental states of that oompauion would
really become a part of your own mentality or chemioally com
bine and form an entirely new rneutal state; therefore, the
questions we have previously referred to should be carefully
answered in your own mind, namely; what do 1 want to be?
what mental and physical states do I need in order to accom
plish my object? When you have answered these questions,
then, by the most careful experimentation, or rather, self ex
amination, you should discover wbat the character of the
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influence is, that is produced upon your mind by the man or
woman that seems to be most attractive to you.

The whole world is governed largely by intuition, which is
a method of knowing, without knowing why: it acts frequently
through the desires, and we might say, fancies.
Long experience in the study of human life has disclosed to
11s the fact, that, man always acts wiser than be knows. This
has led us to examine into the mind quality that is properly
called intuition; and the course of life that we have marked
out in these articles, is the one above all others which will re
fine, clarify and make useful this wonderful faculty of intuition,
which is simply, knowing truth from error; facts from fancies,
—without physical evidence.
The future is known to the mind of God as perfectly as that
which is past; and as the mind of man, the consciousness of the
individual, is a part of that mind, hence, in so far as man lives
in harmony with the laws of his being, the laws that produced
him; that far will he be conscious of that all-knowing mind
—God, and will know the facta relative to all things effecting
his own life.
Man must by careful thought and analysis discover the dif
ference between the reasoning intellect and that all knowing
wind that comes without the process of reasoning, though it
may illuminate the reason and cause it to be mathematically

correct.

By watching your feelings, and the thoughts that

come into your mind, the consciousness that spreads over you,
the knowing that comes into you; you may soon learn which is
from the all knowing mind, which is produoed by the associa
tion with your fellow-men, and which arises from your own

observation and reason.

This carefully carried out will be to

you a beacon-light to guide yon in all you do; and in connec

tion with the selecting of a oompanion for life; you should
first be guided by this knowing intelligence. True it is, that if
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that all-knowing intelligent» takes full and complete possession
of your consciousness, or if you are fully and completely con
scious of it; then, you would want no other guide in the selec
tion of a oom pan inn. Under oertain conditions the mind of the
opposite sex enters into and gives direction, to a great extent,
to that all-knowing mind; for, as we have said, that mind is the
Creator's. Creation is carried on in the world and throughout
the universe in every department of existence, by the inter
blending of the male and female principles, and because of

sex,

this, the two sexes stand as the creative power; and, as soon as
anyone opens in loving sympathy to the opposite
the life

a

or creative qualities of that one begins to flow into the other
and oombines chemically; ores ting a new consciousness; new

form of thought, feeling, emotion and desire; it opens the indi
vidual to another quality of the universal mind; and if the
individual is merely feeling after something and does not
know what, and is guided purely by his feelings, he is as apt to
make a serious mistake in the selection of a companion for life,
as he is to obtain the one that would bring the best results.
In the past it is only the few who have been fortunate
enough to obtain the right companion, and when they have
obtained the right one, their life has been a suooess. A
good illustration of this,—and many more may be discovered
by personal investigation; was the life of Napoleon; while he

was

united to Josephine, he carried the world before him, bnt
as soon as he put her away and took another, his power left,

a

and he soon went down.
Because of thia law,
person
cannot be too careful, nor study too deeply into the ohemistry
of mind and life, for if anyone takes these practical instructions
and carries them out, it will oreate around them an aura which
will attract everyone, more or less; and especially is this true
of all desirable persons, so that any one who lives this life may

select from almost any sooial rank the oompanion that is most
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desirable. This course of life breaks down all the fences and
overcomes all obstacles in the way of rank, culture or position
in life.

All that is requisite to enable one to select from any rank
the most desirable companion, is a thorough knowledge of this
subtle force of which we are now speaking (and of course this
implies self-culture and development.) It is necessary, how
ever, that you use great caution in coming into mental touch
with the opposite sex, for, if you live the regenerate life, you
cannot familiarly associate with them without attracting the
full force of their love or passion, or both, and indicting injury
upon them which will react u|>on yonrself. Again, care should

be used to avoid that most powerful of all forces, the psychic,
life power, for there will be developed in yourself, through this
course of chastity and potentiality of your own life, the strong
est attraction for the opposite sex that is possible for a person
to possess, and unless you have so fixed your mind that it
will absolutely govern every feeling, emotion and desire, so

that you will always act wisely; you will, before you have
really obtained any thing like the qualifications requisite for a
married state, be caught in the whirlpool of psychic love and
bound down in servitude to the mere passion life. You must
keep in view the fact that you have started on a plan of life in
which mind is master and king; and if mind is king, passions,
feelings, desires and all other mentalities outside of your own,

must be subordinate to you in so far as they relate to your
own course of action.
Do not pass this thought over lightly; take it and think
about it; it means a great deal; it meanB more than you can
realize until you have carefully studied it for days, perhaps
months, and even years.

In order that your mind may be a wise and power
ful king, you will find that it will require years of study

and careful examination of the law» governing life and
mind. All that we can do, is to tell yon where to direct
your search, and you must do the rest. Remember, your search
for the cause of mind, in relation to yourself, its strength,
weakness and qualities, and the cause of sensation, should be
in a general way, in the creative currents of life; and in a
special way, in a most careful observation of the thoughts,
feelings and consciousness produced by the emanations of other
minds. It was a great and mighty work to conquer the waste
of the life, but it was nothing compared with the ability requi
site to wisely use and direct that life which you have stored.
Your will must be stronger than steel; more inflexible than

the hardest flint, and your intelligence must be kept keen and
bright as the sun light; which, by the way, is not difficult for
one who is conserving all the life generated in the body. The
real difficulty arises in the hunger of the life currents within
you for the life produced by the opposite sex. This desire is the
most powerful principle in all nature, with the exception of a well
poised and centralized mind and will,whioh have had long cul
ture and training; and even then, as a stream cannot rise high
er than its source, such a mind and will cannot rise higher than
their source, which is love.
Love is the all overmastering power, — God is love —

therefore, that being the causative principle in all nature,
avoid the necessity of grappling with it, steer your course
clear of it, until your cool, quiet intelligence is satisfied,

that, in connection with the organism which stirs the deepest

aud holiest love emotion in you, there is no poison lurking; no
blighting influence; but, on the oontrary, that it is a storehouse
filled with all the qualities you most desire; then, and not until
then, allow yourself to be swept into that wonderful ocean of

love.
When love at its first taste brings nothing foreign to you
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or inharmonious with your own objects, but contributes in
all its bearings and tendencies in aiding you to accomplish
your object in every department of your life; then you may
reasonably oonelude, that, when you are launched upon the
great ocean lying within, as a great fountain, you will obtain
all that you desire. However, when you begin to touch the
phychic and love life of the opposite sex, your intuitions will
be disturbed and an intuitional mentality all its own will be
produced; in other words, the mind qualities of the opposite

sex may and will, if you are not mentally unmovable, enter into
you and form your feelings, emotions and intuitions, and, as it
were, stand between you and God; therefore, you need some
means whereby you may scientifically guide the intellect and
yonr conclusions. This scientific method is now before the
public; which we will explain more fully in our next.

“Joy is love exalted,
Peace is love in repose,
Long suffering is love enduring,
Gentleness is love in society,
Goodness is love in action,
Faith is love on the battlefield,
Meekness is love in school, and
Temperance is love in training.”

Let us be silent as to each other’s weakness, helpful, toler
ant, nay, tender towards eaoh other. Or, if we oannot feel
tenderness, we may at least pity! May we put away from us
the satire which scourges and the anger which brands; the oil
and the wine of the good Samaritan are of more avail.
Henri-Frederic Amiel.

IMMORTALITY.
One of the leading thinkers of the world says, “Immortality
in the flesh is at the top of all subjects under disoussion to-day,
and it is going to lead the world of thought for the next thirty
years, after whioh no soul will doubt it, because it will be an
accomplished thing.” A. P. Barton, editor of “The Life.”
said recently, “Every day brings us a new paper along the
New Thought lines: a No. 1, Vol. I. It does seem that every
body who gets an inkling of the subject, becomes effected at
once with on itching for journalism, and a belief that a call
has been sent them to publish a paper. What the end is to be,
remains to be seen; yet, the end is in plain view. “Every valley
shall be filled and every mountain and hill shall be brought
low; and the crooked shall be made straight, and the rough
way shall be made smooth; and all flesh shall see the salvation
of God.” Mortality will put on immortality:—then shall be
brought to pass the saying that is written,—“Death ia swal
lowed up in victory.” It is a part of the mission of Jesus the
Christ to save men's lives. The Apostle says, “He hath abol
ished death, and hath brought life and immortality to light
through the gospel.”
There has been a veil of unbelief spread over all nations,
which is being removed, and multitudes are beginning to see
that death is to be conquered, overcome by living men and
women who will not be unclothed but clothed. The crea
ture itself will also be delivered from the bondage of corruption
into the glorious liberty of the children of God: “for the law
of the spirit of life in Christ hath made us free from the law
of sin and death.” Jesus said “I am the resurrection and the
life.” “He that believeth on me though he were dead yet shall
he live; and he that liveth and believethon me shall never die.”
Mary Frame Selby.

KARMA.
We have hesitated some time in writing anything further on
this subject; but, as the questionings of our friends indicate

that we have not been understood, we will try once more to
make our position plain.
We have frequently quoted the words of Buddha on this
subject: “I forbid you, O bhikshus, to employ auy spells or
supplications, for they are useless, sinoe the law of karma

governs all things.” These words have laid the foundation in
the minds of the Orientalists for the various beliefs on this
subject. We referred to these words in an article in a pre
ceding number of the Journal, as being the instrument that has
held down the sons of India, and which has greatly effected the
Chinese.
Many argue, because the acts of

a former life may be

compensated for iu the present one, therefore, they must work
out the results of wrong deeds of a previous incarnation, no mat
ter what the consequences may be to them; and if they restrain
the passions or appetites, that, they are simply storing up karma
for another incarnation; that those appetites, if restrained, are
dammed up, as water is dammed up, which will come forth

with double force in another life; therefore, it is enevitable,—
iu their minds — that whatever disposition they have toward

evil must be worked out by doing it until they become satiated,

and the desire for it passes away.
The beliefs iu this direction are so varied aud numerous that
we are unable to give anything like a correct idea of their
scope and influence. One idea that seems to be common among
those that believe in karma, is, that, in so far as their former
life was evil, the result of that evil doing must inevitably

oome upon them in .their present one; or, in other words,
they must submit to the conditions that oome upon them,
whatever they may be, before they can be freed from the results

of the acts of a former inoarnation. Many even go so far as to
accelerate those conditions, in order that they may more quickly
work out their karma. Among Theosophists,— so called,— of
our own country, there are those who do not believe in aiding
another in time of suffering, because they are working out
their karma, and to help another in distress is adding karma
to their own life and hindering the other from working out
theirs.
These are only suggestions of the many evils that have been
wrought by a misunderstanding of what karma really means.
That there is a phase of truth in the basic principles of
is called karma, there is no doubt, but the truth lies in an en
tirely different direction from the one they suppose. When

what

we
we say

we are asked,— do you believe in karma? we answer, yea, but
not in the way it is believed by the Orientalists. When
are asked,— do you believe that we have to suffer the conse
quences of every deed, either in thia life or in another?
yes, but wo do not believe in a God of caprice, but in a God
of law; that is to say,— the Creator of the universe, created it
by law, and everything works by cause and effect; nothing by

mere chance or an afterthought. Karma in reality means sim
ply this: you have in this life certain inclinations, appetites
and passions which you have no desire to restrain; perhaps the
customs of the people among whom you live admit those in
dulgences as normal aud perfectly legitimate, therefore, you

have no impulse to restrain them. When you pass out of this
body, you have built a structure of beliefs, desires and habits
which makes up your real character, your real selfhood, the

conscious individual. When the time comes for your reincar
nation, you are drawn to a couple who are about to beoome
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a father and mother, »imply, because their loves, sympa
thies and desires are in harmony with your inclinations and
desires. You are drawn to them for the same reason that you
would be drawn to them in the earthy body; the difference
being, now that you have no longer an earthy body, the rea
soning mind is no longer active, and you are governed only by
the law of attraction; like attracting like; your soul broods
over and enters into their consciousness during conception, and
when the child is born, the soul enters with its first breath and
becomes the normal ego of the child. The soul had already
given form and character to the childa body, so that when it
enters in, in its fulness, the body suits its real nature. Now

that the soul has a new body, it begins just where it left off in
the former life, to build anew or tear down the old, according
to forcing circumstances, education and consequent iuclinatons; the former life giving color to the thought, direction to
the desires and bias to the mentality. You begin to act accord
ing to your desires and reap the rewards of these actions; these
rewards being either good or evil, profitable or painful.
This

is working out your karma.
So far, no doubt, the majority of Orientalists would bear
me company, but the question now arises as to how far you
are compelled to act out that karma. You are only compelled
to act it out in so far as you know no better and therefore can
not help yourself. You recognize that every evil deed, every
wrong act, brings upon you disappointment, sorrow or sickness,
and as soon as you have developed mentally sufficiently to dis

cern this fact, you begin to restrain your natural inclination
towards evil and cultivate the inclination towards good. But
mark you, you only restrain the inclination towards evil in so
far as you recognize it as being evil; therefore, you see, you
are bound by karma, simply, to the extent of your own intel

lectual abilities.

AY ARJi A.

•*

We often hear people say, I do the beat I know: if that
be true, they are overcoming, living out former

karma,

and are building within themselves a love and consequent
attraction for doing good.
We hear others say, well, I
don’t do the best I know how: they are bringing upon them

selves suffering in their present life, but in so far as they are
gathering knowledge oonoerning the laws producing evil re
sults, that far they are building for a better inoarnatiou.
Again, it is generally believed that the astral influences act
upon our surroundings and cause evil to come upon us, inde
pendent of our volition, simply, because of the evil acta of a
former life. This, however, is not true, for evils that come
upon us independent of our volition, may come upon a whole
congregation of people; such as the burning of a city or the
sinking of a ship, wherein a great number of people are in
volved. The previous life has no effect upon this life beyond
producing the nature of the individual, which causes him to
select the oonditionB and position of life into which he enters.

The influenoe of the zodiac and the heavenly bodies, as they
move through it, create certain mind qualities and forces whioh
ant upon all life; and because of the great variety of mind
formation in the different organic structures, it will act upon
no two persons alike, and therefore will lead no two persons or
even animals to the same result.
The world of humanity, under the influenoe of the as
tral, is like an immense workshop filled with a great vari
ety of machines, which are all driven by one engine; not
withstanding that one power moves them all, every machine
moves in a different manner and in keeping with its struct
ure.
So it 1b with the greater variety of machinery, in
human and all animate life; one power runs everything, but,
each one acts differently, because of different structure and
chemical qualities
Every man has limitations, and those lim

itations are by virtue of form, qualities, etc.: just as it is with
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ordinary machinery; one machine will do a great variety of
work; another, has less variety of usefulness. Man is limited
by his capacity, which governs his sympathies and desires. No
man can have a desire to do or be that for which he has uot
the qualities in himself to do or be. The fish can have no de
sire to get out of the water and live on dry land, but it has a
natural horror of getting out of the water. The cat can have
no desire to live in the water, but naturally abhors it.

If you

were to ask some one the cause of this, the answer would prob
ably be, that, it was because of their nature. While this may
be to some, an indefinite answer, yet, when we take into con
sideration the governing law of the universe, we find that it
is as definite an answer as it is possible to give, because of the
law. Therefore, in so far as you can obtain the desire for self
cultnre, refinement, right living, etc., to that extent it is possi
ble for you to grow those qualities in yourself; and it is
also possible to crush out and irradicate from your organism
all inclinations of an opposite nature.

Because the Occidental or so called Christian nations have
ignored the idea of being bound by what they did in a former

life, and have held to the doctrine, that, man can be whatever

he wills to be, and that the man who does evil is responsible
for it and should be punished: these nations have moved for
ward in evolutionary development and unfoldment more rap
idly than all other nations; and those nations who have held to
the idea of karma, and have settled down to work out, as they
Bay, their karmic conditions, are gradually but surely degener
ating. It is because of this that India is to-day mourning over
her lost glory of thousands of years ago, and is in her deplora
ble, helpless condition.
That man can be, that which he wills to be, is a great truth,

and it has been held continuously before the minds of the
Christian people; but, they have not even questioned their

Karma.
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capacity, to will to be, and it is well they have not; but now
that the time has come for man to act from knowledge, and
not because of evolutionary forcing circumstances, it is right

and our duty to inquire as to the cause of our limitations,
which, we repeat, is simply what we are. We are what we are,
or, as some of the so-called new thought people have it; “I am
that 1 am;” which even a donkey might say, if he could talk,
and means, simply, that you are what you are, and cannot be
anything else; but being what you are, you have two qualities
active within you by virtue of evolution and involution: the tend
ency of the former is aspiration to that next above you; the tend
ency of the latter is degeneration toward that whioh is next
below you. “Chooee ye this day whom ye will serve,” said an
ancient teacher; that is, choose now which of these you will
follow. Every person is capable of bending all their energies
toward the development of the higher and the suppression of

the lower; the suppression of the results of their karma; for,
if evolution is a law, then the present life begins where the
former left off, and must of necessity be a higher order of life
than the former. Therefore, if you live in the higher iuolinaations and suppress the lower, you free yourself from a former
karma and build new karmic conditions.
We believe that the race has come to the end of a cycle, and
that, there are multitudes of men and women who are able, by
virtue of a high development, to overcome all the lower tend
encies due to a former incarnation, and to build within them
selves a condition that will bring freedom from karma, through
an immortal or perpetual consciousness, which will not neces
sitate another incarnation, at least for a long period. Then,
let it be understood, that karma, the result of a previous life,
simply constitutes the nature and quality of the individual,
and the individual is ouly limited in his attainments by his de
sires, or in other words; by his will to do and accomplish the
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will of the soul or interior mind; therefore, if you can stimu

late in another, who lacks will to do, a desire for a higher and
nobler life, you will help him to overcome his lower nature and
former karma. All there is of truth in karma is the nature
which a former life entails upon the succeeding one, and that

is governed by the law of evolution.
Therefore, remember, no matter what your former life has
been or present life is, you can be and do, whatever you can

get the desire and will to be and do.
Thus your pro.
gross is not and cannot be hindered by anything that is
passed, further than, baring gathered to yourself conditions
that must be overcome. Calamities often overtake us, which
we feel confident come from causes entirely outside of any
thing we have done; but the careful thinker and investi
gator will be able to trace back and find a time when some,

perhaps, trivial, act was done or word spoken, which he would
not have committed or spoken had he been possessed with in
tuitional guidanoe. This act or word set in motion certain
forces, which, may have been working for years, and ultimated
in bringing upon him the evil.
to us good.

The same is true in bringing

THE DAWNING LIGHT.
Kwp working on for wbat is right,
And God will abed around hia light,
Ai daylight follow« after night:
When *11, nt last, the dawn shall Me
To make our souls ainoere and free.

While only truth and love ahall stay,
To usher in life's glorious day,
And teach mankind the heavenly way:
To find God's kingdom bright and fair,
Where souls are free from mortal earn,
And find sweet peaoe, beyond compare.
Martha Shrpard Lippiiron.

l/IFfCO ; DI5CF(l/ni|<p5IO)l.
C Minor—Pink.

When in the order of unfold meet man begins to assert dominion by the power
of will, directed by universal love and high desire, be finds himself growing mas
ter of those conditions once weakly submitted to as the prefixed order of inevitable
fate. One by one he gains the mastery of those qualities of mind which have their
corresponding fa net ions and organs in the physical body. He now sees that all
thought has its material correspondent: that varied but harmonious thoughts,
formulated and unitized, produce a corresponding concrete and orderly structure,
—the physical body.
After the eleven qualities of the mind and body, conforming to as many signs
in the Zodiac, have each come under the control of the will, and the individual
oomee into fwwuiession of new and as yet unorganized powers; it becomes the work of
the twelfth—Virgo, the discriminator and organizer of these forces, to direct and
coutrol them; to discreetly draw upon and utilize the good in all knowledge and
thought; and by rejecting at the same time, all that is evil and useless, solve the
paradox of Time and Death; by eliminating the false thought and consequent life,
which made them possible, and opening the soul to the revivifying currents of the
higher existence. Thia is the ‘‘Gordian Knot1* for Virgo to sever, ere the “last
enemy” is overcome.
The reason for bodily decay is found in the downward and outward course o!
the elements of life. Those who are living the Regenerate life have reversed
the life currents from their downward course, and turned them upward into life—
re-generation. This is what the Master referred to when he said. “If any man
keep this saying, out of his belly shall flow (upward) rivers of life.” When,
therefore, we have reversed the currents, we have the power by virtue of Virgo,
to dispel forever that delusion called Time, when Death shall be no more.
Life is. Time is not, and never shall be (in the new life). Time and Death are
one. Death is the unnatural but logical outcome of an imaginary limit called
Time. Ignore Time, and you banish Death. On the other hand, remove Death,
and where is Time ? Time is only possible when death holds sway. Therefore,
Time and Death are but different ma infestations of one and the same thing,—the
outcome of man's thought in a life of generation. Time is relative, and is pecu
liar to all things earthy and unreal: the self imposed and unjust limit pkoed by
man upon poasilnlities unmeasured and unbounded.
It was said by Jesus that we should take no thought for ths morrow: meaning
that we Hhould have no anxiety; that we should recognize no future, no time,—
but dwell in the power of the eternal now. For, it is thus, in the stillness of the
soul, that the forces within are held in abeyance, and massed as it were, upon a
given point: thus the quality of Virgo, deep down in the silence and center,
resolves the halucinatton—Time, to its seeming unit—the instant, when, ”to him
that hath shall be given;” when the little within, by the law of correspondence,
becomes joined to the whole:—when the life in the body, held by the will, cannot
longer be swept backward and downward by the “under tow” of life, but estab
lishes the order and increases the vibration of its owu life currents, and marshalls
them onward in rythmic unison w ith the calm, deep sweep of eternal immensity.
In defining the office of the Virgo function, it should be suggested that the
conquest of death is not tha one and only thing to be achieved, but an incident,
merely, in the higher life, and the severing of the last earth tie which witholds
the fulnem of the Master's promise,—“But seek ye first the kingdom of God and
His righteousness, and all these things shall be added unto yon.”
We shall not know the wealth of Virgo, until the eye is open to the Light: the
Veil rent »asunder, that we may behold the dawn of the Eternal Day, and with
love, joy and reverence, tread lite Perfect Way, in and through the portals of the
City where await us, by the discriminative function of Virgo—those imperishable
rich« a born of power wisely used.
Pink, the color of Virgo, vibrates to the key of 0 minor.

DR, OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.
The declaration of the Heavens regarding the sign Virgo
is clear and unmistakable. It stands as the Intuitive Discrim
inator in its correlation to other signs. Powerful in its pos
itiveness in the Starry Realm, it is the Virgin Queen whose

sway is through love in its primeval purity, with Venus ever
more as the choice of her court. Therefore, when we apply
its attributes to humanity, we are at once led into a field of
absorbing interest.
As one, who, in various phases of human life illustrated this
sign, we select

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, born August

129 th, 1809.

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Nat. Aug. 29, 1809.
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Referring to the Zodiacal Circle, we find that at hia birth
the Earth waa in the sign Virgo, and the Moon in Aries, con
sequently, his basic qualities were educed from what Virgo
and Aries typified.
The Earthy characteristics of Virgo

formed, both bodily and metaphysically, the corner-stone of
his career. He would inevitably, be fine in physical and intui

tive texture,— a genuine child of nature, and a quick discerns?
of all her moods and tenses. He would comprehend the Earth
in all its varied fruitfulness for mankind, most readily, whether
it were for sustenance in eating and drinking, or ouring phys

ical ailments.
His polarity in Aries enabled his brain to be as keen and

active in expression as he was clear and strong in apprehension:
unitedly, they plaoed him upon a pedestal of unusual stability,
wherein firmness of purpose, and a keen desire for order and
harmony, as well as a lively sense of the ridiculous, were ever

present.
Taking up the collateral infineDces of the Planets, in the
positions they occupied when our subject was boro; we first

observe that Uranus being in Taurus, quickened his occult abil
ities into great activity, enabling him to oomprehend quickly
the physical end mental conditions of those about him, and
also led him to be most wisely introspective when alone, and
in the calm delights of his own study, Ac lived more fully than
he was able to express in prose or poetry! A faint echo of
this inner feeling, as applied to himself, was voioed in his poem
addressed to his readers:— written April 8th, 1862,
“Onr whitest pearl we never find;
Our ripest fruit we never reach;
The flowering moments of the mind
Drop half their petals in onr speech.
•
•••••
....................... to me more fair
The buds of song that never blow.”
His comprehension of others, as to what they possessed in
their higher nature and aspirations, but to which they were
unable to give expression, is found in these lines:—
“Alas for those who never sang,
But died with all their music in them 1”
•

>••••

“O hearts that break and give no sign
Save whitened lip and fading tresses,
’Till death pours out his longed-for wine,
Slow-dropped, from Misery’s crashing presses,—
If singing breath or echoing chord
To every hidden pang were given,
What endless melodies were poured.
As sad as earth, as sweet u heaven I”
With Saturn in Gemini as combined with the Moon In
Aries and Uranas in Taurus, we find a very wonderful
endowment The spiritual planet here did an inestimable
work. It caused him to outreaoh with great earnestness
for knowledge of the most scientific character, opening the
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inspirational currents, as well, whereby his attainments became
rich unto himself and the world. His aspirations were inten
sified, and being in the sign of expression for the Intellectual
Trinity, he was able to send forth to the world, in a fearless
way, what had become a part of bis own nature.
When we next note that Jupiter, the largest of the Planets,
Was in Libra, we are at onoe impressed with the grandeur of
this bestowal. To a person of his intellectual tendencies, this
position of Jupiter in the sign of the Balances, and the very
seat of the intuitions, equalized his whole being most wonder

fully, and caused an ideality to possess him, as to art and all
the harmonies of life, to such a degree, as to tinge his whole

nature in a large and beautiful sense. It filled bis mental ex
pression with a rare richness of imagery seldom found; and
also aided in balancing his physical structure more firmly,
whereby, he oould endure with tenacity the duties of his chosen

profession.
Mars in Cancer (its best position) centered his mind upon
the aacrednesB and beauty of the home life, and thus added to
the wholeness and wholesomeness of his entire being. It en-

riohed his views of all the domestic relationships, and so, as
a physioian, caused him to come nearer and be dearer to his
patrons. In another sense it made his lung power more virile,
and thereby added to his physical vitality.
As we note the position of Venus in Scorpio, and that it
is balanced, as the Circle shows; by Uranus in Taurus, we at
onoe comprehend that there is the natural origin of the “Auto

crat of the Breakfast Table,” and much else of a unique char
acterin his writings. Venus opened the door of native, creative

power in a psychic as well as a physical sense; hence, origin
ality of thought combined with ideality, became a part of his

daily existence. It enabled him to easily originate “The One
Horse Shay,” “Aunt Tabitha,” and many other of bis poems

Dr. Oliver Wendall Holmes.
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where mirthfulness abounds, and, with equal versatility, to

draw this great lesson from “The Chambered Nautilus:”—
“Build thee more stately mansions, O my Soul,
Ab the swift seasons roll!
Leave thy low-vaulted past!
Let each new temple, nobler than the last
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,
’Till thou at length art free,
Leaving thine outgrown shell by life’s unresting sea!”
Mercury in Pisces became a genuine Messenger of the Gods
unto him, when balanced with the Earth in Virgo. HiB winged
feet were indeed of the restless order, but they always found
ground from which to spring, and take his flights throughout
the Universe of Nature.
Intuition was thereby oombined
with quick material judgment: calmness of discrimination
ever united easily with Mercurial restlessness', hence, the re

sult was found in the immense variety of his expressions, both
in prose and poetry.
Dr. Holmes presents to the biological student,—as the Circle
is carefully scanned,—an exceptional lesson as to the duality of
power, which comes from an ability to originate thought, and
to express it with equal clearness. The positions of,— the Earth
in Virgo, Jupiter in Libra, and Venus in Scorpio, form a
Trinity whereby the finest discriminations, intuitions, and psy
chic unfold ments are inevitable; while,— the Moon in Aries,
Uranus in Taurus and Saturn in Gemini, are a Trinity of
expression equally noteworthy.
There is also much that might be said as to the Watery

Triplicity formed by,— Mars in Cancer, Venus in Scorpio, and
Mercury in Pisces. It tells with clearness of his power of

a

assimilation with the people, and particularly with those of
professional character.
In a fine metaphysical sense, this

Watery Triplicity formed a sea upon which our “Autocrat,”
launched his poetic barks,— blessed ships that have borne
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many a weary dweller of Earth-Land toward the shelter of the
haven where dwell Hope and Peace. Like the Master of
old, who taught great truths through parables, when upon the
of Galilee, so our poet mingled Truth and Wisdom with
his witticisms, as these lines illustrate:—
“Not in the world of light alone
Where God has built bis blazing throne;
Nor yet alone in Earth below,
With belted seas that oome and go,
And endless isles of sunlit green
Is all thy Maker's glory seen:
Look in upon thy wondrous frame,—
Eternal wisdom still the same!"

Sea

• • • • •

“O Father grant Thy love divine
To make these mystic temples Thiue 1
When wasting age or wearying strife
Have sapped the leaning walls of life;
When darkness gathers over all,
And the last tottering pillars fall,
Take the poor dust Thy mercy warms
And mould it into heavenly forms!"
The genial Autocrat was in a tribal sense, a BeDjamite. He
of that royal order of which the two sons of Rachel were
a type, or, as the name ‘Benjamin* indicates “Son of my right
hand,*’— Power. Rachel’s life went out as Benjamin came
into being. Her soul asoended, that he might go forth strong
“ravening wolf” into the world, and fulfil his mission
the twelfth son of Jaoob. The unparalleled power of the Virgo*
born people, through their strong will, has ever been noted,
and it was fittingly exemplified in Dr. Holmes. Throughout
his entire oareer it may be truthfully said, that, a firm, dis
criminating will power swayed his every thought and action,
and decided his forms of expression onto the world.

was

as a

as
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As be passed beyond the four-score, the mellowness of age
transmuted all his varied gifts into an Indian Summer of ex
pression; and we can now apply to him what he so beautifully
expressed upon bis friend, Whittier, attaining his eightieth
year:—
“Look backwards I From thy lofty height survey
Thy years of toil, of peaceful victories won,
Of dreams made real, largest hopes outran I
Look forward ! Brighter than Earth’s morning ray
Streams the pure light of heaven’s unsetting sun,
The unclouded dawn of life a immortal day!"

Libra.
■JTotrAU theea strong affirmations of the Planetary forces, with th* halanoing
of them, as wo had elucidated, are combined with negations that, with poorer
environment and the lack of education, might have made him an entirely differ
ent character. As an example of our meaning, a glanoo at the Zodiaoal Circle
shown that there was not at hie birth, any Planet in Leo, or In Aquarius,—oppo
site, and so there wee nothing to oreate unusual heart or nerve power. Ths earns
might be affirmed of the Signs Caprioorn and Sagittarioua, referring to the
kness and the thighs in a physical sense, and typical of business and ezecutiroaese
in a metaphysical way. It should also be borne in mind that the positions of the
Planets as found upon any circle are only relolirc, aa to their being best, and the
ability to use the Planetary implements our Father bestows, no that they can pro
dues such results aa Dr. Holmes has given to the world, demonstrate the virtue
and value of the knowledge Solar Biology gives in guiding and assisting us to our
highest possible attainments.
Libra.

“Let your light shine:” but, remember that your light,
though bright to you, is not perceptible to alL Therefore, do
not be surprised if some ohoose another’s proffered illumina
tion; but humbly, quietly, bravely,— let your light shine, that
others may be helped thereby.

DELINEATION OF CHARACTER.
We regret th it limited space permit« <u to give, during the oouree of the year,
bet otw delineation to each «ubacriber. The neeeasary data are, the year, day of
the month, hour and plane of birth. Without the hour we may approximate a de
lineation, but it will al way« be unsatisfactory; therefore, if obtainable, we should
hare the hour, and if it cannot be ascertained, the applicant must understand that
the characrer>skeUh is more or less incomplete. In all canes, however, the date and
plan of birth must be given, or it trill be useless to attempt a delineation. We
wish distinctly to elate that our time is too thoroughly occupied to write to ap
plicant« for additional data. Those who wish special help in the regenerate life—
such as was given io The Esoteric—should so request in their application.

M. A. W. Nov. 11. 1833. 5 a. m, Columbus. O.
TatPLICITtM.

Airy,

8.

Watery,

1.

Fiery,

2.

Earthy.

3.

You have a strong, vital constitution, and a great deal of positive
ness in your nature, yet, your life seems to swing between two ex
tremes! one positive and strong, the other thoroughly negative. You
are very intuitive: have great foresight and psychometric powers. In
the old church times, it would have been said, that, you possessed the
gifts of the Spirit. You have high ideals and aspirations, but there
has been a continual struggle in your nature, and unless you use great
care in your diet, you will suffer from indigestion. You will find
that eating slowly, masticating the food thoroughly and drinking no
water at meals, will be very helpful. Whatever you set your will
upon, you are usually able to accomplish: therefore, in striving to live
the higher life, it ia necessary that you have a clear understanding of
what that object is. You are a woman whose mind precedes every
action. One danger in your path is that you lay out and plan too
much. Jupiter in Aries gives you such large ideals thut you can sel
dom realize them; therefore, you should strive to keep your ideals
down to the practical, and thus he able to accomplish your purpose.
You are not often surprised at events that occur in your life, for you
usually foresee them; especially those that pertain directly to you and
those in whom you are immediately interested. You have artistic
and poetical abilities.

Delineation of Character.
F. J. B.
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August 7. 1866, 1 p. m. Richmond, Ill«.
Triplicity.
Airy.

1.

Watbry ,

&.

Firry,

1.

Earthy,

S.

The Earth *a* in the sign Leo, the heart, at the time of your birth
which indicate« that you have good strong love« and affection«. You
are sympathetic and kind, and easily influenced by love and kindness,
—in fact, your love nature i« your weakness. Scorpio rising gives
you a strong body, but later in life will be liable to produce irregular
ities of the heart; there is no danger of heart disease, however, if
your life is properly conducted. The moon, Jupiter and Mercury, are
all in the sign Cancer, through which your nature ia led out. If you
had unlimited means at your command, your home would be a very
peculiar place,—you would have it filled with grandner, elegance, and
luxury, at the same time it would be decidedly characterised by your
own ideas. Mars in Libra, with your Scorpio body and Leo nature
unite« with your polarity, and gives great originality and inventive
geniu«, but the body sign is somewhat against results in that direction;
nevertheless, you can overcome thia influence and become quite a
successful inventor. Saturn and Venus together, in the sigh Taurus,
unite in giving you great ideality and imaginativeness. If you would
reach the high goal of attainment, these tendencies should be brought
under subjection to a practical, reasoning mind, which you have.
Overcome the spirit of jealousy which is somewhat active through
your body sign. There is a strong inclination to be led by the senses
and just m strong a power to overcome that tendency. The times of
greatest danger from loss of the seed, are, when the moon is in Leo,
Cancer, or Scorpio, and the hours when any of these eigne are rising.

CORRESPONDENCE,
The following w an experience of one of onr »ubeeribens, extracted from * letta
rewired from the nndereigned mid which we insert, knowing that it will be of in
ternet to our reader«.
[Ed.

The All Siting Eye, Word or Light, That Bring» All
Things Into Manifestation or Form:
How was it? What was it, and would I ever, could I ever,
understand or find ont its meaning? How could God see all
my ways? I knew he could hear my thoughts: 1 could feel the
spiritual or electric vibrations all through my body. The earn
est desire to solve this question kept coming up in my mind
and heart for more than a year, before it was answered.
I suddenly awakened oue night and opened my eyes, and
tried to look around the room to see what had awakened me
so suddenly. Everything was still and deusely dark. This
surprised me, as I had never awakened to the outer senses be
fore daylight. All at once I saw the mingling of two lights
slowly forming an eye. The light that formed the whole eye
was the exact counterpart of the moon; the light that formed
the rim or hollow around the eye was the brilliant central light
of the sun.
How can I tell you Sister or Brother, what that eye said
to me? As I looked in that eye I nearly burst with joy! Heart,
mind and understanding, said “Lord, truly Thou art Light;
Thou seest my ways; Thou hearest my thoughts and Thou
passest through my body. I feel thy vibrations; Thou art Life!
No darkness can hide me from Thee!” As I thought this, the
eye suddenly disappeared. I lay perfectly still in wonder; I
believe for about ten miutes,— when I began to think; “Truly
1 will have to make my work good, and my path straight. All
my ways are heard and seen by God!" Instantly that eye
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again looked straight into my eyes foT at least a whole minute;
I understood, and my joy is renewed every time 1 think of thia
great revelation.
The next great problem was, that “If God is creating man
and woman after His own Divine Image,” as I am sure God
was and is working every moment in his creations: why did
God have one eye and mortals two eyes? What would a mor*
tai look like with only one eye? How badly I wanted to know!
In my mind God was all right, but I was not so sure about
myself; hence my hungry, earnest desire for more understand*
ing. There has never been a day, for years, but what I have
desired wisdom and understanding. I have always felt that if
I could gain these two absolute requisites I would be able to
accomplish all I ought to. I have always felt that I had not a
moment to lose. It was only last year that this wonderful de
sire or question was answered. On it all can depend: it is the
Rock of Ages; the Star of Bethlehem; the Christi
1 lay down one afternoon to reBt and be stilL Soon I
heard the words “Look and Understand," accompanied by an
electric flash of light, a quick jerk of my right eye and it
stung as if an an eletric ourrent had suddenly been turned
on me and ran down to the right ovary; then the voice said,
“This is the immortal Seed!” 1 bbw this eye of light rest
or poise over the little round globule or seed; I saw delicate
rays of light begin to form through the little germ until
every vein and part of the human mechanism was oomplete;
then I saw a beautiful male ohild lying on some soft fluffy
stuff, resembling a half open sack, then the voioe of Logos
said: “The manger or place of birth of the Sons of God!” Then
another instantaneous flash of electric light from the left eye,
and I was looking at the seed germ in the left ovary; the same
process went on until I saw a perfect female child. Then the
voice said: “God’s daughter, or Divine conception!” The word
or Voice continued’ “This Seed first brings forth a mortal that
must put on immortality.” Then vibrating began all through
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my body,and the Voice asked,“Who is God’s other eye?" Be
fore I could help it 1 answered: “My life; all life! Oh, the soft,
sweet answer, “Yes," by the Voice or Logos.
Truly I know; any man or woman that makes bad use of the
Vital Germ, or Mighty Atom, wastes the Master's Goods, and
the loss to such a soul is terrible. There is a Double Birth
gestating or being brought forth in me, that 1 am being per
mitted to see at intervals or as fast as my growth permits.
1 see that the two lights in the all-seeing eye are God’s two
eyes; in other words, Sun and Moon. Our Moon eye only
lights us by day, and we see through a glass dimly; but when
by the fires of transmutation the human body is cleansed, our
whole body will be filled with the Father of Lights.
Man and woman have always had this perfect eye or life,
but their bodies have not been brought up to the proper growth
or condition that each one can know this for himself. It is
preposterous for a man or woman to think that God can and
will do all, while they are constantly destroying their bodies,
more than life and light can build it up.
I see that the electric current that starts from the center of
the right eye from within, oauses motion, and that action causes
sound or tone; tone forms the letter of the alphabet on the de
scending scale in and through the body to the end of the right
toe, ascending to the heart, where, that little valve opens and
shuts, like a pump drawing water. I will call this place mid
dle C in music, or Divine masculine baas voice or logos. From
the heart descendiug down to the toe and up to the left eye,
Divine Feminine treble voice or logos. This makes a com
plete key board in music. Now then, when they sing, I hear
them: when they talk to me, I understand them,—I mean
the divine masouline and feminine of myself, God’s life and
light.
Yours faithfully and lovingly in Christ,
Mrs. Alice A. Schafer.

Correspondence.
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Norwich, Conn. June 25, 1901.
Dear Friend»:—Wc are in receipt of your esteemed favor of
the 19th inst. and note contents carefully. The two books have
also oome in and I shall examine them with great interest and
care. The little books also came to hand, but I have been so
exceedingly busy; working from five in the morning until nine
and ten at night,—during the past fortnight, that I have not
had the time to examine them thoroughly. Shall do so at the
first opportunity.
We are certainly engaged in a wonderful work. The mil*
lenial glory is fast appearing and the new age is manifesting
itself, and thousands are seeing the light We are together
working for a glorious end. 1 realize, as I state in “Perfect
Health,” that we must have the two wings (Truth for the body
and Truth for the mind) in order to have Perfect Health and
Perfect Salvation, and to be regenerated and not pass through
the grave.
1 am glad we are to co-oporate in this noble work. I will
have 1,000 circulars of “Perfect Health” with your imprint,
and forward them to you as soon as possible.
Shall be glad to hear from you often.
Yours for the emancipation of the raoe from sin, disease and
death, and in Perfect Health,
Charles C. Haskell.

EDITORIAL.
Thia issue doses the first year and volume of The Occult
and Biological Journal. It has been a year of change with us;
but change in God’s order means evolutionary development,
rising from a lower to a higher state; and we can readily see
in every department of our work that the change has been for
the better.
Notwithstanding the multitude of so-called new thought lit
erature that is being circulated, our Journal is rapidly gaining
favor among the people, and our subscription list is much larg
er th*« it was when we oeased publishing The Esoteric. Wo
oonsider the few notices to discontinue, that we have received,
a good indication that we are serving an important use in the
world.
In order that the coming year may be made a year of suc
cess such as we deserve; or in other words, such as we believe
the people need; it will be neoesaary that eaob subscriber be
come a voluntary agent to solicit at least one new subscriber,
that our subscription list may be doubled.
When we began our public work, we decided to continue as
long as it would be supported; and the suooeas of the work
would be the evidenoe whether we were serving a use in the
world, or not. The work has been supported and is moving on,
and while we have had much expense out of the regular order,
we are virtually out of debt This alone is conclusive that the
people feel the need of our thought, and are willing to support
it; and now that we are, as we believe, nearing a crises in the
business world, those that are interested in our thought and
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method* for self development, should turn their attention in a
special manner toward bringing thia work to the attention of
others, and, in short, toward carrying it forward to the aooomplishment of its object; namely, the inauguration here on earth
of a higher and better social, political and religious life; but the
social and political must follow the religious; for with os the re
ligious is also the scientifio. It is a knowledge of the laws of nat
ure; the laws of creation; and a harmonious conformation to the
requirements of these laws; for, by law, God created the universe,
and we are here by virtue of that fact Jesus truly said: "Ye
shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free." This
is a prerequisite to inaugurating the higher order of civilisa
tion for which The Occult and Biological Journal stands be
fore the world.
We have been offering, in the way of a premium, the mag
asine "Mind” in connection with The Oooult and Biolo
gical Journal, because we feel that "Mind" is the leading
journal in occult thought. Among all the magsines that are
brought to our attention, there is none, aooording to our judg
ment, that contains such clear advanoed thought as this one.
We wish to call attention to an error in our book list in re
gard to the prioe of "A Comprehensive Guide Book to Natural,
Hygienic, and Humane Diet," by Sydney H. Beard. The price
given is Is, or 26o; it should be, paper, 60c.; doth, 11.00.
We quote the following from a notion received from Chas.
F. Burgman; who represents the Mental Scienoe Associa
tion:—and “Freedom,”—a weekly journal, edited by Mrs.
Helen Wi Imans.
“The second sonnai Convention of Mental Scientists, which will
convene at Sea Breeu, Florida, beginning November 28th next, and
remaining in session until all the business to be brought np for con
sidération has been disposed of, is beginning already at this early
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day to arouse a good deal of interest.” Any desiring further in
formation should address Chas. F. Burgman, National Secretary,
Mental Science Association, Sea Breese, Florida.”
We wish the convention abundant suooesa.

The movement referred to in the following quotation from a
circular letter received, ia certainly a step in the right direc
tion; and while we are not acquainted with its promulgators,
we heartily wish them success.
“.d Ft to of the Purposes for which the National Health
Ptague Stands."

“The promoters of the National Health League claim (1) that ani
mals in their free state enjoy absolutely perfect health without giv
ing health a thought; and (2) that a human being, in perfect health,
can hardly be found in civilised countries, notwithstanding vast arm
ies of regularly graduated physicians.
“(3) This anomaly seems accountable oDly on the supposition that
the branches taught in medical colleges are inadequate to preserve
health; whereas, (4 ), it is very easy to restore and preserve health if
the principles of the Nature Cure be applied. (6) As the prevention
of diseases is hardly touched upon in medical colleges, and as preser
vation of health appears in direct conflict with the physician’s finan
cial interests, it would seem as if, under existing conditions, the ex
tention of disease were rather to the physicians’ advantage.
•

esse

“(8) The projectors of the National Health League intend to estab
lish Health Colleges, where the main stress of study shall be laid on the
maintenance of health. They desire to establish a sufficient number
of free scholarships to enable poor theological students to obtain thia
knowledge regarding Health, free of charge. (9) The hygienic care
of the Pastor for his congregation seems to be most natural, as the
welfare of the soul and body are inter-dependent, and M the founders
of all great religions recognised thia dual service of the priesthood."
•
e
e
*
•
“Aug. F. Reinhold,"

"Headquarters of the National Health League are at 823 Lexing
ton Ave., N. Y. C., N. Y.”
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Th» aim of The Occult and Biological Journal is two-fold: first, it endeavor» to un
veil to the student the mysteries of the higher truths for which the Western mind
to now seeking in the mysticism of the past and in Oriental religions; shows the cor
relation of the doctrines of the Orient and those of the Christian religion, and urns
the wisdom of the past to throw new light ou Biblical text; and, secondly, to those
whose desire is individual unfoldment, it gives a special course of instructions; pre
sents methods for increasing the amount of life in the organism, for its conservation
and control, thus insuring the magnetic power so necessary to success in all direc
tions. It studies the biology of the universe. Investigates the laws of life, tracing
the coarse of its unfoldment from its origin until it reaches the perfection of the
human organism. Calls attention to its uses and abuses. Its presentation of the
esoteric sciences is concise and clear, always emphasising their practical value.
Although it would seem that the number of new-thought publications now before
the people must certainly be greater than the demand, yet we feel that no apology is
neoeesary in offering the public a journal which we believe possesses exceptional
facilities for presenting lines of thought heretofore neglected, and which the people
bow demand for practical use.
Th* Esotxbio PtrsunuMO Comfaxv is u incorporated body. It issues stock at $10 pea share,
tbs mousy reoalved therefrom, as well as from sabscriptioo, being used wholly In the advancement
<d tbs esosa it represents; that is, it La used in publishing and advertising books, the Journal, eta.
Th* EbOTBBlO PüBUSHtBO Comtamt and Th* EsOtXWo FsATSasrrv an entirely asperate in SO
far as financial interests and objeota are concerned. The internet of Th* Esotkkio PuausmMO
Confami is in public teaching through the medium of its various publications, while Th* Esor*»■5 VaaTHBMm ia altogether interested in preparing a place for the working oat to nltimatss of all
As tows sad methods taught in ths Compsay’a pshUostiora.
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A NEW BOOK
Consisti ng of 50 Selections from Letters
•

•

Written By

A MASTER OF INDIA
To One of Hie Disciples

The Highway is within us.

The starting-point it at the junction of the eyes within.—Ser J,

A BEAUTIFUL and artistic book, printed on heavy paper, and bound in brown and linen; flexible

oovers.

The following quotation from the Preface indicates the value of its content!:—

"THIS BOOKLET is a string of selections from some private letters received from the late Rai Sallg
Ram Bahadur, who, having attained the perfection of spirituality, led thousands of his country*
men to a knowledge of the higher life and nobler possibilities of human existence.
Price. SO cents, post-paid.

limed a/id for »ale by

THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COHPANY,
APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA

BY III HAM E. Bl TLEiL
1 he people of al! «ges rharacterixed
their Idea of i.ud—Tin? word of God m»m »dated wJ h the Idea of pourr-Mau can only
uu«kn>land or think of thing* of Mhi«h he has a <i>rreMfOtideuve wl«biu
p X
TUv**.ums pi re vive cllvflautily —<’aii*rs arednlnvtivdy «k tvnninvd by reason. u. 4. The
uu iid via of w ill. p
1 ahvd». I will Im- ahull will to be," n. 6. 8pa<*e fllltd andlolerlltlvd wttb wuihls Interior to vm-h other-ordei and intenigvnre everywhere mauv
ii bi, p. M The 1 ir.-t C<U\c, the ti»M*utlal Man. humanity the objective parts. p. !L Matler a e-uudllluti of spirl', p. 15. Love the [iiltlllmeiK of the law, p. 18. Meditation good
for the »uni-Firn big Gud, p. H>.
Hecoiid l.<clure.-Force. "All thing* work together for good”—The male
ami female principle* every where present hi Nature. The condensation of force into matter
accomplished by the Logos or *• W ord of God,” p. 26. How thought Is formed aud sent
forth ou lu Hihsfou, p. 27. The evolution of matter through generative processes, p. £9.
The female will the etvpherlng or binding principle, p. 81. Compression, best, expanaiuu. pc-lar.xatloii, p. 35. Electric and magnetic current! of earth and cun, p. 86. Be
coming S«»tiabiid .Masters lnateiul of servant!», p. 88.
Third Leclnre.-DlHcrimlnalion. The relation of the Seven Principles to
each other, p. 4.. The fl rat manifestation of Dl*criminatlon-All things come from and *
relate ki mlud, p. A3. Reason for calllug some thing* good and others evil. p. 44.
Motives of ancient Prophets ami Serra for seeking Isolation from lho world, p. 46. Discrimlimlio t manifested In desire and prayer—L>.xp ration—Revelaliou, p. 49 Manifesta
tion» of d scrlinlnu Ion tn plant life, p. 51. The pleasures of the senses contrasted with
higher d xrltnlnation and joy, p. 68.
Fourth Ixcinrc.-Urder, Ileal and cold a* formative forces In Nature, p. 58.
The «video vs of Order In crystal formations, p. 5«. Interpreting Nature and determining quality and character iron form-Form within form rev» a led by the microscope—
Worlds beyond world» bruu .dit down by the telewope, p. 65. The order and Chemistry
of big’ Hflon, p. 67. Thu explanation of vision— Manifestation of the sixth scuta*, p. ?i,
Ibc inliuenee of psychic atirrontiding-», p 72. Being Joint Creators with Che iuflulte,
p. 78 Possessing the true Wisdom, p. 75
Hltth Lecture.-ColiCNloti«
Drawing the line between principles and
phenomena,
Evolution—Cohesion «sscntlally a feminine principle, ensphering,
Duurltlil g, pr» serving, p. 82. The "adversary " that la set off against Cobealou, p. 8x
The rou'crvativv t'-ndeiKUc* of Cohesion, d. BL The abuse* of the cohesive principle,
p. 86. Cohesion—The mother nature considered aa a distinct principle, p. 87. The mother
love to take higher form. p. VI. Live up to your highest ideal of right, p. 93. Placing the
name of God in the forehead, p. IM.
(Sixth Lecture.-Ftrmcntatlou. The Destroyer who stands In the way of
physical Immortality— DI «Integration— All vegetatlou the materialisation of Infinite
thought—Man's thought as real crOatlous as the offspring of his loiqx P- 100. A vital
chemistry that will throw It'lit on men tai healing aud thought formation, p. 101. A
secret of thu Magi aud Alchemists, p. 102. Fermentation an agent of progress, p. 108.
The baleful aspects of inau when the principle of fermentation has the ascendency, p. 108.
Dependence or man for executive energy upon bls helpmeet—Woman, p. 10T. Mow to
become a " Prevailing Prince,” p. liK Conquering aud controlling the forces of genera
tion, p. lio. The f.illcn state,_p. 112. Becoming "kings and priests unto God," p. MX
Seventh Lecture.-Traniiruillation. A lighted match as an illustration
of trauHUiulalfon, p. 117. The fire energy of the Infinite Be lug ensphered In matter, p. 120.
Mau’s Inner being a birnlnou« llame transmuting the baser substance, p. lil. Importance
of the kind of thoughts we entertain while eating, p. 123. The process by which to ob
tain magic power, p. 1*28 Becoming superior to earth, p. 129. Mak lug all visible things
one's servant, p. 180.
Eighth Lecture.-Menaatlou. Sensation, a mode of consciousness or cogni
sance uf life. p. 130. sensation made manifest In the crystal waler of the nerve fluid, p. 18».
Transit tiling the lower into higher sensation, p. 139. Education, uplifting aud relief of
Goa's crea’urv*—Fularlxatiou of inner consciousness, p. 140. Thought Impossible without
form, p. 141. No sensation without motion of life-element, p. 143. No pleasure without
a reaction-Removal of the exhausted and broken down molecules, p. 145. Self posses*
•ion—Soul calm—SuUlua) of senses, p. 146. The him. r sense the one we most need, p. 148.
Turning the nature into Hue with the Divine current, p. 149.
Nf filth Lecture.-Color. Significance of colors—Opening the sixth sense, p. 154.
Red,—magnetic, roiiv'ni rad ve, heating;—blue represents orderyellow, perfection, p.
150. Vibrations of color—Relations lo sound, r>. 158. bignlllvauce of blue, gray, iudigo,
b. I’«9. Fourth principle, symbolizes life, fertility; represents the mother-nature, p. 160.
Language of <iod In Nature; Clairvoyance, a manifestadon of the sixth sense, p. 162.
Gret-u a symbol of strength; stgnitlviinrc of black, p. 163. Sixth principle expressed by
violet; represents good, p. 164. Seventh principle, identified with yellow; implies Divine
sensation, p. 166 Summary of the principles of the seveu-poiuted iwr, p I<19. The key to.
a woudcrfUl system of chemistry, P- 170.
FlrMt Lecture.-Tlic Idea of

Illustrated with 9 Colored Plates and Portrait of Author— $1.50.
I’r.Bl.lHHIX’ll COMPANY,
Applutfutu, CttlifoniltA.

'

The Zodiacal Indicator

This instrument is probably the moat perfect mechanical device yet con
structed for finding the rising sign. as it gives the degree and minute of that
sign's elevation above the horizon for atty Latitude between 22* and 55°,
which embraces nearly the whole civilised world. It will be »great conven
ience to Astrologers', and those who doubt the influence of the zodiacal signs,
or those who wish to experiment upon such influence, will llnd, by having
this Indicator and watching the change of their mental and physical states
with the changing signs.—that nut only will their own experience convince
tbein of the reality of zodiacal influence, but that a new field of experimenta
tion. most interesting and profitable, will njien to them. «Every one is not
sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but, in most instances, the observ
er will be quite conscious of them.« The Indicator is neatly and durably con
structed. and, with proper care, will lust for veurs. Price. $1.00.
¡lived and lor talc by

THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA

>i

* WELTHER’S HAGAZ1NE. v
* more fully on the occult subjets of the present day than any
* other publication in existence. It deals with Psychic Healing,
* Spiritual Philosophy. Christian Science and all other kindred
S subjects. It contains articles from Borne of the most thoroughly
practical minds in this country; its columns are open to all
■* whose writings are based on logic and reason.
Everyone inter* ested in any of the above subjects should see Weltmer’s Magaxine;

subscription par year $1.00. single copy ten cents.
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ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE ALWAYS.

Typewriter
New ¿Models and

Tabulating ¡Attachment for Statistical Work.
WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT, 3’7 Broadway, New Yora

PACIFIC COAST OFFICES.
211 MONTOOHERY ST.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
«7 S. BROADWAY,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

119 STARK ST,
PORTLAND. OR.
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BOOKS BY ANNA W. MILLS

*

HOW TO KEEP IT
—rOH—

—MY—

• ■ pealing and fSelf-CuIture

ONE WHO MAS IT
TRUE SCIENTIFIC LIVING

Crown Octavo, 804 pages, bound in cloth.
Price, J1.50.

"1 have yet to meet a case in the treatment of
which it has not proved helpful. 1 am convinc

ed lhatiti power to hral hai no limit".—Joseph
F. Lawn, M I)., 180 West 126th Street,
New York.

PUBLISHERS’ GUARANTEE
Any person who purchases this book and adopts
its teaching and follows it for one month, and iB
not entirely satisfied with the improvement in h>B
health, may return the book and the price will
be refunded.
Rsfcrences as to the above guarantee.

F. 8. Jerome, Cashier First National Bank,
Norwich, Conn.
N. L. Bishop, Superintendent of Schools.

Norwich, Conn.

Price in Linen.............SI .00.

A complete course of lessons on the princi
ple« and practice of Metaphysical Healing.
Better than mere physical healing is the illu
mination and awakening of the spiritual nature,
as the truth of the teaching breaks over the mind.
Many testify that they have been healed by
the first reading of the book.
A distinctive feature peculiar to it, is the
very plain methods given for attaining self-con
trol both of thought and emotion.

Faitlj and The Angel
White leatherette, gold lettered, 45 pages,
Price, 25 cents,
Allegorical, illustrating the power of Faith
and Love.

Fnr sale

ESOTERIC PUB. CO.

ESOTERIC PUB. CO.

The Amerio&n Institute

•

*

•

of Phrenology

[iNCORPORATRtt 1866.]

The next session opens on Wednesday.
Sept 4th, 1901. For particulars address
Secretary, c-o Fowler & Wells Co.,
27 East 21at St,, New York, N. Y.

THE FREE MAN.
A Monthly Magazine devoted to the
study of the New Thought, the Philoso
phy of Health and the Science of Life.
Subscription: SI.00, per year; single
copies. 10 cent«.
Address Ch aS. W, Close, Publisher ,

124 Birch St.,O. B. J,
Bangor. Maine.

)tj I

PUBLISHERS ANO BOOKSELLERS.

APPLEGATE, CALIF.
Ws do a regular Mail-Order business. We are out in the foothill» of the Sierra Nevada«, eighty
mile» from any important town, and, consequently. al) our busineas is through the mail or express.
If you want any book that is being advertised by The Esoteric Pub. Co., you have simply to tend
a Cashier'« Check, Money Order, or Express Order for the amount at which it is listed, and the book
«rill be promptly forwarded to you. Currency or bills will be sent at the purchaser's risk. Inter
national Money Orders must be made payable at Auburn, California.
BOOKS BY H. E. BUTLER.

Solar Biology, cloth. 500 pp...... ....................$5.00
Seven Creative Principle«, cloth, 170 pp.... 1.50
Narrow Way of Attainment, cloth, 140, pp. 1.00
Practical Methods to Insure Success, 76 pp.

—paper, 10c.; cloth,
Special Instructions for Women
(woman's ciacULAit). paper, 42 pp. 2a
Everlasting Covenant, paper, 46 pp................... 15

Revised Esoteric, vol. I., cloth, 407 pp....... 2.00
Revised Esoteric, vol. 11., cloth, 314 pp...... 2.00
Bound Esoteric, vol. v., cloth, 468 pp....... 2.00
Bound Eeoteric, vol. vi., cloth, 578 pp...... 2.00
Bound Enoteric, vol. vn., cloth, 574 pp..... 2.00
Bound Esoteric,vol. vm., cloth, 576 pp....... 2.00
Bound Esoteric,vol. tx., cloth, 576 pp.......... 2.00
Bound Esoteric,vol. x., cloth, 576 pp.......... . 2.00
Bound Esoteric.vol. xi„ cloth, 576 pp.......... 2.00
Bound Esoteric,vol. XII., cloth, 676 pp......... 2.00
Esoteric Education, trans, from German of,
J. Kerning, cloth, 78 pp................................
.50
Tho Pilgrim’s Path
by Rai Saiig Ram Bahadur, cloth, 50’pp. .50
Atheism and Arithmetic, by H. L. Hasting,
68 pp.—paper, 15c.; cloth,
Osman’s Palmistry Instructor,

.35

Cruden’s Concordance, Youngman, cloth,...
Smith’s Pronouncing Bible Dictionary, to
which is added Cruden’s Complete Con
cordance, cloth.....................................,........
Other Worlds than Ours,
by Prof. R. A. Proctor. B. A.. F. R. A. S..
cloth,
The Gospel of Buddha, according to Old
Records, told by Pant Carus, cloth...............

The Religion of Science,
by Paul Carus, cloth,

l.oU

2.76

1.25

1.00

.50

BOOKS BY C. BRODIE PATTERSON.

New Thought Essays, cloth..........................
Seeking the Kingdom, cloth,.........................
Beyond the Clouds, cloth.........................
The Library of Health, 3 vols. cloth, each,

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

BOOKS BY HARRIET B. BRADBURY.

Voices of Heaven and Earth, paper,.................. 25
The Light that is in Thee, cloth,......................... 75
The New Philosophy of Health, cloth,............. 75
A Spiritual Tour of the World,
by Otto A. de la Camp—paper, 50c.; cloth, 1.00
The Cup-Bearer, edited

by Helen Van Anderson, cloth. 1.00
The Law of Correspondences Applied to
Healing, by W. J. Colville, leatherette............. 50

by Leo S. Osman, paper, .25 Heilbronn, or Drops from the Eountain of
Practical Astrology, by Alan Leo, cloth...... 1.00 ■ Health, By Fanny M. Harley, leatherette.......... 50
Why I am a Vegetarian,
The Mind Telegraph,
by J. Howard Moore, paper, .25
by J. B. Stay, Paper,.......................... 25c
Women in the Business World, by one
The Journal of a Live Woman,
of them.
Paper 50 eta. Cloth....... 1.50
by Helen Van Anderson, cloth,
1.00

Mythology, Hebrew »nd Christian, by Ladd,

.76

Cheiro's Language of the Hand.................... 2.75
Divine Pedigree cf Man,
by Tbos. J. Hudson, cloth. 1.50
A Comprehensive Guide Book to Natural,
Hygienic, and Humane Diet,
by Sydney H. Beard cloth, 1».; .25
Ideal Suggestion, by Henry Wood, paper,... .60
Discovery of a Lost Trail,
by Charles B. Newcomb, doth.............. 1.50
Practical Metaphysics for Healing and
Self-Culture, by Anna W. Mills, cloth, 1.50

The Pantheism of Modern Science,
by F. E. Titus, paper, 56 pp. .10
The Living Christ, by Paul Tyner, cloth,... 1.00
Zelma, The Mystic, by Alwyn M. Thurber,
cloth, 1.50
The Golden Age Cook-Book,
by Henrietta Latham Dwight, cloth......... 1.25
Vaccination a Curse and a Menace to Per
sonal Liberty, with Statistics showing its
Dangers and Criminality,
by J. M. Peebles, A. M„ M. D„ Ph. D. 1.25
BOOKS BY RALPH WALDO TRINE

Greatest Thing Ever Known, doth................... 35
What All the World’s »-Seeking, cloth,...... 1.26
In Tune with the Infinite, doth............. 1.25
Every Living Creature, cloth,............................. 86
Character Building, paper........................
.35
BOOKS BY HORATIO W. DRESSER

Perfi ot Whole, cloth,...................................... 1,50
Voices of Hope, doth...................................... 1.50

Voices of Freedom, doth....... ...................... 1.25
In Search of a Soul, cloth..........................
1.60
Living by the Spirit, cloth,................................. 75
The Heart of It, cloth,.......................................... 76
Power of Silence, cloth,,...............
1.50
Tbe Metaphysics of Balxac aa found in
“The Magic Skin,” “Louis Lambert," and
"Seraphita, by Ursula N. Geatefeld. cloth,
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of
How to Keep Young.
by J. M. Peebles A. M.. M. D„ Ph. D.
The Magic Seven,
by Lida A Churchill, cloth,
Bhagavad Gfti, or Tbe Lord’s Lay, trans.
by Mohini Mohun Chattarji, M. A., cloth,

1.00

1.00
1.00
2.00

Hygienic Treatment, by Archibald Hunter,
cloth,

.26

Law of Psychic Phenomena, T. J. Hudson,
cloth, 1.50
Confucius, the Great Teacher,
by Maj. Gen. G. G. Alexander, cloth,...,.... 2.00

LAo-Tsze, the Great Thinker,
by Maj. Gen. G. G. Alexander, cloth,
Chaldean Oracles of Zoroaster, edited and
revised by Sapere Aude, cloth,
Tbe Analecta of Confucius, translated by
William Jennings, cloth,
Atlantis, the Antediluvian World,
by Ignatius Donnelly, cloth,
Pistis Sophia, Gnostic Gospel,
translated by G. K. S. Mead, cloth,
Chips from a German Workshop, 4 vol»., by
F. Max Muller, cloth, vols. I., ll„ ill., each,
vol. iv..
New Light from the Great Pyramid,
by Albert Rose Parsons, doth,
The Six Systems of Indian Philosophy,
by F. Max Muller, cloth,
Spiritual Consciousness,
by Frank H. Sprague, cloth,

1.75
1.00
1.00

2.00
2.50
2.25
2.75

4.00

5.00

1.50

Electricity and the Resnrection.
Paper, 50 cents; Cloth.................... 1.00
Remedies of a Great Physician,
by Hannah M. Kohaua, leatherette,
40
Dawn Thought, by J. Wm. Lloyd, cloth,...... 1.00

Out of Law Into Gospel; or God in Man,
by Sarah Elisabeth Griswold, paper,

60

BOOKS ON ASTROLOGY.

Astrology for All.
by Alan I-eo, P. A. 3..

cloth,
1.26
Ptolomy’s Tetrabiblos,
Trans, by J. M. Aahmand, 1.26
Four Lectures on Astrology, by Alan Leo,
,16
Notes on Dan and Scorpio and Sagittarius,
by J. M. Lawrence, paper,
10
Astrological Geomancy in Afriea,
by Prof. J. A. Abayomi Cole, paper, .12
Astrology and its Connection with Vedanta,
by C. Venkata Rao. paper,
26
The Degrees of the Zodiac Bymboliied
by Charubal, paper.

.26

SWEETS ♦ ♦ ♦
Extracted from flowers of prominent authors.

We have reviled and reprinted thia booklet of poems. A number of beauti
ful poi-tna have been added to the collection, and we have endeavored to make thia
last edition paiticularly attractive, both aa to appearance and contents.

Price, 10 cents each; $1.00 per dozen.

THE ESOTERIC EPHE/IEIUS,
------

1900.

------

The Esoteric Ephemeris has been so enlarged for the year 1900 as to contain nearly 50 pages,
with much new and valuable information upon the science of Solar Biology; an explanation of
the heliocentric posit in ns, and carefully calculated tables giving the heliocentric longitude of all the
planets, and the geocentric longitude of the Moon; the hour, minute and second of the transit
of the planets and Moon; also the rising signa and how to find them, with a table of the Sidereal

time, and the time of nearly all the large cities.
.It oo n Lai ns new and important facts relative to Solar Biology.
alone worth many times the price of the book. Price, 26 cts.

The article on ’'CbetnianT ia

THE EVERLA5TINQ COVENANT.
This pamphlet of 46 pages brings to light Biblical meanings, which, although obvious in them

selves, we think no author has before noticed.
Every Bible student should put himself in possession of the new and important interpretation
given to the Ten Commandments.

Price, 15 cents.

REVISED ESOTERIC.
Volume I.
Should be Read by Every Esoteric Student.

Thia book contains all the essential matter originally published in volume 1
and II, of The Esoteric Magazine.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR REACHING
THE HIGHEST GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT,

1b in itself a complete occult library. The laws explained therein will, if con*
scientiously followed, lead the student to the highest goal of his desires. Price,
cloth, $2.00.

Volume II.
Companion to volume I.

It contains all 'the essential matter found in volume ill, and IV, of The Eso
teric Magazine.
BIBLE REVIEWS AND HELPS,

by Mr. Butler,
Which run through The Esoteric to and including volume ix, begin in thia volume.
The reviews in this book cover the essential pointe in the first fourteen chapters
of Genesis, and bring out many new and interesting as well as instructive points
hitherto unnoticed. Price, cloth, $2.00.

brittle Ephemette
For IK9S

and

18WI.

MtTBZO-SOFBXiUwb
From the Wiidom of the Wise

Reduced to IO cte.

Curupkta, giving the exact position of Solar Syatent at dooq, Woahiagtoii time; also the hour, miuule Mini iMMUiid of the ubange from one sign U>
another.
Invaluable to Student» of Thb Eaotkkic aa well
an of Solar Biology, enabling them, without the
trouble of oomputatiou, to know time of changes.
Price, 10 cent*.

"No man can become wise in the divine science
by seeking to become an adept. He must fix hii
mind, first of all, wholly on the people'« good,
and master the law of the uplift of the people
Aa he becomes identified with the spirit and sym
pathy of our common humanity, he rises to the
threshold of the secret way."- From Tkeo-Sopkia.

THE EPHEMERIS, giving the positions of the Moon fovl8923-4-5-6-7-8-9-1900-1-2 and designed for insertion in the “Solar Biology*'
tables, can be had by sending 50 cts. to thia Office. Single year, 5 cte.
ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY. APPLEQATE. CALIFORNIA.

SOLAR BIOLOGY
A New ScresTinc, Exact, and Easy Method of Delineating Chasaitka; DiagSirtiNG Disease; Detkhshninv. Mental, Physical am> Business Quau-

n<ATK«s, Conjugal AoAFTABiLnr, etc., fkom Date of Huth.
SY H. E. BUTLEH.

tlluatratad with Seven Plate Diagrams and Tables of the Moon
and Planets, from 1820 to 1802.

This science proves that “all are members of One Body (I. Cor. XII. 12-27); and
that, a» such, each one has his peculiar function in life. It throws a fieud of new
light upon the problems of life, furnishing the groundwork, or scientific law, which
goes down into the minutiw of the life of every man and woman, aa a mirror ro
ll ecling his or her innate nature. Thia work tells what is in man and how derived.
Tells how to cultivate self and make the moat and beet of life. Tells one, when a
child is born, what kind of training it should have, to what diseases it is liable,
how to avoid or how to cure when already developed. Reveals the part of the grand
body to which each individual belongs, and the consequent mental tendencies.
'' ’ physical fitness, natural sphere, and highest and fittest use in the world.
It enables parents to know just what business their children are beet adapted
for, and how to educate them, and is also a guide in the preservation of health and
strength, and an important aid to success and to the attainment of the great ob
ject in life; via,, usefulness and happiness. It also aids in prolonging the life of
old and young. It is of special importance to physcinas, enabling them to attain
great success through having in their possession a certain key to knowledge con
cerning the nature and peculiarities of their patients such aa heretofore has been
available only to those few that were of rare intuitive* discernment.
it is claimed that character is expressed in the countenance, that it shapes the
cranium, and is even written in the hand; but Solar Biology introduces ths student
into the grand workshop of the Solar System, not only defining character and func
tion, but supplying the key to self-knowledge and harmonious human relateduou
SOLAR BIOLOGY makes an elegant octavo volume of 500 pages, heavy paper,
clear type, with author's portrait and appropriate illustrations. Bound in superior
doth, embellished with symbolic designs in gold. No elaborate study or prepara
tion is required to enable one to read character and otherwise apply the science.
The key to the use of the science will be found on page 274, and can be fully
mastered in a few minutes. Price $5.00.

Published and For Sale hv

Esoteric Publishing Co.,
Applegate. California.

ESOTERIC EPHEMERIS
1901
1« now on sale.

Because of its accuracy and from the fact that it give« data

nut to be found elsewhere in print, thia Ephemeris will prove an important aid to

student« of Astrology and of Solar Biology.
The work contains complete data for finding the time of rising of Zodiacal Signa,
a Table having been specially computed showing Sidereal Time of Sign-Cusp Ril

ing» for every degree of North Latitude from Equator to 60° corrected for sphe
roidal shape of the Earth, available, also, for same degrees of South Latitude.

This Table will be useful for any future year, as its extreme change will probably

not exceed 5 seconds in a half century.

Greenwich Time is used throughout,

which makes change to Standard Time involve aven hours.

The work contains

Special Tables for finding the time of rising of the signs at Boston, New York,

Washington, Chicago, St. Paul, Denver, San Francisco, and London.
to easily construct similar Tables for other places.

It tells bow

Full explanations are given

for use of all the Tables, with especial reference to the needs of those not accus
tomed to mathematical work.

Forty pages are devoted mainly to arithmetical op

erations and interpolation methods which will plaoe the student in command of
the mathematical work necessary in the study of Astral Science.

Explicit directions are given as to proper use of Btaudard Time.

Tbs Epheme

ris proper gives the Heliocentric Longitude of each planet and Geooentric Longi

tude of the Moon to minutes of arc for every day in the year; also Sidereal Time
of Greenwich Mean Noon for each day.

Gives exact time, to tenths of minutes,

of entrance of Moon and planets into each sign, corrected for Nutation, showing
in each case also the time it takes for light to come from planet to Earth.
This work has original, genuine merit. In its mathematics, it follows the latest
Astronomical Authorities. It contains the beet exposition of 8idereal Time pub

lished by any writer on occult science.

It is by an Astronomer of Observatory

experience, who has used the most conscientious and painstaking care in its
preparation.

Every student in Astrology needs this Ephemeris for making correct predictions
for the year.

Price, 25 cents.

Iiru&l and for tale by
THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHiNG COMPANY.
APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA.
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THE NARROW WAY OF ATTAINMENT.
J COURSE OF INSTRUCTIONS DELIVERED UEFORE THE
SOCIETY ESOTERIC,
BY H E, BUTLBR.

Thin work leaches the most vital principles of Christian Life and Doctrine, and is especially
dwigned for those who are ready to consecrate their lives to to the highest spiritual attainment*

IT IS CALLED “THE NARROW WAY,"
because tv live in the world and mil be of the world, but of the Spirit of God. is a narrow way
indeed; a« Jesus said.

YE CANNOT, SERVE TWO MASTERS."
For those who will follow the instructions in this book, there is a realm of spiritual conaciouaaeaa and power that has been known only to the prophets and to the Christ. Price, cloth, Jl.OO.

♦ESOTERIC EDUCATION*
Or the Unfoldment and Life of a Hero.

Translated from the German of J. Kernning's “Key to the Realm of Spirit."
The narrative of knight Geoffrey, subsequent to his esoteric, traiiliug.
contains a report of the young hero’s feats, sufficiently detailed to give a
clear idea of the way in which spiritual insight and powers work together to
make the prepared and purified man an invincible conqueror. Thus this
book may encourage mothers of deep thought and faith, like Lady Mathilda,
to give-their sons also the education of heroes, making them instruments to
solve the problems of modern society, as there is no age without its oppor
tunity and need for heroism. Cloth, postpaid, 50 cents.

Delineation Outline.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

For Use

of

Students and Lecturers in Delineating Character from

^SOLAR

BIOLOGY^

This is an outline blank consisting of seven pages printed in typewriter type,
on heavy bond paper, and neatly put up in a heavy manilla folder. Each out
line represents one sign of the zodiac. In ordering please designate the sign or
signs desired. Price, 10 cents a copy; special rates for quantities of 100 or more.
For sale by THE ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Lessons by Correspondence in
Occult Science and Solar Biology.
These lessons will enable one to understand the Laws ok Like, Health and
Haf*TNK»w. They give nn exact method of delineating character, showing the
Mental, Phvsical ami Business qualification«, and Conjugal Adaptability ;
also, the Cause and Cuke of Disease.
Full written Delineation of Character with Advice. $2.00.
For particulars, address
M. W. Drury or Mary Wheeler,
5 Mt. Pleasant Place. Boston, Mass.

ASTROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS.
let- Qurstiuiui on one subject. Much a* Bittiiiicss. M»u»*y. Property, Removals, Traveling, Court
ship. Marriage, 1 hsea.se, Slucks and Sliarmi. AuuiiitiuH, Life Insurance, etc...................... 4C cents
Tune of birth nut Mbsulutoly necessary for questions under No. 1.
For calculating questions oil 3 subject*, (date and time uf birth--if known—required). 65 eeuta
2d Birthday Figure, showing the important event* in the current year of life. .
65 centa.
3d. Rectifying t»r finding the exact time uf Binh inno given data, sncli as date uf marriage, or
death uf a parent, or suuie other event in life. .................................................................. »75 cent#
4th. Nativity uf Birth written out, giving a delineation uf character, abu h general forecast ul
the principal aiLura oi life, such as the best business Lu follow, who and when to marry; diseases,
predisposed to, beat direction tu live and to travel for health; and prosperity, ricliea, anil which will
be the best part of life , children, friends, enemies, etc...................................................................... $1.25
5t.li. Events for five years of life......................................................................................................... $1.25
6th. A description uf the must prominviil events and dates aud when those events will occur
through twelve years..................................................................................
» * . $2.50
7th No. 4 and No. 6 together...........................................................
. .
$3.50

For Nativities of Birth, etc... please state Age. Time of Birth.
Sex ami Birthplace, Married or Single.
All Qiir.it unit may in- Aiwtrrd

Lrff^r. nr Pnituiml / llttrrirut Giern

Crystal Glat*r* fu> ('Imrrut/tint rrt tnii.t XJd.

AL«> Ayr nt fat Tfir Occult and

lii>4nffuul Jnurual and Oth»r Occult II ‘ifrky
-AumiEss-

D.- Lund, Fern Cottage, Keighley, England.
50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

■ I UNIQUE OFFER

BRABUDDHA BH ARATA

Anyone spndlng n sketch and description may
quickly ascertAln onr opinion free whether an
invention is probably pntentahle. Communli*»tions Rtrlctly continent Ini. Handbook on Patents
•eni free, oldest «coney for securing patents.
Patents taken through Jlunii A Co. receive
rptclal nuticc, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I-sraeat circulatlon of any scientific tournai. Terms, $3 a
year; four months. IL Bold by all newsdealers.

fiUNN&Co.i8,B’«d"’ New York

An Engiinh monthly devutud tu the nd
vanced and liberal thought, old and new, in the
donmine of Religion. I'hiloHophy, Science, etc.,
c ndueted from their Aehrama on the kinalay»« by the Sannyasin BrotherhooJ of which
the Swami Vivekananila in the head.
Tin Ni-rM Vol unit htyan with January, il>UI
Super Roy. Kvo. pp. Hi, double column.

Foreign annually 4s. or SI; «ample
copy ■!</. or 10 rents.
Apply to Manager. PRABUDDKA
BHARATA, Mayavatl, via Afmora, Ku.
maon, Himalayas.

Brasch Office, ©6 F Ht., Washington, D. 0.
Broci
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Are you a MIND reader?

ASTROLOGY!
•‘Astronomy is excellent but It must
come down In the life to have Its full
value, and not remain there In globes
and spaces."-EMERSON.

"HEALTH!

HARMONY!

HAPPINESS!’’

“MIND”

REOUCED TO ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

KDtrKD RY

JOHN EMERY HcLEAN
and
CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON.

This is the world’s largest and most important
review of Liberal and Advanced Thought. It ia
now in its fourth successful year, and has in prep
aration features that will render it more attrac
tive than ever. Of immediate interest is the be
ginning. with the April number, of a new series
of essays by the Rev. R. Heber Newton, D. D.,
whose previous contributions have made a sensa
tion in the religious world.
Each issue is an epitome of the latest and test
information obtainable concerning the subjects
upon which MIND is quoted as authority—its
special field being Progress and Research in

‘

ANNOUNCEMENT.

The Sphinx is a publication that cannot fail to
interest cultured and refined people. Its object
ia to teach the influence that the Sun, Moon and
Planets have upon the earth, and particularly up
on man and his affairs. The Sphinx is the lead
ing Astrological journal of the world, and is sup.
ported by the best writers on Astrology in Eng
land, America and India, and is the only magarine in the United States that is entirely devoted
to teaching, demonstrating and vindicating the
truth of the science as taught by the Egyptians.
Price, $1.00 a year.
Back Numbers. 50 Cents.
10 Cents a Copy.
Sample Copies, 10 cents
Money orders should be made payable to

Catharine H. Thompson, Editor,
721 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Science
Religion
Hetaphysics

Philosophy
Psychology
Occultism

MIND is the acknowledged leader, in the liter
ary world, of the great New Thought Movement
that is characteristic of our times, and should
be in the bands of every thinker
So pages monthly, large magazine size
Sa.oo a year
ao cents a copy

MIND is for sale on all news-stands, or may be
obtained direct from the publishers:

THE ALLIANCE PUBLISHING CO.,
"Life" Building, New York, N. Y.

THE
pStrolo^ieal

/T^azige.

BDITEI* BY

B. SURYANARA1N ROW, B. A., M. R. A. S.
Member of the Aiiatit Society of Bengal

Corresponding Member of
the Medico-Legal Society, Neu

copies
of all classes of Occult and Metaphyaioal literstare, will be sent you on receipt of ten cents.
The Libra Sample Copy Litt.—Sample

York

Annual Subscription—Indian Ra. 4;
Foreign 6 Shillings.
Published on the first of Every Month.

C. D. MoLsuohlin, 943, F, St, ». w.

Washington, D. C.

Mims, 102 Llnga Chatty St. fladnu. India.

HUMAN NATURE.
A Monthly Magazine, now in its eleventh year
of publication. It treat» of Phrenology. Physiog
nomy, Psychology, Health. Sociology, and all sub

jects which pertain to the welfare of humanity.
The Character of Men and Animals is in accord
ance with their physical organization. This is
determined by size of body and brain, shape of
head, texture, temperament and facial expression.
Human Nature illustrates these principles
by Picture and Pen, and teaehes its readers
how to read character.
its ethics are ennobling, its style, while strung,
is sprightly and its literary standard high. You
need Human Nature.
Send lOcts silver for 3 back numbers, or
50c ta for 12 months subscription.
Address Prof. Allen Haddock Phrenologist,
1020 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.
Phrenological Examinations made daily.
Oral....................................................... $1.00
Recorded on Chart,...................... 2.00
Recorded with typewritten analysis. 5.00
Photographs Same Price.

w THE BF^EJ\T[I OF LIFE. a
A Herald of the Kingdom Coming,
in New Divine - Humanity.

45. C- (great/lead,

REMARKABLE OFFER.

A TEST HOROSCOPE
FOR TWENTY FIVE CENTS.

Thia offer is made to advertise ‘MODERN
ASTROLOGY,' and at the same time toprove to
al) skeptics that Astrology is a true science. To
convince everyone that we have confidence in
our ability to give a reliable Teat Horoscope, we
will refund the money sent to us if the horo
scope is not true.
Send 25 cents in Stamps, with the time, day,
month, year, and place of birth, but if you do
not know the hour of your birth, send the date,
&c., and we will satisfy you.
The best and most reliable Test as to Truth of
Astrology is that which may he obtained from a
reading of your own Horoscope.

YOU CAN HAVE A SPECIAL HALF GUINEA
READING FOR ONE DOLLAR.
Address:—

Editor, ‘MODERN ASTROLOGY' 9 LYNCROFT
GARDENS, WEST HAMPSTEAD,
LONDON, N, W„ ENGLAND.

You must mention ‘THE OCCULT AND BIO
LOGICAL JOURNAL, when sending application.

Personal Magnetism.
Learn to develop this wonderful
power and thus become

Editor.

Published Monthly by the "Breath of Life"
Publishing Co., Clifford, Mich., U. S. A.

Sntiscrifdicn, $1.00 (Ter „Jtinum,
in jfdvance.
SPECIAL OFFER:—Subscriptions accepted
up to August 31. 1901, at 50 cents per an

num.

A

The following special offer is made by the
Editor of ‘Modern Astrology’ to the readors of
THE OCCULT AND BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

After that date —regular price.

influential and

prosperous.
For $1.00 I will send "CULTIVATION OF
PERSONAL MAGNETISM" which tells exactly
how to cultivate and retain Personal Magnetism.
It contains as much practical information u
courses which sell for $5.00 to $50,00.

Money refunded if book ia not satisfactory

Order a copy to-day.
“The Breath of Life" will be an exponent of
full Salvation for Spirit. Soul and Body.
Address-The Breath of Life Publishing Co.,
Clifford, Michigan, U. S. A.

Price, $1.00, prepaid.

Address Frank W. Barker
Box 192
Lowville. N. Y.

"Modern Astrology” predicted in the January issue that, "the Climax of 1893
would be a GREAT WAR.”

MODERN ASTROLOGY
TH E O L D EST EST A B L IS 11E D,
Las THE LARGEST CIRCULATION.

and is THE BEST SUPPORTED

ASTROLOGICAL MAGAZINE.
KATAHLIftHBD L<fM.

Kditki* jit ALAN LEO, P.A.S.
Adaptrd motto:—
wum? dud rule* bis »tars. Thr Mian* tnchliF. they do not compel'"
Th« object of rbi*
is thoroughly tu purify Mini rtf-enlabliiih the ^uvivut m*.»cluc of AsIrulogf
Thh»iig)> plenrUry syTnbohigy it Meek* to expbiiit the ONE unitrrsal Spirit iu iu varied
(DBiiifeetaliona
Editvkml Ortner V. LTNTKOET GAROENx \VE>T HAMINTEkD, LONDON. NW
AijikihI siilMcriptiwuN.
post free. Single copy, 23 cents, post few.

A Sample Copy mmiI post free tunny n<l<li*c.>s by mentioning
THE BIOLOGIC/AL JOl’KNAL.

TH E SUGGESTER and THINKER.
KlklTl'.ll II»’ IIOHMKT MHKKItlX. M. 1»

A popular monthly magazine devoted loan inverligaliun of suggestion and thought force, their
user and abuses, and poaaibilitiun as curative, moral and educational agents. Its corps of contrib
utors is its guarantee of success and of satisfaction to the reading public. It gives thorough study
sud elucidation of the facts of hypnotism, telepathy, dreams, visions, and all other psychic phenomena
In lime it will teach all the methods of hypnotism, using suggestion in the cure of diseases,
habile, and so forth, and in all other pOiWible ways.
Clippings from current articles of American and European journals and portraits of the world's
eminent psychologists and schools of suggestion are a feature of each number.

Subscription, Sl.ld) a year. Send 111 cents for sample copy, mentioning The Biological Journal

Suggester and Thinker Publishing Company,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

practical Character Reading

HARMONY

HUMAN FACULTY

A M ontlily Magazine devoted to
Divine Science—the Christ Method
of H enli tig.
(’. L and.M. E. CRAMER,

Will enable you to PRACTICA LLY
study, understand and read all
kinds of

MEN.

WOMEN

AND

CHILDREN.
Buy of your newsdealer, or send

10c. for sample copy, $1 00 per year.
L. A. VAUGHT, Publisher,
317 Inter-Ocean Bldg., CHICAGO.

Editors

and

Publishers

Subscription: $1.00, a year;
Foreigu, #1.25.
Send all remittance* to

HARMONY PUB. CO.,
GjiV d It|i
11 Francisco, Cal
copy
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